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young edwin: eros art—a chronicle

Only a few months are involved—those of Late Spring,
Summer, Autumn, and year’s end.
Edwin Owen has turned eighteen, been apprenticed
willingly, it can be told, to a man more than twice his
age, and emerges from that strict, demanding tutelage
as a prodigious talent in a rarefied area of art. By turns
bizarre and dark then dazzlingly bright, Edwin leaves manipulation behind to become himself – with the reader
beside him step by step. With no ambition for accolades,
the youth earns almost instant national attention, is invited to speak at prestigious museums, is pressured to
enroll for an undergraduate degree in which he professes
little interest, and enters easily if unusually into a marriage which would have made news had it been known
to more than the precious few.
His story challenges established mores from fresh
perspectives to show how happiness can spring from a
once-damaged personality overcoming obstacles. A relative, two neighbors, and a bevy of domestic and foreign
friends populate and contribute to these events, the like
of which has never been told.
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To talk about adults
without talking about sex drives
is like talking about a window without glass.
GRACE METALIOUS
The desire to grasp and be united with
another human is a fundamental part of our nature.
KENNETH CLARK
There is a connection between art and sex,
with arousal in one realm speaking to arousal in another.
LAURA JACOBS

YOUNG EDWIN
EROS

•

ART

The artist’s experience lies so unbelievably close to the sexual,
to its pain and its pleasure, that the two phenomena are really
just different forms of one and the same longing and bliss.
RAINER MARIA RILKE
The language of Art is not only to be taken literally,
but also metaphorically, as a description
of psychic or spiritual things.
ATHANASIUS KIRCHER
Art is a human activity consisting in this,
that one man consciously by means of certain external signs,
hands on to others feelings he has lived through, and that
others are infected by these feelings and also experience them.
LEO TOLSTOY
What passes between body and spirit as orgasm is like
the great glory of artistic masterpieces, if only for a few seconds.
DALTON BRAWNE

A
CHRONICLE

The central function of imaginative literature is
to make you realise that other people act on
moral convictions different from your own.
WILLIAM EMPSON
The people whom these portraits represent must be judged by the
tenets of their own time, and not by those of a world governed
by the various terrors that control men’s minds today.
OSBERT SITWELL
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Everything in this story is fabricated—avowedly—including some and parts
of a few of the “quotes.” Trust, however: they relate to what follows. The places, institutions, and art objects mentioned should be taken as simplified and
fictionalized for the purpose of plausible contextuality. Characters—their situations and interactions—have been invented as parts of the larger idea. References to actual persons past and present are intended only for purposes of
enlivening the narrative; they imply nothing beyond their use here.
This narrative ignores cramped ideas about mores, constipated notions
concerning education, the diarrheas of ordinances and laws. It does not regard as unspeakable the conditions of nurture which the characters—Agatha
Cobb, George Tanner, and Dalton Brawne—practice. Edwin Owen and the
brothers Afzal and Shantanu Chaudary thrive in their respective formative
stages because of the directions they take from those overseeing them.
Shame finds little place within these pages for the characters have no need
of it in their fictional habitat. Every character appears in the right place at the
right time for their lives to unfold as they do.
Love enters chronologically—as it does so often in the real life of males—
after youthful sexual experiences of a mostly physiological sort. Fun as well.
The author believes that the story’s justification lies in what it may give the
reader through its curiosities, surprises, possible perceptions, and occasional
humor.
Attempts to categorize this book as conforming to any literary category
other than fiction in the form of biography are vigorously denounced in advance. Its title reveals its subject, Edwin, and the two aspects vital to his life,
Art and Eros—upfront and without guile. The book balances details of those
main themes in order to shine light on the overall theme of metamorphosis.
Edwin and his two Malay friends experience transformation to the greatest
extent while Agatha, George, Dalton, Hassan, Roger, Tom, Nick, Stephen and
Terry change, as might be expected, less dynamically. Anchoring some of the
action are Duane, Zvi, Evelyn, and Thelma and her friends.
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The world is a book and those who
do not travel read only one page.

Two souls with but a single thought,
two hearts that beat as one.

AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO

FRIEDRICH HALM

1 ARRIVAL
There had been a slight but important change in the young man’s mien since
George Tanner embarked on this trip with him. His expression masked an
awareness of himself that had not been there, about the eyes and around the
mouth. Anyone who looked merely would have thought him perhaps to be
self-satisfied, more self-confident than the usual eighteen-year-old. Change
had taken place over recent weeks and Young Edwin Owen, proud but often
silent recent high school graduate who had been in another city, was on another continent for the first time about to deplane at Charles de Gaulle.
Passengers on the Air France jet struggled to their feet, stretched themselves in the stale air, fumbled among their detritus for hand-baggage and
other belongings, and began jockeying for position in line toward the exits.
George slid into the aisle and put out a hand to the young man. A glance
between them told him what he wanted to know: Young Edwin clearly was
content, surely excited.
“Here you go,” George said quietly as the teen found his way in front. They
pressed together in the crowd. No one noticed the man’s hand brush the slender figure. “Are you all right?”
Edwin, as he was customarily called, looked over his shoulder and nodded
slightly. His thoughts were his own but there was no hesitancy in the response. Throughout the flight from Chicago, his mind kept itself busy revisiting the past month or so. Six weeks, he remembered. Images from that month
and a half flickered through his mind, some vividly.
George had closed his eyes for much of the flight. He, too, relished his
memories, and spent time anticipating what lay ahead.
The travelers headed wearily towards the baggage area. First-timers to Paris
had more spring to their step. Edwin’s way of walking, with certain extra flex
to his legs went unnoticed by all except his elder companion. “Comfortable?”
he asked quietly.
“Yes.”
They moved ahead.
“Do you think there’ll be a problem?”
“Not at all. We’ll collect our things and go right through,” George’s voice
reassured.
The neatly dressed, slightly rumpled pair appeared like many others—probably an uncle and nephew, possibly a youngish grandfather and a nearly grown
grandson, perhaps even a father with a son who had been born late. One somewhat taller than the other and decidedly more muscular, the two made no particular impression. Circumstances necessitated only the most cursory of appraisals
as everyone focused on the path through Immigration and Customs.
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2 MORNING LIGHT
Morning light filtered through the sheer curtains of their hotel room. The
wall panels of medium blue with white moldings, Louis XV-style furnishings
and other appointments, although handsome, drew the attention of neither as
George smiled slightly, embraced Edwin and whispered, “Take your shower.”
The response, a barely perceptible shudder.
From his suitcase, the man took a zippered bag.
Edwin glanced around seeing himself full length in the mirrored closet
doors.
“You’ll want this.”
“I know.”
As if rehearsed, Edwin removed his clothing, passing each article to George
who hung the shirt and pants in the closet, and dropped both underwear
and socks into the hotel’s laundry bag. Shoes went under the bed. The belt he
placed aside.
The lithe body revealed itself and its erection half-lit, half-shadowed, soft
morning sun defining the line of its back, its curve inward at the waist and
the flair of its downy bottom.
Expected were George’s fingers and where they went to encircle his insert’s
base. The object had been crafted for this trip. Foam rubber with a condom
over it. The shape, tapered rather like a small ear of corn with a stem and a
knob at the end.
Unlike other appliances used so far in their relationship, this one weighed
almost nothing and was pliant so that, in place, it conformed to its location
almost unnoticeably. The narrow part dilated the teen’s muscle slightly; the
knob kept the insert in place. He had played with it, in fact, during the flight,
flexing against its width as exercise.
What George wanted, Edwin wanted. Control.
“Shall I bend?”
“No, stand as you are. You look fine. I’ll draw it out now. Breathe deeply.
Exhale slowly.”
As the boy complied, he felt the insert being slipped out and away. His skin
flushed. He sighed.
“I love it when you do that,” George’s voice dropped low in its baritone
range. “You glow.” Indeed, the boy’s flesh had a blush to it.
Edwin was embarrassed neither by what had just taken place nor by his
situation. Feeling something like pride, not to mention determination, he
walked into the bathroom anticipating the cleansing and preparations ahead,
his mind set on what would follow. Methodically, as he had become accustomed, he opened the taps and felt the stream of water until its temperature
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was warm, filled the bulb, attached and lubricated its nozzle, knelt to make
both the insertion and the injection into himself, then began his countdown.
Six minutes. Edwin’s head, breastbone and forearms were on the floor, his
eyes on the wristwatch which George had given him. Six minutes. It was time
that passed less slowly than before, now that he knew what was expected.
Knew that here, in this process, he was in charge of the result. Cleanliness
inside and out was the requirement. Patiently, he watched the minutes go by
and felt the need to expel increase, but held himself tight. Two minutes more.
Then, after using the toilet, Edwin repeated these actions with as much care
as before—a ritual. He removed his watch.
Luxuriating under a hot shower and using lots of soap, he was becoming
eager. Not too fast. Take the time. Be thorough. Mind the feet, between the toes.
That had been a lesson he had learned when George had striped those tender
arches with his belt. “I prefer to teach a lesson such as this only once,” he had
said. Since then, Edwin had made sure that nothing of the sort was needed in
that area or any other. George could be very tough.
Closing his mind to that memory and others from his period of indoctrination, he dried his light, almost blonde hair and buffed his body with towels
until it was rosy. He remembered to brush his teeth and to use mouthwash.
Good. No need to shave. The mirror, its misty condensation wiped away, did not
lie. In it, an image of health and promise. The youthful face smiled slightly at
him. Ice-blue eyes remained forward as the torso turned to reveal the curve of
his backside. Another smile beamed broader as he thought: I’m a satisfactory
package.
Satisfactory was George’s word. “If I take you on,” he had said, those weeks
earlier, inches from Edwin’s face, “you must never be less than satisfactory.”
From that moment, no doubt existed in the young man’s mind that he had
standards to meet. One by one, as they had been revealed to him, the recent
graduate of high school had striven to attain George’s “satisfactory.”
A fresh towel around his hips and surrounded by a rush of moist air, Edwin
stepped into the hotel room where he knew that the man—for whom he was
part of a transaction—waited. The temperature, much cooler than the bath’s,
tightened his skin.
George approached to touch the boy’s nipples. “I like these to stand firm.”
Edwin shivered. The thumbs rotated. Tiny circles. An “oh-h-h” came from
the boy’s lips as he inhaled.
“Stand. Be calm. I want to look you over.”
The quiet voice responded, “I believe that I am…satisfactory.”
“So you seem.” George’s palms were on Edwin’s shoulders, to savor their
smoothness. Then along the boy’s arms down to his hands—strong fingers
kneading the flesh, stroking the undeveloped muscles. “These merit effort.
Later, after we return to Chicago.” The voice was steady, full of implication.
The inspection stopped.
As George looked down, Edwin asked, “Shall I remove my towel?” He aped
the formal tone of George’s manner of speaking.
A flicker of recognition on the man’s face showed pleasure. He kissed the
boy’s brow. “You may wait for me in bed.” He closed the door behind him.
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Sounds of the razor running, the toilet flushing, the shower.
Edwin glanced beyond items on the bedside table and moved to the window. Paris was out there. Its sunshine made him blink as he parted the gauzy
fabric panels. So bright. Horns honked in the distance as traffic began moving
through the plaza below. The Egyptian obelisk caught his eye, two elaborate
fountains, four large sculptures—he had read about them. Unexpected were
the soaring street lamps and the sheer magnitude of the plaza.
During their pre-dawn taxi ride into the city, he had noticed very little although his eyes darted at the blur of passing buildings. “There’s not much to
see between the airport and the hotel,” George had said almost apologetically,
“but soon enough you will have great things to experience.”
Edwin had snickered slightly: I’ve already experienced a few great things. But
not in Paris, yet. Amused at himself, the lad had resumed watching whatever he
could of things as they flew by. Anticipation had blinded him to the grandeur
of the building at which they were delivered—until he followed George into
its lobby. There, the marble splendor dazed him. Words could not form, so he
remained silent, awed by the sight of the place and by George’s easy manner
with the gracious staff. Within minutes, they had ascended to their room and
begun their ritual. That focused Edwin on the forthcoming event, a planned
celebration of their being in Paris together.
Now was different, for it was the Place de la Concorde that lay expansively
before him. And he knew the name of the hotel, Le Crillon. Butterflies flew in
his stomach. He shivered again, then got beneath the bedclothes.
As he attended to his ablutions, George Tanner took stock of himself and
of this amazing young man. Malleable, like potter’s clay. For the first time, he
realized, I have the perfect object for my attentions. Others much older, experienced, had failed to suit him completely. Faces, bodies, personalities, proclivities darted across his memory, reflected in a moment when his mirrored
image looked at him and he almost failed to hold himself in check. Steady.
Stay in character.
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Life can only be understood backwards,
but it must be lived forwards.
SØREN KIERKEGAARD

3 IN THE PAST
George was forty before he discovered his need for submissive partners. Until
then, sex, when he could find it, was generally the mutual thing he had heard
about since his teen years. Favors were to be traded to the point of orgasm.
This guy or that and what they did with each other was—biological. George
thought, even at the time: We grope, kiss, suck, screw—just to get off. My own
hands are better than other guys’. Quicker, less of a bother. He had felt twinges of
emotional attachment to a college roommate, Erich Wolfe , who, when George
had made an effort to fondle him, proved to be straight yet tolerant. Flustered,
George apologized the instant Erich glanced down at the hand on his crotch,
then up to his roommate, and said evenly, “Uh-oh. That’s not for me.”
The incident was never mentioned again.
Oddly, in time, they became friends and remained so after graduating, Erich in American History and George, after having overcome his false start as
a Psychology major, in Art History. Graduate schools took the two in different
directions. Even after Erich’s eventual marriage to Anne Evans, whom he had
met in an education seminar, the two stayed in touch, their interest in each
other being slightly imbalanced.
Otherwise a man of solid character, Erich took vicarious pleasure in the
predicaments of his college roommate’s life. George, less guarded in those
years than later, relied on Erich the non-judgmental listener. Telephone conversations sometimes were lengthy. Then, in the Nineties, e-mails took over.
George needed Erich’s sympathetic ear, especially to listen to his vividly described, on-going sexual peccadillos.
I’m a freaking voyeur, Erich often thought from the safe distance, his crotch
sometimes unexpectedly growing tight. He never let on to George nor did
he understand his occasional reactions. Ideas that he took from his former
roommate occasionally found their way into his relations with Anne, intermittently with admirable success. As might be expected, Erich’s career, like
his marriage, developed into something regular, stable, and rewarding after
earning a Master’s in Education—high school teaching in the small town of
Treydon, Indiana. His friend George, increasingly gifted with words, ever better public manners, and experience in the art world, had worked his way up
to a curatorship of education at the Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, a couple
of hours away.
The event that sharpened George Tanner’s awareness and hardened his
cock profoundly took place in his own apartment with colleague Roger Dawson’s boyfriend, airheaded Tom Loft, there ostensibly to spend a night or two
while a domestic spat blew over. Tom ran on and on about his problems with
Roger. George tried to listen; he really did not care. Roger headed the crew
which mounted exhibitions at the Art Institute, less a friend than an acquain10

tance, albeit a muscularly developed one. They tended to see a lot of each other because their offices temporarily shared the same receptionist. Tom, whom
he had met repeatedly at various functions, was a lesser acquaintance, one he
felt sorry for. He suspected part of the problem lay in Roger’s being a strikingly
handsome thirty-something black man and Tom, a moderately good looking,
somewhat phlegmatic, younger white gay.
Drinks were poured and downed. Hospitality never hurts. George was trying
to be sociable.
At last, alcohol eased circumstances to the point that Tom could blurt all
at once, “I’m so lonely. Can I sleep with you?” Tom’s expression and pleading
tone worked.
It will be easier in bed, George imagined. We’ll fall asleep soon anyway.
As both men undressed they seemed quite different, Tom’s form soft,
George’s taut. “Oh my God, you must work out. You look great.”
The response came, “I see you don’t.”
A hurt look. “Roger likes me this way—or used to,” Tom said while the light
was turned off and the covers thrown back. “He hasn’t touched me much lately—actually, ages.” Then, hesitantly, “Will you hold me, please?”
George doused the light.
Tom’s somewhat reluctant, slightly tipsy host extended an arm to accept
this boozy new friend, spoon-like, into his embrace. As George’s other arm
reached across Tom’s chest to comfort him, his hand discovered a nipple and
began stroking it idly back and forth.
The reflex was a slight gasping, “Oh my God, you’re so sure of yourself.” He
pressed into George’s crotch—which began to respond.
I’m horny as hell.
“You can have me. I wish you would. Oh my God. Please.” The suggestive
voice was as soft—and welcoming—as Tom’s body.
A quick movement took George directly over his guest. The room was pitch
black, but George found Tom’s shoulders and pinned them to the bed. “Are
you sure?” His voice was husky. Cocks strained against each other through
their underwear.
It had been a long time of neglect by Roger. In his need, Tom spoke the
words that changed George, “You can do anything with me that you want.”
The idea charged George like electricity. Quick tempered, he felt power that
he had not felt before.
“Take off my briefs.”
Tom struggled in the dark.
“Feel me.” Then more insistently, “I said feel me.”
“Oh my God, you’re huge. And wet.”
Tom’s “Oh my God” was cut short by a smart slap to his cheek.
“Shut up. You keep saying the same thing.”
“Oh my…”
Another slap ricocheted off the walls.
“I told you!” He forced Tom’s legs up and back, aligned himself directly
into the waiting crease and, as his slippery cock bore through its target, thrust
his tongue into Tom’s mouth. A moment defined by action. Tom’s cock spurt11

ed between their stomachs. Feeling Tom spasm, George abandoned himself to
the fuck. Minutes later, his climax came, pounding its way inside the body he
could not see.
He pulled out, pushed Tom’s legs over to one side and ordered, “Lie flat.
Spread your legs. Lift your butt.”
The movement was quick but so was Tom’s voice, “Oh my God.” Regret was
instantaneous.
George smacked the ass he had just marauded. The attack was furious. “I
told you to…stop…saying…that,” each word emphasized with a stinging swat.
“Roger wouldn’t treat me like this,” came the plaintive voice muffled by
tears and a pillow.
“Too bad. You’re with me now, bitch.”
Tom slumped into the mattress.
George struck again, “I said lift it!”
He centered himself, bore down fiercely, and started to rut with animal
force. Audible were Tom’s gasps and the smacking of George’s pelvis against
the upturned cheeks. Under my control. Totally. His mind saw the body beneath
him supine, non-participatory and, most meaningfully, unresisting. Minute
followed minute. Elation replaced anger. George’s pleasure grew like that of
a kid on a swing. He soared. Great! Better than anything, his mind raced as
he bore down. My channel. His body’s mine. Surrendered. Furious exhilaration
rushed his climax. The body beneath caught the moment and fired another
load onto the sheet as George emptied himself deeply inside.
They lay quiet, Tom afraid to speak, George unable to, his body glued to
Tom’s by the liquid remains of what passed. After a time, he rolled off and,
with a sigh unlike any Tom had ever heard him make—one of contentedness
perhaps—and drifted asleep. Tom lay awake, his body glazed with sweat, the
sheets clinging, his insides burning. Leaking. His thoughts wandered: What
was that all about? Damn. What a tiger. Something was different near the end.
Damn. Then he, too, slept. Neither dreamed.
Two more nights followed, the second more tumultuous than the first.
Screwing’s never felt like that before, George realized.
At work the next week, midmorning coffee found Tom’s lover Roger together with George and eager to tell of the reconciliation that had come after a
temporary break-up the previous weekend, of Tom’s less contentious manner,
of his renewed energy in their relationship, of….
George stopped the recitation, “Maybe you just weren’t screwing him
enough.”
“What makes you say that?”
“Didn’t you mention it? I mean, didn’t you say something about sleeping
apart?”
“I didn’t.”
George looked out the staff room window. “Well I guess I thought you did.
It seems obvious you two weren’t getting along, and that usually means not
having good sex.”
There was a lull before George inquired with apparent innocence and concern, “By the way, where’d Tom go?”
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“I have no idea. He’s got a lot of friends. He won’t say—but he came back
different.”
George wanted to say that he, too, was different but could not bring himself to break the implied trust of Tom’s conversation. Besides, just knowing
the effect of the last weekend on each of them assured George’s new sense of
desire awaiting other outlets.
Small talk ended their discussion. George’s work with certain of the museum’s lecture series, his draft proposal for the development of a new term of
classes for children, meetings with curatorial staff about upcoming exhibitions and their possible educational components, and appearances before the
volunteer guides kept his days and some of his evenings occupied pleasantly.
Blessed with a quick brain and a level of curiosity about art that were not as
evident during his university days, this curator enjoyed his duties. Associates
considered him reasonably congenial if occasionally brusque. For matrons of
wealth, who were woven into the fabric of the museum, good looking, middle-aged George Tanner acted rather like a courtier. His was the right combination of formality and manners tempered with humor. Administrators
admired the apparent ease with which he handled his duties. “Consummate
professional,” some said. Except for his confidant Erich, in Treydon, no one,
certainly not Tom, whom he avoided, knew the re-orientation that George’s
private life had taken. Not even with Roger, whom he liked as a colleague, had
he ever spoken candidly about his after-hour activities other than to mention
an occasional movie or, in passing, that he had “hooked up” over a weekend.
He relied on his dependable friend in the next state. With such a background of sharing information, however one-sidedly, about their lives, Erich
followed with curious interest George’s relating the new focus of his sexual
and emotional drives. “You are an adventurer, I think,” he observed after
learning how the latest encounters had taken his friend into shadowed areas
of male intimacy. “I could never do anything like that.”
George questioned to himself: I wonder if he’s jealous?
After a pause, Erich said, “You know, I hope one day you’ll find the right
guy and settle down.”
Erich sometimes verges on the platitudinous.
“I’m not there yet,” came the reply.
After Tom’s weekend with George, there were others over time whenever
the couple had a tiff. Roger neither knew nor questioned where his annoying
lover had gone. He simply was glad to have the apartment to himself in peace.
Each return found the runaway roommate chastened somehow, apologetic,
and ready to continue their relationship.
In a sense, Tom’s body functioned as a proving ground for George’s developing ideas about sexual triumph. Their encounters, however, caused George
gradually to hold in disdain his occasional partner and Roger. Their chemistry’s
not right. The queen just needs to be put in her place firmly. Roger must be a wimp.
George revved up his demands during Tom’s visits. Tom craved to win approval by ever increasing forms of subservience. Intervals widened between spats
with Roger as the severity of his treatment by George increased—whippings
with a belt, for example, before sex—which meant longer periods of tranquil13

ity with the patient Roger who, it seemed, loved his errant mate but made
infrequent demands of a sexual nature. Roger’s bodily development took precedence.
He works out for himself when he should work out on his willing, fruity roommate.
As for George, he communicated little to former roommate Erich of this
inverse relationship—suspecting disapproval—but, as he sought passive partners, he enjoyed recounting his conquests to so ready a listener. He must be
getting off on this stuff in some way.
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No, no! The adventures first,
explanations take such a dreadful time.
LEWIS CARROLL

4 CHICAGO
Intrigued by his discoveries with Tom Loft, George Tanner sought books and
articles about dominant-submissive psychology. He wondered, if he had encountered this realm of the human psyche as an undergraduate, whether he
might have pursued the study of Art History. He sought novels and short stories with such a slant, looking always for explanations and rationales. Articles
about bondage and dom-sub relationships caught his attention. Like a sponge,
he soaked up what made sense potentially for him; he jettisoned what did not.
The more he read, the more rampant his interest. His phallocentric world, he
discovered, had many “subs” wanting to be topped by “real men.” The ever
broadening Internet eased his path eventually into chat rooms. Using sites
that promoted personal contact for like-minded men, George encountered
simpering queens, outright fools, and plain mediocrities by the dozens but
almost no one he wanted to know. Only one man living nearby in tony, residential Oak Park—a retired professor of social studies—proved eventually to
be the sort of friend or even mentor that, over time, George both needed and
wanted. It was not for sex but about sex that he settled into a conversational
relationship with the elder. Their introduction had been through an on-line
“friend” who thought they would enjoy knowing each other, living as they
did in the same city.
Then nearing eighty, Dr. Dalton Brawne cut a distinguished figure. His
mane of white hair, fine-grained features, tailored clothes, charming demeanor, and marked taste for life’s sensuality reflected in his personality. “These
days, I generally only talk about it, of course, but that’s something to savor,
too,” he had written in an e-mail. Initially, there was no question of anything
except exchanges on-line, which Dalton pretended to disdain but never failed
to answer, then by telephone, and eventually via swapped stories over dinners.
Although relieved that nothing physical was expected of him, George could
see how attractive the old guy must have been. What tales he tells and how
he tells them. Brawne wove his accounts with the intricacy of fine tapestries.
Sometimes high-toned, often colloquially crude—for effect. A bit of one-upmanship was involved. Must have been one hell of a lecturer in the classroom.
The stories were many—illuminative of the gay experience in the United
States, Europe, and the Far East from decades back—some distinctly torrid.
Brawne seemingly had mastered many of his partners and their motivations,
had analyzed the relations he had had with nearly every man or lad and could
explain them. There was nuance to his thoughts about eroticism and indulgence in it. “Not for nothing have I been for so long a sociologist,” was his
obliquely worded observation.
Has he—could he have—had so many actual experiences? George wondered. Or
are some of these tales made up? Doesn’t matter. Could be a new art form if he
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wanted to market it that way—The Sex Tale Monologue or some such, delivered from
a stage under a spotlight.
Whether at George’s rather severely appointed apartment in a Chicago
high rise, impersonal as modern could be, or cozy in his book-lined study at
home, the older man always listened keenly, over a glass of something delicious, to the accounts of George’s exploits both before and since the pivotal
weekend with Tom Loft. Nibbling nuts, he countered with tales of his own,
but they were hardly comparable. George Tanner, Brawne thought, was a novice. Self-centered as well. Creative, though.
“One day, I’ll tell you even more. Meanwhile, let’s have another glass of
sherry. Oh, and yes, a serious word of advice. You are far too free with crude
terms—four-letter words. Strike them from your vocabulary or you’ll slip up
one day and they’ll betray you.”
“You don’t think I’m smart enough to know when not to use them?
“Not at all,” Brawne said. “It’s that they cheat your mind out of coping with
verbal descriptions based on subtleties of understanding. You’re in a subtle
field and you ought to try harder. Now, about that sherry?”
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If you’re going to lose something,
lose your inhibitions.
DANIEL GOLSTON

5 IN BED
When George Tanner, his well-honed muscularity emphasized by the dark
brown hair on his head, chest, arms and legs, strode toward the boy in his
bed, the most evident aspect of his appearance was the large, standing penis.
It bobbed directly in front of him parallel to the floor. He ignored the chill air,
being drawn to Edwin’s figure huddled under the covers.
The tousled, nearly blond head turned from the window light. “It’s really
warm under here.”
“It’s going to be a lot warmer.” The man whipped back the bedding, took in
the sight of his nubile young charge unfolding and extending his body with
silky, almost feline suppleness. He spread himself atop the boy while drawing
the covers over them both. His hardness and Edwin’s collided. Heat began to
flow. George savored the highlights and shadows cast by the morning sun on
the boy’s complexion, its purity marked only by a small strawberry birthmark
at the base of his neck. Elbows to either side of Edwin’s ribcage, George lowered his mouth to seek the soft lips he loved to part with his tongue and sometimes to nibble. He probed. The mouth opened only a little. Edwin rocked his
head an inch or so to either side, sliding the tips of his teeth across the tip of
the man’s tongue. Not for long. He felt George’s strong hands seize his cheeks
and force open his jaw so that the tongue could possess his mouth, its tongue,
even its airway. The abruptness of the attack proved to be an instant stimulation. Although he ground his pelvis into George’s with unexpected strength,
the boy moved his tongue slowly along and around the man’s so sinuously
that soon both tongues were conversing with each other in equal intimacy.
Their noses drew air in and blew it out against the other’s upper lip urgently,
without matching the passionate synchrony of the deep kiss.
George backed off, gasping, “What are you trying to do?”
Edwin’s eyelids opened. He focused on the man’s dark brown eyes and intense, possibly angry, expression. He whispered, “To be what you want.”
With a muttered “We’ll see about that,” George reared up on his knees and
reached down to wrap his thumb and forefinger around the boy’s sex, all of
it from below the ball sac and around the firm, slim penis. Edwin dared not
move. The pressure increased. “Why are you so hard? Why do you leak so
much? You aren’t going to cum, are you?” The questions came like gun fire.
The hand squeezed harder.
“It’s you.” Edwin’s voice remained calm. “You make me like this.”
That was the right response. Him!
George let go, and wiped his fingers on the boy’s chest. He lifted both nearly
hairless legs by their undersides to press Edwin’s knees against his chest. “Take
these and hold them.” A pillow was thrust under the lower spine. George bent
down to savor the boy’s clean smell. The closer his nose to the target, the more
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the man thought about the nearby belt.
If there is a sign he didn’t clean himself completely, I’ll…. But the only scent
was that of skin recently soaped and rinsed. Sitting back on his heels, he let
a few moments pass before coating his broad thumbs with saliva and placing
them on the little ovoid muscle. They moved across its pink surface with
the merest contact, a fraction of an inch further apart from the center. Then
again. Again. As if to suggest the area might open. By barely touching the
muscle in this manner over and over, George knew the boy could not resist.
He had never been able to, even from the earliest of their encounters and well
before accepting the man fully. More saliva was added and the subtle massage
resumed.
Contact was so delicate that Edwin believed he could feel the tiny whorled
ridges of George’s thumbs teasing him into the desired submissive state. Can
anything be more persuasive? he wondered. It was an unusual thought for one
so young but not for a teen who had been through what he had since accepting his present role. Soon he would be unable to prevent that reflexive blush
that invariably caused his bottom to glow and which fired the man’s desire to
penetrate him.
The thumbs withdrew and were replaced by the thick tip of George’s penis—drooling its natural lubricant copiously onto the goal. The man positioned himself. Edwin waited for the effect of George’s hand directing the
organ’s head about the area, slicking it. He might have been able to take entry
then, so pliant had he become, but George reserved that moment in favor of
his right index finger.
Edwin waited. George considered the site dispassionately until the moment
the rosy circle flexed on its own, then slid his finger directly in. No sound
came from the boy. A pause. George’s free hand reached to find the boy’s
scrotum drawn up tightly. In response, a slight gasp. An exhalation. The finger rotated. It stroked slowly. A sigh was heard as the finger withdrew. The
thumbs returned, their renewed motions tantalizing him further. Two fingers
probed. As they entered, Edwin pulled his legs closer still to signal his desire.
But George, proceeding without hurry, worked the sphincter as if he were a
jeweler polishing the inside of a precious ring. His eyes focused on the target.
At last, the tell-tale sign—a sudden increased heat inside and out. Edwin was
ready.
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Life’s simple events set the stage
for others more complex.
ANONYMOUS TRUISM

6 A GLIMPSE BACK
“I’ve never heard of such a thing happening,” the elderly professor observed
when George first described Edwin’s phenomenal response to anal stimulation. “As the result of orgasm certainly, but not to being merely fingered.” His
tone was incredulous.
“I’m good at what I do.” It was said wryly, almost a question.
An eyebrow raised, “Nonsense.”
“Actually, I am. But to be honest, I’ve never seen anything like it with
anyone else under any other circumstances. Edwin heats up, I tell you. And it
drives me nuts.”
“How do you mean that?”
“I think am becoming a bit fixated on him, not merely with his backside,
which is beyond cute. There’s some kind of narcotic allure—I guess I’ll call
it—to this boy. I can’t fathom it. He says so little but he responds so much.
And when he’s ready ‘to go,’ if you get my drift, there’s that odd moment
when his body becomes—well, radiant.”
George was speaking rapidly, unable hold back his efforts to account for
the lust to which he had succumbed. His trust in Dalton was curious. George’s
relationship with his sexual need never overrode his work, but it obliterated
his ties to family members and compromised his ability to form friendships.
Once pressed by Dalton on the subject, he admitted exploiting relationships
through duplicity. So slick were his words when wanting his way with them,
tricks would believe that he cared for them. He felt no qualms in casting aside
the used. With this man so many years his senior, George could afford to be
open. Their paths in life otherwise did not pass. No threat there.
“Edwin’s attitude is—how to say it—supple. He accepts each indication of
what I want and surrenders himself to it totally, yet never expresses a particular desire verbally. That in itself turns me on. If I touch him anywhere,
clothed or naked, he looks up tentatively—those extraordinary, pale blue eyes
boring a hole in me—and produces an erection. The moment I touch his bottom, whatever tension there might have been before eases away and a small
smile takes over his face. Its subtlety reminds me of…of the Mona Lisa’s. He
often closes his eyes then. What else can I tell you? After sex, he may smile
knowingly, I guess you could say, the way Leonardo’s Saint John does. I’ve even
thought of taking him to Paris to see those paintings in the Louvre.”
“How would you manage that?”
“Oh, his guardian, his aunt, would consent, I’m sure.”
“Why would she?”
“She says I’m one of the best influences ‘Young Edwin,’ as she calls him,
“has ever had.”
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“Do you know who any others might be?” Brawne’s question caught
George off his guard. He glanced quizzically at the man who shot back, “You
can’t mean that this boy has come to you without experience? He can’t have
been a virgin!” Brawne snapped, “You speak as if you were some besotted
teenager. Virtually everything you’ve told me so far has been centered on
yourself with…with a few descriptions of sensations thrown in. You haven’t
made a single point about this Young Edwin’s circumstances, his background,”
his tone increasingly peremptory. “Did you not ask him? An aunt, you say. Is
that all? There must be someone else.”
Dalton Brawne was a formidable interrogator.
“Well, Erich, my former college roommate, and his wife Anne. Erich was
Edwin’s high school history teacher and Anne was his counselor. The families
live next door to each other.”
“And these people somehow turned this—dare I say, tender?—boy, this
child, over to a ravenous thing like you?” High eyebrows and an exasperated
tone of voice showed that Brawne’s patience was in short supply.
Uncommonly, George felt a bit foolish. “No, no. Of course not. It happened—we met, I mean—in a completely innocent way.”
The older man lowered his gaze, an unstated question on his face.
Glad to be in charge of the conversation again, George recounted how,
early in the New Year, Erich had called him on his wife’s behalf. As advisor to
Treydon High’s senior class, she proposed a trip to Chicago, before graduation,
to visit the Field Museum and the Art Institute, and to tour the city itself. The
students, remembering their tenth grade trip to the State’s capitol, Indianapolis, and its Children’s Museum, Art Museum and a concert at its slightly seedy,
big auditorium, Clowes Hall, were enthusiastic. So many possible activities
were brought up for the agenda that an overnight stay had to be planned, a
matter of keen interest for most of them. “Small-town teenagers, you know,
looking for big-city adventure.”
Brawne had laughed at that.
The request came for George to arrange a guided tour of the Art Institute.
Nothing difficult about it, Erich was told to assure his wife. The Education Department routinely welcomed all sorts of groups, tailoring the presentations
as needed. With enough lead time, volunteers that George himself trained as
docents would be available to handle the projected number. He recommended
an hour in the late morning, an hour for lunch in the food areas—the Garden
Court or, weather permitting, the McKinlock Court—and another hour of
gallery touring after. “Otherwise, there’s a risk of over-exposure, of fatigue—
for the students and for the docents,” he said.
“Fantastic,” came the grateful response.
In time, Anne shaped the schedule with a refinement to enhance the educational experience at both institutions: her seniors would be divided into
groups according to their responses to special questionnaires which were intended to determine potential interest. Small groups, not herds. Manageable.
Questions could be asked and fielded by answers.
Brawne interrupted, “No more of these tiresome preliminaries, if you
please. How was it that you met the lad?”
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“We were short of volunteers that day, so I took charge of the smallest,
most select group—four girls and three boys. Edwin was one of them.
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It is weak and silly to say you cannot bear
what it is your fate to be required to bear.
CHARLOTTE BRONTË

7 SEIZING THE MOMENT
As the Parisian sunlight intensified, George Tanner took stock of the object of
his passion, a naked eighteen-year-old—totally under his control—legs drawn
up, face—eyes closed—turned to the shadows, incomparable bottom spread
in anticipation. Donning a condom and lubricating himself liberally from the
tube he had left on the nightstand beside the coil of Edwin’s belt, George centered his pride and uttered the instruction, “Look at me.” Adrenaline rushed
into his blood.
The youthful head turned slowly into the light. Its eyelids opened wide.
George tried to absorb the color of those irises. Blue topaz, he thought. Like two
gemstones. It was a comparison that had occurred to him before. On no one
else had he ever noticed similar eyes. They sparkled as the man’s hips began
sways sideways to work forward. The muscle breached, George paused. Edwin
was breathing faster. An inch or so more. Dilation increased gradually, apparently without pain. More. The greatest width arrived. Another pause—to
relish the moment—then sudden withdrawal. Edwin’s eyes closed. His head
went into the sun.
“I told you to look at me.” The voice was serious.
Edwin obeyed. He felt himself being opened again to the same degree,
then experienced the man’s motions in and out only that far. It was maddening. He craved to be taken fully. The man teased, provoked, challenged. He
pushed the boy’s hands away to seize the thighs himself.
Having learned to keep still at moments such as this, Edwin endured the
torment—his belt a nearby reminder. George slowed, then stopped in place.
Stretched wide and daring not to move, the subject of the man’s attention
found himself being rotated on the end of the great cock. Vertically and horizontally. Never very far. Then directed up again before being lowered further,
until George pressed into the little mound of his prostate and held steady.
“There,” was what he said, almost as a whisper. The youth caught his breath
and held it. Tiny movements massaged his gland. His eyes pleaded with the
man’s. Tension took over their bodies, except for the muscle being held in
readiness. When the order to exhale came, Edwin relaxed—and was penetrated completely. His head backed into its pillow, his legs wrapped around
the man, his arms embraced the muscled back. George’s arms moved under
the boy’s shoulders, his hands taking hold from underneath. Lips, then teeth,
sampled the nearest earlobe.
“Now you have me.”
He sought the man’s mouth and offered up his lips. George began to kiss.
In the tender instant, George’s pelvis started the fuck from its deepest point
inside. So slight was the gesture that it seemed like the pulse of a heartbeat—
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short-long, short-long. This is bliss, the man thought. I’ve immobilized him. He
feels… what I want… him to feel… when I want… him to feel it. Lips, not tongues,
communicated the delicate intimacy of this part of their coupling.
Managing such patience for long proved too much to bear for a man of
George’s libido. He altered strategy by increasing the stroke until his buttocks
rose and fell with regular rhythm and the plunging motions carried from tip
to root. Relentless, mesmeric, the pace remained slow. George observed Edwin’s eyes lose their focus as if they were seeing nothing.
Edwin felt his interior conforming to the thick, engorged organ’s demands.
Actually, the boy’s mind formed ideas: I have him. He’s mine. He’s drunk on me.
Intoxicated by his own realization of nascent control over the man, Edwin
thought, Without me, he’d never have such ecstasy.
The reverie faded as George noticed the boy’s distraction and pumped
harder. I…want…his…full…attention. As his strokes bore in, George accelerated
with locomotive force.
Edwin absorbed the assault as though he were being punished for some
transgression. In a sense, he was. He had allowed himself to stray—if only momentarily—from his duty to serve the man without question. This battering
was deserved. Seeing an irritated look on George’s face, Edwin responded with
an expression of determination. His blue irises reasserted their icy spell. I can
take this, they seemed to be saying. Any amount of it. He knew that he could.
To George, who got the message in a flash, there was a challenge under
him: an eighteen-year-old to be fucked into surrender.
Pleasure mounting with his redoubled efforts and sweat beading his skin,
George pulled tight against the boy’s slight shoulders so that every impact of
his thrusts echoed in the room. The headboard of their bed struck the wall in
slight, staccato counterpoint. Such unleashed frenzy almost brought the man
to orgasm, but he caught himself in time, stopped, pulled out, and turned the
boy to one side.
“Roll over,” his heavy breath directed. “Put your pillows in place.” He
paused to breathe again. “Stretch your legs down. Point your toes. I want to
see the soles of your feet.” The boy’s obedience elated the man. “Now cross
your ankles.”
He wants my thighs to nest his balls. To cushion them.
A pillow for his midriff, one for his chest, one for his head—they elevated
him into position for what was coming and allowed his slender arms free
movement on either side.
The vista before him—a motionless form displaying a hole reddened by previous activity and appearing in the center of flaringly curved pink mounds—
compromised George’s effort to calm himself. The specter of orgasm still
haunted his loins. He might cum on the spot. The belt. Maybe the belt.
“I ought to thrash your bottom,” he said coarsely.
The soft response came, “If you need to.”
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Art hath an enemy called ignorance.
BEN JONSON

8 A GUIDED TOUR
The expectant little tour group met their guide, curator George Tanner, inside the Ryan Education Center of Renzo Piano’s new, starkly splendid $400
million-plus Modern wing. Light filled its space and the smell was fresh. The
seven teens consigned to him were—well—teens, and he was performing a
task that ought to have belonged to a docent. But that morning, he had had
to step in. They had arrived with a smartly dressed, middle aged woman who
came forward, arm extended, “I’m Anne Wolf, Erich’s wife. So happy to meet
you at last. I’ve heard a lot about you over the years.”
They exchanged necessary pleasantries. The kids, Anne had assured him,
were the “brightest lot” and “ought to prove interesting.”
Typical thing to say, he thought, ever dubious as the teens averted their eyes.
We’ll see.
As if she had read his mind, she added a note of encouragement, “They’ve
had Art Appreciation.”
He cringed inwardly. Oh great.
Anne’s eyes took in George’s handsome appearance: freshly shaven, good
bone structure and complexion, thick, glossy, brown hair combed straight
back, sharply parted to one side. A sort of 1930s or 1940s movie-idol look.
Tyrone Power, perhaps. “See you at lunch,” she said airily, and left to join
another group.
Contemporary Art upstairs provoked the students’ attention—if not much
discussion. Sheep. That’s what they resemble. So long had he been out of direct contact with young people, George did not remember that it was natural
for them to be wary. In truth, they needed time to adjust to the man and
his clipped style of delivery. Alexander Calder’s black and red mobiles drew
them in readily. “They’re kind of graceful,” one girl remarked to their guide’s
surprise. Imagine, a modern teenager thinking that. He managed a smile in her
direction, and began to thaw. Before a wildly abstract Joan Mitchell cityscape,
which he tried to put across by-the-manual, he asked for adjectives to describe
it, for reactions to the brushstrokes, to the use of colors—the group stood nervously and silently. “Come now,” the curator invited, “you must have something to say.”
A towheaded boy with his hands in his pockets drawled, “You might not
want to hear it.”
George laughed, “You’re probably right.”
They all laughed.
Cheeky. Maybe there’s hope for this tour yet.
A Cy Twombly scribble bombed, too. Nothing about it struck any of the
students as worth more than a glance until he told them, “Its current market
value exceeds a million dollars.” Attention was riveted. At least they’re looking
at the damned thing.
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“Why?” came the question from another girl, wearing a t-shirt that was
much too small.
“The art market has run away with interest in what you could call gestural
painting,” shot back the answer, “ever since Jackson Pollock was recognized
as a master. Let me show you his Greyed Rainbow. We are very proud of it.”
They were off to look.
Ideas started flowing in both directions, all the students joining in except
one, a slim boy in a pressed white shirt and creased gray slacks. Neat appearance. I wonder what he’s thinking. Hasn’t said a word yet. Curious the way he stares
at things….
That thread of thought broke the moment. George realized he had spent
twenty minutes of the morning’s hour without reaching the galleries for
Americans before 1950. Herding his flock to and through the other wing in
twenty more minutes was not difficult. They moved readily. They talked. Passing another of their groups going the opposite direction, the wily curator
staved off cross conversation by announcing, “They’re going towards the present; we are heading into the past.” And conspiratorially, “It’s more interesting
the way we’re doing it.”
“You mean it’s going to get better?” asked the lanky one who had been
silent.
He’s rather good looking, George noticed. A kid on his way to becoming a man.
I wonder what he means by the question. At least he’s getting involved.
“It will be different. We are going to see the Impressionists, which are ever
so popular.”
Murmurs of assent.
As George led them across to the other side of the museum, one girl, a
blonde, piped up, “Aren’t they everybody’s favorites?”
He answered, “Many people favor them because they’re so familiar. We like
what we know. We suspect what we don’t know. You’re getting to know me
a bit, so you’re more willing to speak with me now than you were when we
started. That means you like me a little, just as I’m beginning to like you. But
whether any of us likes the other has little to do with what we amount to in
time. Art is like that.”
Let them digest that nugget.
Confronted with the largest, most famous Seurat on earth, nearby an
eye-popping van Gogh self-portrait in Seurat’s dappled manner but more intense in its palette, and canvases by Gaughin, Manet, Renoir, Monet, Caillebotte, Vuillard, and Toulouse-Lautrec that proclaimed their presence vividly,
the students began to get the curator’s point: the real value of an artwork is
what it displays of the artist’s knowledge of what the subject caused the artist
first to feel, then to express.
“Mary Cassatt shows us what motherhood feels like,” George said. “It’s
truth. Do you feel it?”
“So, you mean truth is the ultimate value of art?” asked the fair-faced boy
who had been so reluctant earlier to talk.
Nice, soft hair. A cowlick in front. Hadn’t noticed it. Where is this kid coming
from? That’s no question I’d expect a teenager to ask. Luminous blue eyes. Until
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that instant, George had not noticed the young man’s eyes, eyes which had
been watching him as much as they looked at the art on display.
“Yes, you’ve hit on one of the keys to aesthetics,” he plunged in. “We try
to discover how much truth there is to the image an artist has made.” It took
a moment to find the words he wanted. “Knowledge of life and life’s feeling
informs all great art. Unlike fiction, which has to make sense, the truth of art,
like life itself, doesn’t—so sometimes we don’t like what’s there to see.” It was
a bit garbled but seemed to mollify his charges. Any more and they won’t get it.
The rest of the hour flew by. A glance at his watch told George the schedule
called for lunch, or the afternoon would become too long. Other matters, not
teenagers, were on his agenda.
“Shall we eat?” It was less of a question than a statement. The kids were
willing. The blue-eyed boy, however, tended to linger. Passing artworks attracted his gaze. “Come along now,” was the instruction. Damn kid must like
art. George’s impatience surfaced. He held back to let the group continue forward and took the dawdler’s arm, asking “What’s your name?”
“Edwin.”
“Well, Eddie”…
“My name is Edwin,” came the soft retort.
“Edwin, then. We must stay on schedule.”
“I like the pictures.” He glanced up at his guide, “And I like how you make
me think about them.”
The boy’s eyes, although they met the man’s for only a moment, were as
direct as what he said. They caught George Tanner off his guard. A quick
“Thank you” was all he could muster. They caught up with the others.
On the Institute’s lower level, the Garden Café already had clientele milling about. It echoed with restaurant clatter. This increased as the Treydon
High students met up with each other and, vouchers in hand, headed for
burgers, slices of pizza, sandwiches, sodas, chips. Anne Wolfe waved from a table where she had a cup of coffee, away from the students’ noisy congregation.
“George, over here.”
Trapped, George thought of telling her how he needed to eat with the staff,
but changed his mind. “First let me find something I can tolerate. A salad and
some soup. It’s not all that bad down here. Shall I bring you something?”
Her head shook ‘no,’ so off he went, returning with a tray, his selections,
and an iced tea. “I’ll sit here. Are you expecting anyone else?”
“I’d appreciate you helping me keep an eye on the students, at least until
Erich gets here. I brought along a power bar. My stomach’s too nervous for
much food.” George cocked his head as if to ask something, mildly annoyed
by her circuitous way of answering his simple question, but she continued,
“He’s with the other chaperones and the bus driver going over the details of
taking everybody to the hotel after the tour. These affairs can become confusing just when you think they won’t. We don’t want to lose anybody. Teenagers
have a way of disappearing. What’s your saying? Erich says you believe that,
let me get it right, ‘We live in a world of unintended consequences.’ I believe
it, too. You never know. By the way, how did your students behave? Did you
like them? Were they interested? They can be unpredictable.”
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“Anne, take it easy. You’ve hardly paused for air since I sat down. I do
believe something of the sort. And yes, they’re okay. The one called Edwin
seems to take in quite a bit.” He smiled.
She sighed. “Edwin? Oh, he’s special. Likes art. Actually’s interested. Draws,
paints. Wants to know. A good-to-very-good student. Depending on the subject. Rather quiet, though. I never quite know what’s going on in his head. Erich can tell you more about him. He’s had him in class. She sipped her coffee,
then pointed, “There’s Erich now. Yoo-hoo!”
Greetings exchanged, assurances given, the three sat for a moment before
George managed, “It’s nice at last to meet Anne. She’s been telling me about…”
“About Edwin—never call him Ed or Eddie (he hates that)—George is interested in him,” she interjected.
Does this woman never stop babbling? “Actually,” he shot back, “I’m not interested particularly. I merely observed that, of the lot, he seemed to get my
points.” The voice had a jaded tone to it.
Unperturbed, Erich responded, “He is interesting. We’ve known him a long
time. He lives next door with his guardian, his great-aunt Mrs. Cobb, Agatha
Cobb. He calls her Aunt Aggie. We call her Aggie, too. She’s as nice a neighbor
as you could want.”
George thought: Enough about neighbors, thank you. Shit, these people are ordinary. He attempted to divert the conversation by asking, “What did your
group see that impressed you?”—only to be answered by Anne’s instant, “Too
many things to remember. Lots of old paintings and sculptures. Edwin loves
those things, the older the better. You’ll see when you all get there.”
Distracted for a moment by Anne’s “you all,” the testy curator looked to his
former college roommate as if in hope of rescue. How does he stand that prattle?
Erich’s features, once so very attractive—high cheekbones, broad brow, firm
jaw, ruddy complexion—caught his attention despite the intervening years.
When Erich finally spoke it was of Edwin, the smart student of his American and European history classes, surprisingly good in chemistry, reasonably
proficient in subjects for which he had little interest, the outsider to high
school cliques, an observer of swim meets with no interest in other sports,
a maturing youngster who never seemed to get flustered, the neighbor boy
whose aunt home-schooled him through the ninth grade, the kid who had
aced Art Appreciation, the senior who had made no plans for college.
“What?” George interjected. “How’s that possible?”
“Aggie believes that he’s not socialized enough yet for college.”
Anne looked to her husband. “We think so, too. All that home-schooling.
Three years in high school haven’t been enough for him to be independent.
He needs time to find himself.”
“In Treydon, Indiana?”
“We’re hoping for an idea—something he could do this Summer.”
A docent approached, “Mr. Tanner, we’re ready to resume the tours.”
After a few hand claps by Anne and Erich, the groups reassembled with
less fuss than might be predicted. Anne mouthed the words Thank you, Jesus.
Edwin, as if on cue, popped up directly next to his guide, followed by the
other six members of the party, everyone ready to go, the girls particularly.
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That they had found Mr. Tanner “not bad for an old guy” and “sort of cute”
during lunch brought them to giggles. “Don’t be creeps,” one of the boys admonished. Edwin said nothing, which nobody noticed.
Thanks to the largesse of James and Marilynn Alsdorf, George explained,
longtime local philanthropists, the new wing where they had been in the
morning had been bridged to the original Institute structure by extensive
displays of Asian art. Good, nobody’s asking how much it cost. “We will walk
through to see the old masters on the other side. You may want to return
sometime to explore all this. Look around as we pass. There are marvels here
to savor.” Since no complaint surfaced, he felt relief. There’s no way to put across
these treasures to kids. They need blockbusters.
Eugene Delacroix did the trick, his splashy brushwork and tumbled compositions giving rise in most of the group to discussion of the sort at which
the curator excelled. A curious Edwin was drawn from the big display pieces
to the tiny image of Dante and Virgil on storm-tossed seas. He turned to their
guide, “Mr. Tanner, I thought this was much bigger.”
Surprised, George replied, “You’re right, young man. That’s only a small
study by an anonymous copyist. The huge original is in Paris, in the Louvre.
You should see it one day. It’ll knock your socks off. French Romantic painting
reaches very high indeed with that canvas.”
“I do want to see it.”
As he knew they would, Hubert Robert’s architectural fantasies attracted
everyone and led the talk into ideas about the necessity for aesthetic imagination to reach beyond mere appearance if art were to result. Delacroix was
recalled in that context, even Pollock, as George tried to draw them into
thinking about degrees of abstraction. He dangled his carrot, “Wait till you
see our Resurrection by a follower of Caravaggio. It’s wilder than any of these
pictures, and so is El Greco’s Assumption.” Indeed, the kids gaped and gawked,
commented and questioned the dynamism of the one and the mysticism of
the other.
As they continued, George took note of Edwin’s close study of the Claesz
Still Life, expecting a remark about the uninterpreted realism of its subject
matter to contradict the points he had been making, but the boy said over his
shoulder, “I get it. All these things couldn’t have been there at the same time,
could they? So this is a kind of abstract composition. Does that make it a new
truth?”
A feather might have toppled the curator on the spot, yet he held his
stance, adjusted his tie, and responded with a question, “Did you read that in
a book?” Edwin shook his head to indicate ‘no,’ then focused directly into the
man’s eyes, his face expressionless, waiting. That blue. After George said, “It’s
true,” the boy strolled on leaving George temporarily speechless.
Another remarkable moment came when George saw Edwin stop dead in
front of Manfredi’s Cupid Chastised, a sensuous rendering of Venus’ son being thrashed on his strongly prominent backside—with a knotted rope—for
breaking the arrows of love. Edwin was tugging at the front of his pants.
Damn. He must be turned on! George spoke from behind the boy, “What are
you thinking?”
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The low-key voice answered, “It’s just starting. Mars’ first strike hasn’t hit
him. See, his buttocks aren’t red yet. And look at his mouth—open, unafraid,
like he’s, you know, wanting it.” The voice trailed off. George found himself
struck silent again. What’s with this kid? He considered using the term homoerotic, but decided against it, put a hand on Edwin’s shoulder and said in an
undertone, “We’ll have to go now. Time is getting short.” George noticed the
boy’s cheeks had turned pink.
Eventually reaching works of more distant times, the group paused before
the Fourteenth Century Ayala Altarpiece from Northern Spain, clearly impressed by its colossal size and separate images.
“Sort of like a big comic book, when you look at it,” remarked the girl in
the tight t-shirt. When asked what she meant, she pointed to a panel close by,
“Everything’s outlined. The people are simple, like cartoons.”
Her guide approved, “The Nativity story told in segments so that all could
understand it easily. People six hundred years ago could not read the Bible.
Straightforward pictures in which what’s happening is clear—helped reinforce the people’s belief in the mystery of the Virgin Birth.” He indicated
there, there and there, then further over, to show the various animals, types
of clothing, musical instruments, Magi’s gifts and crowns, trees and rocks,
heavenly star. “You can learn a lot from studying details in works such as this.
There’s information for a whole book here. In fact, a book has been written
about this altarpiece.”
“If it’s that old, how come it looks so good?” one of the group asked.
“It’s had a lot of restoration over the centuries, most recently in our laboratory.”
“I bet that’s an interesting place.” It was Edwin who spoke.
“Yes, and there’s a good deal about it on our website. You should take a
look.”
The students peered more closely, keeping some distance from the panel
as they spotted a guard easing in their direction. As George became aware
of their increased appreciation of the work, his opinion of them improved.
“They’re okay,” he smiled at the officer.
Not one student having said anything disparaging or irrelevant as he imagined they might, he thought of an instant assignment for them, “Take two or
three minutes to look around—no more than that—for something that you
find particularly interesting, then we will all look at it with you before we end
the tour and head back to your bus. Just don’t wander too far. I need you to
stay in eye contact.”
After they scattered, one of the boys spoke up from a distance, “Hey Edwin,
here’s your aunt—with her tits on a plate.”
Oops, George thought, as he headed to the gathering, Somebody would notice
that!
Edwin beat him to the panel which depicts Saint Agatha. “That’s not my
aunt.”
“No, of course not. It’s an imaginary portrait of a Christian saint showing
the evidence of her martyrdom—her severed breasts on a paten.” Shouldn’t
have used that word. Hope they don’t ask what one is. “She lived in the Third
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Century,” he hastened to say. “The painting dates from the beginning of the
Fifteenth Century. If you want to know why she suffered such torture that
long ago, research her life. It’s online—and you’re old enough.”
Let them think about that.
“Weird,” someone muttered.
To escape the situation, he called on Edwin to show them his selection—
and was shown to two slender panels. The flock follows the shepherd. They must
like him. Or, they’re curious what he’ll say.
“Oh yes, King David and King Solomon. What attracts you to them?”
“They are so beautiful. The detail is incredible. The colors, like, glow. The
armor looks just like silver and gold. That marble column, that feather—they
look real. You can’t see a single brushstroke.” He paused for a breath, then continued, “But it’s not like a photograph because too many people are crowded
into the space and the perspective’s tilted and the women’s shoulders slope
too much and over there are more arches than the building needs and the guy
in the foreground here is too small, so it’s really kind of an abstract—like you
said before—and…and therefore is a work of art.” He looked to George, then
to the floor.
In that momentary silence, the towheaded boy spoke up, “Right on, Edwin.” The girls clapped. George was moved. So much from a kid that usually says
so little. The thought came like an echo of something Erich had said earlier. He
gathered himself and chose his words carefully.
He addressed the group more seriously than before, arms crossed. “Learning has taken place here today. Substantive learning. Each of you has willingly gone along with the idea of seeing, really seeing works of art. You have
begun to think for yourselves. The Art Institute is proud of you. We hope you
will visit us again. There are thousands of works of art in our collection for
you to discover.” That was certainly professional. George reached out to Edwin,
“Congratulations, young man,” and shook his hand solemnly. The flesh of
the boy’s hand did something to him. Or it was the combination of touch and
gaze? There was that pinkness to his cheeks. “Oh, I almost forgot. Anyone else
have a choice for us to view?
“Not after that,” he heard someone say.
The museum guard, who had been watching all this, beckoned, cellphone
in hand, “Mr. Tanner, there’s a call from Reception. They say you’re over time
and the bus is ready.”
“Then we’d better get going. It’s quite a way. Everybody ready? Stay close.”
Anne was there, waving, her brow wrinkled with concern. “There you all
are. It’s about time. I thought you’d been kidnapped or something. Is everybody all right? Say thank you to Mr. Tanner. Quickly now, board the bus.”
Edwin held himself back, directly in front of the anxious woman. “I don’t
want to go. Can I stay?”
“Certainly not. The tour must stay together. Mr. Tanner doesn’t have more
time for you. He’s a busy man—aren’t you, George?” No answer seemed expected. “Anyway, you can’t be here on your own. We’re responsible for you.
Hop on the bus, okay? Sit with my husband. Talk to him about it.”
Watching the boy vanish through the glass door, George said to Anne,
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“You were right. He is interesting.”
With an “Oh? We thought you’d think that,” she blinked, then thanked
the man warmly, pulled him to her for a quick kiss on the cheek and dashed
for the bus.
Late that afternoon as the Education Department’s staff members cleared
various papers from their worktables and straightened their desks, a tired
George Tanner answered his phone on the first ring. It was Erich, calling to
express his thanks.
“You must have been wonderful. The students thought their time with you
really stimulating.”
“I’m gratified to learn that. I appreciate your calling.” Now let me go home.
“At first, they found you off-putting. You know, authoritative,” Erich went
on, “but that’s you, isn’t it? Anyway, there’s more, George. A problem. Edwin—you remember him, don’t you?—Edwin wants to skip tomorrow morning’s trip to the Field Museum and to see the Art Institute’s preservation or
conservation lab or whatever it’s called. He’s devoured the website using my
laptop. I’ve never seen him enthused about anything the way he is about this.
In fact, he’s so insistent I felt I had to call you and ask whether there’s any way
you could arrange that for him. He never insists on a thing. Anne could come
with him. We’ve enough chaperones without her.”
I’ll bet, George almost said. “Sorry, we have meetings all morning. There
aren’t any tours available for that. The conservators can’t have people in there,
certainly not kids. It’s not an exhibit, Erich. Listen, I don’t mean to be curt,
but it’s not possible.” How can I get rid of this? A light bulb went on in his
memory. He searched the shelves behind him and located the volume. “Here’s
a thought. Got a pencil? Tell him to get a copy of this book. Yale publishes it:
Conservation at the Art Institute of Chicago—how’s that for a title?—by Frank
Zuccari and Harriet Stratis. S-T-R-A-T-I-S. Got it? Yes, it’s in paperback. Probably available in the gift shop. He could read it on the bus. Later on sometime,
there’ll be a date when the Conservation Department stages an open house. I
can let you know about that and, if he’s still interested, maybe you and Anne
or his aunt can bring him.”
“You’re terrific. Will do.”
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All pleasures are commendable
that do not culminate in regret.
FRANÇOISE D’AUBIGNÉ

9 STILL IN BED
Face down, his elongated body still in high relief from the rising sun, warm to
the touch and as appealing to George’s sight as the back of any Greek statue,
Edwin waited for George’s decision. His “if you need to” hung heavily in the
air. The belt lay within reach but no move was made toward it. What does
he mean by that? George wondered. That I need any more stimulus? Then, as if
preparing for a series of push-ups, he took his position over the site, knees to
either side of Edwin’s legs. Hot, wet, passive availability—there was nothing
in the man’s life at that moment as compelling. He nudged into the fleshy
crevice but held himself back and did not enter.
“Is this what you want?”
“I want to be satisfactory.”
The answer sounded high-pitched, innocent, the voice nearly child-like,
each syllable of the last word spoken separately as if it were new to his vocabulary. The quality of it caught George off guard. Somehow, this caused the
man’s heart to race, Where is that coming from? I’ve been screwing him for weeks.
He’s never sounded quite like that. George’s chest pounded in turmoil that called
for immediate gratification. For the satisfaction of lust. Even more.
George’s move into Edwin came as a thrilling, agonizingly slow thrust
from tip to base. The boy’s reaction was to lie perfectly still. Edwin did gasp at
the fullness but said nothing. As he had imagined, the man’s ball sac nestled
into his upper legs. Seconds elapsed with both figures immobile.
“Do you feel me?” The question came in level tones after the man regained possession of his own breath and as his pulse calmed. Only his pelvic
area touched the boy’s exterior. He remained poised, his body straight to the
knees, his arms supporting the muscular mass acutely to form a triangle with
Edwin’s torso and bottom. If he expected an answer similar to the previous
one, George was mistaken.
What he heard, murmured quietly at a lower pitch than before, was, “I do
feel you.”
Those words together with a clasp of Edwin’s insides around his cock galvanized the man into spasms of piston-like motions. Consciousness gave way
to primal need. Pounding against the curves of that beautifully receptive butt
and into its heated depths became an end in itself. There was nothing else.
Sensation only. Pure sensation. Over and over went the thrusts, again and
again as sweat began to add a reflective sheen to the two male bodies. Sounds
of deep fucking joined those of breathing that increased with the rhythm. A
certain alarm rose above the rest, a signal to pierce George’s vaulting euphoria
and to catch his attention. Not yet. Not yet. Not… The man groped for the will
to forestall his climax. He found control, and pulled away until just the head
of his shaft, which burned with desire, remained inside the boy. The muscles
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in his arms throbbed from effort. They had been holding him away from
contact with all but the boy’s backside. If he were not to lose control at this
extraordinary moment, then his arms had to sustain him where he was.
From experience, Edwin knew George’s predicament. He let a few moments
pass, then had the idea to reach with his hands to encircle George’s wrists and
at first to touch, then to pat them gently, as if in understanding.
Edwin pressed his legs outwards against the man’s knees and said, “Let me
open more for you.”
It was the distraction George needed to quell the threatening onrush.
Shifting one leg at a time but holding his place inside, he allowed Edwin
ever so carefully to spread-eagle himself. He looked down as the soft-haired
head turned on its pillow. The sight of such youthful anatomy so wantonly
arrayed—which had no precedent in George’s life prior to being brought together with this lad—made his head swim. He felt the reassuring touch at his
wrists.
“You need me.”
The phrase caused George to drop his body atop Edwin’s with relief and
to slide himself so far into the smoothed hot tube that he could feel his tip
punching the inner turning point. Edwin groaned in discomfort but welcomed the crush of weight and closed his eyes when George’s cheek pressed
against his own. A moment of total immersion of the one with the other. The
boy’s widened muscle began to caress its suitor; the pelvis that contained it
started the merest rotation, without will, instinctually. No thoughts occurred
to either. Their union took over. Together, they orgasmed, George into Edwin,
Edwin into the bedsheet.
Neither could move. Eventually, normalcy returned to the room. The damp
bed and bodies cooled. Eyes blinked in the morning glare. George stirred.
He whispered into Edwin’s ear, “Let’s get cleaned up and go down for your
first continental breakfast. Then we will see Paris.”
Edwin actually grinned, and dashed for the bathroom.
George called out, “You won’t need the insert.”
Taking a similar but smaller insert and a single condom from his suitcase,
he placed the two items in his pocket. In case…
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We must be wise task masters
and not require of ourselves
what we cannot possibly perform.
Recreation we must have.
otherwise, the strings of our soul, wound
up to an unusual tension, will break.
ELIZABETH PRENTISS

10 DISTANT FRIENDS
Content in his Oak Park home after a succession of endless flights, ex-professor Brawne finished supper early, as was his habit when eating alone. He
washed and dried his dishes, then headed for a date—with his aging computer. Several weeks had passed without a glance at the accumulation of e-mail.
Because he felt a slight distaste for the medium of electronic post with its
concomitant informality, he deliberately had never mastered the means of
checking his account from a remote location. And he had been at a location
removed indeed from his Illinois suburb—the lush, hot, humid highlands of
Penang Island in West Malaysia.
Turning eighty had been cause for a celebration proposed by old friends
there.
The possessors of a jungle-like compound with a large home built of timber
and bamboo in traditional design and partnered by a small, two-story guest
cottage, Terry Lee and his lover of years, expatriate Stephen Corbett, owed
their partnership to the sociologist. For them, Dalton had acted catalytically,
first by taking Terry into undreamt of realms of sexual reverie and by developing his skills at love making, then by maneuvering Stephen into Terry’s
embrace. Both men were unendingly grateful.
While in his late fifties and on a grant from his university, Dalton performed field work of a sort he had done before, then with first-time researchers from Indiana University’s Kinsey Institute, among the so-called Sambia
and Kaluli people of New Guinea. The Sambia had a tribal commitment to
the activation of boys’ puberty via repeated oral insemination by adult males
while the Kaluli practiced anal insemination over a period as long as eighteen
months—a rite of passage for boys from the femininity of childhood to the
masculinity of adulthood. Fascinating, dangerous, and difficult, such inquiry
took patience and endurance under grueling, equatorial circumstances, with
a translator always on hand.
Fractious team members, fueled by the torrid climate and primitive living
conditions, disagreed on-location about the interpretation of their findings
and whether they could maintain their objectivity. Some thought the boys
had rights that were being violated. Dalton was appalled, voicing his disbelief
at their lack of scientific perspective. “You are not here to be activists for some
occidental ‘cause,’ but to observe,” he bellowed, “report, and draw inferences.”
Resentment among the tribal elders grew as the younger team members’
research methods became intrusive. Rough handling of their boys in more
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ways than sexual was a norm not for questioning. To the naive Kinsey fellows,
the elders insisted indignantly that their customs made boys into men. One
wizened figure told the translator that, if the white men had been properly
initiated when they were young, they would not now be acting like women.
He spat on the ground. Such anger was in his voice that the translator deemed
his message should be delivered in the safe isolation of their campsite.
Tempers flared almost violently, certainly nervously. Do-gooders exclaimed
at the effrontery. Dalton’s seasoned reasonableness became exhausted and, accompanied by a recent arrival to the party, he fled for a vacation in Penang.
The project collapsed.
Dalton’s new acquaintance, a junior anthropologist from Stanford who
joined the expedition late (after a study of his own in Borneo), turned out to
be an agreeable, lively Malay of Chinese descent, one Terry Lee. He had not
fit in. The sudden idea was his. After witnessing a particularly contentious
confrontation among the scholars, Terry told Dalton, “Too many mean people
here. Let’s go.”
The elder man, generally used to the world of scholarly squabbles, laughed,
“You jest, surely.”
“No, I don’t. These people…worse than Papuans.”
His gears engaged by the simplistic observation, Dalton saw Terry’s point.
To justify his grant, he would think of a way to get an article or two out of
the experience—perhaps one on the sociology of a mismatched research team
that lacked the training for such a venture.
Getting even is the best revenge, he recalled, and mused further, Getting out
isn’t bad either.
Together, the two set about packing, disengaging from the group after two
more days of dissent and argument. From their hotel room in Port Moresby,
where sex followed naturally between them, reservations were quickly made
with Air Niugini for tickets to Singapore.
“I show you my country. You like me, you like Malay men,” Terry had chattered convincingly. “Many sexy. They like you.”
That had not occurred to Dalton. His priority was to escape to a more pleasant place, especially with so perky a bed mate. Persuaded by the prospects and
more than a little amused by the ease with which the younger man took to
him in bed, Dalton wondered, “Sweet friend, how old are you?”
“Thirty-nine.”
“I’m almost twenty years older.”
“Good. Old guys know lots. You teach me many things. Make ass all hot.”
Despite enormous ticket cost and an old, noisy plane, neither minded. For
the sociologist, the hours aboard permitted a mulling over of the information
gathered in the months behind him as well as consideration of the spark kindled by Terry’s enthusiasm; for the youthful anthropologist, the flight allowed
flitting ruminations about the academic career for which he cared but little,
about his responses to Dalton’s impressive dominance during sex, and about
the five-city trip he planned for the man whom he considered remarkable.
Fun, he thought in English. More subtle were Terry’s thoughts in Malay.
Together, they made their way happily from Singapore, a clean city so mod35

ern as to reflect almost nothing of its once-colorful history, across the border
to Malacca, where the Dutch heritage was on proud display and therefore
interesting in its mix of cultures, then to modern, messy Kuala Lumpur, and
finally, it turned out, to George Town where Dalton felt at home in a grand
old hotel called the E&O, the Eastern and Oriental. Conscious that Somerset
Maugham had written his Malaysian Short Stories in that very place, Dalton
remarked, “I wouldn’t be surprised to see Sydney Greenstreet or Peter Lorre in
white linen suits here.”
“Who?”
“Movie stars of the 1940s. They played menacing characters in films, some
of which had settings which looked like this hotel.”
“They were gay?”
“No, you silly thing. Why do you ask?”
“Maybe they like my silky skin. You do,” Terry giggled.
A month passed before Dalton left for the States. He and Terry never ventured to the other cities they had planned to visit—Kota Bharu and Kuantan,
where Terry’s family resided. Exploring Penang Island by day and Terry’s passions by night occupied the pair fully. Teacher led pupil, it might be said, from
basic couplings and light bondage with soft rope to erotic spankings.
That the two raised eyebrows among the E&O’s staff can be supposed since
the younger man sometimes rubbed his backside while walking through the
lobby and was occasionally overheard in the restaurant during breakfast saying, “You spank me too hard.” Yet his ready smile and enthusiastic demeanor
dispelled any real concern. When Dalton mentioned being somewhat embarrassed by these displays, he was met with, “Maybe you spank harder. Fuck
more. I behave better.”
Once, Terry turned up with a tall, tawny-fleshed figure, about twenty, who
eyed the American with apparent nervousness. “This is Salil. He was looking
in antique shop at netsuke dildo. I bring him to you. He wants try out. Is curious the feeling. Now, please, or he run away.”
Several scenarios played out in the older man’s mind, none more urgently
than the prospect of deflowering so apparently earnest a subject, despite its
trembling fingers and stiff stance. “Tell him to close his eyes and to relax. I
will give him such joys that he will always remember this day.” As Dalton
thought, Where’d that line come from?, he heard a stream of Malay from Terry,
on tiptoes, being spoken with flute-like serenity into Salil’s ear. The voice continued its flowing commentary. Why, Terry’s hypnotizing him!
“Hold his hand for confidence… I’ll open his shirt… His skin needs to breathe…
Tell him that. Tell him I have powers…to liberate his pent-up emotions,” said
Dalton as if the words came from some liturgy and he were its priest. Without
touching Salil, he nimbly released one button after the other to reveal a shapely
chest of golden brown hue. He blew slow breaths of warm air onto the nipples
by turns, spotted their reaction, then reached deftly for the belt and the zipper
of Salil’s trousers so that they fell to the floor—as if willed to. Salil felt his body
being released. All this while, Terry kept up his quiet monologue, furthering the
seduction in a way totally new to Dalton’s experience. He watched, fascinated, as
the unresisting younger man, his eyes barely closed, seemed calmer.
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“Now move behind him, take his other hand, too, and clasp his arms very
gently across his stomach. Place your lips in the small of his back and give
him a slight hug and a soft kiss. I will touch him through his shorts.” Evenly
spoken in hushed tones, the instructions seemed a chant: “Tell him to let me
touch him.” Terry obeyed. Dalton’s fingers found the leaking penis and traced
its considerable outline through the cotton. Salil drew in a breath and held
it. “Breathe out now… Slowly. Take your air in steadily. Feel the beauty of this
moment.” Terry translated. Reaching up through the gaping pants leg, Dalton
used his fingertips to stroke the back of Salil’s large, drawn-up scrotum. As
he did, he heard a second intake of air. “Breathe again… My fingers are your
friends.” They lingered on the soft wrinkles and in their bristling hairs until
Salil accepted the touch. “Place his arms at his sides and remove his shirt now.
Tell him to step out of the trousers and to come toward me.”
Terry’s own pulse raced. His cock throbbed. The shirt withdrawn, he could
view Salil’s elegant torso moving away from him. Torso like Khajuraho statue,
he thought in his abrupt English, very sexy movement, too. This very good. Now,
what Dalton do?
He heard the stentorian voice saying, “Thus men appreciate another man,”
before Dalton drew down the last item of clothing to leave Salil standing naked. “Say to him that we are going to show him our love, the love his spirit
deserves.” The translation was murmured. Salil seemed shaken at this news. His
eyes fluttered as if they might open, but he made no move to break the spell.
“Strip off your clothes while I do the same, then tell him to kneel on the carpet,
eyes closed.” A slight rustling of fabrics could be detected against the drone of an
overhead fan before Dalton spoke again, “Lubricate your finger and put it to his
anus as I feed him one of my fingers. If he accepts this, then he is ours. Tell him
to let us in, to suck us in. Call him by name as you say that.”
At the sound of his own name, the virgin Salil accepted these penetrations,
losing himself in their personal sensation. What followed obscured his consciousness.
Two hours later, as he woke from dreamless sleep, having swooned from a
series of orgasms beyond any he had ever known, Salil discovered that he lay
on his back in bed between Terry and Dalton who were looking at him, smiles
on their faces, and toying with his nipples. At first, he blushed, then tried to
hide his face beneath a hastily drawn up sheet. Everyone laughed. The tension
broke. They kissed him, he kissed them back. Terry, without prompting, whispered something to him. Salil nodded.
When the Indian had taken his leave most courteously, Dalton asked,
“Whatever did you say to him?”
“I say he come back tomorrow night. We teach more. I think he want. Ooh,
so good. Maybe he love us.”
But Salil did not return nor could Terry find him again on the streets. Undaunted, the entrepreneurial Terry found others, brought them to his friend,
participated in the mutual festivities, and learned how to achieve almost anything that he wanted. Dalton’s command of techniques never ended. Something unexpected but overwhelmingly exciting could be counted upon in
every exploration of Terry’s libido whether with the American only, whom he
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regarded as a genius of male-with/on/in-male sex (the exact preposition he
could not choose, all three seeming to fit), or with a local participant in trios
that were imaginative and satiating.
That their idyll must end they knew from the start. Autumn terms beckoned at both men’s universities along with the responsibilities of their positions. Dalton loved his work, Terry hated his. “I want live here with American
man. Better than alone in USA.”
Dalton, in the absence of any rational explanation (never Terry’s strong
suit), looked long at his friend’s concerned face, grinned and said, “Then I
must help you find one. In fact, someone comes to mind who….”
Terry jerked, “Dalton. Dalton. Tell me. Tell me!”
“What are you, firecrackers going off? No, I’m not going to tell you one
word more. I promise you this: I will contact him, tell him about you (the
good parts only), show him a few Polaroids, see if he’s interested, and decide
whether there’s a future worth exploring.”
“You so tough. Always know right thing.”
Clever Terry put out word of Dalton’s departure among their playmates.
Quite a party gathered to see him off at Penang International. The mood was
subdued. Everyone was properly behaved in the public place, chatting amiably over soft drinks, laughing at each other’s jokes and other banter, when a
lanky figure with raven-black hair approached: Salil, crisp in a white shirt and
wearing tan slacks. He handed a small gift-wrapped box to the American and
said in carefully rehearsed English, “Please-re-mem-ber-me,” then strode away
before anyone could engage him.
Terry piped up, bursting with glee, “Ha! Best surprise!”
The displays of thoughtfulness touched Dalton—his Malay friend having
brought the group together, having located the elusive Salil and, without so
much as a hint, having persuaded him to appear, and the unexpected gift,
which US Customs did not inspect after the flight.
Thank the heavens, he said to himself. Salil had given him the carefully
carved, old, ivory penis from the antique shop where Terry first met him.
Hmm, nice little up-curve. Realistic. It must have cost a fortune in ringgit…Dalton’s
eyes glanced at the ceiling…unless he filched it. “Will I ever know?” he spoke
aloud to no one in particular.
As time was his back home, Dalton telephoned Stephen Corbett with a
rather sudden question, “Dear boy, are you still thinking about expanding
your business to include Asian imports? You said something about that once
when we were at dinner.”
“Er, yes. I guess I am. Dalton, why do you ask? What are you up to?”
“Don’t end sentences with a preposition—unless, of course, you have to.”
Both laughed. “Are you free this weekend? Let’s get together. By the by, you’re
not with anyone these days are you?”
“No, it’s been a dry spell for me. You haven’t answered my question.”
“I will when I see you.”
The revelations of that meeting behind them, events moved swiftly. A surprised Terry was invited to Dalton’s for Thanksgiving. Commanded was more
the case.
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“You are coming to Chicago for Thanksgiving,” Dalton’s voice boomed professorially over the telephone. “Your flight is in the evening on Wednesday of
that week and you will be back in Palo Alto late Sunday night. Don’t interrupt.
A friend will be in San Francisco on business and he will fly you here on his
plane. Let that soak in. I’ll provide directions to the Fixed Base Operator where
you will meet him. Don’t ask questions. Just make your plans.”
With that he ended the call. Ought to shake him up, I dare say. Dalton felt glee.
If Terry’s adrenalin ran high at that moment, there was nothing to compare with its level from the moment he saw handsome, forty-ish Stephen,
through the luxurious flight, during the whirlwind of festive days and hedonistic nights in Chicago, and as he thought of him on the way back in a
business-class seat provided by his newest friend.
“Resign your post at Stanford,” had been Stephen’s instruction. “I want you
to show me around Malaysia, to translate for me. You will have your salary as
my personal assistant and no expenses to bear.”
Some story, Dalton thought as he went to his computer. More a fairy tale. And
they’re still together—with Salil, who has worked on his English, helping to manage
the Penang end of Stephen’s import business. A family of his own, too, but a player
when he’s at their house. How he’s changed. Really grown up. Sure of himself. It’s a
bloody miracle. One I made happen out of instinct. Proudly he remembered—in
every detail—the distant past and the hospitality of his recent stay with them.
Could anyone have been treated with more deference, with more respect, love, and
lust? A sexual bonanza! Great friends—both—successful and happy together. Wish
I’d engineered a relationship of that sort for myself. A bit late late now. And Salil and
all their other friends. What a nest of passions! That Salil—he’s so special. I’d about
given up on myself….
The man’s mood shifted down from its earlier high as he prompted the
Dell into action and opened his e-mail account. As imagined, an accretion of
junk was there, along with birthday greetings from friends everywhere, newsletters from professional associations in which he once had been active, notices of upcoming lectures, exhibitions, concerts, and something from George
Tanner. At the click, he read:
Dear Dalton,
From the fact that your answering machine’s been full for weeks, I judge
you’re away. Sorry to have been out of touch for the last month and a
half. No idea where you are or when you may see this. I’m taking Edwin
to France. Paris mostly. You remember, I’m sure. We talked a lot about
him. Your insights inspired my tutelage of him, then imagination took
over and he followed my every lead. There are no words to tell you how
intrigued I am with this lad, as you would call him, nor how far I think I
can get him to go with me into personal relations of the physical sort. He
is quite smart and, I think, talented in art. When we return in two weeks,
I’ll give you a full account. Pardon the cliché, I still have cards to play.

Appreciatively, George
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P.S. Check your mail for an envelope from me. Included are the show’s
catalogue and your contract. Please sign the contract and return it,
or you will not be paid. The publicity has gone out. You can expect a
good crowd for a Summer show. Contact Roger Dawson in my office
for whatever images you need. He will see you through the set-up and
lecture. Although it’s the Summer, openings are fairly dressy. A dark suit
or tuxedo would not be out of order.
About the body of the text, Dalton thought, Good grief. He counted to be
sure: Ten references to himself in eight lines—the egocentric idiot! He doesn’t feel a
thing for that boy, only for himself. This could backfire. He fumed in silence.
The postscript’s message nagging at him, ire was set aside and the accumulated mail attacked to compensate—a stack of magazines, advertisements,
bills, cards and an envelope from the Art Institute. Oh dear, I forgot about promising to do that lecture. Sure enough, the contract was there in triplicate, the
title of the lecture specified: Social Dynamics in the South Pacific: Ramifications
for the Visual Arts. It was to be an accompaniment to the exhibition, Art &
Culture of the South Pacific, which—Good God!—was opening in five days, in
the middle of August.
Whoever heard of having a new exhibit open in the worst month of the Summer!
He grumbled to himself as he scanned the enclosures: a copy of the news release lauding his achievements in the field of sociology and a personal note
from George. The latter apologized for the fact that he would be away, and
provided contact information for the staff person who would oversee the lecture, Roger Dawson (“You will like him,” it read. “Nice guy in addition to being very capable.”). He would handle arrangements for Dalton and introduce
him at the lecture. Vacation time. They’re short-staffed. I’ve been palmed off on
some second-stringer. He looked at the ceiling and sighed. No rest for these old
bones. I’ve got to get to work. The money will be welcome. Nice honorarium.
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There is no end to the adventures
we can have if only we seek
them with our eyes open.
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU

11 AT LARGE IN PARIS
Paris opened before the wide-eyed young man as always for first-timers—magnificently. Its monuments, spaces, boulevards were calculated to strike the
visitor with wonder and admiration for French achievement.
Exiting Le Crillon, the two moved away from the nearby splendor of the
American Embassy toward the Seine, then walked alongside it on the Quai
des Tuileries, George describing what they saw, recounting the area’s history,
commenting upon their first landmark, the Louvre. “It is about a mile ahead,
across the river. We are going to pass it and walk another mile to reach Notre
Dame. Mind the traffic when we cross the intersections. The French drive
wildly.” The biggest smile that Edwin could manage beamed at George. “We’ll
take in the palace’s external façade as we pass, then go on to the cathedral.
Before lunch, we’ll tour the spectacle of the Sainte-Chapelle where color takes
on meaning beyond what it does in the cathedral. You recall what you’ve read
about both buildings, don’t you? They are glories photographs only evoke.”
The young head nodded. He seemed lost in thought but registered the
changing vista in his memory. No questions. Let him tell me—everything.
By the time their visit to the Ile de la Cité ended and lunch—of salad, steak
and potatoes, with bottled water to drink—was taken enjoyably at a sidewalk
bistro, George opted for a taxi along the Quai Voltaire across the Pont du Carrousel to the Louvre. Pointing to the main way in via the Carrousel entrance
and the Pyramid, Edwin was told, as the cab moved them along, “We are
going to use a side entrance on the rue de Rivoli where access will be more
immediate. I will show you the Richelieu Wing today. Are you prepared to be
patient?”
Another nod. Then, “Yes, I am.”
Edwin hung on his guide’s every word, looking seriously at each indicated
work of sculpture in the glassed-in Marly and Puget Courtyards. Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Century male figures, classically idealized, held him so in
thrall that, when George asked quietly, “What is it about these works?” he
received this answer: “When I see some of them, it’s like I’m seeing you, but,”
he turned to face the man directly behind him, “none of them, if they were
alive, could do for me what you do.”
The remark, unique in its twist, caused the man’s throat to clutch for a
moment. He intends the double meaning. By way of distraction, he said, “We’d
better see the paintings now.”
Upstairs, paintings of the Middle Ages and Renaissance captivated Edwin’s attention. Cimabue and Fra Angelico. Jan van Eyck and Rogier van der
Weyden. Uccello, Botticelli and Perugino. Even Hieronymous Bosch. In their
presence, Edwin forgot himself, became voluble, and asked questions about
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the pigments used, the amount of restoration the surfaces had received, how
much the colors may have shifted over the centuries, whether this or that
work had been subjected to microscopic examination.
“Your questions are so impressive that I hate to interrupt them. However,
our time here will best be spent soaking up the subjects, the compositions
and, say, the features of style. You will get the most from these considerations
today, Edwin. Remember, I warned you about the need for patience”
Edwin tried to focus on the images and was succeeding until he spotted
the Ghirlandaio Old Man with a Young Boy. “That’s in every book I’ve read but
with awful cracked paint on the old man’s brow. It’s been fixed, hasn’t it? But
you can’t tell. How do they do that?”
A fierce glare at the boy sent his eyes straight to the floor, embarrassed.
Both stood silently. Taking the Edwin’s shoulders in his hands, standing close,
George continued, “When I trained you for this trip, I did so systematically,
leading you from one step to another so that your understanding grew by increments. Is that not so?” The nod was there but not the eye contact.
I must act. “Follow me—now. You need a reminder.”
Once in the small restroom that George had spotted earlier, its door bolt
secured, he ordered Edwin to urinate, then, with his pants around his ankles,
to turn and to hug him tightly. Edwin saw the condom-covered insert and
knew that he was to receive it. After seating the object, the man pressed it
in and held it firmly. “You need to regain control of your attention. Let me
remind you of that. Hold me tightly. Don’t let go.” George’s right palm delivered a series of stinging blows to the precious bottom. No one counted. The
boy sniffled, embarrassed more than hurt. The punishment ceased. “Take this
tissue for your nose. Dress yourself. Wash your face. When you are composed,
join me in the gallery. I will wait.”
Perhaps three or four minutes went by before the door opened and Edwin
appeared. His eyes are a little red. Good. That got through to him. Their glances
met. George smiled a bit. Edwin smiled in understanding his place. Message
delivered. Balance restored.
They went to the Baroque galleries, where George displayed eloquence and
enthusiasm rare for him, nowhere more so than in the Medici Gallery with
its two dozen huge Rubens allegories. The monologue enraptured young Edwin. George knows like everything. He talks about these paintings as if he had met
Rubens. I am really lucky. Aunt Aggie was right.
As he heard the story of the series, the details of the contract, the life events
of Queen Marie, the purpose of the elaborate mythological scheme, and the
studio’s role in executing the backgrounds and clothing, and more, Edwin’s
admiration for the Flemish master’s skill soared. Others in the Gallery overheard the brilliant explications and trailed nearby until their presence became
obvious. George apologized for having spoken too loudly, “I’m sorry. This is a
private tour solely for my guest. Please pardon us,” and, before anyone could
protest or state their interest in being allowed to hear more, whisked Edwin
off to the next canvases. The boy felt such pride. He listened with intense
concentration and studied each image more closely than before, seeking to
retain his experience. The memory of the restroom spank faded although the
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insert’s presence remained—as a reminder of his position in the relationship
with this astonishing, determined man.
George spoke of the Renaissance Dutch and German masters that waited,
“Among them is a small portrait that you will find very much to your taste.
For me it is almost beyond compare. I suspect you will think so, too.” Edwin’s
eyes darted left and right, his lips pursed for a second. “Holbein’s Erasmus?”
he guessed correctly. A slight nod rewarded him.
In its dimly lit side gallery where no one else was, the portrait’s presence
seized its new viewer. George refrained from saying a word, watching the
boy’s body language. He noted the head tilting forward then reversing itself, a
foot taking one step back, a step closer, arms limp, neck craning as fine details
exercised their attraction. At last, while keeping the small picture in view,
Edwin said softly, “It’s so real, I feel like we could interrupt him, like he could
turn and tell us to go away.”
“He’s been writing that commentary for close to five hundred years,” his
guide chuckled, amused at himself, “so we won’t bother him. Now tell me
what you find wonderful about the way Holbein painted him.”
With the passage of a few moments came Edwin’s response. “The skin is
pebbly, mottled like an old man’s, not slicked smooth. It’s got wrinkles and
warts. The cap and robe are so dark you can’t really notice them at first. Then
you see the brown cuff in front. It sets off the left hand and its rings. The
green sleeve—it looks like a sweater under the robe—sets off the right hand
with its pen. The white paper sets off both hands and their action. His background is one-third a wall and two-thirds a curtain, dark and full of details.
You can tell it’s a complex weave.” Edwin hesitated, thinking, then went on,
“The curtain and the robe lie on one diagonal, the hands with their paper and
pen lie on the other diagonal with the profile. All the elements are balanced
with each other. Equilibrium—isn’t that what you wanted me to notice? And
everything makes you look at what he’s doing—maybe because he’s looking
at his work, too. And he’s looking from the right to the left. Because we read
from left to right, we get stopped by that. We can’t look away.”
Turning expectantly to George for approval of some sort, Edwin was met
with, “What would you want to change about Holbein’s composition?”
After a moment and without looking toward the image again, he answered,
“Nothing. It’s perfect, isn’t it?”
“And you, young man, have met this challenge. I am quite satisfied with
you.” His fingertips sought the boy’s nipples through his simple pullover and
tweaked them provocatively. He managed a smile. Rarely did George behave
in any way to be construed as playful.
A tingling began on his chest and rushed over his collarbone up Edwin’s
slender neck to his cheeks, causing the boy’s color to rise. He was elated. He
tightened his sphincter muscle on the insert to feel its placement. I am satisfactory again.
The afternoon having passed, leaving both enervated from so much walking and from the tension of the earlier chastisement, the man and boy left
the museum and headed through the masses of tourists for the Métro where
George showed him the ease with which to use the system. “All of Paris is
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accessible this way. It will take you virtually anywhere you may want to go.”
And go they did, back to the Place de la Concorde and their hotel.
Approaching Le Crillon on foot, Edwin started to fathom the richness of
its Neo-Renaissance façade. A Bentley pulled away from the entrance as the
two neared. The lobby, impressive enough in the early morning when they arrived, now struck the boy head-on with its display of luxurious resplendence.
“George,” he gasped, “it’s like a palace. Is it costing a lot to stay here?”
“First, it was commissioned by Louis XV about two and a half centuries
ago, so naturally it would be palatial; second, it does cost a fortune.” Edwin
looked at him inquisitively, but George held up a finger, stopping the next
question. He leaned down, “The last six weeks of my coaching you as well as
this trip are investments in you by several people—myself primarily, as you
know, and another, a friend whom you’ll hear about later. The money for your
expenses did come from your aunt. Remember, she sent me a check after we
had obtained your passport? That’s how much she wanted you to have this
out-of-country experience with me.”
Out-of-country, that’s funny, Edwin thought. He always says interesting things.
Ensconced for the second time in their room, the man directed the boy to
“take care of your business” in the restroom, then to “call me when you are
ready to shower.”
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Openness, patience, receptivity, solitude is everything.
RAINER MARIA RILKE

12 NOCTURNE
During supper brought by room service, George told Edwin to describe the
high points of their morning. Like he said back in Chicago, I’ll be examined at
the end of every day, the boy recalled. He wants to find out how good my memory
is and if I’m thinking the way he taught me, to know what sort of “visual dialogue”
I had—that’s what he called it. Like I did with the Holbein. He took a sip of wine.
I’ve got to do more than that, though, if I’m to impress him the way I need to.
“The first high point was the expression on your face when we were in bed
and you ordered me to look at you. You wanted me to take in how intense
your face was. I liked that moment.”
Not having given a thought to it, George was startled. The high point
of their coupling, as he remembered it, had been his climax into the boy’s
seething interior. However, the flattery registered. He took a forkful of Truite
meunière.
“And after that?”
Conscious of the larger insert in its hidden place, Edwin contracted his
muscle, swallowed a forkful of delicious trout, and bought time to consider his
words with care. “The cathedral and the chapel meant for me that the differences between Early and Middle Gothic style became immediately apparent,
especially in the relationship of windows to the stonework and of the stained
glass to the light of the space.”
“Immediately apparent” was one of the terms he used when he was teaching me
about esthetics in the Art Institute. He must’ve wanted me to use it.
Edwin went on, “Notre Dame was begun in the Twelfth Century and mostly done by the Thirteenth through the influence and wealth of generations of
bishops, so the height and length of its spaces are ideally proportioned to produce a soaring religious feeling. ‘God must be up there,’ you said. ‘The building is the evidence of that belief.’ I saw that for myself. Sainte Chapelle is an
entirely Thirteenth Century design, noted for—you called it ‘weightlessness.’
Because it was a royal chapel, it was meant more as a display—through all its
brilliant colored windows and blue vaulting with gold stars—as a display of
the French king’s glory and not so much of a religious experience. I see it now
in ways that pictures in the books you gave me can’t show. And the Sainte
Chapelle is a much greater thing than the replica of it you took me to see at
that Catholic school in Chicago.” His eyes blinked. He sat still. I hope I got it all
right and made good sense. Oh, I hope. I hope.
The man sat still, too. That was a monologue for Edwin, a veritable monolog!
Since I’ve known him, he hasn’t said that much at one time was George’s unguarded impression. What he said aloud was, “You are catching on. Now eat your
fish, and I’ll tell you what we are going to do tomorrow.”
Edwin did as he had been instructed. George did what he promised, outlining the galleries and works to be seen at the Louvre the next morning and
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afternoon. Edwin did not ask about the next day or the one following. He will
tell me when he’s ready.
Finishing their dessert, a tarte of raspberries and pistachios (which the boy
from Indiana thought too tangy and not sweet enough, but dared say nothing
negative about), George lifted his wine glass and proposed a toast with the
remaining sip, “To you, for your willingness to learn.”
Edwin lifted his glass in acceptance, as he had been taught, his points
scored. He drained it, saying “Thank you.”
Indicating the bed, George said, “It’s been a very long day. Jet lag’s going to
hit us. A long sleep will help us adjust to the time difference.”
Their robes hung in the closet, the two slipped between the sheets, naked and tired. Extending his muscled left arm just beneath the boy’s pillow,
George instructed Edwin to lie with his back to him. The boy thought it was
for an embrace. He was wrong. The man wanted access to the long insert.
Is he going to take it out?
Blunt fingers found the base and began rotating it. Edwin moved his left
leg away to show his cooperation. He felt the man’s breath warm in his hair
and recognized the familiar feel of George’s hairy chest against his shoulders,
then listened as the man spoke quietly, “I want you to know that both the
cathedral and the chapel look the way they do because of their extensive
renovation and restoration in the mid-Nineteenth Century by Eugène Viollet-le-Duc.”
It was moment for goose bumps. Why is he telling me this, now, after he
spanked me for wanting to know about the condition of those paintings from the
Middle Ages today?
The object was moved out and in with maddening slowness.
“I know how interested you are in conservation and preservation, but I
want you to know that I will decide when you are to have information about
this.” Out and in. Out and in. “You must be content and never show impatience. I expect you always to be in a state of receptivity.”
Out, all of a sudden. Edwin froze.
In went the man’s penis, riding on its condom’s lubrication.
“Oh,” came the cry.
“Did I not just tell you,” the voice murmured into Edwin’s hair, “you must
always be in a state of receptivity? Now accept me, and go to sleep. I will vacate my place when I am ready.”
Taking up the same pace for his strokes that he had used for the insert,
George probed his boy over and over. When he had become used to it, Edwin
succumbed to the fuck’s slow, droning effect and gradually grew limp, secure
in the man’s arms. Sleep did overcome him. He drifted away to the deliberate
ins and outs like a child in its cradle, his bottom rocking to George’s lengthy
motions.
God, but that was satisfying. He soaked in the clinging warmth, then gave in
to his own fatigue. Not wanting an orgasm yet contentedly erect and pleased
to be where he was, George fell asleep and did not shrink from those depths
until later in the night. Neither felt that moment.
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The explanation requiring the fewest
assumptions is most likely to be correct.
WILLIAM OF OCKHAM

13 BEFORE THE LECTURE
Dalton, resplendent in his dark blue Brioni suit, arrived at the Art Institute as
agreed at five o’clock, lecture notes in hand, and was met by a broadly smiling
Roger Dawson. What a stunning black fellow, he thought, eyeing his substitute
host from head to toe. Sultry. Must work out a lot. All those muscles. Perhaps he’s
descended from a dark-skinned Hercules.
“It is a distinct pleasure to meet you, Dr. Brawne. Everyone’s looking forward to hearing you, and I have the images that you requested ready for projection in the Alsdorf Gallery. We’ll go there to check out everything—you
know, the podium, the microphone, the projector, the video cameras.”
The older man liked the younger at once. He’s open, friendly, accommodating,
unpretentious. And quite a sight for the eyes. Bet he’s popular anywhere he wants to
be.
Off they went.
The whole operation with its various adjustments required about an hour.
“I’ll take you for an early bite. There’ll be time to rest before the lecture at
eight. If it’s all right with you, my life partner, Tom, will join us.”
Dalton’s agreement was instantaneous. He offered, “We’ll have a gay old
time.” Both laughed. That broke the ice. “Besides,” he added, “I have some
questions about our friend George and this trip he’s on.”
“The place is in an uproar of sorts,” Roger replied as they walked, “about all
that.” At the table where Tom Loft met them—Nice little fairy, Dalton opined
to himself—the handsome black amplified rapidly on the subject. “We think
George has lost his mind over that boy. I mean, the kid’s incredibly sweet, very
smart, but over his head with someone like George. George—mind you, we all
admire him, a terrific education guy who can wrap anyone around his finger
when he wants to—George will devour that kid and cast him aside like he’s
done every other guy he’s ever gone to bed with, isn’t that true, Tom?”
“I imagine so. Tell me, Dr. Brawne, if you don’t mind my asking, how well
do you know George and his—uh—tastes?”
In a caricature of English actor Robert Morley, Dalton’s eyebrows arched
high and he mouthed his words with exaggerated enunciation, “Our relationship is entirely sexual.”
Tom choked on his swallow of coffee, but Roger picked up on the imitation
and came out with, “Pray tell us exactly what you mean.” His eyes glinted.
The partners listened to the account of meeting on-line, to how Dalton and
George had shared personal secrets, to how the senior had become a sounding board for the junior. When by chance it was revealed that the catalytic
instant between his habitual patterns of sexual conduct and the new him as
a dominant master had occurred during a weekend tryst with an “aggravating, mealy-mouthed whiner” who was a friend of a friend, Tom was silently
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stricken. He drew into himself with guilt on his conscience. Roger’s gaze was
focused on Dalton, so he didn’t notice, but Dalton was facing Tom and saw at
once that he had touched upon something quite sensitive. Uh-oh, he must the
one George slapped around and rooted so thoroughly that it changed his life!
Quickly taking up his narrative, Dalton continued, “So you see, what I
meant was that we have always had sex as our common interest. I know almost nothing about George’s personality and effectiveness on the job here,
and very little about his carrying on with the high school kid. Actually, I know
a fair amount about it, but I want to hear what they know. “What can you tell
me?” And to himself in dulcet tones, he thought coyly, I’m so cunning.
Roger recounted how, about a week after the Spring tour which George had
provided some Indiana teens, Edwin’s aunt had rung George to announce
that her nephew had read the book he recommended about how one of our
departments takes care of old artworks, paintings especially. He faced Dalton
to explain, “You know how paints always crack with age and bits fall off the
panels or the canvases, and how often paintings that have been restored before we got them need to have that work reversed? Well, it happens more than
the public has any clue about. Our people are very good. Anyway, that woman
wanted George, if you can imagine, to find the time to take the boy down
there, give him a tour and, hopefully, to set him on a career path of that sort.”
Excitement in his voice meant that Roger was talking ever faster and louder.
Tom shushed him, “You don’t want everybody in here to hear you, dear.”
“Sorry. But this leads to the crux of the situation. Our George was persuaded. Persuaded—can you believe?—by her line. ‘She doesn’t mince words,’ he
told me, ‘and she’s unbelievably persistent in building an argument.’ George
simply caved in to that woman!” To speak further, he leaned toward the stonyfaced Dalton, who appeared to hang on every word.
“A half-day visit was agreed to. I don’t remember the date. We all met her
and the boy after lunch that day. Now get this, when the small talk was over
and they were about to head to the lab, this woman announces that she’s
going shopping, that she’d pick up the boy at some time such as four-thirty
or whatever—and off she went. Bingo. George was stuck. Nevertheless, the
kid seemed innocent and keen to know things and bright enough and… I’m
carrying on too much. Forgive me. It’s just so odd. I’ll cut to the end. She
showed up on time, had to almost pull the kid away from George, who told
me later that the afternoon had gone well but that the boy stuck close to him
all the time, kept touching him, even once rested his head on George’s shoulder. That was when one of the conservators was demonstrating ad nauseum
how carefully pigments must be mixed using historic formulas to fill in some
damaged area of an old picture. George, who is not touchy-feely, was weirded
out by that.”
“Where does the story pick up again?” came the question.
“Right after the boy’s graduation. Seems he’d turned eighteen by then. A
year behind in school, I guess. The aunt made an appointment on a Thursday
afternoon to see George, saying that she had “a modest proposal” to discuss.
Drove all the way up from her town in Indiana. Do you know about that?”
“Not exactly. Something concerning it must have been told to me.” Con48

spiratorially, Dalton whispered, “Somehow, whatever it was led to their starting to have sex. What, pray tell, happened?” He did sound rather like Robert
Morley. Roger recognized the actor’s voice and facial expressions from Who is
Killing the Great Chefs of Europe?—the first grown-up movie he had ever seen.
“The proposal was that—for four thousand dollars—George was to board her
nephew for a month and mentor him in art history. That’s a thousand a week.
‘You will have complete responsibility for him,’ George quoted her as saying,
‘but do not think of that as a burden. He is prepared to obey you in all things,
as a student and as a boarder. He admires you as he does no other man. I can’t
quite explain it, but it is so certain that I can’t doubt it. In fact, I don’t.’ She
produced a fully executed in loco parentis agreement, signed by her nephew in
George Tanner’s favor and notarized. ‘It gives you the discretionary power to
discipline him if he gets out of line,’ she informed him with laser intensity.
George told me that. Frankly, I think it was at that moment something clicked
in his mind. The kid would be in his total control. I mean, we know George’s
inclinations along those lines, don’t we? Only, of course, with men, not kids.
“There’s more. When George remarked that it was, of course, a very interesting concept and was about to say that he’d think about it, she astonished
him by producing an envelope with the cash and said he would need no second thoughts. On the spot, she asked him to accept the challenge. ‘This will
be important in both your lives, I know. I look forward to hearing from each
of you both, say, once a week. Or whenever it’s suitable. You know, to report
on Edwin’s progress. He has some medical needs but is fully supplied for them
and knows what to do. He’ll explain. My contact information is in the envelope. I’m happy this will work.’ When she shook his hand and took her leave,
the envelope remaining on his desk, George was in a daze of some sort. Rare
for him, believe me. Yet it was nothing to compare with his feelings at the
sight, a few minutes later, of Edwin walking into his office, tugging behind
him a suitcase on wheels, and saying, ‘Hello, Mr. Tanner.’ The aunt had sent
him up from downstairs—and gone home.”
“Roger,” Tom broke in, “have you looked at the clock? The lecture’s in
twenty minutes.”
Dalton was in dismay. He had not known these details. In the moment,
there was no time to hear more. The trio took last bites of their sandwiches
and swilled down what remained of their now-tepid coffee before dashing for
the door.
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One’s destination is never a place,
but a new way of seeing things.
HENRY MILLER

14 AGAIN IN THE GALLERIES
Dawn rose on the sleepers. Dim light sought their motionless forms beneath
the covers. With the passage of time, long shadows grew shorter as the sun
increased its ascent. George stirred first, opened his eyes and closed them in
the glare. What time is it? Rolling toward the bedside clock, which he had
neglected to set, he squinted to make out the hour: TEN. His adrenal glands
began their secretions. Somewhat energized, the man sat up, rubbed his face,
and shook Edwin. “Wake up.”
There being no response, he shook the boy again, cleared his throat and
said, “Wake up now—or I’ll give you a reason to be senseless.”
The response seemed to come from far away, “But I am already senseless.”
The nerve! He’s more conscious than I am. “You shave while I shower. I’ll
shave while you shower. We’ve overslept.” Stripping away the bedclothes, he
delivered a smack of his hand to Edwin’s rump. Just playful. It dawned on the
boy that George must be happy, so he was happy as well. Life suffused them
both. Off to their ablutions.
A half-hour later, looking fresh, they took coffee and croissants at a café
near the Métro, and a half-hour after that, they made their way into the Louvre. “We’re going all the way to the Denon wing, so that you can see—what?”
“The Italian Renaissance,” he was pleased to hear.
Smart of him not to say the damn Mona Lisa.
They walked swiftly. Soon, they were there, and there she was, the most
recognized image of a lady on earth, behind bulletproof glass on a standalone wall. Of course, dozens of casual tourists mobbed the area. Nobody got a
good look at the picture. Too many people. Too many reflections on the glass.
Boy turned to man, “You were right. There’s no way to see her.”
“It’s too bad, but count your blessings because hardly a soul is looking at
the other Leonardos.” George pointed. “A few steps away, there are more than
anywhere.”
They strolled while the educational curator in him took over. “Well before
some fool threw a rock at the Mona Lisa and smashed the ordinary glass in
her frame, she hung near The Madonna of the Rocks, La Belle Ferronnière, The
Virgin and Child with Saint Anne and the Saint John.” His hand on Edwin’s back,
George propelled him toward the promised lands of Leonardo. Then, they got
there.
It was a time for silence. George stood back a distance of several feet to let
his charge inspect the panels. George inspected the boy—first, his buoyant
stance, inquisitive attitude, rapt attention; next, his shape, from its slightly rumpled light brown-verging-on-blonde hair, down the elegant line of
the neck past the strawberry mark to its broadening shoulders, the taper of
the torso to the narrow waist and the obvious contour of the buttocks. Even
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through his clothes, everything about him is alluring. How I’d like to take him here,
when he’s so overwhelmed—as he obviously is—by the great paintings. That would
be a scene to remember! His penis thickened and triggered the alarm to control
himself. Edwin, he saw, was backing away from the impact of the four paintings by Leonardo and twisting in his direction.
“George, are you all right? You look sort of funny.”
“Yes. I was thinking of something. What have you been thinking?”
They found a place to sit.
Perhaps as many as twenty minutes went by before the boy finished speaking. Each painting, which he had memorized, received review, Edwin describing the features that impressed him most. Some of what he said was recalled
from studies which George had guided in the Art Institute’s library. Some
came from conversations he had enjoyed with Evelyn the nice librarian; Evelyn, who did not mind the boy’s questions. Some from direct observation
of the originals. These were blended together in a flow of commentary quite
beyond anything he had managed before. He found phrases for his ideas that
were new.
He spoke unhesitatingly about Leonardo’s inexplicable blessing of the
Christ Child by Saint John, the curiously dominating size of Saint Anne sitting on Mary’s lap with mother-and-daughter’s faces being the same age. No
biblical text or theological source mentioned either, he had read, yet the symbolism must be deliberate for a painting that carried out with such exquisite
refinement. In the composition, Mary looks down at her mother who encircles Jesus who, in turn, encircles a lamb. The lamb looks up, creating for the
viewer a circular movement around the subjects. La Belle Ferronnière, whomever she represents, meets all the criteria for beauty in a portrait by a skilled
artist but may be by someone in Leonardo’s circle. It lacks the mind-numbing
subtlety of glazes which the others have. There are too many sharply defined
details, very little sfumato. It makes an excellent virtual appearance, but the
others are esthetic apparitions whose affect defeats analysis. Saint John, his
smile, an exaggerated arc, and gesture pointing across his chest to heaven,
his right arm in front of a reed cross, generate uneasy sensations somewhere
between the sensual and the spiritual—in an indeterminate space. The intention may have been to show the cross as a path to God above. The Madonna
of the Rocks surpasses its neighbors. Enough light is reflected through the varnish that it seems illuminated from within. The air is moist, the temperature
probably that of a cool, humid cave. Aura. It has aura. It is so magical that it
can only be felt, not described. Last, the impossibility of finding evidence of
Leonardo’s brushwork is a mystery contributed to in part by the darkened
varnish on each panel.
George stared into space while listening to his pupil’s mélange of fact and
interpretive guesswork. Fascinating. He stopped just before going into the question
he most wants answered. It is time for a reward.
Some visitors had entered the gallery, thus he spoke close to Edwin’s ear.
“There are two reasons that come to mind. The least reasonable is that everyone knows these works as they are. It’s the comfort factor. We like what we
know. We are afraid to find out things we don’t know.”
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“You said something like that on our tour back in the Spring, I remember.
But I’m not afraid, am I George? I’ve learned everything you wanted me to.
The way you teach makes me want to know more every day. So—can I ask?—
what are they afraid to find under that old varnish?”
“It’s not what they might find that stops them in their tracks, it’s that they
fear dissolving the varnish might damage Leonardo’s glazes. Those are microscopically thin and uneven, tests show. No one wants to destroy anything
that Leonardo put there himself.”
Scanning the space for others who might overhear, George decided to take
a new step toward Edward’s understanding. I may not have an exact analogy but
I have a comparison that’ll set him on fire.
“Remember our first evening together in my apartment? What happened
when you presented your bottom for me to spread your Aunt’s so-called salve
inside?” Edwin’s face showed puzzlement. “The moment initiated my exploration of your anus, my discovery of your sensitivities there and over all of your
body. You cooperated, as if you already knew that more would come, would
have to come. I had never met a newly-minted eighteen-year-old who was as
prepared for a relationship with a man of my nature and maturity. When—
remember the care I used to open you with fingers and other small items?—I
sought to deposit the cream beyond the reach of my fingertips, my penis could
not breach your ring. And when it did, you could not accept my length for
days. Still, we were led to success by my patient skill and your certainty that
we had to reach that goal. I knew the way in and you knew”—he hesitated to
select the word—“what the traffic would be. My penis re-shaped your insides.
You were changed for the better. Everything about your behavior tells me that
your willingness to prove yourself satisfactory to me has become a desire to do
so. You are developing a new life to supplant the one you had before. This is
growth founded on knowledge of yourself, of me, and of art. The result of my
working with you sexually corresponds to what I have been doing for you in
preparation for the career you want. You are a work in progress, Edwin. My
question is how far to take you in both. I haven’t found your limits.”
The youth’s crystalline blue eyes registered deep within the man’s dark
brown ones. George touched the index finger of his right hand gently to Edwin’s lips, “Shhh. I haven’t drawn for you the parallel I have in mind. You
have come to me rather like a gift of unworked clay to a sculptor, and I have
been molding you into a new kind of person. Nothing’s being done to you
that isn’t natural for you as my material, given your inclinations. I knead out
your imperfections the way clay must be pounded before its potential can be
realized as a new form. So, I spank or thrash you with a belt sometimes when
your attention strays. I plumb your depths both physically and mentally every
day. You seldom fail yourself or me. Yesterday was a slip, now behind us. In a
way, you are becoming, as it were, my work of art.”
Nameless emotion filled Edwin at this compliment. His heart jumped a
beat.
“Those Leonardos were finished as works of art centuries ago and have
been cherished to the present day. To the extent that the originals survive
beneath their earlier restorations and subsequent varnishings no one can say
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precisely. Laboratory tests reveal only so much. There’s no drawing beneath
the Mona Lisa’s paint layers. She’s all paint, the greatest miracle in paint. So
transcendent is the technique with which her image is rendered that not only
can you not see any brushwork, you cannot see paint. Despite thousands of
tiny cracks all over her surface, the paint which causes her to appear remains
invisible as substance. We see flesh. The French and certain Italians they’ve
consulted are convinced that the painting cannot without great danger be
cleaned. Time and circumstances have fixed these works of art. Punishing
them, as I punish you, will not improve them as it does you—only cause damage. As physical objects, unlike you, they do not live. The semblance of life
they bear is but an apparition. It will not improve. You, on the other hand, are
animate and, under my guidance, are evolving daily. No one’s ever done that
before. When I complete you, I’ll set you free.”
“George, I don’t know what to say.”
“Then don’t ruin the spell I’ve cast over you. Take your map of the Louvre
and choose the rest of the day for yourself. Eat lunch quietly here in the museum. Enjoy the food you select. Let what I’ve said flow through your consciousness. Then walk to see whatever pleases you. I’ve some arrangements to make.
Meet me back at the hotel between five and six. Use the Métro. You know
how. Or take a taxi. You have enough Euros. Between five and six o’clock. I’ll
be waiting. Watch your time. Leave enough in your schedule to revisit those
Leonardos just before you leave. Fix them as thoroughly as possible in your
mind.” And, to Edwin’s bewilderment, right there in the gallery, George kissed
him lightly on the mouth, then strode away. No one nearby seemed to mind.
Yesterday’s butterflies took off in the lad’s stomach. The rest of the day on my
own! It must be a test.
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Living in a small town…is like living in a large family.
JOYCE DENNYS

Life is not made up of minutes, hours, days,
weeks, months, or years, but of moments.
You must experience each one before you can appreciate it.

15 TREYDON
Darkness falls late on Indiana in the Summer. Daylight Saving Time accomplishes that. Statewide, farmers complain to no avail that “the cows don’t
know about it.” Milking times are thrown off by an hour, aggravating everyone in the dairy industry. The town of Treydon, surrounded by farms producing milk as well as corn and grains, had taken it in stride since the time
change became law in 2005. Thus, it was still daylight when Agatha Cobb
greeted Anne and Erich Wolfe at her door, on the dot of seven o’clock. All
three, as the hostess sometimes said, showing their teeth. It was her term for
smiling.
“Make yourselves at home in the living room. I’ll bring the champagne.
We’ll have a toast before I tell you the latest news.”
“Something smells good,” Anne observed, she and Erich aiming for the
sofa which was their usual perch when visiting their neighbor. “Really good.”
Her husband nodded as they sat. Curiosity nagged at them both.
“My roast beef,” the voice rang out from the kitchen. In no time, their hostess arrived with a tray bearing simple crystal flutes, a dish towel and, Erich
noticed, a bottle of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin Brut. “I got it in Chicago, just
for this purpose. Erich, you open it please. While he’s doing that, Anne, tell
me about your vacation. It was surely a long one.”
“We’ve never had a month before. Taking so much of the Summer off has
been marvelous, Aggie. And four weeks in Hawaii where the weather was sublime—it was the second honeymoon we’ve wanted for years.” Far short of
breath and ready to launch her account of the time they had spent so blissfully, Anne jumped at the loud pop of the cork which Erich had coaxed to the
point where the beverage’s carbonation took over.
“There’s always great energy in a fine champagne,” said Erich as he tilted
each flute to receive the sparkling liquid. “Here you go.”
Glass in hand and raised aloft, Aggie fairly glowed as she uttered her salute.
“Here’s to us. Everything has fallen into place,” she said knowingly, “beyond
expectations.”
Here neighbors regarded each other. “We can’t wait to hear.”
They clinked their stemware and took a sip.
Hawaii was forgotten.
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SARAH BAN BREATHNACH

16 IN AND ABOUT
Responding quickly to the alarm that George set carefully before he and Edwin retired for the night and rushing through last minute preparations for
the new day, the two ate breakfast, drank strong coffee, took the Métro and
arrived at the Gare du Nord well ahead of the nine-oh-seven departure of
Eurostar’s Chunnel Train. Exactly two-and-a-quarter hours to London. Excitement in the air.
Upon the boy’s somewhat nervous return from his afternoon’s adventure
in the Louvre, George had taken him in his arms and held him close. The
odor of teenage perspiration greeted his nostrils not unappealingly. His robe
was open. Edwin’s heartbeat throbbed against the man’s lower chest.
“Well?”
“I know I’m a little bit late. It was so hard to get away from all the wondrous
things I was seeing. I’m sorry.”
“Don’t be. I expected it. Go clean yourself up. I’ll be waiting.”
When all his tasks were done, about twenty minutes later, Edwin, still nervous, wearing his robe, found George sitting in a chair placed in the center of
the room. “Stand next to me facing the mirror. Now cross your wrists behind
your back and open your legs enough for my hand. That’s a good boy.”
Edwin wondered what the hand would demand of him. He felt its fingertips caressing the inside of his left knee very gently. He looked forward.
George’s reflection displayed no emotion. The fingers moved higher, as gently
as before. None of these motions could be seen in the mirror.
“You have earned a surprise.” The fingers surrounded Edwin’s testicles,
which began to draw up. George’s grasp put an end to that. He tugged slightly.
The reflection twitched. “Relax, and listen. I have your attention, do I not?”
He managed a hoarse “Yes, George.” The man’s image in the mirror showed
no change in expression, but Edwin’s looked fearful. What sort of surprise? I
hope I’m up to it.
“I’ll calm you.” The hand released its treasure. George’s thumb, however,
moved to the tight muscle behind. It had been lubricated so slid smoothly. To
and fro, no more than a fraction of an inch. Edwin did begin to relax.
He wants me. Edwin forgot how tired he was as the soothing gesture caused
him to warm. It always does that to me when he….
The man spoke, “We are going to London tomorrow, to the National Gallery.” The thumb kept to its delicate movements as George continued, “so that
you can see the two Leonardos there.”
“Have I been that good?”
“No, but you’re about to be.”
In the mirror he saw the proffered tube of lubricant.
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“Drop your robe, prepare while you watch yourself in that mirror. Then
me.”
George kept his seat, opening his robe and his legs to reveal the urgency
of his burgeoning erection. The sight of Edwin’s motions behind himself and
of the boy’s effort to avoid blushing at what he had been told to do inflamed
the man’s penis. It took on more color. Its blue veins stood in high relief. A
pantomime of gestures indicated that Edwin was to kneel before the suddenly stern man. He did so obediently, his back to the mirror, and squeezed a
quantity of the clear substance into his palm. I must warm it. He rubbed his
hands together until the coolness disappeared, reached both sides of the big
organ, surrounded it and began stroking. As he looked upward, he noticed
that George’s eyes remained on the mirror.
He did not look down. “Work on the shaft—slowly—until the head wets
itself.”
Being so close, Edwin’s view allowed him to judge the effectiveness of this
masturbatory effort. There’s the first drop! There’s got to be a lot more. If I’m to
take him, it needs to be drooling. So intent was he at this unusual assignment,
there had been no chance even to think of the next day’s promise. All that
counted was the present result.
George looked down, saying evenly, “That’s enough. Now spread it
around… Stand… Face the mirror again. Bend slightly, and sit back.”
Edwin did, trying not to show apprehension. George slumped toward the
edge of the chair, spread his legs widely and, with his fingertips, directed his
sex to the descending target. As contact was made, he took the boy’s hips
and pulled, burying half of his formidable dimensions. A cry escaped Edwin’s
throat. He braced his hands on his taut thighs.
He heard George say almost tenderly, “When you can, come back to me
completely. Study yourself in the mirror. I want you to watch yourself turn
pink.”
It did not happen immediately. In the tension he felt around his glans and
first inches, George also felt Edwin’s pulse beating. He’ll have to accept it soon.
The stance will tire his legs. He must sit down. In a moment or two. I’ll help. He
reached around the boy’s chest and touched its nipples—barely—a few times.
Edwin sighed, threw back his head and dropped. The impalement was complete. Small noises emanated from his throat.
“Look,” George said, leaning for a view around Edwin’s back. “You’re becoming as pink as a newborn baby.” It was true. Edwin had erected as well.
Nipples hardened, too, under the dominant man’s pinches. Breaths came
heavily to them both. There! The uncontrollable quiver for which George was
waiting meant all resistance had ceased. Another moment of conquest. “Show
me now how much you need me.”
Young Edwin’s actions, hesitant initially, became those of a possessor.
Greedy for fulfillment, for a conquest of his own, he launched an attack on
George’s penis. Uncommonly, he ground his pelvis into the motionless man’s
public bone, pulled down and away, exposing the shiny shaft nearly to its
end, then sinking back with startling, ever increasing frequency. The instant
he sensed the beginning of George’s spasm, Edwin lifted off completely in or56

der to plunge the entire distance down. And he did it again, some of George’s
ejaculation hitting the open-mouthed hole before another plunge swallowed
what surged next. Earlier wild friction gave way to sensational lubricity. Edwin’s own sperm flew into space. Reflexively, his hips continued to churn at
their over-sensitive captive.
George cried out, “Enough! Enough. You’ll kill me.” His voice shrank as he
steadied the boy. Edwin lay back against the man’s heaving chest, now conscious again of the size he held within. It felt glorious to be in this position—
on top. I did it. I took him by surprise. He wasn’t in control. I was. In the lessening
light of dusk, the mirror showed the duo, a man with his eyes closed and,
sprawled on his lap, a naked teen whose head lolled back but whose incredibly
blue eyes reflected spots of light like devilish jewels.
When he came out of his spell, George lifted Edwin up and led him by the
hand, wordlessly, to the shower. What have I unleashed?
As they dried off, George announced that they would dress for dinner
downstairs in L’Obé. “Put on your suit and tie. Wear your good shoes. We will
have the best meal of your life. And while we eat, I want to hear about everything you saw this afternoon—in detail.”
Edwin, enlivened by the turn of events but wary as any American teenager
about unfamiliar foods, discovered that Croquant de langoustines et sa bisque
safranée came from a tradition which never knew any soup he had eaten at
home. Small chunks of lobster creamily surrounded by nearly indiscernible
flavors of carrots, leeks, onions, celery, thyme, orange zest, tomato paste, saffron, and black pepper—balanced and blended together with a shot of cognac
so that a beautiful golden hue was the “face” on the complex taste sensation
it enshrouded.
“Every spoonful is infused with the essence of lobster and bolstered by the
background texture,” George observed, relishing his second taste. What do
you think?
“Mmm, it’s so good,” he swallowed some more, “I can’t talk,” and launched
his spoon again into the thick delight.
“Edwin!” While not loud, the tone was sharp, a reprimand. Other diners
looked over. “You don’t eat a bisque the way you wolf down a can of Campbell’s. Take your time with each mouthful. Roll your tongue around in it for
all the sensual pleasure it can give you. Swallow slowly. Let the aromas drift
through your sinuses.” Those seated within earshot nodded at the aptness of
the instruction being given an obvious novice and approvingly returned to
their own food. George lowered his voice further, “If this were a masterpiece
in a museum and you noticed nothing about it or said some glib remark about
it being ‘nice,’ I’d blister your bottom right there.”
Message delivered. The boy tried to quell the urgency of his natural appetite. Even here he wants me to control myself. Well then, I will, no matter how
hungry I am. He noticed the classically simple platinum band around their
plates. It’s like a halo for the food, and food’s like a religion here. He wants me to
show respect for it. Collecting his thoughts, Edwin sipped at his spoon, “Is this
art? Is the chef an artist?”
He saw George contemplating an answer. When the man spoke it was to
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say, “Strictly no. Culinary skills—from the lowest to the most elevated—involve aesthetic factors which our senses perceive and respond to. Celebrated
chefs may produce wonders for the palate to savor but, in the end, they are
meant to serve the useful purpose of feeding us. Elegantly engineered bridges
catch our eyes and treat them to sweeping arches of support cables that many
find beautiful—and they are. But the use-purpose of the bridge keeps it beyond consideration as art. There is no art of bricklaying…no art of surgery…
no art of war. Those sorts of terms are fanciful. Have you finished? Drink that
mineral water to clear your palate. The server wants to bring the next course.”
Before the main course arrived, George regarded Edwin, cracked a smile,
cocked his head, looked inquisitive.
“Oh, the Louvre,” the boy opened up earnestly, “I’d like to tell you about it
tomorrow when we’re on the train. Is that all right? I want to have that much
time. I might need it. Anyway, it’s hard to speak of such things when we are
eating this sort of food. I’d rather learn about it from you. Like that soup—uh,
bisque—can you teach me to make it?”
“Certainly. The recipe is widely known. The one we make may not be a
nuanced as L’Obé’s but it will stun anyone we invite for dinner—your Aunt
Aggie, for example.”
Edwin beamed.
“Messieurs, votre Filet de boeuf Rossini avec Pomme purée.” The steaming
plates of beef and potatoes were deposited ceremoniously before them.
An idea came to George. He touched the server on the sleeve to ask, “Dois-je rappeler à juste titre que vouz avez une demi-bouteille de Château Beauséjour?” He wanted that wine in particular.
An instant later, “Mais oui, monsieur.”
“S’il vous plait,” George nodded.
“We’re having wine?”
“A red Bordeaux that will accompany the beef perfectly. Tonight’s a festivity of your education so far. It should be special.”
So it was. Slicing through foie gras into the aged Black Angus filet and observing its juices flowing onto the platinum-haloed plate was itself a pleasure
for the boy. The look on his face as he chewed the bite, however, told of greater
pleasure. He added some of the potatoes and found himself aware of all three
flavors. He closed his eyes. “It’s divine.”
“I wouldn’t go that far, but it is a classic dish, and one which, when we
get back, we can make together for our company. Beef this good is available
in Chicago. So is foie gras. The rest of the ingredients are simple: tarragon,
thyme, I think, rosemary, shallots, and port wine. And speaking of wine, here
ours is.”
Opened. Tasted. Approved. “Remember the toast I made before we left to
come here?”
“I do. You said, ‘May my student Edwin have experiences of a lifetime’.”
“Precisely. Let us now drink to this: May my student Edwin continue to
show himself ready for even greater experiences, for they are surely to come
his way.”
Eyes met eyes. Edwin’s answer was subdued, and as formal as he could
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muster, “Thank you. He will not fail to be satisfactory in every way.” It marked
another first for the boy, using the third person to refer to himself.
Dessert came in the form of Poires Belle-Helene with a caramel sauce that
sent the young man into rapture. “Can we do this, too? I mean, is it difficult?”
“Hardly. It’s the simplest preparation. You can do it yourself after I show
you just once.” Letting that sink in, George addressed his highly pleased student, “By now you have realized that I chose this meal both to introduce you
to food of high quality and to set you up to be able to make it for yourself one
day. As you have been doing since I took charge of you, you will continue to
meet new things and to practice under my scrutiny until you have mastered
them. That’s why we’re here and why we’re going to London tomorrow. The
day starts early. Let’s go to bed.”
They did. Sleep’s comforts swept them away until the alarm bell startled
them back to life. Amid hundreds of people on the Métro, the two felt their
excitement building. By the time they entered the noisy Gare du Nord and
found the Chunnel Train, both were chafing for the departure. They settled
into the well-worn seats, made small talk about the weather, idled with copies
of Paris Match, Le Figaro, Le Monde, Edwin grabbing the International Herald
Tribune. Once underway and able to gain speed, the marvelous mode of modern transportation, not at all noisy, proved conducive to conversation. Edwin
began to account for yesterday’s adventures alone.
George found beguiling the manner with which the once nearly speechless teen now talked about art. There were too many uses of “like” as well as
digressions away from the subject. Even adults have trouble sticking to a subject.
Most of my colleagues, he rued. The Victory of Samothrace and Venus de Milo were
handled competently. Some prodding was needed to get the maximum from
Edwin about The Coronation of Napoleon and The Raft of the Medusa but not
about Dante and Virgil, the small version of which had caught the boy’s eye
in the Art Institute.
During the weeks he had been with George, he had read everything about
it, knew its history, studied its reproductions. Part of what he recounted was
unknown even to George. Another work that had occupied him—“maybe as
much as an hour or maybe half an hour”—was Veronese’s immense display
piece, Wedding at Cana. Analyzing the composition and comparing its arrangement to that of the Coronation led him to contrast the styles of Renaissance
Mannerism and early Nineteenth Century Classicism and to elaborate on the
individual traits of Veronese and David, prior to moving on to Géricault’s Raft.
“The tension comes from the raft leaning against the wind direction, opposing forces holding each other in check, and the chaos of helpless people
seeing a rescue ship in the distance. It’s immediate and timeless at the same
time. The sickly, faded colors probably add more to its horrible effect than the
original colors would have. I like that it’s transparent in some places. The grid
lines and some of the sketches under the paint are visible. You can see where
he changed his mind. That’s self-criticism, isn’t it?”
That he did not wait for a response was another sign of growing assertiveness. “When I compared Géricault’s Raft to the barque in Delacroix’s Dante
and Virgil, their differences became apparent. Géricault planned his master59

piece with careful logic; Delacroix improvised his. It’s turbulent to an extreme
and very engrossing to stand before, but its affect comes from its irrationality.
The key to everything—from the Winged Victory and the Venus to those huge
paintings that are in all the books—is imagination. The artists have imagined
everything.”
Edwin paused and turned toward the window where there was nothing to
see but the blur of the Chunnel’s wall. He was framing his thoughts to continue.
“There never was a Winged Victory in real life, only in the sculptor’s imagination. His imagination and skill make her real for us. We can never know if
the Venus was meant to represent an actual woman. Probably not. She’s too
idealized to be a specific person. Her sculptor must have imagined what a
beautiful woman might look like and—because of his imagination—we know
it.”
Again, he tried to look out the window but saw only his own reflection.
“David’s Coronation, for all its detail, is an arrangement for the artist’s own
purposes of composition. Everyone’s position at Napoleon’s coronation is a
matter of record, but the painter did not put them there. And he even put in
Napoleon’s mother, who wasn’t there at all. Because of his imagination, she’s
there now. Veronese’s biblical scene is entirely imagined as if it took place in
his own day, not fifteen hundred years earlier. He bought forward from the
past a subject to make real for his contemporaries. That takes imagination.
Delacroix had to imagine everything about Dante and Virgil except their faces, since he had images of those to work from. And Géricault, who wasn’t at
the shipwreck and didn’t live through the starvation and deaths that followed,
read newspaper accounts, studied drowned corpses, looked at the evidence. At
that point, he imagined the whole thing as if he had been right there.”
Edwin sagged momentarily, then remembered something, “George, there
was another painting I didn’t know about, another Dante and Virgil, but by
Bouguereau. Do you know it—Dante and Virgil in Hell? Two naked men are
fighting while the poets look on from the background. It’s crazy. I didn’t know
how to understand it. One man is biting the other’s neck like he is going for
the artery, but it also looks like something sexual, like they could have been
lovers who’ve gotten mad about something when they should have been making love. I got funny feelings when I studied it.”
“Don’t worry about that. You’ll read The Inferno one day. Take it easy now.
You’ve given quite a performance in the past hour. Would you like a drink—
tea? juice? coffee?”
At the negative shake of Edwin’s head, George went on, “Take your pillow
and rest your head on my shoulder. You can doze. I want to consider what
you’ve said. There’s nothing to see down here under the English Channel. I’ll
wake you when we’re approaching London. Meanwhile, you have made me
proud.” And you are beginning to worry me.
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I was brought up to believe that the only thing worth doing
was to add to the sum of accurate information in the world.
MARGARET MEAD

17 AFTER THE LECTURE
The reception after his lecture petered out, leaving Prof. Brawne fatigued but
pleased. Most of the seats had been filled, the well-dressed audience appreciative. Some good questions had prompted him to be more spontaneous than in
his script. Speaking extemporaneously had always been a forte of his. I ought
to do it more often. They love it.
“You tell stories so well,” one lady bubbled. Another, “I just want to listen
to you all evening.” The Indonesian consul was particularly effusive.
Hands were shaken. Endless chitchat. Thank yous exchanged. Refreshments wolfed down. Suddenly, the gallery emptied.
Dalton looked at his watch, then at Tom and Roger, whose neatly cropped
hair he had failed to observe earlier. They’re both so well-kempt. “Are you as
tired as I am?” he asked.
“Most likely not, but it has been a long day. Did you drive in or use public
transportation? We can take you home,” Tom replied.
“I would most grateful for a lift because I want to hear more details of the
situation we were discussing earlier.” Up went the eyebrow arches.
On their way to the Institute’s garage, Tom offered to take the driver’s role. I
won’t be expected to say anything. Sure enough, as they reached the car, Dalton encouraged Roger to tell him ‘everything.’ This was said with lugubrious inflection.
Tom’s helpful idea was, “Why don’t you guys sit together in the back seat?
That way one of you won’t have to break his neck talking to the rear from the
front seat.”
They did that without further persuasion, Roger picking up the story where
he had dropped it earlier. Tom was off the hook.
“To say that George was nonplussed by the boy’s arrival goes without saying. I walked in about that time. He was speechless. The boy was standing
there with his suitcase!
“He said something such as, ‘I think there’s a mistake.’ But the boy said—I
was right there, mind you—‘Didn’t she give you the money and the papers?’
It was priceless, I tell you, seeing ‘Mr. Certainty’—that’s what we call him
around here—at a loss for words. He attempted to think of an excuse. Even
offered the money back. Said he’d take Edwin to the bus station so that he
could return home.
“‘I’m here to learn from you, Mr. Tanner. There’s nobody in Treydon who
can teach me anything. Don’t send me home where there’s nothing to do this
Summer. There’s not a bus until tomorrow. Aunt Aggie checked.’ He seemed
to cast about for something else to say and came up with, ‘Your friend Erich
thought it was a good idea. He’s been talking to my aunt about you ever since
you gave us that tour. And his wife, Anne, helped us plan for me to be here.
Please try me out.’
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“George stalled by asking me what I wanted. Just some scheduling issues—
you know, mounting the next exhibition and the tours to be arranged. Stuff
like that. We took care of them while the kid stood there. I mean, just stood
there waiting. Since it was already five o’clock and there was, oddly, no function that evening for any of us, George fumed, ‘All right. Let’s go. I’ll put you
up tonight. You’re going back tomorrow.’ He was pissed.
“Next day, Friday, George showed up without the kid. Said nothing. We
assumed he’d taken him to the bus station. However, just before noon, he
made a call that our secretary Alice heard—her desk is a few feet away from
the door to George’s office. He was asking if whoever-it-was was okay and said
something about there being plenty of food in the refrigerator. She told me
about it. I went in and asked him what the story was. He said his guest was
‘studying’ at his place. He was going to show George how much he could learn
by the end of the day. I was incredulous. This did not sound like the George
I knew. Plus, it was the weekend, when George lined up his tricks. You know,
for sex. All of a sudden it dawned on me that something must have happened
with the kid. I asked if he were going to keep him.
“He snapped at me, ‘Look, Roger. The money’s there with him and he’s
free to leave at any time with it. I’ve made that clear.’ He asked, rhetorically I
guess, whether there any reason not to see what he could do before sending
him back. Funny how things such as that stick in the memory. He’d given
Edwin—he was using the boy’s name, mind you—some art books to read, and
was going to test him at the end of the day.
“When Monday rolled around, there he was bright and early with Edwin
in tow, saying the kid would work in the library until the galleries opened at
ten-thirty, then look around until lunchtime. It was a don’t-ask-me-any-questions moment. We had meetings all morning. George tended to his work as
he always did, never saying a word about the weekend, even when we were on
coffee break. At noon, the two of them went to the cafeteria. When George
came back, he was all business. Things went on that way all week. Nobody
knew anything and George wasn’t talking. His department had a couple of
evening events. Tom and I were there. The kid was there, in a suit, meeting
people shyly, saying almost nothing but taking in everything that went on.
Friday morning, the director asked George for an explanation and was told
that he was ‘mentoring’ the ‘gifted young man’ as a favor to the boy’s aunt,
and that there were signs of ‘great promise’ in him for ‘a future in the restoration of paintings.’ ‘Well,’ he was told by the obviously miffed chief executive, ‘see that he stays out of everyone’s way.’
“But the next week, George prevailed on our restorers to let Edwin observe their work. He even showed off a small silverpoint drawing the boy had
made of our Mater Dolorosa—that was carefully done and not at all bad. Silverpoint—do you believe that? What teenager’s even ever heard of silverpoint?
On his own, the kid produced a sort-of copy of our old portrait of Philip the
Good that was better than it had any right to be. He’d tried to duplicate the
surface imperfections. Was something of a counterfeit. He didn’t mean it nefariously. Just as a demonstration of his serious effort. Pretty impressive.
“No one ever saw any sign of personal interaction between Edwin and
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George, who was always his stand-offish self. When he didn’t have lunch with
the boy, Evelyn, one of the librarians, usually did. She liked him and could get
him to talk a bit. She was always helping him find the books he wanted. Nice
lady. But there was no evidence that anything was ‘going on’ until another
librarian, Jonathan Smyth, assistant librarian actually—he’s a chubby gay guy,
sort of the desperate type—Jonathan was in the staff men’s room doing his
business in the last stall. He heard someone come in. Turned out, it was two
people, one of whom was George—because he heard that unmistakable, low
voice asking, ‘How do you feel? Have you kept it in?’ Edwin’s voice, which
everyone knew by then, was the one which whispered, ‘Yes, but it still seems
tight. I’m getting used to it, though, I think. It moves out a bit when I walk.’
‘How about when you sit down?’ ‘It goes back in.’ ‘You’re fine, then. Leave it
alone. I’ll remove it this evening.’ Then they left. Jonathan told me right away.
That’s how I knew.”
Dalton interjected, “That’s most interesting! So George was dilating Edwin.
I guess we know what else was being taught along with art history and applied
art—applied butt-fucking!”
Startled by the vulgarity from their distinguished speaker, Tom swerved to
avoid running into another car. “Watch it, dear,” Roger admonished. “It’s not
as though you didn’t know.”
“Sorry!”
“Anyway,” Roger went on, “another week came. George showed up on
Monday without Edwin. Said the boy was ‘under the weather.’ When Edwin
showed up the next day, he seemed fine. Smiled at people, went back to the
library every day and down to the lab when they’d let him. He was into Leonardo da Vinci. Read his bio. Read commentaries on his paintings. Made some
sort of a copy of Michelangelo’s Ganymede drawing from a book, which he
mentioned to Evelyn. None of us ever saw that. Next I know, George is talking
about his vacation. Said he might take Edwin to the Louvre to see the Leonardos there. I twisted my knife a little by asking whether it might be cheaper
to go to the Fogg at Harvard to see Michelangelo’s purported original Ganymede. We had it here in a show once. Oh-ho-ho, if looks could kill, I’d be dead.
“Gossip from the Conservation Department is that George got them to
contact some of their counterparts in Paris and even London about prospects
for meeting with them if he were to take Edwin over there. The boy was not
to be told. In fact, they were sworn to secrecy. He dangled the idea of using
his influence to get them a human-interest story in the Tribune, being that
he knows that columnist whatever-her-name-is—Joan something. Evidently,
they bit. He got what he wanted. He always does. There’s something else involved with going to Paris. George was there just a few months ago to see a
prospective donor about willing his collection to us. That guy, quite wealthy,
is gay, too. I don’t know the details. George somehow is close to him, so he
got the trip and the credit for snaring the collection. I mean, the guy made
the commitment. I bet…. Oh, never mind. I don’t know for sure. One thing’s
for certain, the Development people are pissed that George bypassed them.”
Aha! I know who it must be. That’s Duane. George’s spoken of him. Now I know
what’s going on.
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Sensing that Roger had run out of information, and that they were already
in his neighborhood, Dalton gave final directions. “It’s the old place, just over
there.” With profuse thanks all around, Dalton stepped out. “I’d invite you in
but I’m rather fatigued. If you hear anything more, please let me know. This
story is far from over. Thank you for everything today.”
Damnation, he thought, walking to his porch, George is fucking a teenager.

Sometimes people surprise us. People we believe we know.
JOYCE CAROL OATES

18 LONDON
“The National Gallery is a paragon of orderliness in its presentation of historic
paintings,” George told Edwin as they entered the Sainsbury Wing, “but we
have only time this morning for things I want you to see. Our starting point
is just in there, where the oldest paintings are. Walk slowly. Do not stop. You
must sweep it with your eyes. Garner such impressions as you can.”
Cimabue, Duccio, Daddi—Edwin was familiar with their names but not
with any of the others. What does he want me to notice? I haven’t seen any of
them in my books. In the next, Uccello’s Saint George and the Dragon held him
for a moment. That’s pretty dramatic for the Fifteenth Century. Nice foreshortening
on the dragon and the horse, and good shading, but the artist forgot to paint shadows on the ground. Before he could ponder that matter, he felt himself being
led to the next corridor of rooms where the glowing, mid-tone colors of three
Peruginos exercised their charm. More like it! I recognize that one and that one.
He tried to linger, but George’s hand pushed him into another room—full of
Crivellis. The hand taken away, Edwin stopped in his tracks. Crivelli! I love
Crivelli. He touched George’s arm and looked imploringly, but did not have to
say a word.
“This room is for you. Look to your heart’s content.”
Stare is what the boy did for minutes—at the details so carefully drawn by
brush—of fruits and flowers, marbled floors and columns, rich fabrics in The
Madonna of the Swallow and The Immaculate Conception as well as at the wildly
recessive lines of perspective in The Annunciation, one of his favorites from the
books he had studied. That’s dynamic!
George noticed his enthrallment. “I’m not trying to rush you, but you will
want to see the Pollaiuolo in the next room. Apollo and Daphne. Remember
how curious you were about it?
Edwin peered ahead where that painting and Piero di Cosimo’s Satyr
Mourning Over a Nymph lept out at him. “O-o-oh,” he slowly exhaled, and
turned to George, eyes wide in admiration. Although he wasn’t being ushered
away, Edwin sensed that George wanted him to move along, as it turned out,
into Room 57 with its stunning religious scenes by Botticelli, Filippino Lippi,
Ghirlandaio, Verrocchio, and the famous Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian by the
Pollaiuolo brothers. His head turned every which way, trying to find a place
to start. So many treasures in one room! A composition he did not recognize turned out to be Piero di Cosimo’s Battle of the Lapiths and the Centaurs.
Edwin’s “If I saw that in a book, I’d think it much larger. Look at its scale,”
amused George, so unexpected was it. He gave the boy the run of the room,
again for whole minutes. When he interrupted, it was to say, “Edwin, that
room over there has two masterpieces that you must meet before we go on.”
Doesn’t he know I’m not ready? But he says “go,” so I’ll go. Then he saw the
reason, Piero della Francesca’s Baptism of Christ and The Nativity in the same
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small room. I could faint. How wondrous can art get? My God, the paint is thin
on these, and just look at Saint Michael. How much of him has been cleaned away?
His thoughts came to a halt at George’s observation, “There are times when
restorers are over-zealous.” They regarded each other. This is about to lead somewhere or he wouldn’t have said that. “We’re going now to cross over to the main
building for some other Italian things.”
As they walked, Edwin asked, “Is the reason you never gave me a book on
the National Gallery that you wanted to startle me like this?” The answer he
received was not what he expected.
“No. You didn’t need patchwork learning from isolated pictures. You needed histories, with their connected sweep across time. This morning, I wanted
to discover whether you were yet mature enough to be ready for anything I
brought to your attention, to see how much you could assimilate on a single
encounter with fabulous paintings. If you’re so startled—that’s your verb—
that you don’t absorb these things—and I’ll find that out on the train going
back—then you don’t deserve what I’m doing for you.” There was no emotion
in any of this. It was stated as a fact, spoken very distinctly.
The boy was crushed. Struggling, he managed to say, “But George, all of
this is wonderful. Everything you do for me is wonderful. I’m trying to be…
satisfactory.” His voice broke.
“Stop that this instant.” He pressed Edwin against the corridor wall, then
dropped his hands, facing him closely. “You should be elated by my challenges. I’ve never done this for anyone,” he contained his anger. “You are not
ordinary. You are entirely exceptional.” He leaned closer, “I did not bring an
insert to calm you, so do that for yourself by willpower. Breathe. Again. Look
at me—and smile. Wipe your mind clear. Prepare your attitude for the marvelous.”
Self control. I’ve got to find it. Edwin did breathe. He relaxed. He swallowed
the lump in his throat. There. I feel better. He managed to smile. The man to
whom he had so totally committed himself now nudged him toward the gallery ahead, telling him rather lightly, “You won’t believe the Venetian room.”
Veronese’s enormous Family of Darius would stop even a casual viewer, but
Edwin, not knowing how much time he would be allowed, was quick to note
Titian’s Death of Acteon and Tintoretto’s Origin of the Milky Way. What captured
his attention first was the three-headed An Allegory of Prudence representing
old age (Titian himself), maturity (his son) and youth (his cousin) above the
heads of a wolf, lion and dog. It doesn’t matter whether the artist painted it or
someone from his studio, it’s fantastic. Another small work which drew him to
it, Savaldo’s Mary Magdalene. His closest inspection revealed none of the secrets of the incredible silver-gray cloak. This is another mystery of greatness. He
was pleased to note that George had retreated to the seat in the middle of the
room and was sitting there with no obvious intention of moving. I have time,
precious time. One by one, he stood before each of the twenty-one pictures trying to soak up their qualities. Finished, he walked over to George to inquire,
“Where next?”
“Florence and Rome are in there,” he was directed. “Take it slowly. I’ll follow.”Intrigued, Edwin paused in the doorway. He could not believe what he
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saw: Bronzinos, Pontormos, Raphaels (How many can there be here?), two Michelangelos (!), Andrea del Sarto’s Portrait of a Man looking over his shoulder.
George slipped into the room and, again, took a seat, observing the boy’s
thrill. After a quarter-hour of meditation on the phenomena displayed there,
Edwin remembered his guide and looked his way rather helplessly.
George stood, walked over, and grasped the boy’s sagging shoulder to say,
“I understand. It’s a lot. Let’s go through the small room at the end. You can
rest your eyes then. And we’ll pass through the next room as well. You won’t
need to dwell on anything there either. We want to reach our goal.”
Edwin’s pulse increased. He means Leonardo.
“But there’ll be a nice stop on the way, the German gallery. It has Cranachs,
Altdorfers and Holbeins.” The effect of this announcement brought back Edwin’s energy. He was eager again. The most arresting image proved to be The
Ambassadors by Holbein, so meticulously observed yet peculiar—with its anamorphic skull surrealistically deployed across the foreground. I can’t imagine
why the artist did that, and nobody’s ever been able to explain it. It’s the mystery
that keeps people looking at it. And the crowd proves it.
Edwin felt George’s hand take his to lead him away. People stared at the
couple with curiosity. The boy, with no embarrassment, sensed that the moment had come, as he had been anticipating. He never holds my hand. Cool.
This is really something. And in front of everybody.
George said into his ear, “Keep your eyes on the floor. I’ll take you to the
Correggio, which you must see first. When we reach it, study it as thoroughly
as you want. When you’re done, look down, and I’ll take over again. Don’t
glance around.”
Venus with Cupid and Mercury, sometimes called The Teaching of Love, glowed
from the wall with the loveliest flesh tones Edwin had ever seen, emanating
sensuality. He yearned to touch it but, of course, did not. To him, an impressionable young savant, it seemed that the painting caressed his eyes. Or, his
eyes caressed the painting. It was another new feeling, a realization of the
power a great artist has to affect emotions. He looked down. George’s hand
was in the small of his back. Together, they moved.
When he caught a glimpse of the lower portion of a spectacular, softly
gilded, carved frame coming into view, he dared to look up at some jumbled
brown rocks, then saw the dimples of a child’s hand. “Now,” George whispered, and took his hand away.
The Madonna of the Rocks.
Edwin froze. Its unearthly radiance, which seemed to emanate from inside
the painting, overwhelmed him. Chilblains broke over his body. To him there
came no thoughts, only an indescribable sensation of beauty. At the signs
of a tremor beginning in the boy’s hands, George said softly from behind,
“Edwin, step back. You’re too close.” As if in a dream, his eyes locked on the
image, the boy did retreat. George steadied him. He blinked and refocused,
seeing the Virgin’s robe, the cavernous rocks around and above, and the sky
beyond, and feeling the atmosphere as if it were tangible.
George was worried. He decided to ease Edwin into consciousness by saying, “It’s pure harmony. You can almost hear it—like music, some people say.
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Look, there are only three main colors—flesh tones, blues and browns. The
dull greens are subsidiary. Come sit with me so you can assimilate the whole
composition.” Edwin accepted. He did not know what else to do. His eyes
blinked as other visitors blocked his view from time to time. “Notice,” George
went on, “how the frame’s pale gray-blue background blends with Leonardo’s
blues.”
“Is anything more beautiful?” was the boy’s question, asked so quietly that
George almost didn’t hear it.
“No.” The word hung in the air. “There is one other work of art as beautiful. In Florence, Michelangelo’s statue of David. Like this painting, its magic
cannot be photographed. No lens, no film, no reproductive medium has ever
been able to capture it. We get semblances of these works but not likenesses.”
“I almost passed out.”
“I know.”
“What can I do?”
“Let’s go have some lunch. Food will refresh you. Then, if you like, we will
return here. You can see it again and see the other Leonardo.”
“The drawing? Why not see it now?”
“All right, but be prepared. It’s another miracle. Although there is no color
to speak of—just charcoal and chalk—its quality of light is the same as that of
the painting. It must be seen to be believed.”
And it was.
Stunned, Edwin held onto George’s waist. Nothing he had learned could
explain the apparition which appeared before him. Apart from the Madonna
of the Rocks, nothing he had seen could compare. All efforts to think rationally
about the image of Saint Anne poised on Mary’s lap with Jesus and Saint John
came to naught. These things are beyond reason.
A still voice finally said, “I guess I’d better eat now.”
After lunch in the National Café, where very little conversation passed
between them, George spoke up. “If you’ve recovered from your shock, we
should return to the Madonna so that you can see it more objectively.” Edwin
nodded. “The reason it hit you harder than the Louvre’s version is that the
cleaning and restoration of it—as a journalist wrote—freed it from its ‘amber
prison.’ You know what that means?”
“Yes, they took off the varnish.”
“Not entirely. That’s why we must visit it again.”
When they stood together before the painting, after viewing it from across
the room, the educator in him took over and George explained that the Gallery’s own conservation department had to intervene, that the old varnish
from 1948 had degraded and yellowed, obscuring Leonardo’s work, that a single trusted expert had done the work of removing all but the thinnest layer of
the varnish. “He did not want to run the risk of so much as even touching the
subtle layers of the original paint. There were losses, as you would expect to a
painting that is five hundred years old, which he filled in. The areas are very
small. You can’t see them, but they can be detected under ultra-violet light
and, most importantly, are reversible.”
Voices behind them were complaining, “You’ve had enough time. Let
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somebody else see it,” so they moved to the seat some feet away. From the
distance the boy’s attention could be turned to the frame.
“It’s new, in a sense, having been cobbled together from a fifteenth century
frame and other parts specially made by the Gallery’s own framer. His skill
enabled the whole thing to seem unified and exactly right for the painting.
That blue he used is almost the same as your eyes, by the way.”
Yet again, Edwin was speechless.
“I imagine you’re wondering why the Louvre people don’t do something
similar for their Leonardos. Compared to this, theirs, magical though they
be, are veiled, dim. Personally, I think the Louvre ought to engage Mr. Keith,
who did this work so brilliantly, and let him tackle their version of it. What
he knows about this one is beyond what anyone across the Channel knows
about the other one. Think how the Saint John might look,” George dropped
his voice, “if his skin weren’t the color of honey. But, they won’t. Too much
pride.”
“And the Mona Lisa?”
“She would be—I hate the over-used word—dazzling. Probably so great
that she’d cast even more of a spell than she does now.”
Edwin regarded the Madonna of the Rocks intently this time, withstanding
its eerie aura, surveying its arrangement, noticing its contrasts, the saturation
of color to the blue and gold of Mary’s garment and to the lesser red of the Angel’s robe, the sweet expressions of the female faces, and the jolting projection
into space of Mary’s left hand. It reminds me of one of his anatomical studies. All
those leaves and flowers look like they came from his studies of plants. Ideas raced.
As one thought replaced another, particularly about the scene’s strangeness, he was moved to say, “Leonardo’s concept is supernatural, right? The
rocks don’t look like any place at all. Rocks aren’t even brown, most of them.
There’s an angel. She’s from Heaven, not this world. That’s why she doesn’t
have a halo. Halos show us holy people, so the Virgin and the babies, who
are people, have them. But for one baby to be blessing another is weird. It
wouldn’t happen in the real world. But this is religion so it doesn’t have to
make sense. Religion’s about miracles, so anything is possible. You told me
that. And nobody’s skin actually looks like there’s light behind it, does it?
So Leonardo’s making us see—what—maybe the divine? I mean, everything
that’s there,” he hesitated to find the phrase, “is a reality of his imagination.”
The words rushed out. “It’s so powerful because it makes us feel how he’s gone
beyond our world and religious faith to a point way past that.” His face flush
from the effort, Edwin fell silent, his chest heaving.
“The word you’re looking for is transcendent,” George said. “As much as
we respect and admire all the annunciations and nativities and crucifixions
by the great painters before and after Leonardo, they cannot reach this level
because they illustrate events from the narratives in the Gospels. This doesn’t.
There’s nothing in the Bible about Jesus and John being introduced by Mary
when they were infants. Leonardo has created a moment unaccounted for in
the scriptures. Unique. Quite unperceived as an incident by most people who
see it but startling in its presence, especially now that the picture’s so visible.”
Both looked at the painting once more. The rationality of their conver69

sation left the luster of Leonardo’s momentous apparition undiminished, as
timeless as ever.
“It’s time to go.”
“Are we going back to Paris now?”
“No, to an appointment we must keep—in the Conservation Department.”
The boy’s eyes glowed as if they had a light behind them. “We can go
there?”
“They’re expecting us.”
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Sometimes life surprises you…and when it does, it’s purely magical.
JACQUE BLISS

19 AN UNEXPECTED TREAT
On its stomach, Edwin’s deeply sleeping body was in a state of relaxation such
that he had perceived neither the bedclothes being removed nor the room’s
cool air settling his skin. He was unaware of being lubricated and that a penis
was lodging in his core, so stealthily were these actions performed. It was a
man’s weight and the warmth it brought that elicited a reflexive moan, and
roused him to the point of identifying the cause. There was pain. A muffled
“What?” was barely discernible. But, as he gained consciousness, “Oh, George,
that hurts,” came out more clearly.
“Let it pass.”
There was no point in resisting. The attack already had begun—without
him. It behooved the young person to accept, to adapt. George’s bulk and
position prevented any movement. Stillness hung over their forms. The man’s
nose began to trace the ridges of Edwin’s exposed ear. The nose moved over
to the long eyelash, teasing it this way and that. Lips kissed the cheek below,
then sought the earlobe. Those rare kindnesses gentled his subject. Throbbing
tension around the root of his penis started to ebb. Not until George’s hands
went under Edwin’s chest to find its two most responsive areas and to begin
working them—in concert with nibbles to the boy’s neck—did the desired
reactions take place: a shudder and a flush. He’s mine again. Helpless. Available.
Ready. Desirous. As if to establish himself further, George stirred the now hot
passageway ever so slightly.
“I may not be clean.”
“That’s why I’m using a condom,”
When they returned from London late the evening before, both had showered and Edwin had washed out his rectum with care in case George would
use it. Both proved so tired that nothing happened except welcome sleep. Nervous excitement over his afternoon’s visit to the Conservation Department—
where the staff took pains to show him its current projects in restoration and
conservation, the equipment used in X-radiography, infrared reflectography,
microscopic photography and chemical analysis of pigments and media, and
the area in which frames were reconditioned, reworked or fashioned to order—and the grueling, stressful examination by George on the Chunnel train
about the works of art he had seen that morning, had exhausted them. Since
George showed no sign of discontent with any of it, Edwin was relieved to
think of himself as having crossed over the obstacle that, in his host’s mind,
had necessitated discipline in the Louvre two days earlier. It had to do with
the recurring theme of patience.
I must always wait for him to take the lead. Then, he wants me to respond.
Those thoughts let Edwin drift off. They now recurred as he wakened to
George’s near rape. He expects me always to be ready for him, but how could I be
when I didn’t know he would want me this morning? Not since he whipped me for
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being dirty has he hardly ever worn a condom. Must mean he won’t get mad if something nasty shows up. He gave me no chance to prepare.
The attentions to his ear, eye, cheek, nipples, and neck, as well as George’s
motionless presence so far in him were reassuring. Thus, he let familiar sensations of pleasure take over for what he imagined would turn into a wild
ride. That was not what ensued. Second guessing the man was never possible.
Edwin was being treated to unhurried moves of such subtlety as he had never
felt. By fractions of an inch, his interior was being massaged. Strokes and their
reversals alternated with languidly drawn circles. Now he’s actually being sweet
to me, like yesterday when he held my hand.
Another flow of warmth suffused the boy at the gentle touch of George’s
lips returning to his neck. There was no urgency. Every gesture was sensual.
The tip of his tongue went to Edwin’s ear, not in but around it, provoking a
shiver. All the while, the earlier, achingly tight adherence of his lower tract
to the man’s huge invader lessened under the unfaltering gestures of George’s
slow, fluent, carnal probing. What seemed sensual for many minutes evolved,
as the session continued, into something profoundly erotic. Edwin was unglued by this evolution of sensation, his emotions having no clue as to the
direction they should take. Without intention on his part, the boy’s sphincter
closed against the penis’ base, contracting its bulging vein underneath and
causing George to discharge himself. Edwin felt the pumping of the man’s
essence and heard him sigh. He had to marvel that this event was not accompanied by sudden, long stabs across his prostate. He marveled further when
the circling and stroking motions commenced again their deliberate course,
George’s erection intact. Edwin’s body blushed, too, perhaps from embarrassment at having presumed to predict what the man might do and having been
so wrong. Then came awareness that he had yet to experience orgasm.
Of course! He doesn’t want me to cum. That’s why he’s not working my gland the
way he usually does when he drives in. He’s prolonging this. It’s his plan. He plans
everything.
No word was spoken. The delicate grinding in, out, and around at Edwin’s
maximum depth had become additionally lubricious from seepage being
forced from George’s condom, adding comfort for the boy. Yearning to display
his appreciation in some way that would not disturb the man’s plan, Edwin
turned his hands from their position flat on the bed, palms to either side of
his pillow, down and over George’s hands and their grip on his slight pectorals. George kissed his disheveled hair, damp from body heat. And continued
at his task. This was meant as an otherwise inexpressible reward for having
come through yesterday’s challenge. The purpose remained beyond the boy’s
perception. He was too wrought up in what was transpiring from moment to
moment. George had no doubts. In a while, after he spent himself once more
without letting Edwin react, he intended to bring on an orgasm solely for Edwin’s enjoyment. He won’t know what hit him.
Persistence paid off. This boy, completely at his disposal, relishing the novel attention, gratifyingly compliant, and not knowing what to expect, proved,
as George anticipated, unable to prevent another contraction. He felt the man
calmly unload for the third time. Fewer breaths, perhaps, than before. But,
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as before, the seed planted themselves as thoroughly. Edwin noticed himself
sucking air through his mouth while George, completely still for a beat, took
up his job as the boy’s unrelenting master. More minutes at it.
Without warning, the hands securing his chest were pulled away to take
Edwin by the shoulders and to tug him backward, not to increase his penetration—that would be impossible—but to get him to his knees. George backed
up accordingly, pulling the now butter-soft bottom to a new position off the
bed, one which angled toward him. His head and shoulders remaining in
contact with the sheet, Edwin now imagined a pounding.
Wrong!
With his eyes closed and his head where it was, he could not see what was
happening, but he could feel fingers taking the tip of his penis and fondling
it gingerly. He’s never touched me like this. Many times he’s grabbed me there and
squeezed to make me pay attention, but he’s never masturbated me!
Trapped in place by George’s left hand on his upper thigh, the other surrounding his stone-hard erection and moving it back and forth, Edwin yielded to the movement within. It increased by several inches the distance to and
fro, yet changed neither its path nor rate, nearly driving the boy mad with the
desire for relief. He concentrated on the unfamiliar stimuli of George’s actions
in front and behind. I’ve got to cum! To ease his anguish, Nature assumed control by ordering a ferocious, abrupt reflex of his pelvis that wrenched another
orgasm from the man and sent the boy a blinding explosion.
George’s hand caught all that ejaculated. He removed it a second before
they collapsed, still connected, in a heap, both drawing breaths as they could.
Edwin smelled the hand before it reached his mouth.
“Open. Swallow it.”
He had never done that. The idea was outside his frame of reference. Such
had never been required of him, nor even suggested.
“Now.”
He slackened his jaw. The liquid—viscous, salty, tangy—was smeared
against his lips.
“Lick my palm.”
Not sure about any of this, he was responding with hesitation when George
said, “Do I have to tell you twice?” Worded as a question but unquestioningly an order to be obeyed, it motivated the boy’s tongue to lap what it could.
He managed to choke it down about the time another imperative was issued,
“Suck each finger. Get everything.”
That, too, he did, eager to avoid any consequence of being slow to respond.
The taste and texture were becoming bearable. He could swallow with less difficulty after servicing each of the five. There were no further demands. The situation was over. There was a curious emptiness after George rolled from him.
In the lull which followed, George said warmly, “Good morning.”
“Good morning,” Edwin replied with the same inflection.
“Are you ready for breakfast?”
Understanding George’s implicit humor, Edwin asked, laughing, “You
mean I didn’t just have it?”—thus dissipating whatever tension may have remained between them. “Are we going someplace?”
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“Not until this afternoon.”
“Then let’s stay here and rest. Please.” Edwin’s eyes crossed as he followed
George’s finger to the tip of his nose.
“On one condition…with three parts. We clean up first, then eat downstairs while housekeeping takes over the room. When we return, we’ll rest
again and not get up till lunchtime.”
“Yes! Me first. I have a lot to do.” Edwin bounced from the tangled sheets.
A hand at his wrist stopped him. “Here, take this with you and flush it.”
George had stripped off the loaded condom. Edwin took it with disbelief. No
wonder I feel empty. It’s all in here. He looked at the bed to see whether there
were any stains. He felt pride that there were none.
Shortly past noon, George and Edwin, wearing suits and ties, had a light
meal—green salad, slices of paté and baguette, and hot tea—during which it was
disclosed what was in store for the remainder of the day. The boy could hardly
contain himself. He was to be taken to the C2RMF, or Centre de Recherche et de
Restauration des Musées de France, in the Louvre. Few outsiders ever got in there.
From the instant they passed through the Porte des Lions on the Quai
François Mitterrand and descended the stone stairway, Edwin’s butterflies
took flight anew in his stomach. I’m visiting the greatest laboratory of them all.
Better keep quiet. Look and listen. George will prefer that, he counseled himself.
Their destination lay ahead, down a passageway and through sliding glass
doors bordered by bronze.
A few formalities later, the Louvre’s cavernous world of fantastic technology was shown to Edwin Owen and George Tanner. Apologies were made with
exquisite politesse for the necessary superficiality of the event, but one hour
was all the English-speaking staff member assigned to them, a Mme Bernard,
had available.
“We are very busy, as you see,” the woman said, “with so many away
on vacation.” She lowered her eyeglasses from forehead to nose and looked
ahead. Edwin was in the closest place to heaven he could imagine—three
subterranean floors of it. What he saw far exceeded what he had seen in the
National Gallery and had become familiar with in the Art Institute. Equipment for X-ray microflourescence, Raman spectroscopy, 3-D digitization and
multispectral imaging, infrared reflectography, microprofilometry, binocular
microscopy, and every conceivable physical measurement were at hand and
were explained in a hushed voice, even the two-million-volt particle accelerator for ion beam analysis. Past and present projects and the use made of the
various technologies for them were cited. She mentioned, “We study about
five hundred cultural artifacts each year, half of which are brought from other
museums and collections around the world.” They heard about the database
and its 150,000 scientific images of all types. “I cannot explain everything,”
she told them. “Some of it I do not comprehend myself.” She shrugged, “It is
all very specialized.”
Specialized, yes, but it smells about the same as the lab in Chicago. Turpentine,
mineral spirits, and other solvents he knew already. Alcohol, too, and varnishes, maybe shellac. Edwin’s olfactory sense was keen. On full alert, he reacted
to every scent that came his way, and to every sight.
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Some of the experts at work appeared annoyed by the presence of the two
visitors. “Qui sont ces étrangers?” one asked another within hearing. Mme
Bernard peered over the top of her wire rims, silencing them with a glare
that might have melted lead. Eyes looked back at her with icy disdain. George
thought, A very French exchange. Indeed, virtually no one other than employees or museum specialists was ever permitted in these rooms. George had
hinted at that. Edwin felt it confirmed.
Unfazed, Mme Bernard soldiered on, completing their trek in just under
the allocated time. As she showed them to the doors, she gave George directions to the Site Flore, telling him to use the Porte Jaujard on the Place du Carrousel, and to ask for Mlle Gaube in the Ateliers de restauration. George’s thanks
for her time, her expertise, and her good grace were received with modest
acknowledgment. Edwin’s sentence, “Je n’oublierai jamais cet après-midi, Madame,” won a smile for effort if not pronunciation.
A different sort of heaven awaited, room after room of paintings, drawings, prints, porcelain, pottery, sculptures, furniture, and tapestries undergoing processes meant to prolong their existence by stabilizing them, to correct
past efforts at conservation, to restore missing elements. “After their having
been studied scientifically,” Jacqueline Gaube, somewhat younger than Mme
Bernard, said, “we must do the work as objectively as possible. Sometimes,
however, a bit of informed subjectivity is necessary.”
“Say, the nose on one of your Veroneses that was questioned?” George
asked maliciously.
Mlle Gaube’s eyes rolled, “Ooh-la-la, we don’t speak of that.”
Edwin wanted to ask what “that” was about but, at a touch from George,
understood to keep his peace. He thrilled to the sight of paintings being restored, and got up the nerve to ask whether the Mona Lisa—he remembered to
call it La Gioconda—might ever be given similar treatment.
The lady stopped, put her hands on her hips, faced Edwin and lectured
condescendingly as if from a memorized script, “Certainly not. She has become an icon that is all but impossible to touch. Her patina is part of her
mythical status and contributes to her power to fascinate. No one intends to
alter that.” Pleased at her expostulation, she mollified her tone and carried on,
“We have published a detailed study of all the analytical tests to which the
painting was subjected in 2004. You will want to read it, Inside the Painting.”
George leaned over to Edwin, “There will be a copy waiting for you when
we get back to Chicago.” The beam from the boy’s face lightened the mood.
Mlle Gaube was relieved. The tour resumed. It left Edwin agog.
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Begin whatever you have to do;
the beginning of a work stands for the whole.

Present opportunities are not to be neglected;
they rarely visit us twice.

AUSONIUS
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21 PARIS DAYS

“So you really pulled it off?” Erich asked incredulously.
Putting down her empty glass, Anne looked at Agatha.
“I did.”
The couple had listened—raptly—to her account of Young Edwin’s most
recent weeks in Chicago. They had gone on their Hawaiian trip shortly after
the woman’s startling drop-off of her nephew with the stunned curator and
after being told of George’s almost immediate acceptance of the boy into his
life, once Edwin had done “what he knew to do.” Now they had been given
Agatha’s account of Edwin’s days spent at the Art Institute studying in the
galleries and the library, of lectures and receptions he attended, of people he
had met—staff and patrons—of time in George’s company at the apartment
and about town, of meals taken in restaurants and prepared together with
George, who had been “agreeably surprised that Young Edwin knew his way
around a kitchen.”
Agatha smiled and tucked her head characteristically to one side as she
made her points. “From the first Monday and on every Monday thereafter, he
called to report on everything. I do mean everything,” she emphasized. Her
friends looked toward each other. “Occasionally, I spoke with George, who
said early on that Young Edwin was proving to be ‘satisfactory,’ a peculiar
word to use, but I caught the drift. Mostly I spoke with Young Edwin when
George was not in the room.”
Repeatedly lifting their glasses to salute the progress of her story and sipping refills of the Veuve Cliquot, they responded approvingly. It was Anne
who spoke again, “You and he have such great rapport.”
“We do.”
It was Erich’s turn to speak, “And now? How are they getting along?”
“I was saving that. George has taken Young Edwin to Paris, my dear, to see
the Louvre. His idea, my money—for Young Edwin anyway. Quite a bit of it.
Another four thousand.” That look on their faces! “Let’s go to the table.”

Progress in Paris was accomplished amain. Activities crowded each fleeting
day as man and companion spent mornings in the Louvre, ate midday meals
at sidewalk cafés and, in the afternoon, investigated collections at other museums—impressionist art in the crowded Jeu de Paume (of peripheral interest
to Edwin, who made an effort to seem impressed by the colors), contemporary
art in the Musée d’Orsay and Centre Pompidou (most of which left Edwin
unmoved as works of serious art), the obvious in the ever-thronged Musée
Picasso (out of place in such a structure, he made bold to tell George, who
agreed), and decorative arts in the Musée Jacquemart-André. Although he had
imagined the sorts of furnishings to be seen—tapestries, pictures, furniture—
and enjoyed the opulence of their accumulation, Edwin had not expected the
Jacquemart-André house’s being sited away from the Boulevard Haussmann
nor its spacious, highly original arrangement and proportion of spaces nor
architect Henri Parent’s apparently unsupported double staircase (“It floats,”
he observed in awe.) any more than the Tiepolo ceiling soaring over the dining room and the former home’s galleries hung with paintings he could not
ignore.
Not lost on George, ever observant of Edwin’s darting eyes, was his charge’s
engagement with Hubert Robert’s Louvre Gallery in Ruins (He had instantly recalled meeting the artist’s work initially in Chicago, then in the Louvre itself)
and the two Chardin allegories of the arts and sciences (“Every object in them
is a symbol, beautifully placed, perfectly painted”). Botticelli’s Madonna and
Child proved more compelling still, but the work which stopped Edwin in his
tracks was Uccello’s Saint George Slaying the Dragon.
“This one must be earlier than the one in London,” he said firmly, recalling
the painting at which for a few seconds he had merely glanced during their
whirlwind day in the National Gallery. “Look at the flat layout, like a low relief. Simpler. Less advanced. More primitive.”
“I believe so. Not certain about it, though. What do you make of this one?”
George tried not to show what he was thinking: What talent. He sees a painting
once and remembers it better than my colleagues.
“The placement—one, two, three—with everything in profile—the princess, the dragon, the saint—is,” he searched for the word, “em-blem-atic, like
the colors—mmm—brick red, moss green, creamy white. The cave, the farms,
and the walled city are just a backdrop. Well, the cave sort of frames the horse
but it doesn’t look like it means anything.” Edwin reflected, “The other one’s
got the dark mouth of its cave behind the dragon, so we know it’s his cave and
he just came out of it. Plus, it sets him off as the center of the activity. And
perspective—the dragon and the horse come out at you, and there’s space all
around. It’s more—what you call in-the-moment. This panel—there isn’t even
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any blood coming out of the dragon—this panel is more an eternal battle like
between good and evil, with the princess being innocent but not a victim
because she’s been rescued,” he wound down, out of breath.
“And which do you prefer?” He watched the boy as he thought of his answer.
“I was thrilled when I saw the one in London. It’s great because it really
hits you with the action. Not as much as our St. George at home—by some
Spanish guy. Mar-to-rell, isn’t it? But this one I wish I could see often. I think
it’s outside of time. If we had it, I would look at it every day.”
“Notice anything else of interest, say about the use of circles?”
“Oh.” Edwin started counting. “There are lots of them. What do they
mean? I have no idea.” He looked over to his mentor, “Something Christian?”
“The horse has three gold ones on his chest, over his heart. Think the
Truth-of-the-Trinity symbolized. Saint George’s cloak displays the cross. See
the four gold bosses on the reins? Think the four Gospel writers who tell the
story of Christ’s true message which leads believers to triumph over the adversities of life.” George was in his curator mode. “The three tight circles of the
dragon’s tail curling over there” he pointed, “mock the idea of the Trinity, being close to the animal’s rectum. The picture’s action must represent Christ’s
victory over Satan, or the Church’s conquest of Evil, or something of the sort,”
he tapered off.
“Is it in the Bible?”
“No.” He roused himself. “This is Thirteenth Century theology in story
form. In your reading have you come across something called The Golden
Legend?” Edwin’s blank expression proved that he had not. “The tale is one of
sacrifice. The princess of Silene, in Lybia, was to be given to that ‘envenomous’
dragon”—he smiled as he used the strange word—“to placate his rages against
the people, but the knight George saved her and the people, in Christ’s name.
Thirteen thousand men, the Legend states, accepted baptism then.” He waited
for the disbelieving look Edwin gave him, then continued, “The whole thing
is probably a Christianized version of the Old Testament account of Jephtha’s
sacrifice of his only daughter—who couldn’t be saved because man’s redeemer
had not been born. The Legend’s story put the twist of salvation and hope to
dire situations, at least those involving virgin girls.” His face seemed about to
break into a sneer but George contained the urge.
His charge’s brow wrinkled, “How do you know all that, George?”
“It’s because of my name,” the voice leveled, “the gift of my parents. Whenever I failed to show courage as a boy, the story of Saint George was repeated
to me. Belief in myself and my ability, my confidence must stem from that—at
least that’s what a friend of mine surmises.”
“You’ve never told me anything about your childhood, George.” Edwin
was about to add, I wish you would, but was interrupted by the rather curt, “I
have now. Let’s go.” A strong hand on his shoulder told the boy that what he
had just learned was all he could expect from his taut-lipped companion. He
knew better than to ask another question.
As usual after a day of looking at art with, and learning from, the man who
seemed to know just about everything and to expect a great deal of retention
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and comprehension on his part, Edwin anticipated an examination during
dinner and another vigorous display of George’s sexuality afterward. There’s
some kind of chemistry between how I react to the art and how he reacts to me. He
doesn’t want personal conversation. Hasn’t since I met him, but he cracked the door
by telling me about his name. Uccello was the catalyst. Religious parents, probably
Catholic. And the Saint George story tells me where he gets his bold way of doing
things. Drilled in him since childhood. Now he’s going to drill me.
Before he could enjoy the double meaning of his small prophecy, Edwin
was sent to the bathroom with the instruction to clean up thoroughly. “We’re
going out for dinner. You’ll want to look your best.” With no offer of further
explanation, George watched Edwin undress. He dealt with each article of
clothing and took stock of the boy’s lissome frame.
A decent interval later, after hearing the toilet flush for its third time and
the shower being started, George joined Edwin, the two standing as hot water cascaded over them. Suds lubricated his entry, the boy sputtering at the
suddenness and trying to keep his balance. He was pulled against his attacker’s chest, then found himself, impaled, being lathered and scrubbed with a
sponge from neck to thighs. Bent over so that his back and buttocks could
receive similar treatment, Edwin braced himself against the tile wall. George
then withdrew and handed across the soap and sponge. Edwin, tingling inside from the curious stimulation he felt there, washed him all over, rear first
then the front.
“Better rinse out again,” George said as he handed the enema bulb to the
reddened boy.
Towels later, George handed something else to Edwin, the larger of the two
foam rubber inserts he had made for their trip. It was encased in an already
lubricated condom. “Seat it well in yourself.” The order came in George’s lowest voice.
“Yes, George.”
I wish he’d do it. Then I’d know he was satisfied. Better just do what he says. Glad
I lubed myself.
He felt the spot with one hand and thrust the well-known object with the
other, using both to press it home in one movement. As an involuntary sigh
escaped his lips, he noted the man’s obvious pleasure. George came over, took
the boy in his arms, and kissed him fully. He dropped his right arm down to
stroke the two mounds and broke through Edwin’s mouth with his tongue
while he pressed the insert firmly in.
“There. Good. Now let’s dress. Wear your blue tie, the one that matches
your eyes.”
When the two, after their walk from Le Crillon, arrived at the entrance to
Le Bristol on the Faubourg Saint-Honoré, the doorman was hit by the image
of a striking middle-aged man wearing a dark blue necktie with his perfectly
tailored gray suit in company with a quite young fellow wearing a sky blue
necktie with his brown suit nearly as well fitted to his slender form but, surely, off the rack. Not doubting that their relationship was of a special sort, he
greeted them as he would any gentlemen coming there, “Bienvenue à l’hôtel
Le Bristol, messieurs.”
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George smiled in acknowledgment and prodded Edwin, who said sweetly,
“Merci.” He was still reeling under the impressions of being on the famous
street with its many exclusive shops and the residence of the French president,
the Elysée Palace—a few doors back—which George had taken pleasure to
point out. He had alerted Edwin that they were to be guests of a friend from
Chicago who lived a good deal of the year in Paris, but said no more. It made
the boy curious. Other than staff at the Louvre and National Gallery, he had
been introduced to no one. Why now, when the trip’s almost over? He felt a little
nervous.
In the stunningly appointed lobby, George headed for a somewhat rotund,
big-frame man seated to one side amid the grande luxe, reading Le Figaro. “Aha,
there you are,” came the friendly voice as the newspaper was folded. “You’re
right on time.” Smiles between the two. Handshakes. Then they turned to the
boy standing just behind George—shyly, it appeared.
“Duane, this is Edwin Owen; Edwin, Duane Wilderforce.” As the large,
fleshy hand surrounded Edwin’s, the stranger said, “Your eyes are as beautiful
as I’ve heard. I’ve looked forward to meeting you.”
So direct a compliment startled the boy, but his quick mind brought him
a formal retort quite beyond his years: “Sir, you have me at a disadvantage.”
What’s that phrase from? Something I read in English class….
The pudgy man—getting on in years, Edwin thought, older than George in
any case—chortled to his friend, “You were right. He’s priceless. Please, let’s
sit. George, you there. Edwin, next to me.” He addressed the boy, “Is this city
up to your expectations?”
Priceless? George never called me priceless before. “It’s been the experience of
my lifetime.” Since Duane’s face did not change expression, Edwin knew that
he must be more forthcoming. “George did everything he could to prepare me
for this trip to Paris, but much of my experience here has been pretty nearly
overwhelming.”
“Hardly,” said George, his arms folded, which meant he was about to utter
something incontrovertible. “You have met every challenge. You have proven
yourself to be highly satisfactory.” Looking straight at Edwin, he continued,
“You have merited every moment we have put into the project.”
We? He’s talking about us. The realization brought a blush to Edwin’s cheeks.
His chin twitched. He wanted so much to live up to the man’s demands because, as his aunt had told him repeatedly, his future depended upon it. He
fought for control of his emotions.
Duane spoke up, “Well, there you have it, dear boy. Paris has been a success
for you! You can relax.”
How much does he know? How did he find out? Did George tell him things? He
must have. When? Despite turmoil inside, Edwin managed a smile in Duane’s
direction, but the man was already framing a question for George.
“So, what of our friend Dalton?” Dalton. Who is Dalton? The boy’s mind
raced through names he had heard mentioned in Chicago. Oh yes, that sociologist guy George knows.
“Fine. Just fine. He went to Malaysia to visit friends and to celebrate his
eightieth birthday. He left for overseas shortly after Edwin began his time
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with me. He returned about when we left Chicago, so they have yet to meet.
Aren’t you in touch with him?”
“The last time we spoke was about his lecture, the one you arranged for
him at the Art Institute.” Laughingly he recounted, “Dalton, it seems, forgot
about the date until he found your contract in his mail. He ‘threw something
together’ and, according to him, it ‘went over rather well.’” Duane took a
breath, “I’ve been across the Channel tending to some matters in the UK and
down for a spell in Marseille, so I’ve been out of touch with everybody lately.
That’s why I’m so glad to have this occasion.” Turning to Edwin, he beamed,
“Dalton’s going to be quite put out that I’ve met you before he has.”
As Edwin was thinking, They’ve all been talking about me, the hotel’s concierge approached the group to announce, “Monsieur Wilderforce (pronouncing it Vilderforce), votre table est prête.”
“Merci. Allons-y, mes amis,” Duane said, rising to his feet. With a hand on
Edwin’s shoulder, he added, “Le Gastronomique has food you will remember
for the rest of your days. I hope you are ready for it.”
George’s “He’s made a specialty of being ‘ready for it’ lately” caused the boy
to start. The meaning dawned on their host, who raised one eyebrow. “We
must see what we can do for the appetite…in your stomach,” he said jovially.
At their table in the lavish dining room, Duane, unbuttoning that dark
blue jacket to allow his ample stomach to spread under a necktie of red and
blue stripes, poised the fingertips of both hands together at the tip of his double chin, not to pray but to speak of the meal. “Since you are together with
me for the first time in the city I love to call home and since neither of you
has been in this restaurant before, I have ordered for us”—he turned toward
Edwin—“what we Americans call a ‘tasting menu.’ There will be several small
courses, each more phenomenal than its predecessor. Your taste buds will be
seduced. There are flavors in this place that you will experience nowhere else.
I hope you will be pleased.”
Edwin brightened, “We’ve had some really good meals in our hotel’s restaurant.”
George spoke as he noticed suspicion coming over his old friend’s face,
“He’s tried almost everything on the Crillon’s menu. All our dinners have
been in Les Ambassadeurs.”
“The loveliest dining room in Paris,” said Duane, “prettier than Versailles.
All those mirrors. They had a superb chef but lost him. Whatever you’ve been
eating there, I think you’ll notice a difference. This place has three stars.”
“You mean, in the Guide Michelin?” Edwin asked, opening wide his dazzling blue eyes. Duane nodded, staring back, obviously struck. Their beauty
had escaped him earlier.
George regarded Edwin. “My young man’s no ordinary American teenager.
His palate’s becoming rather knowledgeable. The only thing he hasn’t liked
so far—sea urchin.”
“L’oursin? Oh yes. That I can understand. Wait a moment.” He signaled a
waiter and whispered something to him. The man nodded and headed for the
kitchen. “Don’t worry. The first course, which is egg scrambled with chopped
chestnuts, was to have a foamy topping made from sea urchin, but it won’t
now. The chef will substitute something.”
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The chef did: Beluga caviar—to raves from the Wilderforce table. Edwin
amused the two men with his idea that the dish, if there were more of it,
would make a great breakfast.
There were oysters from Normandy infused with green tea and combined
with black truffles served over a bed of mashed Jerusalem artichokes. The dish
defied description. Edwin’s senses were on full alert. He tried to assimilate
both the taste sensations and the French names for every ingredient, which
the two men discussed with concentration. Venison—“I’ve had venison before, in Indiana,” Edwin piped up—roasted with juniper berries, beetroot and
celeriac stopped him after one bite. The sauce alone was so delicious, its aroma so indefinable that he simply could not speak. Fortunately, a lull ensued
during which conversation could resume about the food.
“When I was growing up,” their host said, “it was considered impolite
to talk about what was being served. One was supposed to speak of current
events, the theater perhaps, a recent concert, books. My parents loved plays,
music, and reading. I do, too. I’ve produced a few Broadway plays and sponsored some harpsichord recitals. But when food is this good, it’s silly to talk
about anything else. Besides,” he addressed the boy, “my understanding is
that this trip is meant to contribute to your education, is it not?” Not waiting
for an answer, he went on with a smile, “Well, you are learning from this
meal, aren’t you?”
“I wish I could tell you how much I am getting out of this trip, especially
this menu. I can’t though. I can’t find the words yet.” The youthful voice’s
remark added to the host’s ever-evolving firsthand impression.
Their attention was directed to a serving of pink grapefruit with hibiscus
jelly and sorbet made with Campari—which Edwin had never tasted. The
buds on his tongue went into overdrive in an effort to absorb the stimuli.
Finally, a chocolate dessert with touches of coconut milk, which, in its simplicity, ended the meal perfectly. It seemed a dream were ending as coffee was
brought.
“Let’s lift our cups since we forgot toasts before. To you, young man and to
the wonders of Paris you have experienced.” George followed Duane’s directive by lifting his cup.
Slightly embarrassed, Edwin felt flattered. No one but George’s ever toasted
me before.
“Now here’s my proposition for tomorrow. You two see the Musée Camondo which is worth it for the silver and porcelain, then come to my house,
nearby, for cocktails and supper. It will be a simple menu—chicken actually,
a recipe from a friend in Miami which I’ve been wanting to try—and you can
tell me about my pictures,” Duane said.
As Edwin perked up, George explained, “Duane collects seventeenth century landscapes, and has a few other surprises up his sleeve.” He turned to his
elder friend, “We’ll be happy to come.” Edwin felt butterflies in his stomach
vying with the incredible meal he had consumed.
During their walk back, which seemed to settle the boy’s slight uneasiness,
he asked, “George, how much do you think our dinner cost?”
“At least a thousand dollars.”
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“Is Duane rich?”
“Yes. Plus he’s a nice man. And I think he’s clearly taken to you.”
“Me?”
“He likes young men. Has one at home whom you’ll meet tomorrow. Now
stop asking questions.”
In their room, having undressed and emptied their bladders, George removed the insert and took Edwin in bed with remarkable tenderness, not a
word more being spoken. He even caught the boy’s ejaculation in a handful of
tissues and wiped him clean.
They slept a sleep of warm satisfaction.
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And thereby hangs a tale.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

22 TREYDON
In Treydon, after the locally known wilted lettuce salad and Agatha’s all-American hearty beef stew, came vanilla ice cream topped with crumbled, toasted
pecans and caramel sauce. “Young Edwin’s favorites,” the hostess explained.
“This dinner’s as much about him as it is about us.”
To the points of appreciation that had been murmured during the meal,
Anne added, “Delicious, dear. De-licious.” Her husband seconded the compliment.
Decaffeinated coffee was poured in the living room. Anne asked, “What
exactly did you mean earlier when you used the word everything? Remember,
when you said that Edwin told you everything about what went on between
him and George? You know, in those phone calls?” Her voice rose with singsong effect at the end of each. Always on the same pitch. It was a woman
thing, Erich understood.
“Well, Agatha rolled her eyes, “Young Edwin knew what to do, as I told
you. He got George to put the ointment inside him with a finger just like he
did you, Erich, that first time. I don’t know exactly what he told him but it
must have been close to what we planned. Then he told him that he needed
more, so to use two fingers. George was as surprised as if someone had poked
something up his backside, which I doubt anybody’s ever done. He’s the one,
as you told us, Erich,” indicating Anne along with herself, “who always—
what’s the phrase you said he uses?—takes charge. Anyway, when Young Edwin, all naked as a jaybird and stuck on George’s fingers, asked him to move
them back and forth to help him relax so that he could go to sleep, he said
George got excited and did it for a minute or two. Then,” her brow wrinkled
up, “he pulled ‘em out, smacked Young Edwin on the butt, and told him to get
in the bed. It was in his guestroom. When George left to go to his own room,
Young Edwin said that he had an erection the size of Captain Wright’s billy
club down at the police station.”
Anne looked flushed, Erich interested.
“But let me tell you what happened Friday morning. George was up at the
crack of dawn doing exercises on the living room floor—you know sit-ups
and pushups, whatever—when Young Edwin went in there. Said it was like
watching a robot in underwear. That man is fit. Muscles everywhere. Brawny.
He did a hundred of each before he said a word to the boy. They had oatmeal
with dried cherries in it and something called soy milk, whatever that is, and
hot coffee before George handed him some book on art, told him to read it,
showed him where frozen meals were in the fridge for lunch, and salad things,
and the microwave. Told him that if he left, he could lock the door behind
him, take the money envelope, hop a taxi to the bus station at any time—or—
be there when George got home at six and be prepared to be questioned about
what he’d learned. If it was satisfactory, then he could stay for the weekend.
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That was that. He left for work.”
“What did our boy do?”
“He read the book of course. It was some simple thing about Renaissance
paintings, rather like one he read from your school library. He knew most
of the pictures already. So, he watched cable TV—a couple of History International documentaries. He loves those things. Later, in the afternoon, he
snooped around George’s bedroom and found a drawer in the bedside table of—appliances. Quite a few sizes. Took one about the size of that tapered
candle I showed him how to use. You know what I’m talking about. When
George came home, there was Young Edwin sitting naked at the kitchen table
pretending to study the book.”
“Did George flip out?” Erich asked.
“Well, he did when Young Edwin stood up with a hard-on and told him
that he hoped he didn’t mind that he’d needed some more ointment and had
borrowed that thing, and turned around to show it to George, who was furious and said something about taking things without permission. So he flung
Young Edwin over his knee and spanked him! You-know-who loved that because each swat banged that thing inside him and he ejaculated all over the
man’s pants. George was really mad about that.”
“It’s making me wet, honey,” Anne told Erich.
“I know what you mean,” he replied.
“I’ll bet,” said Agatha, “but wait till you hear what happened next.”
“We’re all ears.”
“George took Young Edwin by the hair and pushed him into the bedroom.
He popped out the ‘plug’ and said he’d give him one to think about. The one
he picked was too big and wouldn’t go in, even with a lot of his spit on it. He
took another one and got it situated just fine—when Edwin got all rosy. You
know how he does that when he’s fired up.”
Her guests did.
“He told me that George was astonished at how pink he’d become overall
and at how he didn’t cry but just accepted what was happening and wasn’t
afraid or anything.” Agatha’s account went through the whole evening and
the quiz about the book—which Edwin seemed to know almost by heart, another surprise for George. She repeated what she had heard about how, after
their dinner which George prepared and which was pretty tasty, Edwin had
suggested, maybe insisted, that more ointment be applied inside him. “George
did it with a vengeance using his fingers and that new plug, taking a lot more
time than the night before. He got all aroused. He had to go into the bathroom. You know why, I guess.”
She thought, Hmm…They seem to.
Pleased, Agatha re-launched her monolog by describing the weekend and
George’s increased fascination with Young Edwin’s ability to digest information from some other book about art—a better one, but I don’t recall what it
was—and his need for attention to his ‘anterior problem,’ a new term that I
think he invented. I’ve never heard it. Have you?”
They had not.
“Saturday went that way. Edwin read whatever he was given, was ques85

tioned about it a lot, then George would ‘work’ on him inside, give him something else to study, and ‘work’ on him some more. Strict. He was strict about
everything, which was okay with young Edwin.
“‘That’s why I’m here—to learn from you,’ he told the guy. You know how
sweetly he can say things like that. Never mind. That night our boy went to
bed crying. George trashed his butt with a belt for being dirty inside. Told him
he needed better hygiene. Next day, Sunday it was, he gave him a lesson in…
internal flushing…which Young Edwin pretended not to know about. And
there was a wider, longer ‘plug.’ That took a while to get where it needed to go
but as both of them were determined, it did.”
Erich first, then Anne, nodded.
“By Sunday night, George was trapped, especially after being touched by a
certain someone’s wandering hands and told that ‘it’ might be the best ‘tool’
for the ‘work’ that needed to be done.”
That said, they laughed.
“Only then,” she went on, “did it seem to dawn on that man—imagine,
with all his experience with all those other men you told me about, Erich—
that he not only could fuck Young Edwin—sorry about that word but I’m tired
of beating about the bush—but that he should. He had a spontaneous orgasm
at that moment, which young Edwin cleaned up with a towel, leaving George
rather dazed, I gather.
Our boy was not left in the apartment after that but taken every day to the
Art Institute. George wanted to keep his daytimes occupied with studies and
his evenings free for George’s ‘work.’ During the week, he even made Edwin
‘wear’ one of the smaller thingies at the museum. It turned him on to know
Young Edwin was so obedient and so cooperative. Each night progressed. Edwin called me on Monday from the museum using the cell phone George had
no idea about and gave me all the information. He called on Wednesday to
say that Thursday might be the night when George’s penis—seems it’s huge
and long—would hit ‘pay dirt’ as the oilers say about their drills. Do you want
some more coffee?”
They did.
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The weary eye saw every object shine,
And all was costly, fanciful, and fine.
GEORGE CRABBE

23 NEAR THE PARC MONCEAU
The afternoon was hot and muggy. They strolled through the shadowy leafage
of the Parc Monceau to the Musée Nissim de Camondo, which Duane had recommended. Their destination was new to George, who had read about it, and
puzzling to his charge, who had not. A lovely old mansion on an L-shaped
plan, filled with the decorative arts known for being arranged more or less as
they had been originally.
Furniture with needlepoint upholstery, sumptuously woven carpets and
tapestries, porcelain and silver of Eighteenth Century France held little interest for George because the Art Institute’s collection had no major focus in
those directions. Seldom was he required to deal with what he regarded loftily
as “crafts.” Edwin, for his part, yielded—not intellectually, but sensuously—to
the cumulative effect of the luxurious furnishings.
“I’m trying to imagine what it would be like to live here in these rooms,” he
said finally when, as advised, they toured the residential rooms upstairs first.
“It must have been nice.”
“Maybe that’s the point. It’s not a straightforward museum. It’s more a slice
of life—a highly prosperous one—from a hundred years ago. The Camondos
evidently had a taste for the past. Remember the Jacquemart-André?”
“Yes, George, but they have all those paintings.” Edwin whispered lest a
staff member overhear him, “Only, a lot of the furniture there is pushed back
against the walls so you can see the pictures. Here, it’s like you’re in these people’s house. I wonder what they’d think if we sat on that sofa?”
In an upbeat mood based on what he knew lay ahead in the day, George
commented, “If we were here before World War I, then we’d have been invited
and welcome to sit down. Not now of course.” He glanced around. “Have you
noticed the way everything is blended together? The paintings really are part
of the environment. Everything harmonizes—colors, textures, placement.”
He added, “Even the frames have gilding that echoes the gilding on other
pieces. On the furniture. The bronze mounts on those vases over there. All
subdued. Nothing calls attention to itself.”
“So, is the meaning that the people who lived here and the people they invited
were what stood out? The house set them off, was a background for them?”
“Seems reasonable to me. But people who lived in such settings weren’t
actors on a stage. They expected their surroundings to enable their social lives
in a refined world where sumptuousness was the norm.”
Downstairs in the galleries, once-formal rooms for receptions and other gatherings, it was the panoply of two hand-painted dinner services from
Sèvres and the great matched silver pieces that Catherine II commissioned for
Count Orloff from Roettiers that startled Edwin.
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“Did they actually use all this for meals?” he asked, reading labels and
staring at the displays. Assured that Count Camondo and his family did so,
Edwin began noticing the birds and flowers, how individualized and varied
they were—hundreds of them—and the way light played across the surfaces
of the weighty silver pieces.
“Services such as these sometimes took years to craft,” George told him.
“The planning and imagination behind these productions were, I believe,
strategies for excellence. You know, the Sèvres factory still exists across town.
It’s been nationalized by the French government. We could visit its museum
if you are interested. I’ve never been there. Or, if you’re interested, we could
drop by the Sèvres shop at the Palais-Royal across from the Louvre.”
Edwin dodged the suggestion by asking, “What about the silver? I’ve never
seen anything like that.”
“Few museums have the equal. Most royal sets were dispersed long ago.
That’s why we have individual examples of silver, porcelain, some tapestries,
some furniture—you remember seeing them?”
Edwin nodded. “What I meant was, how does somebody make metal conform to all those swirls and things?”
“The bodies were hammered onto forms. The finials and handles and feet
were cast in molds, later applied by soldering, sometimes by screws. The decoration involved all sorts of techniques such as repoussé, chasing, and engraving. It’s not my area, so I don’t know much more. You can see the result of all
of those techniques on these pieces. Pretty spectacular. The purpose was to
catch and reflect candlelight in every direction.”
Edwin’s thoughts jumped at a realization: That’s rare! George admitting he
doesn’t know something. Immediately, an interjection occurred to him.
“Cool.”
A teenager’s word spoken casually, it registered. Continuing with equal innocence, Edwin asked, “What did Orloff do for Catherine to deserve something this expensive?”
George checked their isolation from other visitors and guards before answering into Edwin’s closest ear, “She was grateful, if I recall my Russian history. Orloff helped her overthrow her husband. Rumor has it that his penis”—he
paused for dramatic effect—“was large enough to quell her ardor during the
early years of her rule. Later, she is said to have gone on to bigger things. This
dinner service was one of Orloff’s rewards, a sort of consolation prize.”
“You mean, after a while, he was no longer satisfactory?”
“Something of the sort, perhaps.” George dropped his voice to its serious
level, “Don’t get ideas… You haven’t said a word about the paintings. What
did you notice?”
“Er—portraits by Élisabeth Vigée le Brun, hunting scenes by Jean-Baptiste
Oudry, arches of some sort by Hubert Robert, landscapes by Francesco Guardi… Oh, and there’s a bust of a lady by Jean-Antoine Houdon.” With care, he
named the artists fully.
“And in the stairwells?”
“Sorry. Venus and Cupid in the main hall,” swiftly adding, “I didn’t see
any identification of the sculptor.” He looked up at George. “I’m afraid I didn’t
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pay any attention to the figural group in the other, the circular stairwell.” He
hastened further, “That stairwell is so beautiful I just enjoyed the trip down
looking at its curve.” He waited for George’s reaction.
“The weavings? What names do you associate with them?”
“Aubusson and Savonnerie.”
“All right. You’ll do. We can leave.” He reverted to his snappy manner,
noting a smile on his young companion’s face. “Is something funny?” They
walked out on the rue de Monceau, heading for the rue de Vézelay.
“In the Art Institute, you have Guardis that show arches. This museum has
Roberts with them. The Art Institute’s Roberts don’t have arches in them. And
this museum’s Guardis don’t have them either. Arches yes-and-no-in-Chicago-and-Paris. I think that’s funny.”
The effort at humor escaped George Tanner.
Rounding the corner, their steps took them to Duane’s hôtel particulier.
The iron gate opened after they rang the bell. Edwin gawked at trompe l’oeil
arches painted with nude Greco-Roman statues around the courtyard walls.
George quipped, “I thought that would get your attention.” Then, “Ah!
Look who’s at the door.”
It was a small, dark-skinned young man—quite young it appeared—in a
beige caftan. Ringlets of coal black hair sprang out from his head to hang softly around. His rosebud mouth became a smile which showed salt-white teeth.
Around the exotic creature’s neck wound a band of black which, as the party
drew closer turned out to be a leather collar about an inch wide. He inclined
his head as if about to bow. Edwin stared.
“S’il vous plaît, entrez, messieurs. Vous êtes les bienvenus.” The voice was
soft, the tone respectful.
“Bonjour, Hassan,” George said, then put out his arms to receive the little
body into a hug. George never hugs anybody. Edwin noted the two kiss each
other’s necks.
As they parted, George indicated, “Mon protegé, Edwin Owen. Edwin meet
Hassan.”
Hassan sprang to Edwin and kissed him lightly on the lips causing great
surprise. Edwin had never been kissed by a boy.
When George was asked quietly, “Monsieur George, N’at-il pas un collier?”
he replied, “Pas encore. Peut-être jamais. Il est impossible de savoir en ce moment.” Hassan wanted to know whether Edwin had a collar. The reply had
been in the negative. Maybe never, but that could not be known now.
Edwin blushed. A collar like that for him?
Duane’s voice boomed from within, “Come in here you two.”
Passing a larger-than-life marble Roman torso in the entrance corridor, its
chest and stomach bulging with muscles as if challenging the onlooker to
touch, Edwin followed George into the sitting room where they were greeted
affably. Hassan stood in the doorway, waiting while everyone found a place to
sit. He looked expectantly toward Duane. At a mere nod, he dashed off.
A commodious room, as Edwin was quick to notice, it wore gray and yellow
silk draperies from ceiling to floor, drawn back to reveal the courtyard view
through sheers. The sofas and chairs in beige were modern, simple, plush.
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Throw pillows in muted blues, pale yellows, and dusky pink came close to
matching the colors in the carpet. That’s Savonnerie, I bet. It looks like one in the
Camondo. Before he could look at the walls, the group was seated and Duane
addressed him directly, “So, Edwin, tell me what you thought of the neighbors’ old house.” Then he smiled.
At ease with so friendly a man, and with George immersed in the cloudsoft cushions of the sofa, Edwin launched into a comparison of the architectural features of the Camondo structure with those of the Jacquemart-Andre
house. George mused, Hmm, we didn’t even discuss their layouts, just the staircases. He’s been more observant than I thought. Edwin commented on the placement of doors and windows, on sizes of the rooms and their purposes then
and now, then praised the design of the stairs in both dwellings. As he drifted
into the matter of the two buildings’ placement in relation to their streets,
Duane interrupted.
“I thought you might speak of the collections.”
But that’s not what you actually asked me for. It was a fleeting thought, an
amusement for himself of which Edwin allowed no sign to show. He began
with the differences of taste and of historical interest on the parts of the two
collectors. Next came a recitation of the artists, schools, and subjects of the
paintings he had seen. I’ll stay factual in case he doesn’t want my opinions. He
was about to speak of the furnishings when Hassan appeared with a tray of
tall glasses of iced tea.
“You should know that he’s only recently learned how to make American-style iced tea,” Duane said. “He’s still not used to it, but he does find it
refreshing on a day as hot as this one.”
Hassan passed the glasses around, placed the tray on a nearby table, and
sat straight down with his own glass in hand—on the floor beside Duane. He
looked to the man, who smiled his approval and ruffled the boy’s curls with
his free hand.
“He’s being very good today.”
The remark sank in before George spoke, “Duane, tell Edwin how Hassan
has come to be here with you. I’ve said nothing to him about the circumstances.”
“Is he ready to hear something as unusual as all that?”
“There’s a first time for everything. Plus, he knows he’s to be ready for anything I want him to experience.” He steadied his gaze at Edwin who looked
from Duane to George and back to Duane expectantly.
The level-toned voice started with a statement that made Edwin’s skin
prickle: “I bought Hassan from a whore house in Marseille.”
Hearing his name amid all the English words he did not know, Hassan
cocked his head upward and beamed. Edwin held his breath.
“His mother was a whore of Chinese background, which accounts for the
lovely almond-shape of his eyes and his diminutive size. He was named for
the Moroccan sailor whom she believed to be the child’s father, which accounts for the beautiful pigmentation of his skin and, apparently, that cupid’s-bow mouth, although I’ve never seen another like it. I’ve no idea where
his curls came from.
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“Shortly after he was weaned, his mother died.” Duane stroked Hassan’s
hair. Another smile was his reward. “The whores raised him. He’s spent his
whole life being the plaything of the place. What he’s seen, what’s been done
to him, what he’s learned to do to others, for others, you can’t conceive. He
was a plaything of the women and for some of their customers. Yet, in spite
of everything, this little creature is remarkably well grounded, vividly alive.
When I found him, on the recommendation of a friend who’s a business partner of the man who owns the controlling interest in the house, he was desperate. A frightened sixteen-year-old with no papers except the most basic,
no money, no education except for public school, a range of experiences that
would make your blood curdle—and under a threat.”
“A threat?” Edwin, sitting upright, voiced alarm. “What sort of threat?”
George sat with his eyes closed.
“He was going to be sold to an immensely wealthy Middle Easterner—don’t
know his name—who tortures boys for sexual gratification and eventually
kills them. You’ve probably never heard of such things, but let me assure you
that, for a sum large enough, anything—even a person—can be bought and
done with as the purchaser may wish…in certain circles.” Letting that absorb,
the man continued, “I can see that you’re shocked, Edwin. Look at my boy.
He’s all right now. He’s got a new life. He’s secure.”
“But you own him?”
“I do. Not, of course, according to the laws of France or the United States.
There is a bill of sale. It is cast as a document in which he places himself entirely in my hands for a life of service. The price that had been agreed upon
when I heard about him—mind you, my friend knew me well, knew my desire
for a young man to succeed the lover I lost to AIDS three years ago—the price
was many thousands of euros.” He stared into Edwin’s wide, blue eyes and
drew a fresh breath. “Take a sip of your tea. You look as if you need it.”
Edwin did.
“Of course, I didn’t buy a pig in a poke, if you pardon the phrase. I sampled the wares thoroughly. I discovered skills that I would not have imagined
someone so young could possess. And I discovered that it had been instilled
in him—through beatings, it seems, and God knows what else—always to
be dutiful, never defiant. Sex with me, during the time of his ‘audition’ as
we now call it, was the distraction he needed from his depressing future. He
knew what his fate was going to be: that of an expensive throw-away. All the
workers in the house knew. Deals of that sort had been struck before, only
with young, untraceable girls. Hassan’s fate was inevitable. Then I came along.
“What impressed me most was he never said a word about his predicament
during the five days I spent with him in Marseille. As far as he knew, I was
simply another customer to be pleased. He devoted himself to my pleasure
so totally that my own flagging spirits were revived.” At that he smiled, and
caught George’s eyes.
“We went through a period of adjustment after his astonishment that I
wanted him. And when he learned that I had offered twice the asking price to
break the other agreement, he cried. The ladies there who, after their fashion,
loved him, cried, too. The day before he left with me for Paris, the house was
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closed to all but the inhabitants and a few of the most reliable customers who
also had known Hassan’s favors. There was a great party. Gifts and good wishes were showered on him.
“However, the further we went on our train from Marseille, the only city
he’d ever known, toward Paris, he was overcome by—trepidation, I guess the
word might be. I expected something like that. I didn’t expect that he’d be as
downcast as he was by the time we got here. One of the whores—Marguerite
her name was—had told me it might happen and, if it did, that a stern talking
to about the duties and responsibilities of his new life—perhaps reinforced
by a sound strapping—would clear his head. That proved to be the case. Even
these days, however, when a dark mood falls over his usually sunny disposition, he needs the leather strap. It’s this one he wears around his neck.” Duane
ran a finger between the collar and Hassan’s neck. “Smarts fiercely, I know.
But it seems to remind him of his place, and it sweeps away the cobwebs of
uncertainty about his situation. He emerges from such thrashings once more
the charming creature you see.”
He watched as George’s young charge grew pink in the face. “I see you
understand.”
At that, Edwin blushed quite red.
“You needn’t worry, my dear. I know a lot about you. You need strict attention sometimes to keep on-track, don’t you? But you don’t need it often,
though do you?”
Sensing the boy’s embarrassment, Duane went on, “George and I are
friends, Edwin. He’s brought you here for a reason. You trust that he never
does anything without a reason, don’t you?”
A timid “Yes” was the response. The look on his face was unreadable.
“And have you been well served by his reasons so far this Summer? Aren’t
you still learning?” Nothing was said about having a good time.
“Yes.” Edwin’s voice was stronger.
“Very well,” Duane said with emphasis. “Let Hassan take you to get cleaned
up before anything else. It’s after all been a sweaty day for you, I’m sure.”
His hand on Hassan’s shoulder resulted in immediate attention. He told him,
“Baigne cher Edwin soigneusement et minutieusement.”
“Oui, maître.” Hassan held out his doll-like hand to take Edwin’s larger
one, drew the unresisting lad to his feet, said only “Allons, mon ami,” and led
him out.
George called after them, “Edwin, you’re in Hassan’s care. Do as he tells
you.”
After the sound of departing footsteps, Duane asked, “Do you think he’ll
accept what we’ve planned for the evening?”
“Your mention of Hassan’s letter of agreement surely registered, but not
the way your mention of his need for discipline did. You saw how his face
reddened. Nothing about this occasion could be anticipated—other than the
meal—so, he’s off-balance the way I like to have him from time to time. It
keeps him malleable.”
More than half hour passed before the two boys reappeared, this time with
Edwin in a virginally white caftan, his hair freshly washed and blow-dried
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such that it fluffed around his head lightly like a cloud. They were holding
hands.
To Duane’s question, “Était-il cooperatif?” Hassan replied, “Après un certain temps.”
To George’s question, “Are you clean?” Edwin replied, rolling his eyes toward Hassan, “Cleaner than ever.”
Everyone laughed.
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Sex is always about emotions.
Good sex is about free emotions.
DEEPAK CHOPRA

24 TREYDON
In their bed after the dinner with Agatha Cobb, Erich Wolfe enfolded Anne in
his arms, drew her bottom to his crotch, buried his nose in her hair and asked,
“Honey, are you still wet?”
“I am. What are you going to do about it?”
“Let me feel you.” His free hand trailed across her stomach to the thatch
of her pubes and began fingering there. She loved to be stroked. It brought
out the feline in her. She stretched like a cat and nudged herself suggestively
against her husband. The more she wriggled the more she anticipated the role
she was about to play.
“We’re lucky, aren’t we?” she asked without wanting an answer. “Most couples our age have given up on sex. We’ve got a new lease on it. And to think
we owe it to your friend George.”
“Honey, that feels so good. Keep on. Tell me about it. You know how I like
that.”
“Well, if it weren’t for George’s diabolical ideas…” Anne’s usual sing-song
lilt drooped. “There. Do you like it when I do that? And this?”
Erich’s breathing spoke for him.
“And the coincidence of our living next door to Agatha, and all that’s been
happening because of her. And Edwin. My God, to think of what we’ve discovered with him.” She ground herself against her husband’s warm thighs.
“That woman’s a godsend. So was the boy. Who would have thought…?” The
urgency of Anne’s moves stirred Erich’s emotions, increased his desire.
In a husky voice, Erich said slowly, “I’m ready if you are.”
At those words, Anne slipped from the embrace and slid open their bedside
cabinet’s drawer. She located the slim object, then rolled onto her back. “Take
your place,” she directed.
On cue, he scrambled between her legs, placing his limp penis just at her
entrance. He drew back his head and opened his mouth, salivating. Already
he felt his pulse quickening. The glow of the clock radio’s dial was enough for
him to see her hands clasped together and aiming the dildo at his mouth. He
bit down on it as if to stop its motion into his mouth but Anne would have
none of that.
“Erich, open.” That was spoken as an order.
When he did, she pushed into his throat. As he began to gag, she withdrew
it, then re-sent it so that he would gag again. The penis which Anne desired
came to life. The broadening tip quivered. It was not yet ready to perform
fully. It would be soon.
She placed the now-lubricated dildo—Erich’s favorite of the several they
owned—dead center on his oft-dilated rear muscle. As she thrust through, his
penis came to life and slid smoothly home in a moment of triumph for them
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both. They fucked hotly. Erich’s response told Anne that his climax would
come too soon for her. She ripped the dildo from him.
“Oh, honey. Please.”
“You’d better get back to work if you want to cum.” She rubbed the dildo’s
head around its previous location. He tore into her, but gradually began to
soften. Timing the insertion perfectly, she renewed the man’s vigor and urged
him into an even more passionate display.
A mutual exercise of their rights to each other. Perhaps a form of amorous
combat. Whatever it was, it succeeded. Anne’s juices began to flow, her vagina
muscles to spasm. Before Erich caught the moment, she was in her throes. He
knew it too late. He was desperate. Then, in completion of their bargain, Anne
pulled up on the dildo to press it into Erich’s prostate, sending him into an agitated peak which prolonged her own orgasm. His body shook with pleasure,
tremors passing through it and into Anne. As he contracted and shivered, dying down, the dildo was moved slightly an inch or two in each direction but
less and less, then drawn away. The woman’s technique had been developed
in the last year.
They spoke of their love.
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“Fuck a man and you’ve made him happy for a day.
Teach a man to fuck and you’ve made him happy for a lifetime.
ROBERTO HOGUE

25 CALL FROM AFAR
Dalton noticed that it was eleven PM when he picked up the telephone. To
his delight, Stephen Corbett was calling from Penang where it was exactly the
same time in the morning.
“This is a great surprise. Don’t tell me I left something there. Or, are you
inviting me to lunch?”
Stephen laughed, “No, you didn’t and I’m not.”
“Ah, tell me. What’s up?”
First, there were greetings from Terry Lee and Salil Chaudary. They both
still loved Dalton for being the catalyst to their relationships with Stephen.
They missed him a lot. The weeks he spent with them were too short. The
business was doing well. The weather in Malaysia….
“Stephen, for God’s sake,” Dalton butted in, “what’s this call about? I’m an
old man. I could die at any time,” he huffed, aping, as he was wont to do, the
late Robert Morley or even the worldweary Alastair Sim. “Why are you calling? Do you want something?”
“Oh, simmer down, you great windbag. I’m getting to that. Or had you
rather I put Terry on and let him tell you?”
“Lord, no. He’ll get so excited his pidgin English will undo me. I won’t
stand a chance! You tell me, please.”
“We want to come to see you.”
“Well, of course. I’d love a visit from you and Terry. The guestroom’s always
ready. When?”
“Uh, it’s not just us. We’re planning to bring Salil, his wife Nirupa and
their son, Afzal, who’s graduated. You’ve met him, remember, at our place?
He’s become a cute beauty.” Stephen rushed on, “Anyway, it’s their twentieth
anniversary—Salil and Nirupa’s. None of them’s ever been to the States. My
treat, of course. Our thinking is to stop on the West Coast for a few days in
San Francisco. The business, you know. Salil can see the offices and warehouses there. He’s met a few of the staff who’ve been over here and dealt with all
of them at various times. It’ll benefit us in the future. The sightseeing’s good,
too. Nirupa’s a doll, but you’ve met her, too. Lovely lady. Never’s been anywhere really. You get the picture. Chicago should be next. Then New York.”
“Slow down. I’d love to have you all—especially that pretty boy—but my
house isn’t….”
“Dalton, we wouldn’t think of imposing the five of us on your hospitality.
We’ll put up at the Palmer House or someplace, at least the two couples.” He
waited a second or two, then dropped the bomblet, “We had in mind asking
you to host Afzal.”
“That unplucked little blossom? I’d take one whiff and have a stroke. What’s
this all about?”
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The explanation began with the opinion that Dalton would be “the, uh,
perfect guide” to show the boy around local schools—the University of Chicago, Northwestern, Roosevelt—all of which had excellent degrees in business
administration. Afzal might one day join his father in Stephen’s business. The
idea of placing the boy with Dalton proceeded from the notion of a ‘second
honeymoon’ for Salil and Nirupa apart from Afzal, and to the chance for Stephen and Terry to explore the area’s antique and knick-knack shops during
the off-season. Then, before Dalton could object, the subject shifted to its real
reason.
“Salil thinks that you should do your hypno-touchy-feely thing with Afzal.”
“He does, does he?” the man’s voice rose. “Has he forgotten I’m eighty?
“Salil remembers that, when you seduced him, he was only slightly older
than Afzal is now, and how good it was for him to have been sexually free for
a few years before marriage. He remembers, too, how much fun it was for him
to fool around with you just last month, you old devil.”
“That was his idea. He roused me, imagine! What a throat…what an ass….
I haven’t felt so young since my previous visit there. But why me for his son?
Why hasn’t Salil initiated him? Or why not you, or Terry?” Incredulity marked
his tone.
“Isn’t it obvious? Salil would never dream of doing it himself. I didn’t think
I should or that Terry should. We’re too close. What if it backfired? There
might be local repercussions. You, on the other hand, are thousands of miles
away. A safe distance. Nobody in Penang would ever learn of it. Afzal’s heard
about you his whole life from his father and from us. He’s met you, thinks you
are a great man and, because of his upbringing, has been instilled with a sense
of honor for older, wiser people. Think about it. And think of the fun you’ll
have if you do a good job with him!”
Dalton could not contain his skepticism, “And if it doesn’t work out, what
then?”
“It will. Don’t worry,” Stephen assured him.
“Do you know something you’re not telling me?”
“I may. Don’t ask. Trust me.”
He hung up.
Dalton’s mind began racing—If this isn’t the damnedest thing. George is off in
Paris with a high school graduate and I’m about to have one land in my lap. I could
refuse. But I won’t. Who, at my age, gets a chance like this? Heart strings, be still.
Dick, are you up to this? What am I thinking? This is mad.
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Great pleasures are serious.
VOLTAIRE

26 EARLY EVENING CHEZ DUANE
“There you are, looking refreshed! Quite alluring, too,” Duane said, a funny
expression in his voice.
The cat that swallowed the canary? Edwin speculated.
The host’s jocularity carried over into the excited instructions he gave Edwin, who adopted his most inscrutable expression—instructions to study the
sitting room’s art work while he and Hassan began preparations for their supper. George was invited to have “a real drink” from the help-yourself cabinet
across the room. Above the bottles and snifters hung an oil of Orpheus Charming the Animals with His Lyre—several dozen birds and beasts riveted to attention by a young male figure in a red cloak who was playing an oddly shaped
viola. “A follower of Bassano, early Seventeenth Century. I got it at Christie’s
since you were last here, George. Make yourselves at home.”
The distance was not great, the room being fairly intimate. Edwin got there
first. George arrived behind him. His cheek nestled Edwin’s and his arms held
the caftan-clad boy close. Edwin relaxed into the man’s chest.
“How did it go with Hassan?”
There was the moment of unexpected tenderness to enjoy before Edwin
spoke. He thought, George has been sweet to me all day. Beginning quietly while
pondering the composition, Edwin described the way he had been led upstairs to a “secret room” and directed to disrobe, and how Hassan looked over
each item of clothing as it came off. He hung the shirt and pants, and placed
the undershirt and shorts along with the socks and shoes on a cabinet. Coolly,
Hassan had taken him by the shoulders, stood him straight, looked him over
front and rear, then directed him to kneel on a padded stool at the end of a
padded contraption which accepted his body comfortably. Before long, lubricant preceded the insertion of a broad-tip, narrow-base shaft. “I couldn’t see
it, but I could feel the shape.”
When the warm liquid’s flow started, Hassan moved a lever that rocked
the device such that Edwin’s rear was raised and his torso lowered. The quantity of what filled him exceeded any amount which had ever been injected
there. Some cramping had made Edwin moan. Hassam allayed the experience
by massaging all of Edwin that was exposed, starting with the inner thighs,
shifting down to the feet, then up to the small of his back to arrive finally at
the firmly shaped mounds framing the nozzle.
“I didn’t have to count or watch a clock or anything. He timed it somehow.”
“Any problem communicating?”
“No, he spoke French, but I got most of what he said. When I didn’t, he
mimed it or simply moved me as he wanted.” Edwin went on to describe
how Hassan had watched over the evacuation process, flushing the commode
frequently until he was satisfied by the clarity of what came out. Feeling a
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bit dizzy after that, Edwin had been told to stand in the shower stall. Hassan
undressed.
“George, his body is like a boxer’s—all curvy muscles, but everything flows
together in little rounded forms. It’s beautiful! And he has gold rings in his
nipples. Oh, and he has no hair anywhere except for his head and just above
his penis. It looked fantastic when he stood there with only the black thing
around his neck. Then he took it off.”
“What about when he bathed you? Did you become erect?”
“No. Did you think I would? Did you know he was going to bathe me? You
did, didn’t you?”
George’s tongue probed Edwin’s ear.
“He scrubbed me all over with a sponge. When I thought he was finished—
mind you, he sat me on stool and used a brush on my feet—he suddenly took
a squeeze-bulb like mine, put some drops in it from a small bottle, filled it
with warm water, and made me bend over for a final flushing.”
“How did you feel? Did you like having a servant bathe you?
“I don’t know. He even dried me with towels, small ones for my hands and
feet, another small one for my hair and a big one for my body. He said my
body was ‘peu développé.’ Before he brought out this caftan for me—George,
did you know about it?—he slipped a plug in me. I sure feel it. It’s all the way
in and pretty tight. It’s hard, too, and black, not like the ones you made for
me.”
“Ah,” came the sigh, “Duane’s specially made caftans. A vent in the back
from the waist down. I can reach right through to you.” His hand traced the
small of Edwin’s back down to his cleft. “Did you notice that Hassan’s is fashioned the same way?” He felt the circumference of the thick object. “It’s been
well placed.”
Edwin’s head fell back to George’s shoulder. “If you continue doing that, it
will make me have an erection.”
“Then allow me to distract you with something better than this picture.
Look over there.
Six Claude Lorrain watercolors. Those are rare and exquisite.”
They were landscape sketches. Light moss greens, earth tones, a pale blue
to suggest the sky. The technique was sure. A master had done them with instinctive certainty. No one of them could have taken more than a few minutes
to execute, yet each represented a scene of Nature which existed only within
the artist’s inner eye. Moving from one to another and sometimes back, Edwin scrutinized the sextet.
“I have no idea what to say about them. They are, maybe, too lovely to
speak about.”
“Then you need say nothing.”
The stillness between the two of them and the works of art was broken
by Duane’s announcement that the salad ingredients had been prepared, the
chicken was in the oven, rice on the stove, and that they would eat in an
hour. That meant there was time for Hassan to show Edwin around the other
paintings in the house while George and he ‘cleaned up.’ Duane smiled as he
and George went up the stairs.
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Before Edwin could react otherwise, Hassan’s hand found his again and led
him across the hall into the dining room where Seventeenth Century oil landscapes filled the walls, small ones hanging one above the other, interspersed
with larger canvases.
Two windows allowed in the sun. It struck the table setting obliquely to
highlight a centerpiece of flowers—white roses—and porcelain place settings—white ground with groups of flowers—pinks predominating—scattered
among three undulating dark blue ribbons, or so he thought. Silver flatware
gleamed against the richly figured mahogany table. At each place a crystal
goblet and wineglass. To one side of the room, a harpsichord in blue with
bands and moldings of gold leaf was nearly hidden in shadow. Opposite, a
credenza.
As he had been taught, Edwin took in the entire room before going to the
paintings. Hassan turned on the lights. Each canvas, from its field of focused
illumination, seemed to say “Look at me.” Edwin did that, taking time while
his younger companion stood patiently in the doorway.
Thinking that Hassan must be bored, although he showed no expression
on his face, Edwin decided to try to involve him with the works. He lives here
but doesn’t seem to know how to react. With that in mind, Edwin took Hassan in
hand, explaining in sometimes halting French what he saw to be interesting.
The boy had not noticed this…or that…or the other feature, but he relaxed as
he sensed Edwin’s earnestness. Later, as he listened and looked, Hassan asked
simple questions. Edwin assumed the role of mentor, posing easy questions—
as he had seen George do so well in the Art Institute—to draw his pupil into
an experience which he never had had with his surroundings. Poussin—My
gosh!—and van Goyen registered as names Edwin knew. His studies had not
yet reached details about them. The paintings had splendid presence. Obvious
masterpieces.
Neither boy had any idea of the time that passed until they spotted George
and Duane watching from the hall. Both wore caftans.
“Finish your tour,” George said, turning to their host. “There’s time. We’ll
be in the sitting room. It’s nice to see you’re together.”
This whole thing is another of George’s tests. And here I am, plugged. Hassan’s
not, unless he put one in without my noticing. What’s going on—or going to go on?
He brushed aside that bother and completed the room’s circuit, having made
at least one point and sometimes two or three about each image—as ably as
he could with his high school French.
He thanked Hassan, “Merci pour vôtre attention.”
“O, Monsieur Owen, il a été trés intérressante pour moi. Vous êtes un professeur.”
The exchange was not lost on the men across the hall. Hassan had been
interested. He regarded Edwin as “a professor.” They were pleased. Hassan had
acknowledged Edwin as a teacher.
Once the party of four had reassembled, Duane and Hassan left to complete the promised meal. George signaled Edwin to sit next to him, saying,
“Wearing that caftan, you must be certain to close the gap in the back before
you sit down.”
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Edwin got the drift and arranged himself with care as the plug shifted
deeper than it had been when he was walking or standing. Only then did he
observe a difference in the caftan that George had on: it was open in the front
but held together at the top by two large buttons about six inches apart.
“In mine, it is necessary to overlap the front.” As Edwin said nothing in
return, George added, “These designs, you understand, will provide access
after we eat.”
Edwin blushed instantaneously. So that’s it. Our men are going to screw us.
We’re their entertainment. Duh. That’s why we’re so clean. What will it be like—
two of us at the same time? Or, is George expecting me to….
Dinner was served. Apple slices and crumbled hazelnuts added crunch to
the salad greens that were dressed subtly with a mixture of hazelnut oil, mustard, lemon juice, white vinegar, a touch of brown sugar and some salt and
pepper. When Edwin complimented the taste, Duane told him, “Hassan a fait
la vinaigrette.”
“C’est trés bien, Hassan,” Edwin said, to the boy’s obvious pleasure.
The chicken, which had been cooked in oil, orange juice and orange zest,
was served with a great novelty, Chinese black rice. Its purplish color intrigued
both Edwin and George, to whom it was unknown. “I soaked it in chicken
stock before cooking it,” Duane told them. “Hassan—look how he’s gobbling
it down—loves it. It’s chewy, I know. But doesn’t it complement the texture
of the chicken? The health benefits, incidentally, are tremendous. As the old
saying goes, ‘It’ll put lead in your pencil.’”
There were chuckles at that, except for the Sino-Moroccan, who had no
idea what was funny. “Je ne peux pas le traduir,” was Edwin’s whisper over the
table to Hassan. He couldn’t translate.
The wine, surprisingly, was not French, but from New Zealand. “This particular Villa Maria chardonnay is the best wine my Miami friend ever found to
go with this dish,” Duane said, and indicated to Hassan that more be poured
for everyone. Thanks to the phenomenal bouquet and fruity taste, it went
down easily with the rest of the meal. The mood was festive. Efforts were
made to involve Hassan in the conversation but he seemed content to say very
little. Clearly, casual chatter mattered less to him than both wine and food.
Dessert turned out to be whipped cream and coffee accompanying a pear
tart. Cut in four equal portions, the tart disappeared quickly.
“George,” said Duane, “let’s let the boys handle the dishes. We need to talk
over a few things.”
Edwin piped up, “Duane, before you go, could I ask you a question?” At
Duane’s inquisitive look, he went on, “Are your dinner plates antiques or
something? They don’t look like any I’ve ever seen in a store. They are so
pretty.”
“They’re Sèvres—of the Eighteenth Century. The pattern is based on the
curly edges of cabbage leaves. We used them in your honor.”
Christ. Now I am on the spot. Almost at the same time, Cabbage leaves in blue,
not ribbons. That’s funny.
In the kitchen, with Hassan washing the Sèvres very carefully piece by piece
and Edwin drying, the two kept silence between them until they reached the
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sterling flatware. Curiosity and anxiety growing in him with every passing
minute, Edwin asked quietly, “Qu’est-ce qui va se passer plus tard?” He wanted to know what was going to happen.
“Je ne peux pas vous dire. Il est interdit. C’est une surprise dont je serais le
maître. Maintenant—reste tranquille et laissez-nous achever notre tâche.
He’s going to teach me something that he’s been forbidden to tell me. As Aunt
Aggie would say, my goose is cooked! But first, the pots and pans.

A desire of knowledge is
the natural feeling of mankind.
SAMUEL JOHNSON

27 INQUIRY
“Good morning, young handsome thing,” Alice trilled as Roger Dalton made
his way past her desk on the way to his desk. She was always in a good mood
early in the morning, especially on days when the striking, nearly middle-aged
but younger-looking, African-American showed up looking so happy.
Damn, if he weren’t gay, I’d give him a roll. He probably could really ‘roger’ a girl.
She thought that way, but never let it show.
“There was a message for you from that Dr. Brawne. The phone was already
jangling when I came in. He wants you to call him as soon as you can. The
number’s on your desk.”
“What does he want, another lecture? That’s George’s area.”
“Why don’t you find out?”—Mr. Hotbody. Look at the way he fills out that
crotch. It’s shameless. Does that silly Tom appreciate…. What’s happened to Tom?
It dawned on her that they hadn’t come in together.
“Where’s Tom? He’s not sick is he?”
“No, he’s just going to be a few minutes late. He got a little behind this
morning.”
Roger pivoted toward his cubicle. His mind raced back over the morning’s
early coupling, during which he had screwed Tom across the bed and off the
side, pounding deep the orgasm of his purple-brown cock just at the moment
Tom managed to grab the floor for support. His initial penetration of Tom had
been accomplished with the force that he now knew his boyfriend liked. It
made him lovey-dovey later, and started the day sensationally. Yeah, he got a
little—no, a lot behind this morning. Only, I wish he didn’t want it so often.
From behind her paper-cluttered desk, fifty-something Alice was listening
with both ears as the connection was made.
“Dalton. It’s Roger, Dalton. What can I do for you?”—pause—“He’s due
back in a few days.”—pause—“Wait a moment. I’ll check.” He put the call on
hold and asked, “When’s George’s first day back?”
“Monday,” she answered.
He passed along the information. Another pause. “I don’t know where
they’re staying in Paris—some la-di-da hotel.” He eyed the ceiling. He stood
up, looked over the partition and gestured inquiringly at Alice, who reached
for a file.
“Angel,” he called her when she brought over the emergency contact information. “No, not you. Alice Jones, our secretary. You spoke with her earlier.
Yes, that’s the one. She had it: Hôtel de Crillon. Yes. That one.” He dictated
the direct-dial number’s thirteen digits. But can’t you wait till Monday, or call
him at home Sunday night?”
He listened some more. “Oh…. Oh? I see. Well, you’ll probably piss him off.
You know how he gets. Okay. Glad to have been of help.”
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Alice was standing beside him. “Do you want to tell me what that was all
about? What’s George done now?”
“I honestly don’t know. Whatever it is, it involves Edwin somehow. That’s
all he said.”
“Edwin?” her voice shot up. “Does Dr. Brawne even know Edwin?”
“No. But he knows George, so that means he knows about Edwin. Remember, Dr. Brawne and George are good friends somehow. That’s why George
engaged him to speak, that and the fact that he’s a famous sociologist. You
know, with expertise in the South Pacific.”
“If that don’t beat all,” she said in her best Southern accent.
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Be not forgetful to entertain strangers,
for thereby some have entertained angels unawares.
HEBREWS XIII, 2

28 AFTER DINNER
They were upstairs in the master bedroom, where one apparent wall of closets
had a panel that provided access to a room beyond. A special room, of which
the housekeeper, Duane said, “was unaware.” Edwin felt unsure entering it
again but noticed that his water-mate Hassan showed signs of increasing eagerness.
During the pre-dinner cleansing, Hassan had been withdrawn, objective.
In the dining room, the boy had responded to Edwin’s fledgling efforts at art
appreciation. While they were cleaning the kitchen utensils, a mostly silent
Hassan had quickened the pace of his scrubbing and rinsing until Edwin,
drying each item, could hardly keep up with him. He was a veritable whirlwind of activity while putting things away, hanging aprons and dish towels,
checking the dining room for stray implements. A little guy in a hurry. Now,
Hassan’s body language seemed antsy. His face looked as if it were holding
back a smile. His clasped hands were gripping each other this way and that.
Although he was standing still, his body had a barely noticeable bounce to it
as if he could hardly wait for an instruction. The black collar brought out a
throb in Hassan’s neck.
In place beside Duane, Hassan faced Edwin who stood with George. Instead
of initiating an action, Duane addressed himself to Edwin while putting an
arm around Hassan’s shoulders. He recounted his relationship with George.
It had developed through the Art Institute where one of George’s classes had
so impressed Norito Endo, Duane’s former lover, that it led to a friendship of
the three based on such common interests as art, history, food, and sex. After
Norito’s death, the older man’s financial interests and the acquisition of paintings and sculpture helped to counter his depression. Sex, thanks to George’s
contacts, had re-emerged in Duane’s life to salutary effect yet, until Hassan
had appeared on Duane’s horizon, there had been no one who interested him
as a companion. The long period of loneliness—three years—included doubts
about what to do with his collections in this house, in his Chicago penthouse
or in the New York apartment. Months back, George had been crucial to his
decision regarding a legacy to the Art Institute. He trusted George. He was
grateful to George.
“So, you see, Edwin, when I heard how you’d entered George’s life, how
submissive and responsive you were from the start to this man whom I truly
appreciate, I wanted to help. Slight parallels in our lives”—he indicated George
and himself—“are the springboard for our bringing you here. It’s ultimately
for the benefit of both of you.”
Edwin swallowed nervously. This is serious.
George reached through the back of the caftan to place his hands comfortingly around Edwin’s waist.
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“From what I’ve seen last night and today, and from what I’ve heard, I concur
with that man there: you are a discovery worth the time and money to develop.”
Duane regarded George in a way that suggested it was his turn to speak.
“Duane’s one of my closest friends,” he spoke to Edwin, whom he moved
to stand in front of him but facing Duane. His arms encircled Edwin’s flat,
naked stomach beneath the lightly woven caftan and pulled the willing backside to the heat of his own loins, revealed through the garment’s opening. A
photograph could have been taken of the pair without anyone’s seeing their
flesh-to-flesh contact.
The boy’s soft hair felt good on George’s cheek and neck. He cleared his
throat and continued, “I don’t have very many real friends. Lots of acquaintances, yes. But I’m not an easy man to know and I don’t open up to people.
Long-term commitments of an emotional sort are not possible for me. I’ve
never made any long-term sexual commitments. The longest so far in my life
is you, Edwin. Two months.”
Edwin stiffened at the words. He swiveled his head to look at George, who
hugged him tighter.
Duane said, “Listen to him Edwin. He’s telling you this because we think
you need to know—before we go further.”
“I’m trying to do right by you, Edwin, trying to prepare you to make full realization of your potentials. You have uncommon talent towards a life in the
art world. You’ve proven your ability to learn about it and you’ve demonstrated that you can come to new understandings of it quickly and satisfactorily.
You’ve coped with my demands rather well. What’s impressive to Duane and
to me is how willing you are to adapt yourself to whatever has been required
of you, including my corrections and my use of your body.”
Edwin had started to tremble when Duane took over. “What George and
I are getting to is this: there are skills you are going to need if you’re to be
independent, self-sufficient, self-determining. We believe that you are ready
to begin two of these—in the physical realm—tonight. And no, if you are
thinking that way, we are not suggesting,” he shook his head, “that you’re
going to be on your own any sooner than you may want to be. However, your
agreement with George—the one your aunt brokered, I believe—is essentially
only for this Summer. Am I right?”
Following Edwin’s nod, George resumed the lead, “It’s Duane who’s paying
for our accommodations at Le Crillon. He wanted me to have you all to myself in a way that is impossible in Chicago, so that I could find out how deep
my interest in you is.” He kissed the back of the boy’s head. “I’ll say this. You
have become something of an addiction.” He spoke evenly and steadily. “You
may be the best thing ever in my life. I began to think so back in Chicago,
and even told a close friend about it. No one else knows except the four of us
here in this room. Make no mistake,” he sped up, “I don’t love you. You don’t
love me. I suspect neither of us even knows what love is, so we won’t try to
go there. It may happen in your life. I hope it does. But, since you can’t count
on it, then it behooves you to be ready to cope otherwise. While you are in
my care—and now Duane’s—I want you to have the power to control yourself
physically and mentally in order one day to control your future.”
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During the revelations, Edwin continued to face forward in his consternation but found it difficult. The dense plug was beginning to hurt. Its eroticism
had ebbed away during the men’s dialogue. He managed to ask in an apprehensive voice, “What do you want me to do?”
“Learn. Hassan’s going to show you some exercises to increase your muscle tone.” He said to Hassan, whose attention during the long discussion had
been riveted to the play of Edwin’s face, “Il est prêt. Tu peux commencer.”
In the moment for which he had been waiting, Hassan delightedly brought
to Edwin a fairly thick, wand-like object of polished stainless steel. At one
end a knob about an inch-and-a-half across, a distance away in the middle
a slightly less wide bulbous shape and, at the other end, a still smaller knob
with a loop attached.
What is it? Another kind of insert? Edwin could not quite imagine its special
use. As he bent over to inspect it, his plug bumped against George’s engorging
penis, and George’s fingers took possession of his nipples. Suddenly, Edwin’s
interest, like his body, began to shift.
Hassan’s dark eyes gleamed as he placed the broad knob in his mouth and
proceeded to move it around, warming and wetting it suggestively. With a
turn, he handed the object to Duane and shucked off his caftan. He looked
over his shoulder at the strong hold that the well-muscled George had on Edwin, broke into a grin and knelt on the same padded surface where Edwin had
earlier. Even in the harsh overhead lighting, his diminutive body’s muscles
rippled, his backside round as melons and ready.
Duane was pleased to press the Kegel’s wetted knob into Hassan, then to
move it several inches further until he could insert the bulbous part. Everyone
but Hassan could see the protruding final inches and small knob. “Now,” he
addressed himself to Edwin, “you may think this a dildo, but you would be
wrong. Think of it more as a kind of barbell to develop the muscles of your
perineal area. George has one for you.”
So anatomical. Oh, he’s tugging on the plug. It hurts. There, it’s out. Whew. I can
take the other thing. George is bigger than that.
“Ah!” his breath escaped. The thing was cold. Evidently, George hadn’t
warmed it in his mouth. The relaxed ring had no problem accepting the knob
and the length which followed the second enlarged area. In fact, it felt so nice
that Edwin was aware of his penis hardening reflexively. Then he watched
as his counterpart took position with his hands on the pedestal lavatory and
lowered his bottom toward the floor.
“The further he squats the more he increases his grip so that it doesn’t slip
out,” Duane said. “Now watch what happens when I tug on it. You see, he
won’t let it go. Now George will pull on yours. Do not release it.”
This is difficult. I’m so stretched back there.
He tried. He lost.
A pat on one buttock by Duane told Hassan to surrender his silvery thing,
which Duane immediately rammed back in place so forcefully that Hassan
rose high on his toes. Edwin felt the same thing happen to him. A hand on his
shoulder kept him from standing higher as the thrust occurred. The impulse
to cry out was suppressed successfully.
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That will please George.
Hassan squatted again, the lewd wand directed downward as if it were to
be ejected, but no, the purpose was to retain it. Duane attached a weight to
the loop that hung from the end. His finger indicated an up-and-down motion. Hassan began the exercise, rising to his full height, lowering himself to a
squat—always keeping the Kegel in place. “That’s half a kilo of lead. Ten repetitions will suffice.” He replaced the weight with another twice its size. “This
one’s a full kilo. Much more challenging.” Ten repetitions later, Duane’s finger
indicated a circle, so the boy stood and walked, legs awkwardly apart, around
the room with the weight swinging from side to side and front to back.
Edwin, who was finding the task of merely retaining his Kegel a problem,
looked on astonished. He was more so when George, naked, his erection on
full display, had him do an about face. “Hold onto my penis and do squats.”
Obviously, George had no qualms about being seen by Duane and Hassan.
Wow, they all look so determined. I’ve got to try.
He clinched his muscle and looked down to see where his knees might go,
if he were to keep his balance and not knock into George’s legs.
“Keep your eyes on mine. I like to see you trying something new. Begin
now. Duane and Hassan are watching. Don’t let me down.” The low pitch of
the voice meant business.
The count was ten, and Edwin made it safely by spreading his knees apart
and balancing on the balls of his feet. His legs were tired and he barely was
able to keep control of the Kegel. He was breathing heavily as he stood again
before George.
Damn, I’m so loose back there. They did this to me deliberately. They want me
to be weak.
With his hands on his hips and Edwin’s on his cock, George said, “Now,
don’t let the Kegel be pulled from you.”
So that’s what it’s called. Oops!
Someone’s hand was there, trying to extricate the device. It slipped past the
middle bulge before Edwin could resist. He stopped it at the large knob.
“Pas mal,” came Hassan’s voice.
Not bad indeed. What did he think I could do?
Stopping the withdrawal felt terrific. He was heating up.
George turned him around to inspect what hung outside. “Hold onto it
and watch closely.”
Adjustments to the strange room’s padded piece had been made. Hassan
lay on his back with his head supported on a lower pull-out, also padded. It
had been tilted so that the sixteen-year-old’s mouth was in direct line with
Duane’s dangling erection. Compared to the boy’s size, it loomed large.
He’s not as big as George, except for his stomach which is fat, but he’s about as
hairy. Pretty good shape for a guy his age….
Edwin’s thoughts stopped the moment the man placed his growing member in Hassan’s open mouth. It took the first couple of inches hungrily. With
no rush to what he was doing, Duane stroked Hassan’s tongue and the roof
of his mouth, his own head leaning back in the bliss of such hot wetness.
Like George, they obviously wanted to be seen. Their observers noted how
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Hassan nibbled with his teeth, traced the cock’s outline with his tongue and
closed his lips over the end. Duane bucked in further, then held that place
before letting the boy catch his breath. The head disappeared along with more
of the shaft going deeper. He reached for Hassan’s legs and pulled them up
and over to bring the succulent bottom to his own mouth. Edwin caught
a glimpse of Hassan’s straining erection before Duane plunged his tongue
into the deep cleft and his cock down the boy’s accommodating throat. For
a moment, he allowed Hassan another gasp for air, then bore forward again
slowly, more deeply. Hassan could be seen trying to swallow, then gagging as
Duane, tonguing away at the boy’s hole, came. Both males’ bodies contracted,
then separated. His own sperm covered Hassan’s stomach. He and Duane were
winded completely. Edwin had never seen the like, nor thought of it.
Before Edwin could speak the question that was coming so frighteningly
into his mind, George shoved the Kegel all the way into him and propelled
the slender form, face away, to the carpeted floor in the dark bedroom. Roughly, he drew out the now warm steel and replaced it with his penis. He skewered
unresisting Edwin in a single lunge. A slight scent of apricots was somehow
in the room. It was noticed but ignored. For minutes, the action was fierce.
But when he sensed the boy, although conscious, had become limp, George
slowed as if savoring every inch of his penetration. He was aware first of Hassan, then Duane coming in and sitting nearby to observe the performance.
Edwin knew nothing of his now caftan-clad audience. His eyes were closed.
The great, hot cock was in him, ravaging his rectum and thrilling him all over
at the same time. His body blushed quite pink as it always did when he was
so thoroughly the object of the man’s desire. Dim light prevented anyone’s
noticing the change in color.
Edwin’s orgasm passed without an effect on George, who took his pleasure
steadily. Later, his randiness building in the presence of the two keen observers, George aimed repeatedly into Edwin’s prostate and brought them both to
climax, Edwin for the second time.
Hassan applauded. His enthusiasm was childlike. Edwin, from whose
depths George had not yet pulled, saw him and gaped in astonishment. Light
from the other room caught in the breathtaking blue of Edwins eyes and
stunned Hassan. He exclaimed enthusiastically, “Vouz avez les yeux les plus
beaux au monde.”
“Merci,” Edwin managed from his awkward position.
Hassan took him to the shower again, while the two men waited and talked. The boys talked, too, quietly so that they were not overheard.
Hassan inquired about Edwin’s feelings, Edwin about the way Hassan had
been able to deal with the invasion of his throat. Hassan wondered that his
new friend had no oral experience. As best he could in French, Edwin described the way he had been conditioned solely to anal stimulation, which
Hassan thought ‘extraordinaire.’ Edwin was informed that he must work at
the Kegel exercises or he would never stand up to the demands of so dominant a personality as George. Hassan had done them for about a month now,
and could hold weights of several kilos for many repetitions of the squatting
maneuver. That muscular power enabled him to provide any degree of satis109

faction that might be required of him via his fundament. It worried Edwin
that he might be expected to perform oral sex, which he doubted he could
do. Even the idea seemed repugnant to him. He was assured that skills of the
mouth and throat could be mastered by anyone for whom, as in Hassan’s
case, they were mandated by circumstance. The actual words in French were
very simple. Determination was the main requirement, followed by matters
of muscle control.
Despite the two-year difference in their ages, they shampooed and soaped
each other in new familiarity. Fingers helped to cleanse other’s orifices and
genitals with no embarrassment, although the experience was novel for the
American. Not lost on Duane and George were the giggles the two made
during the drying-off phase when they seemed to be tickling each other.
“It’s settled then,” Duane remarked. “Tomorrow, Hassan can introduce Edwin to fellatio.” George nodded in agreement, “But I won’t tell him about it.”
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No power and no treasure can outweigh
the extension of our knowledge.
DEMOCRITUS

29 AMAIN IN PARIS AGAIN
Sleep’s gauzy veil was rent in the morning. George pushed into Edwin’s still
exhausted rear with practiced ease and plenty of lubricant. An instant of realization through his drowsiness caused the young man to tense in protest.
The slap he received resulted in immediate submission. He became conscious
of every impact the man’s pelvis made upon his rear. Lascivious strokes bottomed out totally. He was being ground into the bed. By having the sense to
lie there in complete submission, Edwin allowed the man free rein. When the
breathing above quickened, only then did Edwin will his butt up to accept the
crashing blows that took them both over the edge of sexual release.
A knock on the room’s door sent George to the closet for their terrycloth
robes. “Put this on,” he said sharply. Breakfast had arrived, ordered late the
previous night for exactly the present time.
George timed this to the minute!
“Tighten up and come over here.” He indicated one of the straight-backed
chairs at the table. “Now.”
Edwin’s inside was beginning to complain about the recent abuse it had
received and the fact that it was still carrying the man’s emission. Clearly,
there was no choice. He clenched his muscles together and sat. Hot coffee
quenched his thirst. A croissant with orange marmalade satisfied his appetite.
George ate silently.
Edwin ventured, “It’s good.”
Nothing more was said until the man had finished his second cup. He regarded his custodial charge levelly, then spread his robe. His solid male symbol stood rigid. His nipples were alert. Edwin was impressed. Before he could
anticipate the course of action, he was told, “Place yourself directly over this.”
Doing so placed his genitals at the man’s face.
Maybe he will take them in his mouth! The thought stimulated his neglected
organ. His ball sac retracted as it often did when he was nervous and excited.
Ignoring the small package’s urgency, George reached for the defenseless
mounds behind. A finger of each hand located the puffy ring. Edwin inhaled
in fear that he might lose the voluminous deposit it held. His not-so-private
parts came into contact with the scratchy, unshaven side of George’s face,
leaving a trail of shiny wet fluid over one sideburn. It went unnoticed.
“So you’re still a bit gummy. I want you again. Do you require more lube?”
He’s asking me? That’s rare. I wonder if he wants to show me some kindness….
“Yes, please.”
“Good. Suck me until I’m as lubricated as you need.”
Appalled but trapped, Edwin’s throat felt dry. He twisted sufficiently to take
his coffee cup from the table and to fill his mouth with the sweet, warm beverage. When he descended, he let the coffee flow as the cock passed through
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his unwilling lips and onto his tongue. This is something Hassan might do, he
thought. Awkwardly diverting. Actually, he did not know what to do. For certain, he was afraid of choking or even that he might regurgitate his breakfast.
George made no move at all. It was to be Edwin’s decision, a further capitulation to the situation.
I don’t have to go far. He said to do it until I felt the lubrication was enough for
me. With the coffee, it doesn’t taste bad. And there’s a lot inside….With those realizations, he gained sufficient confidence to move about on the soft tip, to
let his tongue rove around and to engage the cock near the back of his throat.
Then, he lifted away, stood up, straddled the demanding man, and boldly
worked his bottom onto and down the stiff shaft. Three successive motions
accomplished the total task. He sat on George’s coffee-infused pubic hair.
With an appearance of victory on his face, he stared directly into George’s
eyes—and came instantly.
Spectacular, George thought coolly. He’s pinioned in place. Time for the new
exercises.
“Make me come again. Use your muscles.” To prevent vertical movement,
he held Edwin’s shoulders.
Another test! Ohmigod. If I don’t pass it, he’ll strap me.
The belt, he knew, lay coiled on the bedside cabinet as always in readiness.
Its presence was meant to spur the boy’s good behavior. It did so.
Taking stock of his position and fully aware that he could do nothing except
work the throbbing stake that was driven so far inside, Edwin concentrated all
his energies—mental and physical—into a series of painful, slow contractions
and relaxations around the last inches of the base. Sheer determination gave
him the will to clasp and unclasp while initiating motions from one side to
the other, rocking the organ like an inverse pendulum.
A flicker of distress across the man’s deliberately neutral expression signaled
Edwin that he was close to success. He stopped, looked at George’s tightly shut
eyes, made up his mind, and started making circles with his bottom, rotating
the penis throughout his rectal lining. He squeezed again and rose against
the force of the hands on his shoulders to sit back down—hard—against the
man’s pubic bone.
George spent himself uncontrollably.
Edwin shrugged away the hands, stood up, and went silently into the bathroom. Left sprawled on his chair, awash in coffee and his own fluids, George
was lucid enough not to be angry at getting what he said he wanted yet more
than a little astonished at Edwin’s resourcefulness. He sat there, smelly, unwashed, his dignity compromised. I never imagined he’d have the strength.
Whether he was taking revenge on me for last night and this morning, he proved
himself again.
Edwin emerged from his morning hygiene radiantly alive—his face open,
innocent, curiously beautiful—and wearing one of the hotel’s large towels as
if it were a sarong. He poured more coffee for himself from the carafe.
It was a psychologically unsteady George—his face, however, as impassive
as ever—who went next to the bathroom, where he stayed a long time. His
re-entry, naked and refreshed, was marked by calm.
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Edwin, fully clad in a crisp white shirt and tan slacks with belt in place, put
the final touches of polish to his best brown loafers while George dressed for
the day. He, too, chose a white shirt and a pair of tan trousers, as if to advertise
their bond.
“Where will we go today?” the boy asked.
“Le Musée de Cluny,” came the answer, “where you will be able to see some
treasures of the Middle Ages.”

S

Elated, Edwin accompanied his reconstituted mentor to their destination
near the Sorbonne. Along the way, as they rode the Métro, he learned about
the Roman baths that had been excavated and about the famous tapestries,
the objects in precious metals and ivory, the illuminated manuscripts and
stained glass panels, the statues in stone and wood, the Medieval garden—for
Edwin, mouth-watering prospects.
Wearing audio-guides, the eyes of the two drank in the fifty chosen highlights, heard the mellifluous commentary about each, and found themselves
immersed in the bygone centuries of chivalry, particularly with the unicorn
tapestries. More marvelous than paintings because the sophistication and
execution of their imagery had been carried out with finely woven, colored
threads for an effect beyond Edwin’s imagination of what looms of the late
Fifteenth Century could have been capable. “A miniaturist could have accomplished this with paints and tiny brushes on vellum, but for weavers to have
done so on such a big scale and with such sharp clarity is major craft,” George
said. “What do you think of the subject matter?”
“The real subject matter—the senses? You don’t mean the animals and
birds, the flowers and trees, do you?” No answer forthcoming, he knew to
continue, “Each panel treats a different aspect of sensuality—touch, smell,
hearing, sight, taste, and desire. The flags and lances with John le Viste’s heraldic crescents on them are long and stiff, like the unicorn’s horn, so they
must be symbols of his erotic love for the lady. She’s on an island in each one,
so the artisans isolated her together with all the other symbols from Nature’s
springtime. That’s the season of love, isn’t it?”
“Poetically, traditionally, yes,” George said, “but desire and lust thrive all
the time if the right stimuli are in place.” He studied the boy’s ever-eager face.
“Are you thinking of me?”
“Of course. Of you—and Hassan. You’re so alike and so different. Let’s talk
about this over some lunch, then we’ll come back to let you see other things.”

S

“In your readings,” George asked as they walked in the heat to a nearby
cafe, “did you run across another set of unicorn tapestries?”
“No. I guess I should have, right?”
“Not necessarily. We both wanted you to learn about your primary areas—
drawing and painting. You’ve done a fair amount of that and picked up some
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knowledge of architecture and sculpture. Now that you’ve seen how weavers,
really accomplished ones, can achieve painterly effect, you may want to investigate tapestries further. If you get really interested, then we might go to New
York to see the Met’s unicorn tapestries at The Cloisters.”
“Later this Summer, George? Can we go to the Metropolitan?”
“No, my vacation will be over. Perhaps we can manage a trip around year’s
end, if you’re still around. Now make your selection and let’s eat.”
If I’m still around?
Neither was hungry, so they ate lightly and drank bottled water. Edwin
noticed George’s Adam’s apple bobbing up and down as the man’s muscular
throat welcomed the cool product of the Evian springs.
He is sure sexy. I hope I can hold him. Two months are already longer than anybody else lasted with him. He said so. And he said it wasn’t love, so it must be the
passion he has for me, his ‘thirst’ for me. Or, does he want me to be ‘thirsty’ for him?
Maybe that’s why I’ve got to learn oral sex. Maybe I must.
“You mentioned Hassan,” Edwin ventured to break the silence.
Hassan, he was told, would spend the later afternoon with him. He was to
practice with the Kegel. There would be plenty of time between exercises for
them to talk with each other about the commonalities and the differences in
their lives and situations. Afterwards, they would have dinner as before, then
an evening of sex.
“You’re going to provide a demonstration of your progress as a student.
Don’t look surprised. Last night and this morning were warm-ups for today, as
you must have realized. Learn from him. Duane’s making Hassan available to
you for this purpose and as a further favor to us both. You must be prepared
to take advantage of this opportunity to your utmost—if you value staying
with me—because we leave on Saturday. You may never see Hassan again.
Who knows?”

each period, of stand-out examples within each genre, and to formulate an
appraisal of sorts, a ‘report’ for George.
After a brief stop in the museum’s gift shop—where an apron printed with
a menu from the time of Louis XIV was purchased for Edwin, George said
only, “For when you serve your aunt a French meal. She’ll like it”—they left
for Duane’s. They had skipped the garden except for glances through the gallery windows.
Using the Métro, their mid-afternoon trip took very little time. Tourists
were everywhere in the Summer heat. Typical of such situations, George kept
his jaw firmly set, looking at no one and saying nothing. Edwin merely sat
beside him and kept to himself. His effort was to stay as still as possible.
No speculation. I must simply be ready. A blank slate. Available to be written
upon. That phrase he used once—what was it?—tab-u-la rasa.
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Hassan responded to the door as he had the day before, greeting George
with a hug and Edwin with a kiss on the mouth. “Mon cher,” he addressed
him.
Duane, in street clothes, said, “George and I are leaving the two of you for
a couple of hours. When we return, you must show us what you’ve accomplished.” He was looking into Edwin’s blue eyes and speaking in a friendly
tone.
George placed the young men’s hands together and told Edwin, “Do not
worry if you fail your lesson. You will not be punished. He will.”

S

Once back in the Cluny galleries, Edwin applied himself to ingesting intellectually everything from crystal lion’s heads and Byzantine ivory carvings
from the Fifth and Sixth Centuries to gold and enameled reliquaries from the
Twelfth to the Fourteenth Centuries, and panels from stained glass windows
as finely painted as miniatures from handwritten tomes, expressively sculpted
heads of saints, apostles, and the Virgin, and a gloriously supple, full-scale
figure of Adam standing in shame behind a fig bush.
The antiquity of what he studied impressed him all the more as he tried to
imagine how such marvels could have been produced with technology that
hardly changed from Roman times to the High Gothic of the Fifteenth Century. A great deal of restoration must have been necessary for items such as the
Adam—which looked too good to be true—but there was no way to open the
subject. So efficient was his developing-scholar’s mind and its already-evident
powers of concentration that things registered with Edwin despite his concern
for what remained in the day. There would be leisure on the flight back to
revisit mentally what he had seen, to consider the qualities of the genres in
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Your single best defense against failure, as a leader,
is to create an environment where people will tell you the truth.

30 A SHARING TIME

ERIKA ANDERSEN

The once-renowned, now-retired Dalton Brawne was in a frump. This meant
that his nostrils flared and he puffed in frustration. The summer was too hot
for him to go out. Air conditioning tied him to his house where the hours
passed too slowly to suit his impetuosity. Neither of his “so-called friends”
had returned the messages left for them, one for George Tanner at his hotel
in Paris and another for Roger Dawson at his place of employment, and there
“certainly had been enough time.”
Then his telephone rang.
“Hello, Dalton. It’s Tom, Tom Loft, Roger’s friend. He’s tied up at the museum this evening and asked me to call for him. Is something the matter? He
said he spoke with you yesterday.”
“Yes, of course, I remember you. The quiet one.” That hung in the air for a
moment, then he broke the silence he had created, “I’m facing a very strange
problem. I need to speak with that youth-struck George but he won’t call me
back.”
“Well, honey, that’s nothing Roger or I can help you with. It’s George’s
vacation.”
“Granted, but he’s got that boy with him.”
“Everybody knows that.”
“Listen,” he said somewhat less officiously, “maybe you can help me. For
reasons too complicated to go into right now, I’ve got to find out exactly how
George has managed the affair with what’s-his-name. Edward, isn’t it?” Dalton pretended ignorance.
“Edwin.”
Dalton rushed on, “Okay. Can you shed any light on him beyond what you
and Roger told me when I was there for my lecture?”
“What has George told you that’s different from what we did? I think he
must have been more direct with you than with Roger. Never said a word to
me anyway. These days he pretends I don’t exist.”
“You answered my question with a question, so I’ll ask you another one.
Have you been to bed with George? You have, haven’t you?”
If the proverbial pin had been dropped, then its clatter would have been
that of a tin can. It didn’t, so there was only a quiet spell. Tom returned to
the conversation with another question, “You figured it out somehow, didn’t
you?”
Amends were made. Tom described the first weekend with George in detail
that tallied with most of what George himself had recounted to Dalton. Then,
aside, he made a reference to having been with the man “a few other times”
when he had to get away from Roger. Together, Tom and Dalton confirmed
that George had crossed his Rubicon over those days and nights.
“Please don’t ever tell Roger about that.”
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With his promise and encouraged by both the admission and the conclusion, the elder provided a riveting account of his friend’s uncommon conquest
of Edwin. Each step—from the boy’s initial approach involving the application into his rectum of a medicinal salve of some sort (at which news Tom
gasped), through the use of George’s fingers and various, graduated implements (at which Tom commented, “At least he didn’t rape him.”), to their
eventual congress which was said to be deeply fulfilling (“I ought to know—
but with a kid!”)—was revealed insofar as Dalton knew it. Then came the
older man’s admission that George had never mentioned the use of dildos or
anal plugs during the daytime, but only that his cock was never refused by
the boy. In fact, the boy seemed to expect that he be given his ‘medicine’ by
that means once George’s fingers proved to be insufficient in reaching the
necessary points.
“Piecing together all the tidbits, I’d now say,” Dalton pronounced with finality, “that Edwin seduced our George, not the other way around. What do
you think of that?”
“Excuse me, but how could an eighteen-year-old manage it? He’d have had
to have a lot of ‘backdoor experience.’ How could he get that—in a small town
in Indiana?”
When there was no comment, Tom fluttered on coyly, “You could probably find out, you know. Call that aunt of his,” he tee-heed. “She’s so damned
forthright, she’ll probably tell you. She has to know, or else why would she
have turned Edwin over to George? There’s got to be more to this story than
you know or I know or…. Listen, I know a lot about getting fucked by big dicks
and I tell you that it’s impossible for a young tighty-whitey to take one like
George’s without a lot of preparation.” Tom was on a roll. “When I started, it
took a month for my first trick to fuck me without it hurting.”
Dalton harrumphed, “Thank you for the confession. The voice of experience wins. But I’ll certainly not call the aunt. That would be stretching it.”
“You got that right!”
Both laughed.
Tom, however, wasn’t satisfied. He wanted to know, “Why are you interested in Edwin? What’s Edwin got to do with you?”
At that point, Dalton told him of the impending opportunity “to lay hands
on” Afzal, and how he had wondered whether—considering the huge distance
in years between that boy and himself—George and Edwin might be able to
give him some advice.
All Tom could think of to say was, “Whoo-ee!”
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We are born to love people and use things.
Unfortunately, we grow to love things and use people.
T. RAFAEL CIRILLO

31 ANOTHER PARISIAN EVENING
Having undergone Hassan’s rigorous, good-spirited process for readiness, Edwin was handed the now-familiar metal exerciser and shown that he must
both warm and wet it before pushing it inside. An important responsibility,
he was informed. The suggestion was strong that he take it as far back on his
tongue as possible. Hassan demonstrated by tilting his head and placing his
own Kegel down past the middle bulge. He held it and extended his tongue
beyond his lips to coat as much of the shaft as he could, then smiled, and
reached behind himself to press it in with a single gliding movement. He explained that saliva was superior to manufactured lubricants for these exercises
because, as experience taught him, the rectal tissues absorbed it quickly and
thus increased the traction of the membranes and muscles.
Following suit to the degree that he could, Edwin managed a few inches,
gagged when he tried more, yet was able to complete the insertion so that
only the end with its soldered-on loop remained outside. Hassan bent to show
off his “extension” and asked his pupil to feel how well lodged the Kegel was.
“Je ne peux pas le déplacer,” Edwin said in admiration.
It was true, he could not move it.
Directed to stand as if at attention, he felt Hassan touching the one he was
holding inside. He jumped, being unaccustomed to having someone younger
now in charge of more than his cleansing. Yesterday had been weird enough
what with two bathroom trips and George’s display in front of their hosts.
This was new. Strange.
“Eh bien, vouz devez le tenir firmement.”
Edwin clutched the Kegel. It seemed more or less secure.
He listened as Hassan explained the benefits of deep knee bends while holding it—good for the anal musculature and the upper legs as well as presenting
a stimulating sight for George. There was no magic number, but ten repetitions
at a time would suffice. Hassan did the squats, too. Interestingly, Edwin found
himself stimulated when walking around the rooms upstairs with Hassan. The
jiggling motion tickled his prostate. Another set of squats was ordered, this
time using a bedroom dresser for support. Hassan’s hand found that no more
of the Kegel’s shaft had become exposed. His pupil had the knack. He ordered
another set of ten, helping to balance the descents and ascents by firmly gripping Edwin’s erect penis while having Edwin, who thought it oddly unfamiliar
indeed, hold the equally erect penis opposite him—mutual masturbation of a
sort while going through the routine. As they squatted, they drew away, pulling on each other; as they stood, they drew closer. Hitherto unknown fun for
both, the brief count of ten allowed the duo to recover without a crisis. To have
done otherwise would constitute misbehavior.
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That task completed satisfactorily, Edwin was handed a caftan. They were
going downstairs and out of doors to stroll about the walled courtyard.
“Prenez-soin! It est peut-être plus difficile que toute autre chose.” Take care!
It’s the most difficult thing.
The warning was heeded with the result that, by the last step and upon
reaching the front door, the action to his prostate caused the heat of Edwin’s
erection to begin to spread. He blushed all over. No notice of the artwork on
the walls had been taken by him in passing. What he held in his bottom required total concentration.
“Nom de Dieu! C’est vrai. Vous rougissez.” Good God. It’s true. You turn
red. Hassan had heard about the phenomenon but he had not been able to
see it in the dimness of their bedroom the night before. “Comment exitante!”
They walked around admiring the painted walls and the plantings which,
in direct sun, looked as if they needed a cool drink. Conversation was non-existent, so focused was Edwin on his task. Hassan kept a watchful eye lest something be dropped. He observed that Edwin continued to exhibit his roseate
coloration.
True, Edwin was excited by the movement inside and by his ability to keep
the heavy steel object where it was. This has got to make George happy. More,
however, was expected of him when they reached the hidden room again.
Anticipating a rest, Edwin hoped to be allowed to relinquish his burden,
but that was not on Hassan’s agenda. A tongue depressor was.
He must learn how to relax his tongue to enable the flat piece of wood
to hold it down, away from his uvula. Watching in the mirror, Edwin saw
what he was doing, encouraged again and again by his enthused teacher. His
tongue must be trained to become a cushion for what lay upon it. He needed
to practice to the point that doing so caused him not worry but pleasure at
mastering something new. He was in charge of this stage. The task included
breathing through his nose while depressing his tongue, and not letting go of
the Kegel behind him.
I’d almost forgotten about that!
At the realization, he looked back and started to laugh. Out came the Kegel,
clanking against the tile floor.
Hassan laughed, too, and made quick remarks. They seemed to mean that
Edwin was too inexperienced to learn something new while practicing something he barely understood how to do. Hard to tell, the words in French came
so fast. But he lost no time in retrieving and replacing the fallen object, which
Edwin held onto with renewed attention.
This isn’t easy.
His young teacher presented him with a gel-like, flesh-colored flexible replica of a long, narrow penis and proceeded to describe and to mime how one’s
throat was to become accustomed to its presence—a little at a time, the head
tilted back, the tongue extended and flattened. When gagging occurred, he
sprayed the back of Edwin’s throat with a can labeled Lidocaïne to help against
the reflex. Advice was given to breathe deeply before moving it further each
time, and even to try to hum. Frédonner was a verb to add to Edwin’s rapidly
growing vocabulary. He could not, however, carry a tune. “Om,” which Has119

san proposed, was more possible. When it was doubtful that Edwin, even with
his “Om” sounding, might get beyond his uvula despite its being numbed, a
cream called Albolene was introduced and explained as better than saliva,
Edwin persevered. The slightly minty scent was a plus. The greasiness helped.
He had managed a certain depth when Hassan decided to demonstrate the
superiority of Albolene cream over saliva for lubrication by directing that the
insert be released to him. Edwin stood still, the fake penis still at the entrance
to his throat. Within moments, he felt the warm steel gliding back into the
position it had vacated.
“Oh,” that feels so good. At the “oh,” his throat opened and the deepest spot
reached.
“Être stable maintenant,” Hassan spoke slowly and quietly. “Tenez aussi
longtemps que vous le pouvez.” Be still now. Hold as long as you can.
Less than a quarter-minute seemed an eternity, but the proud student had
the command of himself. The battle was his.
“Bravo, Edwin!” came the accolade. “Vous devez practiquer, mon ami,”
he said with a wink, “d’attendre une plus grande endurance.” Sage advice:
practice for endurance. Then, conspiringly, “Et maintenant, permettez-moi de
vous montrer quelques autres choses.”
What other things does he want to show me?
Distracted, he allowed the Kegel to slip.
Damn, that Albolene stuff is slick! Push it back in!
What followed was a short lecture—while he retained his grip on the reinserted Kegel—about the addition of fruit and floral essences—only a few
drops—during one’s final rinse before anal sex. It pleases the sense of smell,
he was told, and might increase the lover’s appetite. An apricot essence had
been employed the previous day. Did he remember its aroma in the bedroom?
One’s lover? “Amant” was the word he used. How had he meant it?
Edwin pondered the appropriateness of the word while being shown how
to wash—with strong soap and hot water—his now-liberated Kegel. Never
share it, he was told. Once again, Edwin was surprised. Whom might he share
it with?
Recess from exercising was declared. The boys drank cold, sweet tea and lay
nude side by side on Duane’s king-size bed. It was time for questions. A warning: Edwin must tense his rear muscles for a count of ten—the magic number—every time he listened to an answer from Hassan to one of his questions.
“Question! Réponse! La tension!” Question! Answer! Tension!
By these means, Edwin learned that Duane thought George had always
resisted loving anyone. He considered it a form of personal weakness. Edwin,
Duane believed, was probably already in love with George despite the man’s
tough, rough manner, George being the first important man in Edwin’s life.
He was smart, well-placed at his museum, keener now than ever about Edwin,
and perhaps slightly afraid of letting down his carefully constructed emotional barriers. Speculation, of course. Not even Duane knew. Did not George
occasionally show Edwin some affection?
No answer was expected. Edwin was permitted questions only.
It was dawning on George that he might have to forego Edwin by Sum120

mer’s end. Before having Edwin thrust into his life, George had sex only on
weekends when he could meet someone from a Chicago chat-room. George
had confessed as much to Duane. Thanks to Edwin’s submissive state of mind,
awesomely satisfying sex was an expected event. Sometimes more than once a
day. He would have to think twice about giving that up. George was annoyed
at Edwin’s growing assertiveness in some of their recent sessions together.
That challenged his authority. It might be dangerous to the relationship. Difficult to tell. Duane thought so. He knew George well. The insistence that
Edwin increase the range of his sexual skills was an effort at objectivity: in a
broader world—away from George, perhaps from Chicago—Edwin could use
his powerful sexual response as a tool to further himself anywhere in the
world. Much of the art world was gay. Neither Hassan nor Duane yet deemed
Edwin to be gay necessarily, but highly sexual, as Hassan himself was. “Omni-sensuelle et omni-sexuelle,” were the terms employed.
Thought-provoking concepts!
Although briefer by two years than Edwin’s, Hassan’s life had been filled
with more sexual involvement than his guest could imagine. Brought up
mostly by a prostitute named Marguerite, who to this day remained his best
friend in the world, the child had lived in an establishment known as L’Hôtel
des Aventures, a house of prostitution combined with a hotel for residents and
customers. Most of the women who worked there, lived on the premises. Some
of them were transient, mindless drug addicts and alcoholics when the boss
was not looking, not worth the attention of any but customers looking for a
good time. They had short careers. Others, such as Marguerite du Pont, were
sage, highly professional, with perspective on their careers as sex workers. All
were looked after by medical professionals. It was a clean, therefore healthy
place for workers in the flesh trade. Good, ironic humor generally prevailed.
Hassan had attended public school. Marguerite encouraged him and helped
him with his studies, especially in the early years. He had always earned his
keep, from the age at which he could, by joining the cleaning and cooking
staff, who were friendly to the odd little beauty of a boy. Watched over by
the majority of the hotel’s employees and by this or that client, the boy was
always a witness to how those sorts of men and women related to one another
through make-believe and, from the age of six, the subject of interest of certain males.
He had been shown how to perform oral sex on women and the occasional man. His first experience of anilingus was face down between a whore’s
breasts, which he suckled, while a middle-aged executive, who had paid the
proprietor, Pierre Antoine, a considerable sum, baptized his rear with saliva.
That was not bad. It was funny. He remembered laughing uncontrollably. The
child thought nothing of it, really. Another man paid handsomely to take
his virginity when he was ten or eleven, but that was not terrible because
Marguerite knew that it was to be expected and had dilated him carefully
in advance. Yes, it hurt at first. Later, it did not. A group of wealthy German
connoisseurs heard about him and contracted with Pierre for Hassan to make
videos for a special clientele with money aplenty. That is how Hassan came to
attract followers of his own. How many videos did he make? A dozen perhaps
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in the past three years. More with other males than with females. Pierre got
the money. Money is what he loves.
Duane said something about punishments? No need to know about those.
They taught Hassan how to endure. From time to time they were necessary,
just as in Edwin’s case—always bearable if taken in the right spirit. They keep
one alert. They fulfill the daydreams, the fantasies of other people, not just
the realities of our lives, the outcomes of our errors of behavior. Different roles
must be played by all of us, always for someone, especially for alpha males
such as George and Duane—just as in the animal kingdom. That is our way
to take charge without their knowledge. By performing to expectations (there
was weight to each phrase as Hassan made his emphasis), we persuade, win
over, make dependent upon. Sexual artists operate with a set of universal symbolisms—through their bodies, gestural expressions, words of promise and
fulfillment, and the transformation of oneself in cooperation with another,
such that mundane reality is thrillingly overwhelmed for a short duration.
My, he’s philosophical. He accepts himself, his circumstances the way I’m trying
to do, and he makes the best of every situation.
It occurred to Hassan that he might be too abstract in what he was telling
Edwin. An example was needed. He shifted to his side, reached across the willowy American and pulled him over. They lay close.
The afternoon had waxed to its hottest point, then waned gradually to a
temperature more bearable. The house on the Rue de Vézelay cooled in the
advancing shadow of the larger hôtel particulier to the West. Light in the bedroom softened. Edwin felt Hassan rubbing his upper arm in friendly intimacy.
It was recounted that, on their way to Paris from Marseille, Hassan sensed
Duane’s uncertainty, his mounting tension over what he had done by purchasing a slave. One so young at that. Hassan had let himself mirror the man’s
mood so that, upon arriving, doubtful Duane would surely call the “hotel”
in Marseille and—because it had been pre-planned with Marguerite—would
be advised to thrash him. The intent, just right, was to loosen Duane’s inhibitions by getting directly past the hurdle of their new life together. Thus,
Duane perceived Hassan’s role as therapeutic, a continuation of the start they
had made in Marseille. In stages and by design, Duane’s attention was made
to focus on his young investment. Norito remained in the man’s memory but
receded from its forefront.
He’s telling the truth. Duane has been duped, but he’s happier that way. Maybe
he will tell more if I ask the right questions.
Long range goals? None. How could I have any? My job is now with Duane.
It will last a long time. Remember, I’m sixteen. His Japanese lover, who was in
his advanced thirties, died of AIDS because he slept around without protection. Duane loved him. Took care of him to the end. I’m much younger. I’ve
already slept with everybody. I no longer need to sleep with anyone except
the man whose property I am. Personal desires? None beyond taking care
of Duane, who saved my life. We like to cook. I take care of many domestic
things so that Duane can spend time on his financial business and with his
art collecting. Sex? Maybe once a day or whenever he wants it and any way he
wants it. It’s my duty. Like George, Duane’s not been interested in youngsters.
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He became interested in me, thank heavens. Marguerite was so thrilled for
me. She is still my best friend in all the world. My performances in Marseille
with him were “étonnant,” he says. Astonishing. He credits me with restoring
his sexual life when he most needed it. A really upbeat outlook. He wants me
to learn English, even wants to get me papers—a passport—in order to take
me with him on his travels, especially to the United States. Maybe, one day, I
will see you in Chicago.
What does Hassan think my chances are?
Your life? You have choices! You can build the life you want because you
are free and intelligent. George is in awe of your potential. Of course, he refuses to tell you. That’s his nature! Do not expect otherwise. His concern is that
you need a more structured education than he can provide, although I believe—Duane believes—that George wants to continue directing your home
life.
“Vous êtes bon à foutre.” Hassan blinked his twinkling, beady eyes and
smiled as he was wont to, almost flirtatiously.
I’m a good fuck? George wouldn’t let me use a crude term like that! This prostitute—that’s what he is—he admits it—he’s proud of it—wants me to be less
high-minded about George. More realistic. More crafty, I imagine.
As Edwin was mulling over the possible import of Hassan’s announcement,
an impatient arm was shaking his shoulder.
He was asked to describe in detail the impulsive assertiveness he had shown
George since they had been in Paris. Other than with his aunt, Edwin had
never spoken about his intimacies with the man—and even Aunt Aggie did
not know what was transpiring in Paris. Because the order had been given
to obey Hassan, Edwin collected himself and told how, once only, he went
further than George’s demand that he “fuck” himself—he had used the very
word—by assuming control of their seated position and ripping an orgasm
from George by muscular exertion of his pelvis and anus. Where the strength
came from he did not know. And, yes, on their first day, he had become demanding with his own tongue when George’s kiss was taking away his ability
to breathe. That was small.
If he were capable of that sort of action without special training, Edwin,
with training, could conquer half of the world of men, Hassan thought. He
must learn how to swallow cocks. He must learn to like to swallow them, to
take pride in being able to….
The moment of musing was halted by a sound, the front door closing. The
men had returned. What would they think of their boys lying naked on the
bed? It was too late. Duane and George stood in the doorway, staring. Like
deer caught in the headlights of an automobile, Hassan and Edwin stared
back.
“Just what we need,” Duane said jovially, “two dependents with no clothes
on.”
In the wide open space of the secret room, bags of purchases were set down
while Edwin and Hassan looked on. The latter recognized a few of the boxes
as duplicates of items he already had in nearby drawers. Neither spoke.
“Were you well taught?” came the question directed at Edwin.
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“Um,” he remembered the threat and looked at Hassan, “yes, George. He
oversaw my exercises and introduced me to some oral sex techniques. He can
really do them but I need more time. It’s not his fault. It’s mine. I can’t go all
the way yet. Please don’t let him be punished.”
“If he should not be punished, who should?”
Edwin hung his head, uncomfortable to be the object of both men’s gaze,
fearful of what might happen. An instant later, he was clamped over George’s
knee being spanked. Each blow of the flat palm of a strong hand made his
butt quiver. Riveted to the spectacle of seeing pink flesh turn crimson, Hassan
and Duane watched closely. As the reports died down, the hand came to rest.
Edwin did not move.
George asked Duane for “the long black one.”
To the sound of a package being opened, Edwin felt a finger pressing for
entry at his rear. He had held it so tightly closed for so long—although George
did not know it—that the task of relaxing was not easy. George smacked him
again.
“If you don’t want to be prepared, then you’ll take this straight away.”
The dildo was only about an inch in diameter. Accepting its breach of his
sphincter posed no problem, but its length did. When it was in situ, the punishee was made to stand up. An article of clothing, it might be called—an
arrangement of black elastic straps and a knit cup, rather like an athletic supporter—was fitted tightly between his legs and around his middle. With a
snap, the dildo was fixed to a socket on the strap behind which went up to
the waistband. His then-erect penis was slipped into a small vertical sleeve
inside the pouch which supported his scrotum in quite constricted fashion.
In the mirror, he glimpsed himself before more black straps were produced.
What were they? Suspenders. They went over his shoulders to be fastened to
the waistband front and back.
He was handed a pair of harem-style pants made of gauzy, black material which was gathered around the waist and ankles by elastic bands. When
George’s hand felt him, Edwin realized that, like the caftan he had been given
to wear, the rear seam was open. He gulped at the prospect of wearing such
an outfit on the streets. Before he could speculate further, small, pink suction
cups were applied to his nipples and a nearly transparent white shirt added
over his torso.
I could go outside like this. Nobody would be able to see my condition.
Turning this way and that to regard his reflection, Edwin noticed that Hassan had been similarly girded and clad. Mutual grins broke the solemnity of
their situation.
Instead of a discussion, there was supper to make. The boys were shown
the groceries and told to follow the recipe provided to make a large frittata
of potatoes, spinach, onions, garlic and cheese. Hassan cheerfully found the
necessary skillet and the olive oil. Edwin sliced the potatoes.
Everything underway, Duane and George retired to the sitting room for
drinks. Hassan manned the stove while Edwin took care of chopping the spinach, dicing the onions, grating the cheese, and beating the eggs. They improvised a salad.
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At the table as all ate ravenously, both Hassan and Edwin were expected
to sit straight down and to remain that way. George encouraged Duane to
tell them—in French—about the acquisition of the paintings which covered
the walls. Auction houses in New York, London and Paris had been primary
sources. The names, as Edwin came to realize, were mind-blowing: Poussin,
Lorrain, van Goyen, Ruysdael, and others of lesser renown. Edwin and Hassan had to twist around to see some of the artworks which were mentioned,
screwing their dildos further in with each turn.
When their good posture was complimented, Edwin thought, This is a play
and we are the actors—like Hassan said. We have been cast as what?—as harem
boys.
After the meal and a glass of tasty wine apiece, the exotic duo were taken
for a stroll around the darkening block and over to the Parc Monceau, their
men behind them. A few people noticed the odd group as they passed but
no one seemed to take particular notice except a little girl in tow with her
mother. She thought they were clowns and ran over gleefully to Hassan. He
swooped her into the air with laughter and set her back down. Clamoring
for more attention, she pulled on his pants leg. Down came the waistband
to reveal the underpinnings in contrast to his lighter skin. It was a stunning
moment.
She pointed and called out, “Quest-ce que c’est, maman?” At that, her
mother led her into the night.
In its way, the incident was exciting. Lost in the now-black shadows of
nearby trees, both boys submitted to being fondled under their shirts and
through the open seams of their pants. Although no spectators appeared to be
looking, there was a sense of danger to the exposure. That concerned Edwin
more than Hassan. Their dildos were pulled back and the close-fitting straps
were allowed to return them arrow-like. Straining upward against the containing sleeves, their erections were felt.
Edwin entertained the curious notion that the men were treating them as
mere objects. We aren’t members of a cast now; we’re things for them to play with.
Toys.
Duane spoke softly to George, “Let’s go back and screw them.”
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I…affirm that our wisdom itself, and wisest consultations,
for the most part commit themselves to the conduct of chance.
MICHEL DE MONTAIGNE

32 MESSAGE
After abluting himself, a nude Edwin flung open the bathroom door to discover the newly awakened George hanging up the telephone receiver. His expression struck a curious note.
“You won’t believe what my friend Dalton Brawne wants—to meet with
you as soon as we get back to Chicago.”
“Me?”
“He gives one thing as the reason but…it could be something else. Do you
want to know?”
“Yes, George.”
“He has been asked, he swears, to initiate or indoctrinate—I don’t remember which word he used—the teenage son of a man he seduced twenty years
ago in Malaysia.” He paused for rhetorical effect before continuing, “Since he’s
been out of touch with these matters for years, he wants you to tell him how
you were seduced.”
Edwin’s “Me?” sounded almost like an exclamation. Eyeing his image in
the big mirror of their hotel room, as if doubtful, he said, “I’ve never been
seduced”—a matter of fact statement.
There was a gap of several seconds.
“Why does he think so? Did you tell him that I had been?”
“Don’t get out of line with me. No, I didn’t. I couldn’t, because you’ve never
told me.”
“Did you ask me?”
“No. It was no business of mine. My concern with you is based on your
intrusion into my life, not on what you did before spending your first night
with me. On that occasion, it could be argued, you came on to me—and the
rest is history.”
“Shall I tell you?”
“It can wait. I’ll introduce you to Dalton. You can tell us your life story
then.” Irritation crept into George’s voice, “What does that expression on your
face mean? Do you want to add something?”
“Just two things. First, isn’t your friend Dalton, like, too old for sex? Second,” he swept on, “can we not go to a museum today? I need to return to
Hassan—if you really want me to get the hang of oral sex. It’s so difficult, but
Hassan, who’s littler than I am and younger, can do it. You know he started
teaching me yesterday. He’s great. He thinks I can be, too.”
Managing to control his temper, the man sitting on the bed took Edwin’s
hips, pulled them toward his face and, instead of delivering a spanking for the
boy’s impertinence, kissed his navel. He said, “First, Dalton’s had no experience with anybody in a long time as far as I know, much less a teenager. Mere
‘children’ have never interested him. The boy’s father has made the request
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through a mutual friend. Do you remember my speaking about Stephen Corbett?”
“No, I’m sure you haven’t.”
“No matter. We’ll be—what?—consultants, I suppose, to the situation. You
and I. As to your second subject, yes. Paris’s arts will still be here the next time
you come over but Hassan might not. Don’t look shocked. Situations such as
his may not last.”
Edwin’s concern showed. “He said that Duane’s getting him a passport…
that they plan to come to Chicago. Duane wants to have a meeting with you
and Mr. Schachter…about his collection. You’re aware of that, aren’t you?”
He witnessed the man’s head turn as if considering what he had heard. He
waited, but nothing else was forthcoming.
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A goal without a plan is just a wish.
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

33 GEORGE TOWN, PENANG ISLAND, WEST MALAYSIA
An ordinary onlooker would have thought the three men sitting together in
the Corbett Corporation’s conference room to be engaged in a business meeting. Not entirely. Their discussion concerned a visit to the United States, part
of which involved business but most of which was personal. Highly personal.
Salil Chaudary had brought news which threatened the plans made already.
“His granny was going to keep him for us, but she’s ill and says he’d be
too difficult for her to manage. I know, he’s so much trouble. Last year at his
school, there were complaints. Nirupa and I were summoned by the headmaster. Even with what we pay, they may be unwilling to allow him to return for
next term.”
“He a bad boy,” Terry Lee pidgined. “Nirupa spoil him.” At fifty-nine, Terry
retained his trademark English—abrupt, matter of fact, broken. “He need a
spanking.” Looking much the same as when he and Stephen had been brought
together under Dalton Brawne’s aegis, the Sino-Malaysian vice-president was
accustomed to speaking his mind to the corporation’s manager.
“Nirupa’s never spanked him,” Salil said. “He’s her baby. There is something about the two year difference between our boys that has always made
her favor Shantanu. Afzal’s so different—mannerly, obedient, a fine student,
incredibly sweet-natured. Shantanu’s main interest is playing football—what
you call soccer—with his rough-house friends. You both know both of our
sons. I’m partly to blame because I was on hand for more of Afzal’s upbringing
than I have been for Shantanu’s.”
“Don’t blame yourself or Nirupa, Salil. There are many contributing factors
to the way a boy turns out these days. Stephen continued, “Two years can
account for a lot.”
“Him already teenager,” Terry interjected. “Already rebellious. You give
him to me, I will spank him.”
“You have spanking on the brain,” said Stephen, “like always. I could still
paddle you if you don’t watch it.”
They all looked at each other knowingly. It sounded funny, but it was true.
There were few secrets among them. Salil had had sex with both men many
times in their early years prior to his marriage. And since then, when the urge
came over him once every month or two, he had continued to enjoy intimacies with each—sometimes both—and, because of their open relationship,
with a few of their occasional playmates in the jungle setting of Stephen’s
grand, well-fenced house. Malaysian society, particularly in their city of
George Town, had taboos about homosexuality which it did not pay to flaunt.
Stephen’s prominence in the community meant that he had to be cautious.
A jealous competitor in possession of any item of scandal—such as learning
about a circle of local young men whose idea of a party at Cobbett’s was what
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might be termed an orgy—could cause irreparable loss of face. The law would
not be involved, none of the participants being underage or unwilling. No
problem there. Yet if anyone outside his associates in the conference room
had known Salil’s intention regarding his son Afzal, there would have been
outrage. Fathers just did not plan anything of the sort in so modern a country
as Malaysia.
The wedding anniversary of Salil and Nirupa had inspired Stephen to offer
the couple a trip to the United States. He and Terry proposed a second honeymoon for them in recognition of Salil’s two decades of service to the company.
He had worked his way up from packaging to management. For his part, Salil,
fresh with retrospective memories of Dalton’s visits there—the recent one involving the old man’s eightieth birthday, earlier ones over the past years and
the first one, there in George Town’s E&O Hotel, which resulted in his sexual
awakening—had expressed his idea of taking along his firstborn and parking
him with Dalton for an initiation not unlike the one he, as a young man, had
found so inspiring. No local person could be entrusted with such a responsibility. A good deal of discussion led to general agreement, and to Stephen’s
call to Dalton. The logic of the concept troubled no one, except Dalton, who
was unsure of its prospect. However, a complication had arisen. The troublesome Shantanu would have to join the party, there being no one who could
look after him. Sixteen and apt to misbehave, he could not be left on his own
or with family friends.
Stephen found it necessary to ring Dalton again.
“What? I can’t have that other kid here. Not with Afzal.”
“Can’t you think of anyone else—a sympathetic friend, Dalton?—who
might be willing to help us out? One of your friends at the Art Institute, maybe? Anyone we might hire to babysit him? The Chaudarys really do want to
make this trip.”
Wanting to say something, Salil gestured at Stephen who handed him the
telephone. “Dalton, it’s me, Salil. I know Shantanu’s a handful but Nirupa will
make sure he’s on his best behavior, I promise you. Please,” he said in his most
urgent tone.
“My dear, you may be one of the most alarmingly fine bedmates I’ve known
in my life and perhaps a father with good—if unconventional—intentions,
but you mustn’t ask the impossible! I might bring off Afzal’s seduction, if he’s
willing. I will try. But he’d be most unlikely to cooperate if he thought his
younger brother were in the same house. Or, do you want me to lock Shantanu in the basement for several days? Feed him occasionally? Drug him?”
That Dr. Dalton Brawne was in a state of elevated dudgeon could not be
doubted by anyone within earshot—all three of them.
“As for asking one of the museum staff, I only know three people there, a
sort of high-level carpenter and his boyfriend and a curator, my friend George
Tanner, who’s got a teenage boy in his bed right this minute. Heavens! Neither’s place would be a likely environment for your other son, believe me.”
The dither died down with both sides to the conversation agreeing to think
of other options for pesky Shantanu.
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They spoke less and less between them until at last
they were silent altogether as is often the way
with travelers approaching the end of a journey.
CORMAC MCCARTHY

34 MEMORIES
Our travelers first unpacked their original suitcases and carry-ons before turning their attentions to a large, new one and its contents, mostly “souvenirs” of
the Duane-George shopping spree and gifts for Edwin from his new, his only
buddy, Hassan. The Cluny Museum apron, which George had bought, was
hung in the kitchen pantry in anticipation of the French meal being planned
for Edwin’s aunt.
Much was stored in Edwin’s mind—information of multiple sorts about the
city of Paris and its art, about the paintings seen in London’s National Gallery,
about the extraordinarily luxurious hotel in which they had stayed and the
palate-inspiring meals they had enjoyed there, about the Wilderforce collection of landscapes, about Duane himself, who had so generously provided for
their hospitality, and about the staggeringly accomplished, amazingly adjusted houseboy—if that be the right ‘job category’—Hassan. Edwin was less sorry
to leave behind the Louvre’s great art than he was to part from Hassan. Two
years younger than himself, exotic in appearance—rather like a miniature boxer, he thought belatedly—and encyclopedic in his grasp of sexual techniques and
attitudes. The diminutive cross between a North African and a Chinese had
been assigned to instruct his owner’s friend’s charge in two courses of action
dictated by George, exercises to improve the young man’s pubic floor muscle
system and to enable his otherwise undeveloped oral skills. Too, Edwin recalled George saying that he had reached the level of “underdeveloped.”
During their times together at Duane’s house, a bond had developed. Empathy grew. Comeraderie. Each wanted to help the other—Edwin by demonstrating how well Hassan had taught him, Hassan by encouraging Edwin’s
attainment of George’s rather stiff requirements. Together on the morning
before the Americans’ flight back to Chicago, the two had moved from simple,
but numerous, repetitions of the prescribed Kegel exercises to the employment of added weight, hooked to the loop at the bottom of the now-appreciated, well-designed steel object.
While watching for any signs of weakness, Hassan observed a change in
coloration to his student-now-friend’s aureoles and discovered by touch the
new sensitivity of Edwins nipples. It was due to the suction cups George had
made him wear throughout the previous night’s walk to the Parc Monceau
and during the bout of intercourse which followed, Hassan and Edwin bent
over a large, tufted leather cassock, facing each other. They had not been
stripped but merely bent over, their pants pulled down and their straps released so that the dildos could be rapidly replaced by the men’s erections. For
both to be taken so objectively at the same time conveyed to Edwin that he
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was, for the moment, equal in status to Hassan—nothing more than a possession. The suction cups had worked their curious magic so that his nipples
tingled as never before. He could not take his eyes off the small weights which
Duane had attached to Hassan’s nipple rings. As they dangled in response to
each thrust of the man, Hassan strove to keep them off the cassock. Sensitivity was involved. Edwin was impressed.
The previous late evening was a subject not for discussion that last day.
Much needed to be done. Staring Edwin in the face again, the previous session’s soft, lengthy, penis-shaped object with which to resume his fledgling
steps into fellatio. Hassan helped him to angle his throat, to learn to swallow
while retaining the flared tip on his tongue, to take lungs full of air before
aiming at a deeper spot, to hold each new location to the maximum before expelling his breath. On and on went the murmurs of encouragement. Edwin’s
efforts were so sincere that he almost lost his breakfast

S

After a light lunch of Moroccan lamb stew—which Hassan had put on the
stove to slow-cook all morning—served with crusty slices of baguette and a
salad of tomatoes and leaf lettuce—everything was washed and put away.
“Comme d’habitude,” Hassan said.
Neatness as a habit. He’d fit right in with George, Edwin thought. I wonder how
George would fit in him! Hassan was appearing in a new light….
Amicably, during meal time and the clean up, they had begun to venture
further into each other’s pasts and to reveal a few secrets. Edwin, wishing to
discover how Hassan had found the person he was out of all that he had been
forced to be, asked about the boy’s memories of being introduced to sexual
life, of being coaxed into it, coerced. Was he ever depressed? Who was kind
to him other than his substitute mother, Marguerite? Who was mean? How,
living in a house of prostitution, did he adjust to puberty? What was his treatment at school once his address became known? Were school friends allowed
to visit? Had he made mistakes in judging other people, his peers particularly?
And about sex, what forms did he personally enjoy? Edwin showed interest in
Hassan’s social prowess, especially with persons his age.
From Hassan came a parallel stream of questions. What was it like to grow
up without knowing lots of people, in the company of almost no one but his
aunt? How did he adjust to being sent to a public high school for the past
three years? How difficult was that? How many friends did he have? At what
age was he aware of his anus’s response to touch, to being probed? Did he
masturbate without anal stimulation? How did he regard his situation with
George? Was George just a convenience for him the way it seemed he was for
George? Did both profit from each other somehow?
Hassan’s candor in answering was not matched by the taller American.
George will never ask me anything about Hassan, but Duane may ask Hassan about
me, and anything he hears will get relayed to George. Talk about equal balance! This
isn’t. George and Duane go way back. Hassan and I are both newcomers to them and
Hassan’s beholden to Duane. Better to keep a few things to myself.
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What startled Edwin most was Hassan’s announcement that it was necessary to perform with his mouth and throat employing a human penis, Hassan’s own. Edwin thought he would have to repeat the earlier processes with
dildos. His mind was ready for that. Hassan, speaking with authority, said that
Duane, with George’s concurrence, had insisted on theory being supplanted
by actual experience. Choice was no option.
As they stepped from the kitchen, the dark-haired boy, in a low tone, informed Edwin that a hidden camera upstairs was set to record everything.
Duane and George would see how both boys carried out their tasks. Implicit
were dire consequences for both if failure occurred.
Edwin became intrigued at the proposal to take the lead in what would
happen as if playing out a scenario. Yes! I’ll be an actor and make George proud
of me.
Mounting the stairs, Edwin’s lightning fast mind conceived the sequence
he thought might score well with the intended audience. The inspiration
revved up his adrenalin. Hassan noticed how quickly Edwin assumed control.
This will be interesting, Hassan thought in French. He knew only a few English words, but Edwin had been learning French words both proper and vernacular during their exchanges.
Upon entering the not-now-so-secret room, the two faced each other. The
motion-activated camera saw the taller draw the shorter into his arms and
to hug him sweetly, then to rock him slightly as though a dance might happen. One arm on Hassan’s shoulder, the other descending beneath the openbacked caftan, Edwin kissed Hassan’s brow while fondling the welcoming
rear. He took Hassan’s curly head in one hand while moving the other to
the boy’s erecting cock. Kisses on the lips progressed from sweet and gentle
to full-mouth tonguing as Hassan’s head was taken by its hair and demands
made for his total submission.
The target of these attentions recognized his role and played it perfectly,
taking cues as he knew what to do. It caused him a thrill when Edwin said,
“Je t’emprunter à mes fins.” The very idea: Edwin was borrowing him for his
own purposes! That would turn the tables on George when Duane showed
him the video!
Hassan did not have to feign surprise when the caftan was lifted and
thrown over his face to bare his front from the chest down. His ball sac was
surrounded by an index finger and a thumb, and pulled possessively. The
invisible attacker reached through his muscular, smooth-skinned legs to fit a
long finger through his ring before wet, warm lips pushed his foreskin away
from what hid beneath. There were teeth exciting his engorged glans, teeth
which might have bitten but instead cajoled the flow of Hassan’s pre-cum
fluid. By his testicles, Hassan was drawn into the waiting mouth—not far, but
far enough to find the event promising. Edwin was going to prove himself.
Indeed. He mouthed the penis to its half-way point, rotating his head to
increase the affect on Hassan, who had begun to breathe responsively.
Poor Hassan. No one had given him oral sex in months. It felt—good. Edwin, the once reluctant Edwin, was making love to him. He wished he could
see. The caftan prevented that. Tongue, lips, and the roof of Edwin’s mouth
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could be felt lavishing his penis with ever increasing mixtures of Hassan’s
fluid and Edwin’s saliva. A rhythm was begun, the unseen head being drawn
away and thrust back until Hassan’s penis—a true mouthful—lodged in the
heaving pit of Edwin’s throat. The unseen perpetrator of this extraordinary
moment pressed with his finger directly on Hassan’s hardened prostate and
began to swallow.
“C’est l’ultime!” Hassan screamed and pumped his orgasm so far into Edwin’s pristine gullet that it could not be tasted. Even then, he was not released.
Edwin renewed his lungs and went back down on Hassan, fluttering his fingertip against the discharging prostate and taking every spurt that followed.
He swallowed rapidly again and again to contract around the now painfully
sensitive head of Hassan’s manhood.
Hassan fell to the floor at Edwin’s feet. Looking up, he noticed no erection
under his conqueror’s caftan but, on his face, an expression of tremendous
personal satisfaction.

S

Never having been adored by anyone near his age, the American hardly
knew how to accept Hassan’s ministrations as they rested together on Duane’s
bed. His face, neck and shoulders, his hands and feet were covered with delicate kisses. Phrases of gratitude—truly personal—tumbled back and forth
with words of appreciation for the techniques used.
Edwin’s accomplishment at speaking rather volubly about art to George in
recent weeks stood him in no stead for this situation. He was shame-facedly
speechless. Tears came to his eyes and to Hassan’s, as he saw Edwin begin to
cry from relief. Their faces against each other’s, the tears of both commingled
until tissues were needed. Then laughter took over. The mutual overflow of
emotions had sealed their friendship.
Multifaceted advice filled Edwin’s brain during the remainder of the day.
Hassan, respecting the boy’s ability to soak up information, had decided to
go into other areas of his specialty. The topics and what had been said about
them would prove invaluable to Edwin in the immediate and far futures. So
retentive was his pupil that Hassan knew any of the practicalities explained
could be called forth in the future the way other people look up subjects in
reference sources. Edwin already was a star in Hassan’s firmament.

S

Duane hosted George, Edwin and Hassan for dinner at a Moroccan restaurant, El Mansour. Hassan, for his stunning achievement with Edwin—which
the grown men had viewed with unvoiced astonishment in the late afternoon—had been allowed to make the selection. All eyes turned to the boys,
pristine in their cleanliness and beyond elegant in new caftans of white silk
embroidered with gold thread. Hassan’s eyes had bugged when presented with
his. Such costly garments were known to him only in photographs. He may
have been bursting with delight but Edwin found the garment somewhat em133

barrassing, being self-conscious about the strapped-in dildos which the two
of them wore underneath. Hassan didn’t mind in the slightest. And he was
ebullient to be the center of attention. A few heads wagged over the obvious
relationship of the older men to the younger but, Parisians being Parisians,
paid little heed after seeing the party enter.
Proudly, Hassan chose dishes he knew from the few visits he had ever had
to North African restaurants in Marseille: succulent Pastilla au Pigeon, Couscous Mechoui with unbelievably tender, marinated roast lamb served from its
tagine and, for dessert, Pastilla au lait with its aroma of oranges and almonds.
To drink, Duane opted for a simple Châteauneuf-du-Pape from a vineyard
near Marseille and made a point of praising its complementarity to Hassan’s
aptly determined menu.
High spirits prevailed, the boys being permitted two glasses of wine. A
good time. Hassan told a story about an American sailor who once had taken
him out for the evening and, while trying to speak French, so bungled his
order, that their waiter thought something inappropriate had been said and
was affronted, throwing up his arms in shock. Gesturing similarly, Hassan
jumped up, opened his arms widely at the punch line and sat promptly down.
The look on his face told the others that he’d just crammed his dildo in further than it had been. Heads turned at the outburst of clapping and laughter.
Saying their good-nights, the pairs parted with hugs and kisses-on-cheeks.
Duane’s last words were, “Be sure to pass along my greetings to Dalton.”
Special services of Edwin were not required by George that night. The dildo
was cleaned and its harness and suspenders packed. The new caftan was folded carefully and placed atop Edwin’s shirts. Before tucking away their kits and
laying out their travel clothes, both showered and shaved. Everything George
did was precise, which meant that Edwin followed suit exactly as he had when
packing in Chicago.

S

In flight, the boy’s remarkable mind turned to George’s silent acknowledgment of his review of the art he had seen. Rather than repeat what he had said
in and outside the different museums, Edwin pieced together a trans-museum
chronology of the art works in order to describe changes in method, technique, and materials which took place over time as well as some differences in
style of the individual artists—a disquisition which was carefully organized,
well reasoned, worthily delivered.
George eventually had roused himself to say, “That was certainly satisfactory.”
To hear the word “satisfactory” needled the boy but the qualifier “certainly” helped. He contented himself by watching a movie, working a ridiculously
easy crossword puzzle and napping between the rather meager airline meals.
Crossing the Atlantic the first time, Edwin had had no complaint about his Air
France meals but, after the sorts of food he had consumed in Paris, the reverse
direction, by comparison, offered nothing of culinary interest—at least, not
in cabin class. One seat between them, the man withdrew into himself, either
staring ahead or closing his eyes. His thoughts could not be guessed.
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S

Now “back home” and preparing for bed, George told Edwin, “Wash well.”
If he’s not taking a shower, then he’s just going to spank me or screw me or both.
He’s not expecting me to suck him. He wouldn’t if he’s sweaty and smelly from the
trip.
Post-shower, standing clean before a nude George, who was breathing
heavily from the workout routine he had just completed, Edwin’s eyes roved
over the hirsute chest, arms, pubic area, legs, and especially the bulky dangle
of penis and scrotum. His own, less massive, drooped to lesser effect.
“Clasp your hands behind your head. Close your eyes and tell me what you
feel.”
What am I in for now?
Edwin responded, “Your hands rubbing a cream or a lotion around my
shoulders. Down my sides. Over my chest. You’re putting more on my nipples. They’re sore. Oh, that’s a suction cup. And another one. The vacuum is
tighter than back in Paris.” He sucked in air but made no protest. “There’s a
perfume in it. Rose petals? Is it the Olay lotion you use on your face and hands
sometimes?”
“Don’t ask questions. Talk to me.”
“That tickles. I’m sensitive there. Ooh, you’re fondling me. It feels wonderful. Thank you. George, I love that. You’re squeezing me. It’s beginning to
hurt.”
“Keep your eyes shut. Take your hands down.”
“You’re kneading my arms—hard. Now my pectorals. They are weak, I
know. My thighs are, too. You’re right in front of me and reaching my back
with the lotion. My scapulae. My spine. You’re rubbing deeply into the tissues
on either side. My hips. Ouch, that hurts! And all over”—he thought to add an
adjective—“my little bottom. Your penis is touching mine. You are erecting.
That is my anus. Your fingers are tracing the rim. You have more lotion now.
You’re entering me and I’m getting hard. I’m being pushed backward—on the
bed. My legs are being raised. You’re going to fuck m….”
“What?” George’s voice demanded. He slapped Edwin’s bottom smartly.
“I won’t have you speak like that.” He held the boy’s ankles together in one
strong hand and spanked the twin orbs with the flat of the other in furious
anger. “Common, vulgar language is not what I expect from you!”
The simple idea which Edwin had verged on voicing with utmost verbal
economy somehow had ignited the man’s temper. Violence was to follow.
The slapping hand grasped the full-standing organ, coated it with more lotion, and drove it forward with the force of a torpedo. Without pause, George
moved the ankles to the left, to the right, twisting his penis in the protesting
cavity. Edwin’s cry of pain went unheard.
Edwin fought to relax enough for the siege, eyes tightly shut.
He heard George thunder, “You like that four-letter word? Here’s what it
feels like.”
It was not passion but rage which fueled the man’s fierce plunges. He plied
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the spasming tunnel combatively. It was punishment—until Edwin managed
to find “the place” which Hassan had described, the place in his psyche where
he could disengage his emotions and will his body into passivity. Drawing
breaths slowly, deeply, Edwin did quell his rebelling nature. What was happening to his body no longer bothered his mind. He could think. Hassan’s
description of similar situations came to him—and the lesson: deflect the
attacker’s attitude. Figure out how to put out his fire. Do that. You will win.
Words formed quickly. “I’m sorry, George. Sorry for what I said. I’m sorry
it made you do this.” Edwin went slack. His penis shriveled. He was a lifeless
as a corpse.
George stopped, looked down, shoved in again. No response. He saw that
the boy’s mouth was open. He was hardly breathing. Skin—cool to the touch.
That worked, thought Edwin. He feels guilty. Allowing his respiration rate
to increase gradually, he kept his eyes closed. He’s shrinking. He’s pulling out. He
didn’t get to orgasm. That’s a first. He’s learned a lesson—from Hassan.
In the absolute silence that followed, George put Edwin to bed, turned out
the lights, lay beside him, pulled up the covers, and, after a long period of
consideration, fell asleep.

can corroborate some of your memories and understandings with these, learn
even more than you know already, and get acquainted with hundreds of others. While I am at work next week, you can console yourself here with these.
It’s up to you.” Then he walked into the room that served as his home office,
closed the door and called Dalton.
.
Edwin remained at the breakfast table. Open, the Mona Lisa study occupied virtually the small table’s entire surface. Enlargements of details caught
him. So, too, the different types of photographs—all state-of-the-art—made
possible by advanced technology. His mind drooled at the prospects ahead.
He noted the Louvre’s complete title for the painting: Lisa Gherardini, Épouse
de Francesco del Giocondo, dite Monna Lisa, La Gioconda ou La Joconde—which,
as his aunt would say, “covered all the bases.” Any sense of time passing was
suspended by the book’s lure. He had examined as best he could every image,
read the preface, and started on the fine print of the first chapter when he
heard George’s door open.
Standing on the threshold which covered the meeting of tile and carpeted
floors, George said, “Wait till you hear this.”

S

Consciousness arrived early, as it always does after a flight from Europe.
George came to first, checked his bedmate’s heartbeat without further disturbance and went to the shower. The clock showed five AM.
Edwin tended to himself after hearing sounds from the kitchen. Wearing a
t-shirt and loose-fitting jeans, he helped himself to coffee.
George put down his spoon. “There’s oatmeal made with raisins,” he said,
“or eggs and toast if you want to go to the trouble. Help yourself. I’m going
out to buy the Tribune and maybe the Times. When I get back, I’ve got to call
Dalton. He wants to get together with us sometime today. And call your aunt.
Let her know you’re back, right?”
“Yes, George.”
“Invite her for dinner next weekend. Saturday or Sunday. She can spend
the night in the guest room.”
“All right.”
When the man returned, it was with more than two newspapers. His arms
were filled with two weeks of mail. One package was, by Edwin’s standards,
enormous and flat, while two others were more normal in size but weighing a
hefty ten pounds or so apiece.
“These are yours to open.”
Never having received anything through the postal service at George’s address, Edwin’s interest in discovering what lay inside the corrugated containers
superseded all previous concerns. The largest turned out to be the Louvre’s detailed Mona Lisa Inside the Painting, which he had been told would await him. Another was a thick volume, Paintings of the Louvre, while the last, slightly heavier,
bore the title, Paintings in the National Gallery, London. They startled the boy.
Anticipating awkwardness when he wanted no more, George said, “You
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A new day holds much promise.
ANONYMOUS SAYING

The meeting of two personalities is like
the contact of two chemical substances:
if there is any reaction, both are transformed.

35 TREYDON
“My apologies for calling so early. I hope you were already up,”
Agatha. Erich felt a bit groggy. What time is it? “No, but that’s all right.
What’s happening?”
“Young Edwin just called. They got in last night. Had a terrific row.”
Anne rolled over, sleepy but curious. She mouthed a who-is-it-? and a
what’s-going-on-? before her husband covered the mouthpiece and told her
quietly, “It’s Aggie. The dynamic duo has returned. Big fight or something.”
He resumed listening. And listening.
“Please let us know when he calls back tomorrow with all the juicy bits.
We’ll be a school most of the day but at home in the evening. Thanks for
calling.”
Anne’s “Well?” indicated annoyance.
“Whatever the juicy bits to come tomorrow, there’s enough now for a blow
job. Go down on me and I’ll tell you.” She can’t bear not knowing new gossip.
“Fetch your little plastic friend.”
So I will get my blow job. This day’s starting better than I thought.
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36 IN OAK PARK FOR HIS FIRST TIME
The morning—its books, news about the coming afternoon, and directed exercises for progressive anatomical improvement, followed by sandwiches and
mlik for lunch—lay behind the curiously unsettled young man who paid his
cab fare. As he walked, Edwin looked toward the porch of Dalton Brawne’s
old-fashioned, two-story, brick house nestled on a corner among the sheltering trees and bushes of Oak Park.
Eighteen Nineties or around Nineteen Hundred. Hollyhocks just like Aunt Aggie’s.
George and I were supposed to be consultants. A change of plans, must be.
Dalton, whom he had never met, wanted only him for insight into the
mind of a teenager of his years. Having protested his unsuitability, not being
remotely like most teenagers, Edwin was given to understand that there was
no way out. Dalton had somehow persuaded testy George to produce the resource of Edwin—Edwin alone—and to pursue whatever he wished on the
final day of his much-wondered-about vacation.
“You can tell me all about it when you are freer to speak,” Dalton had
said over the telephone. “But right now—today—you simply must let me have
a tête-à-tête with Edwin. I don’t have any other teen to consult, and time’s
a-wasting, time I need to plan Salil’s son’s debauch. You know me, I want to
look him straight in the eye, not talk over the telephone. And I don’t want
anyone else around when I do.”
There was nothing surreptitious about the admission. Straightforward,
honest, blunt. Dalton’s typical style with fewer flourishes. He was often direct
with George.
“Why,” George had persisted, “do you want to try to do that with a kid?
What could possibly be in it for you besides the risk it may blow up in your
face?” The crabbiness in his voice was no pose either.
“Salil wants me to, as I’ve told you. And I like the challenge. After all, my
friend, there’s been little action in my life in recent years. Well, the month in
Penang…. I’ll have to tell you about that. I can still function—under the right
circumstances. We can swap our stories over lunch or dinner any day.”
To rid himself of Edwin for a few hours suited George. The loss of his temper the previous night might go away as an unresolved issue if the two of
them were apart for a time, with something else forming matter for conversation and discussion at suppertime. Being himself, though, meant seeming
to be the provider of a special favor. And why not? I could use the time for some
recreation of my own, he thought.
“Tell you what. I’ve a lot to do before going back to work tomorrow. You
feed him something for supper and send him home—I’ll give him money for
a cab—say, around eight or nine. That way, you’ll have all the time you need
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to query him.”
Edwin, George imagined, would rather distract himself with the new books
than spend hours with a loquacious octogenarian. Indeed, the look which followed the announcement’s finality told George he was right. He liked being
right. He liked making Edwin’s life edgy, especially when he was mad at him.
The best punishment will be to keep him from those books as long as possible—while
pressuring him to study them.
“Before you head over to Oak Park—I’ll give you the address—I want to
make your assignments clear. There’s a new phase which begins now. You
have exercises to do, as you know. The ones Hassan taught you. Everything
you need for those is in your drawer in the bedroom chest.”
“Yes, George.”
“There’s more. Today, you’re going to begin a program of daily workouts to
turn your rather ‘blah’ body into something more befitting the young man I
want you to be. You remember, in Paris, I told you that you needed work. You
know that you do, don’t you?”
Edwin nodded slightly, and asked, “Will you show me?”
George was in his element, demonstrating a beginner’s routine for the upper arms, the chest, the stomach, the lower back. The muscle groups involved
with each were described as well as incremental means of dealing safely with
each. “Floor exercises are the best way to commence building a body as weak
as yours.”
He got up and pointed to the carpet, “It’s your turn. Do each a few times. I
need to see that you’re doing them correctly.”
With eyes less blue than gray it appeared, Edwin settled himself for the
crunches after hardly managing three pushups. What George called “rump
lifts” were easy. They tightened his bruised muscle “back there.” Pushups done
with hands directly under the shoulders proved more manageable than those
with arms out and fingers pointing toward each other. Bent knees allowed the
possibility of both. Nothing difficult. Toes hooked under an armchair, knees
bent, crunches with hands linked behind the head. Three only? Then, three
before breakfast, three before lunch, and three before supper. Same with pushups. Face up, arms out, knees bent—five or six “rump lifts”? That number,
three times a day. Meals after. Studies later. A new set of expectations.
Maybe I’ll get as in-shape as Hassan one day. Do I want to? Does it matter?
His taxi ride later and past the hollyhocks and shrubs, Edwin stood before
the venerable house’s entrance and pressed the button. The man who answered the doorbell struck him as big. Taller than George. Shoulders as wide. In
good shape. He can’t be eighty. Look at that head of hair—were observations of a
sort which formerly Edwin almost never made. Habitually, it was the esthetic
qualities of artworks which drew him, not the physical appearance of individuals. Recent close acquaintance with two remarkably toned bodies, George’s
and Hassan’s, and the morning’s concentration on physical fitness, however,
had taken him to a new place.
“Gape no longer, young man. Come in. I’m Dalton Brawne and you must
be the whiz-kid I’ve been hearing so much about. Edwin, isn’t it? You’re a sight
for sore eyes, an angel of mercy,” he spoke as forthrightly as he smiled broadly.
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Relieved by the bluster and exaggeration, Edwin unconsciously flashed his
dazzling blue eyes at the old man’s less remarkable grayish ones and replied
modestly, “Well, sir, I’m not sure about that.”
“None of that now, dear boy. You call me Dalton. We’re going to be friends
and friends aren’t so formal, now are they? Here, let me hug you. There’s a
good lad. My, what a lovely armful you make. I wish I could kiss you, but I
daren’t.”
If Edwin had ever been greeted in such a fashion, he would have remembered it.
The living room into which he was shown from the hallway looked comfortable. There was a brightly colored, leafy chintz-covered sofa, mahogany
end tables with porcelain lamps in blue-and-white, red-upholstered chairs
across from a coffee table loaded with books and magazines, on the floor an
oriental carpet of intricate, multicolored design against a blue background,
framed Japanese prints on the walls, straight hanging, raw silk drapes in a
golden hue over the windows, and an ample brass chandelier of antique design overhead. He spotted a dining room beyond and noticed there a large
circular table with chairs and some carved, painted masks from the Far East
hanging on its wall. Edwin settled himself on the sofa and looked up at his
curious host.
Dalton asked, “As an ice-breaker, may I offer you some coffee or tea? Hot or
iced? A glass of milk? I have no idea what a young person drinks at time like
this.”
Edwin’s answer was amusing, “Nothing, thank you. A young person might
be nervous and want to know why he’s here.” Feeling plucky in Dalton’s lively
presence, he continued, “George told me to help you but I don’t know exactly
how.”
Dalton pulled up a side chair and sat close to Edwin.
“Start by telling me how you became involved with George. Rumor has
it there’s a jolly good story behind that. I’d kill to know the details.” It was a
ruse, of course. Dalton knew from George and Roger and Tom. He wanted to
get the boy to talk. “I’m so decrepit that I’m not sure what I remember about
it. One should always go to the source for accurate information, shouldn’t
one?”
With only a bit of additional prompting, Edwin related the tale in outline.
Parts he was doubtful about telling he skirted. Mention of his efforts at drawing and painting and of interest in great works by old masters were attempts
at sidetracking which Dalton caught onto immediately.
“My dear, this afternoon is too short for all that. Stick to the personal side.
That’s what I want to know about. That’s how you’ll convince me to trust
you. Please put your trust in me. How on earth did George Tanner, whom I’ve
known for some years, get you in his bed? And how did you survive it? How
have you managed to keep him interested in you? He’s a one-time partner.
Everybody knows that who knows him. Yet, you’ve had him to yourself for—
what is it—two months? Do you have a secret? And how has your anatomy
held up? That’s what I need to know.”
Edwin began snickering at the first question. By the last, belly laughter
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shook him all over. One foot was kicking the floor quite unceremoniously. He
was unglued, so to say.
“Why you obnoxious brat, you dare mock a distinguished man who is concerned for…well, for your welfare!”
It sounded—what was Aunt Aggie’s word for that?—uppity.
Edwin convulsed further, hardly being able to catch his breath. So far in
his stay in Chicago nothing had been so funny. He certainly couldn’t speak.
Then Dalton made it worse by patting him on the shoulder, “Now, now, poor
baby, can I get you something to calm you down—Xanax, perhaps? A Valium?
A dildo?”
Edwin’s high treble had rarely been ventured into since his voice changed,
but the frantic giggles had risen there. He curled up, a ball of legs and arms,
away from Dalton who then rubbed the cleft of his butt with one finger
through the neatly pressed slacks. At that, the boy sat bolt upright, red-faced,
gasping for air.
“You really know how to get to me, you…”—he searched for a word his
aunt used—“you old rascal!”
Dalton pursed his lips the way a chimpanzee might and said, appreciating
the use of a noun he thought highly appropriate for him, “I’m rather good at
what I do. That was an example of applied scientific method. I got directly to
the bottom line.”
As Edwin started to laugh again, Dalton grabbed him by an arm and
dragged the weakened kid over his lap, put one hand on the boy’s shoulder
and brought the other down with a smart smack on the twin spheres. He was
rewarded by a quieter demeanor and a wriggle.
“You can spank me, if you want to.”
That little statement caused Dalton’s crotch a twitch. Edwin felt it. He also
felt himself being lifted into the big man’s lap. Before he could take stock of
the new position, he was encircled by arms far stronger than he could have
imagined.
Dalton stared at him, his face not six inches away. “You are the most wonderful lad in the world.” He kissed the startled boy on the lips. “George Tanner
doesn’t deserve you.” He kissed Edwin again. That time, Edwin kissed back
so, so sweetly. Incredulous, Dalton found it hard to believe that such a young
beauty would do that with a man more than four times his age. He held their
mouths lightly together and opened his lips a fraction. Edwin opened his
even further. Dalton’s tongue was being invited to enter. The gentleness of
what followed—there was no demand to it—proved a moment of exquisite
tranquility for both.
Then Dalton abruptly stood up. Edwin almost fell to the floor.
“What are you, an angel from heaven or an imp of the perverse? Is that
how you got George?”
Confused, Edwin said meekly, “Nobody’s ever kissed me like that. It was
the nicest thing. George can be really mean.”
Why, he’s about to cry. Something’s really tearing him apart. He wasn’t coming
on to me. My god, he was reacting to me.
Unlike the Malays he had played with twenty years earlier and who had
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grown to middle age alongside the spunky Terry Lee, and who still entertained
Dalton in and out of bed as recently as his eightieth birthday festivities, this
was a an eighteen-year-old occidental. Who would have thought he had no
prejudice against kissing a man so much his senior?
“You’re upset.” His thoughts flew from one possibility to another as he considered what to do next. “Let’s let you lie down.”
There was neither reluctance nor resistance as the boy was led up to a bedroom, not a secret room as in Paris, but an ordinary one where the only things
he saw against the stream of daylight from two windows were a double bed
and fluffed pillows. No worry betrayed his calm. He was not crying. He was
waiting to see what would happen. Edwin was like that, newly prepared to
flow like a river. Hassan had told him to be that way unless he faced danger.
Where was danger in this?
Dalton plumped two pillows together for himself and beckoned to Edwin
from the other side of the bed. Without hesitancy, the boy lay back against the
old man’s chest. An arm found its way protectively behind the downy neck
to reach the boy’s side and to cant him close. Such repose opened the locks
which held Edwin so much to himself.
All Dalton said was, “Tell me about yourself.”
If the opening was a bit hesitant—with a few scattered sentences about
being in Paris, being introduced to the Art Institute, about trying to draw,
to paint essentially on his own—then what eventually came through, nurtured by tiny kisses to his hairline and encouraging hugs, was a story dissimilar to any in the aged sociologist’s previous encounters over more than sixty
years. The prompt came when Dalton’s fingers drifted over Edwin’s shirt and
touched, through its cotton, a nipple.
“That’s really sore.”
“Why so?”
“George has been putting suction cups on me there,” he confessed. “They
were on me last night. He never took them off. One came loose as I slept. The
one that stayed on all night bruised me, I think.”
“May I look?” There was concern in the man’s quiet request.
Edwin slipped from the bed, removed his shirt and stood for a brief moment in the sunlight, his distended nipple and swollen aureole casting a shadow across his chest. Dalton was glad not to have immediately said what came
to his mind, for Edwin took off his shoes and socks, opened his belt, dropped
his pants, and removed his briefs. He was revealed to the man’s gaze.
“You may look at all of me.”
Nonplussed, Dalton stood up and removed his clothes—entirely.
“And you may look at me.”
I’ll call his bluff.
They regarded one another. About what his eyes took in, the boy said nothing.
The man is really big down there. He could be bigger than George. I’ve had eggs
for breakfast that were the size of his balls.
Dalton grabbed the pillows and drew back the bedding. He was rewarded
by the boy lying back to be embraced again. Then Edwin started to talk.
When he was ten, his Aunt Agatha took him in after the automobile crash
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which he survived but which killed his mother and father. He could remember nothing before that, nor the accident itself.
“I think I was so fragile, maybe damaged—I don’t know—that my aunt
schooled me at home up through the ninth grade. She looked after me. She is
my only relative. The courts awarded her custody. From her, I learned everything until I went to high school.”
Waiting a moment to gather his thoughts, Edwin went on, “It wasn’t easy. I
didn’t know anybody my own age but I had been taught to face new situations
with curiosity. She never made me deal with the problem of my amnesia after
I had a bad, bad reaction to a child psychologist which the courts made me
see. I don’t remember anything about that. Our next-door neighbors helped
a lot, Erich and Anne. He teaches history at the high school and she’s a counselor. The Wolfes. They convinced my aunt and me that it would beneficial
to get out of the house and to lead a less sheltered life while I was growing.”
Dalton sensed reluctance to continue, so he kissed the boy again and said,
“Yes, precious?”
“They knew George. He was Erich’s roommate in college. My talent, if you
can call it that, for art is what led to George. You asked about that. We had
a trip with some of my classmates to the Art Institute. He gave the tour. He
knew more about art than anyone I’d ever met. I wanted to learn more, especially about how things that are very old and very beautiful are restored. It’s
what I want to do for my career.”
“Then you must,” the man assured him. Something’s blocking him from mentioning sex. Yet, he’s naked in my arms, backed up against me. Sex isn’t on his mind.
Or he’s leaving it out for some reason. Other thoughts crowded Dalton’s mind.
He closed his eyes.
They were content to rest there, on Dalton’s bed, for a while. Edwin wondered whether Dalton might be slumbering. He angled his head to see, and
met those soft lips again, kissing his.
This is the nicest man in the world. I’m going to kiss him back!
With a sudden roll, Edwin was on top of the warm old man, readjusting the
covers as he shifted position. His tongue dove between Dalton’s lips expecting
to be met differently, but the man’s own tongue wormed beneath Edwin’s to
tickle the soft tissues underneath. Salivation occurred spontaneously. Dalton
sucked it in. The boy’s penis stirred. It pressed into the sponginess of Dalton’s
own, once-popular part. With one hand holding the lovely boy in place and
the other stroking down his spine to reach what he regarded as the “promised
land.” Dalton located the cleft and ran his fingertips along its curve.
He’s getting harder.
“Should I stop?”
“It’s okay. Would you like to take me?”
“I can’t. I’m too old. My responses to the usual stimuli have been dulled. It
takes something rather special to raise my mast,” he told the boy.
“I want to be special in every way. That’s what George wants me to be. He
calls it ‘satisfactory.’ How can I be satisfactory for you? Tell me, Dalton.”
“No. You wouldn’t be able to do it.”
The way he said it touched Edwin. “But I want to. You would make me feel
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better. George hurt me last night. It aches inside. If you massage me there, as
gentle as you are, you’ll rub out the soreness.”
Was he raped?
“Will my fingers suffice?” Dalton’s question made an implicit offer.
Edwin’s reply was mumbled into the man’s neck, “Won’t reach far enough.”
“I’ll massage you outside.” From a nearby drawer, Dalton produced a tube
of Aquaphor. “You stay where you are and kiss me some more.”
Initially, the single fingertip that dabbed some of the ointment to the mistreated site could scarcely be noticed. It merely tapped delicately in one spot,
intriguing Edwin. Moving counterclockwise and loaded with another peasized dot of the balm, it moved slightly to the side and lightly dabbed there.
The touch was so subtle that the boy could barely feel it. He wanted to feel
it. He tautened his cheeks as though trying to capture the finger, but Dalton
would have none of that. Without a word, he repeated his application with a
fresh dot a bit further along the puffy rim’s circumference and continued in
this way, moving around the circle.
In his desire, Edwin came slightly to his knees so that his bottom opened
further to Dalton’s intoxicating touches and his mouth could find one of
the man’s nipples in its nest of silver hairs. There, as Dalton dotted his path
around the imaginary clock face of the boy’s sphincter, Edwin touched his
tongue, later his lips, to the pink nub and nibbled at it with the same finesse
he was experiencing. The man obviously loved this attention. He shivered all
over, especially his crotch. What’s going on?
Edwin let his weight sink into Dalton’s more ample body in a state of total,
relaxed trust. At the touch of two fingertips moving the application from the
outer rim toward the center with snail-like slowness, Edwin brought his lips
and tongue into play as if a baby were nursing the teat.
Is he in regression? Does he do this with George? I doubt it. Fabulous. George
would slap his face away from one of his nipples. By god, it feels good. I could respond
to more of this. This Edwin is fantastic.
“Edwin,” he said very softly, “turn around so that you are facing my feet. I
want to see the salve I’ve put on you.”
The new position gave Edwin a direct view of Dalton’s privates. Does he
want me to suck that? It’s so huge. The foreskin is long, too. As he mulled over
whether to do anything at all, two thumbs rotated the medication over the
area as if in kindness. George used to use his thumbs on me like that, only not
so patiently. This is… nice. Had anyone been able to see Edwin’s face then, its
smile arced like one by Leonardo. Had Edwin known how it appeared, he
would have been even happier.
Whole minutes rolled by in silence as the ever so delicate massage continued. Edwin’s backside, which was directly in front of Dalton’s eyes, began to
develop its uncanny radiance. Dalton saw for himself the very phenomenon
of blush which George had described and which had been disbelieved by the
scientist. Since it was true, the boy’s unusually responsive body must be signaling its desire for penetration.
“Edwin, listen closely to what I’m going to tell you. It takes a deep throat
choking on me to generate my erection. If you want to try—because you want
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me inside you—then take it easy. Work it in gradually. Get used to it while it’s
flaccid. If you can, and when you are ready to, take a big breath, extend your
tongue as far as you can and swallow. Keep swallowing. Make a rhythm of it.
Do it so quickly that your throat can’t eject it. Your mind needs to say that
you want it, that you are happy to be unable to breathe, that my cock belongs
there for as long as it takes. If you do, I’ll respond, start to swell. When you
are about to see stars because you think you’ll pass out, I’ll know and will
withdraw, and will be ready to enter again as you’re recovering your breath.
You can do this, if you want. Men in the Orient are able to and some of them
are physically smaller than you. If you can’t, then don’t worry. Go for it only
if you have the confidence in yourself.”
I wonder how experienced he is in oral sex. Guess I’ll find out.
Edwin wrapped his tongue around the ample foreskin, testing himself before using his lips. Remembering Hassan’s instruction to try to free the head
of a phallus with his lips in order to stimulate it, he found that it was too soft
and too large; it had to be taken in to be worked there. With his mouth full,
he tried to flatten his tongue, but could not. The effort netted the secretion
of additional saliva. He swallowed against the urge to gag. His chin, several
inches from touching Dalton’s silvery pubic hair, quivered.
I want him to get hard. It ought to go in smoothly, my throat is all lined up the
way Hassan said it should be. I can do this.
Suddenly remembering The Little Engine That Could, a childhood story
his parents had told him—A memory from before!—Edwin knew that he could.
Elation raised his spirits and determination took over. He filled his lungs three
times through his nose and began swallowing. Miraculously, his tongue relaxed. The great meatus flowed over its bumpy surface and into Edwin’s gobbling throat. He swallowed and swallowed to fight his reflexes. With each contraction of throat muscles, Dalton felt himself expanding, stretching Edwin’s
throat, as it did most throats, abnormally. Edwin’s face had turned bright red
in the absence of fresh air. His lungs were demanding release of their exhausted burden. His sight began to dim. Little pinpricks of colored light sparkled
in the oncoming blackness. He neither panicked nor pulled away, but seemed
to meld with the now rigid thing lodged so far within him. He was losing
consciousness.
Then he began to breathe again, sucking for fresh air the way a person who
has almost drowned does when his lungs are reopened. Awareness crept over
him. Looking up from his prone position, he could see the head of Dalton’s
bed. There was no pillow there. Where was the man who…?
Those aren’t my arms, they’re his. He’s—in me! It’s like a hot log. I can’t move.
“Ah, there you are, my precious, precious angel. You brought me to life,
and now I can do for you what you need. Shhh…. Don’t speak. Wait until you
adjust. You weren’t even aware when I took my place. I may have injected a
lot of lubricant into you but the way you parted for me—it was completely
natural. You, you teenage darling, have managed what few men on earth have
managed so well.”
They waited.
Dalton knew what he would do.
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Edwin, whose head was whirling with the compliments, wondered, What
will it be like? At least, he won’t try to hurt me. He’s so sweet. He’s so heavy. Maybe
he’s so old that he won’t be able…. Oh, my goodness, he’s starting. It’s so tight in
there, he could pull my guts out.
Young Edwin at first had no idea what exactly was happening. There was
movement, yes, but no friction. Undulant movement, hardly detectable but
increasing. He was aware that Dalton was propped above him, elbows down
against his sides, hands holding his shoulders from underneath.
If he rams me the way George did, he could tear me up. He’s hitting something.
Daring to speak, Edwin said between gasps at the rising tide of feeling,
“You’re bumping into something.”
“Just a bit of grit.”
Edwin was mortified. I’m not clean for him! How can I apologize?
“Shhh…. Don’t worry. It washes off. Now you just let me take over. When
I’m as roused as this—and you’ve done that for me—I can send you someplace
you’ve never been. Receive, Edwin. Receive.”
Curiosity at the strange motion stroking his interior so smoothly that
nothing seemed to drag in either direction caused Edwin to seek the place at
which Dalton’s body conjoined with his own. His fingers discovered rigidity
beneath both a condom and thick, wrinkled skin which it sheathed. Although
rooted in the soil at its tip, the shaft traveled back and forth within its own
cushioned cover, never abandoning the narrow tunnel, keeping it filled, massaging away the trauma of the night before. Satisfied, Edwin yielded in bliss
to the unusual tactility.
Perceiving the change in his subject’s body, the acceptance and appreciation somatically, Dalton ratcheted himself with unvoiced enthusiasm into
somewhat more lengthy drives. A groan of amazement issued from Edwin.
No more an inch or two, but three, four and five, Edwin guessed. Lubricated
during the earlier moments of black-out, Edwin’s rectal canal now drifted
slightly with the pushes and pulls. Nerve endings in its band-like sphincter
muscles bombarded the boy’s consciousness with messages of joy. So great was
the pulsating sensuality mounting within him that Edwin felt the onset of a
new orgasm—in the rectal muscles themselves. As the feeling swept from that
area throughout his flattened body, Edwin began to perspire. He shook with
a response beyond his control. Helpless in a way entirely new to him, the boy
entered a timeless nowhere in the realm of sensations.
Because there was no discharge, his rock hard penis remained dry against
his stomach and the bed sheet beneath. The aliveness of the moment was given no chance to ebb, for Dalton added another inch to his strokes, and another, as he flowed to and fro eliciting tiny moans which, with the rise of another
anal orgasm, melded into a continuous sound lasting as long as each measured
breath the boy took. And that became still more extraordinary as the feeling
welled up again. Dalton’s stomach dropped repeatedly into the growing pool
of perspiration in the small of Edwin’s back. Both heard it. Again, there was
no ejaculation. The most intense experience of the eighteen-year-old’s life did
not crest until Dalton angled himself from the outer clasping ring of muscle
into the boy’s prostate to bottom out resolutely in the remotest depth anyone
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had ever reached. In this manner, he charged back and forth to Edwin’s wail
and ecstatic, copious spew. Quivers of pleasure surged through the boy until
he had nothing left—except what lay heavily inside.
Keeping the connection, Dalton rolled them to the side so that they could
cool down. Every minute or so, he would stir Edwin with a deep stroke as if to
say, “I am still here, firm as ever.”
Indeed he was.
Dalton had not mentioned that, once aroused and as long as he was in
someone this way, his erection would last.
We’ll see how he likes it.
A pillow was tucked under the boy’s sopping wet head and one under his
own.
When he thought that he might be understood, Dalton said, “Welcome
to tantric sex, Edwin. You’ve met erotic consciousness on a high level. This
is what I began to teach my friend Salil in Malaysia many years ago, what I
led him into total compliance with on later trips, and what he wants me to
teach his son, Afzal. It’s the letting go of ego and the accessing of a realm of
sensuality hardly known in our up-tight society. What did you think of it?”
Edwin answered by skewering himself against Dalton’s pubic bone. Another time, he’d ask about “tantric.” I would happily live this way, he seemed
to say. No words came out. Dalton remained silent. Edwin pushed back once
more and rotated his pelvis as if on an axle. He tried to milk the great phallus
but his muscles—after the battering they had taken under George and their
dilation during this epic encounter—could not be called upon.
“Now you must tell me,” the man coaxed, “how you developed such remarkable ability to cope with a man in your butt.”
Fearing another attack of mirth such as had occurred downstairs, Edwin
tried to deflect the question with, “I’m not supposed to use words like that.
George won’t let me. Please, can we do it again?” He settled himself thoroughly, in hope.
“Perhaps.” Dalton backed his hips away and moved a millimeter or two
forward. “Like this?”
Edwin twisted his head and merely looked up. “No. This!”—fucking himself on the powerfully firm shaft so urgently that Dalton could only stop him
by resuming their former position with a lunge that flattened Edwin onto his
stomach and knocked the air out of his chest.
Lying heavily on the slim form which he had successfully immobilized,
Dalton spoke directly into its ear, “Talk. Answer my question. I want to
know—exactly.”
The tale was told rather breathlessly of George’s fingers, his “toys” in graduated sizes, his penis, his requirements, his disciplinary actions—spankings and
uses of the belt. It included such details as the specially made “inserts” for their
trip abroad and the instructional times at Duane Wilderforce’s house with his
new friend Hassan. Anyone except Dalton Brawne might have fallen for it.
“That was interesting,” he said, recommencing their copulation, then stopping. “But what about your peers in high school? Didn’t you ‘play’ with some
of them?”
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“No. I never did anything with other kids. Now, please, some more.”
Dalton obliged, not very actively. “I don’t believe that George alone is responsible for your state of readiness.”
There were secrets to keep, Edwin knew, and times to fib. This was one of
those, but his mind was blurry with the way his body still resonated in the
aftermath of the sequence of orgasms Dalton had given him. To him it was
the glow of embers after a great conflagration. He fought the wish to have the
fire break out again, even if there was nothing left to burn.
Since meeting George and becoming more verbally outgoing than his acquaintances in high school could have dreamed, Edwin had gained confidence about formulating the outward expression of his ideas. He had passed
muster with the ever-critical George many times in situations involving the
perception of art. That had been a responsibility which, as he progressed,
pleased the boy. But George almost never had required of him either specific
information about his past or interpretive remarks about their sexual bouts.
The latter had simply taken place. Both reached climax virtually every time.
Except when fretting about George, Edwin had concentrated on his ad hoc art
studies which, as contrived, had to result in spoken summaries. He had been
made to look, to read, to infer, to deduce and to draw conclusions—but never
about the acts or aftermaths of their physical encounters. Nor had anyone
other than his Aunt Agatha been privy to direct accounts of those encounters.
Pressure of the moment, in more ways than one, was being put upon him
to divulge information that he should not. There had to be a strategy.
“Dalton, you’re squashing me. Listen, please: Basically, I’ve never had sex
with anybody. A few people have had sex in me. George has had more of it
than anyone so far. I can’t tell you anything else.”
“I thought you wanted more of me. Had you rather I vacate the premises,
you impudent thing?”
An answer was given no chance. Dalton began a reprise of his initial motions, sliding himself within his own skin and its condom—the quality of
movement that had so soothed the boy in the first place. By lifting his shoulders off the boy’s torso as he pumped away, Edwin could breathe more easily
and think more readily. Between strokes received, he tried to speak.
“You already know…everything about me…that you need to know, don’t you?
…Oh, that feels so good…. I thought you wanted…to ask me about that boy from
Malaysia…. It does feel good…. You are the best, Dalton…. You are the best.”
The rhythm persisted without a word from its initiator.
Edwin ventured further, “Tell me how you handled…the situation…with
your friend Salil…in the beginning. Maybe that’s the way…to handle his son.”
“No,” said Dalton, who stopped. “We were with Terry, whom you’ll meet. I
dealt with Salil’s front; he dealt with the rear. A singular event about twenty
years ago. After I left, Terry found Salil, who had disappeared, and became active with him. Later, together with my friend Stephen, whom you’ll also meet,
Terry staged threesomes with Salil. By the time I went back to Penang Island,
where they all lived, Salil had been—shall I say?—stretched. With some effort
on both our parts—his particularly—I was able to give him experiences such
as you have had today. He has loved me ever since.”
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“He could swallow you?”
“Not that first time. It wasn’t necessary back then for me. I was only sixty.
Later, he became deft at it because it made him proud.”
With Edwin fastened where he was, the duo discussed reasons why neither Terry nor Stephen could tackle the problem under discussion, why Salil
thought it improper for him as a parent and never as a perpetrator of sex with
anyone in the family but his wife, why a collaborator thus was needed, a partner in effect whose penis would not cause harm to a novice. At that, Edwin
emphatically denied such capability. He thought. He needed more time to
work with the idea that was forming.
Rearing back, he cajoled, “Some more, please Dalton, and I’ll tell you a
solution.”
He got what he asked for.
Dalton got in exchange a plan.
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Much Ado About Something.
MICHAEL RUBBO

37 TREYDON HULLABALOO
A message from Agatha on Anne’s answering machine sent the woman flying
next door, past the hollyhocks and hydrangeas. Over ever-offered sweet iced
tea, she listened to a summation of Edwin’s most recent call, clucking appropriately and vowing to repeat every detail to husband Erich when he got
home.
If he wants to hear it, he’ll do what I want.
It seemed that “George got rid of Young Edwin yesterday by sending him
over to the home of a certain Dr. Dalton Brawne. This Dr. B-R-A-W-N-E, a famous sociologist or anthropologist or something like that—if you can believe
it, eighty years old—screwed the hell out of him in some new way, wanting
his complicity in the seduction of a young man coming from Malaysia of all
places. How this related to his study of art was not for me to ask.”
There was more to tell.
“In Paris, some rich guy who is keeping a Moroccan boy of sixteen—amazing, no?—collaborated with George in getting Young Edwin into oral sex. He
said Young Edwin needed to know how. Made no sense. He did not like it. Said
it was not natural for him. Anyway, guess-who told the anthropologist guy—
or sociologist or whatever—that those two from Paris were coming to Chicago
about the same time the Malaysian was and that he could get the Moroccan
to do the deed—an idea so hot that the old guy banged Young Edwin blind
a second time. On his back then, with his legs up. First time was face down.
Apparently, it was what ‘their’ Edwin called a ‘tran-scen-dental experience.’”
She joked, “I’m not sure about the ‘dental part.’”
But there was yet more.
“When Young Edwin opened the door at George’s after his taxi ride back,
he realized there was a scene going on in the bedroom. He listened to flesh being whacked and bedsprings squeaking—and went to sleep in the other room,
the guest room. George did not know he’d returned so, when the other man
left, George called Brawne to find out if Young Edwin was still at his place.
He was pissed when he thought, hotheaded as ever, that Young Edwin was
somehow spending the night with someone else. There was no one he could
think of that Edwin knew except a gay couple who work at the Art Institute,
so he called them! No dice. They were packing for their vacation and didn’t
even ask George about Paris. What hoopla. Then he was worried. Went to bed
in a funk. It never occurred to him to look in the guestroom where Edwin
had”—she searched for word that young people use—‘crashed.’
“This morning, while George was doing his exercises, Young Edwin walked
in and told him he hoped he had had a good time because he sure had made a
lot of noise. Who could imagine that? It worked out really well. ‘Dear’ George
was so chagrined that he did not even ask what had gone on at Brawne’s
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house, what they had eaten for supper, what they had discussed, not even
what time Young Edwin got home. He bolted down his breakfast and made a
break for the office. They’ll be talking about it tonight.
“Wait,” the narrator interjected as her guest started to say something. Eyes
rolled to the ceiling and her head canted to one side, she added, “They’re expecting me for dinner Saturday. Going to cook it themselves. That’s okay,” she
laughed, “but it’s not the best part. Our clever boy has invited Dr. Brawne to
join the party but he hasn’t told that to George. I can’t wait.”
“Aggie dear,” piped Anne, “do you mean that George doesn’t know about
Dr. Brawne screwing your nephew?”
“My nephew knows that George screwed somebody! George knows nothing about what went on at Brawne’s, at least not so far. There’s an advantage
in that, isn’t there? Mr. George Tanner and Dr. Dalton Brawne have some sort
of long-term friendship, which I don’t understand, but Young Edwin doubts
that Brawne, who now adores him, will tell George the whole story. Tell you
one thing, as I read between the lines of what I was told, our boy might just
be in love or something like that—for the first time in his life—with someone:
Dr. Brawne!”
“My, my, that would mess up the plan, wouldn’t it?” Distress showed in
Anne’s rising voice. “You’ve got to go to Chicago for sure, to get things back
on track.”
Agatha peered directly at Anne, “I will go, and I’ll spend the night with
them in their very guestroom. Ought to be interesting, don’t you agree?
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Any fool can know. The point is to understand.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

38 AT HOME AND IN THE GALLERIES
Unknown to the man fitting a key—not the right one, it turned out—into the
door of his apartment was the number of telephone calls and e-mails which had
circulated all day among certain dwellings in Oak Park (Illinois), Paris (France)
and George Town (Penang Island, West Malaysia) concerning travel plans. He was
aware of two circumstances—being fatigued to the point of selecting a wrong key
and sensing an aroma of good food on the other side of his door.
To his pleasant surprise, it was supper prepared by his teen-in-residence.
Lobster bisque, if he were not mistaken.
“Hello, George. I’m trying to make a semblance of that soup we had in Paris,” Edwin’s voice came from the kitchen. “It will be ready in a little while.”
His blondish head appeared around the door. “Why don’t you take a shower?
You look rather beat.”
Startled by the nervy greeting, his appetite aroused by the wafting scent
of vegetables, thyme and saffron cooking with lobster, George managed not
to sound rattled. “Thank you, I will,” he said and went directly to strip. He
realized that he was doing the bidding of an eighteen-year-old who ought to
be mad at him. The thoughtfulness struck him as welcome.
His day had started badly with a desultory staff meeting of department
heads and curators chaired poorly by the museum’s assistant director. Trying
to show that he’s in charge while the director’s away. Due to vacations, more than
half of the usual personnel were missing—including the docents’ representative. There was nothing new to be discussed, the entire season’s exhibits and
programs having been set long ago. No changes announced, it wasted an hour
of people’s time. A meeting for the purpose of having a meeting. Correspondence,
some on paper but most via e-mails, took the rest of the morning tediously.
After an unsatisfying fast-food lunch, there was a call from the information
desk: someone was needed to take a group of tourists around the American
Art Before 1900 gallery and the Sculpture Court at three-thirty. Nothing else
was open due to Summer hours. The request had been overlooked although
it had come a month ago from a travel agent substantial enough to be on the
board. By an accident in scheduling, there was no one on hand except the
Curator of Education to whom the honor, thus, fell.
Moments of this sort drove George Tanner up the proverbial wall. They happened too often. Worse, those were not his favorite parts of the Art Institute’s collection. He had to put aside his intended long-range planning and walk through
the Gallery and the Court to refresh his memory about the best pieces to use. It
wrecked the afternoon because it intruded on his intentions, because not to do
it with apparent cheer would reflect poorly on his department, and because the
tour group he led around seemed tired and only slightly interested no matter how
upbeat he tried to be. Dismal experiences. And, due to short-staffing, there was
likely more of the same to come in the days ahead.
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Invigorated to a degree by his shower, George’s spirits lifted higher with the
first sip of chilled Chardonnay handed to him by Edwin. “That’s nice.”
“I hope the bisque will be. It’s not the same that we had.” Edwin was showing no signs of concern about anything that had happened before or after he
had been sent to Dalton Brawne’s. He sipped from a glass of Chardonnay as
well.
“I found this recipe on the Internet and thought I could try it. The supermarket had all the ingredients and fresh-baked baguette but I didn’t have
enough money to buy the right sherry, so I got everything else. Saffron’s expensive! Lobster tails, too. Anyway, I remembered your old bottle of cream
sherry—you made a funny face about it once. I used a quarter-cup of that.”
There was enough for each of them to have a large bowlful and all the
crusty bread he wanted. The wine worked agreeably with the preparation’s
richness. From the man’s look as he downed every spoon of it, Edwin knew
he had won the day. He waited expectantly for a compliment. Eventually, he
received two, and a question.
“That’s not bad. You’ve done well. What else did you do today?”
“All the exercises, after you left. I confirmed this Saturday with Aunt Aggie and I asked Dalton to come, too. I thought they might like to know each
other. He accepted and told me to thank you for the invitation.” Going ahead
without waiting for approval, he said, “Then I found this recipe and went
shopping. I did all the exercises again before having a sandwich at noon. The
Mona Lisa book is wonderful but I could only spend about an hour with it because the bisque takes three-and-a-half hours according to the recipe. It took
me four. I’m glad you like it.”
George was considering what to say when the telephone interrupted. Because it was Dalton Brawne, as the caller ID showed, he answered.
Edwin cleared the table and began washing up. He could overhear most of
George’s end of the conversation. A certain amount of banter was involved,
George evidently being in a better mood than when he had arrived. Now and
then, exclamations raised George’s dynamics. Edwin heard his name mentioned. Eventually, the call ended.
“You have been dubbed ‘brilliant,’” his voice preceding George through
the door. “Do you know what’s happening?” He might have been angry, but
if he were, it did not show.
“What?”
“People on both sides of the world are going ahead full-steam on a plot
that you hatched. Duane’s working in overdrive to get a passport for Hassan
so they can be here at the same time as the tourists from Malaysia. Hassan’s
excited because he’s being given a ‘boy’ of his own—your idea, it seems. Why
haven’t you told me any of this?”
The response came out innocently and logically.
“George, you didn’t ask me this morning. You gave me instructions. This
evening, you weren’t inquisitive about yesterday at Dalton’s, so I had no reason to bring it up.” He stopped short of his own omission of any question
concerning how the man had occupied his time during the same period, and
studied George’s face.
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“Well, there’s a cog in the works, young Mr. Match-Maker. It’s not that simple. Those people are also bringing their sixteen-year-old problem child—and
you’ve been nominated as babysitter.
“Me? Where?”
“That’s your problem. I told Dalton that you’d take care of him. They’re
coming next week. You’d better start thinking. Oh yes, there’s something else.
We’re short this week at the Institute. How would you like to be an acting docent, to conduct a tour group tomorrow?”
The latter matter was settled in a hurry of delight, the former needed cogitation. He would discuss it with Dalton.
Aunt Aggie will laugh in my face when I tell her about this. “Boy,” she’ll say, “you
have messed up.”
The door closed to George’s bedroom. Edwin slept in the guest room again.

S

Next morning, George insisted on observing Edwin’s Kegel exercises as
well as the other routine he had devised. There were more repetitions involved with the former than the latter, but the results looked promising. Performing his personal, more prolonged push-ups, sit-ups, and chin-ups using a
bar mounted across the door frame to his utility room suited the man because
he had an admiring audience (of one). After breakfast, before leaving together,
he handed to Edwin the well-known, short, homemade foam rubber insert (a
condom over it) and ordered that it be worn during the boy’s guided tour of
the European Art Galleries.
“It will keep you alert.”
Buoyancy returned to Edwin. The prospect of showing a few people what
he found enthralling about Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century paintings
excited him tremendously. The familiar insert bothered him not at all. At the
museum, he was given a docent’s identification badge to wear on his sport
jacket and was foisted off, thanks to George, on what appeared to be an unsuspecting hodgepodge of little old ladies.
“I am Edwin Owen,” he announced, “and you are?” Mrs. Wilson shook
his hand first. Mrs. Thomas did second. Mrs. Springer. Mrs. Caraway. Miss
Altshuler.
So intent was the light-haired, fair-cheeked, gem-eyed, lithe youth on involving the white, gray, and bluish heads of his open-mouthed audience in
the joys of Classical and Romantic images that he failed to notice their initial skepticism. He merely thought, as had happened with his high school
group during the tour George had given, that everyone was warming to the
art experience. They were, of course, but it went further than that. They were
enchanted. He was so charming, so informed, so keen on responding to their
comments and questions, thus so adorable that, as noon approached and they
reached the wildly wonderful Delacroixs where Edwin ended in a blaze of
inspired commentary, everyone, joined by the hangers-on who had been attracted by the unusual circumstance of a teenager conducting a tour, burst
into applause. About twenty people, it later was approximated.
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Several guards, normally bored by the way most docents handled their
duties, had gathered to shoo out stragglers and to close the Galleries, but they
had been drawn to the phenomenon. Two of them joined in the impromptu
ovation. A third, his disbelief suspended, spoke quietly into his cell phone.
Soon, Assistant Director William Atkinson, he of that dull meeting the day
prior, called the Education Department—George picked up—to ask who on
earth had given the morning tour?
On the spot, the Art Institute’s Curator of Education felt trapped. “Why,
did something go wrong, Bill?” he asked.
“Quite the contrary, it seems to have created a sensation. Not only did one
of the security guards report it to the Information Desk, as I now know, but
I’ve been summoned by Thelma Altshuler—the Thelma Altshuler—to lunch
with her guests, whoever-they-are, at the University Club. She asked for the
Director, but settled for me. So, who was it?
George swallowed. His mind raced. “Was it,” he hesitated, “European Painting?”
“European Painting.”
“Edwin Owen, the young man I’ve been training, did that tour.” He crossed
his fingers. There could be trouble.
“Well, congratulations, I guess. We’ll speak after I get back.”

S

Lunch alone. George wanted to be alone to think about the ramifications
of Edwin’s lunch with those women and Bill, of all people. Lunch by himself—with muddy coffee from a machine and a soggy sandwich from another
vending machine—was not his lot initially.
Jonathan Smyth, the faggy assistant from the library, plunked down at
George’s table and opened with, “Edwin was in this morning, asking for Evelyn. Of course, she’s still on her vacation, so I helped him.”
“With what?” Disdain floated in the air.
“Some references he wanted about some of our pictures. Things he’d read
before you two”—he added emphasis of a sort that George detested—“went…
to…Paris. He was certainly in a hurry. Did you really give him a tour to guide?”
“Yes. So what?”
“George, you needn’t always be on such a high horse with me. I’m an ally.
Anyway,” he leaned close, “I know what you’re up to.” He batted his eyelids.
A steel glint could be perceived in the deepening of George’s baritone, “No,
you don’t.”
Jonathan found himself having lunch alone.

S

After his mid-afternoon conference with William Atkinson and there being no one around in his department to notice his absence, the Curator of
Education left early. Fresh on his mind was the fact that the group of “little
old ladies” which he had not wanted to conduct through a few galleries had
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made a date for the very next morning to return for a tour by Edwin of the
Impressionist holdings. No one else would be acceptable, Bill had reported,
looking hard at George.
And who were they? Miss Altshuler was well known in Chicago as the
standoffish, unmarried heiress to an insurance fortune. She had eluded the
most concerted efforts by the Institute’s development personnel and the director himself for years. Known as a supporter of the Newberry Library and
the Lyric Opera, she had never been lured to the AIC. Her friends were outof-towners: Mrs. J. Irwin Springer, trustee of the Indianapolis Museum of Art,
whose husband had done well in pharmaceuticals (“You should be giving the
tours at our Museum,” she told Edwin after learning he was from the same
state.); Mrs. Marlon Thomas, trustee of the Cincinnati Museum of Art and
collector of modern glass, whose husband owned television stations (“I think
he should be on television.”); Mrs. Carter E. Wilson, board member of the
Cleveland Museum of Art, whose family and that of her husband co-owned
a major brewery (“I love French art. We collect it.”); Mrs. Harold Caraway III,
trustee of Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts, whose husband, from San Francisco,
had served as a board member of the museums there while collecting revenues from oil companies in which he owned stock (“Has he been to Boston?
No? We’ve helped re-do the BMFA. If he comes, we’ll put him up. My husband
would like Edwin.”).
Friends since their years at Chatham Hall, they got together annually, hosting by turns in their respective cities. The group hadn’t been in the Windy
City for four years, of course. Their “last time at the Art Institute had not been
nearly so interesting.”
Atkinson finally finished his cast-list and said, “Your Edwin is a find evidently—smart as a whip, self-effacing, and eager, they say. He speaks well. I’m
impressed. He’s set for tomorrow with them, even though he said in front of
me that he actually doesn’t know much about Impressionism. Wanted to be
sure they didn’t risk wasting their time with him. They weren’t deterred in
the least. Miss Altshuler even said, ‘Let us find out for ourselves.’ She patted
him on the knee! Have you any idea what this might mean for us—long term,
I mean?”
When he arrived at home, George found his much-praised, young, acting-docent sprawled under a sheet on the guestroom bed surrounded by a
copy of the AIC’s Docent Training Program and various art references. Dead
to the world. Evidently he had been cramming for the next day’s tour. Imperceptibly, George felt under the sheet and found that the insert was where he
intended. He left the room in stealth, not wanting to wake Edwin.
After showering, George checked his e-mail. Aside from the usual spam and
ordinary communications, there was a note of appreciation from his Sunday
evening trick. Its call-me-anytime message was immediately deleted. He shut
down the computer and slipped out the door, an idea having popped into his
head to visit a certain gourmet grocery for foie gras, a truffle, a bottle of madeira and a couple of prime steaks. Tournedos Rossini would reward Edwin’s
achievement with the ladies and possibly result in a coupling. I miss that butt.
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The public learned that to appreciate an
Impressionist painting one has to step back
a few yards, and enjoy the miracle of seeing
these puzzling patches suddenly fall into
one place and come to life before our eyes.
ERNST GOMBRICH

39 NEXT DAY
The morning passed eventfully. Once at the Institute, Edwin had headed for
the nearly deserted library where he was greeted by the only person behind
the desk, creepy Jonathan—from the day before. Wanted was some information about the three women whose names were so prominently recognized by
labels in the Impressionist collections—Amy McCormick, Helen Birch Bartlett, and Bertha Palmer. He got what he needed and something that he did
not—Jonathan groped him.
Edwin had been standing beside the man who was bringing up the biographical files on his computer screen when Jonathan reached over and
made an unsubtle effort at diddling him through the front of his trousers.
Edwin merely continued to stand there without saying a word, still as a statue.
“Come on now. Let’s have a little show of gratitude,” the assistant librarian
said as he became bolder in his unwelcome ministrations.
Edwin looked down at the hand. “I will say thank-you when you give me
the printouts. Or do you want me to urinate?”
“Eeiou! No, you horrible thing. Take the printouts.”
“Jonathan, if I tell George about this, he’ll break your wrist or something.”
The effect was electric. The printouts were handed over.
“Thank you.”
Out went Edwin with the information he needed. As he walked, he read,
then deposited the sheets in a trash receptacle. The guards, remembering him
and having been alerted, opened the doors to the galleries to let him choose
the works he would show his brood of ladies.
By the time the group was ushered in, William Atkinson having made a
point of greeting them at the entrance, two of its members waved at Edwin.
The others smiled. Miss Altshuler shook Mr. Atkinson’s hand, “Thank you so
much for squiring us here. We’ll not keep you any further from your work.
Edwin will take care of us.” In other words, the AIC’s Assistant Director was
dismissed.
Taking his cue from the departing figure, Edwin swung into action with,
“There’s a woman over here I want you to meet.” He led them to Mary Cassatt’s The Child’s Bath, oft-reproduced, well-known. “It is fitting that we consider her first,” he leveled his dazzling eyes at theirs, “because she lived in
Chicago at a crucial time, was crucial to the creation of a once-famous wall
painting, and crucial to this entire collection’s origins. She deserves to be
known for more than her acute sensitivity as a painter—maybe the best—of
motherhood. There’s truth here in the mother’s tender regard for the trust158

ing child, truth to the way in which people more than a hundred years ago
bathed. Human truth. The warmth of the water is felt whether we notice it or
not. We understand that they are thinking together, both looking at the little
feet being washed and, possibly, at their own faces reflecting from the ripply
surface. If we blink at it once or twice, we see that the figures are arranged like
those in a Japanese woodblock. Outlines here and here,” he pointed, “contradict the illusion of spatial depth.” His finger moved from the pitcher and basin
to the child and mother, then to the carpet and wallpaper, “Those lines help
the psychological chemistry involved between an illusion of reality and an
artist’s vision. Miss Cassatt has caught us in her canvas’s moment and tapped
our memories of what it feels like to be a baby with a loving mother, of what
it feels like to recognize oriental influence on a western method. While she
achieved something for herself when she realized the painting was finished in
1893, she was already achieving something far more for the city.”
They all looked at each other. Conversation began about Cassatt’s influential role in the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition—she had executed an
unprecedented 58-foot-wide mural triptych for the Women’s Building, an allegorical treatment of the way knowledge could be plucked by girls and women
and turned into Art, Science, Music and Dance, with Fame serving as their
inspiration. The ladies made comments; Edwin offered facts. Stealthily, he
brought out the idea of feminine creativity having been stifled by society. He
touched upon the independence to think for herself that Cassatt owed to her
family’s wealth (from department stores and real estate), and he steered them
to grasp that Cassatt herself had curated the selection of European paintings
shown at the great Expo.
“She’s really a heroine—because she advised people here in Chicago to acquire paintings by her friends and acquaintances at a time when they were
underappreciated in France. See that portrait over there? That’s Amy McCormick, whose family money enabled her to acquire Cezanne’s Bathers, which,”
he pointed again, “is over there. And,” he moved them further, “there’s Mrs.
Potter Palmer, a great leader in our city’s society back then, to whose generosity we owe those Renoirs, those Monets and our wonderful Whistler.”
With Mrs. Caraway on his arm and touching Miss Altshuler on the shoulder, Edwin took the group all over the big space, not stopping at anything for
more than a moment, driving home the role of women in forming the collection. “And Helen Birch Bartlett—where’s she gone?” They roamed further.
“Yes, there she is. Look what we have because of her—four van Goghs! Take
a look at the Self-Portrait. What’s weird about it?—and don’t anybody say the
color. Hint! Look over there and look back at this,” he seemed to be jesting
with them as he indicated the museum’s famous Seurat.
“The dots,” Mrs. Springer said, wanting to be noticed.
“It’s called pointillism, dear,” said Mrs. Wilson, wishing it were she being
touched by the seriously enchanting young man.
Exclaiming over their announcements, Edwin came to new life about the power a great idea from one artist could have on another one, even one as different as
van Gogh. “The Dutchman had so much talent that he could adopt a technique
from someone else and use it to express himself—as himself. There’s more mean159

ing to this one than to most of the other self-portraits he did, although they are
more often reproduced. That’s okay because most people want a one-shot glimpse
of something that has an instant’s worth of something to perceive. You are not
like that, as I learned yesterday. You are interested in actual understanding, and
that’s why I’d like you to come with me out to the center of the room away from
the individual paintings where you can look at anything you want and I’ll tell
you some things that fascinate me about these canvases and the painters who
daubed and smeared them with pigments in oils. Maybe you’ll be fascinated, too.
I want to talk about ideas you might not be familiar with.” All that spilled from
Edwin at a rapid pace, taking his listeners as if by storm, a small one perhaps, but
a storm nonetheless.
As he talked, spinning together a web of perceptions from all the books he
had read so intently the day before, Mesdames Caraway, Springer, Thomas,
and Wilson as well as Miss Altshuler stood facing away like sentinels around
him, their aging eyes and brains aglow with the effort to grasp all the subjects
he touched upon as their vision shifted from one distant work to another. It
seemed as if esthetic philosophy and gestalt psychology had married sociology and history.
“Virtually everything hanging in these galleries was once little more valuable than trash. It had been thrust on the French, rudely they thought, too
fast. Abysmally unfinished stuff. Who did those fools think they were? Did
Western Civilization want a turning point? It already had the untidy Romantics—we looked at some of them yesterday. Their work was at least recognizably art. These weren’t ‘real art.’ That came from the strictures of the Academy
des Beaux-Arts, from the Prix de Rome competitions, from the certitude of
official commissions by the government. ‘Real art’ looked permanent. These
things were its an-ti-the-sis. As photography developed, the realization hit…
that one aspect of painting was ceasing to exist, freeing artists to move in other directions. Photography could freeze an image of anything—in all the details a lens could capture. Interpretation of the visual could move beyond that.
The Impressionists, preceded by some writers I’ve read about—Baudelaire, Verlaine, Rimbaud, Flaubert, Zola (you probably know who they are)—changed
artistic perception and invented new ways to express what they knew. Their
seduction by the senses wasn’t an indulgence but a way of life for their talents. One writer said that poetry should aspire to the quality of music—“La
musique avant toutes choses!” Vagueness became a challenge—because it let
in the viewer’s imagination. The specifics of allegory gave way to metaphor
and simile at first, then to signs for us, for our innermost personal reactions
to whatever might resonate within our memory from times past of the movement of lights and shadows, the shifting of dreams and consciousness, the
aliveness of a moment lost in time but remembered,” he almost panted as the
phrases tumbled out.
Those around him—another crowd had gathered—were stunned by the
flow that Edwin generated, sentences which no one could recall the like of
from any boy fresh out of high school. Projecting his voice as if suddenly
meant for the whole room, his head turned from one side to the other. “Just
look at the biggest Seurat in the world. Take stock of it. Never mind that it’s
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called Post-Impressionistic. Forget that you think you know it. It’s maybe too
familiar. Really hard to see—you know, like the Mona Lisa. Never mind that it
took Seurat nearly three years to paint. Consider how strangely unreal it is—
and not because of the tiny dots or their pseudo-scientific method of breaking
down complex colors. Sunday afternoon in the most popular park in Paris for
the middle class, filled with people and children in their Sunday best, three
dogs and a monkey, a butterfly flitting about, a trumpet player blasting something, two steam-powered boats going in opposite directions. It ought to be
noisy, but it’s silent. So quiet that people whisper in front of it. The colors look
cool, but the place was hot. In Sondheim’s musical based on the painting, one
of the characters trapped in the scene says “It’s hot up here.” We don’t feel it.
But look: seven women have parasols to protect them from the sun. All the
men have hats and most of the ladies. Does it do us any good to count those
things? How about the vertical and horizontal lines? I see at least twenty in
the trees and things at the top and in the reflections. At least fifteen figures
stand rigidly upright. What good is that to know? Those numbers tell us nothing about how anyone feels. Perhaps there’s something anecdotal in the three
women whose heads are slightly bent.”
Everybody looked for those.
“Most of the figures are not engaged in anything. That horizontal wall
across the water and eight exactly horizontal shadows balance the vertical
lines of the trees and people—like Mondrian before Mondrian. Does the balance mean anything? Or does it merely contribute to the effect of stillness,
of quiet which is so unreal for such a place? Talk about unreality, some of the
shadows on the left are angled. If there’s a slope to the grass, Seurat hasn’t
painted it, deliberately, I think. The whole image is deliberate. Nothing’s an
accident. So, what does it really do for us—this great piece of visual fiction?”
Edwin closed his eyes. “It gives us mys-ter-y.”
Unselfconsciously, he glanced around at the expectant faces and posed another rhetorical question, “Can you think of anything between the time of
Leonardo da Vinci and this painting which baffles us so, yet which forces us
to look at it the way the Mona Lisa does?” He waited an instant, then blurted
out, chuckling, “Don’t get snagged on it. Just look at Toulouse-Lautrec’s Moulin
Rouge and that Renoir over there, The Rower’s Lunch (it used to be called). You
can hear those in a way. Smell them. You might not get to know the people in
the Lautrec because everything’s moving so fast, but you could have a conversation with the people in the Renoir. They’re friends like yourselves. Regular
folk. Like Mary Cassatt’s humans. The atmosphere’s real in both, too—artificial light glaring in the Lautrec, natural daylight in the Renoir. One creates
tension in us, the other, relaxation. Colors are apparently moving in their
light—apparitions made visible for us by artists no one wanted. Trash, right?
See the Seurat? It waited nine years before anyone bought it (for a measly eight
hundred francs) and twenty-four years more before anyone wanted it enough
to pay some real money for it—twenty thousand dollars in 1924. Who cared
enough then? Why, Mr. Bartlett, who bought it for his wife and, two years later, gave it to the IAC in her name. The Lautrec was theirs, too. And van Gogh’s
Bedroom. The Renoir belonged to Mrs. Palmer.”
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“Do you all know,” he said to the room, “the Palmer House Hotel?” Of
course they did—all five of his ladies (and some of the other visitors who were
listening). ‘Mrs. Palmer had the taste to collect the Impressionists from her
earliest years. One of her Monets is Stacks of Wheat and we want to look at it,
don’t we? Guards,” he called out, “will you help me funnel everybody over
there?”
Edwin Owen had taken charge.
Not everyone could see the canvas. Heads craned. “Don’t worry,” the sparkling boy said loudly, “if you can’t see this particular one, look at the other
Monet haystacks. There are several of them from other donors. What I want
to say goes with all of them.” The crowd fanned out a bit.
“Excuse me, but it is a crummy subject. A lousy composition. Great effect
of light and shadow, both prismatic, in time. It makes my eyes buzz. You can
practically feel the sun shifting everything. That’s why Monet painted the
same subject over and over at different hours of the day. Get closer and the
surface of any of these canvases reveals a riot of color you don’t notice at a
distance because you’re thinking about a haystack. The pretend-subject hides
the artist’s spectacular expression of light’s components—color!”
He fell silent. Everyone that could approach one of the haystack paintings
did so—to the guards’ concern.
“Not too close,” one cautioned.
“While all those people are distracted,” Edward whispered to his female
quintet, “let’s see a real composition, Degas’ Millinery Shop over there.”
With conspiratorial silence, the little group moved across the gallery to
confront the dark-hued masterwork. “It’s buoyant,” they were told. “The hats
balance on top of their spindly display poles, four of them, each related in
tone and hue to the background, the countertop and the woman’s dress. Flowers, bows, ribbons, one with netting—all at the top of the composition near
the lady’s head and the hat she holds. One’s been discarded on the table near
us and we see why—its blues don’t go with all the rest. Six round forms as
light as balloons near the upper frame and one down at the bottom to anchor
the whole image. This is pictorial magic.” He lowered his voice, “Even if it’s
unfinished—but don’t tell anybody I said that.”
“Why do you think so?” Thelma Altshuler asked under her breath, her thin
lips near Edwin’s ear.
“Shhh,” he whispered coyly. “Look at those streaky curtains—they’ve too
much paint showing. And the orange hat she’s holding—Degas didn’t even
completely paint out his mistaken placement of it. Too high. It made the composition ordinary, predictable, kind of stupid really. Now, now. He knew he’d
made a mistake. And the hat in the middle of the top group—he didn’t even
paint in enough of it to make a hat. It’s a flat nothing. What do you think?”
The question went unanswered because the crowd had found them. Edwin
became nervous, not knowing exactly what to do. He glanced with perplexity
at the nearest guard who picked up on the young man’s signal and came over.
“Ladies and gentlemen, this is a private tour which was specially scheduled
by these ladies. You can sign up for other guided tours at the desk out in the
main lobby. We have gallery talks all the time.”
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“With him?” asked a man’s voice from the back.
Before the guard could reply, a woman in the front plaintively inquired,
“Can’t we just listen?”
Miss Altshuler, never at a loss for words, took a deep breath, held up her
hand, faced the crowd, looked toward the guard, glanced at Edwin, and spoke:
“If it’s all right with Mr. Owen here, my friends and I would be happy to let
you join us. Is that all right, officer?” She smiled.
“Just don’t get too close to the pictures,” he warned. “We could all get in a
lot of trouble.”
Everyone’s eyes went to Edwin. “I don’t have a big voice,” he told them,
“and I wasn’t expecting to speak to a lot of people but, if you want me to, I’ll
try.”
“I can be real quiet,” said a little girl—and everyone laughed. Tension dispelled.
About an hour later and way beyond the period allocated for the tour, Edwin wound up his presentation back in front of the huge Seurat surrounded
by a most orderly mob which was being watched by multiple guards called
from other galleries. In the distance stood William Atkinson and George Tanner, flabbergasted at the applause which followed Edwin’s simple “Thank you
all for listening and caring about our art.”
The previous day’s applause was nothing compared to the veritable wave of
it which echoed through the large space.
“My God, but you’ve done something with that young man,” the Assistant
Director told his Curator of Education. “I wish you could do that with the rest
of the docents.”
Under this breath, George replied, “Edwin’s a special case, Bill. Unique I
think. Maybe a genius. He did what you saw off the top of his head. Almost
none of that is in our manual. PS,” he added, “Edwin doesn’t even like Impressionism, I think.”
“Maybe not, but what I heard sounded like gold. And speaking of gold,
look who’s talking to him and the ladies.” William nudged George’s attention
toward the stately white heads of an older couple who looked like…the chairman of the Institute’s Board and his wife and their two middle-aged sons, the
tycoons who ran their family’s corporations. “The Bradshaws! What are they
doing here? I didn’t know they were coming,” William said with alarm. “We’d
better go over there.”

S

Thus, at lunch in the Garden Café were the eighteen-year-old tour guide,
two museum administrators and, as William Atkinson later put it, “nine
multi-millionaires who fit right in with each other.”
“I don’t really have time to go with you to the University Club again,” Edwin had regretted. “My aunt’s coming to town and I have a lot to do. She’s really important to me. Can we eat someplace quick? I talked too much. Sorry!”
The event was a bit noisy and more fun that most of the participants would
have had elsewhere. Edwin’s ladies brought the Bradshaw family up to date
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on their “discovery” of the young man the day before. Enthusiasm reigned.
George and William were congratulated. Edwin was saluted—with raised
glasses of orange juice, iced tea, soft drinks and tap water—then, before rushing away, was bussed on the cheeks by the ladies and given hearty handshakes
by the men. One of the group slipped a hand into Edwin’s pocket—he wasn’t
sure whose. George wanted to hug him but didn’t.
“Now,” came Thelma’s voice as she eyed William and George and the Bradshaws who knew her well, “since you’re all here, let’s agree to do something
about that boy. We should, don’t you think? My friends and I have an idea
we’d like to share with the rest of you. It involves this institution.”
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Cooking is at once child’s play and adult joy.
And cooking done with care is an act of love.
CRAIG CLAIBORNE

40 AT GEORGE’S
George kept to himself the discussion which followed Edwin’s leave taking
from the Garden Café. Save it for later. Stumped by the turn of events which
had spun from his control, he was uncommonly and uncomfortably unable
to think of how to present an account of it to the young man at its center. He
was not questioned about it either. After congratulating Edwin on the success
of his two tours and receiving thanks of a modest sort, he devoted every free
moment to working with rare collaborative spirit and good humor on the dinner for their two guests. Elated pride George kept to himself.
The apartment had been rendered immaculate, flowers purchased for
the guestroom and dinner table, the menu’s recipes researched and thought
through carefully, the shopping completed. A bottle of the same wine, Château Beauséjour (that they had enjoyed at L’Obé), was procured along with
a reasonable cognac, Courvoisier VS, for the bisque, and a good dry sherry,
Del Duque Amontillado, for the skillet juices of the beef. What had surprised
Edwin, a nondescript Chardonnay (Kendall Jackson) and a large bottle of Coca-Cola—which neither he nor George ever drank—and a small can of pear
nectar. “You’ll see what those are for,” was all that was said.
Their first Paris dinner, as promised, was to be recreated for Agatha and
Dalton: lobster bisque, steak with foie gras and pureed potatoes, and poached
pears. At Edwin’s suggestion, a simple green salad had been added between
the bisque and main course. With the bisque (Edwin’s simple version) and the
beef (George’s version for Edwin) behind them by way of rehearsal in the past,
there was only the matter of dessert. If prepared tonight, it would be ready
tomorrow.
The young man’s eyes bulged as he witnessed what was done with the
four Bosc pears he had peeled carefully: George placed them standing in a
deep pot, then sprinkled them with cinnamon and nutmeg and poured in the
Chardonnay, nectar, and the soda until all were covered. Only four stems protruded beyond the surface. “They will simmer until just tender. After steeping
until tomorrow in the refrigerator, they will have a flavor no one can identify
and which is more delicious than you can imagine. We will keep this preparation a secret until after. Understood?”
“Yes, George.”
Exchanges between the two had been limited to measuring spices, cutting
herbs, mixing ingredients, prioritizing cooking order. There now was time
for another form of conversation. It began over the sandwiches they had for
supper, continued through the washing up, and was taken to the living room
for completion—with George as the initiator.
Via more a series of messages than a real conversation, Edwin, with no expression on his face and no bodily movement, realized that the man who had
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controlled him completely for almost two months now regarded him somewhat differently than before and was having trouble finding words. That, Edwin enjoyed.
Why, he’s capit-u-lating (It was a new word.) about me somehow. He didn’t
know that I could turn into a public speaker, much less a ‘seducer of women.’ I didn’t
either!
“What?” His head drew back astonished, mouth open, brow knit.
“Those women that you had eating out of your hand. Those women have
determined to help with your studies in art, provided that they take place here
and that you be officially employed by the Institute in some special fashion
as an occasional guide or even lecturer. Alfred Bradshaw, Bill Atkinson, that
Altshuler woman, and I are to meet with the Director about it next week when
he gets back to his office. They were”—he hesitated over the word—“‘thunderstruck’ by your knowledge, your originality, and your manner. The Bradshaws,
Edwin, who just happened to be in the museum, were completely captivated
by what you did and by the fact that Thelma Altshuler and her friends are
now focused on supporting you. I think it is apparent that you can write your
own ticket here. There are a lot of details to be worked out since this whole
idea developed fast and is unprecedented. Do you understand what it means?”
“Not exactly,” his voice even. “What do you think it means?” But before
he could receive a reply, Edwin held up his hand (the way his aunt sometimes
did) and asked further, quietly, his gaze directed to the floor, “Does all this
mean that you find me ‘satisfactory?’”
Silence. George blinked away the extra moisture gathering in his eyes, and
swallowed to gain control.
“You have graduated from ‘satisfactory’ to, I suppose, ‘extraordinary,’” he
leveled. You are, if you can stand the phrase, in the driver’s seat.”
Aunt Aggie was right from the beginning.
It was Edwin’s turn to look up at George. “What about us?”
“You know. My arrangement with your aunt is over. It was for one month
and now has become two.”
“What if I don’t want it to be over?” The look on his face is priceless. “Don’t
answer. Let’s go to bed. I want to show you ‘extraordinary.’”
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The telephone is the greatest nuisance among conveniences,
the greatest convenience among nuisances.
ROBERT STAUGHTON LYND

41 TELEPHONE CALLS
Eight o’clock on Saturday morning saw a refreshed Edwin Owen plying his
assigned exercises with a smile on his face. A knowing smile, the sort that
bears evidence of deeply felt, radiant, satisfaction. Behind, in the bedroom
he had abandoned moments before, there continued to repose, deeply somnolent, the fulsome, robust, exhausted body of the forty-five-year-old man
who, the night before, had been made to experience several hours of sexual
activity so “extraordinary” that, as he found himself being brought to orgasm
for the fourth time, gave up and passed out. The marvel of what transpired
had consisted in the younger man’s instantaneous realization that he could
synthesize from the repertoire of physical and psychological experiences he
had had over the Summer, conceive a progressive sequence of actions, and act
upon the ideas with sensual effectiveness as total as that with which he had
conquered his now-important listeners at the Art Institute.
Aunt Aggie’s going to be proud.
It was the familiar aroma of strong coffee from a cup beside his bed that
coaxed George Tanner into groggy consciousness. That and a hand shaking
his shoulder. When his bleary glance met Edwin’s glowing face, he was told
matter-of-factly, “George, it’s eight-thirty. You need to do your exercises.”
Then Edwin disappeared into the guest room, saying breezily, “Oatmeal and
raisins are waiting for you to microwave.”
By the time both routine and breakfast were behind him, George stepped
into a very hot shower, let it stream over his head and shoulders, into his
armpits, down his chest and back, and scrubbed himself with soap. He shaved
and brushed his teeth—all the while endeavoring to piece together the events
of the past two days and nights, and what they meant. Much had changed.
As he toweled off, the telephone rang. He stuck his head out of the door
as Edwin, in t-shirt and shorts, approached, the cordless ’phone in hand. “It’s
Roger. Something’s happened to Tom. He wants you to come over.”
After a few rapid exchanges, George handed the phone back. “I must go.
Tom’s done something foolish. Roger needs me. He doesn’t know what to do. I
don’t know how long I’ll be. Can you handle what needs to be done here? I’m
sure I’ll be back in time for the dinner.”
“Yes, George. Everything’s under control.”
The hidden meaning of that statement was lost as clothes were thrown on
in haste, a look of worry creasing George’s face. After the door shut behind the
departing man, Edwin retrieved the envelope and note which had been thrust
into his pocket during lunch the previous day. He took the hundred-dollar bill
he found there, tucked it into his wallet, and reread the note. Then he placed
the call.
“The Altshuler residence.”
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“Is Miss Altshuler in? This is Edwin Owen.”
“She’s expecting your call, Mr. Owen. One moment, please.”
Edwin’s thanks were appreciated, but small talk was not on the lady’s agenda. She wanted to know how he was. Was he happy at the idea of being helped
toward his education? Did he think he would wish to speak to the public
about art during his time studying it? Who was George Tanner to him? What
did he think of the way the man had handled his work over the Summer?
Could she be introduced to his aunt? Did he know about the meeting at the
Art Institute next week? Had he been invited? She even remembered the mention of his drawings and paintings, and asked if she could see them.
The avalanche of questions phased the boy in no way. So prepared was he
that he could field each inquiry with either simple truth or a semblance of it
that settled matters for the moment. It was with repeated appreciation for the
hundred-dollar tip and for the lady’s wonderful interest that Edwin hung up
the telephone and immediately called, not his aunt, as might be imagined,
but Dalton.
“Of course. Of course,” the old man’s voice chortled at the description of
the time that had passed since they last spoke—every detail. “That’s very
good, my boy. Very good. You’ve got George where you want him, you’ve
scored all the points in the world at the Institute, so that’s not in question,
and tonight’s meal will really bring things to a head. Don’t be concerned
about a thing. I’ll not let on that I know about any of this, of course. Oh, and
yes, I did as you suggested and had a long talk with your aunt yesterday. She’s
a jolly handful! We’re already great friends. You are the biggest thing in her
life. Naturally, you’ll pretend to introduce us. We don’t want George to know.
Are we clear on that?”
“Yes, Dalton. We are. Isn’t this going to be what Aunt Aggie calls ‘a hoot’?”
“Of course. And next week’s going to be, too. Everybody’s arriving—the
French two and the Malaysian six! God knows what exactly will happen, but
there won’t be a dull moment. I’ve had calls with both groups. You’ll be in the
thick of it while George is at work. We’ll figure out the evenings. You’re sure
George is really worn out—that he won’t be after you for a day or two?”
In an unassuming tone, Edwin said, “He’s so sore down there he won’t
want get an erection for maybe a couple of days.” Then, brightening, “We’ll
expect you at six.”
“Hold it, you angel, you devil, or whatever you are! Don’t you hang up
without telling me how your precious backside has come through whatever it
was you did last night.”
“Mmm…uh…. Everything’s still there,” he laughed. “What Hassan and
you taught me and all those exercises I’ve been doing sort of came together.
My bodily cavities are slightly swollen, but good overall, and my nipples are
kind of puffy but I’ll be ready for action in no time—if you and Hassan keep
inspiring me.”
“Bravo! There we have it. A touch of gratitude. That’s nice to hear. Music
to my ears. Now, to that kitchen. Make sure everything’s perfect for tonight.
Grandpa Brawne’s expecting good food and quite a performance, you know.”
“I know. But please hang up, Grandpa, so that I can. Grandpa—indeed.”
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Click.
A cheerful, confident Edwin washed the breakfast items, set the dinner
table, placed cloth napkins over the plates, arranged the flowers, repositioned
the candlesticks, and set a box of matches nearby. I wish we had sterling instead
of stainless steel and better china—like Duane’s. That was something!
In the afternoon, a peanut butter and grape jelly sandwich and glass of
milk filled the gap left by his early breakfast. Edwin checked the guestroom,
then settled onto George’s unmade bed to watch a documentary DVD about
Leonardo—but soon fell asleep. The apartment door closing woke him. It was
four o’clock. George was back. He looked relieved.
“What happened to Tom? Is he all right?”
“That fool took a lot of pills. We crammed our fingers down his throat and
made him puke, then forced a lot of water down him and made him throw up
again. I think we saved him. Idiot! He got it into his head that Roger was being
unfaithful to him somehow and wanted to commit suicide! Stupid! Now he’s
in the hospital. They’re putting him under observation in the psych ward.
And, their vacation is ruined.” George sounded angry. “I wouldn’t blame Roger if he fooled around, but I know he didn’t. If anything, Tom was feeling
guilty and mixed up because he’s the one who strays.”
“How do you know that?”
“I’ll tell you some day. I know of certain times a while back and I imagine,
knowing him, that he’s been doing it again. Him,” he emphasized for the
second time, “I don’t really care about. It’s Roger. He’s very concerned. At his
wit’s end. I’ve got to think how to help him. Right now,” he breathed out, “I’m
bushed. That was some performance last night. Now this today. Let me have a
short nap and I’ll be like new by the time you need me. Say, five-thirty?
“Yes, George.”
He’ll tell me—what? Those are pretty nice guys. Why would they care if one or
the other played around? Like Aunt Aggie’s been saying, I need to learn about personal relations. She must mean emotional attachments like those.
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Our Similarities bring us to a common ground;
Our Differences allow us to be fascinated by each other.
TOM ROBBINS
It takes two to tango.
RONALD REAGAN

42 AN UNLIKELY DUO
Two figures in housecoats hovered over coffee with eggs and croissants, Dalton Brawne and Agatha Cobb. Both had slept late.
“I must say we really put it over on the boys last night, didn’t we?” Agatha
smiled broadly.
“That we did,” Dalton said, nodding approval. “They’re probably still reeling about the way we got on so well from the start, then about your offer to
drive me home and, God help me, about our phone call saying you’d spend
the night with me. That was a coup!”
“You bet. I’ll hear everything from Young Edwin, and you’ll surely get a
call from George the moment he knows I’m back on the road. Here’s my idea:
You surprise George by calling him or, better yet, by sending him an e-mail to
say thanks for the dinner. Wasn’t it just delicious? And wasn’t the apron cute
on Edwin—you know, that French menu thing?”
“…Yes, it was…and I’ll let George know that I was grateful for the chance to
meet you, my dear, even though,” he said aside, “it was our boy’s idea.”
“That’ll throw him a pitch from left field. He’ll be so damned curious he’ll
beg for information. It was really good of you to call me ahead of time.” She
tilted her head the way she always did—Dalton had observed as much in their
time together—when about to say something provocative. “It will serve the
bastard right for being so smug.” Agatha Cobb felt in fine fettle.
“He’s smug, all right, not entirely without cause. But, a bit much every now
and then.”
“My feeling ex-act-ly. Well,” finishing her second cup of coffee, “I’d better
be off. It’s a long drive back to Treydon. I need to get out of town before the
church crowd jams the roads.”
“Can I tell you how much I appreciate understanding what you’ve done
for your nephew?” he said in earnest. “Illegal it may have been under the law;
immoral, too, by some standards. But nobody knows except you, Edwin and,
now, me.”
“And Erich and Anne, of course,” she added.
“Right. Yes, yes. Never mind that. Neither of them, nor Edwin, nor you will
ever tell. Nobody else needs to know,” Dalton told her firmly. “The Edwin of
today’s the product of unbelievably natural, incredibly sensitive intelligence,
and of an upbringing beyond most people’s comprehension. Your conditioning of his inborn inclinations—which I now understand—was unconvention170

al to the nth degree in this part of the world but, oh, so appropriate in his case
anyway.”
“It sure was.” There was no doubt behind her expression. “He appreciates it,
too. My dear Young Edwin knows how intense sex acts to free his mind. His
best art works come after orgasms. Did you know that? Did you see his copy
of that Michelangelo drawing? Looked better than the photo he worked from.
You ought to see all the things on his walls at home. Sex keys his intuitions,
too. Ideas pop into that mind like fireworks after he’s been brought off. He’s
never done it himself, as I told you. You remember: I told you why. His emotions have been sealed since that awful accident. I saw to it that his dependency on me got shared with our neighbors, then passed along to George. Then
Young Edwin found out that Hassan could take him further, which opened
him up, as it turned out, for you. And next week’s visitors can pick up the
thread from here. You’ll get my nephew away from the baby-sitting job won’t
you, so that he can explore the others? The more open relationships he can
have safely, the sooner he’ll get in touch with some deeper, personal feelings.
He’s done that with art, hasn’t he—and moved the hell out of people such as
those rich women?”
“Aggie, let’s have some more coffee. We can’t break this off just yet. My
thoughts need some more time.”
Sitting back at the table, the two imbibed in a fresh pot of Folger’s and another round of piping hot croissants slathered with orange marmalade.
“Aggie, as a scientist, I grasp it all. No need to convince me further. Your
unorthodox method started breaking the shell of his amnesia. It gave him
other points on which to focus his prodigious abilities, and it set an isolated
little lost boy on the path toward an eventually balanced life. His understanding that he needs someone else to excite his talents through sex is already
helping to overcome his social reluctance. You heard George say how Edwin
spoke as if he were the equal of any pro in the art world.” Dalton paused, “Pardon my rambling.”
His opposite’s head cocked in acknowledgement.
“Back to the relationship question. He’s already got a real friend in the slaveboy Hassan. Now me, whom he conquered so recently. I might as well admit
that I love him. I’m ready to provide him with anything in my power, and, next
week, with maybe another friend. He’ll be with Hassan again, too. We have to
see how that plays out. The visit’s only temporary. But,” he said, touching the
knuckles of her hands, “you can rest assured that, with what I know, thanks to
you, and with what’s going to happen at the museum the result of his brilliance
there, Young Edwin’s on the verge of setting more than beds on fire.”
Venturing on, eyebrows raised characteristically and hands holding Agatha’s across the table, Dalton said, “Dare I predict a day to come when Edwin’s
escalating prowess may let him lead advanced thinking about art’s meaning
outside the narrow world of museums and galleries and private collections,
beyond present theories of teaching—by drawing people inside the images
to find out how they change our lives. I’m joining his teaching team with
George, whom I can control. He will provide more for Edwin now than the
occasional smack of discipline and a roll in the hay.”
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“Dalton,” she said, concerned, “keep an eye on my boy. I don’t mean a
scientific one. Young Edwin’s not a specimen. He’s not a trophy. He’s living
flesh and blood on the verge of becoming himself. He’s vulnerable in ways
you can’t know. I don’t mean in a sexual sense. Believe me when I tell you
that, where sex is concerned, he’s about invincible. Already a young champion, if you will. He needs to be able to love—probably not George. He’s too
narcissistic.”
“Dear, I’ve known the man for nearly a decade. Under George’s surface
certainly there’s a fair amount of hidden insecurity, of fear and emptiness.
He doesn’t let himself have many real friends. Edwin’s been his obsession this
Summer. Those two being together has been—in its way—a godsend for them
both. And look how the lad has bloomed! Why, I almost get a nosebleed when
I think of how he made me soar—and I haven’t even heard him talk about art
yet!”
“Really? He said the same thing about you making him soar or something
like that.”
“Are you spelling that s-o-r-e or s-o-a-r?”
They laughed in devious pleasure.
As the lady’s vintage station wagon pulled away from his house, Dalton
stared through the downstairs blinds. His thoughts raced: Hell’s bells, there’s a
book in this, quite a book, if all the details ever could be known. The cunning
of…the coercion of…. Damnedest thing I’ve heard of in decades—and she has no
idea what goes on in the jungles of New Guinea! They could learn a few things from
her….Questions…. So many questions to ask.
The telephone jangled. Looking down at the caller ID and lifting the receiver, the agitated old sociologist answered brightly, “Why, good morning,
George.”
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There are no passengers on spaceship earth.
We are all crew.
MARSHALL MCLUHAN

43 AROUND THE CITY
O’Hare International Airport occupies twenty-two square miles to the Northwest of Chicago. Flights in and out of its major hub connect with the world
in bewildering array. On two—one from San Francisco, the other from Paris—there arrived within hours of each other a party of six and another of
two, both parties anticipating with slightly different expectations the days to
come.
Closer to the center of the big city, on the near Northside in the neighborhood called the Gold Coast, a mid-morning coffee klatch at the grand old Altshuler home was over. Its constituents had been the hostess, the indomitable
Thelma, her former quite proper classmates, and the equally straight-backed
Emily Bradshaw. All six had agreed that “an alignment of heavenly bodies”—
Emily’s phrase—or “dumb circumstance”—Thelma’s term—had brought
them into contact with the cipher known as Edwin Owen. Each felt somewhat
taken in by how he spoke about pictures. His calm grace, blue eyes, roseate
cheeks, mobile lips, and teenage body made them feel girlish, although not a
word was said about it.
“Really,” popped up Georgina Thomas, “he’s like a pied piper, isn’t he?”
“Or a magician,” contributed Celita Wilson.
“Oh pooh,” said Barbara Caraway, taking her turn, “he’s unique. There’s
only one of our curators at the BMFA who even comes close, and he’s got a
PhD and twenty years’ experience and who-knows-how-many awards to his
name.”
Joanne Springer nodded, “I remember. You had him speak to us last year.”
She was about to say more when Thelma broke in.
“Ladies, let’s consider what I’m going to take to the meeting on Thursday.
We know that he has no plans to go to a university, that he’s in town this
Summer for ‘exploratory study’ (whatever that is) with the curator we met.
Tanner, wasn’t it? Emily, what can you tell us about Mr. Tanner?”
“Mmm. Not much. We’ve met him at receptions. Helmut, the director,
considers him effective, my husband says. He arranges some of the lectures
and trains the docent volunteers, does some promotion with the press. We
both think he’s nice. Good manners.”
Barbara cut in, “I’m more concerned about our young man’s dream of restoring and preserving art. That’s most unusual for an eighteen-year-old, don’t
you agree? That’s what I think we ought to see to. He hasn’t much of a family,
does he? Remember? Just an aunt. Weren’t we told by Mr. Tanner that his parents died in an automobile accident? We will be intervening in a young life
before it might go wrong.”
“Or,” Joanne interjected with raised nose, “not get to realize his potential.”
Discussion preceeded decision: Thelma was to act on Thursday as the sit173

uation warranted, the eventual cost to be borne equally among the group.
The young man was to be helped. And that was that. By agreement, Thelma
in her Lexus and Emily in her Mercedes drove the others and their luggage to
O’Hare, where farewells were said and promises made to stay in touch.

S

Certain arriving passengers passed certain departing passengers in the bustling concourses with no idea that their lives and interests were shortly to
converge. The point of convergence, a young man who was understood by
virtually no one but his relative, an aunt about whom none of these players
knew a thing.
In his high-rise condo downtown, George Tanner fretted silently. Dalton
had stunned him several times over. I’ll leave that situation alone until it involves me. I’ve got the week to face at the museum and that meeting on Thursday.
Edwin was in the guest room reading as if nothing unusual had taken place,
or might. Quite to himself. Didn’t have much to say last night, just small talk about
the meal. This morning, not much either. As he ran over the schedule for the days
ahead, George’s train of thought was jolted by the telephone.
Duane and Hassan had arrived. They wanted an early supper before jetlag
knocked them into a stupor. Would he and Edwin like to meet them in the
penthouse where they could order in, or at the Lockwood? There was much
to discuss….
An Oak Park telephone rang. To its answerer, the cheery-voiced Terry Lee
exclaimed, “Malaysian contingent now here, Dalton-love. You come now? See
us? Yes? Meet everybody. Eat supper. Make plans. Okay, yes?”
“You’re at the Palmer House, right? Why don’t we meet downstairs under
the lobby? The Lockwood Restaurant. Food’s good. I can be there in about
twenty minutes.”
Thus it befell that a party of four unwittingly ran into a party of seven to become a party of eleven—an elderly, white-headed sociologist by himself, a handsome museum curator with his blondish mentee, an American business executive
and his Chinese life-partner (the nominal vice-president of his corporation), a
married couple of East Indian derivation and their two teen sons (one short and
smiling, one tall, withdrawn, and sulky), an art collector of ample proportions
and his curly-headed possession (introduced as “my boy Hassan”). The hastily
assembled long table merited two waiters who noted that the adults behaved as
might be expected of people some of whom already knew each other and who
passed the hurtle of introductions easily while the rather obvious brothers sat
quietly—one politely, the other sullenly—the remaining two young men chatting with each other in an enthusiastic mixture of French and English.
Dalton, at the head of the table, spotted the problem and, when it was time
for dessert, determined to head off potential disaster. He called upon a waiter
to “set the boys up at another table, so that they can get to know each other
while we older folks talk business.” Glances darted uncertainly from Afzal
and Shantanu toward Edwin and Hassan, but there was no way to oppose so
decidedly firm a directive.
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A recalcitrant conversationalist at best, Shantanu said as little as possible.
He made no effort to participate. Afzal, however, threw himself into chatting
with the incomparably blue-eyed Edwin who relayed points back and forth
to Hassan. The bubbling personality of the small Malaysian and that of the
ever more open, taller American met on friendly ground when Dalton’s name
came up. Hassan jumped in, Edwin acting as coach and translator. Afzal could
not fail to notice how often Hassan looked at him with a twinkle in his eye.
What with seeing Chicago and visiting university campuses, the week ought
to be what Hassan called “merveilleux.” Ignoring Shantanu, Edwin told Afzal,
“There will be lots to do that you have never done before. You know, physical
things.”
Afzal looked down.
He already knows, Edwin thought. And I’ll bet he’s ready. Wait till I tell Dalton…
“Qu’est-ce qu’on va faire avec l’autre?” whispered Hassan.
“Je ne sais pas,” said Edwin. “Je vais poser la question à Dalton.”
He would ask Dalton what to do with Shantanu.
The adults rose and surrounded the four who had finished their ice cream.
Dalton beamed, “It’s time for bed. Our travelers have a big day tomorrow.
Edwin, you must accompany the Chaudarys and me to visit the campuses.
Stephen and Terry have plans with Duane and Hassan so that they can get
better acquainted.” Looking at the expectant Edwin, “You, my dear, will meet
me here in the lobby at…”—he hesitated, thought of something, smiled at
George, then cooed—“…unless you’d rather just spend the night at my house
and we’ll come over here together in the morning. It would rather make things
come together smoothly, don’t you think?”
Edwin swallowed and nudged Hassan under the table. “If you wish, Dalton.”
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Success is the child of audacity.

It’s time to make love, douse the glim;
The fireflies twinkle and dim;
The stars lean together like birds of a feather,
And the loin lies down with the limb.”

BENJAMIN DISRAELI

44 TREYDON
“Here’s the story,” began Aggie, as she finished the supper provided by her
neighbors. “My, your chicken was good, Anne. Was that one of Julia Child’s
recipes?” Not waiting for the answer, she put up her palm. “Sorry I had to
make you wait so long, but postponing it until now makes you both all the
more interested, now doesn’t it?” She rolled her head.
Cheerful Erich took Anne’s hand. “We’re on pins and needles, you…vixen”—a word he had heard her call herself.
That got a preening gesture out of their friend. The “report,” as she called
it, spared no details and lasted the better part of three-quarters of an hour.
Aggie loved details.
The Wolfes hung on every word. Anne, in her sing-song voice, managed
an occasional “Oh my” and “You don’t mean it.” Full attention gripped Erich
such that he could say nothing. He merely got up from time to time to pour
more coffee.
Eventually, Aggie ran down as the coffeepot emptied, ending with, “We’ve
done it! Young Edwin’s conquered those rich ladies, impressed George’s boss,
put George on notice and—and, I should say, has Dalton Brawne eating out
of his hand.”
Erich wanted to know whether Brawne were trustworthy.
“You bet he is—because I only told him enough to get his professional attention beyond his personal interest in our boy. He’s dying to know more, he’s
so curious. Really curious. I wouldn’t doubt for a minute that he’s thinking he
could write a book about Young Edwin one day. Of course, he’ll have a live
a lot longer—he’s eighty now—while Edwin’s only getting started. Anyway,
there’s no real story until Edwin resolves his amnesia—and signs are he’s on
the way.
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CONRAD AIKEN

45 OAK PARK FLIGHT
Sunday’s night was well spent between Edwin and Dalton. The fatigue they
eventually felt was not that caused by differences in time zones. Rather, it
resulted from a nearly exact re-enactment of the devastatingly glorious union
the two had had upon first meeting. The difference lay in the fact that each
knew what to expect and what to do for the other.
Gagging at first, Edwin quickly found his “place” and swallowed the man’s
huge, soft mass. Dalton, in a heaven of stimulation at the innocent blue eyes
looking at him in total trust and at the prospect of fucking that throat, pulled
back to allow a breath, let Edwin re-take him, withdrew again for another moment’s respite for the boy, began to inflate to full size, took Edwin’s head in
his hands, broke into an uncontrollable smile and said, “Now,” before pulling
that stretched-wide mouth into his pubes. He watched until Edwin’s blue gaze
started to flutter with coming unconsciousness.
As he came to in the familiar surroundings of the man’s bedroom, Edwin was spread under the hot weight of the big man who had him firmly
pinioned and had already begun the motions of deep sex. He could breathe,
he discovered. Each respiration was met by a thrust that rippled through his
unresisting slender frame. Each stage of increasing awareness caused his own
temperature to elevate along with an intensification of feeling which escalated past the levels which often were wonderful enough with George but which
could be and would be surpassed by this astonishing man’s now-enabled body
and the skills it had honed to perfection in decades of experience.
“Dalt…” he tried to say but couldn’t. The name turned into an “ungh.”
“Shh. Don’t speak,” he heard softly in one ear. “Ride with me, my precious,” the voice coached. “Let yourself be free. Forget about everything. Drift
with me. You’re glowing now. You’ll soon fly.”
Dalton’s voice. It was Dalton’s voice droning short phrases over and over.
Then it was only a voice—the voice he needed to heed—as Edwin’s anal muscles quivered with an orgasm of their own. His mind blanked again as nameless pleasure swept through him.
What a vessel, thought Dalton in personal ecstasy. Limitless now. The greatest
fuck of my long life. Pausing only to take stock of the naked beauty so supinely
disposed beneath him, its flush receding with Edwin’s ebbing spasm, the renewed old man commenced the mating ritual with commitment to himself.
I’ll ride him till he wakes, then take him with me over the top. God, these strokes in
and out are fantastic.
It was to the rhythmic pulse of a huge, fleshy organ reaming his inmost
core that Edwin felt himself utterly secure. The comfort, sublime. He concen177

trated on the wonder of it at first, then got his bearings again.
“Can you hear me, Edwin?”
“Mmm, yes.”
“Work with me. Help me bring us off.” Dalton nuzzled the strawberry birthmark on Edwin’s nape. The perspiring teen’s fragrance inspired him. Elbows
braced by the mattress, he waited for the reignited cheeks to respond. A pelvic
shift. He lifted himself to his hands enabling the now voluntary movement.
His lips pursed as the boy’s hips reared back only to wrench forward forcibly
sending shockwave thrills down his cock’s length. He sank inward as Edwin
rebounded. Another thrill. And another. The tandem action gathered momentum. They crashed willingly into each other. Colors flashed. Sparks flew.
The duo spilled itself at the same moment, waited for the agony to subside,
then gingerly rolled to the side.
Outside the bedroom windows, a bright moon cast shadows of oaks and
elms standing calmly in the hot night. The drifting past of an occasional, slow
moving cloud added to the play of random patterns over the two, still-merged
figures.
“That was awe-some,” a voice marveled in the stillness.
“Yes. It was.”
“Can we do it again?”
“No. We have a full day tomorrow and half a day on Tuesday, and I’m going
to need your assistance.”
“You want me to do something for you? I thought I was just supposed to go
along to see the schools.”
“Much more than that. I want you to get to know Afzal. You liked him
earlier, didn’t you?”
“He was friendly. I’m not sure about his brother.” A few breaths later,
“Seems unhappy.”
“You needn’t worry about him. Our concern is Afzal. You are going to help
me once his parents leave.”
Edwin thought about what Dalton had just said. “You mean…” His hand
found the man’s condom-sheathed pole where it joined his body and felt
around it.
“Stop this moment. If you keep doing that, you’ll get in trouble, young
man. Edwin, stop it, I say!”
“No, Dalton. Only you can stop me,” he said, repeating the motions he had
begun so provocatively. “You’re still as big as a log.”
“Damned brat!” came the roar about a second before Dalton rolled atop his
tantalizer.
The night’s shadows and spots of moonlight witnessed what human eyes
might have mistaken for rape. It was nothing of the sort, of course. It was,
rather, a resolution by both in perfect measure of the challenges of desire and
need.
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Everyone has inside of him a piece of good news.
The good news is that you don’t know how great you can be!
How much you can love! What you can accomplish!
And what your potential is!
ANNE FRANK

46 THE WEEK’S START
With some anxiety, Edwin Owen’s summer mentor realized he was losing, or
was about to, authority over, the young man who lately, abruptly, had become
the center of attention by the administration of his place of employment, of
donor types such as his friend Duane Wilderforce and new arrival Miss Thelma Altshuler as well as of his longtime confidante Dalton Brawne and, now, of
Dalton’s circle of visitors from Malaysia. Holding the reins mattered to George
Tanner. He never tired of the role. There was potential loss to consider. Could
Edwin’s place be filled? Not in his thoughts. Not in his bed. This jumble of
considerations annoyed the man. George’s requirements for sexual surrender
and for achievement at the museum with that odd woman’s “Young Edwin”
had been exceeded. The kid who had been thrust on him and on whom he
had lavished so much attention might be taking over.
Where’s all this heading? The lid to the curator’s boxed-in emotions began to
crack. What am I feeling? Be real. Simple obsession or…something else…like love?
Me, emotionally fond? Likely not. So is it a reverse dependency? I need him as much
as he needs me. If I can keep him, will that take me somehow further? If I lose him,
what becomes of me?
The mere thought of that uncomplaining, compliant body and of the pleasures it gave him caused stirrings both physical and mental.
On first hearing about Edwin, his friend Dalton had taken George at his
word. Edwin indeed was his “obsession,” initially because of the surprise of
the submissive role for which that Cobb woman somehow, inexplicably, had
prepared her Young Edwin, then because of the boy’s startling ability to assimilate the nature of drawings and paintings, and to extrapolate from them
with amazing results. He’d emerged from his teenage shell—unafraid and exceptionally confident as a gallery guide, overwhelmingly satisfactory in the
sack. Certainly, I deserve the credit for that. All Summer I had him. Now everybody’s
after him. And what to do about Roger and Tom? And how will Thursday’s meeting
play out? Damn!
Uncommonly perplexed, the curator headed for work.
The new week for all the others began with an attack by the newly formed
sextet and their leader Dalton on the area’s three chosen universities. Two on
Monday, the third on Tuesday. In a rented van supplied by generous Stephen
and armed with detailed street maps, the Chaudary family set out with Edwin and Dalton, the latter pointing this way and that and calling directions
to Salil as he coped for the first time not only with Chicago traffic but with
driving on the right side of the road. He joked nervously, “The only good
thing about this is that there are fewer motorcycles than in my country.”
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Nirupa and Shantanu sat silently behind, Edwin and Afzal on the backmost
seat. Their white knuckles relaxed as the driver gained confidence. There were
some close scrapes. Thoughts of sex were not in the air.
Chicago passed by their gaping eyes while Dalton navigated and Salil maneuvered the twelve miles north to Evanston. “We’ll tackle the furthest first,”
Dalton had determined. Eventually, they found their target for the morning,
Northwestern University—which, like the University of Chicago and Roosevelt University were familiar to the vigorous old man who had retired after
twenty years at one and who knew the others from guest lecturing at various
times. The area’s academia was his terra cognita. Everyone but the unresponsive Shantanu felt excitement.
His parents may have been used to their son’s apathy, which bordered on
rudeness, but Dalton was not. Nor was he likely to be. The efforts he made to
elicit Shantanu’s interest got nowhere until the Northwestern student guide,
while showing them around, mentioned her school’s sports programs. At that,
the boy broke his silence to ask, “What sports do you have?” Disdain showed
on his face when he heard of the focus on football and basketball.
“And just what is it,” inquired Dalton, dropping a huge arm around Shantanu’s shoulders, “that you have talent for?”
The boy shrugged.
Afzal and Edwin, getting along famously, looked at each other, brown eyes
staring into blue. They sensed trouble in the making. As did Nirupa and Salil.
After a squeeze, Shantanu said, “I like sports.”
“Did I ask you what you liked? Try again. I asked you what you have talent
for.” Dalton’s voice meant business.
Shantanu felt himself about to be crushed as if by a python, so strongly did
the old man’s arm encircle him. “Well,” he said rather quietly in his teenager’s
voice, “I’m good at what you call soccer.”
“And what kind of career can you make of that?” The arm eased off.
The sharp answer came, “I don’t have to make a living. I’m only sixteen.”
One of Dalton’s hands signaled Nirupa not to come to her son’s defense,
as she was about to. The other took the back of the boy’s stringy-haired head
and turned it rather forcibly toward his own. “Now you’re making sense,” he
laughed rather loudly before dropping the level of his voice. “You’re just a
child behaving immaturely. I get it. No problem.”
During Shantanu’s admonished silence, Afzal slipped a hand into one of
Edwin’s, and squeezed. The squeeze was returned. Before anyone could say
anything else, Dalton reduced his pressure, stepped back and smiled as falsely
as the other side of Janus’ face. Honey dripped from his now modulated voice,
“I shan’t expect anything from you.”
He turned toward the worried parents clasping their brochures and application instructions, saying “Why don’t we pop in the Library for a look
around? Some of its resources are rather remarkable. Who wants to come?”
Later, the situation defused, Shantanu managed to look more involved,
while his parents held their tongues and marveled at everything they were
shown. For sure, he was beginning to wonder what was going on beneath the
surface of all this. He maintained his silence.
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With the representative of the Kellog School of Management as with parallel officials at the other two universities, the right questions were asked and answered, American curricular requirements explained, campus life described,
costs enumerated, and some of the successes of previous graduates mentioned.
Afzal responded in a lively way when queried about his mathematical skills
and level of interest in the corporate world, “I want to be like my father. He is
so good at figures and at finding products for his company to export from Malaysia. One day, I want to qualify for a job like his or to have my own business.
I love numbers and they way they make patterns when they’re right.” The
representative took note of the cultivated British accent and the prospect’s
enthusiasm. Copies of documents attesting to Afzal’s success at school were
glanced at approvingly. With handshakes all around, they parted.
The evenings of Monday and Tuesday passed over dinners shared by the
six and the duos—Stephen and Terry, Duane and Hassan—who had seen
the sights of Chicago together. Collectively, the Adler Planetarium had been
their favorite. Spectacular sights of the heavens! By prearrangement, it was
they who asked the others about their impressions from visiting the different
schools. The parental couple, it seemed, preferred Northwestern, but Afzal
opted for the University of Chicago “Because it is closer,” a remark he directed
toward Dalton. Salil failed to catch the implication and wondered at Edwin’s
inward smile.
In the haphazard way of unplanned events, talk and food helped the lot
to become better acquainted. Stephen had fielded the tab for the first dinner,
everyone sitting wherever they wished. Not on Tuesday.
Duane undertook to host that—with intention. He saw to it that Dalton
faced him from opposite ends of the table for ten. On his left he seated in order Hassan, Edwin, Stephen and Nirupa; on this right, Terry, Shantanu, Salil,
and Afzal. It worked better. Dalton could exercise his charms on Nirupa (who
knew him from his visits to George Town and liked him) and Afzal (who was
giddy with anticipation for certain special events his father had whispered
would take place soon—just for him). Shantanu could speak easily to Terry
on his left (not often his choice, Terry being so prickly with him) and to his
father on his right (a more palatable prospect, always kind if occasionally
showing signs of exasperation), while facing the curious figure of Edwin (who
had been reticent to say much but who kept looking his way as if something
were on his mind). With Hassan between Duane and Edwin, the Sino-Moroccan French boy could be told everything in French and have his contributions
translated to the others. He laughed at funny things and made others laugh
with his own accounts of dodging a swerving taxi and of feeling queasy at the
top of the Sears Tower.
“It is, how you say, tall-est than La Tour Eiffel!” His French accent when
trying to speak English charmed Afzal.
“Tall-er,” Edwin nudged. The word was repeated emphatically.
Afzal clapped his hands together, “Very good, Hassan.” Clearly, they already liked one other.
Sexual interest, unstated of course, was rising just below the surface of their
conversation. The trio knew sex would be in the offing soon.
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Stephen used both evenings to try to get closer to Edwin, who fascinated
him. But the boy could not be drawn into much talk. When Stephen’s hand
touched his thigh for points of emphasis, Edwin looked at him to speak politely. Simple replies. Asked about his summer with George, he said merely,
“I learned a lot.” Complimented on his much-talked-of triumph at the Art
Institute, Edwin said elusively, “George will know what is best after Thursday.
This is a busy week.”
He’s certainly bottled up—or trapped, thought Stephen. He leaned close to
Edwin’s ear.
“From what Dalton and Duane have told me about you,” Stephen said softly, “you will accomplish a few things.”
After a moment of being stymied, Edwin whispered back, the beginning
of a degree of trust in his voice, “I’m not sure what to do, Stephen. Dalton has
given me ideas but we need to make sure Shantanu’s not around.”
“Oh, nobody’s told you? We’ve worked everything out. Don’t fret your
pretty head about it for a second.” Stephen tinged a spoon on his glass, calling
everyone to attention.
“Listen all. Tomorrow’s schedule is that Dalton and Edwin are going to take
Afzal to the Art Institute while the rest of us are going to see some things that
Shantanu will enjoy—the Lincoln Park Zoo, the Field Museum and.…”
Shantanu sprang to attention and cut him off, “I want to go to the Sears
Tower.” He glanced at Hassan disdainfully. “I won’t get sick. I’ve been to the
top of the Menara Petronas in KL.”
“We can do that.” Stephen looked at the puzzled Hassan, then locked eyes
with Duane. “If the two of you want to do something else, since you’ve already been up there, then….”
Duane’s deep voice carried all the way to Dalton, “We’ll skip the last part.”
He ruffled Hassan’s curls. “Hassan and I have some things we can do on our
own. See you at breakfast.”
The party broke up with thanks all around and a twist to the arrangements: Afzal, it was announced to the boy’s barely contained joy, would go
with Edwin to Dalton’s house for the night so that they could be together for
their coming foray to the near south side. He trotted to the elevator saying
over his shoulder, “I need my clothes.”
A flash of concern on Nirupa’s face was banished by her husband’s grin.
Hassan smiled at Duane. They, too, knew something. Shantanu, whose attention rose, wondered what was going on. Terry nudged him, “You finish
dessert?”

S

A few blocks away in his apartment tired, seething, and alone for yet another night, cranky George Tanner was going over the events of the two days.
Not a word had come from Edwin or Dalton. Everyone at the Art Institute,
however, had peppered him with questions about Tom’s condition, his reason
for trying suicide, Roger’s plans and how they ought to act when he returned
to work—none of which would George answer. At their queries concerning
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Edwin, the now-famous gallery tours, and the meeting on Thursday, he aggravated those who asked by answering testily, “I don’t know.” Their curiosity
he took as nosiness. The more they wanted to know the more withdrawn he
became.
His meeting at Lakeshore Hospital proved to be a waste of time. Roger was
not there and the nurses in the psychiatric ward would not allow George to
see Tom. “He’s under observation, sir,” they told him. “Maybe tomorrow. You
understand.”
He did not. I’d like to get my hands on that queen’s throat. Or my belt across his
butt a few dozen times. He’s not worth all this trouble.
Miffed not to have noticed Roger’s phone-mail message changing their
date to Tuesday afternoon, George connected with Duane’s cell phone only
to learn that he, Stephen, and Terry were showing an excited Hassan the city.
The invitation to join everyone for dinner was declined.
“I’m not in the mood, frankly,” he told Duane, “for a mob scene. It’s been
a frustrating day. You guys carry on. Perhaps we can get together tomorrow
or the next day.”
Tuesday, alas, turned out to be even less satisfactory for the man who considered his satisfaction a personal right. George had had to proofread new
material for the Autumn docent classes, little of which met his standards.
Did fools write this? I’ll have to redo the whole of it. That onerous task consumed
morning and early afternoon without taking his mind off the coming meeting with Roger or his concern about Edwin.
Roger, he discovered when they met outside Tom’s room at Lakeshore, had
learned from the psychiatrist that Tom might need institutionalized therapy
for depression which was being attributed to intense feelings of guilt about
something. “The doctor has him sedated but told me it would be some time
before he could get at the root causes. This situation has been building for a
long time. Apparently, Tom doesn’t really think I’ve been running around on
him, despite what he said on Saturday. Does this make any sense?” Roger was
shaking.
“Yes, it does. Why don’t we get out of here and go someplace where we
can talk, say, at your place or mine?” George, while thinking of what to do
with this predicament, wanted to postpone discussion of Tom’s problems until they could be in a better environment.
Roger relieved him by saying, “Thanks, George, but I want to be at home
alone. I need some space. You know, time to think. I appreciate the fact that
you have been such a help. I don’t know what to do. Our vacation’s obviously
going to be right here. I canceled the reservations in Montreal.”
“What you might want to do is to sleep. I imagine you’ve had little of that
these last four days. Go home. We’ll talk about all this when you feel like it.
Canada can wait. There’s nothing to be done here with Tom under sedation.”
He hugged Roger.
Nicer than I imagined. Thoughtful. Concerned. Otherwise, hard to read. Roger’s
mind sought something to say but his emotions were rising, so he returned
the unexpected hug in his muscular way—and they parted.
George, back in his apartment, mulled over the situation. How imperceptive
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Roger is. All Tom really needs is to be slapped around from time to time. Put in his
place. And screwed blind on a regular basis. Why can’t a stud like Roger see that?
Maybe his sex drive doesn’t match the image he projects…. Is all that body development just decorative?
As he was about to think through the possibilities for Thursday’s morning
session, his telephone rang. Dalton. At last.
“Sorry to be out of touch, but we’ve been awfully busy.”
“Evidently.”
“You’re lonely, aren’t you, you smug ass?”
“More than that. I’m angry.”
“Well, get over it. Something major’s about to happen. Are you sitting
down?”
“Lying down, actually.”
“Good. I mean, about your being prone. Well, here it is. Right at this moment, your Young Edwin’s in my guestroom with little Afzal. He’s going to
fuck him.”
“What! What?”
The line went dead.

Adventure can be an end in itself.
Self-discovery is the secret ingredient.
GRACE LICHTENSTEIN

47 A CRUCIAL EVENING
While George fretted in his place, Shantanu was alone and happy in his hotel room. He could watch all the television he wanted. His brother was not
around—at last. American cable, as he had discovered in San Francisco, was
unbelievable. Nothing like the restricted programming of Malaysia’s stateowned channels and the private-enterprise channels which were so closely
regulated at home. It wasn’t the availability of sports from all over the world
that clamored for his attention, but soft-core porn. Manipulating the remote
control as he studied the hotel’s instructions for access, the boy found what he
wanted, turned the volume down for privacy and, in keeping with his body’s
maturity, settled down to jerk his way to teenage rapture.

S

In their room, Salil and Nirupa chatted for a while about their sons, the
prospects for the remainder of their stay in Chicago, and the forthcoming trip
to New York. Stephen had assured them that Shantanu would be taken care of
in Chicago, initially by Duane and Hassan then by the man who had been so
wonderful to Edwin over the Summer, George Tanner, himself something of
an athlete. “Don’t worry,” their friend had assured them, “Shantanu’s going
to have the time of his life because they’ll all be taking him to exercise classes
and some introductory sessions in weight-lifting. Dalton and I have arranged
everything.”
They had not, of course. Stephen and Dalton had yet to spring their trap on
George through Duane who, they thought, would create the necessary conditions. What the parents don’t know won’t hurt them.
Thus more or less freed of concern lest their trip be further compromised,
the couple turned to their bed. It was time to revisit the pleasures they had enjoyed virtually every night since arriving for this dream excursion into America. With no concerns about anything really, their anniversary was bringing
them waves of renewed physical closeness that the routines of home life in
George Town often denied them.

S

Hassan busied himself with massaging his master’s tired feet. He had
bathed them and given Duane a pedicure. Sighs of appreciation gave way to
musings aloud about the necessity to look after Shantanu until he could be
passed along to George. His ears alerted to the opportunity to speak, Hassan asked how many activities and day trips the two of them could manage
for Shantanu before the weekend. Distractions were key to preventing the
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boy from wondering about his brother, not that he seemed particularly concerned. George had to be cajoled into taking Shantanu. If all went according
to plan, Edwin would be staying with randy Dalton and Afzal for the rest of
the week—to carry out the intended transition from Afzal’s innocence into
the world of sexuality. The process was to be similar to that which his father
had so welcomed when he was young. Hassan, who grasped the idea the moment it had been explained to him and thought it splendide. He understood
his role as crucial.
Duane needed time with George at the Art Institute, so Hassan’s duty would
be to squire Shantanu to the designated gym, supervise his adaptation to the
equipment and routines of exercise, take him to meals, show him the sights,
and, for several hours each day, keep him entertained. The language barrier
was to be overcome by using Hassan’s new voice-enabled French-to-English-to
French pocket translator, which he was to share with Shantanu. A sufficiency
of cash was entrusted to Hassan for expenses. They would take taxis. On no
account was his charge to be given any of the money to use, lest he run off on
his own. In fact, Hassan was to keep Shantanu’s passport with his own in a
zippered pocket inside the waist of his slacks—“for security.” Time not spent
in the planned endeavors could be spent watching a movie. Hassan was in
charge of all tactics. If any trouble occurred, Duane was to be called on his
cell and Shantanu returned forthwith to the hotel. Soon, all was understood.
Duane and Hassan retired for the night.

S

Out on the town were Stephen and Terry. They went North into Boystown,
Chicago’s gayest area, to check out its leather bars. Anxious for a bit of action
of the sort that titillated them—a big no-no in Malaysia—they aimed for an
establishment on Halstead named Cell Block, which did not disappoint. The
thrill of sex tinged with the illusionary danger of restraints and discipline was
a lure. They also had a mission given to them by Duane who had said, “I’m
too old for this kind of prospecting, but you’re not—and we’ve got to know a
secure place where Hassan can take the brat for exercises. A gym, say, with a
back room in which to resolve problems? Enough of an atmosphere to make
him dependent on Hassan. Someplace where it won’t matter that he’s sixteen.
Someplace a little bit ominous?” he smirked. “Talk to people. Be discrete. Have
some fun, but come back with definite recommendations and contact information. If there’s something you can set up, then do it.”
Thus charged, the long-time lovers entered a place not unlike some in San
Francisco which they had enjoyed—for what the businessman Stephen called
“transactional analysis and interpersonal relations.” Terry, a leash around his
neck, was led in past the greeter by a stern-countenanced Stephen. He told
Ryan, who manned the door, “We’re new here and would appreciate an orientation. My pup has been acting up and needs some attention.” With a handshake and a smile, Ryan said, “We’ve got everything you want, sir.”
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In Oak Park, those in the guest bedroom upstairs and across the hall from
Dalton’s quarters bristled with uncertainty and expectation. Afzal hung shirts
and pants in the closet space provided alongside some of Edwin’s. He placed
his underwear, socks and other things in the nearby bureau’s top drawer.
“The second drawer’s mine,” Edwin told him. “You get the top.”
The room, Afzal thought, was beautiful. While Edwin spoke with Dalton
behind a closed door, the Malaysian youth took in the double bed with its
batik cotton coverlet from Indonesia. The colors were familiarly appealing—
blues, blacks, olives, grays and tiny areas in bright yellow and light pink. Tatami mats from Japan, he noticed, covered the polished wooden floor and felt
good under the feet. Very different from the living room downstairs. On the
twin bedside cabinets were unmatched lamps, one large (with a white shade)
and one small (with a black shade). Between the two windows sat a table with
a pair of plush arm chairs to either side—and one padded leather footstool.
Then, his eyes spotted the small framed prints on the wall next to the door.
Peering closely, he put a hand over his mouth and peered even more closely.
Asian men…and they’re all having…
Edwin’s barefoot approach from across the hall had gone unnoticed, so
riveting were the images. But a slight touch to Afzal’s shoulder caused the
young man to jump. He blushed with surprise and guilt. They both laughed.
Edwin hugged him but, before releasing Afzal, inclined his head downward
to whisper, “We are not going to speak much just now. Come over here with
me.” He led his smaller friend to the bedside, turned on the little, black-shaded lamp and strode across the room to shut its door quietly and to extinguish
the overhead fixture. A moment of adjustment to the lower level of light was
all it took for the stationary figure of Afzal to appreciate the privacy and the
coming intimacy which Edwin’s confident movements promised.
Minutes before in Dalton’s room behind its closed door, Edwin had worried, “I’m still not sure I can do this. I’m not….”
“Shh. You’re going to take it step by step the way you imagine a virgin
would want to be treated—tenderly. As I’ve told you. You’ll remove his clothes
and get him to remove yours. Touch him gently all the time. If he looks like
he wants to be kissed, then do so. He may make the first move to do that, he
likes you so much. Nothing fast, nothing too passionate. You know the things
to say. Just whisper them. Tell him he’s perfect. And….”
“Yes, Dalton. I remember all that. But you know my erection comes from….”
“Hush sweet angel” said Dalton taking something from his bedside table.
“You are going to be the perfect ‘husband’ for him tonight. Look what I have
for you.”
Dalton held up the antique ivory penis which Salil had given him twenty
years before. Its short, narrow shaft was sheathed in a condom, the end of
which had been unrolled several inches further and knotted to something
resembling a wide, flat button. Before Edwin could think of what to say, he
saw Dalton slathering the tool with lubricant.
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“Now, just let me put this in.”
Obediently, Edwin dropped his pants and bent over. The tool was easily
slipped within the teen’s accommodating behind, the button holding against
its well-trained, dark-rose muscle.
“There. Stand up. Doesn’t it feel good? If I’ve calculated correctly, it’s exactly where it needs to be to tickle your prostate.”
They both looked at Edwin’s rising firmness.
“Dalton, you always know how to get through to me. I can do it now, I
think.”
“Certainly you can.” God, he’s so cute…and so hot. “Quickly now. Adjust
your clothing and do your duty for our guest.”
Edwin received a chaste kiss on the top of his head and a friendly smack on
his bottom. He delighted the big man by abruptly throwing himself across the
bed, rump up. “Spank me a little to get me going.”
Dalton obliged with stinging effectiveness, matching his words to the
rhythm of his strokes. “Of course…you need…to increase…your circu…lation…down…here…if you…are to be…a good husband…for that…charming…fellow!”
Edwin, now suffused in a pink glow, went happily to his task, the piece
of ivory shifting slightly with each step. He felt invigorated. Hard as a rock.
Steadfast. Hot.
“Everything you need’s in the bedside table under the little lamp,” he heard
behind him.
Turning back, Edwin said, “Dalton, you’re the best.” The jewels of his eyes
twinkled blue.
Afzal, staring for the first time into Edwin’s bewitching eyes now inches
from his own, felt queasy. His stomach started to play tricks on him. In fact,
everything below his navel grew uneasy. He remembered his father’s instructions to trust Edwin, to follow his lead, and to let himself react, but he was
not sure how.
Peering into eyes that gleamed back at his like black pearls, Edwin unbuttoned Afzal’s white shirt. He mimed that the same task be performed for
him. Belts came next. Shirts were removed, Edwin sliding Afzal’s over his
shoulders, Afzal responding with Edwin’s. Undershirts were lifted off. Pants
unbuttoned. Zippers were lowered slowly as the fingers of each explored the
other’s excitement. As if under magnetic force, their mouths came together
in a sweetly innocent kiss. The Malaysian shuddered with urgency as he felt,
for the first time, a tongue’s tip entering his lips. Edwin ground together their
pelvises and gathered Azfal in his arms. His tongue found its way and began
teasing his new partner’s. Two hearts pounded against each other.
Edwin pulled back. “You’re wonderful. You’re going to be great.”
At those words, spoken with quiet earnestness, Afzal melted into Edwin’s
embrace, all trepidation gone. His enthusiastic tongue attacked his attacker’s
and he orgasmed wildly into his underpants. Edwin was quick to reach down
past the elastic waistband and to seize the throbbing little penis which gushed
into his hand. A salty odor wafted up. Afzal’s head went down on Edwin’s
chest.
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“I’m sorry.”
“You just proved you’re ready. That’s good.”
“It’s all right?” He sounded timorous.
“Lie back on the bed.”
Edwin stepped out of his loafers, removed the rest of his clothes and ripped
off Afzal’s shoes and pants. Naked, they regarded one other. “Now we need a
shower,” he said, extending a broad smile and a hand to help his mate to his
feet.
Across the hall, Dalton heard enough to know that stage one of the operation had been achieved. Afzal must have cum already. That would delay
anything premature from occurring before stage two could be concluded. If
Edwin stayed the course, there would be two orgasms at the same time, both
firsts. Both firsts. God, how wonderful! Simple delight flooded him. The boys
were having experiences of a lifetime, and George would learn a lesson about
the consequences of one-sidedness. Or at least, he will learn it when I drill the
point into his big ego. Edwin will emerge in a new light. Bet George’s worried.
The sound of plumbing at full tilt indicated showers in progress. Their
chatter was music to the old man’s ears.
“Your skin’s like caramel. Mine’s so white.”
“Oh, I like it. I see skin like mine all the time. Besides, yours is really pink.
Ayi! Don’t touch me there. I’m ticklish”
“How about here?”
“Mmm, that feels good. Can I do that to you?”
“Wash my front—all the way up. When you reach the top, I’ll reward you
with the best kiss ever. Then, I’ll wash you.”
Dalton wished he could see the darlings whose splashes he could hear,
punctuated with laughter. Ears on the alert, he waited for what he thought
might be coming. Yes. Edwin was taking the lead again.
“Turn around. I must wash your little round rump. Yes, like that. This is
important. I need to feel inside. Not far. That’s it. Now a little further.”
“My father said you might have to clean me there before we practice for
marriage.”
“What else did he tell you?”
“That I had to learn to be the bride before I could be the husband. He said
that it might hurt, but your finger doesn’t.”
When the water was turned off and the boys’ toweling began, Dalton
thought, They’ll be busy for a while, so I’ll tackle my e-mails.
Perhaps more than half an hour passed before the patter of feet on the
stairs caused him to look up from his computer. There stood Afzal and Edwin,
holding hands and looking decidedly unashamed, even proud in their nakedness. Their bodies were clean but their hair was akimbo and their faces rather
more colored than before.
Edwin spoke to Afzal, “You tell him.”
Afzal cleared his throat. “We have been practicing for marriage. I was the
bride.” He looked up at his “husband” and said, “Twice. I wasn’t so good the
first time but he said I was perfect the second time.” His breaths were frequent.
Obviously, they had just finished.
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“So, you got a good report, did you?” Dalton beamed, and put his arms out
to receive both, one on each side of his terrycloth robed body. He kissed the
nearest nipple on each, exclaiming, “I’m so happy for you. Any problems?” he
asked nobody in particular, while rubbing his great white head against each.
Edwin spoke. “We fit exactly, Dalton. He is the right size for me. I didn’t
hurt him. And…and…he wrapped around me like a monkey both times.” After a moment, “We kissed a lot.” He blushed. “Maybe we kissed too much.”
“Of course, you didn’t. There’s no such thing. Now, what about down here,”
he said as he reached into Afzal’s cleft. He’s hot and wet, really wet!
“Edwin said you’d want to check. It’s okay. You can put your finger in. See?
It feels so good.” His soft bottom swayed as the finger probed.
Such relaxed openness sent an involuntary charge to Dalton’s loins. He
laughed, “Ooh, something wonderful has taken place down here.”
“And what about you. Are you okay?” he asked Edwin, whose erection still
stood as firm as before. A finger found the large button where he expected it
to be.
“It’s a new sensation for me, Dalton. Something wonderful. Something so
great I can’t say. The way he held onto me when we climaxed and wouldn’t
let me leave him, it was so special. And when we, like, had our second climax
and he kept me in him, he was, like, you know, consoling me…the way my
mother used to.”
When he realized what he had said, Edwin choked.
Seizing the moment, Dalton thought to tell the startled Afzal, “Put on your
shirt and go to the kitchen. There’s mango sherbet in the freezer. The scoop’s
in the drawer next to the refrigerator. Bowls are in the cabinet above. Spoons
are in the drawer on the other side. Make us each a bowl full. Grab some paper
napkins and use the big tray that’s on the counter. Bring our treats up to my
room. Edwin and I need to be alone for a few minutes, but then we’ll want to
be with you, and we’ll celebrate. Go. Scoot now.”
Dalton stood, lifted the watery-eyed Edwin’s arm, and led him up the stairs.
“I know. I know. In fact, I thought this would begin to do something fantastic
for you. Whatever you’ve remembered, it’s fantastic. Fantastic. You’ve broken
into your memory. More will come. You’ll see, and it will be good for you.”
As he whispered, he enveloped the now childlike teen in his arms, lay on the
bed, pulled the sheet over them, and smothered his shoulder with small kisses. “You can be very elated at what being here with Afzal has enabled you to
do. You’ve thrilled him and me, and you’ll thrill your aunt when you tell her.”
His tears having abated under Dalton’s ministrations and compliments, Edwin said, “You tell her for me, please. Please, Dalton. I can’t talk about it right
now—because I don’t know what it means.”
“Certainly. This moment. You don’t worry your head about it.” He grabbed
the side table’s telephone, had Edwin punch in the numbers, listened to the
late-night ringing, and at her “Hello? Dalton, is it you? Is anything wrong?”
He announced “Dearest, dearest Aggie, there is amazing news. Your Young
Edwin’s begun to recall his mother. He’s a bit overwhelmed at the moment,
but he wanted me to tell you right away. My dear, your patience and training
have paid new dividends. I predict more in the next few days. You can rest
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content. He’ll call you tomorrow for sure. Now be a sweet thing and don’t ask
any questions tonight. Here, I’ll let him say good night.”
The telephone at his face, Edwin managed to choke out, “Aunt Aggie, I love
you.” Then tears rose in his bluest of eyes. More talk was impossible.
Dalton took over. “Now good night, dear. Dream something marvelous.”
He hung up. At Edwin, he boomed, “Time to turn off the waterworks, my darling. Look, we have a delicious dessert.”
Before Edwin’s clouded brain could react, he was being pushed to the center of the bed. “I’ll take the tray,” Dalton told puzzled Afzal, “while you run
into your room and bring us more pillows. Hie thee hither!”
It was a silly command not a word of which Afzal understood, but the idea
reached him and he returned “in a thrice,” as Dalton might have said had
he thought of it. Edwin managed a smile. Pillows went everywhere to prop
the three of them while Dalton demonstrated that the heavy tray could be
extended across the entire expanse—“That’s a piece of engineering!—so that
a bowl was in front of each person. It was the distraction everyone needed.
Once cooled and refreshed by the tropical sherbet, the three did not know
what to do. It was Dalton, eventually, who did. Of course. From his side of
the bed with help from Afzal on the other, he slid the tray back to its original
size and lifted it away from Edwin’s lap. “You two take this down and wash
everything. I need to think.”
Afzal looked eager. “When we return, can we sleep with you?”
A terrible face glowered at him while an imperious arm pointed to the
stairs. “Go!”
The Malaysian’s retreating voice was heard to say, “You told me we could
sleep with him.”
Edwin’s voice went unheard.
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All nature seems at work…
the bees are stirring—birds are on the wing…
SAMUEL COLERIDGE

48 EARLY WEDNESDAY
Two men finished their exercises and breakfasts separately, then headed from
their apartments in two directions: Roger to the hospital and George to the
museum.
At the Palmer House, Shantanu was still asleep after having exercised himself into the wee hours watching television. Next door, Salil ordered from
room service for himself and his wife, as a slightly sore but happy Terry went
with his satisfied lover Stephen from their room to join Duane and Hassan
downstairs for breakfast.
The four were pleased to be in each other’s company over coffee and the
placing of orders. Then came the bad news.
Nobody they met at Cell Block had been able to come up with a connection to a private gym or exercise room which could be borrowed or rented for
Hassan’s sessions with Shantanu. Terry piped up, “Very difficult, Duane. Too
many people gone away. No good luck. We stuck.” Concern showed on his
face. “If me, I take ass to hotel room and beat it. Ha-ha, not like you beat my
ass last night,” he stared at Stephen. To Duane he said, “You know, in front
many leather guys, this mean guy tie hands to hanging chain, pull pants
down, and use tawse on butt. Sting like crazy. Other man have slave boy he
push down suck my dick. I cum like crazy in throat. Everybody yelling. Much
good time. But no good for gym.” He fizzled but looked pleased.
Stephen, waiting for Duane to translate to Hassan, added, “We did try, you
know. But a couple of new guys in town asking for something unusual from
people they don’t know was probably destined to be a flop.”
“Look,” came Duane’s resonant voice, “this has to be worked out. Hassan’s
ready to do his part. I’m a bit peeved. This wasn’t my idea. You’re a businessman. Make a plan, or at least think of something—fast. Were we in Paris, it
would be simple. I haven’t spent much time here in recent years so, aside from
George and Dalton, don’t know the right people.”
“We are sorry. But, there’s all morning to think. We don’t take Shan out
until ten. Sears Tower, or whatever it’s called now. Then there’s lunch and the
Field Museum. We can drag those out, I guess. He knows us and won’t try to
pull any stunts, I’m sure. We may be okay for the day, or most of it. I want
this to work for Nirupa and Salil. They’re such great people—and how they’ll
enjoy not having to worry about their brat. This was meant to be their day
together on their own. I want to keep it that way.”
“Stephen, you’re avoiding the problem.” Duane held stubbornly. “I’m with
George this morning at the Art Institute. Due at ten-thirty. Hassan’s going
along and, when Dalton and his two show up, he’s joining them to look at
the exhibition of Pacific art Dalton lectured about. I’m thinking about joining
them for it. So what are you going to do, pray?”
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“No pray,” Terry said. “Think hard.”
Stephen proposed exchanging cell phone numbers so that, when he had
a solution, he and Duane could speak with each other. They would “go from
there.”
They ate breakfast.
In Oak Park, the scene differed. Dalton, who had overslept, heard clanking
pans and eager voices coming from the kitchen downstairs. He donned his
robe and slippers, glanced at the guest bed which was made up carefully—pillows arranged almost without a wrinkle—and went down the stairs. Funny,
he felt less of a shambles than that painting Edwin had shown him in a book,
Duchamps’ Nude Descending a Staircase.
What greeted his wondering eyes were two young men wearing very little
beyond their shirts. Been a long time since anyone was in here at this hour with almost nothing on. He noticed that they had coffee brewing and were scrambling
eggs and buttering toast. Well aren’t they the cutest?…
“Good morning Professor Brawne,” said cheerful Edwin from the stove.
“Unlike you, we woke up and thought we’d make some breakfast. Your refrigerator is pathetic. There are hardly enough eggs to scramble, although I did
find some cheddar to add in. You have exactly two slices of brown bread and a
heel. Half a stick of butter. At least we can have a little toast.” He turned to his
companion who was spreading the butter, “Apparently, we weren’t planned
for—were we?”
Afzal spoke up, “And no noodles. No soy sauce.” He affected a mock-serious
mien.
Before Dalton could open his mouth, Edwin continued, “How do you expect us to provide for you, old man—wanting to sleep by yourself when you
could have had two sweet young men in your bed?”
The expression on Dalton’s face was priceless—perplexity at first, followed
by amusement and feigned fury. “Quiet!” he roared. You’re worse than a flock
of magpies.”
As he placed the bread in the toaster oven, Afzal asked Edwin, “What’s a
magpie?”.
“A loud bird, maybe,” he said, stirring the eggs.
“And this, then? I walk into my own kitchen to find it occupied by two…
critics who are critical of what they’re getting for free!…”
He’d have gone on but Edwin put a stop to it without looking up. “We
can’t be magpies one moment and critics the next. You’re mixing metaphors
or whatever they’re called. You, a grown man and a professor. What kind of
example is that for your guests? We’re impressionable, you know.”
“Who let you out of your bag?” Dalton whooped.
Edwin retorted in a startlingly quiet tone, “Afzal, I think.”
“I did. I did.” The boy was gleeful.
“Well, what happened?”
“Can I tell him?” he asked the cook.
Edwin nodded.
Afzal went to Dalton and hugged him. “After he cried and we had the mango ice, we went back to bed and talked a lot. Then he loved me again. Oh, it
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was so good. Didn’t hurt. And he wanted me to do it to him. That’s when he
showed me what you put in him. So we put it in me.”
Dalton’s eyebrows shot up. He was about to ask where the ivory was at that
moment but Afzal kept speaking so intently that he continued to listen.
“Then I got to be the husband and it was bloody marvelous.”
“The toast, Afzal!” reminded Edwin rather sharply as he divided the eggs
among three plates. “Dalton, you won’t believe what that was like. His size,
which doesn’t go in very far, is something else the way he uses it. Fast, I mean
fast—right through my muscle and back. He had me buzzing like a beehive.
My husband over there made me have a vibrating orgasm.”
The matter-of-fact-ness of Edwin’s short exposition stopped Dalton dead.
Afzal beamed with pride. “He wouldn’t let me keep it in, though. You know,
the ivory thing.” He asked ingenuously, “Did my father really give it to you?”
They sat down to eat.
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Make your audience see what you saw,
hear what you heard, feel what you felt.
Relevant detail, couched in concrete, colorful
language, is the best way to recreate the incident
as it happened and to picture it for the audience.
DALE CARNEGIE

49 MIDMORNING
Fifteen minutes into a call filling him in on what Dalton called “Oak Park’s
recent events,” George Tanner heard the craziest idea—ever—being set forth.
Safe that his office door was securely closed and that no one, receptionist Alice in particular, could overhear any of the conversation, he reacted instantly
in his most authoritative register.
“As preposterous as you can be, you’ve outdone yourself this time. No. Absolutely not. My workload’s huge right now. I’ve a friend’s stupid lover in the
hospital. You know him—Tom. The Edwin problem’s staring me in the face—
tomorrow. I need my peace in the evenings. So, no,” he barked. No Malaysian
baby-sitting for me. And you can keep Edwin as long as you need him to stud
that other kid, if that’s what he’s doing.” Rapid-fire delivery. Ire.
Dalton tried cajolery. “Now, now. Relax, George. You know you can handle
anything you want to.” Then he shifted gears. “Were you speaking of Roger’s
lover Tom? The suicide attempt? Edwin’s told me about that. Anyway, I do
know them. They tended to me when I lectured there. I’ve spoken to both
rather a lot about you and Edwin, and learned quite a bit. I’ve talked with
Roger only minutes ago. More important is what I’ve surmised.”
“Oh?” George grew suspicious. “What would that be?”
“You’re the cause of Tom’s silly attempt to get attention, and you can rescue
him.”
“Me?” George sounded incredulous.
“Don’t pretend, you pompous jerk, that you aren’t responsible and that
you’re not the solution. You’re the one who fucked Tom so many times in
the past, something Roger knows nothing about. Tom was your enabler, in
effect. Through him, you found yourself, Mr. Alpha Male, and became the
man to whom Aggie’s Young Edwin, with his special needs and talents, could
be entrusted.” His voice rose, “Think of the results of that!” He rushed on,
“Now consider this: Edwin’s taken a turn that’s going to lead him away from
your demands, if you know what I mean. He’ll never again be what he’s been
all Summer. You’ve intimated as much. I think you’re about to find yourself
sticking to your own right hand in an empty bed or back to tomcatting tricks
on-line. But—don’t interrupt—you could offer to take in Tom for a week or so,
to get him away from Roger.”
“What? Why on earth?”
“Aren’t you listening? Think about it. You’d have a willing piece of tail
every night. You could slap him around a bit. Take out…on him…your contempt. He’s afraid of it, but I think he’d like it. You would. And he wouldn’t
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bother you during the day. He can lounge around the place, tidy up, do your
laundry, cook, whatever. And he’d be there when you get home—totally dependent and willing to please you. It’d be great therapy for him.”
“Wait a second, you old bugger. What about Roger? How does he figure in
this madcap scheme?”
The reply was spaced deliberately. “I’ve…just…thought of that. Roger’s a
weightlifter, isn’t he? Does he have exercise equipment at home?”
“A room full of it. A treadmill. All sorts of things. That’s his hobby, I think.
Consider how he fills out his clothes. Plus, I believe, he’s into amateur wrestling. Why are you asking?”
“Good heavens, there’re times when you seem dense. I know you’re not.
Hassan—you haven’t forgotten Duane’s little firebrand, have you?—Hassan
has agreed to take Shantanu for physical training in the afternoons, but no
one’s been able to find a suitable place. The kid’s interested in that, and hard
to distract otherwise. If Hassan could take Shantanu to Roger’s for a workout
or two or three—and Roger’s on vacation I believe—Roger might take the kid
in while he’s got time to burn and you have Tom to screw, only Roger won’t
know that.” Astonishingly, it all came out on one breath. Then, “It would occupy Roger. Get his mind off the problems with Tom, don’t you see?”
“What are you proposing we do, as improbable as the whole idea is?”
Dalton thought very quickly. “You call Tom in the hospital and ask him
if he’d like to recuperate at your place for a while to give him ‘some space’ or
whatever it is young people call that today. Be nice. Concerned. Then, when
he agrees—and I’ll bet he will—call Roger and ask whether he might consider
it a favor for him if you let Tom stay in your apartment while he recovers. The
moment that happens, let me know, and I’ll call Roger with my request for
Hassan and Shantanu. Just late afternoons. To use his equipment. Of course,
he’ll need to be there to show them the equipment. He can oversee what
Hassan tells the kid to do. That will draw him in since Shantanu’s actually
interested—and his parents will be out of the picture. One thing may lead to
another. Does Roger know any French?”
“Uh, he might. I’ve never heard him mispronounce any French artist’s
name, if that means anything. Dalton, are you serious about this?”
“I am, but the boys are coming in from the grocery store now, so I’ve got
to go. Did you know that Edwin got a hundred-dollar tip for showing those
women around?”
“He never said a word about it.”
“Blessed child, he refused any money from me to go grocery shopping for
the three of us. Said he had plenty. That’s how I found out. My god, they’ve
got a whopping lot. Say hello to Duane for me. He’s due there about now, isn’t
he? You’ve just time to call Tom. See you after lunch, I think. We’re coming
over to tour the Pacific show—the one I opened with my lecture, an event
about which you have not seen fit to ask me a single question. Toodle-oo. ”
Cradling his phone, Dalton turned to his purveyors of sustenance, Edwin
and Afzal, who were lugging big bags of groceries into his kitchen. After stowing everything, each item of which he praised, Dalton said, “Now boys, we
need to talk.”
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It was to be no ordinary conversation.
Once they settled in the living room, Dalton drew a deep breath and began. With curious understatement, he more or less demanded that Edwin
recount his adventures of the previous night with Afzal. The way he wanted it
done was specific, and intended as a test.
“I understand that when you talk about art,” he said, hands on Edwin’s
shoulders, “you tell people how and why it affects them. I’m told your listeners feel what you feel. Yet earlier, before the breakfast you two so cleverly
prepared, all I got from you was a few words, a handful of phrases that hardly
conveyed any notion of how you experienced this gorgeous young man who
put himself totally at your disposal. Dry as dust you were. Shame!”
Edwin’s eyes popped.
“So, now I want to you to describe how you felt as you were stripping away
his anxiety, his clothes, and his virginity.” Looking at the astonished diminutive Malaysian, he concluded, “He owes us both.” To Edwin, he instructed,
“Tell us what being here with Afzal has meant to you.”
Edwin looked discombobulated. What he said came uneasily.
“Dalton, I’ve had sex a lot this Summer, most of it—what’s the right word?
—re-spon-sive-ly with George. The sex with Hassan in Paris was instructional.
You know about that. I provoked the few times with you. You know I did because I wanted to. With you, sex was the most frightening thing and the most
wonderful ever—until last night. George, and Hassan, and you have all talked
to me about sex, but nobody except my aunt has ever asked me to say much
about it. I don’t know how except to tell what happened.”
“Nonsense. I believe you can. In fact, I know you can.” The voice came
in that steady rhythm Dalton used when he wanted to convince someone—
chant-like, a phrase at a time. “You’re brighter than anyone your age I’ve ever
known, and capable of sexual expression the equal of anyone. You found
meanings last night, meanings you didn’t know were to be had, meanings
which you must associate with the recovery of some of your suppressed memories.”
Edwin stared back even wider-eyed, possibly about to tear up. Dalton noticed, but did not falter.
“Transfer what you’ve learned into language like that you use for works of
art. Think of your adventure with Afzal the way you might if its events were
separate tableaux by great painters. Make my eyes see them through your
feelings verbalized. If I’m any judge of these matters, you are ready to do that,
my boy.”
He sank back in his chair while Edwin’s mental gears began to mesh. When
challenged by art, Edwin could rise to an occasion. This was but an extension
of what he had been doing all Summer when he wasn’t relinquishing his
body to George Tanner. And, he had begun to demonstrate the ability to seize
opportunities even with the man’s penis planted inside. Yes, I’ve ‘shown him
a thing or two,’ as Aunt Aggie said. Defining moments. He would show Dalton
how it felt to learn something about himself so unexpectedly. What Dalton
had termed a “duty” was turning into a new beginning.
As if he sensed something unusual about to take place, Afzal moved to
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join Edwin on the sofa, curling up instinctually rather like a kitten, his head
in Edwin’s lap. Edwin’s fingers toyed with the boy’s raven locks. Otherwise,
he seemed lost in thought. To Dalton, the curious circumstance meant that
something extraordinary had taken place between the two. More than the
mere bonding he had suspected of two first-timers, both teens probably were
susceptible to idealistic fantasies.
All was quiet for a while. When Edwin found his way, as he always did, it
was to meet the demands placed upon him. Over his face, a faraway expression. Performance mode kicking in.
“Afzal captivated me from the moment I met him, the way so many artworks do when I first see them. His mobile face and curvy body reminded me
of my friend Hassan and of the sinuous curves in the paintings of Rubens,
where you want to touch the flesh. Form as much as coloration contributes to
the lure. I wanted to touch him. I never felt that way about George. George
liked to feel me. Wait…. Let me try another approach. This is strange.”
Deliberating, he spoke up, “Unlike a work of art, human bodies change
what they are expressing. From moment to moment, real life, not the semblance of it, animates them. Bodies repulse or attract us in varying degrees,
partly by appearance, partly by actions. Clothed they are one thing, naked another. Their personalities come across sometimes as hidden, the way George’s
does. People such as Afzal have nothing to hide. His openness reminds me of
a child’s face by Mary Cassatt. Trusting. Curious. Ready for joy. Each day since
we met made me crave to get to know him. When he took my hand briefly
on Monday, a bell seemed to ring inside. Something like that happened to me
when I was sixteen and saw the sky in the Indianapolis Museum’s Panini. A
tingle, you might say. But it was when we were here yesterday, after you sent
me in to Afzal, that made such a difference.”
The head in his lap looked up at Edwin then toward the man who had
mandated this essay in description. Dalton nodded his approval. He’s rolling,
he thought. I hope he can get through the next part.
“We took off each other’s shirts the way you said. Then came the pants,
which fell down around our ankles so we couldn’t really move. Stuck in place
like those Easter Island stone figures. You know, stationary. Still wearing our
undershorts, he and I just stood there looking at the difference between my
paleness and his amber skin which, in the light from that small lamp, had a
glow similar to that of Leonardo’s St. John under all its varnish.”
“I’m not varnished,” Afzal quickly asserted. He had no idea what Leonardo’s St. John was but seemed affronted by what sounded like criticism.
“Only a comparison in your favor,” said Edwin looking down, his voice
more mature than before. “I have to say what’s on my mind now. Our big guy
over there wants to hear it.”
“I will be a mouse. Quiet.”
“I followed your direction about kissing him, after our eyes fixed together.
Except for Hassan’s, I’d never seen eyes so invitingly dark. My face reflected
from them. Tiny portraits in half-shadow. For an instant, I thought of Narcissus regarding himself in a pool. There are a lot of paintings showing that.
The idea startled me. I remembered that our spending the night together was
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intended to be about him. For him, not me. We were barely touching each
other’s nipples and shoulders and arms. He was following my lead. Both of us
quivered. When my hands went to his stomach and his to mine, my stomach
went squirrelly—like the brushstrokes on a Joan Mitchell canvas. Still rapt
with the nearness of our eyes, we found each other’s erections and felt them
through their covering. I couldn’t resist leaning just a couple of inches closer
to reach his lips with mine. At first, kissing him so lightly was enchanting.
Growing bolder, Edwin continued, “But I sensed he would welcome something more sensuous, so I put my tongue out and let it slip through his teeth.
He was trembling. Uncertain what to do, how to react. His erection was making my hand wet. It took only a second or two to realize how ready he was for
more. Thinking about what you told me—to treat him the way I would want
someone to treat me if I had no experience—I just took him in my arms. We
fell back and pressed our pelvises together. They sparred with each the way
our tongues started to, back and forth. Afzal opened his mouth to me. As we
meshed our tongues, he began to spasm. I reached inside his pants to stroke
him—and he came like a geyser. If you want an image from the art world then
think of Bierstadt’s Old Faithful in books about American painting. My hand
was full. He was embarrassed.”
From the face in Edwin’s lap came timidly, “You said it was good. I was
scared you’d stop.”
“It was a great thing because it showed me how excited you were. I was
so encouraged. You didn’t know how nervous I was. It was my first time to
initiate someone into sex. My acting—and it was acting, thanks to Hassan’s
lessons in Paris which I’ll tell you about one day—my acting convinced you to
trust me. That was the best compliment. The best. You made me bold. That’s
when I covered our tummies with your cum…. Oh, George wouldn’t like my
using a word like that! Is it okay here, Dalton?”
“I appreciate vivid language. Use any vernacular you wish when you’re
with me.”
Edwin snickered, stalling for time to think ahead. “George has a rule about
not letting me ‘speak commonplace slang,’ as he calls it. He’s chastised me for
it, you know, with my belt.”
Afzal was horrified. No one had ever thrashed him.
Without registering a reaction, Dalton said, “There’s no such rule in this
house. Go on.”
“We got completely naked like Adam and Eve in any painting of the Garden of Eden. Showered together. That was what I imagine dancing in the rain
would be. He’s ticklish. Wiggles around a lot. Your bathroom light’s so bright
we could really study each other’s skin and body hair—under our arms, you
know, and our pubic areas. About the same amount. Our legs, too, but his
shows more than mine because it’s so dark. We had fun comparing. Our penises, too.”
“I’ve seen them,” Dalton remarked. “Let me remind you about my requirement for analogies with art which, after all, is supposed to be your specialty,
young man.” Dalton sounded disappointed although he felt the contrary. Edwin’s account spellbound him. He’s come out of his shell.
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“Do you know how shiny the statues of Canova are—those white marbles polished to mirror-like sheen? That’s what we looked like, soaped up. We
weren’t still, however. We were moving around, washing each other. Before he
reached too low behind me, I told him I had to wash his bottom.”
“My rump you called it.”
“You be quiet. Yes, I did. It is a round, beautifully soft thing. I learned it
on the outside before discovering what it was on the inside.” Edwin flattered
the now-proud Afzal by rubbing the part under discussion, before going on.
“Afzal was as compliant with me as I have been with George. Entering him
with my finger sent new flashes to my groin. I was going to be able to do my
job, I realized. While I was enjoying my finger where it was—he was clean
back there anyway—it hit me that this was something more than plain sex.
His willingness, his eagerness, his responsiveness were stimulating me in a
new way. I wasn’t pretending to be in charge. His desire gave me a sense of
power from the other side of where I’ve been. Does that make sense?”
Dalton signaled yes, but said nothing. This was Edwin’s time.
Edwin forged on, “After using every towel we could find, we went to bed
and held each other for a while, to get used to being intimate. I loved it.
George has never held me very much before sex. He’s not often romantic.
Afzal sure is.”
The head nodded and, with an audible giggle, burrowed into its warm
spot—to Edwin’s increasing pleasure. Empty behind, Edwin oddly felt his penis elongate. Another new experience. That hasn’t happened to me since I was
twelve or thirteen. There’s no insert!
Dalton could not see, but guessed, that Afzal’s chin was moving against
Edwin’s privates.
Edwin’s cheeks did suffuse, but steeling himself against any other reaction,
he proceeded. “He told me how, in his part of the world, young men used
to be allowed to practice for marriage with an older man and how his father
thought it would be good for him. People don’t actually do that in Malaysia
these days, but he says that in other places, wilder places in the Pacific, they
still do. Is that right?”
“Absolutely true. I’ve been in those places and researched those very practices. Read reports about other places, too. For the moment, you only need to
know that what the sweet young man nuzzling your crotch wants to do with
you is what I cannot now do for him. That’s your purpose, and you both seem
to be scoring on all fronts. The fascinating fact is that you two are the same
age, something a pair practicing for marriage would never have been back in
those older, more natural days. We can discuss the details sometime if you
are interested. The evidence is overwhelming.” Dalton smiled, “Oh dear, I’m
talking too much. This is your moment.”
Unaccustomed to such blatant attention as Afzal’s—even in front of a man
he’d known profoundly in previous occasions upstairs and from whom he had
nothing to hide—Edwin discovered that it was becoming difficult to contain
his reaction. Despite growing tumescence, he persisted.
“We got warmer. I started kissing him again. He sighed and twisted all
around. I licked my finger and found his spot and penetrated it—and he got
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still, but he wasn’t tense. I spat down there. Moved my finger some more, then
remembered your lube in the drawer. He watched me while I coated myself
and prepared him the way it’s been done for me. The gateway needs to be
soothed and teased in order to open easily. He lay back. His legs went up. I
moved between and placed myself right there. In the soft lamplight, his face
beamed with expectation. I wanted to go in slowly but couldn’t because the
tightness was so incredibly exciting. He was stuck. I couldn’t do anything as
he cried out except to hold onto his shoulders and wait for the pain to pass. I
told him how sorry I was. He clung to me, wrapped his legs behind my back
like some forest creature. We didn’t move. For a moment I thought of Jupiter
carrying out one of his rapes—say, of Io or Ganymede—but Afzal wanted me.
It wasn’t rape.
“‘My father said it would hurt the first time,’ he told me. We kissed until
he started to try to grip me from inside. Against my stomach his cock began
to rise. I broke out in sweat, hardly able not to go berserk. Until then, that
instant, I never knew such a feeling. I was all the way in. I had to move. It
was like some force taking over. I couldn’t resist it. Only a few strokes later, we
both came. It was a blinding moment, but way more than that. My mom and
dad flashed before me. I saw them, Dalton. I really did. They were smiling.
And I remembered the photo tucked away in my closet at home. I haven’t
looked at it in all these years since the accident. I couldn’t. Actually, I think
what I saw was that remembered image of them, not them actually. We were
still joined when I started to cry. It upset Afzal, who didn’t know what was
wrong. When I could, I assured him that he was wonderful.”
Edwin’s gaze had been distant, the blue eyes smoky. Then they contracted,
focusing as Edwin looked to Dalton. “He was so, so sweet to me. He consoled
me. He held me to him—lovingly. I think that was when I felt in love with
him.”
Since he detected a quaver entering Edwin’s voice, Dalton decided not to
let emotions overwhelm the situation he and his friends had wrought so carefully. The boy’s gotten past the recollection without crying. A huge step. He’s feeling
puppy love for his first time—and admitting it. I must get him not to stop, but to go
on so that he will finally know what it is to be himself.
The big man stood abruptly to full height, strode the few feet between
them, and loomed high before dropping to his knees. The gesture startled
both Edwin and Afzal, who turned in astonishment. Dalton reached out to
both. “You can be very proud of yourselves,” he said. Now, quickly, on with
the story.” He patted Afzal’s buns and pinched Edwin’s cheek, then resumed
his place in the arm chair.
“‘It will be better if we try again. I can improve,’ I told him. He listened to
me with growing interest. I played with his balls and he firmed up again. They
are just the size of robins’ eggs. So cute. My fingers went behind them to locate
his little hole. It was hot and spongy and still wet. He liked my circles over
it. ‘That helps very much,’ he whispered. We were kissing with our mouths
open and filling with desire. He leveraged his legs up again, holding them
against his tummy. That time, I remembered to put one of your pillows under
him down there for support. I sat on my heels to use my thumb to point my
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erection, slick with fresh lube, directly against the opening and to nudge in
only the head. Being barely in place and feeling him seeming to nibble at it,
I heated up all over—red. You know how I get. He let me in a bit at a time—
effortlessly. The ridges inside were passing over my cock in a way I couldn’t
notice or enjoy the first time. Now they almost set me off again.”
Dalton was confronted with, “Dalton, am I like that inside? Do I have ridges like that to thrill you?”
“You’ve been smoothed out, Edwin. Your rectum has them, of course, but
your experience has led to their being less prominent than your new friend’s.
Don’t worry about that, please. What you are as a partner is unique.” He continued gravely, “Soul-satisfying. You provide both place and spirit for the most
exalted forms of release I have ever known. True fusion of men together.”
The compliment caused Edwin’s cheeks to seem rouged. Afzal blushed, too,
then sat up and asked, “Can we do that, Dalton? You know, sometime?”
“Eager darling,” came the answer, “you have a long way to go before then.
Be content with what you’ve got. You’re just starting to know your body and
its possibilities for joy. Edwin will show you a great deal more. Meanwhile,
back to business! I want the rest of last night’s story before we have to go.”
Edwin swallowed. “You wanted me to refer to works of art, didn’t you?
Well, if I do and you don’t know the paintings I’m talking about does that
make any difference?”
“Not the slightest. It’s how your mind works that interests me. I had no idea
what a Joan Mitchell painting was but it didn’t bother me.”
“All right,” he continued. “There are twenty or thirty paintings of Mount
Vesuvius erupting by an English artist, Joseph Wright of Derby. One in particular, out in California, is on my mind. I saw it in a book. It shows white
hot lava spewing straight out of the volcano like the flame of a welder’s torch.
And that’s what it was like for me when we got back together. I took place. His
legs wrapped around me. Our mouths glued together. My pelvis knew what to
do—start slowly, a little at a time, then moving further back but not fast, then
speeding up and slowing down, changing angles like George does with me,
sometimes pulling back until almost out and teasing the opening with my tip.
I stopped kissing to watch his face. The more I played with him down there
the more he began to shudder, so I knew he was getting really hot. I aimed for
his prostate bump and bore into it like a maniac having a fit. We blew like two
volcanos. Everything went red and orange and yellow and white. When we
caught our breaths, I was still hard and my heart was beating a mile a minute.
I know because I could feel it thumping against his chest. He wanted to know
how I could remain so excited after our orgasm because he’d gone limp. I said
I had help. He questioned that, so I showed him the ivory and told him how
you’d put it in me so I could do everything for him. He asked if it were in him
would it make him stiff again. I didn’t know, but he insisted, so, with a bit of
effort, I put it in and he got really hard, so I lay back where he’d been and let
him take his place as the husband. Dalton, he went so fast his butt became a
blur and mine buzzed like a beehive. He made me have an orgasm back there.
I didn’t cum but he did—and I didn’t have to do a thing but let it happen.”
During the pause that followed, Dalton saw Afzal get up and straddle Ed202

win to kiss him before settling at his side.
“Tell him about what you did next,” the dark-skinned boy looked up.
“Oh. I withdrew the ivory, pulled off that button thing, flushed the condom down your toilet, and washed it, and then we both showered again. I put
the ivory—by the way, he wanted to know where you got it—I put it in the
nightstand and we straightened out the bed and got in and fell asleep.”
“Tell him about this morning.”
“He won’t believe it.”
“Yes he will. You’ll make him.”
The look on the old man’s face was even more inquisitive than before.
“What haven’t you told me?”
“Around dawn—it was just beginning to be light—we were spooned together. In his sleep, he sort of rubbed back against me and, Dalton, I got aroused. It
seemed so natural, even purposeful, if I can say that, that I lubed myself and
pried back into him. We rolled over so he was on his stomach and I was on
top, and I did it again while he was waking up.”
“I got stabbed. Now I’m dead—until the next time,” Afzal said with humor.
All three laughed.
My god, the transformation! Afzal’s a gift.
Dalton noticed his watch. “Up, you two. We’re going to be late for the Institute. Quick. Get yourselves ready. We’ve got to go.”
I’ve a lot of thinking to do. This boggles the mind.
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A good speech should be like a woman’s skirt;
long enough to cover the subject and
short enough to create interest.
WINSTON CHURCHILL

50 MIDDAY CONTINUES
The morning’s whirlwind produced, among other things, an astonished, affirmative, adulatory response from the hospitalized Tom. So impressed was he
by George’s inviting warmth, and anxious to get away from doctors and nurses, that he could hardly bear the interval until he could take refuge with the
man. Days would pass before he would have to see Roger—time to sort himself
out. At the museum, a good meeting for the curator with his friend Duane
over paperwork—the list of the Wilderforce paintings, really a detailed copy of
his insurance riders and their back-up evaluations, along with a signed letter
of intent to bequeath—met all the Institute’s requirements. George assured
Duane there would be no problem in naming each painting in the bequest
as a memorial in honor of Norito Endo. A gap in assistant director Atkinson’s
schedule allowed a convivial introduction of the prospective donor, who was
delighted by the attention and by the promise that he would meet the museum’s director, Helmut Schachter, “as soon as things settle down but, of course,
before you leave for Paris.”
At the dot of noon, George’s cell phone rang. Edwin informed him that he,
Afzal and Dalton had picked up Hassan and were ready to have lunch with
him and Duane. They were waiting downstairs. “Did you plan this?” he asked
his guest. Assured to the contrary, George began to think his life was being
taken over by others.
Lunch proceeded with interruptions. George needed private words with
Dalton. Edwin needed private words with George. Duane and Hassan had all
the privacy of the French language with which to speak to each other in front
of Azfal, who understood not a word. The small Malaysian sensed that something was going on, something which most likely involved him. Everyone’s
eyes strayed repeatedly to him. Other calls were made in hushed tones. Edwin
finally got his chance with George, whose face changed expression several
times but whose head nodded affirmatively by the end as he looked toward
Afzal. Each dealt with food and drink as he might despite so many back-andforths.
Seated side by side, the exotics Hassan and Afzal, who never got up, ate
their burgers and fries in good spirits. They giggled from time to time because
Hassan’s hand couldn’t be seen by anyone as it stroked his new friend’s thigh.
Nor did anyone hear the whisper in Afzal’s ear, “Edwin, he love you. Is true.
He love you.” At his place opposite them, Edwin did catch the mention of his
name but not the message that followed. Afzal’s eyes were seen to beam.
In the Pacific exhibition, Dalton held forth as promised. Oceanic art, he
told the group, differed from most Western art in that it did not aim at an ideal of beauty or the expression of some emotional need. The young lovers on
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each side of him looked and listened attentively. Immediately behind, Duane
translated for Hassan while George, who had not seen the exhibit, trailed with
interest.
“What we have here is the work of many different Melanesian peoples trying to link unseen powers with storied myths and legends of long oral tradition. Much of it is sexually explicit, such as that stone pillar from the Solomon
Islands. See the great penis dangling between the seated man’s legs? Or that
wooden figure standing with his hands on his hips? We call it anthropomorphic because it has human form but probably represents a deity. Its penis is
more naturalistic than the stylized pectorals. They droop like the breasts of an
old woman. It’s from New Guinea.”
“Papua New Guinea,” corrected Afzal. “It’s about the same distance from
where I live as Los Angeles is to New York.”
Dalton said, “That’s right. As you’ve said, you are good with numbers, my
lad.”
Off they went to observe the abstract symbols painted on three wooden
shields. “They suggest living forms which cannot be identified any more than
those ancestral cult figures which are even more abstract. The natives who
produced them believed spirits nested within and could be consulted before
going hunting or even into war. That fierce head and snake-like relief over
there are melangans, from the island called New Ireland, where their forms
and colors—white, charcoal gray, and brick red—have deep meaning in rituals related to life and death. We call the panel’s style zoomorphic because the
shapes suggest animals. Look at those carved oars and that canoe from the
Solomon Islands. The figures represent guardians for safe journeys. All that
workmanship was not decorative, but practical, something we lose sight of
when we take the objects out of context.”
The items in most museums are out of context, Edwin thought as his eyes
spotted the first thing he thought marvelous among so many crudities. He
asked what it was, but Dalton did not know. Together, they read that it was
a disc of unidentified seashell surmounted by a single, finely cut, openwork
piece of tortoise shell. “It’s beautiful and perfect—perhaps beautiful because
it is geometrically perfect—like the rose window in Notre Dame,” Edwin said.
“I confess never to have seen anything similar,” Dalton said seriously. “Too
bad there’s not more information about it. George,” he looked back, “who was
the curator for this show?”
“Not one of us. It’s a packaged exhibit we got from the Smithsonian. Didn’t
you read the catalogue?”
“I looked at it, but my lecture wasn’t about these things,” he huffed, pointing at the labels. “Come along, lads.”
The exquisite execution and strong designs of objects from the Caroline Islands, the Marquesas, and Tonga surprised Edwin who marveled at the craftsmanship and wondered about the tools employed. Dalton noticed his curiosity and, to a degree worthy of him, second-guessed the young man. “You’ll
note that few of these items are dated. Except for things of stone or shell, perishable materials such as wood and tapa made from inside the bark of certain
trees, raffia, and certain skins don’t last very long in these islands. So, much
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of this is perhaps only a century or two old—yet the patterns, grotesque or
somewhat realistic, may be a thousand years old.”
The exhibition’s arrangement concluded with stunning, bright-colored,
feather-covered heads and helmets from the Hawaiian Islands and complex
wooden panels from New Zealand—a bas-relief of winged creatures and a
man for a storehouse, something called a god-stick, masks, and a copulating
couple with joyous faces. “The Maoris were among the most accomplished
wood sculptors anywhere at any time, as you can see.”
His charges were interested, Edwin particularly, Hassan next.
Duane and George got a kick noticing that not much in the exhibit stole
Afzal’s focus from Edwin.
Dalton wound up the group’s stroll with reminders that spiritual and religious significance were “represented in the arts of the Pacific by symmetrical
and asymmetrical symbols,” that “degrees of abstraction from nature reflected
islanders’ response to cultural conventions through creativity and temperament,” and that, as he put it, such “supernatural and demonic images spring
from the collective unconscious of the people in their remote situations and
express their psychic inheritance.”
No one quite grasped what Dalton meant but all thought it a grand peroration. Overall, George was impressed, as were Duane and the three “lads.”
“I want to show Hassan the Manfredi,” Edwin said suddenly to George,
then looked at Duane. “Is it all right?”
Instantly, the curator understood. The painting he was so disturbed by when
he was still in high school—he wants to know whether Hassan agrees with his
take on it. Mars thrashing Cupid’s curvaceous backside. George touched Duane’s
shoulder and answered for them both, “You do that. Take Afzal along. He may
be interested in it, too.” He ought to especially when he learns Edwin’s opinion that
Cupid “wants it.” It amused George to recall Edwin’s exact phrase.
The blue eyes suddenly glared back. “But we need to discuss it in French.”
Neither Duane nor Dalton got the drift of the exchange but George did.
“Then you two run along and we’ll give Afzal a special treat. Garden Café—no
more than twenty minutes from now. Understand? Everybody’s got things to
do.”
“Yes, we’ve got to meet the others,” Duane’s voice rumbled. “We promised
to take that one’s brother for an exercise class, that is, assuming all the arrangements are in place.”
Eyes darted back and forth among the three men. Afzal got a hug from
Dalton, “We’ll let them go, won’t we, and have our own good time?”
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If the individual is to be happy
in the contemporary order,
he must be open-minded
with respect to new values
and arrangements.
THOMAS COCHRANE

51 ARRANGEMENT
Good-byes had been said before Salil and Nirupa left for O’Hare. All their associates of recent days were on hand for the affirmation that Afzal would be
fine at Dalton’s. “A perfect gentleman, your son,” a handshake assured them,
“and Edwin’ll be around a lot so that they can visit the sites they want to see.”
They were assured that Stephen and Terry, with help from Duane and Hassan,
would look after Shantanu’s further sightseeing and a program of physical
training under experienced supervision. “We’ve a great coach for him,” was
Stephen’s guarantee, “plus Hassan, who’ll always be there doing the exercises,
too.”
“Yeah, I want to do this,” came Shantanu’s announcement. All eyes were
on the wiry sixteen-year-old. “I’m going to learn self-defense.”
“Well, you’ll certainly be able to start it,” Stephen said, “but, as I’ve told
you, your coach believes in overall fitness as a prerequisite for defensive training. In any case, you’ll get put on the right path for sure—if you apply yourself.”
Nirupa smiled, “He loves athletics.”
“Better than academics,” mumbled her husband Salil, remembering the
expensive school back home and the improbability of Shantanu’s return to it.
A passing girl of shapely form caught Shantanu’s attention, so he took no
notice of his father’s remark nor of what Stephen said as his parents entered
a taxi, promising that he and Terry would break away from Chicago and join
them in New York. “Probably by Sunday at the latest, Saturday if we can. You’ll
enjoy being on your own. And remember, the staff at the Plaza can take care
of anything you need. Just enjoy yourselves and don’t worry about your sons.”
The moment the coast was clear, Afzal went upstairs to get his suitcase and
remaining items from the room the two brothers shared. He was about to
complete his temporary move into Dalton’s house. With Edwin, who by now
had a key to the Oak Park residence, he bade farewell to the group and headed
off in a taxi. “We’ve got things to do, already planned,” he said brightly. “You
know, like around the house.”
Everyone but Shantanu knew what he meant. They grinned.
“Now, young man,” Dalton said to the remaining Malaysian, “do you have
some athletic garments you need to get? What about you, Hassan? I’m ready
to squire you over to Roger’s.”
Duane, speaking French, gave fairly lengthy instructions to Hassan, who
darted immediately to the elevators, while Shantanu looked on. “I don’t really
have any special garments. What do you mean?”
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“Not to worry. I suspected that. Hassan’s bringing what you’ll need,” said
Duane. “His size will fit you.”
Away went Dalton and his two charges, Hassan and the now eager Shantanu, in a cab.
“Let’s have drink, talk stuff,” Terry proposed, an arm around Stephen, the
other around
Duane. “We talk plenty, yes?”
“Would you like that, Duane?” asked Stephen.
“Very much. You can tell me about your business. Dalton’s given me only
the basics.”
Before his partner could respond, Terry, more bouncy than ever, said, “Ha!
Forget business. We talk a-bout sex. Sex good. Afzal good. Edwin good. Shantanu bad. Need butt beat. But forget. You tell about Hassan. Hot boy! You
lucky guy.”
“A forward fellow, aren’t you?” Duane chuckled in his deep voice. “Where I
come from, a person like you could find himself over a man’s knee in a hurry.”
Stephen held up a finger. “Uh, let’s get out of the lobby or go upstairs. You
know, Duane, if you want to spank Terry, he’s always game. Aren’t you my
love?”
“First suck not good. Get spank. Then suck good. You like ass? Strong for
spank. Learn from Dalton. Very good. Practice twenty years. Cum plenty.”
“Mmm, I think we’ll order from room service, shall we?”
“Your room or mine?”
“Ours. We invited you.”
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News travels fast in places where
nothing much ever happens.
CHARLES BUKOWSKI

52 TREYDON, THAT AFTERNOON
“Aggie, where have you been? Young Edwin couldn’t reach you. Your answering machine wasn’t on. He called and called. Finally, he phoned me and asked
me to give you his message.”
“Anne, what on earth? I was at the hairdresser’s. Must have forgotten to
flip on the darned thing. Is he all right? What’s going on? Anything wrong?
“No, no. He’s great but a bit caught up.” Her voice rose as it usually did
when she was being coy, so that her statement sounded like a question. “Now
listen,” her tone plunged. “Young Edwin wants you to know—I took notes,
so let me go through them—wants you to know first that he’s never felt so
important in his life. He’s been ‘husbanding’ that what’s-his-name, Af-zal.
And…and he and that guy are going to live with Dalton for at least the next
week so that they can, you know, play the honeymooners. That’s my term, not
his. But he said that Dalton invented the term ‘husbanding,’ which he likes.
“Well, my, my! When is he going to tell me?”
“That’s what he was trying to do. Now he can’t, there’s so much going on.
George is about to take in somebody named Tom, who’s been in the hospital,
while Tom’s roommate, somebody named Roger, is going to take in Af-zal’s brother.” The unfamiliar name came uneasily to her. “Maybe. It’s not sure. Oh dear, all
this is very confusing. George and Roger and Tom work at the museum together.
That’s how they know each other. Then there’s the matter of those people he
met in Paris, the rich guy, Duane, and his servant or whatever he is. They’re in
Chicago, too, along with Dalton’s friends from Malaysia. Well, I guess you knew
that. What he wanted me to tell you is that this Duane guy is going to give some
important old pictures to the museum, and…. She paused to breathe, “There’s a
situation coming to a head tomorrow, a meeting about his future.”
“Is our boy going to the meeting?”
“Nope. Wasn’t invited, but he’ll be in the museum just in case. And, let me
see. Oh yes, he wants you not to worry about a thing. Says to trust him. He
says he loves you.”
“Did he mention his memory coming back?”
“No, he didn’t, but he wouldn’t have talked to me about that before he told
you, now would he?”
“I wish I could talk directly to somebody.” Agatha Cobb sounded unrelieved.
“You could call George. I think Young Edwin mentioned that George will
be home alone this evening because that Tom person won’t get out of the
hospital until tomorrow. Needs another night of observation, whatever that
means. Sorry I neglected to tell you about that.”
“I’ll think about it. Say, what are you and Erich doing for supper this evening?”
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“Nothing so far.”
“Why don’t we go out? We need to hash through this situation. Bet we can
get the back corner table at the Olive Garden.”
“We’d love to. Anne’s lilt returned, “Talking about sex always kindles my
husband’s fire.”

To form a brave man,
educate boldly.
JEAN PAUL RICHTER

53 TOWARD DUSK
The sight which greeted smartass Shantanu’s eyes as the door opened struck
him hard: a thirty-something, phenomenally chiseled black man wearing a
white tank top and shorts. He greeted Dalton and Hassan, who carried a small
bag, calling them by name before saying to the Malaysian boy, “I’m Mr. Dawson, your instructor. Why don’t you come in.” It wasn’t a question.
The trio had no expectation of seeing Edwin’s mentor there, but he was,
seated on the sofa. Hassan, bag in hand, darted across the room and kissed
George on the neck exactly as he had in Paris. “Comme je suis heureux de
vous voir ici!” he said, obviously excited. He was happy to see the man. Shantanu was stupified.
“As-tu ton traducteur?” asked George.
Hassan nodded. He pulled the gadget from his bag.
He received a hug.
George got up to shake Dalton’s hand, saying, “We meet again.” Wonderment on the face of Dalton led to very little of an explanation. “Roger and I’ve
been talking.”
“I shudder to think,” was the eighty-year-old’s laconic remark. “That’s
good, I suppose.” He was one man unintimidated by George Tanner.
Ignoring the exchange, Roger motioned to his would-be trainees. They
trailed the strikingly symmetrical form into the exercise room. Being told
to undress, both hesitated. Shantanu managed to mime the instruction to
Hassan, who immediately opened his bag to show that he had brought gym
clothes for each. A nearby bedroom was indicated for the change. So far, it
was a matter-of-fact series of events as straightforward as the beginning of any
training session.
In the bedroom, Hassan quickly shucked off his street wear, pulled on
an athletic supporter, adjusted himself, handed another to the now-nervous
Shantanu, donned red briefs with high-vented sides, then held toward his
companion a similar garment in black. Shantanu simply stared at the more
developed body a couple of feet away. It was obvious that Hassan worked
out regularly and to smart effect. Gold rings in his prominent nipples struck
Shantanu as weird, but he was concerned more for himself. Looking down, it
was obvious that the combination of closely fitted strap support and covering
briefs made a prominent statement about Hassan that was hard to ignore, despite Shantanu’s up-tight nature.
“In…this…moment,” said Hassan in steady English, proffering the black
briefs again.
A reluctant Shantanu got the point and took off his clothes—what else could
he do? As was his habit in the dressing room at school when preparing for a soccer game, he turned away. He stepped into the supporter which fit him, as did
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the black shorts, rather more snugly that anything he had worn recently. There
was no shirt. He felt immodest, unlike Hassan who appeared utterly comfortable
to display his torso. Gold rings in his nipples-lah. What the fuck? In the mirror, he
noticed how skinny and undeveloped he seemed beside his companion.
“Shoes,” Hassan reminded him.
When ready, they presented themselves to the “Mr. Dawson” whom everyone else called by his given name. With no change in his resolute facial
expression, the man made a show of feeling their arms both flexed and unflexed. He ran his hands down their legs, and concluded instantly that what
he had imagined was true. The Malaysian sixteen-year-old’s tallish, slender
form showed considerable potential while the Sino-Moroccan sixteen-yearold’s shorter stature and its carefully developed musculature looked ready for
the cover of a health magazine.
Hassan’s presence had been explained to him by Dalton and by George
separately and he knew about the coupling of Edwin with Afzal. What have I
got myself into? Of course there’s the money I’ll get. And I won’t have to worry about
Tom, thank God.
“Let’s do squats like this,” he said, hands on his hips, legs parted, demonstrating a down-up rhythm in which they joined. Neither said anything.
Shantanu tired after fifty repetitions. Roger told him, “Your thighs, knees and
calves are weak, boy. I thought you played soccer.”
Shantanu swallowed, “I do! I run fast. I’m good. Very quick reflexes-lah.”
The slight British accent and Malaysian emphasis had charm but not the way
the words were spat out. Roger’s silent regard was an accusation.
Thirty-five pushups, like the squats earlier, barely winded Hassan. To Roger
he appeared ready to do them all day, but Shantanu’s arms gave out. He lay
face down on the carpet, breathing heavily. Hassan watched Roger kneel in
front of the boy’s head.
“Now what’s wrong? You can do more than that.” The black man’s stern
tone caused Shantanu to roll his eyes up in their sockets. “I need to check
something. Do another.” As the effort was made, Roger reached forward and
took the boy’s pectoral muscles in hand to feel them begin to tremble. “It’s
not just your arms, boy. These are weak, too. Pitiful triceps as well. You aren’t
ready for a man’s routine. Let me see you do some more but only from the
knees up, the way girls do.”
Flushed with shame but determined, Shantanu began the easier pushups
but was so tired that, after only a few dozen, his pelvis stayed on the floor, his
arms lifting only his torso.
“That won’t do. You’re not trying enough.”
“I am.”
“You’re not, but you will,” said Roger as he shifted to Shantanu’s side and
slipped a hand directly beneath the boy’s crotch. There was an instantaneous
reaction away. “You see, you can lift your butt. Now keep going and don’t
touch my hand.”
Shantanu managed a few embarrassed but furious pushups more, then collapsed fearing contact with the strange man’s hand. But it wasn’t there, just
the carpeted floor.
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“That was more like it,” he heard through his gasps for air and over the
aches in his arms. He wanted to yell in protest, and might have had he not felt
himself being turned over. “You can do some sit-ups now. Hassan will hold
your feet. His abdominal muscles are in shape. We’ll see about yours.”
It rattled Shantanu, but happened so fast there was no choice. His knees
were bent at the proper angle. And before he could think of something to
say, his feet were under Hassan’s strong hands. He saw the rippling muscles
of the other’s arms and shoulders, and was encouraged by the slight smile on
Hassan’s face.
“Hands behind your head. Elbows go to opposite knees. Now!” came the
command.
I know how to do them. This guy thinks I’m stupid or something. I’ll show him.
With his instructor counting aloud, Shantanu achieved exactly forty-two
repetitions before the burning sensation he had felt from his previous exertions caused him to lie back.
“Let’s see how many your friend can do. Hold his feet.”
Hassan’s sit-ups went rapidly and easily to one hundred, at which Roger
called a halt. “C’est magnifique, mon cher,” he said. The broad smile on Hassan’s face seemed to underline his superiority.
This black-lah knows French.
Time on the treadmill went well enough for the new student. Hassan proceeded to perform equally well but at the most resistant setting.
“Yeah, but he’s—like—older than me.”
“His age has no bearing on how poor your overall showing is. You’re the
supposed athlete. For your information, he’s exactly your age, and a house servant. In any case, you’ve both exerted yourselves so we need to make certain
that your muscles are correctly relaxed and circulation evened throughout
your body.”
While the boy pondered the possible meaning of those words and Hassan
looked on wonderingly himself, Roger opened the door to the living room
to call George in. “I’m glad you’re still here. You can do one of the massages.
Take Hassan into Tom’s room. There’s a massage tarp on the bed already. Everything else you’ll need is on the nightstand. I’ll take the boy.”
“Now wait a minute,” Shantanu exclaimed, still breathing heavily. “I don’t
want any massage.”
“You obviously have no idea how your body needs to be taken care of,
so you have no choice. Get up.” Roger was deadly serious. When Shantanu
didn’t move, Roger grabbed his ankles, pushed them back to expose the boy’s
backside, and delivered stinging slaps of great force. Watching this spectacle
were George and Hassan nearby, amused, and Dalton who had come into the
doorway to see—not without pleasure—how the man dealt with the brat’s
opposition.
“Ow, goddammit! You can’t do that! You’re hurting me!”
“I’ll stop when you apologize.”
Before the stubborn teen could say another word, Roger launched into him
again and kept going. Shantanu may have thought the muscular burn of the
exercises to have been considerable, but it was nothing compared to the blis213

tering spank his buttocks were receiving for the first time in his life. On and
on. Eventually overwhelmed, he started to cry. The blows continued to rain
down.”
“Okay. I’m sorry,” he said through his tears.
“Sorry about what?”
“I’m sorry. I’m sorry.”
“Tell me that you will not refuse my instruction.”
“Okay. Okay! Just stop. I’ll do whatever.”
“That’s right. You will. Now for that massage. You really need it.”
Shantanu thus was trapped. Roger drew Shantanu to his feet and guided
the distressed boy into his bedroom as George left with Hassan, small bag in
hand, for Tom’s room. Dalton walked behind with brisk intent.
That will be a party, Roger thought. Now to take the starch out of this one.
Shantanu watched silently as Roger covered his bed with a curious sheet.
Rubber? Abruptly told to lift his arms, he did. With that, hands from behind
slid against his skin inside his supporter and briefs and drew the skimpy outfit
down to his ankles. Nakedly awkward in a room with an imposing, powerful
black man who had just terrorized his backside and before he could entertain
a reaction, he was told to lie face down in the center of the bed. As he complied, a foam headrest was situated. He was told, “Now there’s a place for your
nose. Relax. I’m going to refresh your body.”
Nearby, the action proceeded differently. Hassan, who had massaged many
people, was to be naked and on the receiving end of two men about whom he
knew a great deal. That excited him. His memory was fresh with the experiences he had had with Edwin and George in Paris. Since arriving in Chicago, with
its wonders of tall, glassy buildings, he had heard from his American friend
amazingly intriguing accounts of the “great” Dalton Brawne, likely to be the
wonder of all—if his organ was as huge and capable as he had heard. George
interested him as well. He’d seen the man in action with Edwin. Duane liked
the man. Edwin, he remembered, had been taught many things by him about
coping with art and sex—une curieuse combinaison.
Denuding himself at once, he spread his arms toward the two big guys as
if in offering.
“Dalton,” said George, “I think you should start with his feet while I start
with his hands and we’ll work toward each other. Think, Hassan is our first
joint project. Front or back first?”
The reply came after a second’s deliberation, “Back. When we meet, we can
flip him over and exchange positions. Let’s place him. What do you say?”
Dalton loved the prospect.
As if rehearsed, they lifted the exotic creature before them, George taking
the torso and Dalton the legs, and laid him on the bed close to where they
stood. His beauty was appreciated in full, from the lustrous ebony ringlets of
his head, the dark glint of his eyes, and the roseate pucker of his lips across
the Grecian perfection of his chest to its pointed nipples set off by their small
gold rings, down the boy’s stomach to his inviting navel, along the thin path
of hair leading to his closely trimmed pubes and prominent cock, already
half-tumescent, atop shaven balls. If eyes had been able to go further, there
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were hairless, muscular calves, unflawed knees and lower legs culminating in
scrupulously maintained, baby-like, plump feet, their nails well-manicured.
“Edwin’s description,” said Dalton, “came close to creating an image of his
extraordinary creature.”
George said nothing, but bent over to plant a chaste kiss on Hassan’s lips.
Saying quietly, “Maintenant pour ton dos,” he turned the boy to the bed’s
center.
The sight, revealed to Dalton for the first time, prompted, “A bottom like
that is worthy of an Antinoös!”
Neither man noticed the face guard on the bureau. Hassan, who had spotted it (he had one in Paris), did not mind.
“Take off your clothes,” said George as he started with his shirt, “or the oil
will get in them. Besides, we have to get on the bed to do him justice.”
Never hesitant in most situations, particularly those of sexual nature, Dalton followed suit. Baring himself before the much younger George Tanner
did not phase the old man. The two men regarded each other’s body, which
neither had seen before—only imagined in passing.
Minutes later, as his fingers and hands were kneaded with the kind of care
he usually lavished on Duane, and his feet treated similarly, Hassan felt the
luxury of large, oiled hands moving to his forearms and lower legs. Every
muscle was stroked into shiny peace with its neighbors, Dalton seated on one
side of the bed, George the other. The thickness of Hassan’s upper arms and
legs were worthy of every possible attention. By the time George reached the
boy’s neck and shoulders, Dalton had the spheres of his buttocks under his
own fingers and thumbs. It’s like two cantaloupe halves and probably just as juicy,
he thought. To reach his subject’s lower back evenly, George mounted the bed
on his knees directly in front of Hassan’s head. Dalton knelt, too, his knees
on either side of Hassan’s, his hands rubbing deeply into the rounded flesh.
With a low-hanging pair of balls on his head and an even larger pair on
the back of his knees, Hassan began to contemplate the prospects for action to
come—not uncongenially. Turned face up, more erect than before and proud
to be, he watched George and Dalton change position. The two flaccid organs
held much promise.
Dalton took over the massage of his scalp and facial muscles, George his
knees. “Dalton likes you, Hassan,” he said slowly in English. “Do you like
him?” He moved up.
“Oui, mais il a besoin de masser selon la langue,” he said seductively.
“You’re neglecting his tongue, he says. I think he wants you to make out
with him.”
With “I’ll show him a bit of French,” Dalton slowly approached the smiling
face whose lips parted. Kissing Hassan was an indulgence in acute sensuality
for the old scholar. His tongue’s so strong it could do pushups. If his throat muscles
are like that, I can only imagine a blowjob from him. Of course, he taught Edwin!
These ruminations, like the ministrations in progress, were of short duration.
George decided that enough was enough.
“We could both have him at the same time. He won’t mind. If I know him,
he’ll want to show you his skills. See that hassock over there?”
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“What about Duane?”
“If he minded, Hassan wouldn’t be here.”
Again, they picked up the willing Hassan and placed him, this time with
his shoulders and back across the furnishing that neither had noticed until
then. George, seeing that Hassan’s head was unsupported, took the seat cushion from a nearby chair, upended it to fit exactly under the back of the young
man’s neck.
“Thank you,” Hassan said in English. Then in French, “Il y a quelques condomas dans mon sac.”
“He’s come prepared for this. Clever boy.”
Within seconds, George lifted with his left hand the already crossed ankles
and plied Hassan’s little sphincter with one, two, and three oily fingers of his
right, then stroked his own condom-clad erection with additional oil while
Dalton straddled the boy’s inverted head and lay his soft monster against its
wrinkly roof. The insertions differed, George’s being steady, direct, continuous while Dalton’s was seized from underneath and drawn in a gulp at a time
by the heavenly tongue he’d tasted earlier. Fish breathe like this. The path went
straight past Hassan’s uvula to pass into his upper throat as the man watched
intently. He saw how Hassan’s chest rose and fell and felt a sort of buzz around
his extending cock when George rammed home.
A faint aroma of apricots rose from the activity.
“Give me your hands,” George told him. Dalton reached out to link with
his stationary friend, who said, “Now, pull against me and we’ll thrust at
the same time.” As George sank fully forward, Dalton felt himself enlarging.
Hassan’s throaty clutch took him completely. Both could hear—and feel—the
vibrations coming from that throat, a kind of humming. Together, they rooted the passages they had claimed, cheeks burning, spirits soaring. Between
them, Hassan worked his magic, skillfully constricting his muscles to match
the rhythms of the remorseless, relentless pair. As they pulled back, he relaxed, breathed easier, then readied himself for another attack. For Dalton
and George, there came shockwaves of thrills to catapult them into orgasms
of urgent intensity.
Red as a beet, Hassan heaved for air, then sat up to see how he had exhausted his would be masseurs. Dalton, still on his knees, looked pale as if
he might be about to topple over. George stood up, quite pleased, but noticed
his friend’s condition and became concerned. “Let me help you over to the
bed,” he said softly. He gestured for help to Hassan, who sprang to remove the
massage sheet and to grab a blanket to put around the big man’s oily body.
Thinking fast in bedrooms was a specialty of his.
Once Dalton was situated and clearly all right, if somewhat winded, George
indicated that Hassan provide comfort while he stepped into the bathroom
for a shower.
“Oh dear, I’ve caused a ruckus,” Dalton told the uncomprehending, dark
angel who sat next to him.
Hassan bent over to kiss him on the head. When he reached down to feel
the still-hard pummeler of his throat, he said softly, “C’est l’une des merveilles
du monde.” One of the world’s marvels.
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Dalton laughed, “No, my dear. You are one of the wonders of this world.
Sweet, sweet Edwin told me. Now I know for myself. Do you understand?”
A smile lit up Hassan’s face. His white teeth gleamed in the light. “Je suis
heureux si vous êtes heureux.” I am happy if you are happy.
When he returned, George discovered them lying together, petting each
other like a couple. “Hmm, you two don’t need me. I’ll check the others.” He
walked from the room toward the other door, and listened.
What had passed was that Roger’s massage had proceeded smoothly along
Shantanu’s tense body. He began with the boy’s somewhat bony shoulders
and back, then worked on the legs and thighs always within sight of the reddened butt which, although small, displayed beautiful symmetry divided by
a shallow furrow in which some hair was beginning to grow. He paused, as if
in thought, when the boy said, “That’s awesome, Mr. Dawson. I didn’t know a
massage could feel like that.” Roger drooled some oil over the area and into its
center. “Oh, are you going to rub me there? Please don’t hit me again.”
The answer came, the gentlest touch yet applied to Shantanu’s skin—fingertips together barely brushing oil over the surface. Roger saw goosebumps
standing up. He applied his palms around and around the area, over to the
sides, and to the meeting point of the boy’s buns with the top of his legs. His
flesh is so tender. Silken, now more than before. I wonder…. He told the boy to
open his legs.
Shantanu clinched. “What are you going to do?”
“Complete this side, of course. Don’t worry. I’m not going to massage this,”
he said, just touching the boy’s pink rosette.
Shantanu’s twitch was electric. “No. Don’t touch that! It’s dirty.”
“Are you doubting me? When I tell you something, I mean it. Now open for
me or I will spank you again.”
A sigh later, Roger saw the legs move a few inches apart and heard the teen’s
voice say, “Okay, but be careful.” He urged them further, telling the boy to
reach up and grasp the mattress edge. “It would help you to hook your feet on
either side of the mattress, too.”
“Why?”
“Before I turn you over to do your other side,” Roger said, “I’m going to
massage your perineum and scrotum until you reach orgasm. You don’t want
me to see your little penis all excited, do you? I know it is now. I can tell from
the swelling right here.”
He ran his fingertips along the seam from Shantanu’s anal opening to his
scrotum. A jerking motion took over the nervous boy. Roger put a hand on the
small of his back. “Stay. Accept this part of the massage, I’ll only touch you
here to help you ejaculate. You are so tense that until I get you to let it out, the
effect of the massage will not be complete.
“I can do that with my hand,” Shantanu said shakily.
“Of course you can and you do, probably several times a day. But you’re
not thorough. You’ll see. Now relax. Or….” He paused to stroke the boy’s sore
bottom.
“No, please don’t hit me.”
“Then take what I have to offer. Come along with me. Cooperate, or I will
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spank you harder than before and it will take a lot longer for you to give it up.”
That speech did nothing to calm Shantanu’s fear of being touched sexually. Boys at school talked of such things as being practiced by gays—oral and
anal sex. Nobody had said anything about his balls or that part Mr. Dawson
was feeling back and forth, his fingers wet with massage oil. The tightness in
his loins increased with what Mr. Dawson was doing, but the feeling did not
escalate until the man’s fingers found and began to manipulate his ball sac.
When that happened, Shantanu could not refrain from driving into the now
slick sheet. When he knew that Dawson’s fingers were gripping the entire
scrotum and his thumb pressing against the perineum, he could stand it no
longer—and spent himself with an explosion of semen that took his breath
away. It lasted and lasted and lasted. Embarrassment contributed to his terror.
Roger made no comment, but reached under to wipe the oil-and-sperm
mixture into a puddle he could scoop up in his hands. “Turn over on your
back,” he told the dazed boy, who complied. All over Shantanu’s lower stomach, pubes and inner thighs—but avoiding his rigid penis—Roger smeared
the contents of his hands, driving the hypersensitive neighboring tissues into
a frenzy. The still standing, angry-red shaft, close to twice the length of one
of Roger’s fingers and thicker, continued to spew while the boy recoiled and
propelled his hips trying to escape the over-ecstatic torment. As his agony
subsided, Shantanu knew he was truly empty. There was silence in the room
as Roger began the rest of the massage, first on the legs and thighs, then the
shoulders and arms. Even the hands which has been closed into fists for much
of the session. They, like the rest of his young body, became as limp as rags.
Shantanu sank into the bed’s surface freer of tension than he had ever been.
The strong, black hands at work felt the difference and adjusted their kneading with lulling subtlety. The boy was escaping into sleep.
A slight tap at the door, unheard by Shantanu as he drifted off, caught
Roger’s attention. George stood naked in the hallway. He gaped at Roger, still
in his all-white outfit, unstained and unaroused. Roger, who had never seen
George without at least bathing trunks, gaped back at the display of hirsute
masculinity. Jesus, that’s a dick as big as mine!
“If you guys want to slip away, I’ll keep him. It’ll give me something to
do, as you said. He’s hot to trot but doesn’t know it. Shot his wad without my
touching his cock. I liked that. And, as you predicted, I like the resistance he
puts up. How’d it go with Hassan?”
“Beyond belief. His throat vacuumed a load from Dalton that he’ll never forget while his rectum ripped one from me that I’ll always remember.
Duane’s bought himself one of the most adept sex workers on earth. Never an
argument. Always wants to please—and please he does. It’s his job even when
he’s loaned out. He’s a real expert. Never mind. Let’s talk about it later. What
about now? Shall we say good-by or anything?
“No. He might try to leave,” he looked back. “In fact, I want you to take all
his clothes except the jockstrap and these shorts of Hassan’s. I want him left
here with no means of chickening out. Make sure you’ve got his ID and whatever money and keys he has. The shoes. You can put it all in that bag Hassan
brought and keep it, so I’ll know where it is. Anyway, Hassan’s supposed to
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come back tomorrow. Tell Dalton to call about the money Stephen promised
me. It’s sort of like the money you got from Edwin’s aunt, isn’t it?”
George frowned, “Maybe,” then nodded, “Fine. You stay here with him and
I’ll get Tom from the hospital tomorrow around noon. I think it’s all set. I’ll be
able to slip away from work after the morning meetings are over. You’d better
hope they go well or this whole operation could collapse.
“What do you mean?” Roger asked, looking through the door again to
check on Shantanu’s drowsing form. He had not moved.
“There are too many people involved. Helmut—I’m cluing him in at 8:30
tomorrow. Then there’s Bill, who witnessed Edwin in the gallery. Alfred Bradshaw. That Altschuler woman. It could get out of hand. I don’t even fully
understand the parameters. Stay tuned. I’ll let you know. If you need to reach
me, use my cell number, not the house phone. It’s better for you both if you
don’t speak to Tom for the next few days. I want to insulate him from the
emotions which have messed him up, as you and I agreed. And good luck with
that one in there.”
They moved to shake hands but the oil on Roger’s stopped that. After the
group had dressed, Roger showed everyone quietly to the door—marveling
at what they had done and at Hassan’s display of cheeky dimples. He hugged
each, and greasily locked the deadbolt.
Strange guy, that George. Always so business-like. Awesome bod. Good to know
better. Now, to take his advice and keep the kid off-center.
Shantanu’s body, at rest, weighed very little as a now stripped Roger carried him into the shower and stood him on his feet. “What? What are you
doing?” He looked around sleepily and into the charcoal face whose chin was
touching his nose. “Hey, man, that’s too close.” He tried to push away but was
stopped by the tile wall behind him.
“No, it’s not. I’m going to bathe you,” said Roger as he turned on a blast of
hot water and thrust Shantanu’s head directly into the stream. He sputtered
and blinked his now-watery eyes. “Stay. Lean slightly back for me so I can
shampoo your hair.” There was no way to argue. Scared, he let the hands manipulate suds throughout his scalp and endured a thorough rinse aware that
the man’s soft sex was heavy against his rear. Nervously, he stood there and,
when told to, lifted his arms as Roger held him about the stomach with one
hand and reached around his chest with a bar of abrasive soap in the other
and commenced to rub it over his nipples.
“Aiyee! That hurts-lah. Don’t do that. What is it?”
“Oatmeal soap, great for removing massage oil. I’m going over your whole
body with it. Now shut up and feel your skin come to life.” Roger’s hand flew
faster, not missing a spot, even descending to Shantanu’s cock and balls—
which alarmed the boy, unused as he was to both the oatmeal’s grittiness and
to contact with a man’s hand, especially the particular black man who had
him locked into place. “Now turn around and hold onto me, head down on
my shoulder.”
Released, Shantanu dreaded the embarrassment of being stomach-to-stomach with a grown man he did not know and who was going to wash his back
all the way down there. He dreaded it, but he submitted. A spread-out hand
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on his bottom slipped its blunt, centermost finger, covered in soap, against the
tightest muscle in his body.
“You said you wouldn’t touch that. Please don’t.”
Emphasizing his intent, Roger said, “You said it was dirty. I’m cleaning it.
Loosen up. It won’t hurt and it won’t take long.
The boy thought he might panic. Then came the touch. Not bad. Disconcerting. A little drum beat of the finger’s pad against the circle almost tickled
him. A poke in the center. Another, fractionally deeper, and a sudden instruction.
“Breathe deeply and exhale.”
Despite the water sheeting over him, Shantanu did. In went the finger. “It
burns. Take it out.”
“Takes a minute. Get used to it. Feel this?”
He did, the building of a strange pressure. His penis responded against the
big man’s balls. “Oh, oh,” he said weakly.
“You need to empty yourself again. Do it now.” The finger shot in further
and slid back and forth across the spot, sending another orgasm through
Shantanu’s loins to splatter into Roger’s pubes. There was the frightening tactile sensation that Mr. Dawson was becoming aroused. Indeed, the man’s fat
organ was snaking towards his captive’s navel. That feels so big. What if he…
Without time for recovery, water rushing down his body, he was directed
to return the favor and to wash Roger. This shook the boy. He would have to
touch a naked grown man all over. I won’t do it.
“Get your hands off me, you queer!” he blurted as he burst from the shower, dripping water everywhere, desperate to find his clothes. All he could spot
was the supporter where it had been discarded on the bedroom floor and
Roger’s whites on the dresser.
Watching, his arms folded, Roger stood in the door.
“Where are my clothes?” came the angry demand, followed by, “What
have you done with them?”
“They aren’t here. I can get them back for you in a day or two. Tomorrow
or the next day maybe.”
The look the distressed, wet boy gave him was one of barely contained fury.
Out of the blue, Roger asked, “Did you think you were queer when you
were cumming?”
The question snapped Shantanu from his generalized frenzy into one more
specific. He ran at the insulting man, attack on his mind. But Roger reacted.
Shantanu found himself trapped by arms so strong he could scarcely breathe.
He tried kneeing Roger’s groin but could not. The desperation which consumed him had no outlet. He began to give up the battle. I’ll get out of this
somehow. When he lets me go….
Release was not Roger’s intent. Imagining what the immature boy must be
considering, he waited. And waited. When Shantanu sagged in his arms, Roger said, “Back to the shower. You haven’t begun your assignment.”
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Bounty always receives part of its value from
the manner in which it is bestowed.
SAMUEL JOHNSON

54 NEXT AFTERNOON IN TREYDON
“Aunt Aggie, it’s….”
“I know who it is, silly. What’s happened?” Mincing words was never her
specialty.
“A lot. George got interrogated by Mr. Schachter early this morning about
me. Mr. Schachter asked him directly whether I’d been taken advantage of.
George gave him an earful. Schachter apologized. Said he had to know because
there had been rumors. George demanded to know from whom. Schachter
wouldn’t say. What he wanted was George’s explanation of what happened
when I was with those ladies. He remembered me from earlier in the Summer
and had already heard from Mr. Atkinson about my tour, but wanted to hear
it from George. Apparently, it turned into more than that, George telling him
about my recent studies and about the two lunches you already know about.
Mmm, that’s badly said. Sorry.”
“Never mind. Get on with it. I want to know what happened at the big
meeting. Bottom line.”
Not missing her possible double meaning, Edwin spoke up, “All right. Here
it is. Oh yes, first, I have to tell you that Mr. Schachter was really happy to
see the papers about Duane Wilderforce’s commitment to will his paintings
to the AIC. Some really important things. That was the ice-breaker between
him and George. George and him, maybe,” he corrected himself. “So, now for
what happened.”
Edwin heard her sigh.
“After a great deal of flap, as you would say, it was agreed that I would get
to observe in the Conservation Department off and on from now on, provided
that I wasn’t a bother. I must decide before mid-October which university I
want to attend and make my application in a timely manner because I’d never
get a museum job without a bachelor’s and a master’s. Nobody asked me. All I
really want is to study restoration, but I guess I’ll have to get a degree or two.
It’s too late for this Fall term, but not for the Spring term if I get the paperwork done. Miss Altshuler, who’s really nice (only it seems that some people—
George didn’t say who—some people are afraid of her or something like that),
she told everybody that she and her friends—those ladies, you know—would
cover my costs if I stayed in Chicago and if the AIC would hire me to give
tours. When Mr. Schachter started to protest, she said she’d make a contribution to the Education Department to cover my salary and then went on to say
that it would ‘be to his advantage’ to work out the arrangements. George said
there was quite a silence then. Before Mr. Schachter could open his mouth,
Miss Altshuler told him that official invitations would be coming to him from
the museums in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Boston to have me
visit them this Fall to see their collections and meet their conservationists.
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When he started to object that this was all going too fast, Mr. Bradshaw—he’s
the chairman of the board—said, ‘Helmut, Emily and I support these ideas
completely. Work out the arrangements, please, and forget about setting a
precedent. There likely won’t ever be another Edwin.’ George told me that
word for word.”
“Now you’re talking. Those trips sound great. Listen, I know how wrapped
up you are right now with your new young friend and with Dalton, but you
make sure you show your gratitude to George. Give him the lay-of-the-land.
Remind him how ‘satisfactory’ you are—as only you can—so you keep him
in a frame of mind to help you get on with all this. He’s your middle-man.
Ask him to help you stay on track with your art studies. These next couple of
months are more than important. They are, well…I think you know.”
“I will if I can, of course.” Young Edwin’s assertive stress on the last two
words spoke volumes to Agatha Cobb.
Rather than comment, she asked, “What do you mean?”
“For the next week or so—I’m not sure—George is keeping this guy Tom
at his condo. Anne was supposed to tell you.” He did not wait for an acknowledgement. “Tom tried to commit suicide. George made a deal with Stephen,
the exporter who’s Dalton’s friend in Malaysia, to give some money to Tom’s
boyfriend Roger, the black guy I’ve mentioned to you—real nice and a muscle
man type—to take in Afzal’s brother for the same period. You know, they way
you did for me with George. Their mom and dad are in New York on their
second honeymoon. He’s to help him with his physical training which is why
George is putting up Tom. Does this make any sense?”
She dodged the question by asking, “Where does our dear Dalton stand in
all this?”
“He’s all for it because it gets Afzal away from his crabby brother so we
can be together at his house. He loves us and we love him and I love Afzal.
And Duane is in on it, too. He’s assigned Hassan to keep an eye on Shantanu
whenever Roger can’t. Hassan’s got Shantanu’s money and passport and everything.”
“Everything?”
“Yes, even his clothes. Dalton told me.”
“What do you think is actually going on?”
“Dalton and Roger and George have all talked with each other on the
phone. It’s tricky but their consensus is that Roger won’t be able to resist seducing Shantanu—how I don’t know. Kid’s real tough acting. You’d call him a
snake. Whatever Roger’s interest is, that’s the best way—even if he doesn’t succeed with Shantanu—the best way, I mean, for Roger to stop worrying about
Tom. George says that Tom is hyper guilty about some secret he’s got which
is—I just learned this last night from Dalton—that George used to screw him
behind Roger’s back. George doesn’t know that I know and I’m not going to
tell him.”
“Well, you keep your nose clean. That’s a mess you better stay out of. Be
sure you have plenty of condoms. I don’t want you to get anything. You need
some money?”
“No, ma’am. Miss Altshuler gave me a hundred dollars and I took some of
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your Summer money from George. He didn’t spend all of it. Oh, and Aunt
Aggie, you can call Dalton. He’ll be glad to hear from you. And I have a phone
number for you to write down. It’s Miss Altshuler’s. She wants to speak with
you. If she’s not in, leave your number and the time when you can be reached.”
“What does she want from me?”
“Probably to get to know you and to hear your story of how you brought
me up. She’s really curious.”
“I’ll bet.”
“And guess what?—Dalton wants to write a book.”
“Oh? About what?” She thought she knew what was coming.
“You.”
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The consequences of our actions are always so
complicated, so diverse, that predicting the
future is a very difficult business indeed.
J.K. ROWLING

55 SUNDOWN AND LATER
Shantanu, in distress, did bathe Roger all over, soapy hands trembling, jaw
clenched. Never in his life had he thought of holding a black man’s genitals
in his hands, much less be impressed by their weight, or that he would handle them gently. It relieved him that there was not much sexual response to
his manipulations, only an encouraging, quietly spoken, “That’s the way.”
Roger’s eyes closed as the inexperienced fingers worked through dense, wiry
pubic hair and up the stone-hard stomach to the pencil-stub nipples of the
man’s bold chest. Shantanu had to kneel for the legs, an act which placed his
face in the danger zone of Roger’s pelvis—but nothing happened to frighten
him further. He didn’t like what he was doing but, for the moment, no option
occurred to him.
Keep him happy so he won’t beat me again.
After toweling off, each by himself, they again faced each other.
“Tell me how your body feels.”
“Uh…good, I guess.”
“Bullshit. You didn’t know you could feel that good.” The frown on the
man’s face looked threatening as it tilted directly over Shantanu.
“Okay, you’re right. I feel really good. Really relaxed.”
“Play along with me, Shantanu (He knows my name!) and by the time your
folks get back from New York, they will be impressed. It’s about time for you to
get something done, I judge, and it means work, work like you’ve never done,
but the results will make you proud. Right now, to me you’re just a pissant.”
The word was new, but clearly a put-down.
Opening his bureau drawer, Roger said, “We’re going to have something
to eat. Put this on, since you’re so modest.” He handed over one of his own
t-shirts which hung almost to Shantanu’s knees. “And while you’re helping
me, I’ll talk to you about what we are going to do. I’ll ask you questions which
you will answer honestly and immediately.”
“Can I put on my jock?”
“Sure. You’ll need it later anyway.” I’m beginning to like earning money this
way.
While the stunned Malaysian was beginning to realize he was about to
embark on the weirdest part of his trip to America, Roger donned a short robe
and tossed him a pair of thick, white socks, “So your feet won’t get cold.”
Shantanu felt slightly less insecure than he had since arriving at Mr. Dawson’s.
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Earlier, on his kitchen counter, George Tanner had discovered a sealed envelope. “A note from Edwin, it appears,” he told the glazed Tom Loft. They
had arrived from the hospital, where Tom had signed himself out, and from a
light lunch at a restaurant, where Tom, it seemed, appreciated the food.
“The best I’ve had lately,” he said, almost on the verge of tears.
George paid Tom no heed while reading:
Dear George,
I’m moving to Dalton’s while Tom is with you. I’ve taken some of my stuff,
some money, and my two inserts. Don’t worry. Afzal and I will be together
with Dalton. If you are willing, I will come to the AIC every day next week
to continue working under your guidance. Do you have time? I miss my art.
If you need me, call Dalton’s. Miss Altshuler said that you handled yourself
well this morning.
Until Monday,

Your mentee,
	
Edwin
After folding the note and slipping it in his coat pocket, George escorted
Tom to the guest room (which Edwin and Afzal had put in spotless order), encouraged him to nap, and made assurances that when he returned from work
around six, they would have a long talk and a good supper. He was kindness
personified. On his way back to the museum, the thought of Edwin’s nervy
note rankled but did not displease him.

S

At the Palmer House, Stephen, Duane, and particularly Terry were in stitches as Hassan described in his French-English mixture the events that had taken place at Roger’s apartment. He waved around Shantanu’s shirt, trousers,
and underpants, and made a show of smelling his socks and shoes. When he
mimed on himself the spanking Roger had given Shantanu, Terry was ecstatic. Eventually, with Duane’s help at the necessary English, every detail was
divulged. With mock anguish and melodramatic gestures, Hassan claimed
injuries by the vicious George and rapacious Dalton to his poor, poor virgin’s
bottom and ravaged throat—that was why he was becoming speechless—he
feigned hoarseness then stopped suddenly and bowed with great formality.
Shouted Terry, “I give Oscar! Great performance!”
“You should be in the movies,” Stephen chimed in, jocularly.
Hassan and Duane’s exchange of glances was followed by Duane’s laughter,
“Oh, he has been in movies.” Then, “Shall we have supper?”

S
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In Oak Park, an hour or two of sexual recreation behind them—no one
kept track— Edwin and Afzal plied their bemused host with questions. They
wanted to know whether they could use his computer, whether any part of
the house was off-limits to them, what kinds of food he liked to eat (because
they would cook), whether he could advise them about marriage, when should
they leave him alone, did he think they could live with him when they were
attending the University?
“Ease off, you chattering chipmunks. Yes. No. Most things. Yes. When I’m
busy. And yes—of course.” He grinned while they tried to match their rush
of questions with his sequential staccato answers. In a rush of affection, he
gathered them into his long arms and whispered, “What’s for supper?”

S

It was after they had eaten sliced tomatoes, garlic toast with spaghetti and
meatballs, and fried bananas with vanilla ice cream—Roger’s conjuration
while Shantanu looked on—that conversation could touch on comfortable
subjects for the boy such as soccer and rugby, the Malaysian Sevens tournament, Pop Malaysia (the music loved by young people), YouTube videos of
pop stars, reality TV shows and, eventually, the demands of school, and the
problems of being in his family. By pretending interest and posing questions
sympathetically, Roger drew from across the table a picture of an unhappy
kid, scholastically unmotivated, overindulged by a doting Mother (He was the
last child she could ever bear.), outshone by his brother’s bright mind, resentful. Rather than to attempt to deal with any of it, Roger waited for a while,
then said, “I was like you when I was your age.”
Shantanu looked at him. “Oh yeah?”
“We’ll talk about it sometime, if you want. Right now, you rinse the dishes
and utensils, and put them in the dishwasher. When you’re done, meet me in
the exercise room and we’ll work.” At that, he walked out of the kitchen.
Shantanu sat for a moment’s consideration, then did as he had been told.
Woman’s work. He managed to figure out the dishwasher. With a stop by the
restroom and with a touch of curiosity, he walked in on Roger’s arranging an
exercise bench. He was in his white shorts, the robe nowhere to be seen.
“Weights,” he was told. “We’re going to deal with the rudiments of lifting
so that you can learn them correctly. We’ll start with this bar by itself. Then
we’ll do some light free weights. I’ll teach you how to get the most benefit
from a routine. If you show me your attention and do everything properly,
you won’t get hurt. And, if it goes well, we can also cover the basics of bodily
abduction training. Lie here.”
Roger’s patience instilled beginning confidence in Shantanu. He heeded
every correction and began to think the time there might not be too bad. He
certainly did not want to be beaten again, the threat of which remained in
the back of his largely unexercised mind. Unfamiliarity with leg abductions,
“planks,” wall slides (eased by the big t-shirt he still wore), and arm raises
and rotations with an elastic exercise band made him hesitant, but the explanations for them were convincing. As he worked, he felt better. He learned
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the advantage of timing his breathing with each routine’s demands. Roger
allowed him to announce the arrival of slight muscle burn. “Once or twice
more, so I can check,” Roger said. His hands went to each muscle, feeling its
contraction, judging the effort. His touches were impersonal. They bothered
less than before.
Shantanu began to want to show willingness. At the sight of muscles quivering with effort, Roger told him, “You’re pushing yourself too hard. That will
harm you. Let’s ease off now.”
Two hours passed. Each exercise was taken only so far, then traded off for
another until all the routines Roger wanted him to learn had been practiced
multiple times. “Okay, that’s enough for now. We’ll have a hot shower”—No,
not again! Shit!—“and, if you want, watch TV before going to bed.”
“Are you going to make me have sex again?” came the wary question.
Roger’s dark face took on an even darker expression. He leveled his answer head-on: “You-haven’t-had-sex-since-you-got-here. You just voided your
glands. But, no, I’m not going to have sex with you. You’re a kid, not a man.
In fact, nowhere near being a man. Your glands are the only thing in control.
You aren’t.” Roger sounded more serious.
His urge to protest caused Shantanu to jolt, “What do you mean?” He
watched the man put his thumb to his jaw and his forefinger to his lips. He
was thinking.
“Tell you what. Stand with your back to that wall. Straight. Feet together.
Now lift your arms over your head and take hold of the shelf up there. Right.
Like That. Now, are you balanced? You aren’t going to fall down or anything
silly?”
“I’m okay. What is this?”
“Merely a demonstration.” As he spoke, Roger removed his gym shorts and
stood there in his capacity-filled jock, its mound displayed like so much fruit.
“You think about sex all the time.” He moved a step forward and relaxed.
“You can’t avoid it, especially with me here. The closer I get, the more nervous
you get.” Another step, this one with Roger’s palms open as if to show that he
concealed nothing. “You see that I’m not aroused but you know that you are
starting to be.”
Shantanu’s shame and fear combined to lock him in place. Don’t look down.
He would resist somehow, but looking into the man’s face did not help. As the
powerful man entered his space to stand directly in front of him, Shantanu’s
resolve weakened.
“Close your eyes and breathe in,” said Roger as he placed his arms against
the wall. “Smell the pheromones we’ve both released. I’m not even touching
you but you are still getting hard. You are responding to your own urge. Keep
your eyes closed so you see nothing. Just take in the aroma. Don’t be afraid if I
contact you myself—I don’t have an erection—barely against your pubic bone
and notice that you can’t stop your pelvis from contracting upward and into
my package. Go on. You need to.”
Holding tighter than ever to the shelf overhead and surrounded by the
fearsome man whose encased balls provided hot, soft cushions for his uncontrollable fucking motions, Shantanu’s dammed up glands burst through their
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bonds. He reached a lightbulb-flashing orgasm and fell onto Roger, mortified
to discover that his actions had had no effect on the man who held him, the
man who was walking him into the bathroom. Off went the t-shirt, down
went the strap. Ahead of Roger who crowded him, he stumbled into the cascading hot water, gasped, opened his eyes, and noticed that big, black fingers
were trying the indentations between his ribs. He’s tickling me! Aaiyee!
A battle ensued as Roger sought every spot to torment the wriggling boy
into paroxysms of giggles and efforts to resist. “Stop! Stop! I hate that! Not my
ribs!”
“How about here then?” Roger shifted to caress the boy’s lower stomach
with equal success. “Or here?” he asked, jiggling Shantanu’s balls.
The boy crumpled to the tile floor and drew himself into a tight knot, cowering. “No more, please. Please, Mr. Dawson, no more. You’re killing me.” His
anger flared, “Dammit, leave me alone. I’m drowning.”
“You’re not drowning. You’re relaxing. There’s more than one way.”
“Yes, okay, dammit.”
“All right. Prove it. Stay there while I shower and clean yourself up after I’m
finished, or stand up now and we’ll wash each other like before.
“What will you do if I don’t?”
“I’ll spank your butt so hard it’ll glow like neon.”
Tremulously, Shantanu asked, “If I stand up, are you going to do that thing
you did before—you know, put your finger in my bum again?”
Struck by the use of a British slang word, Roger said, “I will, to make sure
you’ve completely emptied yourself of everything that’s making you so uptight. Kid, you’re just beginning to learn what your body needs and it’s not
some furtive jerky stuff done in the dark when nobody’s looking. You’ve got
to be proud of your body and proud of the effort you put into improving it.
But shit,” he stressed his words, “if you stay such a wimpy coward, you won’t
make progress.”
A hand reached up. Roger took it and drew Shantanu to his feet. The boy
was crying. Silently, they hugged. “That’s good,” Roger said, his voice deep
and smooth. “Those glands need emptying, too. When you’re dry, take the
towels and your things to the washing machine. You can put them on when
they’re clean and dry.”

S

The rut which followed their simple meal left both men unsatisfied, for
neither had experienced a climax. Nor had they talked much while consuming their creamy chicken soup and mushroom salad. Tom, who ought to have
been excited by his host’s company and quite alert after sleeping all afternoon, lay inert on his stomach with George still inside. How good it was to be
penetrated by so formidable an organ, but there had been no chemistry about
how it got there. For his part, George, in an effort not to trouble his guest by
forcing conversation, simply thought that all Tom needed was some sex. He
himself certainly craved it in Edwin’s absence. And Edwin was not going to be
available to him in the near future. Edwin!
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An idea formed: he would make Tom grapple with the issues his suicide
attempt had created. His forearms hoisting him from his place, his cock withdrawing itself from Tom’s meaningless depths, George strode to the shower
taking care to slam the door behind him.
The convalescent in Tom was affronted. He’s no nurse. He ought to be trying
to make me feel better. Instead, he’s just being a prick. Self pity worked its way
with Tom until George reappeared, a striking figure in the doorway, his hair
in wild, wet disarray.
“When are you supposed to take your next medications?”
“At nine.”
“Good. That leaves us plenty of time. Are you fully conscious?”
“Yes,” came the sullen reply.
“You understand how badly you’ve behaved?” The words were spoken
somewhere between a statement and a question. “My friend Dalton thinks
that you’ve fallen into a pit of guilt because I uncovered what is missing from
your relationship with Roger.”
Now fully attentive, Tom sat up, clutching a pillow to his chest. “What?”
“He’s right about it. We—you and I—are in this together.” George spoke
sincerely, “It’s true. Through your passivity, I found my outlet in aggressive
sex. The first time was one thing, but you kept returning for more because
your masochism needed what I gave you. Your selfishness drew you here. You
took advantage of my uninhibited sexuality instead of centering your attention on the relationship with Roger. His interest in you has waned, Tom, and
it’s your fault. When was the last time you two had relations?”
The reply was less than instantaneous. “When you and that boy were in
Paris. Something really got into him one morning and he took me so wildly
we ended up on the floor. It was the best. We hadn’t had sex like that ever, and
we haven’t since. What am I doing wrong?”
The brooding man voiced his thoughts, “You’re a sissy queen. That’s good.
It’s what Roger needs. But, your passivity—which, as you know, excites me—
has tired on him, I think. You’ve let your body go slack. It used to be lean and
attractive. Meanwhile, he’s built himself into a powerhouse. The guy’s ready
for action as I see him. So what gives? Does he not have a high enough sex
drive?”
“He used to,” Tom sighed. “He used to like me the way I was.”
“I don’t doubt that, but you neither look like that nor act like it. Weren’t
you something of a challenge for Roger when you first got together?”
“He said he had to tame me,” Tom looked up.
“I’ll bet he did, too. Then you gave up. Your relationship became—what?—
status quo? How dumb can you be? There’s the answer. You’ve got to shape
up, get yourself together and offer some resistance. Put up a fight now and
then—like you really mean it. He’ll defeat you and the conquest will be sweet.”
He continued, “Why don’t you start working out while I’m at work? There’s
enough equipment here. You don’t have to go out. If you just did sit-ups and
pushups, you’d get somewhere in short shrift.”
Still fragile, Tom’s emotions failed to withstand the questions and their
logic. Tears welled and were about to stream their way down his cheeks when
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George grabbed his hair and slapped him smartly across the cheek. “Start that
foolishness with me and I’ll knock you senseless.”
Something snapped. Tom fought back wildly. He screamed, “Don’t you
dare treat me like that. I’m sick!” His fists flailed at his attacker.
Only seconds passed before George held him close. “Reach down, bitch,
and see what you find.” The voice was commanding.
“Oh my God, you’re hard again.”
“Yes. See how easy that was? Now I’m going to punish you for cursing, and
we’ll see how quickly you come back to life. Get on your stomach. Close your
legs. I don’t want to hit your balls.”
He picked up his belt and doubled it.

Every step forward is made at the cost of
mental and physical pain to someone.
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE
There is a frightful interval
between the seed and the timber.
SAMUEL JOHNSON

56 FRIDAY’S APPROACH
In sum, the week’s end found everyone in new situations of understanding. Tom
certainly came to grips with the regimen at George’s—painfully, but satisfactorily, outside and in. He would become more so, and proportionately wiser, as Monday approached. Those at the Palmer House, having engaged in a free-wheeling
ménage à quatre of delightful proportions and duration, bonded remarkably. They
simply spent themselves in what Duane called “frolics,” and happily anticipated
more activity of a similar sort during the time remaining in Chicago for the
steadfast Stephen and ever excitable Terry. Two of the three in Oak Park buzzed
and buried themselves in each other with boundless enjoyment. Across the city,
the odd couple involved specifically with exercises and muscular development
slept in the same bed—Roger’s—uneasily at first, despite the pleasant effect of
a small glass of Cointreau (diluted in Ginger Ale) to which Shantanu had been
introduced while they viewed a wrap-up of the week’s sporting events on CNN.
“It’s better than plum wine,” Shantanu had said.
It would be possible to consider these happenings as sporting events. All
involved muscles, one way or another overcoming the resistance of friction.
Each was developmental.
Bodies trysted and fused. Stimuli energetically produced fluids. Excitation
brought combustive moments of purest pleasure. Yet, there was meaning.
George’s idea of therapy for Tom’s puling supplication and consuming selfpity—the rapid application of a belt across the buttocks followed by a sexual
pummeling of the sort in which he excelled—got the ailing man’s attention
and forced it to the forefront of his otherwise engaged mind. That was progress.
The show-offs Terry and Hassan began with the idea of fun involving each
other for the benefit of Stephen and Duane but quickly gave themselves over
to their opposite men, and the men to each other. So well-matched were these
ensembles that acquaintance metamorphosed past physical intimacy, without
effort, to initiate friendship. The desire to visit each other’s settings in George
Town and Paris rose as passions exhausted themselves throughout the night.
Something like sport may have been the original intent of the four, but each
felt himself a part of something new and long-lasting.
The newness for Afzal lay less in his renewed practices—sensational though
they were—with the young man he was idolizing than with his overall ex-
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perience. Chicago was proving for him to hold the most mind-opening incidents ever in his eighteen years.
For Afzal’s cranky brother Shantanu, the workouts and orgasms, massages and showers forced upon him by the scary, muscled Negro, Mr. Dawson,
had become less frightening once he had capitulated. The spanking took care
of that. While it was freaky to have to touch such a man all over and to
be touched by him even more personally, the Malaysian sixteen-year-old felt
physically better than ever, if really tired. Dawson knew what bodies were like
and how they get improved. He promised to begin training in wrestling, too,
over the weekend if Shantanu “stayed on-track.”
Thus, with only a sheet over them in Dawson’s bed and spooned as instructed against the big man’s naked back, an arm between the immobile
hunk’s shoulder and neck, the other around his waist, there was sleep-inducing warmth. He felt snugly contained by the strap and other briefs he
wore. His drowsy thoughts drifted from wondering when he would get back
his belongings to what would happen if he rebelled against the soapy finger
Dawson thrust into him during their showers. Would he ever have privacy
during the next week? Was he a prisoner in the apartment until his parents returned? What was his brother doing? Why was that guy George in the apartment when he got there with Dalton and Hassan? Who was Hassan anyway?
Duane’s “boy?” What did that mean? Why did his cock get hard every time he
got near Mr. Dawson? Like right now, next to his cannon-ball ass….
If I move and he feels it, I’m in trouble! Shit-lah. Maybe I can slip out and go to
the bathroom. But my arm’s trapped. I can’t even feel it. It’s asleep and I’m awake.
While the boy wrestled with himself, the man backed into Shantanu’s erection. That called the erection into action. Unable to prevent the reflex motion,
Shantanu felt his pelvis press into the firm flesh. He came instantly, and felt
mortal fear as Mr. Dawson twisted abruptly to face him in the dark.
“You are one hot kid. What’s the matter with you?” He sounded more concerned than angry.
Shantanu wanted to say something but no words came.
“Obviously, you need to empty yourself again.”
“Please. Don’t hit me.”
“I’m not,” Roger said, getting out of bed. His hands found something in a
nearby drawer. “Stand up over here.” It was a voice not to be trifled with.
Able to see nothing, Shantanu disentangled himself from the bed sheet to
stand rockily before his captor—and was stripped of his little garments.
He’s got my balls!
“Steady now. I’m doing you another favor.”
His other hand is rubbing grease on my cummy dick! It’s still like a rock!
“What are you doing to me? Stop. Don’t!”
“Shut up. Don’t question me. Or do you need a spanking in the middle of the
night? Believe me, this will feel a lot better—and you won’t be crying afterward.”
Other sounds came from the drawer. Roger lay down and drew Shantanu
on top.
“Tuck yourself under my balls, between my legs. Put your hands on my
pecs—here.
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Do it now, or I’ll….”
In place and realizing that he was about to fuck, Shantanu thought the
man’s finger was entering him. It wasn’t. It merely dabbed his hole with
grease. Something else about the same thickness but longer was pushed right
through and into his prostate.
“Now fuck yourself silly, little boy. Lift yourself like for pushups. If your
face gets near mine, I’ll tongue it.”
There was momentary hesitation. Discomfort and shock were rolling away
as he realized Mr. Dawson had him trapped, his mighty arms reaching around
to hold the object in place.
It hurts but it feels good, too. God, his pecs are in my hands! He wants me to do
this.
Each movement into the tight grasp of Roger’s thighs took the boy’s pubic
bone and lower stomach into contact with the penis he had washed and away
from the steady grip Roger’s hands had on the small dildo. Each repelling
movement caused another penetration and the escape of another withdrawal. Understandably, Shantanu panicked in the turbulence of pain and pleasure. He stabbed wildly into his target doing everything he could not to lose
hold, not to let his arms weaken before he got off, and was stabbed further by
the now more insistent dildo. As his urgency leapt into high gear, Shantanu
spermed in mere seconds and collapsed into the man’s arms which held him
through the shuddering aftermath. The dildo fell to the sheet.
Wordlessly, solemnly, they showered. Shantanu neither resisted the probing finger nor any of the mutual washing of each other’s bodies. His penis
remained calm, his mind empty. The odd feeling he had inside remained just
that, a strange sensation without a name. Childlike while Roger dried him,
Shantanu stood still and waited.
“Help me change the bottom sheet, then we’ll sleep.”
That done, they did—in Morphean tranquility.
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Knowledge will not be acquired without pain and application.
WILLIAM FELTON
Wrestling with knowledge…is a matter of striving for knowledge.
RUDOLPH STEINER

57 FRIDAY’S WATERSHED
Hunger, the product of night’s passage and a good sleep, greeted everyone.
Breakfasts went down readily as schedules were set for the day. Simplest were
those for George, who had to go to work, for Tom, who would clean the place,
resting as he needed, and for Hassan, who was expected at Roger’s for the next
installment of Shantanu’s training. He gathered everything that had been
discussed. Duane, Terry and Stephen decided to use the morning for further
business discussions—some sort of partnership was in the works—and the
afternoon for visiting shops and galleries. “I think fuck, too,” Terry giggled,
“maybe later.” Off in Oak Park, the two young fellows put away the dishes
they had washed and were ready to hear Dalton’s replies to the host of questions they raised.
A former professor, long retired, faced by an eager audience of two adoring
students, Dalton waxed with orotund pleasure from his library armchair. Sunlight brightened the room and sparkled in their eyes.
“You are the two most lovable and admirable young men I have ever met.
Also two of the sexiest, which is why,” he pointed an accusatory finger in their
direction, “I wanted you fully clothed.”
They exchanged glances, then—the flattery having registered—reddened
with amusement.
“So don’t distract me. I’m old and need my powers of concentration,” he
nodded in mock seriousness. “First, let me consider what you asked about
marriage. It isn’t a matter of when you ought to marry nor even of whether.
It is a matter of if you marry. Women, by nature, are the complement of men,
equipped for reproduction. That’s indisputable. The desire to rear children is
the finest reason for marriage. Close to that comes emotional need shared by
both partners. And, historically, property. One without the other is unthinkable for a couple who love equally. Sexuality figures after that, although these
days it often precedes love and is easily confused with it. A married couple’s
early years typically are like an equation, both sides of which are equal,” he
said towards Afzal, the mathematically inclined, who agreed.
“Work of a conscious sort is required after, say, the proverbial sixth year—
imaginative work to maintain balance by renewing the commitment to each
other’s needs. Do you know the phrase “the seven-year itch?”
They didn’t, although Edwin said that his aunt had used it once or twice
in reference to their neighbors, Anne and Erich. Its meaning was beginning
to dawn on him.
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Dalton smiled, “The seven-year itch, the yen to connect intimately with
one or more persons outside a marriage-gone-complacent, is a destroyer of
relationships among those who don’t think, who can’t deal with the need for
change and adaptability within their union. With time, we all change and we
all must adjust ourselves, especially if we intend making our lives stable and
happy, and particularly if there are children involved. Afzal, you have had
the benefit of parents who have stayed together, who love each other and,
right now, who are working on rededicating themselves to each other. They
are together in New York without you and Shantanu for…that…purpose. Private time. So necessary. Stephen and Terry made it possible because of their
high regard for your folks, Salil and Nirupa. Upon their return to Chicago in
another week, you will see how effective the trip will have been.” Afzal’s nod
was noticed.
He turned to Edwin, whose face, as beatifically blank and wide-eyed as a
Pontormo drawing, could not to be read, “You, dear Edwin—how remarkable
you are—you have had the benefit of your Aunt Agatha’s upbringing in the
absence of your parents. She has been your rock, steady and patient, occasionally insistent, always dependable, and clever beyond words. Hers was the
wisdom not to force you to deal with the emotional clog which followed the
deaths of your parents but, actually, to help you tread your way around that
while you grew in other ways and reached quite far into a world you could
understand and begin to control—art.”
He paused to note Edwin’s curiosity. He’s not going to tear up. That’s a good
sign. Smiling again, he went on, “You have become both a scholar and, I seem
to have heard, a practitioner in your field. Is that not so?”
“Well, I’ve only started,” came the modest answer.
“Tosh, my dear. You’ve taken George by storm—he’s no fool—and that
Altshuler woman and her friends. Much more important,” he pointed with
rhetorical flourish, “you’ve allowed yourself to begin to recall what you dared
not and,” he emphasized, “you’ve started to develop and to cope with feelings
that eluded you earlier, thanks to that sweetheart from Malaysia next to you.”
Edwin took those words as his cue to buss Afzal on the cheek. “Yes, that’s
why I love him so much.”
“Well!” Dalton expostulated in his grandest manner, “I’ll have you know
that is what has enabled this conversation.” His arms waved, “You’re entering
maturity. You are gaining on those areas where deep-seated fears keep positive thoughts away. Most teens have trouble with their parents as limits are
tested. Adolescence can be rough. You’ve not coped with that. As we sit here,
you and Afzal are young men of the same age and of very different emotional
backgrounds but, I believe, similar emotional equipment.”
Edwin wanted to know what he meant.
“You both are rational. The proof’s in the way you work with your talents—
art and mathematics—at least so I’ve heard. Edwin, you are further along in
that regard than Afzal, but his potential—if I read the signals right—is just as
good.”
Hugging Afzal, Edwin asked, “Does what you just said have anything to do
with marriage?”
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“Everything, silly! If you two channel your keen skills of analysis and problem solving into personal matters, then it stands to reason that traditional marriages can work for each of you—if, and only if, you want to create
and nurture children. That’s a commitment of twenty or more years during
which, no matter what, worthy parents with good brains and insight must
juggle their family duties with their professions. They must oversee their progeny and their progeny’s friends while maintaining their own relationships
with adult friends. Have you noticed that?”
“My mom and dad are friends with Stephen and Terry, and they each have
lady friends and men friends of their own. Because of Stephen and Terry, they
know you, Dalton, and they think you are such a great man because you are
a famous scholar and sometimes really funny. My dad regards you very high.
I think I know why, now that I’ve been here, but I wish you would tell me.”
“In time, I will. Rest assured. What I want now is to hear from Edwin.”
“Aunt Aggie’s really close to Erich and Anne. I am, too.” Maybe I shouldn’t
have said that. Aunt Aggie told me that ‘some things are best left unsaid’. He hastened to add, “Aunt Aggie loves to play bridge with some of her friends and
she’s been in a few tournaments away from home now and then.”
“See? Both of you have networks of connections which are good. And you
will form others as you pursue your education and professions. I know what
you both want to be successes, so let’s not wander off into those speculations.
I want to get back to relationships and what can mess them up. You were full
of questions yesterday. Today, I am. Be patient with me.
“How did sex with Edwin make you feel? Give me one adjective, no more.
Think!”
Afzal’s brain shuffled and discarded several ideas—envy, jealousy, inadequacy—before settling on inexperience. “I realized that I am in-ex-per-ienced.” He pronounced the word slowly the way Edwin did occasionally when
he wanted people to pay attention.
“The perfect choice! I am dealing here with admirable perception.” Dalton
clicked his tongue, pursed his lips, and dropped his voice to a whisper. “What
did you get out of learning that Edwin and I had made love?
“That, at the end, you were totally happy, like you became one thing. You
were fused in each other like Yin and Yang.”
“We were.”
Silence hung over the room for moments while Dalton seemed to read
Afzal’s mind, “You’re wondering when such an experience can be yours, aren’t you?”
“Yes, please.”
“Afzal, when you and Edwin were sleeping in my bed last night and I held
you both in my arms—remember that was before you turned over and almost
fell off?”
“Yes. You caught me. I was so sleepy I didn’t know what was happening.”
“What did I do then?”
“You held onto me all night so I wouldn’t fall again.” His seriousness vanished as he recalled the morning, “And when we woke up,” he laughed, “we
started tickling and kissing you, and we really messed up the sheets!”
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Mirth filled the air. Dalton took over again, “Nice reminder. Holding you
last night was very beautiful because you are, like our lovely Edwin, a person
without prejudice or jealousy. You young men have the capability to make
fine marriages based on those qualities and, likewise, fine careers. Don’t get
cocky about it. I have to tell you there are some differences to be aware of and
a bit of history you need—about sexual tutelage. What I’m going to describe
lies outside the norms of present-day Europe, America, and Asia.”
Looking in Edwin’s direction, he said, “Uncommonly, you have been guided by adults onto the path of sexual accomplishment. That general principle,
well documented, was in effect over a broad area of the world for many centuries. Your father, Afzal,” Dalton shifted his gaze, “had in mind something of
the sort when he wanted to put the two of us together, you the younger man
with me an older man. I am, in fact, the man who gave your father his sexual
introduction and, in piecemeal fashion, a certain amount of subsequent instruction, man to man. Such a sensible idea.”
Azfal’s nod confirmed that he understood.
“Adolescent males have brains that develop slower than those in females
their same age. Judgment is not sound. Decisions often are made which may,
and generally do cause misery later. A fully mature male remembers what it
felt like to be adolescent, knows how the hormones rage, and what to do about
them. The midst of the male body craves action which the brain above cannot
logically operate. But, a female’s body and brain generally mature earlier, with
the result that their feelings are spread throughout their bodies, not localized.
Early mating with the opposite sex is a terrible idea for the reason that the
male cannot control himself from rushing to impregnate the object of his
coupling. Babies are born to hopelessly mismatched people. Dramatically bad,
emotionally terrible circumstances tear ill-formed relationships apart. Innocent babies suffer the consequences. Right now, in this country, the divorce
rate is over fifty percent. What fools we are. But I’m getting ahead of myself. I
should be telling you the history you need to know, so that you will feel right
about what we are doing.”
“I’ve never felt better, Dalton. Last night was…rap-tur-ous. I still feel the
glow. I’m fine with what we are doing,” Edwin said.
“Me, too,” chimed Afzal, “I’m fine. Yes.”
“Not the point, me hearties,” Dalton boomed, pretending to swing a cutlass. “There was sense which prevailed in ancient Greek society and again
in the Renaissance, sense which got lost when that damned, so-called-saint
Augustine of Hippo deemed pleasure so sinful that the Middle Ages got the
contamination like the Fourteenth Century got the plague, and enough of it
surfaced again in the two-faced Enlightenment that it remained to infect the
Nineteenth Century such that they had to invent a new word, homosexuality,
with which to isolate people and to pave the way for a highway of persecutions in the Twentieth.”
Edwin cautioned, “Calm down. Get your breath, Dalton, and don’t talk so
fast.”
“Sorry,” he paused to take in air. “It’s infuriating to a scholar of human
interaction how the noble status of mankind’s sexually balanced behavior got
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wrenched into categories deemed not merely sinful, which was bad enough,
but unnatural and perverse. Result: natural inclinations and actions riddled
with guilt, tension, anxiety, even horror! Generations upon miserable generations have been so sexually stupid as to allow the ever-spreading viruses of
Christianity and Islam to crush reason and to add to the excuses for interpersonal human failure.”
“He’s red in the face,” Afzal observed with concern.
Edwin dashed to the kitchen, “I’ll get him a glass of water. Dalton, don’t
talk until I get back.” When he returned and the winded man had swigged a
few gulps, Edwin remembered a line his aunt used to use when someone had
gotten hot under the collar during a fit of criticism: “Other than that, Mrs.
Lincoln, how did you like the play?”
Spoken when the man had just taken another mouthful, Edwin caught the
spray—Pfffft!— full-face. Laughter broke out between Afzal and Dalton at the
sight of Edwin a-drip with water.
“Come here young man,” Dalton growled, “and bend over my knee.”
“Oh? You really want me to? You know it’ll turn me on. Are you sure?” he
asked coyly.
The look on Afzal’s face was priceless. He could barely form the idea that
Dalton might spank Edwin and that Edwin would like it.
“All right, all right. Take your seat. Perhaps later,” he lifted his arched eyebrows. “I’m not through. And don’t get my sofa wet dribbling all over the
place. The result of all my research and writing has altered nothing in our
society, alas. Let me tell you….”
“Please, before you go on, tell me: Do you think we are homosexuals?” It
was Afzal who asked.
“Wet Edwin and dry you? Certainly not. As far as I know neither of you has
ever sought a partner of either sex. You’ve only had one, my dear, and that’s
barely started. Edwin’s had several collaborators but he never went after them.
Well, me maybe. Let me put this another way. Sex between the two of you is
not your predilection, it is simply your opportunity—and a most practical one
at this point in your lives. Good grief, do yourself a favor and drop that dreaful word ‘homosexual’ from your vocabulary. It’s not needed in this house.”
“Thank you.” Afzal sat back, encouraged, and dabbed his boyfriend’s face
with a handkerchief.
“As I was trying to say, there are cultures centuries old in which what you
are learning to do was and is, in a few cases even today, a stepping stone to the
standard of maturity for men. No adolescent male is excluded from a year or
more of daily oral insemination by his assigned older man among the Sambia
people, not if he expects to rid himself of the femininity of childhood and to
be able to marry. The same is true for about a year and a half for adolescent
males of the Kaluli and Merind-Anim tribes, whose elder men inseminate their
charges anally once or twice per day to accomplish the same ends, qualification
as a man and readiness for marriage. Elders of the Keraki people used to practice
anal copulation with boys up to the advent of puberty. Degrees of force add to
the impact of the lessons being taught. I’m certain that you, Edwin, have felt
the truth of that principle during your months with George. Right?”
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Afzal went wide-eyed when Edwin replied, “Yes.” That talk about spanking…. Now this. I’ll make him tell me later.
“If I understand, Dalton, the reason you are describing these primitive practices,” Edwin said with focused attention, “is to establish the notion which
we already accept, that initiation to sexual practice by elders of the same sex
should be norm-a-tive.”
Noting Azfal’s apparent further astonishment at the sentence which had
just come from his new boyfriend, Dalton decided not to notice. Hmm…more
of those perceptive powers everyone’s been talking about. “Why of course. I don’t
think it’s the sperm deposited down a throat or up an anus that accomplishes
anything that isn’t symbolic. The stomach acids digest it and the anus will
ultimately expel it. Sperm contains a few proteins which may be taken into
the system and the rectal walls may absorb some of the additional moisture
involved, but the stuff is, in the context of the male body, merely waste. If you
think about it, sperm is profligately wasted in the female except for that one
tiny swimmer that manages to enter a single egg. The tribal training practices
I mentioned provide young males with sexual experience at the crucial time
in their physical development. They learn to receive passively in order one day
to provide dominantly. The technical term in the field is ‘masculinization.’
Important feelings are involved with each transmission, both psychologically
and physically. Meaning accrues through repetition and progressive ease with
the acts.”
“Becoming a man is getting easier,” Afzal kidded, squeezing his Edwin’s
leg.
“Don’t think that such traditions are exclusive to the Melanesian part of
the world,” continued Dalton, looking the other way. “The Siwans of the Lybian Desert in Egypt used to lend their sons to each other for love affairs, and
may still do so as far as I know. Afghani men consider boys to be feminine until through adolescence and, despite Islam, use them anally with the complete
conviction of acculturated male entitlement.”
Afzal looked up in wonder. Edwin listened with acute interest.
“The ancient Semites—Persians and Babylonians for example—and more
recent Turks and Indians, like certain old Arab societies found young males
addictive, wrote odes of praise to them, and cherished their relations with
them during the body’s transformative years with as much intensity as did
high-class Chinese, including emperors, and the Japanese samurai. Marriage
to females was altogether apart from the male experiences. It followed.”
His audience all ears, Dalton carried on in his inimitable, professorial manner, “One can deduce from these and many other peoples around the world
that desire in general, sensual enjoyment, and sexual pleasure lie naturally at
the roots of such behaviors. No taboos against them are found in the earliest
Hindu religious texts for example, nor in the Buddhist sutras. The compilations
we know as the Bible and the Koran are the sources for admonitions against
same-sex unions, even the briefest. But, in Western Christian monastic society there were sanctioned same-sex commitments not unlike marriage and, in
the Koran, paradise is described as providing for martyrs endless orgies with
female virgins and youthful boys as numerous as ‘scattered pearls.’ Why, only
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a year or two ago it was reported by The Advocate—a gay newspaper (Did you
know there were such things? Well, there are.)—reported that a Muslim cleric
issued a fatwa endorsing sodomy as a means of widening the anus in order
to pack it with explosives to kill bystanders in a suicide bombing. I recall his
words, ‘Jihad comes first, for it is the pinnacle of Islam, and if the pinnacle of
Islam can only be achieved through sodomy, then there is no wrong with it.’”
Edwin told Afzal during the astonishing lull which followed that pronouncement, “The first time Dalton entered me, I thought I would explode.”
“And in the end, there was nothing wrong with it,” Dalton’s sing-song silliness parodied the alleged author, Abu al-Dema al-Qasab. They all laughed.
“Anyway, that’s enough for now. See what you can rustle up for lunch and I’ll
make a few phone calls.” He shooed them away and picked up the telephone.
Safe in the kitchen, Afzal implored Edwin to tell him about the relationship with George. Was it passionate? How would he describe it?
“I never imagined or expected passion as a part of my apprenticeship to
George. I accepted the situation. George has passion behind his coldblooded, iron-will facade, but I know it’s there. He just doesn’t show it much, nor
does he know much of anything about love, if what’s happening between you
and me is any indication. He and I both used the word a few times, but….
Forget that. I haven’t figured it out. Little things anger him. Dalton has more
self-control than George, and he is loving and actually more passionate. It’s
hard to put into words. Then, there’s you. My passion for you is, as my aunt
says, ‘off the charts,’ because it’s not imagined. It’s real. And really real because I love you. My great fortune is to have been brought in to meet you and
to be loved by you.” His voice cracked, “I haven’t been in love before.” He drew
Afzal to him for a gentle kiss.
“Before we met,” said Afzal as if on cue and in his best British-school manner, “I never thought much about love. I just wanted to practice sex because
my father promised me that. I love him and my mother. They’re very sweet.
When our sort of people get married, both families have agreed. The groom
and the bride have been matched by the eldest members on both sides because
that assures compatibility and leads to love. The old system of having time to
practice sex, my father says, gives the groom lots of experience without the
risk of pregnancy. With you, I’m safe, and thrilled, and happy, too. I want to
learn everything you can teach me about sex and about love.”
“But we’re same age. In the traditions we’ve been hearing about you should
be with an older guide. I’m ignorant about love, too. I do know a few things
about sex, though, and I can teach you those.”
“That’s why I was intended for Dalton, but he says he’s too old. He’s not,
but I’m too small for him.” Afzal glanced imploringly at Edwin. “Last night
showed me why he got you for his stand-in. I’m sure of it. I can’t imagine
stretching enough in the back for him. And what you said you did at first with
your mouth, I haven’t even done that with you. I didn’t think I’d have to.”
“Oh. You don’t have to, but you can,” Edwin assured him. “It just takes
time and will power. Desire, now that I know about it, helps a lot. The desire
to please is part of sexual desire. Anyway, nobody has ever sucked me,” he said
with longing.
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“I will. I will.”
“Later. Be rational. We have to make lunch.”
While they busied themselves in Dalton’s kitchen, Hassan, the ever-ready,
had already knocked on Roger Dalton’s door.
Once admitted, he was greeted by an unusual sight. Shantanu, beaded in
perspiration and out of breath from the exercises he had been performing,
was wearing a dish towel folded into a kind of diaper and knotted tightly
about his loins. Embarrassed beyond measure to be seen looking like a baby.
Furious, but contained.
Putting down the bag he had brought, Hassan inquired without remembering to speak English, “Qu’est-ce que c’est ça?”
“L’enfant a souillé ces vêtements. Ils sont dans la machine à laver,” Roger told
him while Shantanu stood there turning red. “Il apprend une leçon.” Turning
to Shantanu, he said, “He knows that you messed your strap and are being
taught a lesson. Now we’ll get down to business.”
The business turned out to be basic instruction in wrestling. “You are going
to work together since you are close to the same age. I will show you moves
and holds which you will practice. When you have them down pat, we will
put them together in planned sequences—right here on the carpet so that
neither of you will get hurt.”
An hour later, both young men dried themselves with fluffy towels, Shantanu still in his “diaper” and Hassan in his gym ensemble. Roger, with middle-finger gesture, asked Hassan, “Was he erect during the practice?”
Hassan, who had been quiet the whole time and had pretended to be learning the basics, too, letting his partner think he had the advantage, merely
nodded.
Roger stared at Shantanu, “Are you hard now?”
“Yes. I need to wank. When can I have a shower?”
“After your first bout. Free-form, using what you both know in any order.
Best two out of three wins.” Roger snapped a finger, “Now.”
Shantau’s erection shrank.
The event went swiftly. Hassan let his opponent win the first round, then
pinned him with ease in the next two. Shantanu hardly knew what had happened, but he was angry.
“Shower time, Shantanu.” Roger’s eyes bored a hole through him. “You
lost, so you will bathe Hassan.”
“What the f…?”
“You heard me. My decision. Or would you rather I beat your arse again?”
He took a step forward, seized his recalcitrant pupil by the bicep and waited
for the inevitable expected answer.
“Okay. Okay-lah.” The defeated Malaysian hung his head.
Under Roger’s stern watch, the two wrestled with the bar of rough oatmeal
soap as water streaked their bodies. “Don’t drop it, Shantanu, or you might get
more than a finger from him.”
Hassan smiled when he understood. He enjoyed the initial timorous touch,
so at odds with the rage flaring from Shantanu’s eyes. Head back, eyes closed,
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light for one used to serving others. The hands grew steadier as they soaped
his chest (shying away from the nipple rings) and upper arms, then underneath. He turned slowly first to one side, then the other, eventually completely around as the kneading hands found their way over every muscle.
“Wash his feet and work your way up the way I’ve taught you.”
Awkwardly, Shantanu did so from the position he took on the tiled floor.
He could easily reach around the calves and shins, the knees and thighs, his
palms running in parallel up and down as if masturbating…. The thought
hit him with the force of a blow: He was about to reach the globes of Hassan’s backside and feared what he would have to do when Hasssan faced him.
Thoughts jumbled, he heard Roger’s order not to stand up until he had used
his index finger inside.
No skin he had ever touched, his own or anyone else’s, felt the way Hassan’s rear muscle did. It allowed him to enter, then clutched his finger and
commenced moving back and forth upon it. The frank sensuality brought
Shantanu’s cock to life as he jerked away. Remembering the dildo only exacerbated his predicament. With his back toward Roger, he hoped the erection
wouldn’t be noticed. He had managed so far not to spring one. But the presentation of Hassan’s pelvis right in front of his face caused the Malaysian to
get to this feet rapidly. Before he could think, the voice behind told him to
take his time with Hassan’s scrotum and penis using lots of soap and treating
them gently.
“No,” he found himself saying against his better judgment. “I’m not going
to do that. What if he gets a hard-on?” The moment he said it, he regretted
his mistake.
“You will. You lost. He wins the pleasure. You’re going to use your hands
to bring him off while I watch or,” Roger’s voice dropped, “I’ll make you do it
with your mouth instead. Like that option?”
Wild with terror at that prospect, Shantanu lathered his hands carefully,
shut his eyes against Hassan’s powerful gaze, reached out for the ball sac, and
handled its two orbs shakily, as delicately as he could. He felt Hassan relax
with evident appreciation of his ministrations. Forced into close contact by
the small size of the shower and frightened by what he must do next, he
became lost in the predicament of his erotic duty such that Roger’s stealthy
approach went unnoticed.
“More soap. Both hands. Make a tunnel for him.” The stern voice, directly
behind, startled the novice masseur. “And show him you know how to take
instruction. Do it.”
“Okay. Okay. Just leave me alone.”
Water was splattering against the tiles, over the bodies involved and out onto
the bathroom floor, as Shantanu concentrated. The plump hot flesh he held
caused his own skin to crawl not a little at first. Its copulatory movements compelled him to grip more firmly and, within seconds while Hassan and Roger
locked gazes, to experience for the first time in his life another male ejaculating
directly onto him. His own erection was about to explode when Roger’s finger
wormed its way in and Hassan, who had gotten a signal from Roger, took Shantanu’s genitals and stroked them into instant, gasping climax.
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The scene was so ripe with sex that everyone was breathing heavily. In the
sound only of running water, the shower washed away all traces of what had
taken place.
Towels were distributed, used silently, and placed on the floor to sop up the
excess.
“Merci. Je…I mean, thank you,” Hassan said to no one in particular. A
French lilt was in the phrase. It lightened the mood.
“Take your diaper and the towels to the washing machine and get your
proper things from the dryer. You can dress now,” Roger told his chastened
pupil. Shantanu obeyed. Coercing an unruly and selfish boy into a subordinate position provided satisfaction of the sort George had described to him.
I’m glad he doesn’t really turn me on. That could make trouble.
Together in the bedroom again, Hassan dressed in a fresh outfit he had
brought while Roger looked through the contents of the bag. “Great. You’re a
great help.” He found an envelope with his name on it from Stephen, and other things. “Mmm…. You brought the halter.” It was his turn to smile. “Duane
said you would.”
During a far healthier lunch than Shantanu had ever eaten—it included
protein shakes made with almond milk for all—conversation was led by the
irrepressible Hassan as if nothing odd had occurred between them. Occasionally using his translator, he posed simple questions in English to which the
reluctant Malaysian eventually warmed the way he had earlier with Roger:
What is your country like? What foods do you like? Do your friends like music? Dancing? The cinema?
Shantanu’s responses helped to pass the time. Not detailed, they shed almost no more light on what Roger perceived to be a pampered, under-disciplined kid with an overwrought sex drive, and few potentials for any sort
of excellence. But he did talk. Maybe it’s too soon to judge, but he may not even
be talented in the arena of sports. He’s showing some positive mind-set, which is
good—even if it’s mostly due to fear. Probably a bully at home. Hassan’s the miracle.
Physicality up the wazoo and a personality that won’t quit. Got to maximize the
time remaining with him. Two more days, Duane said. Then they go back to Paris.
Damn!
His ruminations gave way to the line of questioning Hassan pursued. Personal subjects. Sneaking out at night. Ditching school. Brawling—and losing.
Disapproval—teachers and family. Frustrations. Envy of his brother. Clearly,
Hassan had relaxed Shantanu and somehow gained his confidence. Moreover
and despite the limited English, he showed the cleverness of a psychologist in
drawing from his subject more truth—bit by bit—a feat Roger could not have
performed. A sixteen-year-old with the equivalent of an advanced degree in experience with the human psyche! Roger marveled.
Aside later, Hassan explained in French how he had learned, when quite
young, from his friend Marguerite in Marseille, how to relax a customer’s
nerves through gentle, persuasive questions She had shown him how to speak
intimately, in a non-threatening, friendly manner. It had helped him many
times in complex situations.
Marguerite must be a woman to reckon with.
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Roger had not pried into Hassan’s past. His was only a vague idea about it.
Another day. For the moment, he picked up on the hint that they might enjoy
the post-lunch hour watching a sports channel. Clever again! The channel
which came up featured a collegiate swim meet with glorious bodies. Let them
ogle that! Roger withdrew to his bedroom, closed the door, and plucked his cell
phone from its hiding place.
George’s number went to voicemail but Dalton picked up on the first ring.
Turned out he had just finished a round of calls himself. Their exchange was
mutually beneficial, the old man being full of himself, about his “tenants” as
he called them at first, then as “residents,” and fully informed about Tom’s
unindulged steps to recovery at the end of George’s belt and dick. “Oh, I don’t
think I was supposed to tell you that!”
Guess they both are getting what they want. That’s what George was up to all
day—getting Tom to fuck.
Roger was at the point of not caring. He managed nonetheless to listen as
the news continued.
Dalton had heard about the orgy in Duane’s penthouse and about the events
in New York which were captivating Salil and Nirupa. They had been assured
by Stephen that both sons were “fully engaged”—What a euphemism!—in the
activities planned for them. They were awaiting the arrival of Stephen and
Terry on Tuesday. Obviously, no one had mentioned that Duane and Hassan
were to be on the same plane, but that didn’t matter. Dalton gloated over Roger’s account of dealing with Shantanu and of the shower scene with Hassan.
“What do you have on the docket for this afternoon?” he wanted to know.
“Tomorrow. I’ll tell you tomorrow at some point. Got to get my team back
in action now.”
The action proved to be a short workout of pushups and sit-ups, lifting
with light weights and an introduction to stretches which Shantanu found
difficult, yet admired when Hassan did them with fluid ease. His legs seemingly were double-jointed at the hips. He could lock his ankles behind his
neck without using his hands except for balance. It dawned on Shantanu how
strong the boy’s stomach muscles must be. Slow splits were nothing for him,
including reaching his toes while in full extension. Yoga positions were easily
assumed. The play of muscles involved and the timed breathing impressed the
Malaysian. He began to appreciate Hassan, whom he asked to show him how
to get started on some of the exercises. Roger watched. Hassan’s coaching was
soft-spoken, non-confrontational. He would smile when Shantanu reached
his limit and say, “Next time, you do more.”
“I wish I could do it now,” Shantanu spoke up, looking at Roger as if to indicate a new degree of willingness.
Although he had planned to use his tough-guy approach, Roger relented
and invited the boys to go through the wrestling moves they had been shown
in the morning. “Not for real. Just slow, for me to check, then I’ll show you a
few more.”
By the time they reached the point of another best-two-out-of-three bout
and were set free to engage each other with such combinations of moves as
occurred to them spontaneously, Shantanu was alert and grappling with Has244

san. He lost the first round but won the second entirely by himself, outthinking for an instant the friendly opponent with whom he tangled. They both
were surprised. Roger even said, “Not bad, kid. Take a break. I want to try
something with Hassan.”
“You’ll kill him,” Shantanu said boldly. “You’re way too big.”
The little shit cares. How about that?
“No I won’t. I think he knows how to handle big guys. Don’t you Hassan?”
“Comment? Not much experience. Show me. I will try.”
What Roger demonstrated to Hassan was how to deal with an attack from
the rear. He walked Hassan through the complex moves, the means of relocating his center of gravity and that of his attacker, how to achieve balances
that gave him an advantage because of his small size, and where to grab to
achieve the immobilization of a large man. Shantanu did not realize that his
younger friend already knew what to do and that he was pretending to receive
instruction. The flurry of action jolted Shantanu. In seconds, Hassan had Roger pinned.
“Tuhan sialan!” Shantanu’s eyes bugged. “Oh, sorry. I shouldn’t say that.
Sorry. Very rude.”
“I take it you were impressed,” said Roger, looking up. Letting go, Hassan
stood and helped his conquest to his feet. It had been a show by two honed
bodies. Their handsome, scantily clad appearance side by side in front of him
registered in Shantanu’s loins.
Tuhan sialan! Bloody hell!
But Roger seemed not to notice. A finger snap from him reminded Shantanu that he had one more round to go with Hassan. “Let’s see what you remember from before. And make it good.”
“But not this new stuff, right?”
“Only the sets of moves you’ve practiced.” He refrained from calling the
boy stupid. “Your job is to make the first move. Let him respond. You react.
Think fast!”
In the fracas which followed, the small fellow of Moroccan descent felt his
challenger’s throbbing erection and contrived to bring his pelvis into contact
with it, an elbow, a knee, an arm reaching under. Always in charge but prolonging the session by allowing Shantanu to get free now and then before ultimately
pinning him flat on his back, spread-eagled, Hassan ground his heated crotch
purposely into his helpless opponent’s raging erection. Shantanu’s wrists were
immobilized by Hassan’s strong hands, his ankles held by Hassan’s feet.
“Hold him, Hassan. I want to check something.”
The boy on the floor guessed what was coming. He dreaded it.
Hassam was told to lift his pelvis. Roger passed a hand through the gap to
land on Stantanu’s straining arousal. “I thought so. You’ve got a problem.” He
squeezed the problem. “Is this why you lost? Couldn’t you keep your mind
on the bout? I thought you were making progress, but this sort of thing keeps
coming up and you lose focus.”
“No I don’t. I can’t help it. I’ll do better next time.” He was mortified.
“All right,” Roger said, “next time’s right now. You get a rematch. Don’t
lose. Hassan gets to make the first move. You counter the way I taught you.”
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They faced off.
Shantanu’s loss was another humiliation.
“What is it with you and contact sports?” came Roger’s snarl. “If you can’t
take bodily contact without getting aroused, then what’s the point of trying
to help you? You think about your dick when you should be focusing on the
game. This little bit of wrestling’s just a game which you are supposed to try
to win. Don’t you get it?” Impatience was obvious on Roger’s face and in the
way he spoke to the defeated boy on the floor. He was enjoying the torment
he caused.
“I just need to get off. Then I’ll be okay.”
“No you won’t. I made a mistake in thinking that. Get up and strip.”
Naked, but not told to enter the shower, Shantanu had no idea what the
man might do to him. Another spanking, maybe. He tried to steel himself for
the coming pain and further degradation, but that is not what happened.
“Bend over with your hands on your knees.”
Instead of a stinging swat to his backside, it was Roger’s finger greasing his
hole that he felt before a dildo was pushed in. It went in further than the other one before. He remained calm. The memory of how it burned the first time
returned, so he expected the same. Not so bad. Maybe I’ll get to cum. Roger held
some black strap-like thing and told him to step into it. Hassan, right there,
assisted in positioning Shantanu’s erection into the inner pocket of the cup
(where it fit as tight as the skin on a sausage) and in clicking the strap in his
crack onto the end of the dildo. Black suspenders were attached to secure the
weird outfit. He was so befuddled by the way they were handling him that he
almost failed to note that the last two attachments—horizontal black straps
clipped high on the suspenders front and back—meant that he could not get
out of this tight, animal-like harness. Anger at being further trapped rose. He
was on the verge of yelling in protest when one of Roger’s big hands cupped
his butt.
“You have a choice to make.”
“What?” he asked, trying to hold back his indignation.
“I will spank you until your scrawny butt turns as red as I want to see
it—and that will take a long time—or you will wear this for the rest of the
day while we run through all the exercises and practice your wrestling moves
again.”
Hassan put a hand on Shantanu’s shoulder, running his fingers along one
of the suspenders. “This is mine. I wear it when I am bad. It helps me be good.
You will see.”
“You people are crazy!” Shantanu spat.
Wham! Roger’s hand slammed into the tightly contained but otherwise
exposed backside. Shantanu was summarily bent over the bed, legs still on
the floor. “You had your choice,” Roger said coolly. He rubbed the affected
area. The dildo shifted. Each blow that rained down jolted Shantanu inside as
much as outside. “Stop! Stop! Please. I’ll do anything you say.” He was on the
verge of yelling his protest. Talk about pain!
“You promised before and broke your word. Did you forget what you said?
What kind of memory do you have? Or is this…what…you…actually…want?”
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The slapping sound cracked in the air as Hassan watched Roger blistering
his target. Comme il est vigoureuse! he thought.
“I promise. I promise. Please give me another chance.”
The attack stopped. “I’ve changed my mind,” Roger spoke evenly close to
his subject’s teary face. “I’ll let you have that other chance, but the harness
stays on and this,” he pushed on the dildo,” stays where it is until you prove
yourself worthy of my instruction. Understand?”
“Uh, yes. Can I have some water?”
Hassan took Shantanu by the hand and led him to the kitchen. Nothing
was said while he drank. He tried to get his thoughts together about escaping
but there seemed no way. Hassan prompted him to the living room. Short,
stiff steps bore evidence that he was in discomfort. His face was a mask of
shame combined with defeated fury.
Pretending not to notice, Hassan, with Roger’s verbal assistance, asked
whether he remembered how to perform wall slides. Acknowledgement was
the response. “In this moment, you will practice them encore. They will help
you to feel better, you know, down there. It is necessary, please. I will help.”
Thus, with apparent sympathy and interest, Hassan did begin his supervision of Shantanu’s exercises, Roger staying out of the room. Each repetition
was counted. Only twenty of each—good practice for Hassan in using English
numbers. Reminders about breathing in rhythm during the various sets kept
Shantanu’s thoughts from drifting. It dawned on him that the dildo had become less of a bother. Rather, its presence against that place inside was stimulating him. Blood was flowing once again into his tightly clad penis, an event
spotted by his supervisor. Sweat began to form on his upper lip and forehead.
His muscles began to fail as he lifted his free weights.
“Ça suffit. I mean, it is sufficient in this moment. Rest on your back. Give to
me the weights. Place your arms above your head,” Hassan knelt over the extended arms, effectively holding them in place while he reached across Shantanu’s heaving torso to touch his engorgement, a compact mound straining
against the clever garment’s dense weave.
Shock registered instantly. “Please don’t,” he whispered into Hassan’s briefs
directly above his face. “I will cum, and Mr. Dawson will get mad.”
“It is—how you say—okay for me.” He climbed off. “We practice now the
wrestle.”
They did, in the limited area amid Roger’s exercise equipment, Hassan taking care this time this time to avoid the hyper-sensitive area of danger as he
took Shantanu step by step through the maneuvers Roger had given them to
do. “In this moment, I will show you something special. How to fall. Allons….
I mean, let us go where there is more space.” Everything he said began as a
sentence in French which he translated to the best of his ability into the simple English he knew.
He directed Shantanu to trip him at the ankle, then trip and push him backwards. Falling to the floor, he landed perfectly both times. “You see. This is how,”
and he moved Shantanu through the correct ways of falling safely to the floor,
supporting and turning him slowly enough that the now-concentrating Malaysian could learn. It was important to let the body—the hip, then the shoul247

der—absorb the impact so to prevent the head from hitting anything. Soon, the
thumps coming from his living room attracted Roger’s curiosity.
“What are you guys doing?”
The suddenness of the man’s appearance and rough tone caused Shantanu’s crotch to twinge. It’s all the water I drank earlier. I’ve got to piss!
“He is learning better,” Hassan stated. “Son attention s’est améliorée.”
“Très bon.”
“Uh, Mr. Dawson,” Shantanu dared, “I need to go to the loo.” His face
showed the tension.
“You do?” He waited for effect. “Well, Hassan will take you.” Roger’s head
gestured toward the hall.
Without hesitation, Hassan took Shantanu’s unresisting hand and led him
away. It happened too fast for protest.
Once before the toilet, he showed the now-urgent Shantanu how to stretch
the waist band out and to slip his stalk-hard penis from inside its sheath. He
took Shantanu’s scrotum in one hand and tugged the elastic underneath. Startled by that and by the loosened pressure against the dildo which started to
slide out, Shantanu pistoned his sperm violently into Hassan’s hands.
“Shh! Be silent. He will not know,” Hassan said quietly. “Now it is possible
to piss.”
The deed was done. With relief, he drained himself. As Hassan showed
him how to replace his privates where they had been and relocated the waist
band, the dildo seated itself to the accompaniment of a small sigh of protest
from Shantanu. The toilet was flushed. They washed their hands. No evidence
remained of what had transpired.
Alhamdullila untuk Hassan! he thought gratefully in Malay. He was aware,
too, how Hassan’s touches had felt. He had not minded them.
Before the imposing figure of Mr. Dawson once more, Shantanu awaited
instruction, his hand unconsciously still in Hassan’s. They looked somewhat
like a couple.
“I would like to see another round of wrestling by the two of you.”
The Malaysian hung his head, “I can’t win. He is stronger than me.”
“Wrong,” snapped Roger. “A weaker person can beat a stronger person if he
is fast enough. You bragged about your speed. I want to see it.”
“I can run fast. I don’t know how to use speed in wrestling.”
“Then pay attention and I’ll show you.”
In slow motion, Roger painstakingly went through the various combinations of moves and holds, explaining again how they functioned, but adding
points at which a quick shift would provide the crucial advantage. He had
Shantanu repeat them exactly. “These must be practiced many, many times.
For now though, let’s see what you can do.”
He said I had to prove myself if I want to learn from him. If I don’t prove myself,
he will beat me. And maybe not let me cum. I’ve got to try. I’ve got to try really hard.
Moments of conscious reasoning were rare in Shantanu’s life. More a creature of impulse and instant gratification than of planning, he had managed in
the past to learn the rules and strategies of soccer if not much of the subjects
he studied at that expensive school he had to attend. Now they did not want
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him back, he was sure. After all, he was less good a soccer player than the athletically talented boys on scholarships.
He took his decision, stepped away from Hassan, crouched, and charged.
Out from under him went his legs as he landed on the carpet under Hassan,
who grappled to pin him. A quick twist brought new contact. Chance allowed
him to seize one of Hassan’s wrists while locking legs with him. It didn’t last.
He got flipped and tried to lift his body only to get trapped again. He found
an escape which reversed their bodies. A momentary offensive advantage. Faces in each other’s crotches, they rolled over almost into Roger’s feet, which
stepped back.
Jesus, the kid’s really putting in the effort!
Shantanu managed to grab an ankle that came his way. He pulled it to him
as Hassan bolted his pelvis off the floor. They became so encoiled that their
noses were in each other’s cracks. Not for long. Roger intervened. They fell
apart, both breathing in gasps, Shantanu more so than Hassan, of course.
“That was impressive, Shantanu,” Roger observed. “You weren’t giving up.”
He was so tired that he did not realize the compliment he had received until Hassan leaned over and said directly into his face, “Oui. Tu étais…. I mean,
you were—how you say—courageux.”
“Courageous,” Roger translated.
Then Hassan kissed Shantanu lightly on the lips and announced, “I must
go now. Until tomorrow. You be good. Mr. Dawson will really teach you now.”
Floored literally, his head twirling in confusion, Shantanu watched Hassan
disappear into the bedroom and return fully dressed. Somehow flattered rather than offended, he felt turbulent.
His Mr. Dawson unlocked the door for Hassan just as George Tanner was
about to knock. Hassan’s buoyant “Bonjour George!” and quick rise to his toes
to buss the man’s cheek before disappearing broke the spell. Shantanu, in his
scant ensemble of black straps, felt exposed.
“I see I’ve arrived at the right moment,” George said.
“You have.”
To his disbelief, the mortified Shantanu was made to stand a close inspection of his body and harness. George’s hands were one thing going over his
muscles but quite another when they cupped his pouch and pressed against
the dildo. The dildo! Sudden embarrassment flooded him. George knew about
it. Worse, he manipulated the front sensuously and held the other part in as
far as it would go, observing, “You were correct. He’s very hot.” And, without
regard for the young man’s predicament, asked, “How many times have you
had to spank him?”
“Today, just once. Not seriously. He agreed to keep his word. So far, he has.
Haven’t you, Shantanu?”
Caught between tears and orgasm, an ominous man on each side, Shantanu managed to choke out, “I…am…trying…to. Why are…you doing this to
me?” The final words came fast. Was it a mistake to ask? Damn!
“That was the right question. I’ll answer it,” George said as he and Roger
sat. “Remain as you are and listen.”
Shantanu’s erection subsided. The dildo hurt. He stood there helpless.
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“The days that we have arranged for you here with Mr. Dawson constitute”—he was in his formal mode—“your golden opportunity to overcome
what evidently have been patterns of blatant stupidity.” Waiting for that to
sink in, he went on, “This limited period can set you onto a path upon which
you can eventually take pride and upon which you can succeed, but only if
you cooperate. I mean willingly. See, you’ve had to be coerced so far, because
your thick-headed, close-minded, teenage rebelliousness has compromised
you and your family. If it were up to me, I’d take a leather strap to your backside every morning before breakfast and every night before bed, but it’s not.
It’s Mr. Dawson’s responsibility to deal with you this week. Deal, I said, not
cope. You’d do well to mark the difference. Bear in mind, he’s been authorized
to take such measures as he deems appropriate.”
There was an edge to the man’s deep voice that threatened.
Why’s he talking to me like that? What’d he mean “we have arranged?” Who
“authorized” what? Mean bastard. He must’ve really given it to Edward, or Edwin—
whatever his name is.
Tension in the air lessened when his Mr. Dawson cut in.
“Today, as you predicted, wearing the harness made a difference. He worked
with Hassan as planned. Just before you arrived, he showed concentration and
determination that was pretty good. If he can keep it up—the focus I mean—
then he’ll get a lot out of being here. I think your idea of not letting him masturbate has helped keep his mind on his tasks.”
During his coworker’s little speech, George continued to eye their nervous
subject sternly. A flicker on the kid’s face led him to conclude that what Roger
had just said about masturbation was not true, but that Roger did not know.
George deliberated about what to say next. When it came, it was not what
Shantanu might have expected.
“Keep him harnessed during the day, from after breakfast until his work is
satisfactorily completed. Teach him to maintain the dildo. He should get into
the harness himself with you attaching the cross-pieces. That includes lubricating and inserting the dildo. He does not have the right to remove any of it.
Does he know how to handle urination?”
“Hassan showed him this afternoon.”
They were talking as if he weren’t there. Shantanu felt awful. Abased.
“How is his hygiene?”
“I take care of that.”
“Have you flushed him out yet?”
“Only with my finger. It’s easier now because he doesn’t fight it.”
“Progess, but not good enough. Before I go—and I must soon—let’s deal
with it.”
Together, they marched the unresisting boy to the bathroom, undid the
harness and tugged out the dildo. George held it to naked Shantanu’s nose.
“Smell it. Now wash it with soap and water until it’s clean.”
Roger prepared the enema. As a team, they administered it to the terrified
teen who had been forced to kneel, bottom up, on the tiles. It was another first
for him and, after five minutes, he felt cramps. George’s thick thumb against
his sphincter during the wait was also frightening. “You’ll be too loose to hold
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it on your own. I’m doing you a favor.”
“Okay, as you like to say, empty yourself in the toilet and take a shower,”
Roger told him, “then present yourself to us in ten minutes. Watch that clock.”
The door was closed.
When it opened again, Shantanu was a much chastened, very clean young
man facing with trepidation two men who had taken over his life. He did not
know what to make of George’s sniffing of his armpits, of his foreskin being
stripped back, or of the man’s broad finger once more at his bum, then at his
nose. It dawned on him that punishment could follow failure.
“He passes,” George said to Roger. “I’ll drop by tomorrow to see how he’s
coming along. Be strict.”
To Shantanu he said, a fist just under the boy’s quivering chin, “Be helpful
to Mr. Dawson. Cooperate.”
His departure, to get home to Tom, left naked Shantanu facing his Mr.
Dawson.
“There’s a bag waiting for you in my bedroom. You can dress. Watch some
TV. I’ll call you when you’re needed in the kitchen.”
The bag which Hassan had left for him contained one pair of his underpants, his white athletic socks, his favorite white pullover knit shirt, a pair of
Bermuda-style shorts in blue—Where did they come from? They aren’t mine—a
toothbrush, and a comb. Thinking that these indicated a stage of approval in
his period with Mr. Dawson, he imagined that, if he played along, more of
his things would be returned to him. He wanted his money, his passport and
other papers, his credit card, and cell phone. His shoes. There were no shoes.
I still can’t get away, he thought, viewing his body in the mirror. It’s only been
two days and I’m looking good. Need some gel to spike my hair. Bum’s okay. Clean
clothes will feel nice.
Digressions into matters of Malaysian teenage vanity were interrupted by
voice from the kitchen: “Aren’t you interested in the tube, or the telly? What
do you call it Malaysia?”
“Old people call it like that. Tube. Telly. To me it’s TV. I’m dressing.”
“Put your workout things and harness in the washing machine so they’ll
be ready for tomorrow.”
Shantanu, in pullover and Bermudas, with white socks on his feet, his
damp, black, stringy hair combed back, surfed the sports channels with disgust. A fishing show. A golf tournament. An American football game. Regretting that there was no basketball, a sport he liked because the rules were the
same at home as in the States, he was about to settle for football, which he
hated, when the idea occurred to him to find some music. “Mr. Dawson,” he
called out, “do you get MTV?”
“Try the mid-seventies. It’s in there somewhere with VH1. My roommate
likes that stuff. Not too loud, though.” His roommate! The guy in the hospital or
someplace.
A half-hour of gangsta rap videos later, Shantanu was called to duty. Cutting the stems off watercress and splitting red seedless grapes were tasks new
to him, but chopping scallions and celery stalks weren’t. He saw his host putting together ingredients he did not know such as walnut oil, balsamic vine251

gar, and Dijon mustard and some he did: lemon juice, a sprinkle of dark sugar
and a shot of water. “Shake this until it emulsifies,” he was told. His crisp appearance received no comment. Rather than risk calling attention to himself,
he watched two whole fish being steamed on a bed of leeks in a big skillet. The
aroma was captivating. It stirred his appetite. He was hungry.
“Ice tea’s in the refrigerator. Pour us big glasses. Up there in the cabinet.
Plates in the other one. Flatware in the drawer behind you.”
Their meal went smoothly. His guest woofed down the salad with obvious
enjoyment, saying between forks full, “This is the best salad I ever had.”
Roger was surprised pleasantly by Shantanu’s close work with fork and
knife which left the fish’s skeleton stripped bare and completely intact. His
own was less neat.
“We know how to eat a fish in Malaysia,” said the untroubled face across
from him. The statement was spoken simply, with no hint of the sarcasm
which had been on display before. The face smiled when coconut ice cream
was dished out at the end. “I like anything with coconut in it,” the freshly
benign face said.
Who is this? Roger wondered at the change in Shantanu, and whether it
could last. If his hair weren’t so long and unkempt, he’d be as presentable as his
brother.
“Put the paper napkins in the trash can….”
“We call it the trash bin.”
“Fine. Put them there and wash everything we used. They’ll drain on that
rack. You can put them away later.”
It was an instruction he did not protest, although he disliked the idea of
acting as a maid. Be cool, man. Humor the guy.
Finished, he looked in the living room but it stood empty. The bedroom,
the bathroom—empty. Mr. Dawson was in the other room fiddling with a
towel and a set of barber’s clippers.
“There you are. Right in time. Take off your clothes and place them carefully on the dresser. You’ll need them tomorrow when we go out.”
“What are you going to do?” was the wary question. Inwardly he wondered, What did he mean—‘when we go out’?
“Cut your straggly hair.”
“I don’t want a haircut.”
“You’re getting one.”
He’s going to smack me, I know it. Shit-lah!
“Don’t worry. If you want a different appearance after you go home, it’ll
grow out.
“Do I have any say in it?”
His Mr. Dawson looked Shantanu in the eye and frowned. “I’ll give you a
choice like before,” he leveled in his own most sarcastic way. “You take the
haircut and get to accompany me to the outside world tomorrow or you don’t
take the haircut and don’t get to cum for the rest of the week. You’ll be in
handcuffs and spanked regularly to remind you of the missed opportunity.
Now take off your clothes like I said and sit quietly in this chair.”
Despite the threat and his memory of what George had told him so forci252

bly, it was in Shantanu’s nature to resist. Thus, he took his time, swallowing
his pride at being fully clothed and looking normal again, then divested himself of his socks, his shirt, his Bermudas and his jockeys. He sat in the chair,
eyes closed as if expecting pain.
Fifteen or twenty minutes later—after the whirring of clippers, the snipping of scissors, a comb moving his hair this way and that, and extensive use
of a blow dryer, and the application of some gel—he was handed a mirror and
told to look. The reflection was not his. A Bollywood star looked back. The
way his shaggy hair had made his face look forlorn had been replaced, thanks
to clever shaping and lots of trimming, by a surround that set off his eyes,
brought out his cheekbones and slightly covered his ears. He stared. Girls will
like me now. He stared again.
Roger, a hairdresser in his pre-AIC years, had been confident he could improve the kid’s appearance. He enjoyed the kid’s realization that he was actually handsome and more so the genuinely appreciative hug he received all of
a sudden.
“Mr. Dawson! I didn’t know. I thought you were going to shave my head or
something and make me look like a convict.”
“Why would I do that? I told you it was so that we could go out tomorrow. I
wanted to be proud of the appearance you would make. You can be seen now
without people thinking you’re a delinquent.”
“Does it mean I get to cum?”
“Yes, after your evening exercises. We’re going to work on your stretches.
You don’t need to wear anything.”
Shedding his clothes so that his own body was impressively displayed, Mr.
Dawson pointed to the bureau mirror, a large, wood-framed rectangle, and
said, “You’ll look there to see what your body is doing. Turn sideways with
your hand on the back of the chair. It will steady you. Watch now as I help
you lift a leg out straight. See the ninety-degree angle? Can you hold it in
position?”
They watched the leg gradually sink. “Not to worry. Again. Try to hold it.
Let’s use the other leg. Same thing. See how weak your upper leg muscles are?
Now, keep the grip on the chair and let your torso bend as I raise the first leg
out behind you. Hold it. Not so bad. Do you feel it here in your glutes? The
other one now, all the way back. Your glutes are weak, aren’t they?” he asked,
stroking Shantanu’s buns. “Let me see you do those again on your own. Tilt
forward, leg all the way back. Look in the mirror. You’re not paralleling the
floor. See the bottom of the mirror’s frame? Line up your leg with that. Don’t
mind my hand. It’s trying to distract you. Stay intent. Focus. The other leg,
now, even with your balls in my hand.”
Although Shantanu was about to give in, he ignored the fondling and
struggled to maintain his difficult, stretched-out position. His penis had begun to harden when the man felt his bottom. Fingers around his scrotum sent
additional signals of arousal to his brain and back. But he did not surrender.
I’ll show him.
“Out to the front again now, and I’ll help you bend your knee up to your
body. What we just did tightened your glutes. This stretches them. You can’t
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go all the way this time, but you will soon as we work at it. Now for the other.
Same thing. Do you see? Can you feel what it’s doing for you?”
“It hurts like hell.”
“That’s because these muscles—he ran his hands down Shantanu’s thighs—
and your buns,” he called them, “aren’t fully developed. “This one,” he placed
a finger directly against the boy’s entrance, “will profit, too.”
“That one’s already tight.”
“It wasn’t three hours ago.”
Shantanu reddened, quite aware of his erection and of the fact that, so far,
Mr. Dawson was paying it no attention. When will he let me cum? It’s been so
long.
“On the floor, flat on your back. Cock your knees a bit, feet flat on the floor.
The first part’s easy: use your hands to pull that knee to your chest. Lower it.
The other now. Not difficult, is it? Here’s the tricky part: pull the knee to your
chest again, release it and extend the entire leg vertically and hold it for a
count of three. Same with the other. Not bad. Now both knees to your chest.
That’s it,” he said, shifting to a point above Shantanu’s head. “I’ll take your
legs now. Drop your arms straight out to either side. This you must do with a
partner. I’ll pull your legs toward me to stretch your back. Keep your neck free.
Your shoulders are now the main contact with the floor—and I’ll lower them.
Once more to set the idea in your mind. Stand up. Grasp the chair again and
swing one leg as far forward and as far back as you can. Like a big pendulum.
Your torso can move in contrary motion when you’re first learning these.
Swing the other leg. Now reverse yourself so that you use your other arm for
support on the chair and repeat the swings. These are your start-up exercises
for the morning and again for the afternoon. Two or three of each. A little at a
time. We’re not going to strain any muscle or muscle group, just exercise one
at the time to start building tone.”
Shantanu felt a little disoriented from his exertions. He was sucking in
oxygen openmouthed.
“I’ve never asked you,” Roger cut in, “how sensitive these are.” He pinched
the boy’s nipples. Electric switches could not have produced a faster orgasm.
Shantanu spewed himself onto the man before him.
“I’m sorry. I couldn’t help it,” he gasped.
Roger regarded the wad he had scraped from his stomach.
“I can see that. Come here and hug my shoulders tight. I’ll hoist you up.
Legs around my hips. Hold on. You must have another load.” With that, he
plastered the ejaculate over Shantanu’s hole and projected a finger in deep.
“Fuck my stomach, boy. Fuck out the rest.”
When the lewdness died away, Roger carried his exhausted teen to the
shower. Cold at first, then warmer and eventually hot, the water brought both
to life in a new, more intimate way than before. They soaped and kneaded,
stroked and caressed each other with abandon. Shantanu, on his own, was
washing Roger’s organ when it began to swell. He was wrapped in muscles
and kissed fully on the lips for the first time in his young life while the grown
man came copiously. It was, it might be said, a watershed moment for both.
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You open your ass and you open your
mind and you open your heart.
TONI BENTLEY

58 WEEKEND ACTIVITY
The previous day’s sun set on aftereffects of deep, shuddering sighs from
Shantanu and Roger—all that remained from their coming together with such
passion. Each had betrayed himself by surrendering to an urge outside reason.
It wasn’t my fault. He started it.
Largely indifferent to and therefore unaffected by the lessons of his costly,
failed schooling, Shantanu was unused to critical analysis and prone to lay
blame elsewhere. Elusive were empirical answers to questions such as applied
to his new, bizarrely perverse situation. Mr. Dawson had locked mouths with
him as if he were a girl or a queer and he had kissed back insanely. When Roger grabbed him, the sensations of touch doubled. Geysers of pleasure swept
away such caution as he possessed like useless topsoil. All he could think of
was He started it. His usual defense mechanism went unvoiced.
Both had stood weak, helpless, awkward, and bashful.
His face corrugated by effort, Roger eventually recalled a phrase George
had used, “That’s known as ‘reciprocal learning.’ We taught ourselves how
easy it is to lose control. Tomorrow, we‘ll start over.”

S

Nothing as dramatic had overtaken the other principals in their locations
about town. Yes, they had yielded to each other with recreational abandon—
all. For those leaving Chicago, time was short. Curiosity’s magnetism drew
Terry to Duane and Stephen to Hassan. Their combinations were devoted enthusiastically to the exchange of bodily fluids under circumstances as spirited
as those of necessary conversation. Terry felt no qualms to divulge everything
to Duane that the older man wanted to know and then some. Inner secrets
about Stephen’s business, their life in George Town, Dalton’s visits, Afzal’s
potentials, and speculation about Shantanu’s “captivity.” Hassan was prompted by Stephen for details of Shantanu’s reactions to his first days with Roger.
Further, to the degree that Hassan could find words in English, Stephen tried
to ferret out a means, an approach he might use to get together with Edwin,
who fascinated him in ways he could not explain. The lovely face, the eerie
blue of its eyes, body language restrained yet sinuous, an attitude of simplicity
that suggested both stubbornness and susceptibility….
“Not to happen,” said Hassan, thinking of his special friend. “Dalton, Edwin, and Afzal have the cooperation very special, I think. Access to Edwin
is possible only for George. No one else in the present time. An idea very
good: leave alone! You not know George yet, but you made an excellent gift to
Roger. Roger is grateful. Now is good with Shantanu. I go there Saturday and
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Sunday. George, too. In future, when time is right, you get what you desire.
In this moment, I am here. Take me again?” English was coming more readily
to Hassan. Only occasional references to his translator were needed to get his
messages across.
A more graceful scene in Oak Park unfolded over Saturday’s morning meal.
Marmalade—there was still plenty in the jar—and buttery croissants went
down well with draughts of aromatic Columbian coffee.
“Ahem,” Dalton called attention, “Our friends are departing soon. Do you
agree they deserve our thanks?”
Across from him, two heads on t-shirt clad torsos blinked their eyes and
stared back.
“I have in mind a special occasion, say, tomorrow night. We invite everyone to dinner. Here. You two will cook and I’ll help serve it.”
“Yes!” came the happy response.
“I’ll even polish the family silver.”
“Wait,” said Afzal. “Who is ‘everyone’?”
Edwin guessed, “Our guests will be those who are leaving—Stephen, Terry, Hassan and Duane. With us, that’s seven. Right? Can we fit around your
table?”
“Of course. I have eight chairs, or didn’t you notice? Now gear yourselves
up and plan the menu. I’ll provide the funds and make the calls.”

S

Saturday and Sunday were remarkably similar days at Roger’s. After sleeping in the apartment’s other bed alone, Shantanu abluted himself as thoroughly as he could, and arranged his hair as he had been instructed—Handsome guy!—before seeking Roger’s assistance with the final part of harnessing
himself, the lubrication and insertion of the slender, ever-provocative dildo.
The personal responsibility of doing it himself was too daunting.
Despite George’s direction to the contrary, Roger relented both mornings.
He enjoyed the boy’s capitulation, his acceptance of, his reliance upon a man’s
control and help. The sight of the wiry body bent at the waist and knees,
hands parting the sleek butt cheeks, convinced Roger to soothe the path ever
so carefully with a jelly-covered finger before slipping in and situating the
dildo. The little ritual stirred Roger more the second day than the first. On
both occasions, it had the effect of sending a charge of blood into Shantanu’s
well-secured penis. The erection, a solid one, remained through sets of multiple, strenuous exercises.
Roger avoided all but the most necessary of touches. He spoke only words
needed to produce results and to avoid injury. The situations of aloof distance
and near silence were intended to keep the boy libidinally frustrated but constantly stimulated. George, over the telephone, had assured him that keeping
Shantanu excited would enforce the rule to remain mentally focused. Orgasm
should be a reward, not an accident nor an event of opportunism.
Indeed, it proved to be just that at noon both days when Shantanu was
allowed privacy in the bathroom, door closed, before and after lunch. The
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dildo stayed inside. In fact, it seemed to help his masturbation which, in the
absence of Roger’s incitive hands, took longer than it used to.
“A promise is a promise,” Roger said at one o’clock on Saturday. “Put on
your clothes. We’re going out…to the grocery store.”
“You mean, on top of this?” Shantanu pointed to his harness.
“Yes.”
Roger produced his shoes.
With flushed cheeks at the feeling of his body being probed as he walked
beside Roger, who also wore Bermuda shorts (of a darker blue) and a pullover
(of bright red), Shantanu sensed that people on the blistery hot street and in
the overcooled store wondered at the sight they made—a slight East Indian
type half the age of his companion, a broad-shouldered black bodybuilder.
In the store, he was free to pick anything he wanted to eat in the next few
days “provided that it’s healthy.” Item by item, enough was chosen to fill two
bags for each to carry.
By the time they had returned to the apartment and stowed the groceries,
it dawned on Shantanu that he had not even thought of trying to get away.
Together, Hassan and George showed up around two-thirty. Wrestling was
practiced with attention to detail, George and Roger sharing the pleasure of
watching Hassan’s nipple rings catching the light now and then as he put
Shantanu through his paces. Pleasurable as well, the contraction and release
of limbs and trunks in various combinations of two nearly naked young bodies and of the anticipation that those movements would test the Malaysian’s
concentration to the fullest. It was only a matter of time until Shantanu discovered himself hunching lewdly onto Hassan’s ample bottom—and froze in
place.
“Why have you stopped?”
Nobody moved.
Shamefaced, Shantanu stood up. He dared not look at George. “I was about
to cum,” he told Roger.
“But you didn’t?”
“No, I stopped,” he said timidly.
“Hassan,” George asked, “what is your opinion of this boy’s behavior?”
“He is good. Son comportement a été irréprochable.”
George nodded. Roger smiled, alleviating Shantanu’s fear of a spanking in
front of Hassan and, worse, the ominous George.
“Let’s take a break. You’ve earned it. How about we all have some of that
lychee frozen yogurt we got today?”
Afterwards, George took his leave. “I have chores to attend to—one at the
shop,” he said to Shantanu, “and, naturally, one at home,” he said to Roger. “À
demain.” Tomorrow.
The shop, Roger understood, meant the museum’s large workshop where
exhibit materials and tools were kept. He directed the boys to resume their
exercises and followed George into the hall. “Why the shop?”
“I’ll make a couple of foam rubber inserts like those I used to train Edwin
earlier this Summer. You’ll see how they’ll work a different sort of magic in
your boy.”
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“He isn’t ‘my’ boy and I’m not going to try to have sex with him. Is that
what you’re thinking? Good God, George, he’s underage.”
“Don’t imagine for a second that I don’t know the kid’s turning you on.
It’s written on your face every time you look at him. And it’s obvious to me
that he’s not far away from wanting it.” George’s intense mode encompassed
lowering his voice and a well-known direct stare that silenced his co-worker.
“If you don’t prepare him but do get carried away, you’ll be guilty of rape.
You’ll split him. Take my advice. Use them whether you want to take him or
not. You need to learn how effective they can be because, when I return Tom
to you, he’ll be expecting….”
George stopped in mid-sentence and walked away.
Under Roger’s watchful supervision, the wrestlers commenced to drill at
moving from base position to hip heists, pushing, rebar tilts, and chopping.
Escapes and reversals were demonstrated. Detailed movements built upon the
essentials learned before. They practiced until sweat made follow-throughs so
difficult that a halt was called. They waited for another instruction.
“Hassan, you gave him a great workout. He will show you his gratitude in
the shower. As for you, Shantanu—don’t look at me that way!—your mind
was tough. That’s a compliment. I didn’t know you could focus so well. Stand
up. Both of you, strip. You and Hassan shower. Take care of each other. I’ll
wash everything.”
“Everything?” Shantanu asked.
“Are you hard of hearing? Everything. Now.”
Helped from his harness and dildo, Shantanu watched Hassan hand over
his shorts and supporter, and something else—a flesh colored object removed
from his backside, the first butt plug he had ever seen. His jaw dropped, Where
did he get that?
Disarmingly, Hassan explained aloud, “Duane m’a dit de porter ce gode.”
Duane told me to wear this plug.
Without a word, Shantanu dithered. Tuhan sialan! Strangely, he tingled.
While Roger busied himself with his task, the two wrestling buddies drew
together without shame under the powerful jets of water in the shower, arms
around each other, heads on shoulders. Hassan dropped his hands to Shantanu’s bottom whispering, “You, also.” Without hesitation, Shantanu followed
suit. Their fingers wormed as far as they could inside. Their mouths came
together in a heated kiss and their cocks fought to climax. Dizzy, the taller
boy clung to the shorter who supported him. They kissed again. They washed.
Neither’s cock had shriveled. Shantanu thought Hassan was positioning him,
hands on the tile wall and bottom out for the now-inevitable fingering for
cleanliness. No. His feet were kicked apart. He’s got my balls. He’s rubbing my
bum hole. That’s not his finger!
“Shh! Be silent,” came the warning. “I help you. You still wet inside. Go in
easy.”
How it hurt at first was nothing compared to how it felt with Hassan’s
length at its utmost. Terrible confusion at what was happening to him flowed
away with the increasing measures of massage his prostate received. In Hassan’s grip of his pelvis, Shantanu realized that he could go nowhere, that his
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pleasure was resurging as he accepted the thrusts ever more willingly. One
drive from the tip of his endowment to its root by Hassan brought Shantanu to
orgasm as definitively as the situation permitted. The Indo-Malaysian reared
back against Hassan’s chest and nipple rings. The Sino-Moroccan hugged him
tightly under the armpits and jetted himself into the unresisting depths.
Vision for the two shimmered in the cascades of water over their faces.
Abruptly, they separated. Shantanu was spun around and kissed even as he
sputtered for air. The ease of their embrace was uncanny. Intricate messages of
relaxed elation communicated between tongues.
From his stealthily concealed position just outside the bathroom, Roger
heard Hassan’s question, “You liked it?”
“I don’t know-lah. I mean, I don’t know what to say. Will you tell Mr. Dawson?”
“It is not necessary. He will—how you say—guess.”
Sounds of more kissing, of the shower being turned off, of towels in action,
of the blow dryer in use. Roger stole away as Hassan commented on Shantanu’s new hair cut.
“Mr. Dawson did it—for me. Do you like it?”
“Mais, oui. You look no longer like a…punk. I see…a young gentleman.
Very nice.”
The unexpected remarks rattled Shantanu. Relaxed behind for the first
time all day, a little sore, but proud all over, he did something completely
uncharacteristic. He took Hassan by the hand and, with no shame, led him
“to find Mr. Dawson.”
At the sight of their immaculate bodies, Roger said, “You two look unusually fresh.” He put down the booklet he had been glancing through.
Hassan raised their clasped hands and spoke solemnly, “Permettez-moi de
vous presenter le Shantanu renaître.” Allow me to present the reborn Shantanu.
“Merci mille fois,” Roger acknowledged. How long will this rebirth last?
“Shantanu, how do you feel now? Are you tired?”
Snapped from his reverie, the boy seemed suddenly self-conscious. “I…
don’t think so. I feel…Okay. No…good.” A bit of color flushed his cheeks.
“What do you want us to do?”
“If you are grateful to Hassan for what he has helped you with, then work
with him on his English while the clothes dry.” He passed the booklet of
crossword puzzles to Shantanu whose face registered incomprehension. “The
first one will cause you no problem. And here’s a pencil with an eraser. Don’t
let me down.”
True, the puzzle was designed for children. Shantanu could do it. He would
do it. Me, teaching him. Damn!
Nearly an hour passed—both in their natural nakedness on the sofa—as
each simple definition was read aloud and the right word determined. Hassan
penciled in the blanks. To his own surprise, Shantanu helped with the spelling. Roger approved and received grins as his thanks.
It was time for Hassan to go. He wetted the butt plug with his mouth,
shoved it readily where it had been when he arrived, dressed quickly and
shook hands formally before leaving.
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Shantanu’s expression was priceless. He kept his mouth shut, but he
thought, So, he just popped it in like nothing—and the afternoon is over. Now what?
“In my room you will find your underpants, your shirt and your socks. All
clean, on the bed. Put them on and help me with our supper. Later, if you continue to be as cooperative as you are, as Hassan says, ‘in this moment,’ then
we’ll go out to see a movie of your choice.”
And if I’m not good, he’ll beat the hell out of me. What about the harness? I don’t
have to wear it like I did at the grocers?
Shantanu behaved very well.
He loved Ben Affleck’s Argo.
Sunday afternoon, following a morning of stretches, pushups, pull-ups, and
the rest of his routine as well as pointers about a few other wrestling moves
with which to surprise Hassan, the harnessed Shantanu, hard as a rock in his
braces and pinioned by the dildo, was set to rehearse with his partner, who
arrived on the dot of two o’clock and was spirited about it. No mention was
made about his evening of bacchanalian debauchery with Duane, Stephen
and Terry. (Wine with supper and more afterwards to celebrate his conquest
of Shantanu had led to Hassan’s being treated as the object of extravagant
attention and salacious behavior. At its apex, he screwed Terry while Duane
screwed him and he sucked off Stephen.)
What he did relate was that George could be expected around four, when
an appointment with his “other men” would take Hassan away. Deliberately,
he dressed for action in front of Shantanu who could not fail to notice the
pink plug already in place.
Like yesterday, we are both stuck.
Work at their warm-ups took half an hour. Shantanu forgot about his dildo
and Hassan’s plug. More time went into going through every combination of
wrestling moves from before, changing positions top to bottom and bottom
to top, over and over. By the time Roger told them to wrestle free-style, both
were fatigued. Stubborn energy coupled with renewed commitment enabled
Shantanu particularly to shine although he lost repeatedly to Hassan. Roger’s
verbal urges and encouragement fired the young Malaysian’s efforts to pin
his opponent. He mustered reserves of strength he did not know were his.
A flash of memory from the morning—the tricks he showed me—allowed
Shantanu to catch the slightly hung over Hassan off guard more than once.
A few rounds were his, yet he kept himself unphased from feeling triumph.
Cranial wheels, rarely used, began to spin. He anticipated a few of Hassan’s
accustomed approaches and feints, countered them by shifting quickly, and
won again. At one point, an accident of circumstance really, his legs trapped
Hassan’s so tightly and awkwardly that Roger halted the match. “Hey,” he
said, “you could hurt him.”
Shantanu’s eyes shone like polished bronze.
Barely had he recovered his breath when George Tanner showed up early.
Shantanu felt cheated of his hoped for shower with Hassan, who already was
donning his street clothes over the red briefs he had worn for their work-out.
Eyes lingered on the sight of Hassan’s muscular legs as they disappeared into
his trousers.
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Then, Hassan was gone. They would see each other one more time, he
promised.
It took a moment for greetings between the men, another for Shantanu to
be sent to “cleanse” (George’s verb) himself alone. When he reappeared naked
in the living room, there sat George alone, asking, “What did you do with
your harness?”
“I put it in the washer.”
“Roger’s away on an errand to the drug store. While he’s out, I’m your point
man. Stand closer. Show me your body. I heard a good report of your session
today with Mr. Wilderforce’s boy. Interesting. I have some questions for you.
You will answer them honestly. Nod your head to indicate your agreement.
Good. Tell me which muscles are the most overworked, which feel the best.”
“Mmm…I feel okay. My chest and stomach are fine. Most of the rest of me
is sore from my new stretches and from wrestling with Hassan.” I hope that’s
what he wanted to hear.
“I understand that you are now able to postpone the outcome of your sexual excitement until you are sent to the shower. Is that true?”
A forthright “Yes” seemed to please the man.
“How does your bottom feel…inside?”
“Er… Do I have to say?” He bit his lip.
“I’m waiting.”
“It kind of hurts.”
George leaned closer from his place on the sofa. “Anything else?”
“It feels…emp-ty.” He sounded the word softly and held his breath.
“That’s just what you are meant to feel. It’s good for you to tell the truth. Now
fetch me a fresh towel. I’m going to help you to become an even better pupil.”
What does that mean?
Timorously, Shantanu brought a towel to George who placed it over his lap,
then looked up. “Why are you here?”
After a moment’s consideration, “To learn.”
“Correct. And you have learned a fair amount since you have been here.
Am I right?”
“Yes, I have.”
“Was your first lesson about cooperation, when Roger had to spank your
bottom for being unruly? And wasn’t another spanking necessary to drive the
point home that you must obey if you are to learn?”
“Uh…yes.” He was getting nervous. He felt cold. Afraid.
“You learned, did you not, that obedience followed by keen attention resulted in your beginning to make progress?” The path of questioning was
unrelentingly direct. “No need to answer. It did. And the device which forced
you to concentrate was the harness which Hassan brought to you?”
“I…guess…so.” He reddened at being made to admit it.
When George firmly directed him to lie face down over his lap, Shantanu
realized that something was going to happen. A spanking?
“I want your stomach right here, your elbows on that cushion, and your
head on the arm rest. Take the position. And remember that your duty is to
obey.” The direction was stern, the eyes flinty.
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Shantanu, reluctantly, resignedly, took his place without a word.
His view took in several objects he had not noticed before on the side table:
condoms, a tube of KY like Roger’s, and two plug-like things. Oh, he’s going to
stick those in me.
“I made these just for you. You will wear the short one when you leave
the apartment to go anywhere. The long one is for sleep. They will stay in
place as you grip them here at the narrow part. In other words, when not in
your harness, these are to keep you company. My student Edwin—you know,
the bright young man you ought to be jealous of—has two exactly the same.
Their presence inside keeps him in a constant state of readiness to learn. Pick
up the small one and feel how soft it is. Unlike the dildo you are used to, it’s
not insistent—more a thing to coax you. Always unroll a condom over it as I
am doing, Coat it liberally with lubricant. Your muscle has been well dilated,
I see. The insert slips in like this.” He listened for the intake of air. “Now you
aren’t empty, are you? And you are less afraid of it and of me because you
know this is a good thing. It must be reassuring you because I feel an erection
taking shape against my leg. True, isn’t it?”
George quieted Shantanu’s squirming with a hand placed securely to span
the boy’s slightly hairy crevice. “Listen closely,” he said. “We want you to use
your arousal the whole time you are here. By that means, you will gain control
of your teenage urge while adapting yourself to the program of training on
which my friend has started you.” George pressed his thumb against the wide
base. Shantanu pulled down, tightening himself on it—and got harder. It does
feel kind of good. His skin warmed to the man’s touch.
With a pat, George told him to stand up and to face him. “Lace your fingers
behind your head and look straight ahead at the picture on the wall. Like that.
Separate your legs. That will do. Describe to me what I’m doing.”
“Mmm…you’re rubbing my thighs. Oh, my balls! Please don’t do that.
You’ll make me cum. Ow! That hurts. You’re squeezing them. Please don’t.”
“You weren’t controlling yourself, so I did. You aren’t about to spew on me
now, are you?”
“No. But your hand….”
“Focus on the picture. Learn it. Every shape, every color. Don’t think of
yourself the way you want to, you selfish lit-tle child. I’m trying to help you.”
“Okay. I feel your fingers on my balls again. You are playing with them. My
cock is so stiff it hurts. Please….”
Roger’s key in the door interrupted the maddening dalliance with Shantanu’s anatomy. “What have we here?” he asked, placing his parcel down.
“Answer your teacher, boy.”
“Oh, Mr. Dawson, George—I mean, Mr. Tanner—is trying to teach me to
hold back.”
“How is it going?”
George answered, “He’s struggling against himself for control, not yet convinced that sexual excitement can increase his ability to concentrate. He’s let
himself be distracted by the merest manipulation, as you see.”
Misery at his unreleased tumescence registered on the hapless kid’s face as
George continued tantalizing his testicles. Roger pretended to be dismayed.
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“Shantanu, you performed admirably for me and with Hassan before I left.”
Let that sink in.
Disoriented by Mr. Dawson’s words and the tension in his lions, and not
sure he could withstand the building pressure, Shantanu almost screamed his
frustration. Mr. Tanner’s fingers were slowly advancing along the length of his
excitement. Shantanu feared he would lose everything he had gained.
“Please,” he cried out to Roger. “Let me explain.” Tears formed in his eyes.
“I am trying! I am trying…but his hand won’t let me focus. It makes me feel
too strange,” his voice weakened.
“Hold him, Roger.” George reached for something in his pocket. “He needs
another piece of equipment. This.” He held up a short, inch-wide belt of black
leather. “You,” he snapped irritably to Shantanu, “keep your eyes on the picture. Study it.”
A deft movement encircled penis and scrotum, and girded them tightly.
They were forced into new prominence. Something underneath, a hard rubber boss, pressed against the urethral channel to hinder ejaculation.
“Now you will behave, not because you want—being weak willed—but because you must.” He looked to Roger who held the disheartened Shantanu in
a clasp from behind. “Watch, Roger, as I lubricate my fingers and torment his
little privates. He’s on the verge, see. If I reach between his legs and touch his
behind, he will have a new type of orgasm.”
It hit Santanu with the force of a storm. From quivers to shakes of his whole
body in only seconds, frightful thrills bored through him—to go nowhere.
Shantanu twitched helplessly, a single drop of pre-seminal fluid on the tip of
his flaming red penis. As the spasm died, Roger lowered the distraught boy to
the carpet. “Lie down, baby. Rest a minute.”
George’s implacable determination knew no end. He leaned over the recumbent form to demand, “What did you see in the picture?”
A moment of clarity allowed Shantanu to recite, his eyes clamped shut,
“Four grey squares with yellow lines between them up and down. Some
streaky lines like dashes over the squares.”
“Right. You got it right.” George signaled Roger to kiss Shantanu. “Mr. Dawson’s going to reward you.” Powerful lips flowed onto startled lips only to pull
away as George continued, “Your observation was accurate. You carried out
the assignment, which proves you are teachable. Lesson taught. Test passed. I
can go now. You can thank me tomorrow.”
Tapping Roger on the shoulder, he said, “Take good care of this boy. He’s
got more potential than we thought.” Then, as an afterthought, “Just needed
the extra help I gave him.”
Closing the door behind the man whose methods were beginning to give
Roger ideas for inquiry into Edwin’s training and what he might do about the
return of the man he loved, Tom, Roger scooped up the limp Shantanu from
the floor and took him to the bed. He noted the tear-streaked face, wiped it
with a tissue, and asked, “Do you want to rest alone?”
“No,” the voice cowered.
“Want me to hold you again?”
Shantanu’s nod told him yes.
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Imagine, this homophobic, hard-ass brat wants a man—me—to console him.
George is brilliant. Tom’s going to be a cinch.
He lay alongside Shantanu who reached out for him, “I feel cold.” He surrounded Shantanu’s nakedness like a cocoon, and nuzzled his face in the
boy’s fragrant hair.
“You may doubt this, but George and I are being incredibly kind to you.”
Remember what to say. “We are rescuing you from bad habits, bad attitudes.
Your previous cockiness deserved every shock we’ve given it—to get your attention.” Repeat the ideas to make them stick. “You’ve started to notice causes
and effects. Physical pleasure beats physical pain, doesn’t it?”
Shantanu listened.
“Each bit of your progress—capitulation, cooperation, willingness, exercises, wrestling—has been rewarded.” Speak in short sentences. “How far we get
before your parents return from New York is up to you. It’s an advantage to
be your age. I know you thought that Hassan’s older than you, but he’s not.
You’re both sixteen, remember.”
“What? Oh, I forgot.”
“Yes. He came from a background so disadvantaged that you wouldn’t believe. Yours was privileged, yet you’re the one with catching up to do. Mr.
Tanner and I think you can. Trust us, Shantanu. Keep your anger under wraps.
It may come in handy one day, but not here. Try. Try to see how we react to
you. Don’t just react to us, think about us. Me, anyway. I’m your coach. I, too,
have feelings. I want to you be ready when you go back to Malaysia, ready to
become a young man in control of himself. Think big picture. You only wanted physical development and to learn self-defense, isn’t that so?”
“Uh-huh.”
“But your actual need is greater than that. You must grow up mentally, be
curious about things, be proud to learn, adapt to people, find your real self.
At base, you’re not the shit you appeared to be. God, we have a lot to do and
very little time.”
What he said lingered in the soft hum of the air conditioning.
“It hurts, that thing he put on me.”
Roger felt the constricted balls and cock. The boy jerked back and gasped
at the touch.
“Be still and listen.” Think fast. It’s one of “those” moments George said I’d
have. “This is good for you. Remember how you hated your harness the first
time, and how you’ve gotten used to it? It helps you, doesn’t it? Answer me
like you would George—yes or no.”
“Yes,” the small voice trembled. Roger’s fingers fluttered over the belt-thing.
“In the same way, this is new. You don’t like it because you’re not familiar
with it. That’s why having it on now is difficult. Weird as it is. Let’s get you
up.”
Roger sat on the bed with Shantanu standing in front. He held the boy’s
hips. “Steady now. You need to have the experience again before tomorrow
so that you will be familiar with it and know how to deal with it then. If you
show me that you can take it, when George comes back, you will impress him.
And no one will have to spank you.”
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“What do you want me to look at?”
Capitulation with confidence! That’s progress.
“Look me in the eyes. Study my face—nothing else. And open your mouth.”
Three fingers went between his teeth.
“Make them wet. Now my thumb. Lick it. Lots of saliva.”
It’s throwing him for a loop, but he’s doing it. George really knows how to take
over. Glad I listened to him.
Shantanu struggled, not against Roger’s ministrations but against himself,
to keep his eyes on those looking so earnestly at him. Alamak! He’s killing me!
His thoughts almost ran away with him so hypersensitive his stretched skin
had become. It had never been easy for Shantanu to look at anyone directly.
I have to! Roger’s intensity made him blink. I can’t stand it. He blinked again,
and shuddered as the hand he could not see felt between his thighs, forcing
them apart.
In a flash, Roger spat into his other hand. He stroked it over and around
the urgent erection and pressed against the base of George’s insert to send the
boy headlong into another dry orgasm. “Ay…uh…” he ventilated, wrenching himself away and into the clasping hand. On his feet, Roger kept the
near-hysterical boy from emotional collapse while maintaining the motions
of masturbation.
Shantanu faded, his awareness twirling.
When he came to, the “belt” was gone. Roger wasn’t there. He felt guilty. I
let him down. I deserve to get spanked. These transformative thoughts were interrupted. The dark face was over him, looking down with concern.
“Here. Have a cool drink.”
He sipped the water, unsure what to do or to say.
Roger had a condom in his hand. Wakao! Shantanu thought wildly. What’s
he going to do? He’s opening it. He’s rolling it on my hardon!
The glass was taken from him after he drained it. His ankles were lifted,
and his legs forced back baring his backside. Now I’m going to get it, he resigned
himself.
Instead, he was told, “Now you can cum. Use your hands.” Held in position, he felt the huge hand on his bum. He prepared for the first slap, but it
did not come. The hand began to play with George’s insert, drawing it slightly
out, turning it this way and that, thrusting it in place—until the craved-for fit
coursed through Shantanu’s unblocked channel and filled the condom.
“Get it all out,” Roger said, working on the boy’s balls. There was pain, but
it passed as the hand moved to the taut area behind, tugged again on the insert, then administered a playful swat. “Now you can take a shower. I’ll start
supper.”

S

Supper at Dalton’s was fun. The two “residents” had produced a menu largely dictated by Edwin—his aunt’s vinegary coleslaw (for which Afzal shredded
the cabbage), an Irish lamb stew (the recipe for which “came from our beloved
landlord’s old cook books”) served over brown rice (about which Afzal was
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wary at first), with accompanying baked sweet potatoes. Dessert was vanilla
ice cream on apple cobbler (“from a secret recipe,” Edwin claimed). To Dalton,
Stephen and Duane, it was “home cooking.” To Terry, Hassan and Afzal, it was
an exotic meal.
“Next time we have a meal, Afzal’s going to cook Malaysian food,” Edwin
announced.
Dalton’s response was a hearty, “I’ll like that!”
During the washing up, Afzal delightedly and carefully explained to Hassan the “secret” to the much-lauded cobbler. “It was Edwin’s idea to fake it.
We bought apple pies at the grocer’s and broke them up before heating them
in the oven. Don’t tell anybody.” The boys’ laughter carried to the living room
where the four elders conversed.
“Sounds like they’re having quite a time back there,” Stephen smiled.
Duane and Dalton smiled, too. Terry looked around and added, “Very good
boys. Very nice food, too.”
“So,” Stephen returned to the group’s previous subject, “we’ll try to get
together for New Year’s, right? At our place?”
“I’d agree to that,” Duane confirmed. “Hassan would like it, too. He’s never
been to Asia. I was thinking of taking him back to Marseille for Christmas
with Marguerite, the woman who has been so important in his life, but we
don’t need more than a day or two down there. Hassan’s quite taken with all
of you. Let’s see how the Autumn passes, and what happens with Edwin and
George and you, Dalton. From where I sit the prospects are rather…fascinating.”
Dalton stroked the back of his white head. “They are, but there’s a lot we
don’t know for sure. You heard Afzal say that he wants not to return to George
Town. He and Edwin are, you know, head-over-heels, and I’m against bursting
their bubble.” He hesitated before asking, “How’s that going to play with Nirupa and Salil? And who knows the outcome of his brother’s time with Roger?”
Before anyone could speak, Dalton went on, “George tells me that Roger’s
already turned a corner with that scrawny devil, but he wasn’t specific. I think
he’s hiding something.”
Duane rumbled in his best, conspiratorial baritone register, “Hassan’s
screwed Shantanu in Roger’s shower.”
At that announcement, Terry nodded and clapped his hands, “Ha! We
know that! Hassan is great fuck.”
Dalton sat motionless.
“From what I heard about it,” Duane said, “I suspect that a certain young
“scholar” of self-defense will also not want to return to George Town.”
Stephen’s response was, “Shit! He can’t stay here. Who’d want the responsibility even if Nirupa and Salil would consent, and they won’t! Certainly not
Nirupa.”
“All this will be clearer in a day or two, won’t it?” Dalton asked no one in
particular. “Meanwhile, you guys are leaving for New York, which simplifies
the local situation. It seems to me that your time in the Big Apple,” he directed
himself to Stephen and Terry, “can help prepare the Chaudarys. Whatever’s
going to happen, Edwin’s got a lot to do, and nothing’s certain about his
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situation. My intention is to offer that he remain here with me, not go back
to George. I’m going to talk to his aunt tomorrow. If she agrees, I’ll deal with
George.”
“Aha,” Duane acknowledged. “By the way, Hassan and I left a few presents
for your boys with a note in a sack by the door. For later.”
“Mmm…will I be amused?”
“You might be.”
His modest gesture of hands over his smirk let all know that Hassan, at
least, was amused.
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He pulls down, he builds up, he changes squares into circles.
HORACE

59 A NEW WEEK BEGINS
Tom Loft, glowing inside, sent a relaxed George Tanner off to work with the
promise of spending the day cleaning everything. Then he did so—the dishes,
the floors, the shelves, the furniture. All the exposed areas in George’s apartment received attention. Tom’s confidence around the place had grown. He
felt, with George away, he could satisfy his curiosity about things concealed
in closets and drawers. It was soon apparent that everything personal of his
host’s was under lock. No bills, bank statements, checkbooks, diaries, memos,
notes, letters were to be discovered lying around. Not one drawer in his desk
could be opened. His computer was password protected. The only DVDs under
the television were documentaries. No porn.
George is locked up in more ways than one.
George’s clothing hung neatly on rods above racks holding his shoes—
shirts and slacks together, suits and sports jackets to one side, ties and belts
(They smart!) arranged by color on the door. Everything conservative, wellmade or tailored, and displaying upscale labels. Folded carefully in drawers:
underwear and socks. Tom knew the contents of the bedside tables in both
rooms because he had opened those before. Condoms, lubes, ointments,
leather cuffs he knew well. The guest room with Edwin’s things was also spic
and span. His few remaining garments—an inexpensive suit, a sports jacket,
a fancily embroidered caftan (Is that real gold thread?) slacks—bore labels such
as Penny’s, Walmart’s George, and other lines he did not recognize. Discovering the black dildo and harness caused his pulse to quicken. Wow! Edwin’s
drawings, on sheets of different sizes, were the morning’s most meaningful
surprise.
Exacting copies from books of Michelangelo’s Ganymede, Leonardo’s self
portrait, Raphael’s sketch of David, Durer’s Praying Hands, and an original,
roughly drawn head of George, clearly unfinished. Each recognizable and,
to Tom’s eye, accomplished. The purposefulness of George Tanner had been
translated to paper.
God, the boy has talent!
Rummaging further, Tom found a practice sheet on which Edwin had
worked at hatching and cross-hatching in different manners, and a supply of
untouched stock of varied textures. There were soft lead and charcoal pencils, a rubber eraser which seemed hardly to have been used, a small block of
sandpaper well darkened by motions back and forth, and a sharpener. A silverpoint stylus was contained in a small box labeled .999 pure silver. Beneath the
papers lay the small panel of Philip the Good—with its false cracks—which
had raised a few eyebrows earlier in the Summer and, at the bottom, Edwin’s
first piece anyone had seen, his silverpoint of the museum’s “sorrowful Mary,”
as the docents called it, the Mater Dolorosa.
That’s really something.
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George’s collection of sexual apparatus proved more comprehensive than
any he’d seen outside a sex shop—steel handcuffs, leather manacles, and
lengths of rope, cock rings and ball straps, dildos, butt plugs and beads, harnesses, nipple cups, ribbed condoms, and lubes and salves of several types
which he did not recognize. The array included a brutal-looking black rubber
tawse and an ominous, small, plaited leather whip.
Damn! Who’s he used these on? Not me. So far. Only two days left. Who knows
what he might do? Shit!
His thoughts having returned to the demanding, imperious George, Tom
remembered to start exercising. Whether he liked it or not, exercises were key
to George’s “prescription” for his recovery and return to Roger. Reluctantly, he
did them, all the while remembering how George had ground him into the
bed before breakfast. If only Roger wanted me that way every day like George does,
I’d be so happy.
When out of breath and needing a break, he rang Dalton for an update.
“Dr. Brawne’s residence,” the voice was Edwin’s. Nonplussed, Tom identified himself cheerily and asked, “How are you doing?”
“I’m deliriously ‘spunky.’ That’s Dalton’s word. Never mind. How are you
managing with George? Sore, I’ll bet.”
Matter of fact. His aunt talks like that, Roger says. Must be where he picked it
up. There was no malice in this, just implied understanding—from a teenager
to a man years his senior.
They talked for a long while, becoming more adjusted to each other. Edwin
up-front; Tom gradually less reserved. How much does he know?
It was funny to hear an eighteen-year-old telling him rather personal perceptions about dealing with George. Tom’s efforts to find out anything about
Roger’s days with Shantanu were met by, “I don’t really know, but I think
he will be glad to have you back.” Edwin spoke so simply, directly, that he
seemed more a friend now than the distant, near-taciturn acquaintance he
had been earlier in the Summer at the museum. He would not budge on the
subject of Roger (“I haven’t seen him or talked to him. We’ve been really busy
here.”), so Tom contented himself with what he could learn about the farewell
dinner party, the departures occurring, about the uncertainties ahead with
the return of the Chaudarys from New York, about life at Dalton’s. Almost
as an afterthought, he asked for Dalton and was told, “He went for lunch
with George. Afzal and I weren’t invited, so we’re here on our own.” Edwin
smirked, “We know how to have a good time when he’s not in the house and,
anyway, we’re planning something fun for Dalton. He’s the best. Oh, by the
way, George called early this morning and told me not to come in today to
take up my studies with him. He didn’t explain, so Dalton’s going to ask him.
Do you know why?”
Tom had no idea. He mulled, in jumpy fashion, over the ramifications.
Maybe George is tired of him. He’s had me to deal with. Wow. That kid’s really
changed over the Summer. He’s come out in more ways than one.

S
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During their lunch, George Tanner related to his elder friend that concern had been raised over Edwin’s relationship with the ladies who wanted
to support his education. Director Schachter, who had not witnessed the boy
in action, had reservations about setting a precedent by employing him and
wanted assurance that, if Edwin’s invitations to visit other museums materialized, the Art Institute would not in some way be at risk. It seemed convenient
not to mention the Bradshaws’ assurance.
Dalton interposed, “Edwin was wondering why you did not want him here
this morning. Did it have something to do with your meeting?”
“Partly. And partly because he hasn’t been in contact since he moved in
with you. Annoys me. Besides, I’m terribly busy. I’ll see him, say, Wednesday
morning—early. Tell him to be here at eight. Meanwhile, I’m sure he’s got
plenty to do providing stud service to Afzal.”
“Do I detect a hidden meaning here? You miss Young Edwin and you’re
jealous. Don’t…”—Dalton raised his hand—“…tell me otherwise. I know you
too well. He’s the greatest piece of tail on earth—in my experience anyway,
probably in yours. You can get it again. Try being a little nicer. It’ll get you
what you want, get you more recognition, too, as his teacher when he bursts
on the art world—as he surely will one day—and this whole place will share
in the glory. Now, how did you deal with Schachter?”
“I suggested,” the curator related testily, “that there could be nothing but
good public relations in the whole thing. In fact, my proposal was to set up a
situation in which Joan Dearing from the Trib could be finagled into doing a
story about the conservation staff (I hinted earlier this Summer to Rosenberg,
the chief down there, that it could be done. He wants some local notice for
his department.). She could be led to “discover” Edwin there, and we could
contrive to have him show her something in the galleries. Schachter’s thinking it over.”
Dalton asked, “No chance of a misfire is there?”
“Hardly. I reminded him that I’m rather good at what I do.”
“Ah yes, you’ve said that before—in another context. Fact is, I’ve used it
myself,” he smirked.
George ignored the sarcasm, “My docents are good, too. But Edwin’s more
than satisfactory as a tour guide. He’s mesmeric. In two short tours, he’s attracted the attention of some very important people, people who’ve paid little
or no attention to our docent program. Schachter got that. Then I told him
that I was sure Edwin can—not could—can handle just about anything. And
I will prep him myself. Implied was always the prospect that Schachter’s cooperation with the wealthy—Thelma Altshuler especially, not to mention the
Bradshaws—will ultimately benefit us.”
“Switching gears,” Dalton nodded as he spoke. “Fill me in on Tom. Is he going to be ‘ready’ by the time Shantanu’s parents get back on Thursday? We’ll
have to liberate the brat by then, you know.”
Cracking a smile rare in his serious mode, George answered, “I think we’ll
have to pry Shantanu away, not because of Roger but because the kid’s getting
turned on to the experience there. You’d love the details. I can tell you more,
say, tonight. I’m following up this afternoon on Hassan’s final visit over there.
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It should be starting about now—one o’clock. As for Tom, he’s exactly where I
want him to be. It’s Roger I can’t be sure of.”
Dalton’s eyes went ceilingward.
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As the meal ended, indeed, Hassan already was engaged in Roger’s program
for Shantanu. Stretches with increasing extension, exercises in greater repetitions, and wrestling sets progressed one by one, Shantanu fully harnessed and
crammed by the black “enforcer” (as Roger had called it that morning) and
erect, was hoping to impress Hassan as much as he wanted to prove himself to
Roger. Somehow, he wanted to earn another reward, whatever form it might
take, from the wily French boy who had—yes, damn—fucked him on Sunday.
Roger oversaw their steady pace for two hours, then announced they had one
hour to themselves before Hassan had to leave. “You guys clean up and amuse
yourselves. I’ll be back.”
The moment he left, Shantanu put his arms out to Hassan who, studying
the boy’s face, silently began to peel away his harness, strap by strap. A shudder crawled up the Malaysian’s back as he surrendered to the gentle sliding
away of his dildo while Hassan provoked his balls. He dared not budge until
he knew what was expected. It came with the whispered words, “I will teach
you to make love now.”
Half an hour later, head still reeling from kisses received and returned,
his cock leaking from a second orgasm after being fucked, and from being
allowed, for the first time in his life, to fuck inside someone, Shantanu was
once more, if temporarily, out of conflict with himself. Sex with another male
was wonderful; love-making with another male unbelievable. What it would be
like with a girl he could, as before all this, only imagine. This was real. Now.
He roused himself to initiate a peck of appreciation that, by his standards,
was reckless.
Hassan stared at him, “You be good now in these days. You learn everything. In December, you will have the big surprise.”
Staring back without comprehension, Shantanu wondered, “What?”
“You will see. Big surprise. Now, in this moment, we clean everything and
I go.”
They spoke no further. Roger returned to find two well showered and
buffed young men waiting for him on their well-made bed. Hassan’s curls and
Shantanu’s new haircut—Jeeze, are they gorgeous! He said, “Hmm…looking good.
Smelling good, too. How about a dish of ice cream to celebrate? I brought butter pecan. You’ve never had it, right?”
Neither had. They devoured it.
In the time after Hassan’s rather formal exit (He shook hands with both)
and before George’s impending arrival, Roger reminded Shantanu of his responsibility to wear one of the inserts when he was out of his harness. “You
don’t have one in right now, do you?”
“No,” he said as he pulled on his shorts.
The statement of fact, quietly but firmly spoken without defiance, betrayed
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some inner problem, a reluctance to speak, perhaps. Roger waited. “Explain
that to me,” he said.
Shantanu blushed and swallowed. Looking for a moment at the floor, he
gathered his thoughts and faced the man. “I…I…don’t know how to say this.
Hassan and I…we…made love while you were away and I don’t want anything
to spoil how I feel. I…just want to keep this feeling. Please.”
His admission and imploration were so sincere, Roger’s throat jammed. He
hugged the emotional boy, rocking him almost as if about to dance. “So you
aren’t being disobedient, and you don’t deserve to be punished?”
“You want to spank me for being happy?”
The question caught Roger in the solar plexus. Far cleverer than anything he’s
said since arriving. He did not answer. Rather, he slid a hand under the boy’s briefs
and touched the puffy ring of muscle. “Oh, he was in you again, was he?”
Without flinching, Shantanu came back with, “It was the second time.
Yesterday, he fucked me like with lust…and I let him because I couldn’t stop
him. And I didn’t want to. Today it was different. He promised to show me
how to make love and he did…and it was so nice…and then he wanted me to
do it to him…and I tried. I mean, I did…but I couldn’t last long…and he was
okay with that…and we snogged a lot and held each other…and I’m like…
something else.” More words failed him.
The stop and go, run-on phrases gave pause for thought. I can’t punish him
for that. I set him up for it to happen but “love” wasn’t what I thought would….
The doorbell rang. George. Shit.
Shantanu made no effort to move as the formidable George Tanner was
shown in.
In the silence which prevailed, their caller sensed that something was different. Tension hung in the air.
“Let’s sit down,” Roger said quickly, “because Shantanu’s going to tell you
what he’s learned today.” Alarm flickered across the boy’s face, but Roger
quelled it with, “Our friend here wants to hear what you told me and,” he
paused, “what you think about it. Tell him, okay?”
With George leaning forward to listen, his face unemotional but attentive,
Shantanu stumbled through his story. Sheepish. Truthful. Then, warily, he
blurted out, “I can’t believe it, but I did it and I liked it.”
“That’s the most”—George paused to find the adjective he wanted—“masculine thing to come out of your mouth yet.”
Enjoying Shantanu’s confusion, he let the point be absorbed. “Look at me,
boy. Here—in the eyes. I don’t like having to repeat myself. A man accepts
himself and his nature, including his response to sexual stimuli. He builds a
lot on that basis. You can, too, if you stop playing your game of being stupid.”
“I guess I am stupid.” The beautifully coiffed head dropped.
“You have been, but you’re not unintelligent. Since you’ve been here, you
have begun to discover that you have a capacity to learn. You’ve learned, for
example, that sex with another beats sex by yourself. Right? Admit it.”
“Y-yes.”
“Don’t say what you’re about to.” He pointed sternly at Shantanu’s embarrassed face. “I know you have been conditioned to fear male sex when actual272

ly, as you now have found out, it’s very exciting. That fact that it feels better to
you than anything in your life and the fact that you want more of it doesn’t
mean that your entire personal life will be devoted to it. Male sex is what’s
available to you, now. Take advantage of it. When you get home, if you want
to chase skirts, that will be up to you. You’ll regret it if you do because you are
far too rash. You won’t be ready to control your urges. Here, your urges are not
only under control by Mr. Dawson—they are directed into steady accomplishment—but you’re learning how to use your urges to exclude distractions.”
After a moment, he added, “Let me see your insert.”
Shantanu drew a breath.
Roger spoke up, “He was about to get it when you arrived, weren’t you,
Shantanu?” The look he flashed the boy conveyed a message: Go!
Although it mortified him to produce the short version and a fresh condom, Shantanu did so, handed them toward his teacher, and, with a certain
ceremony, was bent over Roger’s lap. A strong pair of hands smacked his bottom sharply, pulled down his shorts, and slid the insert directly into place. Mr.
Tanner! Now I’ll really get it.
“Well, that was easy, wasn’t it?” he heard the man say.
Roger put Shantanu’s shorts back in order, patted him on the rear, and said,
“Show Mr. Tanner how your stretches are coming. I’ll support you.”
“Oh. Okay.”
At the end of the display, Roger announced that stretching had already
produced greater flexibility in the boy’s joints. “Look how far back he now
can pull his legs.”
George noted how tightly the shorts outlined Shantanu’s diminutive buttocks. “Can he touch his knees to the floor yet?”
Shantanu tried.
“Help him,” George directed Roger, then pressed a thumb against the insert.
“Amalak-lah!”
His growing erection moved towards Shantanu’s navel.
“You should keep up this exercise until you can lock your legs behind your
head. It will give your spine flexibility you can’t imagine, stretch these glutes
as well as improve the rotation of your hip joints. And…” he narrowed his
eyes, “…it will open the path for penetration at its ultimate one day by whomever you trust sufficiently and desire openly.”
Shantanu started, but contained himself, as George’s hand pushed a final
time against his personally-made “enforcer,” sending it firmly further than
before.
They released him. George stood up. Roger, too. Shantanu remained on the
floor.
“He’s quite satisfactory today. Congratulations. Remember the little belt.
Use it again. Don’t let him fool you into relaxing the requirement. I judge,
from what you’ve told me, that he’s got the basics of wrestling and also no
one to practice with, so you ought to move on to, say, swimming. Take him
to the pool at the Y for a good workout tomorrow.” He looked down, “You do
swim, don’t you?”
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“Yes, Mr. Tanner, but I haven’t done a lot of it. Swimming’s not big in my
country.”
“Well, Mr. Dawson’s very good at it. He’ll show you how great it is at conditioning you further. In fact, I’ll join you there tomorrow at four, and I’ll bring
Tom. You ought to meet him.” It was Roger’s turn to be flustered.

S

Propped against a stack of pillows and deep into an article in the latest
issue of The Sociology Quarterly, Dalton was muttering to himself at the lack
of methodology in the research by a younger colleague with whom he had
trysted briefly years before in the Solomon Islands. Nice tush. Tiny cock. Smaller
brain. Article’s a mess. Who edited this thing, a Neanderthal?
It was nine o’clock. His “residents” had been on their own since supper.
Probably pronging away.
He was wrong.
They had finished up in the kitchen, taken a shower together, dried each
other and, despite the urge to giggle, managed to keep quiet while they
donned the filmy caftans and rhinestone studded dog collars which Hassan
and Duane had left for them. They had found an accompanying note:
For you to present yourselves to Dalton as slaves. It will shake him up if you do it
when he is sleepy. Think of a scene. We are counting on hearing about it.
Duane’s signature was followed by Hassan’s, emphasized by an exclamation point and a smiley face. Much discussion was called for, Edwin having
to explain more than he might otherwise about his time in Paris, Hassan’s
“play-role” status (as he put it) with Duane, how pretending to a slave would
be fun, and about the open seam in the garment’s back. Discovering the last
and realizing its implications, Afzal initially pretended to be scandalized.
“Silly goose!”—a pejorative his Aunt used when exasperated—came to Edwin’s lips. “Dalton’s seen us both naked. You don’t want to be a prude about
this. Besides,” he slowed down, “he will enjoy finding it for himself. You know
you want him to.”
Thus, two “slaves” wearing black-with-sparkles around their slender necks
and white, near see-throughs over their bareness crept stealthily to knock at
Dalton’s door.
“Who is gently rapping at my door, rapping at my chamber door?”
Edwin recognized the line from Poe but remained undeterred as he answered, “Humble slaves, master.”
“What was that?”
The door opened slowly. Two solemn figures looking, as Dalton later would
describe, “like satanic choirboys” walked in. They stopped at the foot of Dalton’s bed, bowed, and said in unison rhythm, “We-have-come-to-serve-youO-Great-One.”
Clever devils, they must have rehearsed this.
Without batting an eyelash, Dalton retorted, “Then suck my tits.”
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“Okay,” blurted Afzal. He broke formation and dashed to one side of the
bed, followed instantly by Edwin on the other, gauzy material flying behind
them They ripped open the big man’s pajama top and dove for his nipples.
Dalton’s head shot back into the pillows. “Holy Mary! You have no idea
how sensitive I am there.”
Afzal peeked up, let the large pink nipple escape for a moment, then said,
“Now we do,” and sank down on it. With the practice he and Edwin had had
on each other during recent days, they knew how to use suction, tongues,
and teeth for maximum effect. They loved the man’s writhing, his gasps for
breath, his moans. Together, they found his sex while his hands drifted down
their backs to discover exactly what they knew he would: the cunning, open
seams which provided access to their bare bottoms.
“Whose idea was this?” Dalton managed to ask as he touched old fingertips
into fleshy mounds.
“Duane’s,” Edwin answered before suckling more ardently.
His partner slurped something that sounded like, “He’s a genius.” Then, as
seconds passed and the prying fingers felt their hot holes, “Do you feel what
I feel?”
Edwin looked up and whispered, “Dalton, you’re getting con-gest-ed.”
“The word is engorged…or tu-mes-cent—and you’re driving me crazy.”
“Good slaves do good work for their good master,” extemporized Afzal, his
palm next to Edwin’s, stroking the organ into impressive, unexpected life.

S

Strange images came to Shantanu as he slept by himself. Prompted by a
dry, forced orgasm at Mr. Dalton’s hands, the Tanner strap fastened tightly
in place, and later ordered to bring himself off after its removal, Shantanu
dreamed of dominating figures whose faces he could not see. They were trying to rape him. He could not run. He tried. Glutinous mire trapped his feet.
Flames roared in the distance around a post to which Hassan was tied inescapably. Terrified, he woke, soaked with perspiration, tangled in the sheets.
Calming down as he regained consciousness there in the dark, Shantanu began to think of what lay ahead. Two more days of training, then his parents
would claim him and his brother, and return to George Town. Lakhanat! He
probably would have to go a public school. Iut! His brother—That little haiwan
guru-lah! What’s he been doing? Afzal, he knew, would likely work with their
father at Stephen’s office until he got accepted at the University. What are they
planning—to start in the New Year? Shantanu had not paid much attention. After all, that big professor Brawne guy had been bossing everybody around and
they let him. Why were they like that?
“Did you have a nightmare?” The voice came out of the dark as a jolt.
“I think so.”
“Want to tell me about it?”
“No. But it bothered me.”
“Can I help?”
“I don’t know. What’s going to happen to me?”
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The man’s big form blotted out the glow of moonlight coming through the
window. He sat on the messy, damp bed and drew Shantanu to him. “You’re
worried, aren’t you? I know. It’s tough finding out so much about yourself in
such a short time.”
“Yeah. What good will it do me if I have to go home with my parents?”
“Are you afraid there isn’t a good trainer for you back in Malaysia?”
Roger could hardly hear the answer, “Nobody like you.”
“You know, this bed’s a wreck. Why don’t we go to my bed?”
Not really a question, it was all Shantanu needed to hear, wanted to hear.
He followed his teacher into the light of the other room. He flopped down,
Roger beside him.
“Come over here.”
Had anyone suggested to Shantanu a week earlier that he would willingly
place his naked body against another man’s and crave the contact, the response
would have been violently negative. Now the reaction to being spooned, his
head pillowed on a powerful shoulder and his ear next to a mouth whispering
confidences, was to relax into the contact. The dense pubic hair that cushioned his bottom and the soft mass of Roger’s penis nestling against his insert
were not the cause of stimulation that the hand was which kneaded one of
his hardening nipples.
“Shh. You know why I’m doing this? It’s so you’ll listen.”
“Yeah, I’m listening.”
“People do favors for others for lots of reasons. I took you in this week because I was engaged to do it. My vacation with Tom had been spoiled by Tom’s
illness (we were going to Canada), so Mr. Tanner, who works with me at the
museum, thought that I shouldn’t be alone and that you needed what I could
do for you. Your father’s friend Stephen paid me. Mr. Tanner took Tom home
for some training of his own, because Tom wasn’t ready to come back here
but needed to get out of the hospital where they were keeping him doped up.
“Duane Wilderforce, a really amazing guy, thought that Hassan, who’s
your age exactly, could be a help in my intervention with you, so he sent him
to us. Everything’s tied to everything else. Dalton Brawne is helping your
brother and Edwin to prepare for entrance at the University. He’s a professor,
remember? Knows all the academic ropes. I understand they’re having a blast
together. You know, he, Mr. Tanner, and I are friends. We all are helping each
other. Your brother’s future’s pretty well mapped out. He’s fitting in to life
here. I hear he’s very well motivated and eager. I hear he’s trusting and trustworthy. Now, there’s you.
“You’re something else. You’ve begun to come around, but no one’s doing
anything for you because we like you. Why would we? You haven’t given
us a reason to like you. You haven’t volunteered a single favor for anyone
although—now listen—I’ll bet you would for Hassan if he were here. You certainly like him, don’t you?”
Instead of answering, Shantanu turned suddenly to plaster himself around
Roger. His body was so tense it shook. “I…don’t know…how to be nice.”
“Shh. Figure it out,” he said as he stroked the back of Shantanu’s head.
“Take it easy and let it come to you.” Absentmindedly, he moved down to
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the soft insert and toyed with it. The shuddering sigh he got in response and
Shantanu’s hard cock throbbing against his leg, gave Roger an idea.
“We can’t deal with that tonight, but I can do you a favor. I’ll pull this halfway out and let you fuck yourself on it and thrust against me until you cum
again. Then we’ll both sleep and be ready for tomorrow.”
This bit of psychological insight gave Shantanu an excuse too tempting to
resist. It was a close as he could get to the fuck we wanted from Hassan—and
he was in charge of it. At first tentative as he slid himself back, then forward,
against the exciting abrasion of Roger’s hairy leg, the boy forgot his inhibitions and picked up speed. His pistoning brought him quickly toward climax.
When the peak moment arrived, Roger used both hands to pull the long insert nearly out before pushing it in to the hilt and pulling the open-mouthed
boy forward so that their lips and tongues collided in a kiss as wetly hot as
Shantanu’s sperm flooding the man’s thigh.
Dazed, he felt the insert withdrawn, saw the condom removed and deposited in the trash can, felt himself being dried with a towel, and heard the
instruction, “Go to sleep now. You have nothing else to do.”
Calm settled in. Both slept dream free.
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The resolved mind hath no cares.
GEORGE HERBERT

60 TUESDAY’S START
Mornings for most people are repetitious. They feel essentially the same when
they wake, eat what they ordinarily eat, drink fruit juice and a hot beverage,
pay some heed to the news, and, minding the clock, meet the demands of a
regular schedule. Not the case this day for Roger Dalton.
Dimly aware that no one was beside him and that the aroma of fresh coffee
hung in the air, he rubbed his eyes, sat up, scratched his head, looked around
for his robe, and walked into his kitchen. There sat Shantanu, fully clad in
his halter, hair carefully combed, eating a boiled egg with toast. Across from
him was a plate for Roger, knife and fork to each side, a paper napkin, a cup, a
saucer with a spoon on it, and the Chicago Tribune.
“I don’t know how to cook, but I did make coffee the way you do and
boiled you an egg. Let me put bread in the toaster for you.”
“Er…thanks.” He sat in his chair. This must be a first for him. When the
toast popped up, Shantanu retrieved it just as Roger had peeled his still-hot,
rather hard egg. “Thanks again.” Touches of salt and pepper brightened the
too-chewy texture.
Shantanu watched, looking for approval, then said, “I’m already cleaned up
and ready to work. Oh, and if you want some blueberries, I saw some in the
fridge, but there’s no cereal. Can I get you a dish?”
“If you’ll share them with me.” They regarded each other, Shantanu warily,
Roger interestedly. “I like the new you.”
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In Dalton’s kitchen, after the Malaysian-American breakfast Afzal had
made—with noodles cooked in coconut milk (“An improvisation,” it was announced. “We’re out of rice.”), cucumber slices sprinkled with crushed peanuts, and soft-boiled eggs—Edwin learned that a plan had been made which
did not include him.
“Until yesterday, we thought you’d be at the museum. We had already
planned to go shopping for gifts this morning—you know, for his parents—
and a few souvenirs,” Dalton said. “Of course, you can come along if you want
to but it might be smart to make use of your time here. Read something so
you can talk to George about it tomorrow. Otherwise, tricky as he is, he may
think you’re slacking off.”
Edwin blinked and pulled his head back, “I get your drift. What do you
recommend?” Clearly, he was disappointed.
“Oh, just look around in my den. There’s lots to choose from.”
“You two are up to something, aren’t you, and you don’t want me go?”
Ever truthful, Afzal looked with earnest eyes and said, “We need to be able
to talk about you without you being around. It’s just for today. Don’t you un278

derstand?”
“I do now. You can go. And you’d better say nice things or tonight, you’ll
both be in trouble.”
“My dear, put your nose back in joint,” Dalton boomed. “We’re not abandoning you. How about if we bring you a surprise?”
“It’d better be good.”
“You’d better be good and learn something so your brain won’t rot. And, if
you need a break, call your aunt. She’s doubtless wondering what on earth’s
going on.”
They went off. Edwin piddled absentmindedly with the dishes, looked at
but didn’t read the Tribune (which Dalton had), and eventually decided to
wander into the recommended den with its ceiling-high bookshelves. He noticed Dalton’s old PC on the desk and wondered if it were all right to use it.
He’d ask. Again. On the walls stood row upon row of titles of no remote interest and huge runs of specialist journals. Near the far wall were Greek plays and
epics, Roman poets, books on philosophy and, it turned out, old historical
novels by Yourcenar, Renault, Merlis, Tuchman, and others he did not recognize. He dragged an armchair from its place in the corner to reveal Frazer,
Spengler and Toynbee (Twelve volumes!) jammed in with Trevor-Roper. Who
are these people?
Thoughts were drifting to his new experiences of being caught in the nifty, frisky snare—That’s cute!—of his new boyfriend’s seductive interior. Azal’s
desire to have his “bridegroom” atop his nut-brown body continued to run
high but Edwin, for whom the role’s novelty had begun to wane, was finding
it helpful to rely for requisite stimulation on the longer of the two inserts
George had made for him. True, he flourished in the affection he received in
return and in Dalton’s unflagging encouragement.
“It does you good to be the top,” he had been told. “Grandpa’s counting
on you. Now make yourself proud and get in some more marriage practice.”
If Afzal were out of hearing, Dalton would flip Edwin over his lap and deliver
a series of firmly placed swats which, with the insert in place, stiffened the
young man to woody hardness. Then he would kiss him and send him on his
way.
It was all such fun, pleasure really. Guilty pleasure. I’m not learning anything
about art. Aunt Aggie will be disappointed and George will have my hide.
Edwin’s fingers tugged at a massive two-volume tome, Arnold Hauser’s A
Social History of Art. Aloud, he asked himself, “What’s this?” Reading idly at
first, then paging his way through the early chapters, he thought, Outdated.
Impatiently, he reached for the second volume and started with its section on
Romanticism.
I’ve never read anything like this.
While pondering Hauser’s exposition of causes and meanings, he began focusing on the material, clearing away his concern for the nascent relationship
with Afzal and opening himself to the retention of ideas which he found compelling. The section on Impressionism hit him with the force of revelation. I
was nowhere near such understanding, nor was any writer I read before. This unlocks
everything. And, when he read into the pages dealing with the pioneers of early
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Modernism, he recognized how imperceptive he had been when looking at
Kandinsky, Braque, Picasso….
Not a sound disturbed him. What did distract him a couple of hours later
was that his peripheral vision noticed the other copy of the Hauser set, Sozialgeschichte der Kunst und Literatur. He had seen it before but ignored it because
it was in German. Why does Dalton have the same book in German? Down
it came. He blew off the dust and opened it to the title page. There was an
inscription: Mit den besten Wünschen für einen jungen Gelehrter der Soziologie. A.
Hauser.
Remembering a stash of dictionaries, Edwin found the German-English
one next to others for Italian-English, Spanish-English, French-English, and
Latin-English. Word by word he figured that the line read: With best wishes for
a young student of sociology. Had Dalton been the man’s student? Dalton must have
been in Germany in the Fifties. I’ll ask him about that. I should find out about his
life anyway. Or…. He booted up the computer—This thing’s slow!—and typed
in Dalton’s name. Up came all sorts of things—a Wikipedia bio with a list of
his publications and references to him and reviews of his articles. There’s a lot
here he never mentions. Yeah, like how great he is at sex.
Something about reading Hauser directly and reading about Dalton—
knowing that Dalton at least had met the man—triggered memories of the
times he had lain transfixed under the man’s big body. The more he ruminated about how lost he had become in the realm of feelings for which he could
find no words, the more Edwin wondered how much further Dalton could
take him. How limited am I for sex? Allusion had been made to a state of being
in which sensation became spirit. Tantric was Dalton’s word.
I want to know more about that. He typed it into the Google window. What
he read led him to think about trying to plan such an event.
Time. We’ll need time. And privacy.
Book spines caught his eye and paused his thought. So many names he did
not know, shelved in no order but grouped together: Danto, Steiner, Foucault,
Jung, Jaeger, Scruton, Bronowski, Frazier, Clark, Frankfort, Rawlinson, Geidion, Richter. Distractions for which he had no time. At hand, a task.
The determination which Edwin found in himself was not new. As long
as he had been under his aunt’s supervision, he knew how to concentrate
on learning and how to get results. During a stringent Summer with George
Tanner, he had adapted himself to the man’s requirements and learned ever
so much more, about art especially. He had surpassed the man’s sexual demands. They had been to Paris and London where the things he saw imprinted themselves indelibly. Recall was one aspect. Another was understanding
what his memory retained. As a perceiver, he had changed. Meeting Duane
and Hassan, too, had revealed still more to him about parameters of sex. He
remembered that George had made the point that sex and art were inextricably entwined by the sensations of feeling and, over time, the certainties of
understanding. By mastering both, one could exert power over others—that
was how it went.
I have a little bit of it. George found that out even before he put me in contact
with Duane and Hassan. Aunt Aggie was right: If I learn my lessons, I can take
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charge of my life. And Afzal –sweet, precious Afzal—who could have imagined that
his simple nature would let me discover love? I do love him. Love’s a part of my life.
He is so adorable—all day long, all night.
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Honesty is firm and upright, and yields not.
CHARLES CALEB COLTON

61 TUESDAY’S WIND-UP
The sight of tawny and black bodies already in the YMCA pool shook the two
white men, George and Tom. Tom particularly. He had not been told the other two would be there. George’s testing me! All he knew was that he had been
handed bathing trunks—“They’ll fit you well enough”—and told they were
going for a swim.
A reward for doing such a good job on the apartment, he imagined. Wrong. It’s
a set-up.
“Jump in. The water’s fine,” said Roger, shaking drops from his head.
“We’ve got a real swimmer here.” He looked in the direction of Shantanu’s
wake. “Hello, Tom. Long time. I hope you’re doing well.”
Tom acknowledged that he was. What else could he say?
Disliking being upstaged, George folded his arms and glared. He watched
as Shantanu touched the far end of the pool and kicked back without noticing
the arrival. “Get in the pool,” he told Tom, then dove in himself, leaving the
other man hesitant before he, too, splashed in.
“What’s going on?” he said, surfacing in front of Roger.
“Shan’s a regular sardine.”
“When did you get here?”
“A couple of hours ago. We’ve been doing laps. Look at him go. Kid’s like a
knife in the water. He’s really trying to impress.”
Tom, a moderately good swimmer, was downcast at his lover’s obvious admiration for the boy. Wanting to say something, he could not. Roger looked
his way and smiled.
Spluttering, the “kid” came up to the group.
“Hi.”
“I’m Tom. You’re good.”
Awkwardly at first—rare for him—George shook hands with Shantanu, but
started planning how to take over the afternoon.
Tom hugged Roger, then let him go when the response seemed cautious.
Oh shit, he’s got a thing for this boy. Or maybe he just wants to make me think so.
Maybe George put him up to it.
With a gesture to the younger two to go off for a swim by themselves,
George turned to Roger, “What’s with calling him Shan?”
“Just simplifying things as he gets better. We’re less formal. I let him call
me Roger now. Shan’s a nickname his friends call him.”
“Why are you doing that? He can’t have come around that fast.”
“Yes, he has. This morning, he made breakfast before I got up. He was in
full harness, eager to go through all his drills. Protested nothing. Reveled in
the display of his routines. By lunchtime, he showered again, put in your short
insert, and, after I’d felt him all over, had earned my trust. I decided we’d go
out, buy him that black Speedo, and come over here.”
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“I see Tom’s not keeping up.”
“George, what do you expect? He’s a recreational swimmer who’s not in
shape. It doesn’t have to be a contest.”
“We need to talk.”
“Why not? They’re getting out of the pool down there and going to the
Coke machine.”
“Let them. It’s time they knew each other. I think they’ll find themselves
rivals for your attention.”
Roger’s turn had come to fold his arms. “George, my interest in Shan stops
after tomorrow. You know that. So, why don’t you tell me about Tom. Have
you got him ready to come back to me?”
They sat on the pool’s edge.
“He’s ready but you’re not. Hear me out.” Without posturing, George presented his analysis. “Tom’s emotional connection to you remains solid. You,
however, don’t meet his psycho-physical needs. A bit masochistic, he craves
rough, demanding sex, sex in which he is forced to comply. He wants you to
bend him to your will, to your desires—not that you don’t do that. The morning a while back, you took him so forcefully that you pushed him off the bed.
He told me you gave him such a feeling of fulfillment that its effect lasted for
days. But you didn’t have relations with him after that. He thought you had
stopped loving him and may have been seeking sex elsewhere.” I can keep
to that fiction. “On your part, it seems that your hedonic tone suffers from a
lower level than Tom’s. He’s ever willing. You are indifferent to that. Or, don’t
you like sex with Tom?”
Roger’s obsidian-dark body slumped. His brow creased. His eyes looked
bloodshot. “He never gets enough. Of course, I like putting him in his place.
He’s always so…grateful. I do love him, but sex two or three times a month is
plenty for me.”
“You’re serious?”
“George, everybody’s not like you, out to land a trick every time you turn
around.”
“Are you jealous?”
“God, no. It doesn’t matter to me how many people you screw.”
“I meant about Tom.” He dropped his voice. “To get him out of his suicidal
stupor—remember that was why I took him in?—I’ve treated him with severe
discipline and what amounts to rage-free rape morning and night. Don’t look
reprovingly at me. You knew I would. He thrives on being bound sometimes,
striped with a belt, made to choke down my cock, and to have a dildo replaced
by the real thing at my pleasure when and for as long as I want.”
“I believe it’s at your pleasure all right.”
“Roger, he thrives on it. It isn’t that he wants it from me. He’d rather have
it from you. Tom means nothing emotional to me, nor I to him. It’s you. It’s
always been you. Think it over.”
The conversation stopped as Shan and Tom walked toward them. The first
words out of the latter’s mouth were directed to his lover, “Shan tells me how
strict you have been with him. Did you enjoy it?”
“It was my job to deal with him,” Roger said. “He needed a firm hand. A
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tight schedule. It was a rough start but it paid off. He’s advancing. Aren’t you,
Shan?”
Shan, standing there lithe and honed, bare and shapely, blinked and said,
“Uh, yes, I guess so, if you think so, Roger.”
“You’ve learned to channel anger into accomplishment, haven’t you?”
“I’m trying.” He blushed enough to be noticed.
George directed them back to the water and went on to discuss the approaching situation. There was more at stake than just reestablishing Tom
with Roger. The boys Shantanu and Afzal had to face their parents. No easy
way out with ten people (if Edwin’s aunt were included) involved, each with
possibly conflicting goals and intentions. Who knew how the Malaysians
would react? Had Stephen and Terry managed to plant any alternative ideas to
the simple one of the sons returning to George Town? The person most likely
to have heard from New York was Dalton who had said nothing. An impasse
for now. To maintain the stability of everyone’s present situations was necessary but individual conversations had to take place. By Wednesday night.
Maybe then a plenary session? Yes. Take stock first, let each voice his wishes,
his view of possible outcomes, then strategize. Be ready for Thursday.
A heart-to-heart of Roger with Tom was in order, however difficult that
might be. Perhaps a face-to-face between Shantanu and Afzal so that their
approach might be unified? Dalton knew Edwin’s aunt and could speak to her
by telephone. He could also find out about Nirupa and Salil from his friends
Stephen and Terry. Were their expectations changed? George should be open
with Edwin about the continuation of their relationship.
This is tedious!
Roger proposed, “You know, we ought to meet as a group somewhere tomorrow night. What do you think?”
“Dalton’s living room is larger than mine or yours. I can persuade him to
play host,” George gave his low-pitched assurance. “He’ll be in his element,
lording it over everybody and providing avuncular counsel.” He enjoyed using words unfamiliar to others.
Roger did not react, except to ask, “When, do you think?”
George needed only a moment, “How about the two of us ordering pizzas
to be delivered at seven? That would put very little burden on the Brawne
‘household’ and make for a relaxed chance to put our heads together.”
“Great. I’m curious to see Afzal anyway.” He turned, “George, look over
there. Those two seem to be getting along awfully well. Should we intervene?”
“Let’s just join them for a swim. That’s why we’re here.”

S

Evening produced a rash of telephone calls between the Midwest and the
East Coast, even more at the local level. Conversational topics had to be relayed back and forth such that all key players in the area were informed. The
young men had plenty to say, too. While Wednesday’s schedule for Shantanu
and Roger would remain the same—workouts in the morning and further explorations of the boy’s swimming potential in the afternoon—Edwin would
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proceed to meet George at the museum, and Dalton and Afzal would make
another foray around town “for trinkets or whatever the lad wants,” and Tom
would exercise at George’s before applying himself, say, to buying some flowers for the party.
In bed, Tom got weepy and had to be treated sympathetically before submitting to a stern scolding. Thursday was such an unknown for him. George
threatened no sex unless he straightened out and understood his place. “We
will work it out with Roger.” He ordered, “Now turn over.”

S
S

Following a couple of hours of lively discussion with his two guests, Dalton
and they slept together chastely, but not until Edwin had extracted the man’s
promise to tell him “all about Arnold Hauser.”

Shantanu lay once more in Roger’s strong arms after having been put
through the required dry orgasm with “that damned belt thing” then given a
deep massage of the sort Roger did so thoroughly. Every inch of the boy’s body
had been oiled, each muscle’s tension being rubbed away with care. During
their mutual shower, Shantanu had welcomed his host’s index finger in bringing about yet another shattering climax. He tried to excite Roger in return but
got no further than hefting the huge organs.
“That’s all right. This isn’t about me.”
In bed settling down, there was a sudden question asked shyly, “Is my
brother ‘practicing for marriage’ with Edwin?”
“What gave you that idea?”
“Something I overheard.”
“Where did you hear that?”
“In the pool, Tom told me today. Then he acted funny when I didn’t know
what he meant. He said they were ‘having sex, of course.’ You know, like lovers. He said that my father and his friends set it up. Is that true?”
Roger whispered so close to Shan’s ear that his lips grazed its lobe, “If it
were,” his fingers found the boy’s erection, “would it matter to you?”
“I’m being left out.”
“No, it’s because you’re not old enough. Relax. Stop wiggling. Listen!—or
you know what will happen.”
“You’ll spank me?”
“You bet.”
“I’ll listen.”
“That’s my Shan.”
Not wanting to be drawn too deeply into the matter, Roger related in broad
outlines what he knew from George, who got it from Dalton, who had discussed it with Salil—as an old custom worthy of revival. It helped young men
handle their physical maturity before having to wait for emotional maturity
to equip them for the responsibility of marriage and family. To ward off ques285

tions, he released Shan’s cock and came up with, “Why don’t you talk to your
brother about it tomorrow night? You can be private. Everybody will understand—two brothers talking about personal matters.”
“Is Afzal a queer, I mean gay—like you and Tom?”
“I don’t know. He may not know. But, like I say, you can ask him.”
“Did my father do that practice-for-marriage thing before he married my
mother?
“Again, I don’t know. You’ll have to ask him.”
“Are you kidding-lah? I couldn’t do that!”
“Oh but you can. Just be straightforward and honest about it, not the stupid, streetwise little shit you were a week ago. Or, haven’t you learned anything. I ought to….”
“I’ll do it. I’ll do it. Now let me cum again, please, Roger?” Willingly, he
thrust his erection back into his coach’s hand.
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Sweet is the breath of morn,
Her rising sweet,
With charm of earliest birds.
JOHN MILTON

62 AN EARLY MEETING
Very few people other than security staff are on hand at eight o’clock any
morning at any museum. Top administrators are, readying themselves for
meetings which start when the majority of employees clock in by nine. At the
AIC, Edwin and George faced each other in the quiet space of the Education
Department.
Uneasy pleasantries aside, George said, “We can skip the part where you
tell me how much you want to continue learning from me and get to the
matters staring at us immediately. Dalton tells me that you and Afzal want to
stay with him.” He took a breath and launched into, “Has that got anything
to do with your actual schooling, the applications you need to make, the tests
you need to take? How do you imagine juggling those tasks while doing what
I may think appropriate for you while you’re spending time downstairs in
Conservation (if that’s allowed), while you’re traipsing around various museums (if the invitations come), while you’re working here (if that happens) as
a tour guide?”
Edwin, properly respectful and reserved, as both Dalton and his Aunt Aggie had reminded him to be, answered from the last question back. “If the
trips materialize, they can be on weekends. I can be here from nine or ten to
four every weekday, my time divided as you, Mr. Schachter, and Mr. Rosenberg want—but you should be the one to guide their decisions. Most of the
University stuff can be handled on-line, although something’s got to be done
about Dalton’s computer. It’s really on its last legs. He’s going to take me over
to campus for some interviews, so I’ll need a couple of mornings for those.
Afzal wants to do the same, so that we can be together. He definitely doesn’t
want to go back to Malaysia. His life with me at Dalton’s is really nice. We feel
at home there. We do a lot of the cooking and help Dalton keep track of his
appointments and, like, find stuff. He’s sometimes forgetful. You wouldn’t believe all the cool things in his attic. And we haven’t even been in the garage.”
The young man’s freshly ironed shirt, crisply creased trousers, highly polished shoes, neatly combed hair, and wise-beyond-his-years countenance
struck George as a perfect mask. No one could know, from looking at him and
hearing him speak using words such as “like” and “stuff” and “cool,” that the
teen had intellectual and sexual abilities and experience to dwarf most others.
“As smooth as that? And what does Afzal think about the problem of his
brother?”
“Dalton says that they should talk with each other this evening. He says
they need ‘to catch up,’ despite the fact that they’ve never been ‘fraternal’—
that was the word he used.”
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“What does Afzal know about his brother’s time with Roger?”
“A lot but not everything, I think. Tom didn’t know much to tell him at
the pool but he sure broke the ice on the story. Roger gave all the details to
Dalton last night when they were on the phone for, like, ever. Dalton decided
to repeat some of them to Afzal.”
“How did he take the news?”
“I had to push his jaw back in place.”
George cracked one of his sparse smiles. “My methods with Shan, you
know.”
“Of course. No one else could have conceived things the way you have. I’m
certainly proof of that.”
Flatter him. That always works.
“What gets me is how fast Roger got results from Shantanu. After the way
he was behaving when he first got here, I couldn’t imagine he’d be so quick
to change.”
“Violence and sex are persuaders, especially when used together. Roger,
your friend Hassan, and I cooperated to make that happen. Ever hear of the
Stockholm syndrome?” He did not wait for an answer, “The brat didn’t stand
a chance—because it was obvious that his insolent attitude was covering a
weak personality. By acting swiftly, decisively from day one, he knuckled under. Now he’s compliant and actually in the mood to learn. Trouble is, I don’t
mind telling you, that he seems to have more than the expected dependency
on Roger. It seems he’s got something like a sixteen-year-old’s crush on the
man—which won’t take him anywhere after Thursday.”
“George, can’t we do something?” Edwin was concerned. “If I’d been forced
to leave you when you had just broken me in the way you wanted, I’d have
been destroyed. Whatever Shantanu is, he’s only sixteen—two years younger
than his brother and me. His emotions, especially connected with his first
sexual experiences, are fragile—if that’s the right word. You and Roger did a
lot more than merely keep him occupied with physical development so his
parents could go to New York. Dalton says you guys created part of the problem.”
The gaze was scorching.
Calm-faced, Edwin sat quite still, enjoying the sight of George’s color rise.
Dalton’s turned the tables on “Mr. Certainty.”
“Good morning you two.” Alice, the departmental secretary, had arrived.
“My, aren’t you the early birds. What’s going on?”
“We were planning the next phase in Edwin’s studies here,” said her boss
as if that had been the topic.
Alice did not see Edwin roll his eyes. She did hear him say, “And George is
about to take me down to see Mr. Rosenberg.” It was George’s eyes she noticed
widen. I think George has just been had, tee-hee.
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Keep a good attitude and do
the right thing even when it’s hard.
When you do that you are passing the test.
JOEL OSTEEN

63 PIZZA PARTY
Roger drove.
Shantanu had had no idea that the man had an automobile. A Honda Accord. Red. Not bad-lah. Only a couple of years old.
The few times the two of them had gone from the apartment, they had
walked—to the grocery, the cinema, the swimsuit store. He figured why: it was
to force his acceptance of the harness-and-dildo’s effect and that of George
Tanner’s foam rubber inserts. So, there he was, seated next to Roger, and, under his street wear, again fully harnessed. He had endured the damned thing
all morning for his routines, been out of it for lunch, filled with the smaller
of the two inserts for the afternoon’s swimming practice, now—without explanation—was wearing the insistent item again. It isn’t that bad any more, I
guess. Can’t squeeze it the way I can the rubbery ones. On edge about the evening
ahead with all those others—Would they know?—and apprehensive to have to
talk with his brother, he sat uncomfortably.
They picked up Mr. Tanner and an equally uneasy Tom who was carrying
cut flowers.
He’s got to be worried, too.
“Are those for me, Mr. Loft?” asked Roger formally.
“No, for Dalton. But I’ll get you some tomorrow, I promise.”
Why is he so mean to Tom?
By the time the taciturn quartet pulled into Dalton’s tree-shaded driveway,
tension was palpable. Traffic had slowed the drive at times to a crawl. The early evening air was still, hot, muggy. Arriving was a relief.
“Wonderful. Wonderful,” came their effusive host’s greeting. He hugged
Tom, who was first out with his flowers, and kissed him on the cheek. Roger
got a kiss, too. George, a handshake. The sight of the new Shantanu, his hair
so perfectly cut and arranged, stopped Dalton cold. “My, don’t you look…
healthy!” he managed to say. “Welcome, welcome all of you.”
Inside, Afzal and Edwin came bounding down the stairs, then they, too,
stopped. Afzal thought, That’s my brother?
Edwin, whose heart fluttered, thought, He looks like a Mughal prince!
Cautiously, they shook Shantanu’s uncertain hand.
“Well, don’t just stand there. We have pizzas to eat. I hope everybody’s
hungry. We’ve kept them in the oven for the past twenty minutes. You bitches
are late.”
Dalton, the irrepressible, doing his thing.
Shown immediately to the dining room, the guests noticed large white
plates, paper napkins, water and wine glasses. “Shortly, my lads,” as Dalton
referred to Afzal and Edwin, “will bring out the goodies. I’ll pour. Ice water
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coming up.” That done, he returned from the kitchen with two bottles of Chianti. “Best thing in the world with pizza.”
Roger looked at George, “I thought we were ordering the pizzas.”
“Tush, tush. They’re on me,” Dalton chortled. “There haven’t been this
many gorgeous men in my house in years. My treat.”
George asked, “Didn’t you mean ‘tosh-tosh’?”
“Certainly not. My boys have the cutest tushes. I was merely referring to
them.”
“Dalton, you are such a bag of….”
People snickered. Shantanu had no idea why. He knew neither ‘tush’ nor
‘tosh.’
Soon, the atmosphere became festive. Chanelo’s Pizzas made a tasty product laden with thin-sliced tomatoes, mushrooms, olives, onions, bits of sausage and lots of cheese. “If there’s something you don’t like,” Dalton had said
to Shantanu, “just pick it off. You’ll like the rest.”
“No, it’s good.”
“Ah, he speaks! A miracle.”
Roger came to the rescue, “Dalton, he does a lot more than that. Do you
know that he’s got talent for swimming? You should see him in the pool. It’s
impressive. Seriously, I think Shan could be an athlete.”
All eyes were on Shantanu who, to his brother’s surprise, responded politely, “Thank you, Roger. You showed me how to improve.” He smiled and took
a huge bite of pizza.
Edwin whispered, “Afzal, your mouth’s open again.”
The equally soft response was, “That’s not my brother. That’s an imposter.”
Everyone looked at them as they laughed. It only made them sillier.
“Boys, behave at the table or Grandpa’ll have to spank you.”
Collapsing onto his little heartthrob’s shoulder, Edwin said, “I wish you
would.”
Shantanu got a bit of pizza in his windpipe and coughed furiously.
Even George laughed. Second glasses of wine were poured for the men.
Fruit, freshly chopped by Dalton’s “dynamic duo” (more laughter), was
served for dessert—pineapple, cantaloupe, honeydew, watermelon, and seedless grapes over which a little honey had been drizzled.
“Delicious,” proclaimed Tom.
“Yes, it’s rather good,” George admitted.
“You have a mean team in the kitchen,” was Roger’s compliment.
With spirits at their height, Dalton said, “I think our duo of brothers wants
to go upstairs to compare notes, so, while they do that, let’s the rest of us adjourn to the living room. We have plenty to discuss.”
Quite a while later, Afzal leaned into the room and motioned for Edwin to
come with him. On the landing halfway up, they conferred in hushed tones.
Edwin listened, blinked a few times, straightened his shoulders, then strode
on alone. Afzal followed but stayed in the hallway out of sight.
Downstairs, everyone resumed deliberations.
In the guest room, Edwin stood before Shantanu, eye to eye.
I’m going to do this.
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“We have to know if we can trust you. That means you have to pass a test.”
Intimidated, Shantanu swallowed. “Okay.”
“Just stand there.”
Edwin’s hands outlined Shantanu’s arms and stroked his biceps. They
moved to the boy’s chest where Edwin, expecting to tweak his nipples, found
straps beneath the white cotton shirt.
“What are these?”
“Uh…my harness,” he blushed.
It dawned on Edwin, Just like mine! Dalton never mentioned it.
“Where did you get it?
“Hassan brought it to Roger’s.”
I thought so. It’s his own! Duane must have made him bring it.
“Don’t move.”
Shantanu’s eyelids closed and his mouth drew tight as he felt his shirt being unbuttoned and pulled off his shoulders. Thus partly exposed, his lean
torso’s skin glowed golden. On the move, Edwin’s hands opened the jeans and
reached for—Yes, he’s hard—Shantanu’s erection, tightly secured in its sleeve.
He did not hesitate to slide down the jeans, revealing the very outfit he knew
so well.
“Stay put.”
Off came the shirt.
“Now the rest. Step out of your jeans.” It was in imitation of George that
Edwin spoke so commandingly. “I’ve got to inspect you. I’m under orders. Do
exactly as I say.”
“Mmm…Okay, I guess.”
“Be quiet. I didn’t say you could speak.”
More or less knowing what was coming, Shantanu tried to relax, not daring
to look. He’s taking my harness off. Zakar saya! Ouch! He’s pulling out the arsestick!
Completely nude—his zakar pointing upward and leaking, his face framed
elegantly by the new arrangement of his hair, chest heaving, fists clenched—
Shantanu was a riveting combination of Indian handsomeness and nervousness. Edwin rubbed the woven cup containing the boy’s hairy, constricted
scrotum, eliciting a hiss and a shudder. As George had done to him, he used
his middle finger to caress the strip of Shantanu’s perineal area behind.
Sweaty, hot, congested.
“Please, don’t hurt me.”
“Don’t make me. I’m testing your readiness to serve.”
Shantanu recognized Mr. Tanner’s manner. In fact, his kind of words. It’s
another trap. This isn’t just about him and my brother trusting me. It’s Mr. Tanner!
“Open your eyes. See that hassock? Lie on it, chest down.”
While Shantanu did as bidden, Edwin gave an all-okay sign to the peeking,
ever astonished Afzal, shed his clothes, took the antique ivory penis from the
nightstand, rolled a condom over it, lubed it liberally, and slipped it into himself. It settled comfortably to stimulate his prostate. With determination, he knelt
beside Shantanu, one hand to the boy’s back, the other on his narrow buttocks.
“Do you know how to accept a spanking?”
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Swallowing as his mind raced from one thought to another, Shantanu finally said, “Yes. I’m supposed to relax so my glutes don’t get bruised.”
“That’s right. Just relax…and take it.”
Afzal was aghast. Unthinkable—his brother getting spanked. By Edwin!
Simply unthinkable. He worried, the way sound traveled in the old house,
that the sharp smacks might attract attention from below stairs. They did not.
He watched as the lover he knew only as tender and caring spat into his hand,
smeared his erection, tugged his victim into a half-standing position and centered his sex between the newly reddened cheeks.
“Elbows on the hassock. Separate your legs the way you did for Hassan.”
Somebody told him!
“This is your reward for passing my test.”
Then, carefully, very slowly, Edwin moved in.
Wait. Let him adjust. There.
The sight progressed for Afzal from one of amazement—the situation was
going much further than he had requested—to one of the lust of sex, his
brother a partner, spreading his legs further and pushing against Edwin’s pelvis. As fire built in his groin, Edwin reached under Shantanu to bring him up
against his thrusts, and called out to Afzal, “Come to your brother—now!”
Startled, Afzal ran to support Shantanu who was in the throes of an orgasm
different than any he had ever experienced. Shantanu “saw stars” and came as
Edwin pistoned him into Afzal’s arms and continued his movements until he
had voided himself totally. Afzal was soaked.
In the confines of Dalton’s rather narrow shower, the three soaped their
bodies and washed as quietly as they could, hugging and swapping unaccustomed kisses. Edwin stood in the middle, recipient of most of the appreciation, the brothers being shy about touching each other.
They dried. Edwin donned his clothes; Afzal, fresh ones from the skin out.
Seeing that Shantanu did not know what to do, Afzal handed him one of the
new briefs that Edwin had bought for him.
“I don’t have to wear that ‘thing’ again?”
Edwin told him, “Not tonight. We’ll get you a bag. You’re one of us now.”
“But what about Roger and Mr. Tanner? They….”
Afzal was about to ask a similar question when Edwin interrupted, “I’ll take
care of them. They’ll listen to me because they don’t know what to do and I
do.” For emphasis, he rested a hand on Shantanu’s shoulder. “Now you can
dress, and we’ll go downstairs.” He was playing the master.
The brothers briefly had an exchange in Malay about the turn in events.
Both were staggered by what had transpired and by Edwin’s having taken over
so determinedly. Afzal affirmed his relationship with Edwin. No matter what
happened, Shantanu was not to interfere with it. They were in love.
That Shantanu was bewildered was nothing compared to the effect on the
group in Dalton’s living room when Edwin strode in ahead of the Chaudary
sons and said, “Gentlemen, Shantanu’s got to stay in this country—and I’ll
tell you how we’ll work it.”
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All the forces in the world
are not so powerful as an
idea whose time has come.
VICTOR HUGO

64 POST-PARTY
Although Dalton conciliated with “his lads” at bedtime, Afzal remained discomfited. He had witnessed the object of his affections behaving violently, he
thought. “Like my brother used to,” he said, his voice quavering, “you scared
me.”
Edwin’s assurance that he was “only playing the part” necessary to discover whether Shan, as he now called him, had been tamed and deserved a
chance to stay in Chicago. But nothing he or Dalton said convinced Afzal.
“I don’t want my brother here. He’s not a nice person. I don’t care about
him having sex. I don’t care about him becoming a swimmer or anything.”
Dalton, who was holding Afzal in his ample arms, kissed the young man’s
brow and looked to Edwin. “Maybe you’d better make that call now.”
“It’s eleven o’clock.”
“Either you make it now, or I will,” he threatened, “and you don’t want
that. It’s your idea. Let us know in the morning.” He took Afzal into his bedroom and shut the door.
Put in his place, Edwin deemed it the better part of wisdom not to provoke
either friend further. He hit the speed-dial on his cell and listened to the rings.
“What on earth are you doing calling me at this hour?”
“Aunt Aggie, listen. I have a proposition for you.”
“And what might that be at eleven PM?”
“How would you like to have another live-in student to tutor?” A growl
started low in her throat. “Now listen. Let me finish. He’s Afzal’s brother and
he’s been partly broken in by Roger and George, and,” he rushed, “he’s behind
in school but George and Roger believe he can learn in a strict situation—
plus,” he tried to catch some air, “he’s got athletic talent like for swimming
and stuff so I thought, if you took him and Erich and Anne helped like, you
know, with the coach at Treydon High, then he could become really good.”
Edwin managed a breath and continued, “He could come up here by bus for
weekends with Roger and Tom every now and then, so you wouldn’t have to
have him all the time and his parents would pay you, I’m sure.”
He waited.
“What do you mean by ‘partly broken in’?”
He told her.
“I’m calling your friend George for corroboration. Hang up.”
Fifteen minutes later, she rang back. “First thing in the morning, I’ll be on
my way.”
Relieved, Edwin went to bed alone.
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At Roger’s possibly for the last time, Shan slept in the man’s bed. He was
held tenderly. There was no suggestion of sex. Both were enervated.

Tom, to whom the evening had been a revelation, lay for a long time in his
bed at George’s. Tomorrow. Oh my god. What’s going to happen?

Indian parents’ protectiveness is never meant
to hinder individualistic freedom.
There’s indeed love behind their actions.
ARUNA KUMAR

65 THE BIG DAY
Tenuous was the line walked by the three young men approaching Nirupa
and Salil Chaudary. Despite Dalton’s presence as a friend, the situation had
to be handled delicately. Of course, the parents were aware that there would
be questions which were theirs alone to answer. Stephen had done his job by
breaking the news gently that both sons might request to remain in Chicago
for a few months, to the end of the year.
He had told them, “If you consider the idea while you’re on the plane going
back, you’ll realize how much good may result from such a decision. I don’t
know what exactly the proposals are going to be. Dalton says they’re more
than a little interesting—or something like that. He thinks that Afzal’s is a
no-brainer. He was going to return to Chicago anyway to attend the University. If he stays, he can use the return half of his ticket for the year-end holidays.
You can get his tourist visa extended at the consulate. He really wants to and
has good reasons to back them up. Shantanu’s may be more of a matter for
serious thought, but it is something potentially huge in the boy’s life. They’re
still working on it, so you’ll be the first to hear the details.”
Salil already had the gist. He had spoken briefly with Dalton, then at length
with Afzal after Nirupa had gone to sleep.
“Tell your father everything,” said Dalton, handing the telephone to Afzal
who was beside him in bed. “Believe me, he will understand.”
To his son’s great relief, Salil not only understood but was almost as excited
to hear about his general happiness as he was about the turnaround wrought
in Shantanu’s attitude. Afzal had omitted the sexual side of the story concerning his brother—that could be dealt with later, if at all. He focused on his
recent inspiration to learn…whatever…in order to get to develop as an athlete.
Salil doubted that his younger boy’s truculence could have been dealt with
so decisively during the time they had been enjoying the sights of New York.
“I know, ayah, but I’ve seen it. Everybody has. If it sticks, then you and Ibu
won’t have to worry so much about him. You’ll see. Dalton thinks so. I’ll let
him tell you.” The clever enthusiast passed the telephone across the man’s
chest, saying, “Here. Tell him, Dalton,” then snuggled up close. As much as he
might want, Afzal thought better than to lick or suck the prominent nipple
against which his mouth was resting.
He might not be able to talk to my Father!

S

First into their new room at the Palmer House was Afzal to greet Nirupa
and Salil with his usual warmth. Before either could say more than a word or
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two, he announced, “Mom and Dad, I present my brother Shantanu.”
On cue, Shantanu, who had been waiting just outside with Edwin and
Dalton, entered, looking for all the world like a star who had stepped from
the silver screen of India. He even walked like one—tall, confident, smiling.
Two pairs of eyes popped. Two jaws dropped. When their son embraced them
together with the never-before-heard phrase, “I’ve missed you,” they were almost unable to react. Nirupa thought her heart would burst. Salil, who expected something, but nothing so dramatic, was in disbelief.
To break the odd spell, Afzal piped up with, “We want Dalton and Edwin
to be with us for this discussion. Is that all right?”
We? Salil wondered. We? He and Shantanu agree on something?
Putting an arm around his wife as they disentangled from Shantanu, Salil
said, “Are they here or do we need to wait for them?”
“They’re in the hall where I was,” Shantanu said, then hugged his mother
again.
Although Nirupa was happy to see Dalton and Edwin—impressive during
their visits to various campuses—she could not tear her eyes from her sixteenyear-old son. Nakul could not have been better looking! How is this possible? Somebody had transformed the slouchy, unkempt boy she had left in Chicago, the
boy she adored despite his shortcomings as a student—a mother’s love that
rational terms cannot explain. She had to know.
“My son, you…you seem so different. So…manly. What have you been
doing? Tell your Mother.”
Afzal, Edwin and Dalton, stone still, regarded Shantanu. Dalton stopped
Edwin from breaking the silence. Shantanu was collecting his thoughts.
“I have had a coach, Mr. Roger Dawson, who looked after me, ibu. He
showed me many exercises.” To his father, he said, “Ayah, I learned how to do
many things I did not know before. In two lessons, my swimming has already
improved.” He pointed at Dalton and Edwin, “As they know, Mr. Dawson is an
expert in physical training. He says that I have the potential to be an athlete.
If I have more good training. Isn’t it so?”
He had been rehearsed, so came off without sounding too stilted. Shan was
something of an actor.
“Yes it is,” Dalton spoke up. “Equally important is the fact that you seem to
be ready to learn how to learn, so that you can eventually complete your high
school education. Is that also correct?”
“Yes. Ibu, I will do anything if I can become an athlete—a swimmer. I am
not afraid of the water. Will you let me stay here? I want to study.”
Edwin nervously added, “My aunt, whom you will meet later today, taught
me how to study and instilled in me habits of learning so that I could get
through high school. Without her, I would not be where I am today—with offers of scholarship support for college and a part-time job. She may be willing
to take Shan on as a special project in tutoring. He needs to catch up. No one
is better at supervising an education. She is strict.” He turned his attention
from Nirupa to Shantanu, “There’s no monkey business with her.”
“And Edwin tells me that, if you let me, I can train with his high school
swimming team. His friends can work it out. And I can come to Chicago on
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weekends to check in with Mr. Dawson”—Shantanu stuck to Edwin’s script
almost perfectly—“and to see abang saya.”
“That’s me, his brother,” Afzal explained to Edwin. To his parents, he said,
“If I stay here in Dalton’s house, Edwin and I can do everything better together for admission to the University. Dalton says—isn’t that right, Dalton?—that
he can help us through his contacts, so that we can enroll to begin classes in
the Winter Semester. That’s what it’s called.”
Dalton executed a sage nod. “Actually, although it’s not standard procedure, Afzal might be able, if he’s here, to study for advanced placement in
his courses. That would put him at an advantage. We could get him special
tutoring suited to his needs. Think of the benefits of having him already acclimated to the campus, to the American way of higher education. It will come
in handy when he works in this country one day for Stephen.”
Salil’s concern was money. “How much would it cost at your house?”
“At my house?” his voice rose to the unmistakable height which Salil
knew from years past. Dalton was playing with him. “At my house? Why, you
couldn’t possibly afford it.”
“Dalton, how…much…do…you…want?”
“Why, nothing for me. Just his expenses, my friend. Food, clothes, his tutor. He and Edwin can be handy around the house. They already have been.
They make quite a team, you know. They keep me company.” He sounded
utterly at ease with the whole proposition. Made it seem simple. Salil could
read between the lines.
“Edwin,” Salil asked in guarded tones, “how much would it cost at your
aunt’s?”
Nirupa was not over her shock.
“Truthfully, I have no idea. First, you have to meet her. She has to meet
Shan, to see whether she’s interested in working with him. She certainly has
the time, now that I’m staying here, if she wants to. Maybe, by the time she
gets here, she’ll know also about the swim team and whether Shan can become a part of it.”
“We need to talk about this.” Worry creased Nirupas’s forehead. “It’s all so
sudden and so radical.”

S

At his desk, George Tanner idly twiddled a pen. Edwin—what went on with
him last night? I was right about him turning into something of an Alpha. Diabolical
idea for Shantanu. Agatha Cobb will put his backside in gear. She caught the drift of
everything I said to her. One calculating bitch. He looked at the time. By now, Tom
and Roger are reunited. Not my worry any more. What a relief. I can plan my weekend with no complications. Something fresh.

S

It was at home in their apartment that Tom, naturally frazzled, forgot himself, became emotional, and started to cry. Roger was unsympathetic. This is
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his recovery?
“Stop that blubbering. It doesn’t impress me.” George had told him not
indulge Tom, but to deal with him in a strong manner.
The wailing only got louder.
“I don’t believe one teardrop. Stop now or I’ll….”
“You’ll what?”
“This!”
The racket was phenomenal as Roger summarily pulled Tom over his lap
and spanked him loudly. The crying died away with the big hand’s ever demanding slaps. When it ceased, they slowed to become caresses. Abruptly,
Roger stood, standing Tom on his feet. They began taking off each other’s
clothes. When nude, Roger said, “I’m not done with you” and bent his lover
again across his knees. Bare flesh reacted instantaneously to the attack, showing the hand prints. Tom’s arousal was stimulated by Roger’s which rose to its
impressive fullness. Both men were horny. Tom relished the fury.
He’s so passionate!
“Prepare me—with your mouth.”
Tom knelt to receive Roger’s purplish-brown cock—all the way into his
throat. He choked, as Roger knew he would. It was good for him.
He wants me. Both men thought that thought.
There on the floor of their bedroom, Tom was thrown to his back. Before
he could raise his own legs for what he hoped was to come, Roger leveraged
his ankles in one hand and used the other to add to the redness already flaming. It was an attack that made Tom even hotter. Roger’s entry, a swift gliding
motion, went to the hilt where it stopped.
“What do you want, bitch? Tell me, or I’ll leave you cold.”
“You. You are all I’ve ever wanted.” Tom’s cliché was sincere.
“Then here I am,” Roger dropped his voice as he reversed course only to
surge completely forward. Tom’s insides seethed with desire. The passage relaxed-and-tensed virtually on its own to match the forces driving in and out
of it. Roger’s bulging shoulders found their place under Tom’s knees and his
mouth took over Tom’s. Clinging wetness encouraged the animal instincts
of both. They overcome their period of separation to peak together in jerky
spasms of release. Reunification—achieved.

S

Accompanied by her neighbors Anne and Erich, Agatha Cobb arrived in
the hotel lobby to Young Edwin’s obvious surprise. “We took the day off. This
is so exciting,” Anne trilled. “A new project for us, what with you gone from
the nest.”
Young Edwin was aware of the subtext. He noted interest on Erich’s face.
Oh, Shan, you have no idea….
Exchanging hugs with all three and not knowing what else to do, he said,
“Well, let’s meet everybody. I’ll make the introductions. It’s great you all
came.”
The Chaudarys, along with Edwin, Dalton, Agatha, Anne and Erich, later
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descended upon the spacious, gracious Lockwood Restaurant. “Table for nine,
please,” Salil told the receptionist.
At Dalton’s suggestion, the youngest were distributed among their elders,
with “my dear friend Aggie” opposite Shantanu and in clear view of his parents to either side. Afzal sat between Erich and Anne. Edwin and Dalton
framed Agatha. Lunch and conversation occupied the group.
Dalton got the ball rolling, “Tell us first about your trip to New York. What
did you see, what did you do?
That catalyzed the group. Happily, Salil let Nirupa describe the Statue of
Liberty, the Empire State Building, Times Square, Central Park, Rockefeller
Center, their boat ride around Manhattan, and the shows they saw—The
Lion King, Chicago (!), and, off-Broadway, the noisy show Stomp. “It was a very
American experience,” she concluded. Salil agreed, adding, “We also had some
wonderful meals, too, especially when Stephen and Terry came in. They’ve
been everywhere. They took us to a place called Amma for Indian/Pakistani
food—very good. At Delmonico’s we had what Stephen called, “Quintessentially New York cuisine,’—steaks you wouldn’t believe. Oh—and what was the
name of the delicatessen?—Katz, or something like that. It was really different
for us. We both had indigestion! Maybe from something called ‘corned beef.’
Did you ever hear of that?”
The Wolfes jumped in with their last expedition to New York. New York’s
Public Library and New York Historical Society had been their favorites. Erich
said, “We’d seen all those other places before, and we wanted to see exhibits
about our interest in American history.” The most fun had come in the Museum of Sex. Anne was about to describe it—Edwin’s, Afzal’s and Shantanu’s
ears having pricked up—when Nirupa advised against it. “We shouldn’t discuss that in front of the boys.”
Dalton dropped his fork.
“Oops, sorry,” he excused himself. “I was just remembering the first time I
was there. Rather wonderful, it was. So open about everything. Not much of
a real museum the way the one in Amsterdam is, but they’ve had longer to
work on their collection. The best I’ve seen is in Paris. Did George take you
there, Edwin?”
“I’d remember it if he had. Our schedule was pretty heavy with art museums.” He resumed eating.
Nirupa’s sigh of relief was audible.
Salil wished he had known about it.
Chocolate Mandarin was the dessert of choice during which, rather incongruously, Agatha asked, “Why don’t we talk turkey?”
The Malaysians had no idea what to make of ‘turkey’ during the sweet
course, but that was quickly clarified.
Through a crooked little smile, Erich opened the subject of Shantanu “coming with us to Treydon.” He and Anne took turns speaking of the close-knit
friendship they had with their neighbor, of their school’s swim coach (“We’ve
spoken to him.”) who would gladly incorporate a new member into his team
(“once he sees him in person, naturally”), of how the team was an extracurricular activity sponsored by the City of Treydon (“A bus takes the team to the
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Natatorium at Hoosier State when the weather’s bad so they can participate in
or watch competitions.”), of the need to evaluate Shantanu’s academic record
so that his studies could be “attuned to the desired goal,” of how they would
be willing to assist Agatha with Shantanu’s progress (“being next door and
all”)….
It was the phrase “coming with us to Treydon” that stayed with Nirupa.
They mean now? Today? She was in a dither.
Again, Dalton stepped in. “Let’s everybody go upstairs where you can talk
better. I happen to have the key to my friend Duane’s penthouse. There’s
plenty of room for you to go over the details while the lads and I watch TV in
the media room.”
That was that. Agatha had said almost nothing. Her thoughts were what
would count most in the next hours.
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Education is not received. It is achieved.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

66 AFTERMATH
“Look at this place!’ Nirupa said in wonderment. “A penthouse on top of a
hotel? It must cost a fortune, Dalton. How can your friend afford it?”
“Actually he owns it. There’s another, larger one up here on the roof which
belongs to the hotel. Duane’s had this for a long time. He inherited it from his
parents who had some sort of old covenant through the City which prevented
it being sold along with the rest of the building. So, Hilton bought all of the
building except, thanks to the Wilderforce legal fluke, this penthouse.” Dalton went on grandly, “In exchange for its maintenance, the hotel can rent it
to special people on special occasions—a visiting head of state or some other
VIP—at what I imagine to be a staggering sum. Duane gets a percentage. Since
he’s here rarely, and for only short periods, it must add up considerably.”
“And you have the key?”
“Just for this meeting. I must return it to the hotel, an arrangement we
made over the telephone early this morning. Duane sends his regards to you
young fellows and hopes that everything gets worked out. So, chaps, off you
go over there,” he pointed to the media room. “Close the door so you won’t
bother us. And, if I might have a word with you, Salil. We need a few minutes.
Everyone, just carry on.”
Alone in a bedroom, the two old friends embraced with much emotion.
“There’s a lot to tell you. Why don’t we lie down? It’s better that way. If
you faint, you don’t have far to fall.” With that introduction, Dalton provided
additional information beyond what Afzal had told his father the night before
and added his personal perspective to what had to be considered. The involvement of the two eighteen-year-olds with each other was detailed. Dalton admitted his own emotional attachment to Edwin. “Mine’s not the simple crush
they have for each other. It goes far past that.”
Salil had little difficulty in understanding this news because his own history with the man had been profound. The difference lay not in the chasm
between their ages—of no concern to Edwin, Dalton said—but in the kinship
which resulted from two marvelous minds coming together through “physical and spiritual merger.”
“I truly love him. Seeing the joy he has had with your son—a wonderful boy—made me determined to foster their togetherness. There’s another
reason: Edwin, as a small child, was in the car when his parents had the accident that killed them. He was traumatized by it and by what happened in
the months after. I’ll tell you about it sometime. Anyway, Aggie became his
guardian, pulled him together by her own extraordinary means, brought out
his genius, and, with Erich and Anne’s help, arranged his move to Chicago for
the Summer with George Tanner, now with me.”
Their eyes studied each other’s. They held hands.
“Your other boy, I regret having to admit, has always impressed me neg301

atively, at least since he entered adolescence. By degrees, I found him nigh
intolerable. When we were together looking at the universities, I saw nothing
worthwhile in him. You may recall my flare up. Sorry, I’m not being critical
of you and Nirupa. Just telling the truth. It was a challenge figuring out what
to do with him so that the two of you could go to New York unencumbered.
What we did resulted in my finally being able to see that he has chance to
make something of himself—and that you owe directly to Edwin. I’ll have to
skip a lot so that we can go back to the meeting.
“Just be aware that Edwin had the idea that led to farming out Shantanu to
Roger Dawson. You probably don’t know that Stephen, our Stephen, paid Roger to take him over from us. Roger, whom you have yet to meet, has wrought
the impossible. He’s made such a dent in Shantanu’s ‘wall’ that your brat’s become—dare I say it?—obedient and cooperative. You don’t need to know how.
I think you’ve seen the result. He’s even polite. Better, he’s found a possible
outlet for everything that’s been pent-up inside. My strong advice is that you
convince your wife to let him stay with Aggie, at least to Christmas. However
much she’ll ask to take charge of him, it can’t be more than what you were
paying to keep him at that private school. From what I know of Edwin’s background as her pupil at a crucial time in life, I’d say Shantanu’s at an equally
crucial one in his. It’ll be tough on him but worth every dollar. She perseveres
and does not yield until she gets results. But the consequences of aborting the
path Roger’s put him on could be worse in the long run.”
Salil, not unemotionally, asked whether Roger had taken Shantanu’s virginity.
“No. I’ll not lie to you, old friend. Hassan did. And—now wait for me to
finish—he took him a second time, another day, with your son’s complicity.
Wait, I said. Last night at my house, Edwin took Shantanu again. It was to test
his trustworthiness before asking his aunt to drive here to meet you.
“Afzal said nothing about it.”
“He had reason. In any case, he shouldn’t have. You two haven’t even discussed his ‘marriage practice.’ Shame on you.”
“But, Dalton, if Shantanu’s become sexually active….”
“Shh. He really hasn’t. At least with others. He masturbates a lot, Roger tells
me. It’s his age, of course. Part of growing up. You were randy, weren’t you,
when you were sixteen?”
“Dalton….”
“Don’t you ‘Dalton’ me! Be realistic.”
“All right, then. One question though: Has Shantanu fucked anybody yet?
“He has. Hassan. Once. So you see, he’s a novice. Not actually active.”
“What will he do for an outlet?”
“He’ll masturbate—in private, when he’s not under her control. It will work
out. You’ll see. Besides, she’ll keep him so busy he won’t have time to think
about it. Remember, his schedule will include all sorts of exercises as well as
the swimming lessons. He’ll be tired all the time. You should trust her. She
does know how to take charge of a student with problems.”
They kissed the way friends do and returned to the living room.
“Suami sayang saya… Oh, I’m sorry!…I meant My dear husband.” Nirupa was
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happy to see Salil looking less worried than when he left the room. “It’s time
you were here. Agatha is ready to tell us how she may teach our Shantanu.”
“Excellent,” said Dalton. “I’ll go talk with the lads.”
Wanting no part in the chit-chat, he sauntered to the media room with a
blythe air and closed the door behind him. Golf was playing on the television.
No one was watching it. They were sitting on the floor off to one side.
“What’s this doing on if you’re not interested in seeing it?”
Afzal said, “We didn’t want anybody to hear us.”
“I’ve been telling Shan why Treydon would be good for him, if he gets
to go. He’s admitted that he’s afraid. On the other hand—right, Shan?—you
don’t want to be taken back to George Town.” Edwin at work, trying to help.
Depositing his ample body between his two lads, Dalton faced Shantanu.
“This is what we call a long shot, which means the scheme has only a slight
chance to succeed. You and your Mother are the decisive half of the equation
represented by Young Edwin’s Aunt Agatha. She must want to work with you
and you’ve got to commmit yourself fully, no matter how difficult it is for
you. Frankly, whatever the finances need to be, your Father can handle that.
They’re probably talking money right now. Question: Have you had a discussion with her directly about your concerns, your—uh—weaknesses in school,
your lack of motivation until now?
“No. Should I? My brother and Edwin both think I should do it. They say I
can come up to Chicago on weekends to see Roger and Tom, even stay at their
place. And we—you guys and me—we could get together.” Shan’s expression
seemed to crave acceptance, approval.
“Let me check on the other room,” Dalton volunteered. “Help me up.”
When he returned, it was to say, “Agatha’s right behind me. The rest of
you—out. Shan, you stay. Be completety honest. Admit everything. That is,
if you want her to bring you up to speed in your studies and to work you
into a good athletic experience with swimming as you goal. You give her any
bullshit, she won’t take you. You’ll end up on the streets in George Town,
worthless.”
Agatha, purse in hand, closed the door. “Come here and sit with me,” she
invited Shantanu. “I want to know all about you.”
Forty minutes later, she emerged, telling the small crowd, “We are settled.
He is prepared to come with us. The commitment is two weeks with no family
contact and total concentration on his part. At the end of the two weeks, he
will know exactly what is expected of him. We will know what we might reasonably expect from him if he stays. If he fails to realise what’s being done for
him as beneficial, that it’s beneficial, I’ll see that he is back here, bags packed,
ready to use his return ticket. And I’ll put him on the plane back to you.”
During her little announcement, Shan, a bit red-eyed, perhaps shamefaced,
came out and went to Nirupa. “Ibu, I want to go with this lady.” His stance
was stiff.
Nirupa wrestled with herself before deciding, “I do not want to be without
my sons. One of them must come home. It should be Afzal. Shantanu should
study properly, with Agatha.”
As she paused, Afzal and Edwin held hands whiteknuckled. Nirupa noted
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her son’s alarm. She breathed deeply.
“Here is my decision.” She reached for Salil’s hand. “I give you both two
weeks. At the end of that time, one or both of you must return to the family.
Is that understood? Afzal, I give you two weeks to do what you can to advance
your admission by the University. If your brother is here and determined to
abandon the plans which Agatha has for him, the two of you will fly together.”
It was as if a petard had exploded silently. Erich, Anne, and Agatha withstood the shock wave. Afzal and Edwin felt wounded. Solomonic was Dalton’s
opinion of the judgment.
Salil, to whom almost no one was listening, said, “It’s for the best.”
Offers for a snack or early supper were declined by Agatha. “No, thank you.
It’s best if we set out right away. A clean break, and all that. Does Shantanu
have his bag?”
“In my parent’s room.”
“Then let’s be off. Meet us in the lobby. The Wolfes and I will see you there.
We can beat some of the traffic.”
Afzal, still stunned by the news, nevertheless was first to reach his brother
with a hug and a handshake. “You’re one of us now. We’re hoping good—
maybe great—things for you. Make us proud.”
Beside him, Edwin reached out to say, “Correction, Shan. Make yourself
proud. And, in two weeks we want to celebrate.” Pulling Shan closer, he whispered, “Never shrug your shoulders. Always face her head-on, no matter what.
She respects that.”
With the formality of a handshake, they parted—Shantanu stunned.
Dalton studied the parents as they kissed their boys and headed for the
elevator. “You know,” he mumbled into Edwin’s ear, “I have an idea.”
It interested Salil but not Nirupa. She had been through enough and wanted only to be undisturbed. “I’ll order from room service. But you, husband, go
to dinner at Dalton’s. Just remember our early departure tomorrow.”
Thus it devolved that Salil, Edwin and Afzal were together at Dalton’s for
a hastily thrown-together meal and lots of talk. Father and son engaged each
other in trying to rationalise Nirupa’s ruling. “She compromised,” Salil summarized. “She gave you two more weeks. You should appreciate that.” He rested a warm hand on Afzal’s knee, “You and Edwin can solidify your relationship and be ready to help your brother when he returns in two weeks.”
Off in the kitchen, Edwin and Dalton dished up the remainder of the previous night’s fruit salad and made sandwiches from a loaf of multigrain bread,
some slices of brie, and sliced turkey breast for which Edwin slipped out of the
rear door and dashed to buy at the market’s deli counter. With a big bag of
potato chips which was in the pantry and glasses of fresh iced tea, there was
enough not to be ashamed of.
“Come back here with us, folks. It will be cosier,” called Dalton.
From the second bottle of the pizza party’s Chianti, there remained exactly
four small glasses’ worth, so that was served, too. It helped lift everyone’s spirits and lightened their mood. The whole time, Dalton was thinking ahead. A
solution to save the evening came to him.
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“If you two would like to go to your room and be together privately for the
next hour or so, we men will not mind.” The look he sent Edwin’s way said
voicelessly, Go. Make peace. Love each other.
Edwin had compromised Afzal’s feelings by the way he had treated Shantanu in that very room, their room. A leavening factor had been Edwin’s conduct during the day’s morning and afternoon when he had prepared Shantanu for the period ahead. Part of it had even been whispered, outside Afzal’s
hearing—and listened to with wide-eyed disbelief. As far as he could tell, Edwin had given Shantanu the courage to trust himself and “Aunt Aggie.” So,
having mulled over these matters as they walked up the flight of stairs, Afzal
took Edwin’s hand. After closing their door, he bussed Edwin on the lips before opening the top button of his shirt.
“Do you want to get comfortable? You heard Dalton. They want at least an
hour to talk.”
Moments later, clothing shed, they relaxed in an embrace that became
gradually more amorous. Concerns waned as love and desire regained their
hold. Hands went everywhere over their bodies. Afzal’s tongue left Edwin’s
grateful mouth and made a path for his chest. Later, across the velvety trail
from his navel to his pelvis, the tongue found a pole of throbbing flesh to lick.
Edwin tried to stifle his urgent reaction but Afzal knew….
He likes it!
So engrossed were they in the passion generated by Afzal’s selfless fellatio,
they almost failed to notice the sounds of feet in the hallway outside and the
tiny squeak of Dalton’s door hinge. Raising his head, Afzal said quietly, “What
are they doing up here?”
“Go back to what you were doing and, while you make me cum, I’ll tell you
a story. Go slow now, as far down as you can, then back off and do it some
more. Take your time and listen with both ears.” Afzal’s gurgle was all the
answer Edwin needed.
The aftermath found both participants totally satisfied and again in a
warm embrace, kissing.
“Do you really think they’re having sex?” asked Afzal, the idea not having
quite settled in.
“Why not? They’ve loved each other for twenty-some years. I know they
celebrated it at Dalton’s eightieth birthday. He told me. Anyway, we can find
out. Put on your socks. Be quieter than a mouse.”
When Edwin’s intention dawned on him, Afzal hissed, “We can’t do that.”
“Sure we can. We’ll slide out feet over the floorboards so they can’t hear
us.”
With their room’s lights off and as stealthily as possible, the two curiosity
seekers crept toward the crack of soft light in front of them. Dalton’s door
stood slightly ajar.
Afzal was first, Edwin behind, looking over his shoulder. What greeted
their eyes was the sight of Salil kneeling, his head buried in Dalton’s public
thatch and being directed in its movements by the older man’s hands. They
could hear breaths being taken and expelled. Liquid sounds, too, but none of
Salil gagging. He isn’t even straining. Both men were nude. Afzal realised that
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his father was hung big and fully aroused. Bapa saya is awesome! He can swallow Dalton. He’s hard, too. He must love doing it to Dalton.
At a point evidently chosen by their friend Dalton, the observers saw the
men pull apart and move to the bed. Salil looked back and said, “You know
how I need you.”
He sprawled face-down, put pillows where he wanted, and opened his legs.
Dalton, rolling on one of his extra-large condoms, assured him, “Yes, I do. Are
you ready?”
“More than ready. Needy. Take the plug out and you’ll see.”
Afzal and Edwin witnessed a coupling such as only long-time lovers could
make. Each reacted with total commitment—Salil, submissive and receptive—
to their roles. Dalton, dominant and generous, dispensed his love through
strokes so weightily placed that Edwin could feel them. Edwin thrilled to the
sight. His body responded. The proximity of Afzal’s pert bottom caused him
to engorge. Reaching back, Afzal’s fingers wrapped around the rigid organ
and began playing on it. Pre-cum made it slick. From the back of the young
man’s mind arose the memory of the admonitory saying he had learned at
school, “Like father, like son.” He thought about it, then turned to direct his
mouthful of saliva directly onto what he held, and guided it into him. Edwin
sank inside the grasping passage and took Afzal’s hips to steady him. Resting
against the door frame, Afzal continued to look open mouthed as his father’s
hairy butt began lifting to meet the ramrod invading it. Salil’s single word
“Yes,” said again and again, carried a message meant for Dalton but one which
reached the young imitators in the hall. Afzal’s small yeses were heard only
by his lover as he stirred himself, trying to find, then to match, the pistoning
rate. As their ambition to climax neared fulfillment for both couples, everything about them was called upon to contribute to these expressions of life’s
force at its most primal. Blood coursed in their veins, sperm through their
ducts, nerve signals flashed through limbic systems, awareness of union’s final
goal rose at first, then spiraled to the limits of feeling and almost beyond. Perspiration, pheromones, discharges, and lubes stimulated the noses of all four
whose moans, sighs and cries signaled the end.
Edwin drew his shaky partner backwards from the door and into their
room, whispering, “They mustn’t know we were there.” Afzal agreed. They
went to shower. The extraordinary circumstance to which they had been
privy in so personal a fashion lingered in their memory.
Across the hall, the two men spoke.
“I must go now. Nirupa’s expecting me.Tell Afzal good-bye for me tomorrow, all right?”
“Certainly. What we just had was the best good-bye imaginable, Salil.”
“For me, too, dear Dalton.”
“Until Christmas then. It will be great to say our hellos in similar fashion.
Get your clothes on. Let’s tiptoe downstairs so as not to disturb the boys.”
Stepping into the doorway, Salil’s foot landed in a puddle of something wet
and sticky.
“Dalton,” he whispered. “Look at this.”
“We weren’t alone.” Dalton sniffed what he retrieved with a finger from the
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floor. “Take your clothes back off. We’re going to deal with this. Listen. You
hear? They’re in the shower. Come.”
Casting open the bathroom door and sweeping aside the shower curtain
exposed the eighteen-year-olds rubbing soap over each other’s bodies. “Aha!”
boomed Dalton, “spies in my very own home!”
Their expressions were priceless, prey caught in the cross-hairs. Neither
could think of anything to say.
“Do you know how Salil and I deal with spies?” he roared. “We…make…
them…wash…us,” he said, dipping his voice to a lower pitch with each monosyllable. Dalton’s arm shot out to Afzal’s father and dragged him into the
shower. Edwin was ordered to “take care of this gentleman” and Afzal to “do
a good job on me, or we’ll spank the hell out of you.”
“Yes master,” Edwin managed obsequiously, his sense of humor intact. A
bar of soap in his hand, he reached to touch his boyfriend’s father. Go with it,
like Hassan told me. He stared upward, his sapphire eyes, radiant in the light
from overhead, electrifying the tall Indian. At Edwin’s spreading smile, the
man did what minutes earlier would have been unthinkable. He slid his arms
around the soft American, the one who had altered his son’s life, and accepted
the new sensual pleasure on offer.
“Handle with care.” Dalton’s voice had regained its mischievous quality.
“Our parts require delicate attention.”
Afzal’s dripping head turned. He latched his mouth to a prominent nipple
and bit it.
“Ouch, you nervy imp!”
“Then stand still. I can’t deal with more than one part at a time, and you’re
wiggling all over the place. I’m new at this ser-vi-li-ty.” Afzal’s feistiness was
reflected by his choice of phraseology and enunciation. He was trying to imitate the way Edwin bantered with Dalton when using a new word. It stood
him in good stead. Dalton kissed the top of his head.
Salil and Dalton regarded each other, their heads above the spewing shower. Salil’s dark eyes showed both perplexity and growing enjoyment. He did
not want to look down to see what Afzal was doing but he imagined that it
must be what Edwin was doing to him, fondling his privates with hands full
of soap.
“Feels good, doesn’t it, having slaves attend to your needs?” Dalton said,
not expecting an answer, for Afzal’s ministrations to his balls and lips nursing
his tit were distracting in the extreme.
Edwin took his cue from Dalton’s hands straying to Afzal’s backside and
did the same Salil’s. “Oh, that’s tender,” he heard, his fingers washing the area
with gentle touches.
Finally—embarrassment aside, chores done, towels soaked, and all the
players reclad—Dalton said, “I guess this means we have to trust you two.”
Together their heads bobbed, “Yes.”
“Very well. Prove it. Both of you kiss Salil properly. He’s got to go.”
As Afzal’s lips touched his father’s for the first time since infancy, a jolt of
imtimacy shimmered through the two of them. Salil held his son and, looking into the rich blue of Edwin’s eyes, bluer than before it seemed, said close
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to Afzal’s ear, “Two good weeks, son, in very fine company. Make the most of
them.”
Edwin’s lips felt different. When they reached Salil’s and lingered shamelessly, there occurred a charge of such magnitude that the man’s throat went
dry.
Later, the three residents chose to sleep in the room which had remained
undisturbed.

The practical success of an idea, irrespective
of its inherent merit, is dependent on the attitude
of the contemporaries. If timely, it is quickly adopted.
NICOLA TESLA

67 TWO WEEKS IN CHICAGO
Sunup made an annoying impression on the sleepy heads of Oak Park’s presumably most crowded bed. Meant for two, it held three. One moved his
head’s tangled, light brown locks over the blurry face of a man whose shock
of hair, bright as silver in the glare, oddly remained in order.
“Hello, Medusa,” Dalton grumbled.
Edwin whooped.
Afzal woke, his short, black locks in disarray. “Who’s Medusa?
For a moment, silence prevailed.
The blurt came from Edwin, “Never mind. Get his tits!” He sank into the
man’s chest. Afzal followed suit on the other side.
It was Dalton’s more-conscious turn, “Get off me, leeches! You are endangering my health.”
But they did not stop, for a while anyway. It was too much fun having the
big, old dear writhe into conscious need under their assault.
Eventually satisfied that their prey’s penis was lumbering, balloon-like, to
life, they hopped away and ran to their shower across the hall.
“You leave me like this! My rod and my staff will do more than comfort
you,” he yelled after them. “Not to mention my palm!”
Edwin poked his head around the door, “You’re so Christian this morning,
making promises your body can’t keep,” sass apparently the order of his day.
A new period in two young lives was off to a good start.

S

Quite a bit was on Edwin’s mind. His physical exercises had been neglected, a fact that would not sit well with George who now must be dealt with,
again, on a daily if not nightly basis. Afzal and the likelihood of his remaining
at Dalton’s for only two more weeks posed other problems. The young men’s
affinity for each other had prompted such an adjustment in Edwin’s emotional sense that he feared a setback. So little time left for us. What to make of the
knot that formed in his groin at the memory of fucking Shantanu? It’s there
now. That spectacle had offended sweet Afzal. Was it resentment? Jealousy?
Envy? Surely not the last. Had he made the right decision in setting up the
situation in Treydon, or had he risked too much? By involving the Chaudary
family with Roger and George, then with Erich, Anne, and his Aunt Aggie,
had he created a situation that might come back to haunt him? Would he
find a way to gain the privacy needed with Dalton to pursue his erotic knowledge? Wonderful Dalton—so personable, companionable, knowledgeable,
witty, and sexy. “Steady as the Rock of Gibraltar,” Aunt Aggie had said in her
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matter-of-fact way. The only truly independent person Edwin had ever met,
he owed nothing to anyone. George feigned independence from others, but
he needed his job financially and occupationally. Without it, he would have
no one to impress with his savoir faire, his organizational skills, his teaching
ability, his ego. Tom and Roger—would they make it together? At the museum, they worked side by side. If they failed as a couple, what would that do to
their team’s work on exhibits? What was wrong with Roger anyway? Sex. He
doesn’t want it when he can have it at any time. Maybe George’s methods did
help them. Terry and Stephen clearly enjoyed their interdependency, Anne
and Erich theirs. Aunt Aggie—would she click with Shan? The applications
for mid-year acceptance at the University. Dalton’s decrepit computer. Miss
Altshuler. The Art Institute.
Thoughts crowded Afzal’s mind. The deadline. Separation. His brother. His
brother and Edwin. Edwin. Oral sex. Dalton. As he separated colored items
from whites in Dalton’s laundry and started the first load of clothes in the
washer, his mind slowed, his eyes looked up and around, he sighed, and sat
down to think.
“Where is everybody?” Dalton sang out.
“I’m in here,” Edwin said from the library.
“I’m down here,” Afzal called from the basement.
“I want a powwow. In the kitchen.”
When they appeared, Dalton greeted them with, “Let’s figure out how to
manage our next two weeks together. What do you say?”
Afzal, having no idea what a powwow was, steeped green tea for all as they
pulled up chairs at the table.
He read our minds.
By lunchtime, the discussion was over. A calendar of events had been determined via which to deal with practical matters, and an agreement was
reached to leave the unsolvable problems alone. “We’ll work them out, don’t
you worry. One at a time, the way a beaver chews down a tree,” Dalton told
them. “And speaking of chewing….”
They went out for lunch.
Afterward, to the boys’ delight, it was computer time. Dalton let Afzal, who
knew about such things, select a new PC “with all the trimmings.” He balked
at the suggestion he switch to the much smarter looking iMac or any Apple
product, grousing, “I’m not about to deal with all that modernity. No i-anything for me. You twits want that stuff, you buy them.”
Back home, he escaped for a nap while the “twits” assembled his equipment, Edwin doing whatever he was told. He watched as Afzal went through
the massed mess of Dalton’s files, organized them into e-folders, transferred
those and Dalton’s e-mails to the new PC, downloaded and installed various
bits of software not included in the package (cannily thought potentially useful to themselves), paying, when he had to, with his own credit card. “My
father won’t mind,” he said, “if it’s for Dalton.” Edwin was impressed, Afzal
excited. “This is going to save us a lot of time—and Dalton will like it once
he’s used to it.”
The computer was item one on Dalton’s list. Number two was Afzal’s sexual
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advancement, scheduled for that very afternoon.
True to his word, Dalton summoned his subjects upstairs. “Shower yourselves—with no fooling around. When you’re dry, don those collars you got
as gifts and report back. You’re going to obey me like the slaves you pretended
to be the other day.” His nap had certainly put Dalton in a playful frame of
mind.
A pretty picture standing side by side, necks ringed with black leather and
rhinestones, they reported for duty.
“Lovely, deserving and, I assume, ready to learn the lessons I intend to
teach?” Dalton asked as he felt their ticklish, manly parts.
“Yes, ‘master’.”
It became clear that something special, very special, was about to occur,
for Dalton held a length of soft white rope. Afzal and Edwin dared not look at
each other as their heads were propped on pillows against the bed’s headboard
and their wrists lightly secured above, to the posts and finials.
“Beautiful,” Dalton said, “especially with all those arms out of the way.
Afzal, my precious, don’t look so worried. Good slave boys must anticipate
exquisite agonies from time to time, and this will be your first.”
Afzal’s balls drew up tightly but his cock lay limp. Edwin’s was lengthening.
“Dear penis,” Dalton addressed the rising organ, “you are attached to
someone I love wholeheartedly, someone who fears nothing, copes with everything, and deserves the best. As his most prominent private part, you have
been neglected far too long. Your modesty—commendable some might say—
your modesty has kept you from being the sensational antenna of feeling for
your owner that you inherently are and have earned the right to be. Therefore, with the power vested in me, you are to be rewarded.”
It was a preposterous speech, or would have been coming from anyone
else. Dalton’s faux-sincere manner made Afzal look up with more than a little
curiosity. Edwin’s eyes had closed in anticipation.
Soft lips met softer lips as Dalton kissed Edwin and began with his broad
fingertips to stroke the subject of his remarks. Fully erect, the six inches
sprang up into the hand’s gentle caresses. Dalton’s mouth moved to Edwin’s
chin, his throat, the nape of his neck, and across his swelling chest to feast
first upon one nipple, then the other. The ministrations, strangely rousing in
their delicacy, coaxed long breaths from Edwin. When the hand shifted to
enclose his balls, its heel worked against the spongy underside of his erection.
Dalton’s tongue moved down Edwin’s torso, flicking its way around the navel
and down the furry trail to the pubic hair. It was Dalton’s head heavy on Edwin’s stomach that caused a gasp. The “exquisite agony” began when the head
moved no further, but its tongue extended to caress the penis’ head.
Edwin struggled in response to this torment of unknown pleasure, his attempt to thrust toward it thwarted by the hand holding his balls. “No, no,
Edwin. You must welcome delay,” Dalton said, “so that Afzal can take in everything that I am doing for you. Now calm yourself and allow him to learn.”
Nobody laughed.
Goggle-eyed Afzal watched as Dalton changed position to kneel between
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Edwin’s legs, parting them, one placed across Afzal’s own legs and one left
to dangle off the bed. He bent to take between his lips what he had tongued
before—the small, hot head—savoring it in a kiss of such tenderness that Edwin’s emotions began to well.
He loves me as much as I love him.
Dalton’s mouth opened to blow hot air on the pulsing shaft, then closed
again to begin laving its circumference in slow circles. In his imagination,
Edwin saw what he could only feel. The effect was witnessed by his boyfriend,
who wished he were the object of such attention, his cock having responded
in sympathetic frustration. Observing Dalton’s painstaking progress onto the
penis and Edwin’s shivers of delight and anguish, Afzal caught the idea that
this was an act of skilled selflessness which he would want to master. When
he realized that the grip of Dalton’s hand was preventing ejaculation in order
to postpone it, he was awed.
Again Dalton opened his mouth, not for another exhalation of heated
breath, but to tell Edwin, “When you cannot bear it any longer, say, ‘Please,’
and I will release you.” He consumed Edwin’s cock from tip to base and slid
the length multiple times, the boy’s body in shudders and jerks, making every
physical effort to hold back against his surging emotions.
“Please!” he finally screamed and burst into tears as he came in Dalton’s
gulping mouth.
Afzal began to cry, too, at the spectacle.
Quickly, Dalton freed them from their bonds, rolled them, stunned, into
each other’s arms and leaned over to lick the tears from their cheeks. He kissed
their brows and left the room, saying, “Rest now. I’ll check on you in a while.”
When he returned to the tangled two, he asked Afzal what he was thinking. Edwin buried his face in Afzal’s pillow.
“Nobody can ever love him enough.”
“Elaborate, if you will.”
“Well, except for kissing, we’ve been, you know, anal in love making.
About equal. It’s been so good, it’s like we didn’t need anything else except to
be together, you know, with you. Here, in your house. I know what he’s been
through this Summer—the parts he’s told me, you’ve told me. I’m so new to
all this I don’t understand very much. But I know, from what you did—it was
for us both, wasn’t it?—that we’re still learning about sex and love.”
Dalton listened before he said, “I wanted to put across as vividly as possible
that sometimes, when you want to show your love, you devote yourself to the
other person and to his happiness as totally as you can. Oral sex is a great
example.”
“Yes, it is,” Edwin said. “I’m not recovered from it yet.”
“Dalton, he told me, while you were out, that being with you before, and
today, were the greatest experiences except art in his life. He has never felt so
loved.”
“And you’re wondering where you fit?”
Edwin was quick, “I never said that.”
“Of course, you didn’t. But Afzal’s thinking it.”
“Well….”
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“Sweet one, after supper, you and that nobody-can-ever-love-him-enough
fellow need to spend time together, working up your oral skills. I won’t disturb
you because, when we return, you’ll show me the new computer and I’ll fart
around with it.”
“Like Aunt Aggie says, you sure do ‘have a way with words,’” Edwin imitated her inflection to everyone’s amusement. “Fart indeed.”
As expected, the new computer and its freshly organized files put Dalton
into one of his many half-serious, hyperbole-laden, grumpy moods. “I’ll die
before I can work this thing. Where are my files? You’ve done this deliberately
to confuse a poor old man. Hoodlums! Assassins! Out—of my sight!” A fairly
dramatic performance.
Off they went, as Dalton sang out, “Afzal, you go first. No back door play.
Fronts only. And,” as his voice receded, “take off those ridiculous collars.”
Upstairs, there was a confession and a question. “I’m not sure if I can do
this. Will you show me?”
Edwin replied, pulling Afzal into his arms, “Why don’t you experiment?
Just seeing your mouth anywhere on my lower body will be great.” He nuzzled
Afzal’s ear and whispered, “Anything you do for me, I will do for you.”

S

Next morning after Edwin’s early departure for the museum, Dalton waited, newspaper in hand, for Afzal to initiate the subject of the night’s occurrences. It came in the form of Afzal’s warm little body reaching around him
from behind and kissing the back of his neck, rather than in words.
“I was up after Edwin left.”
“I just got up. What can I eat?”
“Anything in the house.”
“Including you?”
“I doubt you’ve made that much progress.”
Snickering, Afzal found enough coffee in the carafe for one cup, and made
himself a bowl of cereal.
“Aren’t you hungrier than that?”
“I ate a lot last night,” Afzal said, then blushed, a smile lighting his face.
“How do you feel about it?” Dalton wanted to know.
He had tasted “the pretty, pink mushroom,” as he called it, and licked “the
stem.” Edwin loved it so much that he dragged Afzal up for a kiss, turned on
the bedside lamp, shoved him back in place, and begged him to continue. “He
reminded me that teeth hurt, so I was careful just to use my tongue and lips.
He’s too long for me to suck completely. At least, I was scared it might make
me, you know, throw up. Edwin didn’t mind. He kept kissing me, and lying
back for more—and smiling like a crazy person. When my cheeks and jaw
got tired, I lifted his knees and put my mouth on his balls. Dalton, he sprang
off the bed like he’d been electrocuted or something. I let him go, spit on my
finger, slid it into his, you know, private place, and went back down on him.
He came at once. I didn’t know what to do—except what I saw you do. So, I
swallowed it, you know, the cum.”
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“And?”
“It was salty and a little bit bitter and sort of gummy, but not really bad.”
Dalton was all ears. “Then what happened?”
“He about smothered me. He was all over me, kissing every place, even my
ticklish ones.”
“Then? The suspense is shortening my life, you rascal.”
After a few spoons of cereal and a sip of his coffee, Afzal had exhausted his
delaying tactics. He leveled his dark eyes at the man’s grayish ones, “You want
to know what he did to me? He tore me apart the way you did him.” Those
two sentences were spoken carefully, deliberately, before the young man ate
some more cereal and drank another mouthful of coffee.
Biding his time, Dalton held his gaze steady, his hands fingertip to fingertip.
“He sucked me and sucked me, just like you, until I couldn’t stand it any
more, but he didn’t stop me the way you did when he was about to cum. He
let me cum and kept his mouth on my zakar, I mean penis, until I was about
to scream and had to pull his head away. I thought I was going to die.” With a
touch of pride in his expression, Afzal resumed his breakfast.
“I take it that you now approve of fellatio?”
“Yes!” He jumped up and ran around the table to hug Dalton again.

S

Nights that week were given over to more advanced lovemaking. They consulted Dalton for ideas before retiring to try them on each other and together.
Sixty-nine was a new term for both. Afzal needed to learn some delaying techniques. Once, after Afzal had fallen asleep, Edwin slipped into Dalton’s bed
for a late night conference. Its subject was his sweetheart’s growing concern
about having to leave and his desire to fulfill his father’s original intention:
that Afzal be shown the ways of masculine love by Dalton himself.
“I’ve told him that he’s too small back there and too short inside,” Edwin
whispered. “Besides, he knows that I wasn’t ready for you until after I’d spent
the Summer with George. He doesn’t know about how I got ready for that. But
he does want to try. He says that, if he can, he will be okay until we’re all back
together at New Year’s. What do you think?”
Edwin had crept over the man’s body, which also was nude, and lay himself directly on Dalton’s hairy chest. There was comfort in the contact and
assurance in the hands roaming his bottom.
“What are you thinking?”
“That there is something we might accomplish,” Dalton said, “if you and
he want to try. Do you think, starting tomorrow, he could accept the smaller
of those inserts George made for you? You’re not using them.”
“Put your fingers in me and tell me exactly how you think this will lead to
something,” Edwin said. They both felt the beginnings of heat radiating from
Edwin’s backside.
“If Afzal can tolerate, perhaps appreciate, the insert for an hour each morning, another each afternoon, followed by all the sex the two of you can have
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until the weekend, then by Saturday or Sunday he can be given the longer
one….”
“Then?”
“Then we’ll see.”

S

Days for Edwin passed not in work with George, who was busy with his
docents, but in the Conservation lab with Mr. Rosenberg. He was shown how,
using a few drops of a noxious-smelling mixture of alcohol and acetone diluted with water on a small cotton ball, to release dirt and other soiling substances, including a layer of varnish, from the surface of an old painting. With
patience and delicacy, he must match the area of sky which Mr. Rosenberg
had already cleaned.
“Is this painting worth restoring?” he asked.
“Hardly. It’s from a junk shop. But you treat it as if it were a masterpiece. I
don’t care how long the sky takes, but I want proof that you can do the job.
There’s a strong magnifier to place over the area so that you see exactly what
you are doing. Less is more. Come to me if you think you need to. And put the
used swabs in that jar. Keep the lid closed. Likewise, the cover of the solution.
The eyedropper goes into that little valve. Take just enough to moisten the
swab. Don’t soak it. Try not to breathe too many fumes. If your eyes burn or
you feel funny, stop. Take a break. Walk around.”
The cheap canvas measured only about a foot-and-a-half by two feet but
two-thirds of its surface was sky, fairly garish cerulean blue and dirty-white
clouds. It took Edwin three days during which he worked steadily and undisturbed until he had achieved results indistinguishable from Mr. Rosenberg’s.
Praised, he was shown how to attack the problems of the trees and farm animals. By the week’s end, he had completed the foreground of rutted earth
with its two poorly painted farmers.
“Next week, we’ll analyze the paint, mix and match some for the places
needing retouches, and I’ll show you how to in-paint them so that no one will
know,” promised Mr. Rosenberg. “You have yourself a nice weekend, young
man. You’ve been very satisfactory.”
Did George tell him to use that word?

S

Progress at home was not immediate. Despite having enjoyed his “honeymoon” play with Dalton’s ivory dildo, Afzal took exception to the proposal
to “wear” an insert when he was not engaged in straightforward practice for
marriage. Perhaps it was the unnaturalness of the idea of being dilated apart
from the heat of sex. He was stubborn about it until he was told, “If you don’t
want to try to prepare yourself for Dalton, that’s up to you. I don’t mind. He
won’t either. Remember, he doubts you could do it.”
Edwin watched as Afzal considered, his face a study in conflict. “I will do
it.”
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“There’s an exercise that George has wanted me to do and which I’ve neglected. It involves this.” Edwin produced the shiny kegel. “I need to practice
with it. If you’ll wear the small insert—I’ll show you how—then we can take
a walk together, say, around the block.”
His demonstration widened Afzal’s eyes.
When it was time to go out, Edwin realized that the kegel’s external portion might show too prominently for the neighborhood, so replaced it with
George’s long insert. Dalton went along. He steered conversation to subjects
other than their plugged fundaments—mainly about preparing applications
to the University and, to a lesser degree, what Edwin was doing at the museum.
Halfway around the block, Afzal said, “I’m getting an erection.”
“I already have mine,” Edwin sniggered.
“Are you surprised? It’s the pressure on your prostates and the motion of
your walking. When we make it back, you can go down on each other before
you take the articles out.” Dalton sounded quite chipper about it.
“Then what?” was Afzal’s question.
“Why, I think, a nice internal massage would be in order for each of you,
from each of you.”

S

Notable among the weekend’s activities was Afzal’s accustomization to
wearing the foam insert for an hour mid-morning and another mid-afternoon. By Monday, brave lad that he was, he declared himself ready for the
longer one on the same schedule. That took some will power. Dalton lauded
determination. With the old scholar as his guide, Afzal, insert deep, sat at the
new computer to go through the screens of information and on-line forms
needed by the University. Dalton’s particular interest in the curricula which
his “residents” would pursue led him to suspect, in Edwin’s case, that a call to
George was in order.
“A waste of time,” George said as titles and descriptions of course after
course were read to him. “Who do you know at the University, Dalton, to ask
about exemptions? Edwin can take tests, you know. All he’d need to prepare
would be the syllabi and the texts. Two semesters of an undergraduate Art
History survey would waste his time. So would some of the others. They strike
me as way too basic.” He recalled Anne’s airy statement about Edwin’s having
“had Art Appreciation.” He and Dalton laughed about it. “Can’t we arrange
something? And aren’t there placement exams for the General Education required classes?”
Retired from the faculty for more than a decade, Dalton could think of no
one still there to ask. “We’d better not go in cold,” he said. “Can’t you think
of somebody at the museum with connections to the University’s art people?”
“Of course, Rosenberg. Edwin’s down there with him right now daubing
little spots of paint on some abomination of a painting. Whatever, it can’t
be harmed. Rosenberg is on the University’s adjunct faculty. I’ll take him to
lunch and will let you know what I learn.”
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As it turned out, Edwin had been asked to eat with his librarian friend,
Evelyn, so the two men were in a position to speak freely. Rosey, as Zvi Rosenberg was known to his friends worldwide, had a good deal to say about Edwin,
whom he had observed occasionally during the Summer when the boy’s presence was an initial nuisance. “It was so improbable that a teenager could be
serious about my line of work, much less have the potential for it, I blew him
off. Never even looked at his rip-off—in tempera, wasn’t it?—of our portrait
of somebody—Philip the Good, I think it was. Heard about it later. Apparently
fairly astonishing, considering that he worked from a photograph. Now that
I see him every day, see how quickly he catches on, I know there’s something
remarkable about him. You know, he has near-perfect vision. The smallest
differences in color mixtures and values, the direction of brushstrokes attract
him. Details most people would never notice. On the God-forsaken smear I
assigned him to, he in-painted several damaged areas of sky this morning almost as well as my assistant, Mabel, can do. He listens to what I say, observes
what I do, and, almost without a question, goes to work. Mabel says she just
wants to hug him, he’s so good. I told her to let him be.”
He wiped his mouth and drank his coffee. An afterthought came to him,
“And what’s this Mabel says about his giving some gallery talks? Did you have
a hand in that?”
George sketched the situation for Rosey, told him about Edwin’s powers of
concentration and assimilation, and described the way with which the boy
came to life in front of people. “He finds words and phrases beyond the purview of most tour guides. They simply occur to him on the spot. Thelma
Altshuler, the insurance heiress, heard him and—it’s too complex to go into
now—is making a contribution to cover his part-time employment in my department. By now, Helmut has figured out how to bring it off. I should check.”
They turned to the question about using a possible inside track of Rosey’s to
facilitate Edwin’s advancement through the University’s curriculum. “I doubt
anything can be done until he’s admitted, but I’ll find out. Don’t you worry.
By the by, after I saw how well he was doing this morning, I called him over
to look at a picture which just arrived for my opinion. He peered at it fresh
out of the crate, looked it over closely, changed its position to get better light,
and said, ‘Who ruined that Corot?’ Mabel’s mouth dropped open. I asked him
what was ruined about it. Straight as an arrow, he said, ‘That green’s impossible. It didn’t exist in Corot’s day—and look at the way it’s been mixed with
black in those shadowy areas. If you test it, I’ll bet you find both are plain
modern Grumbacher paints right out of a tube.’ Here’s the good part—before
I could comment, he said, ‘If that was a real Corot, it isn’t now. What do you
think, Mr. Rosenberg?’”
“And his face wore a mask of innocence the whole time, didn’t it?” George
asked.
Rosey nodded. “He was dead right, you know. The picture came from Indianapolis. It had been dealt with thirty or forty years ago by some idiot on
their staff who subsequently got fired and went to live in the Caribbean. Question is whether it’s worth trying to salvage. Right now, I think not.”
George squinted at his colleague. “Are you thinking what I am thinking?”
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He cleared his throat, “You or Mabel or somebody spend a little time going over the whole thing with your space-age technology. Ultra-violet light at
least. Show Edwin what you’re doing. If the results turn out to be what they
probably will be, consider calling Indianapolis and letting them know that it’s
too far gone ever to be restored as a Corot, but it could be put into shape for
showing as School of Corot.” George’s thoughts were going full tilt. “Tell them
that one of your restorers-in-training will do it for free, under your supervision, of course. No guarantees, but it won’t be worse than you say it is and it
most certainly will be ‘exhibitable.’ As you know, we’ve got four or five good
Corot landscapes here for him to study.”
“It’s jumping the gun a bit, but they can always say no. What a crazy idea,
George. I’ll at least consider it tomorrow, especially if Edwin does a good job
with what he’s got left to do on his present assignment.”
It was on Wednesday, at the first lunch they had been able to arrange together, that Edwin asked George whether he could make another insert from
that same fine-bubbled foam—“You know, like the two you made for me and
Shan, only to this pattern?” A piece of legal-size paper was unrolled. On it
was the unmistakable outline of Dalton’s erect penis. He remembered its appearance from that day at Roger’s when he and his older friend took on the
challenge of “massaging” Hassan’s ready body. I doubt he knows about that. I’ll
play ignorant.
“Is this for you?”
Edwin leaned over their Cobb salads to face George, “Afzal needs it.”
George was all ears.
Curiously cooperative, he said, “If I can get into the workshop late this afternoon, I can have it for you tonight, if you want to pick it up, or tomorrow
when you get here.” His intention was to play along.
A promising smile preceded Edwin’s, “Why don’t I come to your place this
evening?” He looked directly at George and said, “I owe you a visit.”
“You want to try it out?”
“We could do that, and…or….”
In Edwin’s mind, the visit would take care of the promise made earlier to
his aunt that he give George “the lay of the land” and would serve as a gesture
of appreciation for the new favor.
Two birds with one stone. Aunt Aggie would approve.
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The doorbell rang at eight o’clock. Edwin, fresh and slightly scented with
the suggestion of apricots, walked in, hugged George, handed him a plastic
bag and, starting to remove his clothes, said, “These things wear out.” In the
bag, wrapped in paper towels, was the longer of the two original inserts. The
knob had come away from its narrow connecting stem.
“You were supposed to remove it by pulling on the end of the condom,
not the knob,” George said. “It isn’t any stronger than the narrow stem. Foam
rubber’s weak.”
“I know that. But Afzal was impatient to take it out. He forgot. Anyway,
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don’t get mad. Dalton told me to tell you that this is an in-ven-tion. With the
refinement on the new drawing I brought—it’s under the paper towel—you
could patent the design and license it for commercial production.”
“What are you talking about?”
“George, don’t be obtuse. The dildos and plugs people buy are dense and
heavy. You’ve got some. A few are flexible, gel stuff, but none is as light as
yours and not a single one will allow its wearer to compress the whole thing
along its length during insertion or to squeeze the stem part the way yours
does. It works great.”
Down to his jockeys, Edwin showed the new design to George, saying,
“The three of us worked on it. Look, if you had a core of flexible, but strong
rubber just a quarter-of-an-inch thick with half-inch little knobs spaced from
the far end an inch apart along the length and a thicker knob on the end, the
foam rubber could be molded around it. Of course, a condom would always
have to be used because it’s so porous, but it would be strong enough for frequent, long-term use. Dalton thinks it’s viable, and that you “could make,” as
he says, “some real money with it.”
George emitted the most spontaneous laugh Edwin had ever heard from
him. “You, get in the bedroom.” The aroma of apricots was reminiscent of a
certain evening in Paris.

S

When Edwin arrived at Dalton’s, the hour was late and he was worn out.
George had wanted him prone and utterly passive for what seemed an endless, soulless fuck. Edwin had fought with himself neither to respond nor to
assist, merely to accept. Time had passed slowly. Being bored is boring, Edwin
realized as George drove him against the bed—until Edwin remembered one
of Hassan’s lessons in Paris. He willed himself to dissociate from the situation
and forced his mind to concentrate on the actual Corot painting they had taken from storage for him and on the high-resolution images of the museum’s
other Corots, on display, which were stored in the lab’s computer. Calling on
the reserves of his memory, he filtered the details, particularly of the trees and
bushes, and compared them to the Indianapolis Corot. He was to be allowed
to remove its bad overpainting then, perhaps, to repaint the canvas himself.
Interruptions to his thought processes occurred the two times George orgasmed furiously into him before declaring himself done for the night.
They parted amicably, Edwin with the unused, new insert.
George pondered the design for the revised Dalton-sized insert.

S
S

Beside Afzal in bed, Edwin curled and fell asleep.

At his return from work the next day, Edwin was greeted by Dalton.
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“How did it go?” Edwin wanted to know.
“It went about four inches, but the diameter proved too much for him. You
know, it gets broader beyond that. Our cherub surely tried. Go upstairs and
console him. We managed to get it in that far for the third time as recently as
about twenty minutes ago. It hurt him. He’s resting. I’m making supper. I’ll
call you in a little while.”
After receiving Edwin’s commiseration, Afzal tried to reconcile his desire
with his physical limitations. “I want to but I can’t,” he said, disappointed.
Eventually, the ever-reliable Dalton advised that the problem be placed on
hold. His proposition was for the three of them to cultivate their closeness
through “cooperative intimacies” which he would author.
That very night, he produced one of the rhinestone collars for Afzal and
brought out his piece of rope. “I want to secure to you the bed,” he smiled
benignly, “so that you can know a different, quite lovely, form of torment.”
The purpose, as became clear after another piece of rope immobilized his
legs, was to suppress Afzal’s instinct to “buzz” his few inches of maleness in
his bedmate’s sphincter. Edwin willingly participated. Directed to straddle, to
sit, and to pinch the prominent nipples before him but not to let Afzal move,
Edwin ground down against the pelvis, preventing so much as a single thrust.
He was the tormenter this time, Dalton a witness. By Edwin’s slow contractions and releases, Afzal was driven near-mad with pleasure. Disabled from
motion of his own, he finally relaxed his body. That was the moment when
Edwin—watching Dalton’s signals—lifted, then sat again to receive burst after
burst from his embedded “slave.”
Elated by his triumph, Edwin was about to dismount when Dalton said,
“No, no, my dear. Don’t let him get out of this so easily. Stay where you are.
Work him some more. I’ll help.” With that, the project’s instigator leaned over
Afzal’s dazed face, which he stroked lovingly, and murmured, “Give me your
lips, slave, and your tongue.”
Afzal opened his mouth and extended his tongue—to which Dalton’s
pursed lips began leisurely caresses. Shivers of ecstasy caused his lower projectile to stir within Edwin’s relaxed, moist confines. The reflex registered at
once. Edwin, his eyes noting the movements of Dalton’s head, recommenced
his muscular undulations in corresponding rhythm. Afzal’s cock sprang to
attention. For a second, impulsively frienzied time, it fertilized the area that
clung to it. Later, a third.
Totally released, he was bathed with a warm, wet hand cloth and dried
with a towel before being allowed to fall asleep. Edwin held him throughout
the night.

S

Unexpectedly, the next afternoon, Edwin called from the museum with
the invitation to an impromptu dinner. Afzal and Dalton were to meet him
at Roger and Tom’s apartment. “I’m going home with Tom to prepare the
food. You might want to bring some flowers. Tom brought us some. Remind
Dalton.”
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“Dalton’s been gone all afternoon,” Afzal told him. “When he goes out,
he’s usually back by five or six. We can find some flowers and take a taxi. Does
he know the address?”
Edwin provided it along with the explanation, “They want to pay us back
for having them over. Funny thing is that they didn’t ask George.”
Collard greens and cornbread with fried chicken was a novel meal for the
young Malaysian. He could do without collards, he figured, but cornbread
tasted like something he would gladly eat again. Chicken pieces, which had
been marinated in a buttermilk mixture then dipped in beer-batter before
being fried, proved wonders of American cuisine. Afzal voiced his appreciation repeatedly, “This is delicious!” He polished off two drumsticks and three
wings, and was the center of attention with every exclamation of delight.
“It’s one of Roger’s favorite meals,” Tom said, smiling at his lover.
Dalton finished the thigh he was eating, “I can see why. Great recipes.”
“Oh, do you like the cornbread? I learned to make it from my aunt,” Edwin
grinned. “The difference from Tom’s usual recipe is buttermilk. I thought of
making it when we were in the grocery and buying buttermilk for the chicken.”
“It’s really good,” Roger said finally. “Almost as good as my mother used to
make.”
All ears, Afzal listened to the two cooks describe how each dish was prepared, taking mental notes for future reference. He got so absorbed by the
amounts of each ingredient involved and by the steps taken, particularly with
the chicken, that a question from Roger threw him.
“How’s your brother?”
He didn’t know.
“I spoke to Aunt Aggie when I was at the museum today. She says he’s fine.
They’ll be up here on Sunday.”
Eyes wide, Afzal waited for Edwin to elaborate. Shantanu had not been on
his mind.
“He’s—what did she say?—‘towing the line’. They’ve been to meet the
swim coach. Everything’s probably going to work out. Shan’s doing your exercises each morning—using the equipment you gave him—before his lessons,”
Edwin told Roger, “and again after lunch prior to his afternoon lessons. He
showers twice a day and even washes his own exercise outfit.” Edwin did not
crack a smile, although he knew that Roger knew what he meant. Dalton does,
too. “In the evenings, he goes next door to watch sports on the Wolfe’s cable
TV. Occasionally, there’s a soccer match and he explains it to Erich. Aunt Aggie says not to call again. She’ll let me know when there’s any news.”
Dalton asked, “So, they’re getting along?”
A coy look preceded Edwin’s reply, “Everybody gets along with Aunt Aggie
if they do what she says.”
That hung in the air. Afzal did not know what to say, so was happy when
the conversation turned to museum gossip (Attendance at Art & Culture of
the South Pacific was nothing to brag about; Roger and Tom were involved
in setting up two forthcoming exhibits; George was short-tempered over his
docents not being back from their vacations; He had to postpone training
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sessions a week.), the fits and starts of on-line applications to the University
(Some flunky had misplaced Afzal’s and Edwin’s transcripts, but eventually
had located them.), and the results of Dalton’s recent physical.
“I didn’t know you’d had a physical,” Edwin said with concern.
“Every year. Regular as clockwork. Everything’s about what it’s supposed to
be for a man of my age. So there. Matter closed.”
Dessert turned out to be another of Edwin’s aunt’s specialties, peanut butter pie.
“Nothing to it,” Tom said and nodded to Edwin. “Tell them how it’s done.”
“You bash up a package of peanut butter cookies with butter for the crust,
and stir together cream cheese, peanut butter, some sugar and a spoon of
vanilla and peanut butter for the filling, then add Cool Whip, and put more
Cool Whip on top, then freeze it.”
“Good heavens, it’s actually good,” Dalton exclaimed. Everyone loved it,
especially with milk (the lads) or coffee (the men).
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At home in Oak Park after dinner, Afzal was loved by Edwin and Dalton.
They treated him as if he were a second dessert.
Not wanting to miss any opportunity to become further competent in matters of “slave” love, Afzal, sporting only his collar, trembled with growing
eagerness. Afzal’s penis stiffened watching Dalton situate the short foam insert inside Edwin, place pillows behind Edwin’s naked back, and direct him
to slump his pelvis forward in the big armchair. Edwin’s member stood fullmast.
“This time, you’ll be on top, facing me,” the senior told the younger whom
he was lubricating.
Afzal was made to sit carefully, then to recline, skewered, against Edwin’s
chest, his head lolling into his adored’s warm neck. Dalton knelt in the juncture of the pairs of legs and guided Edwin’s hands to Afzal’s nipples saying,
“Play with those while I play with these.”
He began fondling Afzal’s thighs on his way to the tightly drawn-up ball
sac, which he proceeded to lave with hot saliva. The young man’s pelvis reacted by jerking up, drawing away, then, when released, falling back to ream
itself. Each time Dalton mouthed his balls, Afzal lifted, only to find himself
sinking back down and feeling Edwin’s sex stroking his prostate. The nipple
play intensified his experience to the point that, when Dalton moved to the
boy’s throbbing member and took its length with his lips and snaky tongue,
Afzal let out a wail and heaved convulsively. He pulled Edwin’s orgasm into
himself and spurted his own into Dalton’s throat.
When he could speak, his voice was weak. “Please. I give up. I couldn’t
stand it again. Please let me go.”
“I think we both have died,” Edwin said plaintively. “You just assassinated
us.”
Their beloved murderer helped to disengage and clean them, then requested their presence for the night in his bed.
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“They slept like angels,” Dalton said later to Tom and Roger, even to his old
friend George. “I could practically hear the harps of heaven.”

S

Edwin’s daily appointment with Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot took him
away Saturday morning. “No one’s going to be there. I can work by myself. It’s
all arranged with Security.”
Afzal was left together with Dalton. “Are you going out?” he asked.
“Why?” Dalton wanted to know.
“I need to ask you some questions. There’s a lot I don’t understand.”
“Tell me.” Dalton put down the morning paper. There was such concern
on Afzal’s face that he knew the moment must be crucial. It proved to be. He
thought hard about what to say.
Afzal had come through his rite of passage, not just nicely but splendidly.
His character had strengthened. That he wished to know more proved it. Everyone in Oak Park who knew what he had been faced with was impressed.
One value, which lay in the indisputable conclusion reached by all, was that,
in his future life, he would never exhibit intolerance for the sexuality of others; another, in his key role as liberator for Edwin from his emotionally sequestered past trauma. Most important, love for others had arisen. Edwin and
sex had provided the springboard.
Dalton patted Afzal’s cheek, “He tried you on for size; then you returned
the favor. Good fits, yes? You both said so that first morning. You had so much
fun.” He chuckled, “Your orifices and protuberances not only meshed perfectly, your personalities did as well. The two of you started to complement each
other as personalities. Your initiation into intercourse was and is behind you,”
Dalton laughed. Afzal did, too. “Oral sex has come your way, and you have not
questioned it, until now. That interests me greatly. Greatly. You see, knowing
how to stimulate your partner, male or female, orally will stand you in good
stead to be a fine lover. Women appreciate it because it arouses them. The clitoris, you know, is an analog to our penis. By paying attention to it with your
fingers and mouth—I can see that you’re interested—a man prepares a woman’s desire for intercourse. I wish I had known about it when I was young.”
“Why, were you ever married?”
“I was, unhappily. In my early twenties and proud to possess my veritable
truncheon of flesh, I never troubled myself to care much about my partners.
Women, more than men in those days, noted the bulge at my groin and were
curious about it. I got laid all the time. Experienced, highly sexed women who
were wanton enough didn’t require warming up. When I married—it was the
thing to do—I just rode my virgin wife the way a cowboy might a wild pony,
showing off as if we had a rodeo in our bedroom. I didn’t know any better,
nor did she. Talk about ignorant! She never enjoyed sex with me. She hated
it. Later, she hated me. We divorced. On the rebound, I gave in the first time
a man propositioned me. His mouth and throat made my hair stand on end.
Another man’s ass—if you pardon the word—showed me…. Good heavens!
I’m talking about myself, instead of you, sweet thing. Forgive me.”
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“Does Edwin know that you were married?”
“He’s never asked anything that led me to tell him.”
“I will tell him everything that you tell me.”
“Why not? He more he knows, the better.”
Afzal’s antennae went up as Dalton outlined the relatedness of recreational
sexuality and emotional sexuality. The need for awareness of the other person in each situation, planned or spontaneous. “Sometimes, we give, we take,
we share—it all depends. One time, one way. Another, another. The best sex,
both emotional and physical, combines all three actions. Are you following
me?”
“Yes, Dalton, it makes me hot to think about it.”
“Tight pants, eh? Thinking is exactly what I’m trying to get you to do. Go
ahead, adjust yourself or we’ll never get to the end of this.”
With color rising in his cheeks, Afzal did so, rewarding the man with one
of his cupid’s-bow smiles. “There. I’m ready.”
“Then why don’t we take a walk? Get some fresh air. There’s a prescription waiting for me at the pharmacy.” Looking down at Afzal’s pants, he said,
“Hmm…high noon, I see. I thought it was only about eleven.”
As they stepped from the porch onto the front walk, they talked. The day
was as hot as the others. Shade along the tree-lined sidewalk offered some
comfort. Temperatures would soon drop. The shorter legs of the one had to
move quickly to keep pace with the long legs of the taller.
Dalton opened with, “Consider the two examples of slave-play which Edwin and I inflicted upon you. You do remember them, I take it?” His eyebrows
arched as Dalton brought his hands together as if in prayer, turning toward
Afzal.
“Of course! They were in…cre…di…ble.”
“In one sense, they were—shall I call them?—demonstrations of our love
for you. Both, however, were didactic. You were meant to learn something.”
“Was I?” Afzal sounded incredulous. “What, please?”
A few steps further, Dalton changed his tone. “For one thing, you fuck
too fast. You do. It was a novelty for Edwin in the beginning, but it’s just you
letting yourself run away. You taking. Taking, you understand, is selfish.” He
spoke deliberately, a hand on his young companion’s shoulder, “We made you
unable to, to teach you a lesson. The lesson was that to take time by prolonging love-making ratchets up its joyous conclusion. We assaulted your senses,
recall. I was busy with your mouth, Edwin’s fingers with your pert nipples,
and Edwin’s pelvis with yours.”
“I was going crazy.”
“And do you know why?”
“You guys were in control.”
“Exactly. And we were the second time. Oh! Mind the traffic light and remember to look to your right! The drivers in this neighborhood can’t always
be trusted. Now, where was I? Yes. Our goal was to render your pelvis immobile between Edwin’s cock and my mouth. We determined when you would
cum. When you did, you shot cataracts of sperm with great energy. Wasn’t it
wonderful?”
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“Marvelous,” he blushed. “But were you demonstrating something different?”
“Most assuredly, young man. Here’s another personal confession. Can you
stand it?”
“Most assuredly, dear Grandpa.” Afzal was feeling impudent in his endearing way.
“I despise giving oral sex. Must be a carryover from my ignorance of the
practice when I was married. My cock responds to it now, and has for decades,
in the mouths of others, yet I experience not the slightest arousal from ‘giving
head,’ as it is known, to anyone else. What do you think of that confession?”
“Yet you did it for Edwin and for me so…so gloriously.” Gloriously—a word
he had heard Dalton use.
“Are you getting the picture? I wanted to provide for you two because I love
you. Edwin did, too, for you, for the same reason. He loves you. He is less keen
on fucking than you have realized. He fucks you when you want it because he
loves you more than he loves to do it.”
“Is that why you made him use that insert last night?”
“It helps his arousal. But he was learning, too. Learning to take charge
of his partner, to be in charge of a fuck with you. I thought the entire event
rather touching.”
“What about the way he fucked my brother?”
“That was play-acting. Don’t worry. I’m fairly sure they both liked it.” He
stopped and pointed, “That’s the pharmacy over there. I’ll get in line for my
prescription. You can pick up some more lube and condoms. Our supply is
probably running low. And anything else you think we need. Look over by
the toothbrushes.”
Afzal felt very adult until he surveyed the variety of condoms on offer:
Latex, non-latex, lambskin, with or without spermicide, textured, ribbed, flavored, glow-in-the-dark. He started reading the descriptions, unaware of how
much time he was taking.
Dalton showed up and made the selection, saying, “Forget lambskin. Spermicide’s unnecessary. You don’t need fancy ones, unless you just want to try
them. There’s your size. Take a package each of the ribbed and the textured,
which can be stimulating, and let’s have some in my size and a few of the
regulars. Water-soluble lubricant always. A big one of the KY on the top shelf.
I can reach it.”
Their hands were full by the time they reached the cashier. She looked
them over as if in disbelief, tried not to bat an eyelash, and rang up the sale.
The little one looks old enough. Anyway, he’s not paying for it. The old guy’s
probably paying him.
Nearing home, Afzal broke the silence of their stroll by asking, “Dalton,
if somebody were really a slave, wouldn’t he have to take the big, new insert
thing? You know, whether it hurt or not?”
“That would depend on the slave’s master. On whether he wanted to force
him to take it.”
“What if the slave probably could but was afraid?”
“He’d have no choice.”
Afzal kept his own counsel during lunch. Sandwiches and iced tea were the
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order of the hour, with CNN’s newscast in the background. Dalton wanted a
nap, so Afzal retired to the room he shared with Edwin—and thought.

S

The afternoon quiet gave way to a telephone call. It stirred Afzal, who had
fallen into slumber. He realized that Dalton was not answering, so he pulled
himself up and ran across the hall to answer it. As he reached the receiver, the
party hung up. Dalton’s bed still bore the imprint of a nap there, but he was
nowhere in the house.
Downstairs, a note awaited on the kitchen table. Not wanting to disrupt
Afzal’s “peace and quiet,” Dalton had gone “on an errand” by himself. He expected to return “by six.” Noticing that it was four o’clock, Afzal began thinking of something he could prepare for supper, although his mind was not on
it. There were plenty of eggs on hand, a bunch of asparagus, a lump of Swiss
cheese, an onion…. I can put them all together. He sat down to think about it,
reasoned that the asparagus could be boiled ahead of time, the cheese grated,
the onion chopped—with the final combination being scrambled once the
hungry mouths had assembled. That decision made, he went back to his musings. Tonight’s maybe my last chance.
Edwin showed up before Dalton and was ordered to stay out of the kitchen.
“I’m making a secret recipe,” Afzal said. “Go clean up. I’ll let you know when
it’s ready.”
When Dalton appeared, he received the same directive. My, hasn’t he taken
over!
The dish pleased everyone. Dalton, who addressed Afzal as “Mister Chef,”
wanted to know how it had been made. Edwin wanted the same. They listened with interest as the sautéing of the onion in butter was outlined, the
slicing of the cooked asparagus into small pieces, the beating of the eggs (“I
used all nine we had.”) and the adding of salt and pepper to the final mix
with the cheese. Indeed, as everyone could see, he had lightly scrambled the
mixture, thank-you-very-much.
“Now you two do the cleaning up while I clean myself.” He went upstairs.
“What’s he up to?” Edwin wondered.
“I have an idea. Something he posed earlier today…. We’ll find out.”
They did. Afzal called them to join him. He was clad in his collar and caftan. His hand held the new, Dalton-based insert encased in a fresh condom.
Holding it out, he said, “Make me take it. I’m your slave.” He reached for the
lube and handed it to Edwin.
“I will not.”
“Nor will I.”
“You must. My father wanted you to break me in, Dalton. I don’t want to
disappoint him.”
“Believe me, Afzal—dear Afzal—Salil will not be disappointed once he understands all that you have accomplished. But, since you doubt me, let’s ring
him right this minute. It’s nine AM in George Town. Not too early for a Sunday morning.”
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With stress in his voice, Afzal pled, “Dalton, don’t. I’d be too embarrassed.”
Dalton glared in mock anger. “Edwin, think of something to do with this
unreasonable creature. I’ll be in my study on the phone for some time.”
Sex could not enter the picture. Neither young man was then in the mood.
Rather, Edwin stripped himself, removed Afzal’s costume, put away the new
toy, got in the bed, and opened the covers invitingly. They huddled together,
then began to cuddle. Tension left Afzal gradually as his lover’s hands stroked
him and his words calmed him.
“It’s not a question of overcoming the pain. You could do that. It’s that you
might get torn inside, and we will not run that risk. Dalton and I feel very
responsible for your well-being.”
Kisses started. Sweet nothings were murmured, confidence exchanged.
Their world became a small, personal area no bigger than the bed. Dalton’s
tread on the stairs went unheard. His voice caused them both to start.
“Good. Everything’s good. Your father says that he will plan an honor for
you. He’s very proud that you have made the transition to manhood the way
he did, with guidance. You have grown in his eyes. He can’t wait to greet you
at home. Case closed. Now, since tomorrow’s a big day, let’s call it a night. See
you in the morning.”
He blew a kiss and closed their door.
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Memory is the treasure house of the mind,
wherein the monuments thereof are kept and preserved.
THOMAS FULLER

68 TWO WEEKS IN TREYDON
Their two weeks in Chicago did not end as anticlimactically as Edwin and
Afza might have thought. They both did have climaxes. Inspired to use only
saliva for his lubricant, Edwin had ridden his friend in higher-friction intercourse, then turned him over for the complement of extremely lubricious
fellatio. Afzal’s ejaculate was…disgusting.
Edwin’s gagging and spitting noises, heard from across the hall, attracted
Dalton’s curiosity. He opened their door, “What on earth?”
Edwin was in the bathroom brushing his teeth. Afzal looked up, “He said I
tasted awful. Look at the mess he made all over me and the bed.”
The laugh formed around the old man’s stomach and worked its way outward. He was quite amused. He could hardly get the words out, “It was all that
asparagus you put in the eggs.” Edwin could be heard gargling. “Never, never
ever ingest asparagus before engaging in oral sex. When its flavor mixes with
the several secretions of one’s ejaculate, the result is—well—what your sweetie
in there discovered.”
“Dr. Brawne,” Edwin emerged from his therapy, “you sound positively professorial at this hour.” He dried his mouth with a towel, wiped his tongue, and
made a face.
“Indeed, scholar Owen. And you look—both of you—freshly informed,
and really funny.”

S

There was nothing funny about the climax that Shantanu Chaudary experienced in Treydon about the same time. It was serious, so serious that the
two weeks of his residence in the small Indiana town whipped through his
memory. His memory—sharper already, more detailed than before. Everything about him hurt—front and back, top to bottom.
The woman he now called “Auntie” had done her best to draw him out
during their drive to Treydon but, in the presence of the Wolfes, he had lapsed
into his former, non-communicative-juvenile state. Short answers with as few
syllables as possible. Anne and Erich had pitched in, making every effort to
prompt him to talk. Indiana’s flatness passed by without interest. Corn and
soybeans by the mile meant nothing to him. The car rolled along uneventfully until Agatha broke the silence with a statement that rattled Shantanu.
“I understand that your suitcase contains certain devices to help you learn.”
“What?” His voice tensed, “Who told you that?”
“Why, George Tanner, of course.”
Red in the face, Shantanu fumed.
“Shan, we have no secrets among us,” Anne soothed. “By sharing every328

thing, we can do a lot to you.”
Erich cut in, “She means, for you.”
“Yes, think about it,” Agatha said, satisfied that a message had been put
across.

S

It was in Edwin’s art-lined room that the woman took over Shan’s unpacking. “Your jacket, shirts and pants go on hangars in the closet. Push Young Edwin’s clothes to the side. Place your undergarments in the top drawer of that
chest—along with these shorts. I’ve made space for you. Socks, too. Swimsuit
as well. My nephew’s things are in the other drawers. Now, about these,” she
said, holding up the two foam inserts and blinking. “Did you bring condoms
for them?”
Her matter-of-fact tone contributed to Shan’s mortification. “Uh…no. Roger didn’t give me any.” Oh, shit-lah!
“Did he give you any lubricant?”
“No.”
“Without any, how will you don this?” she lifted up the harness-and-dildo.
Her voice remained as flat as before. “I’m told you wear it during your morning and afternoon exercises.”
She waited for the answer.
“I don’t know.”
“Where’s your enema kit?”
“I don’t have one.”
His embarrassment was total. Mortification, really.
“Deal with the rest of your things anywhere you like and place the suitcase
on the closet floor. We’ll go next door for something to eat, and so that you
can get better acquainted with the three of us.”

S

He would never forget the first full day with his new teacher. She woke him
by stripping back the bedcovers to reveal his nakedness and morning erection. “Nice to see you’re ready for action. In the bathroom, you’ll find what
you need but, for now, put on Edwin’s robe and come to breakfast.”
That threw him. The food, however, was really good. Eggs, sausage, bacon,
toast, coffee, cereal with fruit—his for the picking. Mercifully it seemed, his
erection wilted as he gorged himself. She was in a good mood, and toyed with
the newspaper’s crossword while the morning news played on a tiny, countertop radio.
Given thirty minutes’ privacy before reappearing, uncomfortably self-harnessed, to demonstrate Roger’s exercises, the boy had managed a quick wank.
This is the way it’s going to be. Shit-lah!
Agatha asked him to describe the purpose of each exercise—stretches,
pushups, sit-ups, squats—her eyes admiring the harness’s tight hold on him,
the clever construction of the pouch which supported his sex out front, and
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the effect of the dildo’s motion. She noted the count of each repetition on
a pad “just to keep track.” When he announced the completion of all that
he could do without weights or a treadmill, she smiled and brought from
the bedroom one of his pullovers and the pair of Bermuda shorts Roger had
bought him. “Put these on over the rest of your outfit. I’ll take you on a run.”
Her own outfit—t-shirt and slacks—worked well enough as she rode her
nephew’s bicycle beside Shan. It was “a country mile” around the enormous
block of land in her part of Treydon. The experience was nothing like using
Roger’s treadmill. “Oh, you’re winded already?” she wanted to know as they
reached the half-way point.
He admitted getting tired.
“We can slow down. You don’t have to run so hard.”
I was trying to keep up with you.
After toweling off and drinking a glass of water, he was placed at Edwin’s
desk. Agatha sat on the bed nearby.
“While you cool down, I want to start you off on the right foot, so to say.
You potentially have what it takes to make good decisions in your life. Not
now, of course, or you already would have been an academic success. Together, we will change that situation. I will make decisions for you in the next
two weeks. You will decide only one thing: to mold yourself accordingly.” She
spoke pleasantly using very definite terms. “Because you have only recently
started to meet the standards of others such as Mr. Dawson and, I think, Mr.
Tanner, you must have the willpower to adjust yourself to my standards. They
will never be set higher than you can achieve at the moment. Everything will
be done one step at a time. We will leave a step and move to the next only
when you have mastered the task, whatever it is.”
She placed a card on the desk. “Read the words aloud.”
Again, and again, and again.
“Close your eyes and repeat them.”
He did. When he looked, there was a new card for him to read. He balked
at the words but went ahead because he had been told to.
That made the men fuck her,
Again, and again, and again.
“Close your eyes and repeat them.”
The new card contained three lines which he read out sputtering, then
repeated with closed eyes:
But her cunt had a pucker
That made the men fuck her,
Again, and again, and again.
He snickered as the next card appeared:
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Whose face was exceedingly plain,
But her cunt had a pucker
That made the men fuck her,
Again, and again, and again.
His success at reciting the four lines got him a final card which bore only
the limerick’s opening line:
There was a young girl from Spain
Shan completed the exercise, laughed, and, on order, repeated it again from
the other side of the room, the dildo shifting as he walked. Called back to the
swivel chair, he sat, driving it back in. She presented a pencil and a four-digitwide column of ten numbers to add. He worked on it for minutes and reached
his total.
“What are the first two lines of the limerick?” she asked. He knew. “What
are lines two and three of the limerick?” He knew them, too.
A long-division problem needed to be taken to four decimal places. It was
elementary. He anticipated having to recite again. She wanted the lines in reverse, last first, fourth next and so on. A bungle. “But you thought you knew
it. You even learned it in reverse,” she reminded him.
“Write it out with the last line first at the top. Follow it by the fourth line.
Go through it from the beginning each time if you must, but get it right.
He did. It took a while. Annoying.
“You are wondering why. Simple. If you need to learn something, then
learn it so well that you know it in both directions. You will emerge from the
process with an image of the complete thing in your head. For example, Mr.
Tanner told me that you memorized a piece graphic art at Mr. Dawson’s perfectly. The image was abstract and meant nothing to you, right?”
It took a moment to reply, “Yes.”
“Here’s a piece of paper and some wax crayons. Draw it. I want to see what
your feat was. He seemed to think it had really demonstrated some ability,
under stress, to learn.”
“I can’t draw,” he said, picking at the worn remnants from Edwin’s childhood.
“Just show me what it looked like. I’m not asking that you reproduce it.”
His hesitant right hand outlined four vertical boxes, two above the two
below. He colored them gray, then used a yellow crayon to jab angled dashes
over the grayed areas. “I don’t remember what the background was like.”
“Very good. Repeat the limerick.”
Shan knew it perfectly.
“If you were to be assigned another one, how would you learn it?
“From the last line?” He wanted to be sure.
“I’m from Missouri. Show me.”
He had no idea where Missouri was or why she told him that, but looked
directly at the card which read:
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There was a young man from Kent
Who had one so long that it bent.
To save the girls trouble,
He twisted it double,
And instead of coming, he went.
“I’ll be in the kitchen. Come to me when you know it in both directions.”
That hurdle past, Shan had to tackle a multiplication problem with decimals in the multiplicand and the multiplier. His product, eventually, was
correct.
“I’ll hear your limericks now, if you please,” she said, her hand busy with
preparations of lunch. A faultless recitation netted the boy a small floor plan
of her house, the dimensions of each room indicated. “Figure the square footage of each room, then of the entire house. Feel free to write on the plan. It’s
just a print-out.”
Lunch was ready when she brought a new card to Shan. A third limerick.
“Learn it. It’s your lunch ticket. Mess it up and you won’t get a protein shake
for dessert.” He glanced up. “No need to look like that. It’s Roger Dawson’s
recipe that you like. I got it from him. Oh yes, and he said to tell you that you
neglected to take a small strap that Mr. Tanner had given you. He’s putting
it in the mail in case I need it in dealing with you. Has some sort of thing-amabob on it to help you control yourself.”
She returned to the kitchen from which aromas of fish, garlic, and tomatoes floated his way. A rumble from his stomach reminded him of his hunger.
There was a young man from Levine
Who invented a wondrous machine.
Concave or convex,
It would fit either sex,
With attachments for those in between.
She’s trying to shake me. Edwin told me to do exactly what she said. Not to worry
about distractions. Stay on focus. Learn the poem. Backward.
The harness remained under his street clothes. A bit of a nuisance. Always
prodding him. However, the Mediterranean-style lunch and protein shake
were polished off with relish. He thought of one correct word for her crossword. “I helped Hassan do one of these at Roger’s,” he volunteered.
“That was nice. I like it when you help me.”
Shades of Roger again. He liked it when I made his breakfast.
“I can give you thirty minutes for yourself before your afternoon exercises.
What would you like to do?” No hidden message there.
“I’ll dry the dishes for you, then rest.”
That sat well with Agatha. Shan’s routine equaled the morning’s, and he
could recite his three limericks fluently. A note was made of that.
“Very well. Take off your halter or harness or whatever it is and put on
your bathing suit, then these same clothes. We’re going out. Time you met
the coach.”
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Treydon’s swimming pool looked inviting. The water was clean, smelled of
chlorine, and sparkled in the sun. Under the supervision of a couple of adults,
a group of small kids splashed in the wading pool at the far end. The boy
looked around and wondered what to do.
“No need for the dressing room. I’ll keep your clothes with me,” Agatha
said as she held up a big straw bag. “Shoes and socks, too. Take a few laps to
warm up before the others get here. I want to see you in action.”
He dove splashily into the deep end and swam the pool’s length noticing
how much warmer the water became the shallower it got. The change in temperature felt good to his body. Unworried about being observed, he reveled in
the freedom and even swam the pool’s diagonal. In the distance, Agatha was
engaged in conversation with a large man in baggy swimming trunks. She
waved with intent.
Shan pulled himself out of the water to be introduced, wet hand and all, to
“Coach Wright, who’s heard about you from the Wolfes. This is my guest for
two weeks, Coach, maybe longer, Shantanu from Malaysia. Just call him Shan.
He wants to join your team. What do you think?”
Wright—who, although baldheaded, was the hairiest man Shan had ever
seen—shook hands with the grip of a vise. A bit sunburned and overweight,
he drawled as he spoke. “We all’ll be happy fer you to do whut we do fer this
time. ‘N we’ll see whut you got to offer. Y’ wanna swim with me till the rest
git here?”
Shan nodded.
“Jes’ match me stroke fer stroke. Do whut I do. Now, git!” With that, he
pushed Shan backward into the water and dove in like a dolphin. A large
dolphin.
Agatha heard corrections being given about Shan’s legs, the timing of his
breaths, the way he used the water with his hands—before they got outside
her range. She settled in a lounge chair to finish her puzzle but never lost sight
of this key encounter. Boys came out of the dressing room to stand around
wondering who the new kid was.
They soon learned about “Shan frum May-laysha. He’s gonna work out
with you guys a coupla weeks, informal-like. Tawks like a Brit. Git past it. Y’all
help ‘im, y’hear, or I’ll whup yo’ tails.” Stares were exchanged momentarily,
then it was time for warm-up exercises. Some were similar to those he knew,
others more difficult. Coach Wright knew his business and encouraged every
participant. By no means were they equally able. Some had been away all
Summer at camps. One, a big blonde named Caswell (“Cas-well, kin y’ believe
that?”) who had been at a camp for swimmers, excelled at everything. In freestyle laps, he left the others to cut through his wake. Shan kept up fairly well
with the other boys and was ahead of one or two at various times. Agatha,
who knew nothing about the sport, could tell that those who outstripped
Shan disturbed the water less.
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On the drive home, Agatha told Shan that the coach deemed it necessary
for him to receive some personal training if he stayed for the months ahead.
Two weeks were all right as long as he tried. Then they would see. She handed
Shan a booklet with illustrations for developing core and back strength needed by competitive swimmers. “We’ve got to get you a cap. Forgot about that
until the decision gets made,” she said, then added, “If you pan out, there’s
other stuff you’ll need. Regulation, and all that. Coach Wright—did you know
he’s Treydon’s captain of police?—has Erich’s e-mail and will send links tonight to some swim videos you can learn from. Sound good?”
“Oh, yes. I liked this afternoon very much.”

S

One lesson remained in the day: spanking. Agatha introduced it under
“increasing your circulation in a neglected area.” Roger had punished him for
disobedience, she knew. Spanking impressed on him the need to pay heed to
instruction. In Shan’s case, it had worked and he had been rewarded by the
very thing he had wanted: physical improvement. “Why, you even learned
some wrestling techniques and did well with them, I heard.”
Momentarily distracted from his fear of the topic, Shan said, “Yes, I did. I
beat Hassan who’s very good at it. Do you have wrestling here?”
The tactic deflected Agatha temporarily. “The high school does, but you’d
have to be registered there, and that’s impossible to consider before we know
whether you’re going to fit in with my plans to teach you how to learn. Your
academics are in worse shape than your physique, young man. You’re going
to spend a lot of time on your seat at the desk from now own. All that sitting
will put your scrawny bottom’s exterior to sleep, and you don’t want that. Mr.
Dawson’s exercises and today’s new ones have their special purposes, just like
that harness. Do you understand that, the way the pouch is constructed, your
sex receives unimpeded blood supply to support that healthy erection you
have almost all day? And the dildo massages you internally to prompt circulation in that important area. You already have found out how important your
anus is, haven’t you? Mr. Dawson’s finger showed you first. Hassan and my
dear boy, Young Edwin, have had intercourse with you. In Edwin’s case, with
your brother as witness.”
Shantanu Chaudary could have crawled under the carpet. She knows—everything.
“That’s a pricelessly complex expression on your face,” Agatha smiled. Her
finger pointed at him. “Don’t you realize that you’ve been admitted into a
close group of people which has come together solely on your behalf? Some of
us are talking with each other about you every day. We have been since Young
Edwin thought of placing you initially with Mr. Dawson—whom I don’t know
very well, but will—now you’re with me. If this arrangement produces anything worthwhile, then you’ll owe my nephew a major show of appreciation.
Young Edwin has leveraged you into a situation for success that your past
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behavior doesn’t deserve. What do you say to that?”
He had no idea what to say.
“Here’s the thing about spanking. You’ll learn it the way my nephew did,
and you’ll like it, I guarantee.” She showed him how to pat his cheeks to bring
color into them, the pats becoming smarter until they began to hurt. “That’s
enough. You see, you’ve nothing to fear. You’re doing it for yourself. Without
waiting for any protest, she had him stand and swat his own buttocks, saying,
“You can do that a lot longer than for your face, believe me. Those parts can
take it. Of course, you get better results on bare skin so, when you practice,
always strip down.”
Nonplussed, the boy just stood there.
“You’re not going to spank me?”
“No, why should I? Can’t you do it for yourself?”
This is fucked up-lah!
Later, she had given him a ping pong paddle.
Shan’s first day ended even more weirdly at the neighbors’. Anne and Erich
were the audience for his rendition of the three limericks, which they thought
a brilliant inspiration of Agatha’s. “So amusing,” Anne cooed. To Erich, it was
“cool.” Agatha said, “He’ll learn some other lines tomorrow and the next day.
In all, there were fifteen lines today, made memorable by rhyme and humorous, sexy subject matter. Tomorrow’s fifteen or sixteen won’t be like that, but
I’m sure he can learn them.” She turned her attention to her pupil, “Think
you can?”
He promised.
While the women talked on, Erich took the boy to his computer to show
him Coach Wright’s e-mail. One link was to basic instruction—the dos and
don’ts of swimming. The same points the coach made in the pool, diagramed
and animated. Another link demonstrated the breast stroke. The third, the
backstroke.
Shan was stymied. “How will I learn to do that? Where can I practice?”
“Coach thinks that one of the team members, Caswell Carter, can teach
you at the pool after school. He’s a nice guy. He’s in my American History
class. Does good work. Comes from a nice family. Anyway, he needs the experience.”
“He was the best swimmer today.”
“Then you’ll be in good hands.”
Erich switched the subject to spanking. “You’re worried about it but, trust
Aggie. She knows what she’s doing. And if you have problems with it, I can
help you in the evenings.”
That registered with Shan as one of the oddest things he had heard in Treydon. It was not the last.
The four days which followed had a routine to them. Each started, in-harness, with exercises both old and new, a run around the big block, and memory work. The last was indeed difficult, being in a type of English which made
little sense to the boy. He was told that it did not matter whether he understood it, he had merely to learn it by heart. At least, it rhymed:
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Thou speak’st aright;
I am that merry wanderer of the night.
I jest to Oberon and make him smile
When I a fat and bean-fed horse beguile,
Neighing in likeness of a filly foal:
And sometime lurk I in a gossip’s bowl,
In very likeness of a roasted crab,
And when she drinks, against her lips I bob
And on her wither’d dewlap pour the ale.
The wisest aunt, telling the saddest tale,
Sometime for three-foot stool mistaketh me;
Then slip I from her bum, down topples she,
And ‘tailor’ cries, and falls into a cough;
And then the whole quire hold their hips and laugh,
And waxen in their mirth and neeze and swear
A merrier hour was never wasted there.
By the third morning, Shan mastered it line-by-line, backward, to his
teacher’s satisfaction. Once explained, sometimes word by word, its humor
dawned on him. The sexual subtext tied in with the more obvious subject
matter of his limericks. That night, he recited it for the Wolfes from start to
finish and received praise.
Shakespeare.
Shakespeare!
Lunches were followed by the exercises again, Agatha keeping tab. Math
problems involving logic had their place each day, and had to be solved before
he could be taken to the pool to meet with Caswell—who was serious about
Shan’s tutelage—or to work out with the swim team. Time in the water found
Shan ever eager. Swimming let him expend his physical energies and build
upon the good of his other exercises. Aggie remarked to the coach, “He takes
to it like a duck.”
Evenings at the Cobb residence had their routines, too. After helping with
the dinner—simple tasks such as cutting vegetables, steaming rice, steeping
tea bags, setting the table, and cleaning up—Shan and the woman whom he
was told to address as “Auntie,” would go over the day’s events. The rationale
for everything was laid out for him. She was patient. The boy was coming
around. True to what Anne had said on the way to Treydon, there were to be
no secrets. Shan’s entire body and its functions were under scrutiny by discussion and, most curiously, by direct contact. He had to strip, stand before his
auntie, and turn around; he had to bend at the waist and open his bottom.
On his bed, he had to stretch out, arms over his head, such that every muscle
could be reached by the appropriately dubbed “stimulizer”—an electric, vibrating pad worn on Agatha’s hand. Except for his sides and “tummy” (as she
called it), which were ticklish, the rest of him responded with waning tension.
His sex, aroused or not, was never touched. Prone, so that the back muscles of
arms, legs and torso could be dealt with, Shan’s narrow buttocks received particular attention. After working up a “bit of color” with the ping pong paddle
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she had placed in his hand, saying, “You do it—and make a good job of it,” she
massaged the muscled little mounds and their cleft. Her touch of his wrinkly
pucker produced the information that it was sore from the harness’s dildo.
“At Roger’s, I didn’t have to wear it for so long every day.”
She thought for an instant. “I have just the ointment you need, and you have
the delivery system. Where’re those inserts, and the condoms I gave you?”
Reluctant, but wisely submissive, he pointed to the drawer.
“Well, prepare one of them while I get the ointment.”
From the corner of his eye, he watched as she spread the medication evenly
over the smaller of the two soft projectiles. “Now, up on your knees, shoulders down on the bed, so it will go in go easily and soothe those muscles. My
nephew used to love this ointment.”
Edwin. The thought of him joined the smooth pressure on Shan’s prostate
and brought about what Agatha called his “full attention.”
Filled, he was put to bed.

S

Self-paddling was called for on subsequent mornings after lessons and
again before Shan’s swim. It preceded each evening’s massage and salving.
Bed could be postponed by asking “Auntie” to tell him stories about her nephew. By his willingness to listen, under the guise of learning from Edwin’s
example to be a better student, he inadvertently opened the door to being
spanked over her lap by hand, by paddle. His forbearance netted Shan the additional stimulus of one of “Young Edwin’s tapered candles”—salved—being
worked into him and across his swollen prostate until he spewed uncontrollably into her apron. Having his orgasm induced by a woman was both frightening and thrilling, especially as he could do nothing to prevent it once the
candle’s end, blunt and unyielding, began its slidings. He thought of Roger’s
finger—how hot it had made him. He missed the man’s powerful body being
in contact with his own, wrapped around him at night. Fantasies about Roger
materialized as he felt the sting to his skin of a spank. I’d let him do it now, if he
wanted to. I’m not afraid. It’s…sexy.

S

Friday afternoon brought a change to his schedule. Dropped off at the
pool, he was told that Erich would pick him up. Agatha drove off to meet her
bridge club, waving, “I’ll see you tonight after supper.”
Erich arrived to find Shan, fully dressed, waiting for him. The breaststroke
and backstroke had the boy excited but worn out. “My traps, delts and pecs
are shot. Oh, do you know what I’m talking about—the trapezius, deltoids and
pectorals? I just learned those muscle names.”
“I’ll take care of them for you. There’s a lot we can do, Shan. Anne’s staying at school for a drama club meeting,” Erich said. “We’ll have the house to
ourselves.”
What that meant became apparent in the Wolfe’s basement. Erich had a
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treadmill, weights, a chin-up bar, and a massage table. “This is where we’ll
spend some of our time. Right now, though, I’ll order some food. Is Chinese
agreeable? Let’s see the sports channels. Maybe there’s a swim match on.”
Baseball, golf, and fishing struck Shan as less than interesting. Erich was
prepared to settle for a movie. He let his guest surf for something that might
entertain him. And there it was: Entrapment, starring Sean Connery and Catherine Zeta-Jones, a caper with wild action at the highest levels of Kuala Lumpur’s Petronas Towers.
“I’ve been up there! It’s the tallest twin building in the world. Let’s watch
this.” Shan’s excitement was tangible. Slightly odd-tasting egg rolls, fried
wonton, fried rice, and General Tsao’s Chicken were gobbled down as the
stars’ characters defied death by hanging from the bottom of the famous skybridge and plunging down a deep ventilator shaft. “Yeah! Way to go!”
From such a reservoir of enthusiasm, Erich drew Shan into talking about
his visit to Malaysia’s most famous structure. That led to a comparison with
Chicago’s Sears Tower, “Both were fun, but the sky-bridge is better. It’s really
long and you can walk all the way across between the two buildings.”
“What fun have you had since you’ve been with us?”
“My swimming,” he answered without hesitation. “Caswell’s good and the
coach is great.”
“So you like all that? What about your lessons with Aggie?”
“I don’t know. They’re strange.”
“Tell me while I work on your muscles,” Erich pointed to the basement
door.
Warily, Shan went down the steps, taking off his shirt on the way.
Erich looked at him and asked, “Is it warm enough for you down here?”
“Yes.”
“All right, then onto the table with you. On your back is fine.” As he spoke,
he coated his hands with a commercial rubdown oil. “Anne and I use this on
each other for massages. It makes skin and muscles really pliant.”
Erich’s large, paw-like hands smeared the oil over Shan’s upper torso. Their
touch of the boy’s nipples brought an instantaneous shudder which registered
with Erich. Shan closed his eyes. Erich kneaded the skin, then the stressed
muscles beneath, with firm, sure motions—shoulders first, then the pectorals. He rolled the nipples between his thumbs and forefingers. Shan’s pelvis
twitched in response. There was a more specialized movement under the fly
to his pants, but Erich said nothing about it. He merely persisted in coaxing
chest and shoulder muscles and their connective tissues into relaxation. “This
increases your blood flow.”
“It feels great.”
Turned over, Shan was treated to similar ministrations to the back of his
neck, then to his shoulders and upper arms. Erich’s thumbs worked down
his vertebra, bringing forth small “unh” sounds. At Shan’s waist, the thumbs
stopped. “If you can slip these down”—the thumbs touched the pants’ waistband—“the oil won’t get on your clothes. Unless—do you want me to stop?”
We don’t have any secrets.
Remembering Anne’s words, Shan reached underneath, undid his pants,
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and slid them as far as he could reach without moving his face and chest. He
felt them being pulled further down.
“Nice tighty-whities,” Erich said. “You don’t want oil all over them, do
you?”
Without a word, Shan hiked his pelvis to indicate his answer. Erich drew
the briefs down, too, making certain to free them from the fleshy spike on
which they caught. He observed, “Nice boner you have there.”
Shan said nothing as he felt the thumbs take up his vertebra again and
move downward. His glutes received circular swirls from their dimpled areas
out to the sides, then from lower still, opening his crack inch by inch. Undone
by the massage’s slippery eroticism, he kept his face buried in his arms—and
hoped.
Erich’s voice sounded husky as he asked, “Like having your buns buttered,
eh?”
Shan’s reply was another pelvic shift, instinctual rather than intentional.
This was like Roger’s massages. He imagined the hands as belonging to the
strong black man who had been the first to touch him there. Lost in the memory, he almost missed what Erich said.
“You’re awfully pale back here. Want to me bring up the color a bit?”
Jolted back to reality, Shan thought of the right thing to say: “Auntie
would.”
The palm of one hand located itself in the small of the boy’s back, the other
cupped hard onto each mound before striking it smartly. As the blows rained
down, air trapped between the oily surfaces escaped with a bang. It was as
if small firecrackers were being set off. Without warning, Erich stopped and
rolled the unsuspecting boy to his side, ran a thick finger into him, and, with
his free hand, directed Shan’s own to begin massaging the bright red erection. Shan’s load shot out several feet and landed on the basement floor. The
assault-by-fingers abated only after the last drops dribbled in defeat onto the
table. Erich’s finger left its clasping nook. A pat told the boy that his massage
was over.
“Get your breath and take a shower over there. See there in the corner?
Towels on the rack beside. I’ll clean up over here,” Erich indicated a lavatory.
Dazed, Shan did not notice Anne crouching in a shadow halfway down
the steps. She and Erich exchanged smiles. He turned to show her his aroused
state. She smiled again and left before Shan’s shower stopped running.
That night, after his “auntie” returned to claim him, Shan was allowed to
go to bed without his insert.

S

Saturday started badly. The Wolfe’s telephone rang. Anne answered sleepily
and listened to Aggie’s news, “It must have been that Chinese food,” she said. “Erich was fine last night. Really fine—after Shan left—if you get my drift. But he’s
been in the bathroom twice already. I don’t think he wants any breakfast either.”
By midday, Shan’s equally upset “innards,” had calmed. He had an appetite
for some soup and crackers (he called them “biscuits”) with cheese. By two, he
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was ready (“I’ve got to be there.) for the pool, where he was taken. This time,
he and the others had an audience initially of one—Agatha Cobb—then of
three. A bridge player friend showed up with her son to watch. No one paid
any attention to them. A few adults were also in the water but kept their
distance from the team members and their coach. In the wading pool, kids
squealed and splashed. Coach Wright asked Shan every now and then whether he were “feelin’ aw-right.” The practice session lasted until five when Coach
Wright blew his whistle for the final time and sent the boys to the locker room
with a reminder to “shower off all that damn chlorine.” Not having been in
the water himself, he walked over to the ladies, greeted them by name, said a
begrudging “Hi” to the boy, and reported his “pleashuh” at Shan’s display of
spirit. “If the others’d try like that, they’d git someplace.”
Agatha cocked her head to one side and smiled, “It’s you and Caswell. He
likes you both and that motivates him.”
“Yeah well, Cas-well’s the best we got. Jim ‘n’ Carl are good, but them others are jes’ doin’ it to attract girls. They don’t put in th’ extra effort. Ah’d like
to give ‘em a tannin’—only y’ cain’t do that these days. Plus, we need ‘em to
round out the team.”
Agatha looked at her friend, Sally Boyd, and back to the coach, “If Shan
ever gives you cause, you smack his butt. He’ll straighten up and fly right, I
guarantee.”
“You ever smack ‘im?” Jones raised an eyebrow and glanced at Sally’s son.
Damn little faggot, whut with them long eyelashes ’n’ that swishy tail.
“He needs it, he gets it.”
“Say,” Wright looked off in the direction of the locker room, “whut are they
doin’ to take so long? Jesse,” he said to Sally’s boy, “you run down there ‘n’ tell
‘em to quit horsin’ around. There’s folks waitin’ on ‘em.”
Reluctantly, Jesse got up and headed on his errand.
“Sally, how come you let him wear stuff like that pink shirt and them
pants? They look so tight he cain’t walk right,” Wright’s twangy, country
voice disapproved.
“I know. He’s growing, but he likes his clothes to fit, you know.”
They all saw Jesse approach the swinging doors and get knocked down by
Shan’s rush out. The moment froze in time as Jesse was smitten, from his position on the concrete, by the most exotic face he had ever seen. Shan’s breath
stopped with horror at what he had done and with astonishment at the face
of one of the prettiest girls he had ever seen. He blinked and apologized, and
put out his hand in assistance. Half way up, he realized his victim was a boy.
Just then, another member of the team came out and saw them holding
hands. He stared. “Shan, what are you doing?” Before Shan could react, two
more boys popped through the doors. One said with sarcasm, “That’s sweet.”
Jesse stepped back as if to run.
Shan stood his ground and turned slowly toward Carl, eyes blazing, and leveled his voice, “What…did…you…say?” Tall Caswell pushed his way through
in time and cautioned, “Take it easy, Shan. They don’t mean any harm. Everybody go home. Coach is watching. You gotta be good sports.”
“Shit,” muttered Carl to Jim as they walked away. He was not going to tan340

gle with Caswell but he would get even with that slanty-eyed smartass.
Coach Wright stormed up as the boys moved off in different directions. He
peered at the frightened Jesse. “Quite a lump ya got risin’ there. Tell yo’ momma to put ice on it and give ya some aspirin.” He looked at Shan.
“It was an accident, coach. I’m so sorry.”
“Ah know. Saw the whole thing, Shan-t’-noo,” as if the name were difficult
to say. “Cas-well, ya done good. Showed leadership. We don’t need no fights.”
He shook hands with the big boy and nudged Shan, “It weren’t your fault.
Now git.”
Caswell put out his hand to Shantanu, “I won’t see you tomorrow. I’ve got
church and youth fellowship. You can use the pass coach gave you to come
here and practice. You should work on your backstroke, arms alternating then
together. I’ll see you at practice Monday.”
Shaking hands, Shan said, “Thank you.” He looked around. Jesse had gone,
unnoticed. Agatha stood, waiting patiently, next to the chairs where she and
the others had sat.

S

In the car going home, Shan asked, “Auntie, what was that all about?
Doesn’t anyone like Jesse? He didn’t do anything wrong. I’m the one that did.
I knocked him down, but I didn’t mean to.”
“Of course you didn’t. It just happened. His mother, that’s my friend Sally
Boyd—she plays a mean hand of bridge, I can tell you—she’s got her hands
full with Jesse. He’s…different. Kids have always picked on him. He doesn’t
have a father. The guy left Sally when Jesse was three or four. I think she’s
been—well, you know—over-protective. Jesse doesn’t stand up for himself.
“He’s a gay?”
“Probably, but I doubt he’s done anything with anybody unless Carl or
some of them has made him. Actually, he’s a nice boy, very shy, but smart in
school, Anne says.”
“What’s his level? He looks so young.”
“You mean, his grade? Tenth or eleventh. He’s sixteen like you. Must be a
Junior.”
Shan mulled that over.

S

His first Sunday in Treydon began with the usual disrobing of his bed, the
exposure of his morning wood, the I-knew-it look on Agatha’s face, and the
order to come to breakfast. Waffles with maple syrup seemed good enough
with a glass of cold milk, but the idea of eating meat—sausage—with the
sweet combination was odd for Shantanu. His Indo-Malaysian background
did not equip him to imagine such. When he was told, “It’ll put hair on your
chest,” he almost believed it. They both laughed. He asked for seconds.
Post-ablutions and back in his harness, there came the exercises. They were
carried off efficiently, as was the morning run.
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At his desk—his—she had said, “It’s yours now—Shan was handed another
rhyme of Shakespeare’s, and given a rather terse instruction, “We’ve got to
make up for lost time. I want to you show me that you can learn these lines
today. All of them. I think you know how. Let’s see what you can do, my fine
scholar.”
He read through the poem slowly, mouthing the words:
If we shadows have offended,
Think but this, and all is mended,
That you have but slumber’d here
While these visions did appear.
And this weak and idle theme,
No more yielding but a dream,
Gentles, do not reprehend:
if you pardon, we will mend:
And, as I am an honest Puck,
If we have unearned luck
Now to ‘scape the serpent’s tongue,
We will make amends ere long;
Else the Puck a liar call;
So, good night unto you all.
Give me your hands, if we be friends,
And Robin shall restore amends.
He closed his eyes to think. Why not? It’s only a line or two longer than the
other one. It’s like that Summer thing I learned before. I can do it.
Indeed, the task was completed in a hour. He had even written it from
memory on the back of the sheet. With no little pride, Shantanu Chaudary
recited the speech right off for his teacher, who wanted to know how he had
done it.
“I started like you said, at the end, and went one line up. Mmm…but I
wasn’t certain I could do it a whole line at a time. Then, I saw that there’s like
a stopping place about in the middle of each one, so I divided the lines into
two parts and it stuck with me better as, you know, short phrases. Then I put
them together and went back to the one before—just half of it—until I could
say it with my eyes shut. Then I could say the whole thing and, look, I wrote
it out,” he told her, and handed her the page.
She studied him long and hard, looking down at the scrawled handwriting.
“Do you know what it means?” she asked.
“No. But I hope you’ll tell me.”
“I sure will. Sit down and listen.”
Her exposition done, she reached for the telephone and called next door.
“You people decent? Good. I’m sending Shan over. No, not for a cup of sugar.
He’s going to recite a new piece for you and tell you what it’s about. Yes, right
now. Meet him at the door.” She hung up.
A look of uncertainty in his expression, the boy asked, “You mean, dressed
like this?” He indicated his near-nude state, harnessed and plugged.
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“Of course. Nobody else will see you, and they know what you look like.
Go!”
He gulped. It’s another one of her tests. I can do it.
To Anne and Erich, who were waiting for him, Shan’s body darting, faunlike, toward them across the driveway and lawn was, Anne said to her husband, “a beautiful sight.”
When he returned a short while later, Agatha regarded him expectantly.
No prompting was necessary. He spoke up, “They said I was good. And
they told me to give you this. Anne wrote it, I think, because she went to their
study and brought it back.”
“What did Erich do while she was in the other room?” she asked, taking
the envelope and opening it.
“Uh…he wondered if you would let him give me another massage tonight.”
“He did, did he?” She laughed, took out two pieces of paper, and read him
the note.
Buy this boy some clothes before he catches a cold.
“Her check for a hundred dollars. We can go shopping.” Agatha was much
amused. She waved out the window to Anne, who waved back. “We’re all
pleased with you, Shan. Now, I have an idea. First, a question. How does that
dildo feel today?”
She had not mentioned it all morning. Why does she want to know? It doesn’t
matter. She’s always got her reasons. He replied simply, “It doesn’t bother me. I
mean, it feels okay, I guess. I haven’t been thinking about it.”
“Very well. Would you like to call Jesse and find out how he’s feeling?”
Concern for others was not a characteristic of Shantanu’s. But his situation
was so uncharacteristic that he managed to ask, “Should I?”
As she said, “Yes. He’ll appreciate your interest,” she punched a number on
speed-dial and handed Shan the phone. “If his mother answers, remember,
she’s Mrs. Boyd.”
“Mrs. Boyd. It’s Shan Chaudary. Is Jesse there? … Thanks.” There was a
pause during which he noted Agatha’s interest. “Hi, Jesse. It’s Shan. From yesterday. How is your bump? I’m really sorry about that.” He listened. “I’m so
glad. Oh, is your mom still there? My auntie, I think, wants to speak with her.”
“Auntie” took the phone. “Sally, it’s me. How would you and Jesse like to
meet us for lunch at the Olive Garden and then go shopping? Shan needs
some new clothes and I think Jesse does, too.” She listened. “Fine.” She listened some more. “Don’t worry about that. How’s twelve-thirty sound?”
Turning her attention to the puzzled Shan, Agatha said, “Take that off. Deal
with the dildo yourself, and bring me all your dirty clothes. I’ll wash them.
Put on whatever clean shirt, pants, and socks you have. Wear something of
Young Edwin’s if you need to. You’re about the same size. He won’t mind. And
brush out your hair the way you had it when I met you. There’s gel in there if
you need it. We’re going out.”
Awkward moments marked the lunch they had. The women were loquacious; the boys bashful in their exchanges. Neither hesitated, however, to re343

gard the other. In his fitted, see-through, loose-weave, white linen shirt, Jesse
Boyd looked for all the world like a girl in a blouse. Without an undershirt,
his thin chest and dark aureoles could be seen, which added to the effect. The
boy’s facial features—large eyes surrounded by long brown lashes, a delicate
nose, a pouty mouth deep pink in color, pale skin which blushed easily, a
dimpled chin—were outlined by fluffy brown hair and petite ears. Shantanu could not get enough of the pretty, shyly animated face, try though he
did not to stare. His own appearance undid impressionable Jesse. Shan’s skin,
which had a silky sheen to its tawniness, his heavily-lidded, almond eyes with
their raven-black lashes, prominent cheekbones slanting upward, sensuous
lips with corners suggesting now approval, now disdain, his hair an array of
small, framing arcs, his aristocratic nose with its flaring nostrils—seemed a
mythic vision to the boy. Each time Shan said something and Jesse looked at
him, a twinge of never-before-felt emotion ran from his clutched loins to his
palpitating heart. Jesse could hardly eat.
“Darling, I’m worried about you,” Sally said. “I thought you liked shrimp
with Alfredo sauce and those warm breadsticks.”
“I do, momma, and it’s good, but I….”
“It’s probably that knot on his head, Sally. That’s got to be bothering him.”
Agatha acted sympathetic to Jesse’s quandary. He’s knocked out all right—by
Shan! How cute. A little lovebird ready to twitter.
Shan, who felt worse now than before about having harmed the defenseless Jesse, wished to make amends. Looking up from the shells of the mussels
he had polished off, he spoke to the dithering boy, “Jesse, why do people pick
on you? Do you do anything that makes them mad?”
Sally started to answer, but Aggie’s leg under the table stopped her. Jesse’s face turned scarlet with embarrassment. Shan said the unexpected, “You
don’t need to have secrets from us. Tell me.” His tone would never have been
recognized by his cohorts in Malaysia, where he was a street-tough, mean
son-of-a-bitch. Since coming to America, Shan’s life—his personality and physique—had begun a metamorphosis.
Fascinating to see¸ Agatha thought. We’ve done a number on him.
“They call me a sissy because I like things they don’t, and I can’t fight back.
Girls are a lot nicer. They like me the way I am and we have a good time together.” It relieved Jesse to say those things to Shan whose face betrayed no
condescension, only friendly interest.
“Shan,” Sally said as the others turned to her, “Edwin had some similar
problems when he first appeared in the classes at school. Sort of withdrawn
and very private, he wasn’t interested in physical activity. Kids hassled him,
poked fun at his being so quiet, but—like I’ve been telling Jesse—Aggie figured out what to do, and it worked. Isn’t that right?”
“Of course it did. I simply got him to approach the worst offender—in the
library one day—a brute of a boy who was having trouble in a math class—and
offer to help him with his homework. Young Edwin expected to get clobbered
but, with the librarian near enough, that didn’t happen. He just showed how
the right answer could be obtained. After another aid-session, the boy, whose
name I don’t remember, came up to Young Edwin with one of his buddies and
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asked if he knew how they could understand an experiment in the physics
class. Word got around. Edwin made himself available in the study hall after
school to help people who needed it. I’ll bet, Jesse, you could do that.”
“I heard about that at PTA meetings,” Sally burbled. “Your nephew became
rather popular. See, Jesse, what good ideas Aggie has.”
“Are you good in classes? You could maybe volunteer like that,” Shan offered, extending an encouraging hand to touch Jesse’s. The boy blushed again.
Shan’s accent, so British he thought, had him twitching in his seat.
“Time to shop,” announced Agatha.
The expedition to Treydon’s mall produced a few garments suited to the
boys’ taste and to that of the ladies. Its most interesting moment occurred
while passing the entrance to an oriental knickknack shop. At a whiff of the
sandalwood incense being burned inside, Shan stopped to ask whether they
had sandalwood soap. They did, Crabtree & Evelyn, three bars to a box. “Auntie,” he exclaimed. “This is the soap we use at home. It is the best for my skin.
Please, I want it.”
She may not have liked the price, but she paid it. The mall clock indicated
the hour of two. “Good gracious, we need to get you to the pool. You have
work to do, don’t you?”
“Yes, backstroke practice,” Shan sighed.

S

He had been in the water almost an hour when, shaking his head like a
dog in the rain, he broke from his drill and noticed Jessie watching him from
the half-open locker room door. To his surprise, the boy was in swim trunks.
Hawaiian flowers in bright colors. He looked unsure whether to come out.
He’s checking to see if anybody else is around. There were people in the pool—
three older couples and two teenage girls. No one he knew. Shan raised his
right hand and motioned with his index finger to Jesse. As if in a trance, Jesse
walked the pool’s circumference to reach a point close to the swimmer.
“What are you doing here?”
“I wanted to see you swim.”
“You want to swim with me?”
“I can’t swim. I only know how to tread water.”
Shan shook more drops from his head. “Want me to teach you? It’s not
hard.”
“No, thank you. I’m afraid. But I do want to watch you. Your auntie said I
should write down how many laps you do, and stuff. She gave me a pad and
pencil.” Jesse’s eyes were wide with eagerness.
She sent him here. Now I’ve got an erection. Damn! Making as if he had dropped
something in the pool, Shan dove down to adjust himself in his tight Speedo
and surfaced with an odd look on his face. “Well, you’d better do it from over
there in the shade. Your skin’s so white, you’ll get a sunburn.” She’s testing me
again, to see if I get distracted. I’ll show her.
Shan started from scratch, on his back, kicking, one arm at his side, the
other stroking powerfully from the little finger downward, his head always
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straight up but flexing his neck with the shoulder’s roll. Another lap, reversing the arms. Two laps using both arms. The closer he kept them to his sides,
the less pull the water had on his progress—as Caswell had shown him. With
endurance to build, he practiced the breaststroke, which called upon different coordinations of body movements and breathing—shrugged shoulders,
keyhole-shaped arms, the two-beat, legs-together “dolphin kick,” air expelled
underwater, fresh taken in when his head surfaced. Very difficult for a newcomer to the sport. He broke it down into its individual components, worked
on them one at time, combined them gradually until they began to function
together.
When finally he pulled himself from the pool, thoroughly beat, and started for his shower, Shan, whose every move had been scrutinized with voyeuristic interest by Jesse, was not surprised that the boy was running to meet
him. What now?
“You shouldn’t run like that. You might get hit again.”
“I have to change, too. Anyway, my head’s better.”
“Listen, Jesse, I’ve got to wash off the chlorine and get it out of my suit.”
“Can I watch?”
“That’s not a good idea,” Shan’s alluring eyes narrowed.
“You said,” came back the nearly inaudible reminder, “that we have no
secrets. Didn’t you mean it?”
Checking that no one was heading their way, Shan held open the swinging
door for Jesse to enter. He went silently to his locker for a towel and one of the
new bars of soap, strode hurriedly to the open-area showers, turned on the
cold water—hard—turned his back to Jesse, stripped off his Speedo, rinsed
and wrung out the small garment, hung it on a nearby, unused tap, and began
to soap himself thoroughly. The cold water defused the potentially explosive
erection he had had for the past two hours. In place, after rinsing off, he shook
away and stroked off as much excess water as possible, then reached for his
towel.
Jesse was holding it over one arm. On his other was a beach towel. “Mine’s
a lot bigger than yours. Take it.” He offered it, and modestly stood back. In his
street clothes, Jesse seemed less a threat than earlier, when his soft, feminine
body had been exposed to Shan’s view. His face, alas, remained its alluring
self.
A suggestive glance from Shan preceded his enshrouding himself in the
huge terrycloth towel. A foxy smile was followed by a statement than made
Jesse weak in the knees, “Too bad you didn’t get in the water. We could have
dried off together with a towel this big.”
Mrs. Boyd delivered Shan to the Cobb residence and took her shaken son
home. If she failed to notice the mounting chemistry between the two, she
was equally unaware of Jesse’s erection.
“Auntie, I need to talk with you,” announced her pupil as he put away the
gym bag she had loaned him.
“Just as soon as you review your new Shakespeare piece and recite it to me.”
She went back to her chopping block and the celery, potatoes, carrots, and
onion to be diced. The beef roast being browned sent an appetizing aroma
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throughout the house. ‘You’ve got thirty minutes to masturbate and get yourself ready for supper,” she sang out.
Taik! What doesn’t she know? She makes everything happen. Riled for an instant, he remembered her warning about making decisions for him during his
try-out weeks, and calmed himself.
So painstaking was he with the lines from Shakespeare that he forgot about
supper, until he sensed someone in his room. “Auntie? Is it time to eat?”
“It is. My, you smell good. Is it that sandalwood soap?”
Although he did not dislike the pressure-cooked beef stew, he asked whether she could make something similar using lamb. She could. She would. He
would like that a lot. Fish, and chicken, and pork, and lamb were his favorites.
And fish, of course. Could they talk about Jesse? They could. They did.
He and Shan were the same age, both “damaged goods.” Being the object
of mockery by bullies ever since he was in the seventh grade, Jesse, a “smart
little cookie” where books were concerned, had no male friendships. Girls
were his companions. He kept close to them as often as he could because they
wouldn’t let the boys lay a hand on him. There was nothing he wanted more
than to have a male friend, who would accept him without expecting him to
be someone he could not be.
She imagined what Shan was thinking. He was, but was smart enough not
to say it aloud. Rather, he asked, “What did you mean about me being ‘damaged goods’?”
She hit him with, “You haven’t asked one stupid question since I’ve met
you—until now. I’ll forget you did so, while you think over what you were like
when you got to this country and what you are today, young man.” Her eyes
bore a hole in his. He shrank.
“I’m sorry, Auntie.”
“I expect nothing less. Now, how about a protein shake for your dessert?”
He drank it slowly, learning as much about her in the process as he did
about Jesse.
“Bullies get nervous around Jesse.” Agatha tucked her head to one side, a
sign that she was going to speak for a while. “I saw it during the time Young
Edwin attended Treydon High. Jesse’s a couple of years younger. Easy to push
around. Because his mom’s my friend, we spent a lot of time over there—at after-school activities, PTA meetings, parent-teacher conferences. Big difference:
the way I trained my nephew prepared him right off to cope by offering his
services with homework and test prep. Anne’s the one who clued me in about
bullying a year before Young Edwin went there. She’s got a real handle on adolescent male behavior. Says that teenage ho-mo-phobia”—she took time with
that word—“probably stems from desire to have sex with another male, desire
the boys are afraid of.” She paused. “You were like that only a few weeks ago,
Shan, so you ought to understand.”
“Er…I do. I was dumb.”
“Ignorant,” she corrected, “and a loser. But, you are catching up. You are
catching on. Do you know what I told your mother this afternoon?”
He almost dropped his shake. “You talked with my mother?”
“I did, while you were at the pool.” She watched as he put down the big
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glass. “I didn’t know it was the middle of the night over there, but she didn’t
mind. I told her that you were showing good signs in all directions and that
she could be proud of you. I told her your mental ability had begun to improve, that your swimming was off to a reasonable start, and that you had
made a friend.”
“What did she say?”
“She said she would tell your father and that they would look forward to
my next report, next weekend. And she said something about knowing you’d
make them both proud.”
The doorbell rang. Anne, from next door, to remind Shan that “Erich is
waiting to show you some more videos about swimming techniques. Aggie
and I need to talk, so you run on over.”
“Right, and take along your big insert, a condom, and my tube of ointment—for your massage, Shan.”
Color filled his cheeks. In front of Anne! We sure don’t have any secrets—at
least they don’t about me!
“Wait a second, young man,” Agatha stopped his departure. “What do you
say to Anne for your new clothes?”
An abashed “Thank you” came out.
“That’ll do. Now scat.”
The breaststroke and backstroke videos which Erich showed him on Friday
meant more to Shan the second time around. Together, they found additional,
more detailed videos and looked at graphic diagrams of each on several sites.
The coach and Erich had spoken over the telephone about the need to proceed carefully when working on his own, never going beyond the reasonable.
He was to understand the purpose of the drills he knew already and to look
at some to come: overhead squats, the scramble, under-under rolls, the bird
dog—for the purpose of anticipating the work ahead. “Not yet, o’ course,”
Coach had said, “but in a while, if he’s got the gumption.” Erich showed Shan
the word’s dictionary definition—“spirited initiative”—then explained it.
In the basement, where there was a sufficiency of carpeted floor space,
Erich observed Shan’s slow-motion demonstration of his present dry-land exercises, commenting now and then, asking an occasional question, and savoring the sight of the boy’s sleek form, which was covered only by a pair of
briefs. Roger’s stretches highlighted muscle groups in ways that raised Erich’s
awareness of his own sexual interest in Shan’s anatomy.
I’m not gay, but I know why George is.
Naked, under the man’s beefy hands and gleaming with oil, Shan made a
single request before relaxing into the massage’s spell: “Tell me about Auntie
and how she brought up Edwin to be so good at sex and everything.”
Erich caught his breath. I shouldn’t be so hard already.
Yet, he was, and remained so during the protracted period he devoted to
Edwin’s story and to Shantanu’s frame. By the time Erich had done Shan’s toes
and even his ears, the boy thought of saying, “It’s okay if you want to bring
up my color down there, you know, like before you use Auntie’s ointment.”
A brilliant ruse—one which hurt less than before and was as noisy—it gave
Shan the chance to ask about Edwin’s anal training. “I want to be as good
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with it as he was.”
Erich spanked and talked, far more than Aggie would have approved. He
would pause to rub in the redness he caused, then begin again, talking the
while. With his aural skills on full alert, Shan listened more attentively than
ever, content that he was finding out secrets which otherwise would not be
shared with him.
“We have no secrets.”
They do, but not as many as they did. Shit. To end what was becoming painful, the boy drew his knees under his stomach and said, “Erich, don’t forget
the ointment. Auntie says I really need it, you know, back there.”
As he sank the ointment-lavished, condom-contained, seven-inch foam insert through the Malaysian’s sphincter, both he and Shan came. Erich held
himself against the table’s edge, hoping that Shan did not notice. The boy did,
but pretending not to, got up and went immediately to the shower. The oil
washed away, he toweled dry, donned his clothes and, ointment tube in hand,
went upstairs to find Erich.
“Did you forget something?” Erich, wearing his bathrobe, asked. “Where’s
that sponge thing?”
Shan did not blink. Instead, he cracked a knowing smile, “Still inside. Auntie will like that.”

S

Regularity marked Shan’s second week in Treydon. Relentless regularity,
justified by “We need to know you are serious about adapting yourself to
learning.” Unstated was the means of evaluating his progress. Shan figured it
out. The more he showed his care about obtaining flawless results with memorization of texts, problems of mathematics, and two new subjects—geography
and history (both American by design, thanks to Erich Wolfe)—the more
often he was brought into contact with Jesse. Like a carrot on a stick being
dangled before a donkey to get him to move, Jesse appeared one evening for
an American history study session overseen by Erich. Shan and his auntie
went to dinner at the Boyd’s on another evening when, after dessert, the two
boys worked on a research project assigned by Erich. That means something.
As well, it dawned on Shan that the pleasure he discovered in the rigor of
Coach Wright’s swimming sessions registered high on the charts of the other
swimmers (even obstreperous Carl) and impressed Auntie Aggie. Caswell’s supervision of his extra practices began to mean more to the Malaysian.
He really cares, and all he expects is for me to make progress. What a nice guy.
Shan made a point of thanking Caswell, another of telling Coach Jones
that he was grateful. Although the term “in tandem” was not in his vocabulary, Shan recognized as the ultimate criterion the parallel between achievement in study and sport. What mattered was that he balance his reactions to
the two components of his time in Treydon—equally. The mediator—also not
a word he would use—was, somehow, his sex.
At home, he wore Hassan’s harness as if it were a uniform—for his usual
exercises and daily run, and for his unusual schoolwork. In it, Shan always
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felt focused. Pierced from behind and erect in front—alert, aware. Out of it
for meals and swimming, he appreciated the way he could flex his backmost
muscles as energetically as the others of his body. George’s inserts took their
turn at nights for visits next door to exercise further and for Erich’s incredibly
arousing massages. Auntie had transferred ownership of her “stimulizer” to
her neighbor.
Once, Shan unexpectedly asked his auntie, as they were leaving for the
grocery store, “If it’s okay, I’ll wear my small insert. I did that with Roger when
we went to buy groceries.” Her reaction told him that it was a bit of initiative
she liked.
Another occasion provided gratification for her when the boy asked her,
please, to warm him up before he went to see Erich.
“He wants me to see a documentary about Michael Phelps. If I’m really
alert when I go over there, I’ll learn more.”
The apparently honest request came as music to her ears. Soon, over her
apron-covered lap, he felt the familiar blunt end of her big, wax candle rotating its way into him, further than before. His head flew back as if in protest,
but relaxed to face the floor, while she waited.
“There. You have it,” she said, “well placed to do you the most good.”
The hand which was not crooked under his neck (to hold his shoulder)
took stock of the two areas it was about to target. The swats of its palm were
not long in raising capillary action into noticeable activity, but it was the candle’s being twirled that brought him to the edge of orgasm.
“Now,” she pulled it out, “you’re ready to study Mr. Phelps.”
He gathered what he would need, slipped on the clothes that Erich would
enjoy removing, and started out, only to be stopped as something was placed
in his free hand. George’s accursed strap!
“This came in the mail today. Show Erich how to use it on you.”
Michael Phelps in action thrilled and challenged Shan. Footage from his
conquests before and through the Beijing and London Olympics so excited
the boy that he wanted nothing more than to go immediately to the pool.
Erich laughed at the idea. “The pool’s closed at this hour. Why don’t we go
to the massage table? You can skip the exercises tonight. I think you’ll profit
from my kind of workout.” After an interval, he said, “Aggie tells me you’ve
brought a new piece of equipment.”
Downstairs, Shan was mortified by the requirement that he explain the
strap’s function as an inhibitor of sexual release while wrapping it around the
base of his scrotum, boss pressing upward. The ignominy of his circumstance
contrived to harden his penis so that it hurt. Erich had him stand while he
distributed oil from neck to feet on both sides, never touching—as indeed he
never had—the boy’s organ or balls.
Erich had learned Shan’s body. He knew its details. Every muscle, tendon,
and joint, and how each reacted to his touch. During the massage, he played
that body like a skilled mechanic tuning a race car. Shan’s ankles and feet received particular attention before his salmon-pink sphincter felt the probe of
Erich’s finger and he heard the order, “Masturbate yourself.”
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That night, he slept so uneasily that, around one o’clock, Agatha decided
a step must be taken or he would not get the rest his strict regimen required.
Using only the hall light to see into Shan’s room, she quietly located his small
insert, lubricated the condom she rolled over it, pulled back his bed sheet,
whispered that she wanted “to pacify” him, and slipped it home to the sound
of a protracted sigh. She kept her hand on his bottom, rubbing it gently, until
he drifted back to sleep, contented.
Like old times with Young Edwin.

S

Saturday brought the news to Shan that Treydon’s swimming pool was
about to close. The team would be limited to two practices a week—Tuesdays
and Saturdays—in the enclosed pool at Hoosier State College, thirty miles
away. Reverend Carter’s church van would drive the six boys chosen by Coach
Wright—Caswell (the minister’s son), Carl, Jim, Harry, Tom, and Shan. They’d
have a new coach, hired by the city from the University’s athletics staff. Police duties and the need for time together on weekends by the Wright family
meant an end to the man’s volunteerism. “Now it’s goin’ t’ be aw-right,” he
told them after their final practice. “You guys kin work out in the school gym,
but when you’re at Waw-bash, you gotta be on your Ps and Qs, ‘cause if you
ain’t, the city ain’t gonna pay. No more bull-shittin’ around. Sorry Cas-well,
but that’s the way it is, not that you don’t work hard. I mean the rest o’ you,
‘cept Shan, who’s doin’ speshly good.”
Some of the speech did not quite register with Shan, whose ears had trouble
with the man’s manner of expression. Alarmed that he would no longer have
access to a pool every day, he begged Auntie to take the problem to Erich and
Anne. No immediate solution appeared.
“Rome wasn’t built in a day,” Aggie reminded her friends.
Shan had not noticed her use of platitudes before. He did construe the
meaning of that one, but it failed to improve his mood.
Auntie noticed, “No gloom, now. We’ve got packing to do.”
She meant not only what they would need for Sunday’s drive north (“We’re
going to stay overnight.”), but everything of her nephew’s. “He’s basically not
coming back. He’ll need all his stuff except the art, which I keep. Winter’s
coming. Everything, I mean everything—clothes, books, his laptop.”
“Edwin has a laptop? I’ve never seen it.”
“I put it away.”
“But I could have used it,” came Shan’s plaint.
“Of course you could have, but I wanted you to develop your relationship
with Erich. We—you and I—need him, and Anne, and their connections with
the school system just the way Young Edwin and I needed them. Plus, I can’t
have you underfoot all the time. They like what you bring to them.”
He rolled his eyes rather comically. “You mean my body?”
Regarding him steadily, she said, “Here’re some facts of life I didn’t think
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you’d need to know yet, but maybe do. When a couple has been married as
long as they have, the sex gets dull. It needs revving up. As I was schooling my
nephew, they were a big help. I hit on the idea of breaking through his boxed
up emotions using his adolescent sexuality as a reward for every positive step
he took. When he needed a man’s touch—remember, his parents were killed
in a car crash—Erich was there. Young Edwin—who was really young back
then—enjoyed being trained without sexual prejudice. His mind took off like
you wouldn’t believe almost from the moment sexual experience entered his
fragile life. Getting off once or twice a day without the usual teenage guilt—
he wasn’t responsible for it; I was, or Erich—he blossomed. We had to trick
Erich into participation. He was all one-sided back then. Never once touched
the boy’s penis—just like he’s never touched yours, if I know him. Right?”
“Uh…yes. You are always right. But I still don’t understand….”
“I’m getting there. Be patient the way I’ve been with you. Erich’s physical
involvement with my nephew inspired him to create greater excitement in the
marriage bed than they’d had in years. Anne’s told me all the details. We don’t
have secrets, as you know. Now there’s you.
“You’re something else. A different sort of person. You were a mess. Your
folks got you to me in the nick of time. It’s a fact, Shan, which you know, and
your parents are beginning to realize. Remember tomorrow to thank Young
Edwin for that.
“You were insecure in ways Young Edwin never was. Full of anxiety about
learning—which meant that you couldn’t learn. You wanted to escape from
education that wasn’t working for you, by acting out and by rejecting everything you couldn’t handle emotionally. You associated with others as ‘disaffected’—one of Anne’s words—as disaffected as yourself, to your det-ri-ment.
You flunked out of a good school and wasted your father’s tuition. When you
arrived in Chicago, you should have been making friends, but you couldn’t
because you didn’t know how to relate to others. That nonsense, I take it, is
on its way out.”
The intensity of her voice chilled at first, then sickened, him. Was his stay
in Treydon threatened? Shan choked back the bile in his throat to say, “Roger spanked some sense into me. I’d never been disciplined like that before. I
caught on pretty fast. Then, like you say, I got rewards for obedience.”
“So, you progressed, right?”
“Yes, a lot, but not as much as I’ve done here. You are going to keep me,
aren’t you?”
She cast a hard look his way, then let it dissolve, saying, “Better than that,
I’m going to see that you earn your diploma. And,” she shook her fist, “I’m
going to find a way for you to become as good a swimmer as you can. And”—
after she noticed the relief on his face—“I have something else in mind that
may pay off in the months ahead.”
When he looked curious, she said, “Postpone worrying about these things
and go straightaway to Erich. Tell him we’ve talked and that you’re there for
one thing: him and his guidance. You want to know him better. Get his clothes
off in that basement, if you have to take them off yourself. Or, tell him, you
won’t strip down for him unless he does, too. Forget the massage. Ask him to
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use Anne’s dildo on you. That will throw him for a loop, but he’ll do it—so
excited he’ll bond with you the way he bonded with my nephew. And, when
he’s with you, lie on your back and pull your legs up so that that he must use
it from the front. Encourage him to spank you, too. In effect, you’ll actually be
calling the shots by telling him what to do. The sex he’ll have with Anne after
you’ve gone will be more sensational than a solar eclipse. He’ll be so bound to
you—Anne, too—that there’ll be no end of effort toward your future. Besides,
you should enjoy it. Won’t take long. And get back here to help me pack.”
Thus, Shan’s second week in Treydon ended with slaps to his face, spanks
to his bottom, an impassioned reaming of his rectum, and an orgasmic moment shared by both males simultaneously. The experience was a kind of
reckoning which triggered much recall.
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Even in the smallest of events there’s no such thing as coincidence.
HARUKI MURAKAMI
Important events…nudge the spirit towards a place where it can flourish.
IRÈNE NÉMIROVSKY

69 RED LETTER VISIT
The film of memory ran on and off for Shantanu as the drive to Chicago ate
up his morning. Farmers’ tracts flew by, no more interesting than the first
time they had passed in the other direction two weeks earlier. Episodes from
his oddly controlled experiences in Treydon flashed in no particular order as
Shan stared out the window focusing on nothing.
Auntie had effectively charged him with the responsibility of his last encounter with Erich. It had worked. His account elicited a quiet “Way to go.”
She had allowed him to pack his own overnight bag without so much as a single instruction as to what to include. Just in case, he had tucked in his harness,
an insert and several condoms—along with the razor she’d given him (“Time
to get rid of that peach fuzz.”), his toothbrush, grooming articles, swimsuit
and underwear. More than enough for overnight. Meeting Jesse and what that
might mean in his uncertain future nagged Shan. He had no idea how to deal
with the questions forming in his mind. She’ll work it out. The swim team. Its
dynamics. A new coach and new pool. What about the conversations behind
his back with seemingly everybody, including his mother? Would he actually
attend Treydon High?
She’d work it out.
“She” broke into his ruminations, “See that audio book on the floor? Pop
in the CD for Act Two.”
It was Shakespeare’s play, and Shan’s first memorized speech came right
after one of Titania’s fairies asks, “Are you not he?”
“Auntie!” he started.
She shushed him so that he could listen. When the last line was spoken—“A
merrier hour was never wasted there.”—she stopped the player.
“Say it just like that actor. That’s the way it’s supposed to sound.”
He could not.
“Play it again. Pause it after every line or two, then copy the expression,
and continue.”
The task occupied him for nearly a half-hour, until she was satisfied. “You’ll
do it well for everybody.”
Getting the drift, he asked, “Will I be reciting the other one, too?”
“Of course. You want people to know you’ve been accomplishing something. Look on the third CD for Act Five, scene one. Work on it. You’ll knock
’em out.”
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Shan got into the British actor’s flair for Shakespeare’s lines. His English-type schooling had had some residual effect.
Noon approached. They arrived at Dalton’s house. Agatha said, “I’m dropping you off and taking Young Edwin to pick up George Tanner. We’re going
for lunch at Miss Altshuler’s. First though, we’ll unload the car.” With that,
she tapped the horn.
Afzal, in high spirits, beat Edwin out the door, followed by Dalton. Pleasantries aside, they trooped upstairs, arms full of boxes and clothes. While the
three boys were occupied, Dalton and Agatha talked. The happy confusion
lasted no more than ten minutes. Shan found himself facing his brother and
Dalton.
“I don’t know what’s going on,” he said.
“This is our chance,” Afzal offered, “before Roger picks us up for lunch with
Tom. Then, we’re all going to the pool at the YMCA to see you swim.”
“Nobody told me.”
“Precisely,” Dalton cut in, a smile on his face. “Agatha wants this visit to
test how you adapt to circumstances. But, until Roger comes for us around
one, you two should talk in private. I’ll leave you alone.”
Despite not having been close for several years, the brothers were now on
what Dalton “a good track.” Certainly, “a starting point.” Dalton’s hulky form
made for the door as an inspiration struck Shantanu, “Umm, Dalton, we don’t
have any secrets—if you want to stay.”
“If you mean that, I will. But wouldn’t you rather speak Malay?”
“Please, Dalton,” Afzal pled. “We need you. We can say everything we need
to in English.”
Time was precious. Concern marked both his brow and Shantanu’s. Afzal’s
return to Malaysia loomed.

S

Lunch with Miss Altshuler turned out to be less stiff than might have been
imagined. She greeted her guests graciously, took to Agatha immediately, and
already knew both George and Edwin. “I’m so glad we can discuss things,”
she said. The conversation—over baked chicken and rice with broccoli (which
she made herself)—did not go the way she or George had expected, for Edwin
tossed in a monkey wrench by declaring midway, “I’m not sure I need to go
to college.”
“What’s gotten into you?”
She’s mad as a hornet but won’t show it in front of Miss Altschuler.
“Aunt Aggie, I’m sorry. I’ve been so busy that I didn’t have time to tell you.
What I’ve been doing with the Corot painting—George knows about that—is
what I really want to do. Of course, I’ll go to school if you want me to, but it
will slow me down.” Edwin oversimplified.
George told him to explain the new project to their hostess. Her response
was to insist on seeing the Corot canvas for herself. “I hadn’t heard that you
were already employed.”
“I’m not, but Mr. Rosenberg is training me. And if I’m always in the muse355

um and not in classes I don’t want to take, I could guide tours any time I was
needed.”
“Ladies,” George spoke up, “Edwin’s a bit off-center in his thinking right
now. He’s under the spell of Mr. Rosenberg, one of the country’s finest restorers who”—he shifted his gaze to the upstart—“will drop him in a second if he
gets wind of such a stupid idea.”
Edwin felt the barb, the threat. His Aunt Aggie’s stare chilled him. Miss
Altshuler looked perturbed.
I overstepped this time. I need a way out—quick!
“Two of my best friends want to see what I’m up to. How about tomorrow
morning,” he proposed, “at the museum, at ten or eleven? You and Aunt Aggie
could come for a look and meet Mr. Rosenberg. He’s very nice.”
The women agreed, then the subject was dropped. Miss Altshuler’s interests
in the Newberry Library, Chicago Symphony, Lyric Opera, and Field Museum
took center stage while George and Agatha pretended interest and Edwin ate
his food. Dessert of freshly sliced peaches over pound cake was followed by
a tour of the Altshuler family home, one of Chicago’s few remaining grand
mansions from the 1890s.
“My great-grandfather built it and began collecting old maps,” she indicated the framed examples of historic cartography on the walls and in the main
stairwell. “He was a friend of Walter Newberry and his family, and of William
Poole and others associated with the founding of the Library. My family’s always been involved there. We helped build the book tower. It’s a place of wonders, Edwin. You should come to see it.” There was a tone of gentle recrimination to what she said. Edwin remembered that she had mentioned it before.
She looks so small in this big place—but completely at home. Now what do I say?
George took the moment, “Yes, you should. They have important resources
for two of your favorite periods, the Middle Ages and Renaissance. Incredible
maps. Important original manuscripts and early printed books—and the staff
is quite congenial to serious researchers.”
Seeing her preen slightly at the compliment, Edwin said with notable chagrin, “I didn’t know. Of course, I want to see it. May I call you in another week
about that?”
They parted on good terms, the visitors anxious to get to the Y.
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Dalton and Afzal, clothed, sat to one side as Shan, Tom and Roger cavorted
like kids in the pool. Joining the observers to sit and to exchange accounts of
their lunch were Agatha, George, and Edwin. Edwin tried to pretend that he
had not made a gaffe at Miss Altshuler’s. Dalton was about to say something
censorious when the group’s presence was spotted by Tom. “They got here!”
The three hustled directly to the pool’s nearest edge. “Introductions need
to be made,” Dalton said. “Drag yourselves up here.”
“We’ll get you all wet.” Roger swept water from his smiling face and he
pulled himself up the metal ladder. More eyes than Agatha’s traced the man’s
dripping muscularity, but her thought was specific: He looks like rich, dark choc356

olate. In the uncertain seconds when no one said anything, Agatha stood up
and extended her hand, “My hand’s been in a lot of water, so a little more
won’t hurt a thing. I’ve been wanting to meet you. A voice on the phone is one
thing but a gorgeous man in one’s eyes is a lot better.”
By saying the unexpected, she disarmed Roger completely. Tom was next. She
shook his hand, “Agatha Cobb. And you must be Tom, the lover. I can see why.”
Dalton and George were highly amused. They both thought: She’s something!
Shantanu’s honed form approached last. Edwin’s perspective looking up
made the moving image seem taller, its leanness more revealing, its semi-rigid sex larger than when it had appeared two weeks before. Eyes locked—the
bright and brilliant on the dark and dangerous.
Afzal noticed, and broke the spell, “Brother, we’ve come to see you swim.
How about showing us?”
As he turned toward the water, thinking how he might do his best, Shan
caught sight of Auntie’s canny expression. He thought he caught its meaning.
Her perception was not what he thought. It had been her nephew’s eyes
coming to life with desire that caused her head to turn. She steamed. This was
something else not in her plans.
Shan’s demonstration began with a dive. He swam half the pool’s length,
switched to the backstroke for the rest, turned around, swam forward the halflength back, and concluded with a rather good display of his breaststroke. The
round trip took less time than Roger or George, both good swimmers, might
have imagined. “Right on!” Tom yelled. Afzal, Dalton and Edwin clapped
with enthusiasm. Agatha felt a degree of pride.
Out of the pool and standing, feet apart, ribcage vibrating with heavy
breaths, every muscle in view as if drawn by an anatomist, Shan bathed in
the group’s admiration as he dripped on the tiles. Roger got up, adjusted his
trunks, saying, “I was right about you. You belong in the water. Let’s have
a race. Come on. Down and back.” He called to George, “Give us a starting
signal.”
They stood together, bent over, hands touching shins, ready. George put
fingers in his mouth and let go a whistle so loud it attracted the attention of
everyone in the pool area. There now were spectators.
Off like a torpedo, Shan hit the water a length ahead—and stayed there,
through full-out effort and practiced skill, for the duration. He easily beat his
challenger who, when he caught up, hugged the boy to him. Tom jumped in
to hug them both. Over the cheers of acknowledgement, Afzal’s piping voice
could be heard, “That was bloody marvelous!”
The Y’s lifeguard, who had dropped his girly magazine to observe the outcome, walked up. “Hey buddy, we’ve got a swim team here that would like to
meet you.”
“What did I tell you?” Roger smiled at Agatha and George. “He’s a natural.”
Shan went over to thank the lifeguard with a handshake. “I’m not from
around here. Just visiting on weekends now and then.”
“Hell, man, if you’re here on a Saturday, we meet at ten. Drop in.” He returned to his post and waved.
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In a MacDonald’s nearby, Roger, Tom, and the boys ate burgers and fries
ravenously together. The Malaysians explained chips. Spirits ran high. Dalton,
Agatha and George huddled at another table for their chicken sandwiches and
hushed conversation. An eruption of laughter from the younger folks’ table
caused the elders to look over. They observed all the heads bending close
together while Shan was saying something. Agatha smiled knowingly. The
laughs were more boisterous. Again the heads bent close to hear. Agatha whispered to her companions, “He’s reciting some limericks.” The ensuing racket
of giggles included Tom’s faggy, “You’re too much, babe!” and the sound of
Edwin’s soda accidentally being swept to the floor where it made a big mess,
and ended the meal.
Outside in the parking area, Agatha pulled everyone together. “Shan’s got
another couple of surprises for you. This is as good a place as any. Listen up.”
With an arm around his shoulders, she said, “Tell them what it is.”
Trapped, he almost panicked (Another test!), but quickly recovered (I can do
it.) and, looking down at the pavement, collected his thoughts. “This is Puck’s
first speech from A Midsummer Night’s Dream by Shakespeare.”
Afzal’s jaw went slack. As he and the others listened, Shan spoke the rhyming lines with perfect enunciation and what seemed the accomplished flow
of an actor. Before anyone could react, he hoisted one hand—a policeman
halting traffic, “I have the last speech, too.”
The wonder of it was not lost on anyone, least of all his brother. He had
held his breath through the whole thing—and Edwin’s hand. Dalton grabbed
the woman unceremoniously and kissed her cheek. Roger and Tom moved
forward to offer handshakes and congratulations. Finally, George, who had
been standing there, arms crossed, wearing a stern expression, said, in that
baritone voice of his, “Now you know why I was so hard on you.”
“Uh”—the boy had become sheepish—“I guess I do.” Was that a compliment?
“From what I saw of you in the pool and just now, it appears that you are
becoming worthy of the attention Roger and I paid you, and of this lady’s tutelage, not to mention your father’s tuition.” Finished, he, too, shook the boy’s
hand. “See you make the most of it.”
Whether an admonishment, an encouragement, or both together, the
man’s remark registered dart-like in Shantanu’s chest. He could not move.
Agatha took over, “Good show. Time to go.”
As they separated toward the two cars, Shan learned why he had been
instructed to bring along his overnight bag: he was going to sleep with Tom
and Roger.
With?
George had invited Agatha to his place for the night, so she drove Dalton
and his tenants to Oak Park, then vanished into the evening with George
beside her in the car.
“What do you think they’ll do?” asked Afzal.
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Under his breath, Edwin said, “Make plans, undoubtedly.” What a duo!
“Now, now. No speculations. I set it up. So there. I had my reasons. It’s upstairs for you. We’ve got to straighten out the mess of your things, my dear.”
Dalton pushed them in the front door, “And there’s the matter of preparing to
pack your things, Afzal, for tomorrow’s flight.”
Afzal fidgeted, “Aren’t we supposed to call my parents?”
“We will at nine o’clock. Aggie’s going to call them from George’s, too,
after we do.”
“Then it’s settled?” Edwin wondered, his mind in a race with itself.
Dalton drew them both to him, “Yes. By design. I’ll explain everything,
and you’ll both be happy, believe me.”
It chafed Edwin that the man who meant so much to him would have held
back information only to spring it at the last moment the way George had
done all Summer.
We live together. We love each other and Afzal. I don’t care for this.
The explanation included the need to satisfy Afzal’s mother, Nirupa, that
one of her sons be at home for the year’s last months at least, so that she did
not feel the loss of the other.
“Loss? Yes, well, she was about to lose him anyway,” came Afzal’s surly remark. Edwin stood behind, holding his hurt friend.
Dalton hastened on, “It’s only for a few months, you two. A small price to
pay now. Besides, you know we’ll all be together for the holidays in George
Town. Then you’ll be together right here in this house for several years while
you both attend the University. Your father,” he looked into Afzal’s still-unhappy face, “is willing to arrange some crash-tutoring which may help you
exempt a few of the Freshman courses. If you apply yourself the way Edwin’s
going to—oops, I’ve let something slip!—you won’t need four years to graduate.”
“Dalton, if you don’t tell us everything, I mean everything, right this minute, we……we…won’t suck your titties tonight. Last chance, old man!” Edwin’s blatant expostulation changed everyone’s mood for the better.
Huddled in Dalton’s living room, they went over the requisite “everything”—the absolute necessity for a university education, Mr. Rosenberg’s
planned behind-the-scenes inquiries on Edwin’s behalf, Miss Altshuler’s intentions and those of her friends, as well as George’s strongly stated advice
about handling the next morning at the museum. Separated by thousands of
miles geographically but in touch as often as they liked via the Internet, Edwin and Afzal could concentrate single-mindedly on “absolutely everything”
necessary to obtain their best possible results on the placement tests ahead.
Scholarships should be investigated and applied for posthaste. “Who knows
what you both may qualify for? Scholarship awards mean a lot on one’s resume,” Dalton reminded them.
Upstairs, such of Edwin’s things as might be easily put away—clothes,
mostly—were dealt with so that Afzal’s packing could be careful. There were
gifts for his parents, gifts from Edwin and Dalton for him, and items he had
acquired on sprees with Dalton. With time to spare, the job was done.
“What’ll we do now?” asked Edwin.
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Dalton looked at his watch. “I’ll tell you a story, then we’ll make our call.”
When they were piled on his bed, Dalton began slowly, looking far off,
“Once upon a time, an old fairy—an ancient fairy—was at a loss for something to do during his waning years. Friends had given a great party for him.
It lasted weeks, and made him feel very good. However, as can happen, his
return home, alone, made him doubt the wisdom of it. Then, something magical happened. Two beautiful spirits came his way, and brightened his life, and
he loved them so much that he couldn’t even tell them—except this way.”
Quiet breathing and sniffle or two attended the squeezes and kisses of all
three.
“See? That filled the time perfectly. Now hand me the phone.” Dalton was
his old self again. Quick recovery was a specialty of his.

S

At Roger’s, the nude Shan sat with a towel fastened around his neck. He
faced Tom, who streamed friendly questions at him while Roger dealt with
trimming the boy’s hair. It was fun. The ease with which the two conversed
struck the former hair stylist as significant as the display of Shan’s much improved exercise workout. The three of them looked in the bedroom mirror as
the exact means of achieving—with dryer, brush, comb and touches of gel
and mousse—the layered haircut’s effect of framing Shan’s face to enhance
its features.
“Fantastic,” said Tom.
“Not bad,” said Roger. “He almost looks human.”
Regarding himself semiseriously, Shan said, “I do not. I look like a fucking
god.”
They broke up with good spirits and went to the bedroom.
“Tom thinks he’s perfected a ‘standing massage.’ Put your feet on that towel and your hands behind your head. Relax but don’t move. I mean it. You’ll
see why.”
Shan’s propensity to erect had been in evidence several times—at the pool
when he attracted attention, after supper in the parking lot, and now, as Tom’s
oiled, warm hands began to coat his flesh. He had felt their touch earlier, when
swimming, but not like this. Exposed as he was and immobile, the intimacy
of the contact soon dawned on him. He’s not going for my muscles the way Erich
does, he’s after my skin. In ecstasy, Shan’s eyes closed, as if the darkness itself
might increase his pleasure. The truth was that he did not want to see stern
Roger’s reactions from the chair on which he sat nearby. Why the hard stare?
Unlike Erich’s manipulations, which were a form of dominance—benign,
perhaps, but possessive—Tom’s floating hands went everywhere at first, then
became slower and more circular, hardly depressing the skin as they localized
on his chest. Muted sighs rose from somewhere in Shan’s throat. The hands
moving around his waist to locate his bottom and its divide caused Shan’s
mouth to open. He began to quake. It was as if the entire surface of Shan’s
skin were being turned into a sexual organ. The seductive hands coated his
thighs—back, then front—and drew together to cup his sex.
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At the signal of his balls gathering tightly against the base of Shan’s penis,
the hands dropped away. The moment held him breathless. Don’t move! He
throbbed, on the brink. He neither knew what to do nor whether he could
hold back his surge—when Roger’s nude body seized him. The suddenness
included lips and tongue against his and a finger on his anus, then in it. He
blinked into the room’s brightness and succumbed to the instant, ejaculating
ferociously onto the man who held him in a kiss of blinding lust. Tom’s body
moved to his from behind. It, too, was naked, he realized. And its erection
thrust forward between his legs. Only then did Shan feel Roger’s erection
rising across his stomach. Large. Larger. Nothing like it in girth or length had
ever touched him quite the same way, nor had he felt the searing burst of so
manly an orgasm. Tom’s peak was reached at the same time. They stood in
place, dripping sperm, sweat and oil.
“That’s why we have the towel on the floor,” Roger finally said, as they
separated. Tom brought other towels. They rubbed themselves down—in anticipation of a shower, Shan imagined. No, they were going to sleep. “You will
be in the middle, and you will breathe our scent all night,” said Roger, “and
you will remember it the rest of your life.”

S

Next morning arrived early. Their duties in the museum workshop gave
neither Tom nor Roger time to take Shan to Conservation. Tom had to “park”
him in the Library. He made a hurried call to George, who promised to the
fetch the boy. “Tell him he has fifteen or twenty minutes to look around in
there before I can pick him up. He can look at magazines or something.”
Librarian Evelyn Zavac had been detained in traffic, but Jonathan Smyth
was on hand. Rubbing his hands together, he was “quite happy to meet such
an interesting young man” and “to take very good care of him until George
gets here.” Shan did his best to circumvent answering the dislikable man’s
string of nosy questions without seeming uncooperative. He wanted to find
out how Shan knew “about Edwin” and what he was doing “in this country by
himself,” and how had he “met Tom.” Sensing the potential for trouble, Shan
asked for directions to the men’s room, not imagining that Jonathan would
insist on showing him the way—much less that he would follow him inside.
Shan stepped directly to a urinal, unzipped his fly and, matter-of-factly,
proceeded to void himself. Aware the whole time of being scrutinized by his
unwanted escort, Shan was unaware at first that his appearance was affecting
Jonathan. It was Jonathan pulling on his collar that clicked with Shan, who
was becoming aroused. Gay. He wants me. I’ve never had a blowjob from a stranger. Now’s my chance.
Wildly new confidence rotated his head while Shan remained stationary
behind the modesty panel and asked, “Do you want something?”
“To suck your dick.”
In the moment of truth, a decision had to be made. Shan stepped back and
pointed his erection ahead. “You better be quick about it.”
Jonathan was. He bent to feel what later he would call “that one-eyed dev361

il” but was tapped away with, “Use your mouth—now—or forget it.” The voice
came from Shan’s streetwise days in Malaysia, harsh and uncompromising.
The mouth sent him soaring. Joanathan’s tongue and suction created a
whirlwind of sensations and drew the desired outcome with such alacrity that
both were startled. They pulled apart. The boy quickly arranged himself while
Jonathan, somewhat dazed, remained on the floor.
“Rinse your mouth. George will be here in a minute,” Shan advised, and
left.
Evelyn and George walked in together. They met Shan coming toward
them from the hallway, followed some feet back by Jonathan. Evelyn said
hello to the newcomer as George looked at the assistant librarian and wondered why his nervous haste. As if from central casting at some understated
British film studio, Shan said, “This gentleman has been most hospitable.” He
bestowed a devastatingly charming smile upon Evelyn, and turned to George,
“Is it time to meet the others?”
It was.
Evelyn asked, “For what?”
George invited her to join them, along with Miss Altshuler (whom they
would meet in the lobby), in inspecting Edwin’s work on a landscape by
Corot. Thus, they descended, on a keyed staff elevator to the secure basement
level to make their way into an area which the public seldom saw. Zvi Rosenberg and his staff spotted the newcomers, who were routed to Edwin’s corner.
There, introductions were made—names only, not relationships. Miss Altshuler understood why Agatha was there, but not the two oriental boys and the
distinguished looking Dr. Brawne. Rosenberg’s figure cast its own aura while
his staff went back to their work.
“If I may have your attention,” the man in charge said. “You’re being allowed a peek at a secret project we are conducting as an experiment. Edwin,
the floor is yours.”
He lifted a cloth up and over the back of two canvases sharing a big easel.
Each was in a temporary, similar, matte-black, simple frame. He waited for
everyone’s eyes to finish their once-overs and to fall on him before beginning,
“Mr. Rosenberg has been teaching me how to reclaim a damaged painting by
the French artist, Jean Baptiste Camille Corot. Before the famous Impressionists, his idea of what a picture ought to be involved a touch of vagueness to
Nature, silvery greens and grayish mists that suggest the atmosphere of moonlight even when it’s daytime. Well, something like that. I haven’t read enough
to know how critics characterize him. I have been studying how he mixed his
paints and applied them.”
Shan asked the question that was in everyone’s mind, “Where’s the one
you’re doing?” Agatha popped him on his butt. George nudged Evelyn. Afzal
leaned against Dalton. Miss Altshuler folded her arms.
“We thought it might help you to appreciate Edwin’s attempts,” Mr. Rosenberg stepped up to say, “if you were to see these masterworks first. You know,
by way of orientation.” A knowing look in George’s direction clued him in on
the ruse. “Now, my boy, bring out yours.”
Edwin surveyed the group. “You’re already looking at it.”
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“One of these?” Afzal pointed.
Edwin’s Leonardo smile was the answer.
Mr. Rosenberg said, “It’s the one on the left. The paint’s still wet, and there
are other things to be done with it, but we’ll have to wait a few weeks. All in
all, rather well done. Now, this little show is not to be spoken of with anyone outside yourselves. You’re Edwin’s friends. That’s why you’re here, but no
one—absolutely no one—must hear about this until we are done with it.”
“Mr. Rosenberg, a question.” Thelma Altshuler had raised a hand. “The
canvas on the right—what is it?”
“It’s from our collection, an all-original Corot in perfect shape. Never restored. We’ve had it in storage because we have some others on exhibit. Our
paintings curator considers two, in fact, to be enough upstairs for the public
which cares more for the Nineteenth century’s bigger names.”
“Ah, yes. Edwin showed some of those to me and a group of my friends a
few weeks back.”
“You!’ Rosenberg squinted his eyes in accusation. “You set all this to-do in
motion.” With false malice, he warned, “You’d better escape now with the rest
of these interlopers, or I may have to kiss you. Now, out, all of you. Enough
of this narrishkeit.” Aside, “That means foolishness.” He shooed them away.
Dalton lingered while everyone else waited for the elevator. As one whitehaired man to another, he said, “George tells me you’re an honest man. So, I
ask you, is Edwin what I think he is?”
Sure that no one else could hear, Zvi Rosenberg began, “As God is my witness….” He struggled with a suddenly dry throat. “Never mind what I was going to say. Come over here and look at the canvas. You know anything about
restoration?”
Dalton’s head shook.
“I didn’t think so. You’re that sociologist that Edwin speaks of, aren’t you?”
Dalton nodded, “I’m the guilty party. He lives at my house these days.”
“I’ll answer your question this way. See those brushstrokes? Exactly like
Corot’s. See the hues there and over here?” he pointed. “Those were mixed
by Corot. These were mixed by the boy using only his eye, not our analytical equipment. Let me show you something.” He reached into a trashcan
stuffed with discarded sheets of thick paper and pulled out a couple of the less
crumbled ones. “The daubs of earth green, the siennas, the umbers. He was
checking them as he blended them. There’s the merest inclusion of alizarin
and Indian yellow, and Prussian blue. That’s viridian—systematically mingled
with the others until he knew what each would do. Over here, verdigris, tempered with…well, you see. On this other sheet, he was trying them with two
different whites, and toning down the result with a little ivory black. He did
not touch the canvas with paint until he had achieved exactly what was needed. And there were pages more which he threw away previously. Impressed?
I am. We all are. The real Corot—he studied every inch of it. Probably has it
memorized. He figured out how Corot laid in the elements of a tree—darks
first, lighter tones on top, painting sky over some of it, then more towards the
front. It’s uncanny.”
“They’re leaving without me. I’ve got to go. Here’s my card, if you ever
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need anything from me to help with Edwin. Thank you,” Dalton said, shaking
hands and loping to the elevator doors.
George and Evelyn returned to their jobs. Miss Altshuler headed to an appointment, after a few words with Agatha. Dalton, Edwin, and the Chaudary
brothers waited. Curiosity made them edgy. An early lunch would provide
Agatha the occasion for a report of her call to Salil and Nirupa and of the
dispositions agreed to for Shan. They ate in the museum. The brothers had to
listen, Shan in particular.
Agatha spoke of the two educational avenues that were open for the future.
Both would be pursued in Treydon—the completion of Shan’s high school
education and, as backup, preparation for the Indiana GED exam. He would
need I-20 and F-1 visas, obtainable only from the American Embassy in Kuala
Lumpur. While his parents could start the application process, he and they
would have to undergo a personal interview and to execute legal paperwork
making Agatha his guardian in the United States. For all that, he must return
to Malaysia by the first of November if he were to expect to enter Treydon
High in the New Year. A foreigner, he would have to pay tuition at the public
high school but, that done by his parents, he would have all the rights of participation in school activities—not to mention access to the gym and official
membership on the swim team. Everything, however, depended on his academic success. A halt could be called to the whole affair if he were unwilling
to make the commitment.
“Think about it,” he was told. “If you stay now and if your family initiates the laborious application process, then not only must you determine that
you will strive to succeed but we will need to get you some proper clothing.
Changes in our weather, big ones,” he emphasized, “lie just around the corner.”
Afzal spoke out, “I know. Edwin and Dalton told me what to expect. They
have my sizes and will buy the things for me. Winter things like fleece-lined
boots, a hat with ear flaps, a heavy jacket, a muffler, gloves—it’s all crazy and
exciting sounding.”
Shan looked on with wonder. He had not thought that far. Winter weather!
His mind had been racing through the implications of having to interrupt his
new life for weeks and weeks, the implications of being under Auntie’s legal
control, the implications of the school work to be done between now and November if he were actually to enroll in the New Year, the implications for his
relationships with the interesting people he knew—Erich, Anne, Roger, Tom,
George, Dalton, and Edwin. What if he gave up the whole idea? It was too
late to get back into school at home. They did not want him anyway. What
was he to do? Here he had chances. Being told what to do every day had its
advantages, including more sexual release than furtive wanks back home, and
the promise for more. The answer arose from a feeling that began between his
legs, in his penis, scrotum, and anus.
“I want to stay.”
Agatha and Dalton eyed each other. Afzal was immobile. Edwin spoke up,
“Shan, you realize this is serious, don’t you?”
“Yes. I want to stay, if Auntie wants to teach me.”
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That registered, the meal ended pleasantly. Dalton paid.
“We’ll take you to the airport,” Agatha said to Afzal, “then head back to
Treydon.”
“My flight’s not until eight-fifty-five,” Afzal looked worried.
“I know. Dalton and I have already discussed that. We’ll leave his house a
little before five and have you there by six. Now, since the next few hours are
free, what would you like to do?”
Without hesitation, Afzal answered with more than a touch of emotion,
“Go to Dalton’s and…be together.”

S

That brief plan worked to everybody’s satisfaction. The three young fellows
went upstairs. Dalton and Agatha sat in the living room and talked, then
moved to the kitchen for coffee and more talk. She shared with him the details of her stay at George’s, including his estimates and assessments of Edwin
and Shantanu. He countered with more information than they had had time
for over the telephone about Afzal and Edwin, about his conversation with
Rosenberg, and about his own health, a cause for some concern.
“Talk to me about it any time, but don’t say anything to Young Edwin, at
least right away. He’s going to have to accept Afzal’s absence. That will tie him
up emotionally, since he’s never been in love. Who knows how it will affect
him? It’s only been a few weeks since he dealt with recall about his parents.
You and Afzal were key to that, Dalton. Makes sense, doesn’t it?”
“It does. George knows. And, he cares, believe it or not, about me. As you
know, he cares about Edwin, too—in his own way. He’s crucial to Edwin’s
future at the museum, where the administration’s concerned and with Miss
Altshuler’s involvement there and, possibly with the University. She’s very
well connected. Knows several of the trustees. Can be most helpful.”Nods of
agreement told Dalton that they were of a similar mind. At ease, he asked,
“Aggie, tell me how you’ve managed Shan so well, so quickly.”
She laughed, “Sex, my dear. He has more raw sexual energy than I have
ever seen. It just had to be channeled. At his age, sex is on his mind all day,
all night it seems. Unlike Young Edwin who, as you well know, you naughty
old rake, is responsive and has great endurance thanks to the Summer, Shan’s
ready to go at any moment. He had little endurance but fantastic powers of
recovery. I’ve tapped into that, based on the rough start Roger”—she cocked
her head—“and George gave him. He looks forward to each day’s assignments
because orgasms are his reward. Erich’s massages at night so drain him that he
sleeps like a log most of the time. If he has a disturbing dream….” She recounted her seating an insert deep within Shan on such an occasion and how it had
calmed him. “You know, there’s something else involved. My friend Joanne’s
boy Jesse, also sixteen, is as pretty as a girl and somewhat feminine. Shan
accidentally knocked him down, as I think I told you, and was embarrassed—
which means he has some social conscience. They’re likely to want to pair up.
Get my drift? If we can ‘arrange’ the situation so that Jesse becomes another
form of reward for Shan’s progress in schoolwork, we may have a parallel to
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the extraordinary results of the liaison between Afzal and my nephew.”
Dalton acknowledged the potential with, “Shan’s already heard the lads
discussing the euphemism ‘practice for marriage’ and, Edwin says, Shan’s raring to be permitted to try it. Aggie, you could revolutionize private-tutorial
education if you bring this off—and write a book about it.”
She looked doubtful; he, thoughtful.
“The title has just suggested itself to me, The Anus as Fulcrum for Behavior
Modification in the Adolescent Male.”
Out of that they both got a great charge.
At four, sandwiches were whipped together hastily and washed down with
iced tea. Edwin found a thermos and filled it with, “Hot coffee the way you
like it—black. It will be good on the drive back.” Afzal rummaged in the pantry for a handful of power bars to give his brother, “These may come in handy,
too.” By five, they were on their way and, by six—thanks to fairly light traffic—they reached O’Hare.
Afzal was hugged and kissed good-bye at the security line. Such tears as
formed in Afzal’s brown eyes were blinked away.
Edwin and Dalton sought a cab, and Agatha and her student drove back to
Indiana.
Indeed, it had been a red-letter visit.

Blessings ever wait on virtuous deeds,
And though late, a sure reward succeeds.
WILLIAM CONGREVE

70 AUTUMN LEAVES
The devotion of Agatha Cobb to her charge and the time they had together
was not lost on young Mr. Chaudary. She organized every aspect of his life
from meals and exercises to clothing, learning, and swimming. A cell phone
and laptop computer appeared as facilitators to his ever increasing studies.
Memory work had high priority, verses particularly. There was another rhyming speech from Midsummer Night’s Dream (a long one) and Mark Anthony’s
equally long, unrhymed funeral oration from Julius Caesar. He did not question their purpose not resist their practice in imitation of recordings provided.
In fact, he found odd satisfaction in the realization that he was acquiring a
sort of strength new to him. Mental calculations for simple math problems
became frequent, not to be relinquished until solved and understood. Auntie’s
patience with him, her persistence, her implacable will, her endless production of surprises kept the boy ever alert.
Jesse’s appearance could not be predicted. He was produced now and then
for mutual homework. The more time they spent together, the more solicitous
each became of the other. Through Anne and Erich, Shantanu met Treydon
High’s principal, who, while awaiting the arrival of paperwork from Malaysia,
agreeably permitted him to sit in classes, to join the swimmers for their work
in the school gymnasium and on trips to Hoosier State, and to participate
in other activities. One, the byproduct of his English class, was the school’s
Drama Club.
In charge of both was Mrs. Grayson, Ellie to her friends, a middle aged
teacher of commanding class presence. She was new to the faculty and to the
curriculum for eleventh-grade English which, in the Autumn term, included
samplings of three Shakespeare plays—Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream—and some sonnets. The day Shan was introduced as an
auditor to her class was the very day one of “his” speeches was analyzed. He
listened intently to the line-by-line explanation, barely able to contain his
realization that “Auntie” had prepared him just for this moment.
She knew! She always knows.
“Now that we’ve been through the structure, would anyone like to read it
through for us?”
“Miss,” several heads turned as Shan’s hand went up, “I can say it.”
Without batting an eye, she extended a hand in his direction and said,
rolling her R, “Pray do so.”
He cleared his throat and gravely began,
Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears;
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him.
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By the time he reached the final lines,
O judgment! thou art fled to brutish beasts,
And men have lost their reason. Bear with me;
My heart is in the coffin there with Caesar,
And I must pause till it come back to me.
…everyone was riveted by the dramatic pacing, the accent, the emphases,
and the crack in his voice during the last phrase. They applauded. He reddened.
Two swim team members, Jim and Harry, gaped. “Show off,” one said.
Jesse’s eyes were moist with pride. The night before, Shan had practiced the
speech before him. Twice. Two girls, among the class’s prettiest, studied the
unusual new student with keen attention. Mary, the blond, leaned over to
whisper, “We want to meet him.”
“Class, your assignment for tomorrow is to present your understanding
of what this speech is meant to accomplish in the play. You may use any resources in the library or on-line but your report must be in your own words.
Remember what you’ve learned about—what’s the new word?”
“Rhetoric,” Jesse answered.
At home, Shan’s bursting account of Mrs. Grayson’s pleasure—Auntie had
shaken his hand—and the class’s approval was followed by, “You set me up,
didn’t you?”
“I prepared you, as I am doing all the while you are here. Everything I do
is to make you better able to make a success of yourself.”
“They’re talking about doing a Shakespeare play in the Spring, you know,
for the Drama Club, but the choice hasn’t been made. Are you thinking I
should try out?”
“It’s going to be Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Aggie said lowering her voice
and putting a finger over her mouth. “A new version by a playwright in Indianapolis—with rock music, I think. The production here will be its try-out
before a Summer production by the Repertory Theater in the parks there. The
guy’s a friend of Mrs. Grayson. We’ve planned it carefully. Keep your nose to
the grindstone, mind your manners, and above all keep the secret. If we pull
it off, you’ll be in Indianapolis for all the swimming at their big Natatorium.”
Stymied, Shan looked back at her, “It’s too much. I can’t do all that. I can’t
even do the homework for tomorrow.”
“You’re not concentrating. Put on your harness. Make it tight and come
back here ready.”
Chastened, he stood before her as he had from the start, a boy in training,
secure inside and out, his penis sheathed, nervous. Nothing had been said
about the harness since their return from Chicago. He had donned it for his
morning routine regularly without being told and used his inserts at various
times without any instruction to do so. Not, however, at school. This late
afternoon instruction demanded every ounce of attention he could muster.
Something was about to happen.
“Fine,” she approved. “Now put on your regular clothes so you’re warm
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enough. I don’t want you catching a cold. The temperature’s dropping, you
know. We’ll need the furnace before long.”
True, the leaves had been changing color during recent weeks. Maple trees
blazed with reds and golds. Autumn was a season he had only vaguely been
aware of. Now, morning runs in a hooded jacket and long pants brought fresh
vistas of color along with crisp air, “Auntie” still riding Edwin’s bike and urging him on.
Nature’s beauty was not on his mind as Shan was placed at his desk, the
speech before him and a box of Edwin’s old crayons.
He jiggled his bottom to seat the dildo comfortably and listened.
“Pick a color and circle Caesar’s name every time it appears.” He chose
red. “A different one for Brutus.” Blue. “Take another and circle the word ambitious.” Brown. “Use another for the word honorable.” Orange. “When that’s
done, call Young Edwin, who figured this out when he was in that class under
the former teacher. He’ll take you through it.”
Edwin’s amused, soft voice counseled the making of a list of the alternations of the two names occurring in the oration. “Rhetoric’s about convincing
people who don’t want to believe, who mistrust the speaker.” He measured
his words, so that Shan could grasp each idea. “Mark Antony’s being a salesman, or like a preacher. He’s changing public opinion about Brutus. See how
Caesar’s name comes twice and Brutus’s once, then Caesar’s twice more and
Brutus’s twice; then Caesar’s only once, while Brutus gets two more—and the
next time, Brutus’s name comes four times in a row?” He waited for conformation. “Shakespeare’s really fixing the people’s mind on Brutus. Now make
a list of the adjectives, ambitious and honorable—and look what happens. The
more Antony describes Brutus as honorable, the more doubtful it is. This is
called irony. It’s also sarcasm. Shakespeare turns the public to Caesar as being
the more honorable and Brutus the more ambitious. It’s the brilliant psychology of rhetoric. That why we learn from it. The strategy of rhetoric is very
powerful. Lawyers use it in court arguments. If you get the chance, put it on
the board tomorrow. Just use the first letters of the two men’s names and the
two key words, and show the class how it works. You know, make a chart.”
Never having thought about literary matters until he found himself in
Treydon, Shan took notes and saw, as he had been told to, that numerical repetition and placement of words did work. With Auntie’s help, he noticed the
disappearance of Brutus’s name six lines before the end and of Caesar’s final
occurrence just before the end.
“That’s how he sets it in the Romans’ mind—just like commercials on TV,”
she said. “How many times does that stupid bird squawk “Aflack” in the ads?
Over and over, so the name sticks with the public. That’s salesmanship.”
He understood most of it but decided, on his own, upon the “insurance
policy” of his memory and stayed up until all was fixed in his mind. Then
sleep came easily
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Class discussion centered on Brutus’s jealousy of Caesar, on Cassius’s role
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in building upon that emotion to draw Brutus into the murder plot. “Unfounded gossip,” Mrs. Grayson observed, “is something to watch out for in
life. It can be very harmful.”
They talked about Brutus’s speech from an earlier class, which Shan had
missed. One of the girls said, “He claims that Caesar was too ambitious and
that Rome’s liberty would be weakened by it, so it’s like Brutus was better because he cared more about Rome than Caesar did.” Another, “So the Romans
were liking him more than Caesar, who won the war.”
Jesse’s hand went up along with several others, but he was called on. “The
murderers were going to get away with it,” he said, “until Antony outfoxed
them. I read where Caesar was going to be a tyrant, but Cassius, Brutus, and
the others would have been, too. They were grabby. It’s all about power.”
To the teacher’s question—“Why was it so easy to overcome Caesar? He was
a great military hero”—another student said, “He got a big head and didn’t
pay attention to the soothsayer or his wife’s dream. Like pop stars today go
nuts over their fame and mess up their lives. Michael Jackson did.”
“Yes,” Mrs. Grayson intervened, “Elvis Presley did. Justin Bieber came
close….”
That unfinished remark proved unpopular with the girls, but swimmer Jim
agreed. He looked at Shan, “Do you think the Bieb’s too big for his britches?”
With a sidelong glance, Shan took the bait but didn’t offer the opinion he
was being goaded into. Mrs. Grayson watched the set to the boy’s mouth as
he spoke, “I don’t know, but Antony was bigger and better than anybody. He
reversed the mob’s opinion with his speech. I’ll show you how.” He got up
without asking permission, walked purposefully to the front,
CC B CC BB C BB CC BBBB C BB C
A HH A A AA A A H
“It’s a speech emphasizing two names, Caesar and Brutus, and two descriptive words, ambition and honorable.” He went through the list, pointing to the
words in the book.
“Shakespeare starts with lines to get attention. When they’re listening, he
gradually twists opinion completely around. He uses Caesar’s will at the exact
right spot to convince everybody that Brutus misled them. It’s sarcastic how
he repeats the names and adjectives until the mob realizes he means the opposite of what his words say. That’s irony, I think.
“It’s quantitative, isn’t it?”
“Well, yes. He uses Brutus’s name more than Caesar’s and the word ambitious more than honorable. You can’t miss the point.”
“Thank you, Shan. That’s very well thought through.” Actually, she was
flabbergasted. So was the class. He had been so assertive, so confident and
assured.
After class, Mary congratulated him along with several other girls and Jesse, all of them hanging around to chat excitedly. Shan’s swim buddies regarded the cluster with dubious approval but could not think of more to say than,
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“Cool, man. See you in the van.”
The van, of course, was driven by Rev. Carter, who wanted to know how
everyone’s classes had gone. Because he cared, he pried something out of each
boy. Caswell, the senior, always spoke first to break the ice, followed by the Juniors. Shan was quiet. It was Jim who said, “Shan snowed the English teacher.
He’s going to be her pet.”
It was ribbing of a sort the minister understood. He probed a little, leading
Shan into a brief explanation of his presentation. “Sounds good to me. Maybe
you should study some with Shan, Jim, and get on her good side, too.
“Aw, Rev. Carter, I can’t do that.”
The banter went on until they reached Hoosier State and met the new
coach, a serious looking athlete named Walter Adams. He put them through
their paces, and put them in their places after assessing their strong and weak
points one by one. “You and you,” he indicated Shan and Caswell, “are ready
for the butterfly stroke, so I’ll take you guys and Coach Chavarria—see him
over there, the guy with the moustache?—will work today with the rest of
you.”
By the time Rev. Carter delivered Shan to Aggie’s, the boy was ravenous,
excited, and exhausted. During supper, he delivered a lively account of the
coaching, mentioned how pissed Carl, Jim, and the others were, told her about
the English class (the teacher and the girls), demonstrated how the butterfly
was executed (almost upsetting Auntie’s iced tea), assured her that he had no
homework except in Algebra (which he thought he could do), and dove into
the bowl of coconut ice cream with which he was rewarded (his favorite).
Together, they did the washing up, Shan remembering to thank her “for
everything.”
Out of nowhere, she said, “Auntie wants to know how often you masturbate these days.”
The question did not phase him. “In the morning, when I’m taking my
shower and when I go to bed or over to see Erich, you know, like, for a massage.”
“Are you erect at school during the day?”
“Not most of the time. Mmm… just when Jesse’s around. He gets that way,
too. I can see it.”
She did something uncharacteristic as they racked the dishtowels and
wrung washcloth and sponges. She drew him to her. “Listen very carefully to
me. You can be friendly with the girls you meet but you can’t get tangled up
with them. Now that you know about your brother and Young Edwin, and
how much they helped each other, you can have a limited relationship—a
physical one—with Jesse. I’ll see to it, but it’s not going to happen all at once.
And it will depend on doing your lessons well. All the time, not just on your
swimming.”
He stiffened against her. She patted his butt. “Do your algebra and go to
Erich for a massage. Your muscles need relaxing. From now on, because we
have to get up so early, you need to be in bed by nine.”
The new routine consisted of her delivery of him, unharnessed, every morning to the school gym at seven, when it opened, so he could run the track
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around the top of the bleachers and use the newly installed swimming equipment for exercises with the other boys, her pickup of him after school on the
days he didn’t swim, Erich’s basement massages and advice following the afternoons in which he did swim, homework all the time (American History often
in company of Jesse), Saturday afternoons at Hoosier State, occasional outings
on Sunday afternoons, and her lessons with him Saturday and Sunday mornings. Caswell became his algebra tutor, mostly by phone. Weekend evenings
were largely his—and he loved to watch the automatically recorded soccer and
occasional rugby matches and swimming competitions and, sometimes, cartoons which the new cable subscription provided. Calls to Young Edwin and
Roger were permitted as he wished, along with unmonitored use of his laptop.

S

The day he would remember for the rest of his life was Saturday evening after supper when he was left alone in the house with a book, The Art of Kissing,
that had arrived for him in the mail.
What will she think of next?
As he turned from page to page, Shan felt himself verging on sexual panic,
not knowing whether to relieve himself then or to wait a while. During just
such a moment’s hesitation noises from the driveway signaled Auntie’s return.
Opening the door, there she stood with Jesse in tow, looking flushed, a little
embarrassed.
“We’ve had the talk he could never have with his mother,” she said with
the bluntness she was known for, “and I’ve brought him over here so the two
of you can be together. He’s nervous but ready to practice kissing with you.
You can close your door. Clothes stay on, do you understand?”
With that, she went to watch a movie, saying over her shoulder, “He’s got
to be back by ten.”
Two young hearts thumped wildly as Shan took Jesse’s hand to lead him
into the bedroom. “I’ve wanted to kiss you since the day you knocked me
down,” Jesse looked away and turned beet red.”
“Me, too. You are so pretty.”
Tilting instinctively each to his right, they brought their lips together and
held still as sparks of feeling ran all over. They broke only to lie down with the
book. Shan said, “We’ve got our homework assignment.”
Our, he said our—Jesse’s brain was firing off signals.
Instruction by instruction, they tried kissing eyes, noses, necks, palms.
Tongues and eyelashes were brought into play. Opening each other’s shirts,
they went for the nipples. Both responded into their pants with nearly instant
orgasms. A nearby box of tissues produced wads to cram into the wet places.
They fell back to recover, hands together. Jesse used a tissue to dry Shan’s
chest and his own.
“That was wonderful, Jesse.”
He said my name!
Eyes on the ceiling, Jesse said, “Can we do it again and take more time?”
“Oh yes!” The voice was so enthusiastic that it carried into the next room,
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as did a few giggles. Agatha smiled.
No need to worry about those girls at school.
With twenty minutes to spare, Shan took charge of straightening their
clothes and washing their hands and faces, then led Jesse into the living
room. “Auntie, it’s time.”
She stood up to find herself surrounded and hugged and kissed on both
cheeks.
“Thank you so much.”
She didn’t know who said it.
“It was the right time. Now, Jesse and I will be off. You take a shower, then
go to sleep.”
In bed, Shan lay back disbelieving his mellow mood. Thoughts fluttered,
flashbacks occurred—his earlier suspicion and distrust of adults in general,
his failure at private school and envy of Afzal’s excellence, his and his friends’
biases against norms for teen behavior, their irrational hate for queers, his
former resistance to learning, his uncooperative nature with the people he
first met in the States, his initial, shattering experience with Roger Dawson,
his genuine fear of George Tanner (How did Edwin stand him?), his feeling of
being trapped at Roger’s, his attempts at rejecting opportunities that were
forced upon him, his shock at the relationship between his brother and Edwin
and of his father’s role in encouraging it, his awareness of escalating personal prowess, his ability to grasp information and the growing security of his
memory, his compliance with the demands of his present situation, his attraction for a girly boy!
He could hardly process the fact that he was earning cooperation and respect from others, much less the possibility that Jesse’s affection might be
love. Love—whatever it was—belonged to others. His parents. Roger and Tom.
Afzal and Edwin and Dalton! They said so. Sex. All around. He was always
excited. Except now, as he thought about what he and Jesse had just shared.
Shan was amazed that he had no erection, that his body had eased into a state
he had never known. He glowed with something neither understandable nor
explicable. His only judgment: I am happy.
I am happy.
Sleep’s warmth eventually enveloped him in its comforting depths.

S

Dawn came each day to the boy who rose with determination to please everyone. Aggie noticed his determination but made little comment. Questions,
when they were asked, received her kind of answers, often with the beginnings of a smile. Occasionally, when she worried that Shan pressed himself
too hard, she would mention a concern to Anne or to Erich who would find
occasion to broach it, drawing him into the orbit of their concern.
Coach Adams attended his two new students with an eye for nuances of
movement in the water which neither could have learned before. Caswell
might be larger and more buoyant, but Shan was faster and gained endurance
with every week that passed. Clearly an athlete in the making.
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Mrs. Grayson watched his interactions with her coursework and his classmates, reporting to the Wolfes the boy’s obvious effort, his struggle to learn
how to write essays, his displays of memory. The eeriness, magic, and madness
in Macbeth held interest for him and he began to acknowledge what she meant
by Shakespeare’s treatment of psychological states. A comparison of videos of
key scenes from two contrasting productions brought Shan to life. He silently
mouthed the words to some of Macbeth’s lines as if testing himself somehow.
His algebra scores improved, although problems comprehending the involved abstractions retarded his pace. Caswell’s help proved invaluable, so
Aggie quietly increased her payments to him. Money came regularly from
Malaysia to her bank account both for her services and for anything that Shan
needed.
He and Edwin spoke frequently. Shan’s tendency to be impatient was constantly quelled by advice from Chicago. He spoke occasionally with Roger and
Tom. On his second trip North, they welcomed him again and swam with
him in the pool at the Y but he did not enter their bed. The way he spoke
about Jesse—openly—told them, by inference, not to interfere. A friendship
was forming. He spent a night with Edwin while Auntie, Dalton and George
went to dinner at Miss Altshuler’s. That was memorable. And it led to a memory even more outstanding in Shan’s life than his kissing Jesse.

S

Their drive to Chicago had been the set-up. Agatha and Dalton abandoned
Shan and Edwin by heading off on their own to pick up George Tanner.
Edwin saw no point in prolonging the planned event with descriptions of
the passage of weeks for him in the Conservation Lab, of the visitors there
to see “his” Corot, of his two impromptu gallery talks for Miss Altshuler and
various trustees (with repercussions), of the letters of invitation which had
arrived from Boston and Indianapolis, nor of the circumspection with which
he now was being treated by George. None of it would have any points of
reference for his young friend. “We’re going upstairs,” he said simply, seizing
the moment.
An hour later, they had formed an indissoluble bond.
After undressing and showering together in silence—hands mapping the
topography of each when their mouths could be drawn apart—they dried off
and settled upon Edwin’s turned down bed. “If you trust me,” Edwin pressed
Shan down into the pillows, “I will make love to you the way you must with
Jesse.”
Starting to speak, Shan’s lips felt Edwin’s finger stopping him.
“Look at me. Into my eyes as I am looking into yours. The beauty you see in
them, I see in your face. It is as a dream to me. Lift your legs. Hold them back.”
Spellbound by the jeweled blue of Edwin’s intense regard and the spacious
pace of his words, Shan felt knuckles under his balls, tracing the delicate seam
between them and his most intimate spot. It was a caress to make a cat purr.
He shivered as the touch seemed to float over the hairy surface, lower and
back up. Fingers stroked the bottom of his sac with maddening delicacy.
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“Hassan never showed you that,” Edwin murmured, continuing the torture. “Shh…don’t speak. Let yourself go with it. Feel how it makes you want
this.”
Shan’s hair tingled, his perineum swollen with need. His throat seized at
the caress of lubed thumbs spreading his most intimate spot. Gentle persuasion coaxed its relaxation. Something else even warmer and wetter—he knew
what it was—centered there. “Do you want me as much as I want you?” he
was asked, eyes fixed.
“Yes,” Shan rasped, then almost could not contain his reaction when he
heard in reply, “Thus will I love you.”
Painstakingly, inch by inch with pauses between and ever more exchange
in their unbroken gaze, Edwin sank himself to Shan’s seething core and possessed his lips with a movement of his tongue so slow the boy’s heart stopped.
Heat from Edwin’s body radiated into his which momentarily had chilled. He
began to breathe again, his heart resumed pumping, his tongue kissed back.
Edwin’s arms worked beneath the muscular shoulders.
“If I pain you, it will pass. You will tell me when you move. I will taste your
sweetness until then.” Edwin moved his mouth on Shan’s, drawing back to
nibble the lower lip and tease the mouth to open again. Shan lost awareness
of everything but the moment of possession. He thrust back with his tongue
and his bottom to absorb, at last, with his lover’s hypnotic motions—barely
felt, then more defined—as he both submitted and was conquered.
They reached a climax that felt forever although it lasted only seconds.
Locked as one, they were drenched with sweat. Edwin’s sex shrank and
withdrew. He lowered Shan’s legs, spread himself fully on top, and rolled them
to their sides in order to rest. He stroked the boy’s hair and kissed his nose.
With a voice tinged with emotion, he whispered, “You were more wonderful
than I could have known.”
For a rare time since childhood, Shan experienced poignant emotion. He
buried his face in the place between Edwin’s shoulder and chest, near his
birthmark, without shame. The sheet was drawn over them as they lay together taking comfort together.
It was thus that Dalton discovered them asleep and closed their door. He
tiptoed downstairs, told Aggie and George, sent them along for the night, and
took himself to bed with immense satisfaction.
The morning sun’s slanting rays awakened Shan. Spooned to Edwin, he
needed moments to gather his memories and to stir. Groggy eyes dulled by
sleep followed him to the bathroom. Edwin was coming around. Dressed,
they found Dalton waiting in the kitchen which a fresh pot of coffee
“Come here,” he said, “and let a proud grandpa hug you.” A sign of affection from Edwin’s special friend was another first for the ever-awakening
young Malaysian. He was unsure what it meant but he enjoyed it.
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During the drive back to Treydon, he ventured to ask, “Auntie, does what
happened last night mean that I can make love to Jesse?”
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“It does.”
The highway flew under them, its seams clicking against the car’s tires for
long minutes.
He looked at her. “When?”
“When I can arrange it. Climb over the seat and get in the back. There’s
work for you to do. Study Lincoln’s second inaugural address and tell me what
it means. If you need to refresh your recall of the history, it’s outlined at the
end.”
The speech’s old-fashioned language and references to the Bible led to
many questions. Some went unanswered. “Ask about those in class. Or…” she
laughed lightly, “read the Wikipedia article when we get home. I have and I’ll
bet some of your classmates have, too.”
Torment. No, torture was what the week was for the boy. He masked it as
well as he could, forcing himself to concentrate on school assignments. When
his mind strayed, he remembered the attention-getting effect foam-rubber
inserts had in him and chose the one most likely to succeed.
That’s what they’re for.
Pushing himself to maximum exertion every day at school, in the pool at
Hoosier State, and at home, Shan seemed driven. One evening, after wrestling
with his homework, he even asked for a “wake-up” spank of his backside.
Secretly, he thought, She wants me to ‘earn’ Jesse.
Smarting, he worked even harder.
Evenings under Erich’s powerful, usually erotic ministrations produced
less response than before. Shan’s erections were no longer instantaneous. He
wanted to talk to the man more than ever, and did.
Sympathetic, Erich listened. He commented with understanding and offered words of advice about mingling more with the other students. “Some of
them think you’re not friendly.”
Once or twice, upstairs in the Wolfe’s living room, Anne joined the discussion, never letting it be known that she had heard everything. She fed him
specific lines to say to this or that girl or boy—which he set to memory, practiced, and used at school.
Saturday’s swim, directed by Coach Chavarria who, they had learned, was
Cuban-American, turned out to be a mock contest between the high schoolers
and the collegiate freshmen. Word about the event had gotten out.
There was an audience of sorts, miscellaneous upper class swimmers, a few
of their girlfriends, Rev. Carter, Agatha Cobb and the Boyds, Sally and Jesse.
Jesse’s presence put Shan on alert.
It’s a test.
“This is a test,” Coach Chavarria said, corroborating Shan’s suspicion, “for
fun, to find out how you stack up against each other.”
A high schooler in one lane, a collegian in the next, the teams of six were
placed in all twelve lanes to race, one technique at a time. Cheers were heard
urging the swimmers on. Although no one kept scores officially, Caswell’s
butterfly beat all of the college boys’ and he tied with some in the backstroke.
Shan’s freestyle left everyone behind. “He’s like a bullet in the water,” Coach
told Rev. Carter, whom he had gotten to know while working with Carl, Jim,
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Tom, and Harry. “Your boy reminds me of the young Michael Phelps. Not as
big, of course, but he’s got the form and great endurance. Is he coming here
next year?”
While they discussed Caswell’s college applications, Shan strode over to his
little fan group, a towel about his shoulders. He noticed Jesse’s eagerness being
held in check by Auntie’s hand tight against his thigh. Unrestrained, Sally
Boyd jumped to shake his wet hand, almost collapsing her folding chair. “You
were ter-rific. We’re so proud of you.” Her effusiveness—a gush really—was
countered by Aggie’s head simply nodding in agreement.
“Well, Jesse, aren’t you going to say something?” Sally looked back as if in
wonder that he had not gotten up.
“Yes, Momma. I was just waiting for my chance.” He pinkened, looked
from beneath his long eyelashes, and said, “You are my hero,” then reddened.
“See? He’s crazy about you. Aren’t we all, Aggie?”
“We’d be crazier if you also won the backstroke, breaststroke, and butterfly.”
Shan’s face fell.
“Never mind. They will come. For now, you deserve a reward. Come over a
get a squeeze from me.”
As he did, she whispered, “Tonight.”
The Treydonites sat together—Shan edgy the whole time—to observe the
collegians’ diving practice.
“We oughta get to learn diving,” Harry said.
“Yeah,” said Carl. “Coach Jones never showed us nothin’ about it. Looks
easy.”
Shan kept silent. His mind was not on diving lessons.
Coach Chavarria overheard and came over. “The center-of-gravity balance
and coordinative control take a lot of work.” He looked to Rev. Carter, “Talk
with Coach Adams. Maybe next term something could be worked out.”
On their drive back—Shan skipped the van and rode with his three fans—
Aggie invited Jesse for a sleep-over. “So they can get a head start on their Lincoln papers for history,” she told his mother.
Sally did not mind, saying, “I don’t see why not. They get along so well
together.”
They stopped by the Boyd’s for Jesse’s pyjamas, toothbrush, and a change
of underwear and sox. “Have fun and do a good job,” his Momma told her
son, kissing him on the brow while Aggie and Shan looked on. She waved
them off.
Oh, we will.
They made supper as a team, Aggie placing herself at the stove between the
two teens who fidgeted with nervous anticipation. Their salad of cucumbers
and tomatoes was Shan’s responsibility while Jesse peeled potatoes for boiling.
No fingers were cut. Small talk about cooking managed a simulacrum of conversational decorum while they ate. Auntie’s spicy lamb patties and the rest
of their meal went down well with glasses of milk. Napkins tended to mouths
and hands.
Jesse burped and said, “Oops, sorry. That was delicious.”
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“I’m happy you liked it. Now we’ll tidy up and watch the news while your
tummies settle.”
The half-hour passed with uncanny slowness. The newscasters eventually
signed-off with pleasant wishes. Expectancy hung in the air—then the doorbell rang. Anne and Erich had brought vanilla ice cream and freshly baked
chocolate chip cookies—another, planned technique of delay, Shan realized.
Damn! She’s making me wait…and wait….
The erection he had sprung hardened to the point of hurting but the there
was nothing to do but join in the dessert and be nice about it. Jesse seemed
to appreciate the postponement. He listened to Anne explain the recipe and
to Auntie describe the afternoon for Erich. That, at least, pleased him as did
the man’s handshake and congratulations. Hearty farewells and expressions
of thanks brought the visit to its end.
At last.
“You must have some things to tend to in your room, Shan. Jesse and I are
going to spend a little time together in my room.”
What?
He knew better than to voice a question. It might mean even more delay.
With a forced smile, he walked out stiffly and closed his door behind him.
There, on the bed, was a note and a condom. He read Auntie’s message twice
to make certain of its instructions and placed it in his desk drawer, breathed
deeply, took off his clothes, washed his face, fluffed his hair into better order
(Roger’s great.), donned his present, a Japanese yukada in dark red silk (Where
did she get that?), admired himself in the mirror, lit the two wax tapers provided (thin at the top, thick at the end—like the ones he and Edwin knew so
well), turned off the overhead light, and waited, standing with arms folded,
next to his bed, once Edwin’s. As he had been instructed.
The door opened. Dressed in his pyjama top only, Jesse’s small form appeared in silhouette against the hall light. What he saw across from him was
the very image of oriental masculinity that was his idol’s. He might have felt
faint but for Shan’s quietly voiced, “Come to me.”
Jesse closed the door. He blinked and looked again. In the room’s candlelight, his friend’s motionless pose almost stopped him. Blinking to get used
to the darkness, he glimpsed Shan’s sex protruding from the robe’s opening.
The liquid on its tip caught some of the candle flame’s flicker. Jesse had felt the
organ’s hardness but never had seen its urgent stand. Like a moth to fire, Jesse
had to approach, however tentatively. Heart aflutter, he kissed Shan lightly on
the lips and sank slowly to his knees. From his worshipful position, he said, “I
want to do this.” Glancing up as if to seek permission, he added, “I’ve never
done this before.”
Shan looked down. “I can’t wait for you to try.”
Jesse’s lips and tongue tasted his sex. Shan’s eyes closed. The unexpected
pleasure overcame him. His knees shook. Conscious thought almost surrendered to a force within, which gathered, swarmed, threatened. Shan pulled
back in time and lifted Jesse to his feet.
He opened the boy’s garment to let it simply fall away. Jesse’s bare light
skin, revealed by the candlelight and taken in completely for the first time,
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seemed more milky than Shan’s memory could note. He teased the hard nipples and saw how Jesse’s chin went up in response. There was a sigh. Rotating
Jesse’s shoulders turned the boy away to reveal a pair of buttocks as invitingly
curved as a girl’s. Breathtaking.
Strong, silk-clad arms embraced him. Shan nestled from behind into the
warm furrow and began kissing Jesse’s responsive nape. Hot palms and fingers
kneading his chest brought the boy near panic. “Oh, please,” he gasped, “let’s
lie down.”
Shan swept him off his feet and deposited him with care on the bed, shed
his own garment, opened the condom, stripped it over himself, and got into
position as Jesse again surprised him—by lifting his own legs to his lover’s
shoulders. He managed to say, “I’m ready.”
Remember what Edwin did.
“No, not yet. I want to see all of you.” His voice in a newly found, low
register, Shan said, beginning the touches of love-making, “All of you here is
beautiful…and desirable…and should be mine to enjoy.”
“Yes, Shan.”
To his fingertips, Jesse’s skin was smooth, nearly hairless, where Shan’s own
down there grew more profusely. It thrilled Shan to be so aware of his gift’s
purity.
A virgin. My virgin. Gentle. Be gentle. Very gentle.
Not a blemish between the modest, tight sex and the dark, coin-slot entrance he desired so avidly. Just downy flesh smelling faintly of vanilla. It
asked for a loving touch or…a kiss. The idea that he might kiss another male
in such a place had no precedence in Shan’s thinking. If it were anyone else
than Jesse—his Jesse—he never would have bent down to nuzzle his nose
beneath Jesse’s balls and to run the tip of tongue up and down, exhaling hot
breath on the wetness he left behind.
Edwin taught me to do this.
An inhaled “Oh!” was heard from Jesse, who thought he could die.
Is he going to kiss my a…?
No, Shan was moving his face over Jesse’s, bringing himself close. One
hand reached the bed beside Jesse. The other dabbed something creamy onto
the waiting muscle. A finger smoothed some of it just inside to no complaint.
Shan directed his penis there—gazing intently the while into Jesse’s luminous
eyes—and made certain by pressing forward until it centered and the path
divined by a response of parting.
This was the moment so greatly anticipated.
Jesse pleaded, “Kiss me.”
Their lips met. Shan whispered against Jesse’s mouth, “If it hurts, I will
stop.”
Jesse’s reply was to open his mouth slightly and to wait.
Taking a cue from Edwin’s dual penetration of him, Shan used his tongue,
held still against Jesse’s, before he allowed his pelvis to advance, rod-like,
probing past the gate to Jesse’s inside. Finding no resistance—only its welcoming warmth—he moved further and began to distract Jesse’s tongue with tiny
circles of stimulation. The tongue embraced his as Jesse’s rectum accepted an379

other portion then, suddenly, all of what remained. Their teeth bore into each
other a painless bite that stopped everything for a moment. Both boys had
to have that moment to adjust to what happened. They were at last together.
An unspoken We did it! passed between them.
Jesse released his legs onto his lover’s strong arms and reached up to take
Shan’s exotic cheeks with his hands and to draw them into kisses which raised
their joint temperature. The action of their coupling, by degrees, accelerated
into irresistible, uncontrolled climax.
Bedside, the pair of candles burned steadily, continuing to highlight the
passion which had passed from a kind of illuminated crisis into shadowy
oblivion. The pair of lover-teens basked with pride at what they had done so
splendidly, each lost for a while in his personal thoughts.
Shan went to the bathroom. Jesse lowered his legs to the bed, stretched to
increase their circulation, and heard the sound of running water. Momentarily, Shan, himself clean, returned with a warm cloth to bathe his friend’s face
and body. “Turn over,” he directed softly, proceeding to Jesse’s embarrassment
to cleanse his bottom with loving attention.
He is in charge, Jesse sensed. He wants to do this for me.
The narrow bed inspired Jesse to back against the wall when Shan lay
down. He crawled atop and hugged himself into the defined, hard body beneath, wanting every possible inch of contact. It was the first time their penises mashed together and they were happy about the intimacy. Jesse whispered
in Shan’s ear, “We are so lucky.”
As the candles burned lower, they talked—about their feelings, about Auntie, about their friends, about school, about keeping their secret, about loving
again somehow. When he had to extinguish the candles, Shan lay back with
Jesse and they talked late into the night before settling down for sleep, Jesse
for the first time in his life nude. The experience, like so much else, was novel
to Jesse, who had never slept in anyone’s arms. For him, it became the blissful end to the greatest day he had ever known. To Shan, it was a comfort he
understood full well from his time with Roger. New to him was the role of
protector.
Forgotten on the floor, the discarded pyjama top.
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It is the unexpected that always happens.
ENGLISH PROVERB

71 ODYSSEY: INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, from the air, looked much the same as Edwin expected, the old
State Capitol and Circle Monument visible through light smog over downtown’s multistoried buildings. Trees interrupted the city’s urban sprawl and
proliferated toward the North. The J. Irwin Springers stood bright-faced at the
arrivals gate. Mr. Springer was tall, bald, soft-spoken, and old. He offered to
take the only thing the young man had brought besides his carry-on, a rectangular box that had traveled in the luggage compartment. It had a convenient
handle and a white AIC logo. Mrs. Springer, silver-haired with her chin outthrust—as Edwin remembered from their meeting in Chicago—talked a blue
streak on their drive to the North side of town.
Of all she said, one part interested Edwin.
“We’ll pass the Museum on our way, but we won’t go there until tomorrow
morning for you to look around. I’ve told everybody about you so, I must say,
they’re awfully curious, but you’ll show them, won’t you?”
“Darling, don’t scare the young man. He’s just arrived.”
“I’m not scared. What are they curious about?”
“Why, about you and how knowledgeable you are, and how you can talk
about pictures.”
“I don’t really know that much, but maybe they won’t realize it.”
Irwin Springer laughed. “Tell us some of the things you’ve been doing since
my wife heard you in Chicago. Our friend Thelma Altshuler’s been quite enthusiastic about seeing the work you did with one of our pictures—we didn’t
know you were talented in that area, too—and she carried on about some
other tours you gave.”
“Thank you,” Edwin said modestly. “I did have an experience working as
an apprentice in the Conservation Department and I showed her and some of
her friends around our older things—you know—and when they came back
to see our Impressionist paintings. They all seemed pretty interested. They
listened really well and asked good questions. Oh yes, Miss Altshuler sends her
regards to you both as do the Bradshaws.” The latter name was introduced as
if it were a question.
Small talk made up for the lack of scenery until they reached the private
street, Sunset Drive, where mansions bore the mark of evident prosperity on
a large scale.
Big places, traditional architecture, but not as old as Miss Altschuler’s.
“Our leaves are at their prime now,” Mrs. Springer observed. Colors abounded among the trees on each side.
The Mercedes went through an open gate and down a short hill to a blockish, starkly modern house with a blue door which seemed to say, “Here.” White
gravel served as drive and traffic circle, crunched underfoot, and proved unfavorable to the wheels of Edwin’s carry-on.
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“Wow,” Edwin’s eyes popped at the big square, color-streaked canvas confronting entrants to the front hall. “Paul Jenkins—manipulated paint or dyes,
right? It’s really striking.”
“It is by Paul Jenkins. Clever you. We bought it directly from him in New
York, back in 1975, I think. Isn’t that right Joanne?”
“About then, or the next year. But let’s not stand here. There’s more to see
in the living room.”
There was: Edwin’s first conversation pit, a quilt of Adam and Eve hung
like a tapestry, a silvery Chagall over the fireplace, floor-to-ceiling glass walls
to either side with views of thick woods stretching further down the hill,
two obscure abstracts over the Steinway, and a yapping black poodle named
Rembrandt. As the animal was removed when Edwin did not respond to its
attempts to rip his pants, an elderly maid brought an urgent message: Mrs.
Springer was to call somebody at the Museum. It was, as she kept saying, urgent.
Mr. Springer showed Edwin to the guest room where his luggage could be
deposited, then how everything in the bathroom worked. There were copies
of recent issues of Art News and Art in America. “We hope you enjoy your visit
here.” He was about to mention their supper plans when Mrs. Springer rushed
in, excited.
“Drop everything. We’ve got to dash over to the Museum before Deborah
Udell has to go. Seems they’ve had a look at that Corot you all returned and
read the papers from a Mr. Rosenberg—whoever he is—and they want you to
answer some questions right now. Oh, dear.”
“Am I in trouble?”
“Let’s find out, shall we?” Mr. Springer’s interest had risen.
On the way, Edwin was asked to tell them a bit about himself. He thought
it a funny request. “There’s not much to say. I’m just somebody who’s crazy
about art. I like to draw and paint in different styles but mostly I want to learn
everything there is to know about restoring art. Next week, Miss Altshuler’s
arranged, with Mr. Rosenberg’s help (Mr. Rosenberg’s our chief conservator),
to get me into a five-day course in microscopy at the McCrome Institute which
I didn’t even know was in Chicago. I’m going to learn how to do scientific
analysis of paint—you know, pigments and the media with which they were
mixed. Stuff like Köhler illumination, particle measurement, refractive indices, crossed polar crystal optics, bi-re-fringe-ment—I mean, bire-fringence….”
He could have gone on as pointlessly (His hosts had no idea what he was
talking about.), but they had arrived. It took a few minutes for them to be
greeted by middle-aged Deborah Udell and taken via keyed elevator to the
Conservation lab. There, on an easel under strong illumination, was “his”
Corot.
“It arrived only today, in time, it seems for your visit. What exactly did you
have to do with making this look the way it does?” She seemed tired and worried, but it was after hours on a Friday. “Sorry, I don’t mean to be abrupt, but
it’s late. I’ve had a long day and, after reading Mr. Rosenberg’s letter, we’re a bit
mystified around here. You did some of this work? How old are you, anyway?”
“Eighteen.”
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“Is there something wrong with it, Deborah?” Mr. Springer asked, reaching
for his wife’s hand.
“Wrong? You ask me if there’s something wrong. Wrong?” She looked as if
she might pop. “I’ll tell you what’s wrong. We sent a canvas, which we haven’t
been able to exhibit in decades, for Mr. Rosenberg’s opinion about whether
it could be restored to some degree. It had been wrecked by a fool once employed here. Mind you, we do good work of our own these days, but we don’t
have all the analytical equipment the AIC has and we weren’t even sure the
thing was a real Corot. I acceded to the offer that some unnamed apprentice
there, under Rosenberg’s supervision, would remove the bad over-painting
and in-paint it to the point that it might be something we could include in
a forthcoming exhibition. Oh, never mind the details. Point is, we never expected…this.”
Edwin stood there without moving anything except his eyes. They, he focused at their most intense in the speaker’s direction.
Mrs. Springer interrupted, “Excuse me, dear. What do you mean by ‘this’?”
The conservator looked down, then up, reconnecting with Edwin’s gaze.
“To my naked, trained eye, this is a Corot of exquisite subtlety which looks as
if it had never been restored.” Her words ran together as if she were about to
have an emotional reaction. Was it his eyes? Or her admission?
“Then you don’t mind that I worked on it?” Edwin asked in his most innocent voice. “Mr. Rosenberg did, too, and Mabel, his second in command,
a little but mostly, after they saw what I was doing, they left me alone. But
he was always checking, you know, and she was, too, to make certain I didn’t
mess up.”
“Then let me shake your hand, Edwin. It’s marvelous,” she said. “Will you
tell me and my staff, if I can get them together tomorrow—say, in the afternoon—exactly how you did what you did?”
He had planned for just such a moment. “Certainly. But may I make a request?” George-type formality.
“Of course. What is it?”
“In storage, you have a Corot sketch—I saw it online—of a woman and
child with a dog walking down a path between two hills with trees. Would
you get it out so that I can see it?”
“Yes, surely.”
“And I’ll need another easel with a big pad of paper or some sort of board
I can write on.”
The parting was beyond amicable.
Supper in the Springer’s dining room with its seventeenth century Chinese
screen across one wall and starkly white porcelain on the table, pleased all
three: Fresh tomato bisque, succulent veal scaloppini and English peas, an
outstanding Australian pinot noir called Innocent Bystander, and rich chocolate brownies with coffee. Yolanda, the live-in housekeeper, had prepared it,
and was much praised. The wine, from Mr. Springer’s cellar, came in for special discussion when Edwin revealed that he thought it “redolent of berries,
truffles, and earth.”
An “O” formed silently on his mouth before Irwin Springer could think of
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asking, “Are you…interested in wines?”
Edwin smiled, “Very. But I haven’t had much experience with them yet.
I’m only allowed one glass on special occasions like this.”
“My goodness, I forgot your age,” Mrs. Springer said. “Well, we won’t tell,
will we Irwin?”
“No, but if you like, I’ll show you my wines. I collect a few.”
Before retiring, Edwin did see—hundreds of bottles, arranged and stored
in a fifty-five degree, controlled environment behind lock and key. Many
thousands of dollars’ worth, he reckoned. Not even Duane Wilderforce, in his
house in Paris, had anything like it.
Saturday started early enough to permit his host—with whom he now was
on a first-name basis—to take him after breakfast for a stroll down the hill
through their heavily wooded grounds to the banks of the White River then,
at midmorning, to the Museum for two hours of walking around. Joanne absented herself in order to “make a few calls.” They met for lunch in the IMA
Café where the food, it turned out, was “better than good,” as Edwin put it.
He put away a large bowl of Pasta Primavera with shrimp while the Springers
ate Caesar salads with chicken and watched their guest with envy.
Conversation centered on the works that had captured the young man’s
attention. They were an eclectic array which included two ancient Greek
pots, an “amazing” Neolithic Chinese pot, a George Stubbs horse (“named
either Pangloss or Rufus”), some Indiana painters such as William Merrit
Chase (“The Beckwith portrait of him is almost as good as a Repin.”), Wayman Adams (“His Art Jury is better than any of the French paintings of juries
I know.”), and Theodor Groll (“That painting of Indianapolis at Dusk captures
appearance and mood better than a photograph could.”).
“Let me interject, Edwin,” Irwin said, “Groll was German, but his uncle
owned the most important art gallery in Indianapolis, so Groll was living
here when he painted it. You’re right about Chase and Adams. They were both
native Hoosiers.”
“Oh, speaking of Hoosiers, I noticed that the Groll was gifted by—the label
says—‘a couple of old Hoosiers.’ Do you know who they were? I’m interested
in donors.”
Joanne had to laugh, “They lived on our street, Eli and Ruth Lilly. Passed
away a long time ago. Wonderful people. The city owes them a lot.”
“I’ve seen their names on many items. And Fesler and Greenleaf on Impressionist and some Early Modern things.”
“Anne Greenleaf’s still alive. Caroline Fesler was her aunt. Did you ever
hear of the Marmon Motor Car Company?” Irwin’s face bore a quizzical look.
“Didn’t they make limousines?”
“Smart boy. They did. Some of the costliest in this country. Caroline Fesler
was the daughter of the founder. She founded the Art Museum, and her gifts
and those of her niece, who inherited from her, were the basis of our collection.”
“So, your Seurat in its original frame, that curiously colored van Gogh, the
two Braques, the de Chirico, one of the Picassos I saw—all came from those
women?”
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“They did, and,” it was whispered to him, “one of our Corots.”
“Oh. I missed that label.” Chagrin showed on the young man’s face.
“Then it’s the perfect time to go downstairs.”
The entrance of Edwin, his parcel, and the Springers to the Conservation
Lab was met by a small crowd. “Who’re all these people?” he wanted to know.
“Just staff and some friends,” Joanne assured him. She proceeded to introduce Edwin to the curator of European paintings, the Museum’s director, and
several members of the Board of Governors. Also present, a handsome reporter
from the Indianapolis Star. All shook his hand with undisguised dubiousness.
Deborah Udell stepped before two easels, nodded to a colleague who turned
up the lighting, and addressed the gathering. “We are here because of this,”
she pointed to the Corot, “and because this young man,” she indicated Edwin,
“restored it as you see. He’s going to tell us what steps he took to obtain such
a result.” She handed him a felt-tipped marker and moved beside the easel
bearing a whiteboard.
For an instant, Edwin seemed hesitant, but drew himself up with a strong
intake of air. He opened his eyes to the brightness which ricocheted their
electric blue throughout the room. “I had the honor be given the opportunity, under the guidance of one of America’s great experts in the restoration of
paintings, to try to bring back to life a canvas which had seen better days. It
was slow going because we had to look at it rather closely before deciding what
might be done. Let me show you what we found.”
He opened his parcel and drew forth spectral images which proved the
painting not to have been by Corot or even a product of his studio although
painted, perhaps by one of his disciples, around 1900. “Once we established
that, we removed the poor job which had been done on it and discovered
the extent of damage to the original. It mostly consisted of these areas”—he
showed photographs—“caused, we believe by exposure to fire and by clumsy work covering it up. Your man—I understand he was let go—your man
was left-handed, but the artist was right-handed. Not even the brush strokes
matched. Still, the work’s concept—most likely a drawing by Corot which we
could not find in our files or in any on-line collection of images—was not a
lost cause. I was allowed to re-imagine what was missing.”
Mincing no words, he spoke steadily for the next half-hour or so with meticulous precision, scribbling points of information with the pen, rigorously
outlining the science behind the process of removing every bit of over-painting, the newer and older layers of varnish, and the oily and acidic soot which
“had been neglected.” To conclude, Edwin explained, “Pigments used by the
anonymous painter were accurately determined along with the formula for
his medium, to permit the new work to blend in. An aging technique was
employed to further unify the present outcome and a light varnish completed
that unity. The aim, my supervisor Mr. Rosenberg said, had been to render
‘exhibitable’ a canvas which otherwise ‘should have been disposed of in a rubbish bin.’ He can be pretty direct. Anyway, this is, you know, what we thought
appropriate. If you don’t like it, everything can be removed. We used Gamblin
Conservation colors.”
He paused for effect before adding, “I almost forgot. My study of Corot and
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focus on his style led me to try an experiment which I’d like to show you.” He
drew from his parcel on the floor a wrapped canvas which he placed in front
of the whiteboard. “Miss Udell, did you pull the Corot sketch I asked for?”
She produced it, holding it up in the light while Edwin took away his canvas’s covering. “I thought it would be instructive if I were to make my own
‘Corot’ based on something in your collection, that sketch.”
Necks stretched. Eyes squinted. Everyone jostled for a better view. Quietly
civilized pandemonium broke out.
“Good God,” the curator said to no one in particular.
“Damnation,” the director said under his breath.
Closest, Deborah Udell bent to inspect the new work before anyone could
push her away. One of her staff took the drawing and held it steady. She
looked at the sketch—just a sketch—and at the details of Edwin’s painting.
Every touch of his brush evoked Corot in her mind, every nuance of color.
The unmistakable feel of authenticity. Her vision blurred with momentary
moisture. She turned away.
Joanne Springer pulled Edwin aside. “Stand over here with us so you won’t
get mobbed.” Irwin patted him on the back without a word, somehow as
proud of his wife for having insisted that they sponsor the young man’s trip
to Indianapolis as he was to be the host to such a remarkable talent.
Curator Jeremy Gardiner was overheard by reporter Nick Charleston saying
to IMA Director Stewart Wilkinson, “It’s hard to believe.”
“Gentlemen,” the reporter asked, “care to make a statement? I’ve got to
write about this.”
Wilkinson was guarded, “Let’s not jump to conclusions. Talk to the boy.
I’m going to call my friend Helmut Schachter and check the story out. I’ll be
in my office. Jeremy, care to come with me?”
Charleston nosed around but the Springers had spirited the young man
away. At a loss for what to do, he heard Deborah Udell raise her voice over the
clamor.
“People! There’s something I just noticed.”
The chatter stopped.
“Across the bottom in very neat, small letters is an inscription: Ceci n’est pas
un Corot. Edwin Owen.”
Laughter and applause erupted.

S

In the car, Edwin thanked Irwin and Joanne for helping him escape. “I’ve
got a headache. Can you give me an aspirin or something?”
“We’ll get you home and let you rest for a while. And we’ll fix your headache, don’t worry. There was a lot of excitement.”
“Do you think they’re mad at me?”
“Mad at you?” Irwin wondered aloud. “More likely mad about you.”
Yolanda complained, hands on hips, “The telephone hasn’t stopped ringing. I gave up trying to write down all the callers and let it go to voice mail.
They want to talk to Edwin or to you about him.”
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An hour’s calm helped the household. Edwin dozed. The Springers rested
but didn’t sleep. They were too tickled by the way things had gone. Irwin
thumbed through the calls, “Stewart and Jeremy, that reporter Nick—I-thinkit-says Charleston—Yolanda’s script is hard to make out. And Ellen Leighton—
wonder what she wants? She wasn’t there. I’ll call her.”
The Museum’s Senior Curator holding an endowed position, Ellen, one of
the Springer’s best friends over many years, knew the IMA inside and out, was
so experienced that nothing upset her composure, could be relied upon in all
matters, and served as confidant to all the higher administration and major
donors. She, Irwin, and Joanne often traveled together with members of the
Contemporary Art Society to visit exhibitions of new art across the country
and in Europe.
Irwin’s end of their conversation was brief and jocular. He took an amused
view of what had happened. “If you’d like to come over for supper, we’d be
glad to have you. It’s going to be simple, I hear, but you can meet Edwin, who’s
modest but, if called upon, can wax poetic or technical on a moment’s notice.
Quite disarming, really. We’re taking him to tonight’s lecture—remember, the
Decorative Arts Society thing? We can all sit together so you can see what he’s
like…. Fine…. Come at six because we have to be there at seven-thirty.”
Edwin was awake, speaking on his cell to Aunt Aggie. “They weren’t expecting what I had for them. Rosey—Mr. Rosenberg—helped me plan my attack and it blew ’em away, as you’d say.” He went on to ask about Shan who, he
learned, was at that very moment trysting with Jesse across the hall.
She grew confidential, “They’ve bonded like Super Glue. I’ll have to pry
them apart to eat something. They’ve both been outstanding in everything
this week, I’m giving them the afternoon and evening. So far, their sounds
tell me they’re having quite an enthusiastic session. Ouches, oohs, ahs—what
you’d expect. With you away, there was no reason to drive up to Chicago. I
thought the chance at an orgy would relax them before they face next week.
Some grueling stuff at school.”
“You must see a lot of change in him.”
“It’s better than middling, I can tell you. Anne and Erich continue to back
me up in the whole project, as you can imagine. The former Shan’s just about
gone. The new one’s coming into bloom as a good student, one hell of a swimmer, and something of a dedicated lover. My back burner has one or two other
items on it for him but, for right now, we’re batting close to a thousand. Oh,
to change subject, are you going to Boston next weekend?—because if you are,
we’ll stay here.”
“Yes, the Museum of Fine Arts.”
“Thanksgiving’s just around the bend. We’ve got to figure out what to do—
whether here or up in Chicago. Think about it. Down here, you and Dalton
could stay next door. I don’t know what we’d do with Roger and Tom. Or
George, if you want any of them.”
“Honestly, I hadn’t thought of it, but let me do that. Now I must go. We’ve
got a guest for supper and, I hear, a lecture to attend. I need to wash my face
and change clothes. Bye!”
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Her easy-going, compassionate personality registered with Edwin. “Ellen,”
he said at the table, “I’d like to know more about the role played by the women
who established your Museum’s collection. How did Caroline Marmon Fesler
come to buy such radical works back in the early years of the Twentieth Century?” Seeing Ellen’s puzzlement, he added, “The key personality in Chicago
was Mary Cassatt, who curated the exhibit at the World’s Columbian Exposition and was a friend of Mrs. Potter Palmer. The rest is Chicago history.”
Having imagined that an eighteen-year-old prodigy would have been full
of himself, Ellen Leighton had the pleasure to find an audience of one ready
to listen, to be engaged not generally, but in detail. Who? Which paintings?
In what sequence had works entered the collection?
“May Sewell started the organization, Mrs. Fesler paid anonymously for
the first Museum building (which still stands downtown), and their friends
from both generations organized themselves into a group called the Gamboliers.” She smiled. “As a group, the Gamboliers”—she had to spell the word
for Edwin—“acquired and donated something in the range of a hundred-fifty
paintings by Modigliani, Pendergast, Matisse, Toulouse-Lautrec, and others
which they spent—if you can believe it—more than two thousand dollars on.
To put it in perspective, a Marmon limousine cost more than six thousand
dollars back then. So that’s how the ball started rolling. Are you sure you want
to hear all this?”
“It’s fascinating, isn’t it?” he asked his friends, the Springers. They agreed,
although they had long acquaintance with the Museum’s history.
“Writer Booth Tarkington, who loved old masters, got together with the
founder of the Ball Jar industry, Frank Ball, and Lilly Pharmaceutical researcher George Clowes (You’ve heard of insulin? Dr. Clowes was one of its developers.). They put together an exhibition of paintings and prints by Dutch
Masters, including Rembrandt, Hals, Ruisdael, Steen, and Vermeer during the
Depression years. It was so successful that Mrs. Fesler decided to make the
first in a remarkable series of gifts to the collection. Over the years, she gave
paintings by Hobbema, Cuyp, Corneille de Lyon, and the modernists Seurat,
Cezanne, Van Gogh and Picasso. That got Mr. Lilly involved and he began
to acquire for the Museum works of Chinese art which enthralled him. Mrs.
Fesler’s friend Ruth Lilly and her husband Josiah gave the land we’re on today.
Their home is still here. It houses part of our decorative arts collection.”
“Wait a minute. Two Mr. Lillys with the same wife?”
Ellen chuckled, “No. There were two Ruths. Josiah’s wife was Ruth Brinkmeyer. Mr. Eli’s wife was Ruth Allison. You may have heard of the Allison
Division of General Motors. So, two important Ruths!”
“Wow. Just like Chicago. Women were key to both your Museum’s establishment and growth,” Edwin enthused.
“And we’ve got to head over there, if we’re not to be late for the lecture,”
Joanne said.
On their way, Edwin learned that the speaker, Frank Crittenden, who had
appeared at the IMA many times, would be presenting the history of France’s
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great Château de Chenonceau. “That beautiful castle built over a river?” He
could hardly contain his teenager’s enthusiasm. “I’ve just got to visit that
some day.”
The occasion, in a small lecture hall under the Clowes Pavilion. “This
will be your chance to see Dr. Clowes’ old masters—Caravaggio, Rembrandt,
Rubens, El Greco, Cranach, Jan Breugel, Constable, Claude, and other European masters”— Ellen told him—“and also the largest collection of Turner
watercolors outside Britain.” She knew how to whet an appetite.
The place was packed, everyone expectant. Prof. Crittenden was introduced, applauded, and the lights dimmed as the first image of the glamorous
building appeared on the screen behind him. He spoke passionately about
the chateau’s early history, images changing every few seconds in stupefying
plenty.
He must have had access to archives that aren’t on-line. These are fantastic. No
notes. Knows his stuff, but he sure sweats a lot. Edwin’s thoughts ran in personal
commentary to the engrossing, unfolding story. I could learn from him about
public speaking. The way he mixes humor with history, bits of private matters behind
public affairs, it’s like a chef seasoning a delicious dish.
The professor faltered. The impressive train of thought and the elegant
vocabulary with which he set forth his knowledge seemed to abandon him.
He clutched his chest and sank slowly behind the lectern, then slipped off the
stage and dropped to the floor with a cracking sound.
Two physicians in the house rushed to attend to him while everyone kept
their seats and waited for an ambulance. During the consternation, Stewart
Wilkinson, himself a friend of Prof. Crittenden, took charge, asking for quiet
and patience. Ellen joined him as the emergency team took the speaker away,
victim of an apparent heart attack, the President of the Decorative Arts Society
(a member of the City-County Council and Chairman of the Board of nearby
St. Vincent’s Hospital, it was explained) riding along in the ambulance.
Ellen conferred with Stewart, “He was only fifteen minutes into his lecture.
Are we going to send all these people home now? There’s a reception planned
for afterwards but the caterers are working on it now. I’m sure it isn’t ready.”
Wilkinson had a hand on his head, thinking. Ellen said softly, “I wasn’t there
this afternoon but I’ve heard a lot about it. You were. What do you think
about asking Edwin to present his Corots to the audience? We could have
them brought up in minutes. Wouldn’t people be fascinated?”
“”Why not? We ought to do something,” he reasoned. “Call Deborah at
home and have her give the directions to whomever’s downstairs at this hour.
It’ll be a helluva improvisation but it might save the evening. I’ll talk to the
boy. He’s over there. Oh, yes, you were sitting with him.”
“We had dinner with the Springers. He’s the real McCoy. Ask him. Bet he’ll
do it.”
After a hurried huddle on one side of the room, the audience was told there
would be a fifteen-minute “intermission” to be followed by a substitute speaker “who’ll surprise you all, so don’t anyone leave.”
Edwin went directly to the booth at the back of the hall to ask the tech
man to check the professor’s laptop. “If you can use it to get on-line, there’s a
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site with dozens of Corot paintings I can find. I’ll select the ones I want and
they’ll appear on the screen. Just close down the professor’s Powerpoint. I’ll
do the rest.”
While gears meshed to rescue the evening, Wilkinson thought of calling
the Star reporter, who had given him his card. “Nick Charleston, this is Stewart Wilkinson. Yes, that’s right. You have ten minutes to get to the DeBoest
Lecture Hall. If you thought you were working on a good story, wait till you
see what’s going on here. Ten minutes. Get on it, now!”
In fact, the “intermission” took slightly more than twenty minutes, but
people were corralled back into the auditorium. Some of them had become
privy to garbled accounts of what might happen. Curiosity ran high. Three
easels were set on stage, two with landscapes on them, one with a drawing
that was too small for most to see.
“Ladies and gentlemen, earlier today in our Conservation Lab, the restoration of one of our paintings—which few of you have ever seen—was unveiled to what I shall call general acclaim,” Wilkinson’s rather sharp, stentorian voice stressed the last word. “The story was so extraordinary that I thought
this emergency might be your chance to hear it. I’ve asked the restorer to show
it to you. Please greet Mr. Edwin Owen.”
Edwin stepped to the stage. Wearing only his long-sleeve white shirt, black
windbreaker and gray slacks, he looked very much the teenager he was. Heads
bobbed around. Joanne heard someone behind her say, “What is this, a joke?”
She turned imperiously, “I’ll thank you to pay attention.”
He moved to the laptop and signaled toward the control booth. The lights
dimmed. On the screen appeared a late photograph of his subject.
“Jean Baptiste Camille Corot had the good fortune to become the most
commercially successful painter of all associated with the Impressionists. His
works were considered appropriately decorative long before theirs, which offended virtually all tastes. Let me try to account for his great career and for the
annoying problem created by it.”
The light voice might have been off-putting at first the way his appearance
was but, as he spoke, Edwin’s words conveyed more than mere knowledge of
the subject. He traced Corot’s formative years quickly, cited critical opinions,
limned the rise in the market for his pictures—landscapes particularly—and
showed several images to illustrate how the man’s style moved from early simplicity and the reduction of forms from essential shapes, buildings particularly, to hazy, soft-colored, atmospheric evocations of imaginatively ideal fiction.
He mentioned both Northern and Southern influences, but showed that they
went through the artist’s “personal filtration” to become unique. Corot’s studio system with its numerous assistants trained to work in the master’s style
was likened to Rubens’s atelier centuries before.
“The men who left or were let go often set themselves up as independents
and continued to paint in more or less similar fashion—because it was fashionable to do so and customers in considerable numbers wanted lovely paintings of visual idylls at half the price of those from Corot’s workshop. The
proliferation of ‘Corots’”—he drew quotes in the air—“led to historian René
Huyghe’s famously funny quip that ‘Corot painted three thousand canvases,
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ten thousand of which have been sold in America’.”
Moving to the problems of the IMA’s presumed Corot, now restored as they
could see, Edwin retraced in simpler terms what he had said earlier in the day
to a much smaller gathering. “I apologize that I didn’t have time to scan into
the computer the infrared and x-ray photographs we took, although I have
them in my hand for you to inspect after we are done.” It was an aside that
made the audience lean forward in concentration.
His further elucidation of the painstaking steps that led to the final image
before them, an image for which he accepted responsibility, stunned everyone. Just as in the Lab, he prevented reaction by pointing to the IMA’s sketch
and went immediately into a short account of his elaboration of it into the
finished canvas on the far side. The explanation included his having studied
the AIC’s real Corots at close range, absorbed what he could of the techniques
they displayed, then having willed himself “to forget everything before letting intuition take over.”
The room was absolutely silent at this line of thought coming from an obvious expert of such oddly youthful appearance. “I can’t project either of these for
you to see but, if Miss Udell, who has come in, and Mr. Wilkinson will join us
up here to guard them, you are welcome to—Miss Leighton, you’ll help them,
won’t you?—you are welcome to file past, then come upstairs for the food. I’m
hungry and will look forward to the pleasure of meeting you.” His formal sort
of manner—acquired from George Tanner—made its impression.
People sprang to their feet, their resistance in tatters, to applaud as the
young speaker dashed up the aisle past the Springers and pulled them along
with him to the elevators. “Whew! I am thirsty—and I want a chance to see
the collection before everybody else starts asking their questions and saying
dumb things.”
Nick Charleston, standing at the back, ran to thrust himself into the car as
its door slid shut. “I’d like to join you up there, if you don’t mind. I’m new here
and haven’t seen the Clowes Collection myself. He smiled at the Springers,
who smiled in return somewhat uneasily. How old is he?”—they wondered—
mid-twenties, early twenties?
Edwin shuffled his feet and looked at the floor. “Please don’t ask me any
questions now.”
Smart enough to realize his opportunity, he extended his hand to Edwin.
“Deal. We won’t ask each other anything. Just look at pictures.”
The next hour passed in a flurry. His hosts stopped at the bar while Edwin
and Nick walked into the little chapel with its small El Grecos, then through
the rest of the collection, noticing a shiny black and red harpsichord in the
middle of one room and paying special attention to the Turners on the uppermost level. Nick hardly could absorb the treasures, so swiftly did Edwin move.
He lagged now and then in order to study Edwin’s body and body language.
Could he be gay? What would it be like to get him in bed? Look at that cleavage.
Edwin was bent over two Ruskin watercolors. He finally could be heard,
talking to himself, “These are unbelievably rare, the most decadently colored
things I’ve seen outside of Moreau. Oh, Nick. Look. John Ruskin was trying to
paint like Turner.”
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Nick smiled and placed a hand on Edwin’s back. He let it slide down as
the young man straightened, managing barely to brush the alluring backside.
“Sorry,” he said.
Edwin directed his glowing blue eyes at the good-looking reporter, “I didn’t
mind.”
In his chest, Nick experienced tightness. Not a good moment for someone to
be approaching, he thought and turned around.
The clack of heels was Joanne Springer on-the-search, “Edwin, dear, you’ve
got to come down to meet your public.”
Photographs were taken, congratulations showered, food gobbled down—
not necessarily in that order. One dowager-type—“Mrs. Howard Dean, Sr.,”
she declared, as if it meant something—asked with slight condescension, “Dr.
Owen, how old are you?”—a moment never to be forgotten by those listening.
“Me?” Edwin broke out in a big smile. “I’m not a doctor. I’m eighteen. I
just graduated from high school.” Mrs. Dean’s “Well, I never!” caused astonishment all around.
Nick kept back from the commotion but sought the Springers to ask whether they could arrange for him to interview Edwin Sunday morning. ‘I can’t
do this justice in my article unless I can talk with him away from all these
people. Please.”
Joanne looked to her tall husband then to the earnest young man, who
was equally tall, and smiled, “Perhaps you could come for brunch with us
tomorrow? We have to take Edwin to the airport at two. That ought to work.”
Irwin agreed. The address and telephone number were dictated. “Come at
eleven-thirty. There will be plenty of time.”

S

Eight hours of deep, refreshing sleep readied Edwin for coffee and croissants
with his hosts, who were full of delight that he seemed so happy. “Yesterday
was more than I bargained for,” he told them. “I thought it would never end.
I wish I could have heard more about Chenonceau. What a magical place.”
He piled pear preserves on the hot, buttery croissant and chewed ravenously.
“This is good. My aunt used to make something like this from peaches.”
“Tell us about her.”
“She raised me. My parents are dead. She’s done more for me than anyone.”
He drank a big mouthful of coffee.
“Easy boy. There’s plenty more where that came from. You don’t want to get
indigestion. The whole morning’s ahead of you. What would you like to do?
“If it’s okay with you, I’d take a walk in your woods—they’re beautiful—
and maybe draw a little. Do you have anything like a sketch pad and some
soft-lead pencils?”
“Yolanda does. She paints watercolors. I’ll ask her to lend you one of her
tablets.
The housekeeper showed keen interest in supplying what turned out to be
exactly what Edwin had in mind. When he returned more than an hour later,
he had several sheets in his hand. “These are for the trash but I managed two
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that I want you to have for feeding me so nicely. They’re inside.”
She thanked him. “Ooh, I’ve got to get back in the kitchen if brunch is
to be on time.” She kissed him on the cheek and scurried to put everything
away. She would look at them later. But she did steal a glance when she was
safely in her room. “Madre de Dios!” she said aloud.

S

Nick arrived, looking spic-and-span, and was welcomed. He and Edwin
were shown into the study on the front of the house for their interview, while
Irwin finished going through his newspapers and Joanne went to help Yolanda in the kitchen. As they sat, Edwin tore his unwanted sheets into pieces and
deposited the bits in a wastebasket.
“What would you like for me to know about you that I couldn’t get from
hearing you yesterday?” It was a friendly, open-ended question that appealed
to Edwin.
His eyelashes fluttered a few times. “I’ve never been interviewed before.
What sorts of things do you want to know?”
I want to know how I can get you in bed. “Nothing tricky,” he said. “Would
you tell me about your interest in art? Where did that come from?”
He resembles—George!—when he was young and probably that slim. No wonder
I keep looking at him. Edwin felt relief that he no longer needed to stare. That
little mystery was behind him. “My aunt encouraged me. There was a time
when I didn’t talk a lot, but would spend hours lost in books looking at beautiful pictures, artworks mostly. She gave me a whole ream of paper and I started
to draw. It was her idea to look at drawings by great masters, not paintings,
and to try to copy them by figuring out how they had been done.”
“How old were you then?”
“Twelve, I think.”
“Were any of those drawings saved?”
“Aunt Aggie has a lot of them. She doesn’t throw mementos away. She says
they’re the evidence of where I started and that, one day, they may matter to
other people. It sounds silly, but she’s serious about it, so I don’t, you know,
complain.”
“What sorts of things does she have—any early paintings?”
“I’m sure she has—my really terrible watercolors, then some of the acrylics
I did later. By the way, did you notice that the ‘Corot’ I worked up from the
IMA’s sketch was in acrylics, not oils?”
“No, it looked like an oil painting.”
“It was supposed to. Mr. Rosenberg helped me to make it look that way. I
could never have done it in oils and had it dry in time otherwise.”
“How much time did it take you?”
“I’m ashamed to tell you.”
“Please. It looked just like an oil.”
“Two days. And part of one to disguise it.”
“You did that in two days?”
Nick’s voice attracted Irwin, who wandered in.
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“What took two days?”
“Your guest’s ‘Corot’—after that drawing!”
“Well, well. Let’s go tell Joanne and Yolanda. They’ll want to hear about it.”
There was a round table in the kitchen where all five sat together family-style for a meal that thrilled Edwin. Yolanda had laid out a platter of
smoked salmon, small bowls of finely chopped shallots, crème fraiche, and
lake sturgeon caviar, and a big bowl of soft-scrambled eggs. There were flutes
for briskly bubbling Schramsberg champagne and cups of steamy, hot coffee.
“I’m in heaven,” Edwin exclaimed. “I once had caviar on scrambled eggs in
Paris but”—he glanced back and forth—“the portion was very small. This…
mmm!”
Amidst the joy came the jangle of a telephone call. Irwin took it. “Stewart, what’s up?— Really? How is he?—That’s good news, I guess. At least it’s
not worse.—Edwin? He’s right here.—Oh.—We forgot about that.” He put his
hand over the receiver, “Your painting. We left it at the Museum.” He listened
some more. “I’ll let you speak with him.”
Putting down his fork, Edwin looked longingly at his plate of caviar and eggs.
“Ask if I may return his call after we’re through.” It did not seem the voice of a
teenager at that moment, but of a young man seriously intent on eating. The Director of the Indianapolis Museum of Art was not more important.
“Now’s a little inopportune, it seems. We’ll ring you back in a few minutes,
all right? Thank you. And give our best to Frank. Tell him we’re so sorry about
his arm.”
“What happened?” Joanne wanted to know.
Edwin paused, “The professor?”
“He didn’t have a heart attack, but he did have an ischemic attack (from
which he’s now recovered) and broke his arm. He’s staying with the Wilkinsons another day. They planned it anyway, so he doesn’t have to change his
reservations. He wants to meet you, which Stephen told him is impossible, so
is going to settle for a viewing of your talk later today.”
“My talk?” Edwin’s eyes opened wide.
“The audio-visual people video every speaker we have for the archives. Stephen’s got the DVD of the whole evening, including,” he laughed, “Frank
Crittenden’s collapse.”
“I want a copy,” Nick blurted out. “I’m sure I missed a lot of details. It
would help me write my article.”
“I’d like a copy for my aunt Aggie. Maybe one for Mr. Rosenberg, too, and
maybe one for my mentor of the Summer, George Tanner. Can I get three
maybe? ”
“As many as you like. We’ll see to it,” Joanne sounded certain. She did that
funny thing with her chin, thrusting it upward.
His belly full and feeling a bit tipsy after two glasses of the sparkling wine,
Edwin called the Director—who wanted to know the price of Edwin’s painting. “My price? I couldn’t sell that. I’m going to give it to my aunt.”
Yolanda was first to react. She whispered something to Joanne, who whispered in turn to Irwin. Nick watched the proceedings.
The Museum wants to buy Edwin’s picture? That doesn’t make any sense.
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“Well, you can hold on to it for a while. But, when she wants it, you’ll have
to send it to her, okay? And Mr. Wilkinson, could you send me some copies of
the DVD? Three, please.—An honorarium for my lecture?—That wasn’t a lecture. I was just trying to help out. Irwin and Joanne paid for my trip.—Yes.—
Why, thank you. That was nice.—Yes.—Thank you again.—Yes, they know
how to reach me.—Okay.—You’re welcome.”
Edwin rolled his eyes and hung up. Nobody was looking at him. Yolanda’s
sketchbook was the focus of their attention. She had fetched it and was flipping from the one drawing to the other. “See,” she said. “Look at them. He
made them for me.”
Joanne wanted her magnifying glass to read the inscription which was
lettered carefully across the bottom: Le forêt Springer à la manière de Corot. E.O.
“Our woods in Corot’s style. Why, you clever creature. They’re lovely!”
“I’m not sure about the French, though.”
“It’s perfect. We’ll get these framed.”
“They’re for Yolanda. I’d have made some for you but I don’t know any of
the modern styles you like.”
It was Joanne’s turn to laugh. “Ha! You don’t need to give us anything.
Yesterday was quite enough. I’ll ride high and wide with all my jealous friends
for months on the basis of having brought you here. It’s been”—her eyes
twinkled—“what you young people call awesome. Don’t you agree, Nick?” Up
went her chin again. It was a definite characteristic, for emphasis.
The reporter was going to say yes, but Irwin stopped him, “I’m afraid it’s
time to go. Better get your bag.”
“Could I use the restroom?”
“Certainly. Edwin, show him the one off the guest room.”
Nick came out of the restroom to see Edwin standing at the foot of the bed,
neatly made, his bag on the ready. He was waiting.
Gathering courage, Nick approached. He screwed up his courage, took a
breath, and said quietly, “May I kiss you?”
Edwin looked at the veritable apparition of George as a young man, and
opened his arms. Nick stepped into them and locked his own around the
slender body. He kissed Edwin on the lips and was kissed in return—chastely.
Another second and he might have lingered, so excited had he become at the
tender exchange.
Edwin picked up his bag. “We’ve got to go.”
What did it mean? He kissed me back.
On the gravel drive, Joanne handed Nick a piece of paper. “I’ve arranged for
you to go directly to the Wilkinson’s so that you can watch last night’s DVD
with Frank and Stephen. You can get their observations for your article. This
is the address. Go down Spring Mill to Pennsylvania and turn right.”
“How can I thank you? This has been a great morning.”
Irwin said, as he and Edwin took their places in the well-waxed, spotless,
maroon Mercedes, “Write what happened.”
Joanne climbed in beside her husband and waved as Nick drove away in
his unwashed Subaru.
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A true friend has your best interests at heart and
the pluck to tell you what you need to hear.
ELIZABETH ANN BUCCHIANERI

72 INTERIM
The Rosenbergs had George and, at his request, Dalton to dinner in Edwin’s
absence. Zvi and Rebecca lived comfortably in an old house within walking
distance of Dalton’s. It, too, was set among trees and bushes, a well-kept,
two-storied, brick edifice from the early Twenties. While not luxurious, its
commodious hall, living room, and den were furnished in a way that seemed
welcoming to Dalton if a trifle old-fashioned to George. A milk-glass lighting
fixture overhead. Books everywhere. Two sofas, face to face in front of a wide
fireplace, provided plush, tufted cushioning for the guests on one, their hosts
opposite. Cocktails in hand, bowls of nuts within reach, the four were ready
for a toast.
“Welcome to our home. L’Chaim!”
The glasses were raised in salute. “L’Chaim!” Dalton echoed. “If I’d known
such lovely people lived this close, I’d have made your acquaintance long before now.”
“We’re together now, thanks to the young man Zvi’s said so much about,”
Rebecca said, her glass of sherry raised. “I’d love to hear how you both got
involved with him. I’ve heard a little but—how Zvi is—he’s always wrapped
up in his work and not big on knowing relationships.” Whether she meant
anything surreptitious was undetectable, so ample was her Jewish-mother gregariousness.
George put down the vodka martini he was enjoying. His account was
slick. “At the beginning of the Summer, my former college roommate and his
wife pointed Edwin’s aunt, who raised him, to me. It evolved that she asked
that I take him under my wing and to advance his art study. He turned out
to be so impressively gifted as a learner that I couldn’t refuse her offer to underwrite the expenses. Even a trip to Europe. I took him to Paris and London
during my vacation time in August. She covered all of his costs. I really had
to go to Paris anyway, on museum business involving the eventual gift of a
collection of paintings owned by one of our”—he indicated Dalton and himself—“friends there. It was a very educational experience.”
“I see.” She turned her attention to Dalton, “And how did Edwin—whom
I’m dying to meet—come to live with you?”
“So naturally, it just happened. I’ve been retired for a good many years
now, living in my house all alone with space to spare. George thought that
having somebody in the house would be good for me”—an on-the-spot prevarication—“and good for Edwin. Edwin’s spent most of his short life being
around older people and, in fact, prefers their company—our company—to
that of his peers. Says he can learn more from us. I think that’s proved by his
tremendous admiration for your husband’s guidance.”
“Does he pay rent?”
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“Heavens, no! He helps around the house, likes to be in the kitchen, doesn’t
mind trekking to the basement to do laundry. He even irons. Says chores help
clear his mind after a period of study. He doesn’t hang out, or show the slightest interest in spending time with people his own age. I’ve never seen anyone
who can study with the intensity he can. It’s—I choose the word carefully—
supernatural.”
“Becky, he’s right. You know what the boy’s done since he’s been with us in
the lab.” He chuckled good-heartedly, “Mabel says he’s dangerously adorable
and well-mannered. It takes every bit of reserve she can muster not to smother
him. You’ll feel like that, too, once you’ve been around him, although he’s
very reserved.”
Dalton picked up his gin and tonic and tossed down a handful of almonds
and cashews, mumbling as he crunched, “These are truly sinful.”
Rebecca sipped her sherry. “No, they’re not. You could stand a bit of fattening up. You’re much too trim. Well, when can I meet him? He sounds too
good to be true. Zvi?”
“Not this week. I’ve got him in a course at the McCrome Institute from
nine to five every day. That took some doing, believe me. Thelma Altshuler
paid the tuition. She’s a pistol! If she ever ‘fires,’ everybody’d better duck.”
His finger pointed like a pistol. “Once she got Gary Loftus on the phone,
he took her word over mine, mind you, and Edwin got in. I’ve assured Gary
that it doesn’t matter whether the science may be a bit beyond him, what he
doesn’t understand the boy’ll remember verbatim and I can help him with it
later. Anyway, he won’t be here next weekend either because he’s got a trip to
Boston, to visit the MFA. That’s a result, like his trip now to Indianapolis, of
what you got him into this Summer, isn’t it, George?” He downed the rest of
his sherry, wanting off the hook.
“More a fluke.” George stepped in. “We were short-staffed. I asked him to
take some people around—you know, the sort of thing we get requests for all
the time. Before we knew it, he’d beguiled what turned out to be a group of
VIP ladies, drawn unusual attention to himself—and to the art, I might add—
attention no other docent ever did—snowed Bill Atkinson, and ended up with
offers of scholarships from Miss Altshuler and her friends. Helmut’s been fairly well convinced, too. That Corot business with you capped everything.”
“Actually, it’s probably gone a little beyond that. We had a secret project,
which Edwin’s unveiling in Indianapolis. Well, they didn’t know about it.”
He described how Edwin trumped up his finished acrylic—in two days—from
a Corot drawing in the IMA collection, how he and Edwin “cooked” it for
an aged appearance, the title Edwin gave it—he had to explain the Magritte
reference to Dalton—and how astonishing it was overall. “You saw it before
everything was finalized and Edwin inscribed it.” He shook with mirth, “The
title will be hidden by whatever frame it ends up with—and would be easy for
someone unscrupulous to take that off—but there’s a hidden way that no one
can ever claim the thing’s actually a Corot. He painted it on top of a dreary
amateur oil I found in a junk shop, the one he used as his trial piece for me.”
George looked alert. “What about the back of the canvas? Couldn’t that be
artificially aged, too?”
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“Readily. But no one would ante up tens of thousands of dollars for a small,
unsigned Corot—which Edwin’s could be, it’s that good—without having it
x-rayed, or examining it closely enough to spot that it’s not in oils but modern
acrylics. Edwin used a solvent and removed what he’d done for his trial run as
well as the original paint of the junker, but the crappy drawing underneath’s
still there more or less. It’s a great joke.”
The evening continued with a calorie-laden Viennese meal—Wiener
schnitzel as the main course and apple strudel for dessert, accompanied by
an Austrian riesling. Sated with food, drink and conversation, they parted as
friends with the promise to get together again soon, after Edwin’s return from
Boston.
Walking back to Dalton’s in the nippy Autumn air, George said, out of the
side of his mouth, “Fox.”
“You were pretty sly yourself.”

S

Edwin’s return late Sunday afternoon brought Dalton enormous delight.
How he had missed his young companion! He hugged and kissed him in so
strong an outpouring of affection that Edwin’s considerable eyes bulged with
surprise.
“I’ve only been gone two nights.”
“I didn’t miss you at all. I’m normally overenthusiastic about underachievers who live in my house. Now tell me what happened before I get really
grumpy.”
“I met a lot of people, including a cute newspaper reporter—Don’t look at
me like that!—and talked about my two canvases. The people at the Museum
got all hot and bothered, as Aunt Aggie would say. There was a lecturer who
took sick last night, so I filled in, which they liked. And I gave my first interview—sort of. What have you got to eat?”
“You’ll get fed. Did you know the Director down there called the Director
up here, who called George, who called me, then Rosey? Drop that innocent
look, scamp. You’ve stirred up quite a ruckus.”
“Ruckus is one of Aunt Aggie’s words. Your vocabulary’s expanding.”
“Twit! Go read your e-mails. Afzal wants to know what’s going on. I suggest you spend some time and give him the details. He misses you terribly. I’ll
whip up soup and sandwiches. ”

S

Well before bedtime, Edwin, freshly nude and expectantly erect, walked
seriously into the library, took Dalton by the hand, and led him wordlessly
upstairs. “I’ve had a shower. Now you take one. I’ll wait for you in your bed.
You promised that you could take me further than we have been before. I
want that tonight. I need it, Dalton, if I’m to face next week and the weekend.
I’m ready. See?”
He turned around and pointed down.
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“What’s that?”
“You. The replica of your cock that George made for Afzal. It’s got me
stretched.”
Dalton put his arms around Edwin, kissing the back of his head. “All right.
Now’s perhaps the time, but not because you’ve dilated yourself. Because you
really deserve to know how love and sex can be brought together for one of
life’s greatest meanings. Together, we may be able to achieve that for you.”
Time. Its passage could not be reckoned by the two. The solar glare of pure
feeling they had experienced gave way—ebbed, faded—by degrees unmeasurable—through returning consciousness to something cooler, akin to a lunar
glow, distant stars twinkling on its periphery. Youth on his side, Edwin recovered his breath and his awareness of being still alive before Dalton, who
seemed all but dead. The small world of a bed had been the launching pad, as
Edwin later called it, for “an exploration of worldlessness.”
Worldlessness—Dalton’s sort of word.
Dalton had come from his shower to Edwin, whose face wore a faraway
look. A tense, waiting hush fell between them. “We must look into each other’s eyes throughout,” Dalton said.
“I intend it.”
“Prepare me, please, as you know how.”
“I will,” Edwin responded. He took to his back, hung his head over the
bed’s edge, and reached to draw the huge member into his mouth. Hands
finding Dalton’s nipples above, the fingers began their ministrations while
swallows, one after the other, took the expansion of width and length deep.
Gentle aggression to his responsive nubs combined with masterful, glorious,
esophageal muscle contractions to bring on a nearly instantaneous erection.
Accomplished by Edwin in a single breath, the actions’ results astounded Dalton. He marveled at Edwin’s release of him and at his swivel onto his back,
head on a pillow, legs up.
“Now.”
Dalton took the insert’s end, withdrew the replica of himself, and swung
over and into place. Edwin’s cavitous, cavernous opening accepted him forthwith—all of him in a single gliding motion so surprising to both that their
eyes widened. For the first time in their intimacies, Edwin was, as he intended
to be, fully conscious at the moment of possession. He had bypassed Dalton’s
previously necessary strangulation and suffocation of sorts by an act of volition he had practiced. The big foam insert, a likeness of Dalton’s penis, had
been employed with a condom. Edwin’s excretion of saliva in quantity, the tilt
of his head, and the pattern of his swallows overcame resistance and allowed
the intruder into his gullet. Such had been the preparation that Edwin’s nexus
with Dalton, for them both, was ecstasy.
The realm of feeling—pure aesthesis—transcended thought on the part
of either for they no longer were individuals but one. Energy flowing into
and through their unity came from everywhere and nowhere, eclipsing consciousness of themselves, their location, their surroundings. The grey of the
one and the blue of the other reflected in eyes which saw and bodies which
sought unlimited horizons. The universe infused them with love beyond the
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practical, workaday love of ordinary existence—before they journeyed down
from climax. Their uniqueness as persons returned as they came apart and lay
beside each other. In Edwin’s mind, he finally understood the concept of the
sacred at its most transcendent, then passed into sleep.
His octogenarian stirred in the middle of the night. He was chilled. Edwin,
too, yet sound in slumber. Dalton pulled the bedcovers over them, marveling that he could recollect nothing that happened after his entry into the
willing partner who had not yet reached one-fourth his age. Edwin, who had
sought to learn from the old, old man, had left behind his role as suppliant,
seeker, student. That realization glazed him with emotions. Dalton rotated
the young man’s relaxed body with care to its side, stretched an arm under
the downy neck, and spooned into Edwin’s back to fall asleep again as their
mutual warmth grew.

S

During the days when Edwin attended his classes in the microanalysis of
paints and fibers, Dalton busied himself with visits to his doctors, his attorney, his financial advisor, and to lunches with Tom and Roger (once), George
(twice), Rosey (once) and Thelma Altshuler (once). He spoke lengthily by telephone with Aggie about Edwin and Shan. He e-mailed more extensively than
ever with Salil, Afzal, Stephen, and Duane. By stages, he brought together a
collective set of well-discussed opinions to guide the weeks ahead.
At home for supper, Edwin spoke with excitement about each day’s learning, eating gratefully whatever was provided and heading for Dalton’s bed
soon after helping with the dishes. In one another’s embrace, they murmured
small talk and never mentioned sex.
Dalton thought long and hard about whether to tell Edwin what had happened when the Associated Press picked up Nick Charleston’s story, “Museum
Triumph,” and Tribune arts writer Joan Dearing, upon seeing it, rang her friend
Evelyn Zavac in the AIC library to make certain the article’s subject was the
same boy she’d heard about so casually over lunch the previous week. Other
calls were made immediately thereafter to this succession: Helmut Schachter,
George Tanner, and Zvi Rosenberg. A local article might be in the works. She
wanted to do her own interview. A private tour, in fact. The director’s secretary fielded a call from his counterpart at the Museum of Fine Arts so that
another call could be placed to the IMA’s Stewart Wilkinson, as if the Star’s
news story needed further verification. With Rosey’s help, McCrome Institute
director Gary Loftus agreed to keep the story under wraps there in order not
to distract Edwin from the high level of concentration he needed to fix lab
and class experiences permanently in his mind. Only on Tuesday evening did
Dalton broach the matter, low-key.
“You know, I understand that people around here have heard some rather
good reports about what you did in Indianapolis.”
“Really? That’s nice.”
“My dear,” said Dalton in his authorial voice, “it’s a bit more than that, but
your friends have decided to spare you having to deal with it until after you
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visit Boston. That, by the way, is the only thing you need to attend to. They
want to know, and I will convey it to the proper authorities, what the title of
your talk will be.”
“My talk?”
“Don’t be obtuse. They want you to give a talk about your Corot experience.”
“They do? What’s that got to do with Boston?”
“Let’s just say that they’ve heard about how you carried on in Indianapolis
and they want to know about it. Actually, they would like a lecture on the subject of your work recreating Corot. So there. You’re going to do it. I’ve spoken
with Rosey, who’ll assemble together all the necessary images—you know he
photographed every stage of what you did and has the various scans, x-rays,
and whatnot of the IMA thing. Your friend Mabel is putting everything together for you in—what’s it called?—PowerPoint. You can study on the plane.
Understand? Now, give me a title and we’ll go to bed.”
A frown wrinkled Edwin’s usually smooth forehead as he thought. “Okay. I
wasn’t sure what I’d do there other than look at the collection. This will keep
me occupied on the flight. My title will be”—he paused as if corroborating his
choice—“Presumptions Concerning Corot, or An Innocent’s Approach to Speculative
Re-creation. Make sure they hyphenate the last word, or they’ll think they’re
in for some form of sport.”
Dalton’s first sputtering, then roaring approval set the outrageous title in
his memory. But, to be on the safe side, he wrote it out and stuck it on the
refrigerator with a magnet. “Done. Now, as Lady Macbeth said, and I quote,
‘to bed, to bed.’”

S

Friday afternoon, as he waited to board his flight East, Edwin used his laptop to write to his worried friend in Treydon:
Shan,
My week’s been crazy with complicated classes all day and heavy-duty
fatigue at night. I couldn’t take your calls or answer e-mails. Sorry! One
day, I’ll tell you all about it.
Right now, I’m at O’Hare heading to Boston. Things will return to normal
by Monday.
Don’t worry about your emotions and me. I love your brother and Dalton.
You can count on me to take care of your occasional physical need and for
my psychological support. Don’t worry, I repeat. I like our learning curve the
way you do. I’m getting better at it, too. Like most everything we learn, such
skills are acquired, and benefit from practice.
Your body’s as wonderful to me inside as it is outside.
Let’s continue to stick together so you won’t get into any trouble.
The last time was high-voltage, a dream come true for me.
Love Jesse. You are good for each other.
Aunt Aggie’s approval of you must be higher than it was of me when I lived
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with her because she never fixed me up with anyone the way she has for
you. I had to wait until I was eighteen!
Treat Jesse like a delicate flower. Never, ever hurt his feelings—or
Aunt A. will terminate you.
Let him give you head sometimes. (He’s told Aunt A. that he wants to make
you happy that way. A couple of his friends do it for their boyfriends when
coitus can’t be arranged. It saves a lot of time. Keeps you evened out.) And
occasionally, when Jesse’s blowing you, get him in a sixty-nine position (you
know what that is) and play with his privates and finger his bottom. It will
make him feel feminine, the way he wants to.
You can’t expect a whole night with him every week. His mother, who doesn’t
know what’s going on, would become suspicious. Be very smart about this.
Take your lead from Aunt A. She’ll always give you a clue.
They are calling my flight. I’ve got to go. We’ll talk next week, Monday
night maybe.
Finally, your academics take precedence over everything. Work at them with
the devotion you’ve been showing so far. Good grades bring good rewards.
I’m just reminding you of what you already know.
Must go.
E.
P.S. Aunt Aggie likes to use her stimulizer. Remember that, and ask for it
now and again.
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Confidence is that feeling by which the mind
embarks in great and honorable courses
with a sure hope and trust in itself.
CICERO
Every traveler has a home of his own,
and he learns to appreciate it the
more from his wandering.
CHARLES DICKENS

73 ODYSSEY: BOSTON
His Boston lecture formulated after dealing with the images Mabel had arranged for him, the floor plans and collections of the Museum of Fine Arts
having been studied on-line, his laptop shut down, Edwin allowed his eyes
to close. He ruminated. Recent events overshadowed his Summer, yet were its
results. No one he had met nor any experience he had had—with the sole exception of a minor unpleasantness with Jonathan in the AIC Library—failed
to bear directly upon the present and the future ahead. Everything counted.
Everything connected.
I’m lucky. Aunt Aggie. She made ev-ery-thing happen. Now Dalton. He changed
me forever. I can’t even reflect on what passed between us. Gone. All of it, in a
soundless whiteness. “Not to worry,” he told me. “It’s in your being now—the energy
and balance of the cosmos.” Whatever that means, there’s no fear anywhere in me.
He completed opening me—my spirit through my body and mind. “You now are
prepared to be anything you want or need to be,” he said. Aunt Aggie primed me to
act. Hassan taught me how to act—how to get out of my own way—how to flow.
Through Dalton, I have become “at one with the flow, free to go” where I wish “while
seeming to go where others want. Your essence has become metaphysical,” he told
me. “You have accepted the gift of liberation from earthly concerns. You are both
in the world and outside it, able as circumstances make necessary to reach beyond
and to draw upon what lies past the grasp of most others. Make no effort to do so.
No acts of ego. Let events happen. Let solutions to problems simply appear. They
will.” How he said that. How radiant he was when he said it. Dalton is love. God
is love. Is Dalton what some people call God? Aunt Aggie would say that’s religious
nonsense. But she doesn’t know—she hasn’t had my experiences with sex. What sex
has she had? I don’t know. Even a romance? I don’t know that either. What’s in her
past that she never speaks of it? Did she love and get disappointed? Sex? I don’t even
know her personal inclinations. Or whether she has any. Anne and Erich may know.
I could ask them. It wouldn’t feel right to ask her, although I’m an open book to her.
Until now, I’ve never thought about her life before she took me in. My life’s been her
life, now Shan’s is. Maybe that’s why she wanted him. Is it her purpose, her meaning? Will there be someone after he’s ready to leave? His progress is awesome. That
face, that body! If he develops a soul—I’m thinking religion again!—to go with his
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personality that’s evolving, then one day I may be the one who can take him where
Dalton has taken me….
His reveries rambled as the plane arrived at Logan airport and taxied to
its gate on time. Edwin had not noticed the airport’s huge sprawl, so lost in
thought was he. His hosts, the Caraways, spotted him and waved. Reality took
over. They were to be greeted and wishes conveyed from Miss Altshuler and
Joanne Springer.
Barbara Caraway was exactly as Edwin remembered from their meeting in
Chicago. Sprightly, with an outgoing personality. Tight-set corners topped the
edges of her mouth.
Harold Caraway III—who had made his money in oil, Edwin recalled, and
been “involved” with the de Young Museum in San Francisco—impressed the
wondering young man as high-browed, low-energy, pink-and-pudgy, smug,
possibly homosexual. His limp handshake and roving eyes added to the last
impression as did the way he carried his wrists and found cause to touch Edwin frequently as they walked to the parking lot.
“You can sit up front with me,” said Barbara. “Harold likes being chauffeured.”
Their Maybach 62, dark blue with side panels in silver, impressed Edwin as
the most sinfully luxurious car he had ever seen. Slipping not onto but into
the plush leather seat was itself a cloud-like experience.
“This is the most beautiful automobile I have ever seen.”
“So glad you like it,” she said. “Look back at Harold and you’ll see why he
prefers the rear seats. Don’t you dear?”
Twisting, Edwin discovered what seemed to be a lounge chair, extended
such that Harold could almost recline full-length. He delivered a small wave
and a wan smile—like a Roman on a litter—and said, “You may ride back here
with me, if you want.”
Barbara chided, “Harold, there’ll be other times. We have a lot to talk about
up here.”
What Edwin learned during the traffic-heavy drive to Beacon Hill was that
Joanne Springer had been the first to inform them of “your incident in Indianapolis.” Then had come the Globe’s running of the article, “Museum Triumph,” retitled “Museum Triumph in Indianapolis.”
“Oh….” Edwin stared out the window.
“It gets better,” said Harold from behind. “Tell him, Barb.”
“Maybe you didn’t know. Somebody posted your big evening on YouTube.”
“What?” he looked around.
“The whole thing, from the lecturer’s start and his attack to the rescue
team’s arrival and your impromptu lecture—it’s on YouTube. You’re famous.
Didn’t anyone tell you?”
“Me? I was in classes all week.”
“That’s why people here uprooted heaven and hell to get the Alfond Auditorium for your lecture. They had to bump a showing of that Picasso film—
you know, the one where he just paints and paints for the camera?” Edwin did
not. “It doesn’t matter. Originally, my idea was for you to talk to some of our
friends about art the way you did this Summer with Thelma, me and the oth404

ers, and for you to be able to tour our collections—which are remarkable—and
for you to get acquainted around here. But, word got around. The Museum
took over, not wanting to miss out on the publicity.”
Harold contributed, “Those shameless hussies. But Barb ‘fixed’ them, didn’t
you dear?”
Edwin’s curiosity got the better of him. “What did you do?”
She maneuvered past a double-parked car blocking her lane. “I told them
that the only way I’d even think of asking you to do something like that
would be if the event were a benefit for you, so you’re getting the receipts.”
“They’re selling tickets?” He sounded incredulous.
“Not any more,” she boasted. The whole thing’s sold out. A hundred-and-fifty seats at twenty dollars. You’ll get three thousand.”
Edwin blanched. “I’ve never been paid before.”
“Ah, a virgin on the threshold of prostitution.
“Harold! How could you? Apologize this instant.”
“No, my dear. Your young man needs to understand that he’s become a
commodity—overnight—with a market price. Lecturing is part of the commerce of art.”
Edwin thawed a bit from the chill which had seized him. “I never intended
anything like this. Joanne and Irwin and Ellen and Mr. Wilkinson pressured
me into helping out. I just did what had to be done—because I was there, they
had an audience, they needed help, and I had a story I could tell to fill in.”
“It was a lot better than that,” Harold said seriously. “I watched the whole
thing, not because I really wanted to. I thought you were just one of my wife’s
temporary enthusiasms. She has a lot of those. I went along with bringing you
here to please her. Now I’m glad.”
“Harold!”
“Let me finish, dear. I’m telling the truth. Your young man got to me from
the moment he opened his mouth. Edwin, I’ve heard more pompous asses and
academic dullards speak about art than you’ve met people in your life. You
don’t have ordinary gifts. I want to hear what you have to say, even though
I’ve already heard it. Now that’s sincere. The truth.”
Edwin perked up, “Are you willing to fall off the stage?”
“There is no stage in the Alfond Auditorium,” Harold laughed, coming to
life, bringing his seat up. “It’s a flat-floor movie theater, really. Great acoustics. State-of-the-art technology for projection. Good space. However, if you
require drama, I could throw a fit or something.”
Humor always elevated Edwin’s spirits.
Reaching their Federal row house on Beacon Hill ate up so much time that
the Caraways and Edwin had little time to relax into companionable ease
before he confronted the mind-boggling display of antique American furniture, paintings, silver, and Chinese export porcelain which arrayed the home.
An aggregation of such quality was known to him only from magazines and
books, and those fell short of reproducing the understated simplicity of ambience, the perfect harmony of surfaces, textures, spaces…. He considered using
a hand to close his jaw, but Harold did it for him. The hand moved to linger
on his shoulder.
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“Not what you were expecting?”
“I didn’t know what to expect. This is so many slices of history.”
Barbara brightened, “Yes, I suppose it is. We like to be surrounded by the
past. Now, Harold, take Edwin up to his room while I see what we’ve been left
for supper. The staff’s off this evening, but there should be something good
waiting in the kitchen. You come right back after you’re squared away and
we’ll eat.” She lowered her gaze at Harold as if to say, “Behave yourself.”
It would have been difficult to say whether the Edward Hick’s Peaceable
Kingdom over the sideboard or the enormous bowl of lobster salad on the polished mahogany of the dining room table snagged Edwin’s attention more. He
looked back and forth indecisively until bidden to “take a seat.”
“What is it, Edwin?” Barbara sensed his confusion.
“I’m really hungry but I can’t help staring at your Hicks. I’ve seen them
only in books. We don’t have one in Chicago.”
“Our museum doesn’t have one either, but they’ll get this one some day,”
Harold said. “Anyway, you can look at it as much as you want when we’re
done. Right now, you’d better butter your Parker House roll.”
“Yes,” Barbara took over, “Roseanne made them just for you. And, for dessert, Boston cream pie. She knew that you were coming and wanted to provide
a nice New England sort of meal. The lobster’s from Maine.”
“This salad’s terrific—and it doesn’t even have mayonnaise in it, does it?”
“No, it’s her idea to cut back on calories—we do have dessert coming—and
she thinks that mayonnaise hides the taste of good lobster. We love it this
way. Just lobster, celery and peas with olive oil, lemon juice, a little zest, white
pepper and basil. See, Harold, I did remember!”
“Gosh, it is delicious, especially with hot rolls.”
Harold raised his glass, “Shall we toast the occasion? Here’s to a productive
visit.”
“Boy, is this good! Is it a chardonnay?” Edwin wanted to know, sniffing
before quaffing.
“Cakebread Cellars. Ever hear of it?”
“No, but I have now. Wow.” The teenager’s enthusiasm enlivened the table.
“Joanne told me you liked a good glass of wine,” Barbara said, directing a
soft smile at Edwin.
He nodded.
While eating, Harold watched the young man. It proved difficult to reconcile his boyish appearance with the intellectual and artistic talent which had
proved so stunning in Indianapolis—under impromptu circumstances that
might have thrown a seasoned professional speaker.
The combination stirred the man’s thoughts along avenues his wife could
imagine. He thinks I have momentary enthusiasms….
Without unusual incidence, their evening passed. The night as well. Next
day, Edwin was dressed and raring to go well before they could gain access to
the Museum of Fine Arts. The Caraways had made every arrangement, used
every connection to obtain access for their guest to the database of images for those which he intended to insert into his lecture. Not until he had
downloaded to his laptop and placed the selections appropriately into Mabel’s
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PowerPoint would he consider entering a gallery. Even then, he insisted that
the lecture’s importance pre-empted anything like the pleasure of his stay
in Indianapolis. No history of benefactors, no interesting side-lights on the
many collections—nothing but hard information about the paintings and
drawings, a detailed list of which he had supplied by accession numbers kept
a curator and an assistant curator busy until noon.
Barbara stayed with Edwin throughout. Her tact—and clout—helped to
prevent everyone’s mood from becoming tense. Harold assisted the staff in
fending off interview requests by inquisitive press and broadcast media representatives. He took up his post at the main desk through which telephone
calls were directed, and managed to counsel two docents to assist in turning
down as politely as possible additional orders pouring in for tickets to the
sold-out lecture. Pressure mounted to such a degree that he had to enlist the
Museum’s chief executive in getting approval for live streaming of the event
on the BFA’s website. “At last,” he informed his aides, “we can tell the public
to watch it on their computers, their tablets, or whatever.” Sighs of relief were
his reward. He pressed for and got an e-mail blast about the streamed event to
the Museum’s list of many thousands.
Lunch in the Garden Cafeteria—Edwin with his hosts only—was off to one
side. By that choice, rather than one of the Museum’s other, more up-scale,
less ordinary-family eateries, they avoided people such as friends who might
want to be introduced. Edwin begged them for as little conversation as possible. Afterwards, he asked to be left to rest for an hour on the staff lounge sofa.
He woke at two o’clock as if on a timer and, refreshed, said that he was “ready
to see things for the next two hours.”
Neither Caraway had ever witnessed the like. Together and separately, they
had walked many VIPs through the Museum over the years, not one of whom
in any category matched the young man’s vigor or intensity. Edwin moved
steadily, seldom pausing for more than—who knew exactly?—ten or fifteen
seconds before a canvas, occasionally peering closely at some feature or label
but saying nothing, skirting others. While he took in quite literally hundreds
of artists’ works, his face betrayed no emotion. “Only European paintings,” he
had told them. “I need context.”
On the dot of four, he was “ready to set up the laptop.” By four-thirty, he had
forwarded through the presentation, checked the projection’s focus, spoken into
the lectern’s microphone for a level-setting, and said that he was “ready.”
Sweet Jesus, Harold thought, he’s been nothing but “ready” all day. What
would he be like if he weren’t “ready”? I guess Indianapolis found that out.
They retired to a nearby office and had soft drinks and crackers while the
hall filled. Edwin was animated, congenial, casual, even light-hearted. He
joked about having made his hosts “work so hard,” but immediately followed
that with, “But it’s your fault,” he said easily, “for wanting a stupid boy to give
a real lecture to an educated audience.”
Harold, at first miffed, then amused, rejoined, “I ought to smack you for
that.”
Barbara sat upright, thinking hard of what she might say.
Edwin beat her to it. “If I botch this,” he zeroed in on Harold’s face, eyes
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narrowed, “you can.” That provocation caused tiny turmoil in his host’s breast.
As the clock hands advanced to the hour, he put on his tie, centered its
knot directly in the circumflex of his shirt’s white collar, drew on his jacket,
and waited as if about to utter another “ready.”
A knock on the door. “Mr. Caraway, could you please come?” the attendant
asked. “There’re some people who need, I think, to be let in, but there aren’t
any empty seats. They’re making a fuss.”
“Hang on, you two. Be right back.” Harold was in his element.
“Settle it quickly, dear. I like to start on time,” Barbara urged.
He did, without a word upon his return. Just a bow, as he pointed the way
to the lectern and slipped into the hall.
Clearing her throat, Barbara strode confidently before the packed house,
smiled broadly at the applause she received, and opened with, “Good afternoon. I’m Barbara Caraway and I thank you for your interest in coming to
hear about a small project involving an artist of whom we hear very little,
Corot. Our speaker came to my attention this Summer while some of my classmates from school and I were together in Chicago. As our luck had it, the tour
guide we were assigned by the Art Institute turned out to be a most engaging
young man. He captivated us two days in a row by his knowledge and passion
for pictures. Each of us decided we wanted to ask him to visit our home-town
museums. My friend Joanne Springer got him first in Indianapolis where the
local newspaper account and subsequent YouTube video of what happened
became sensations. ‘Viral,’ I think, is the right word.”
People laughed and several hands clapped.
“What was meant to be a quiet visit to see our collections has turned into
an adventure for my husband and me. We have been privileged to observe our
speaker as he made his final preparations with the cooperation of Museum
staff earlier today. The title for this presentation is”—she looked at the card in
her hand, cleared her throat again, and read in her most cultivated tone—‘Presumptions Concerning Corot, or—she paused for effect—An Innocent’s Approach
to Speculative Re-creation.’ Please give a warm Boston greeting to Edwin Owen.”
When he began, “I think that I shall never see a poem lovely as a tree,” the
screen filled with the upper part of a painting of trees. Edwin looked at it for
a moment and continued, “Joyce Kilmer penned his famous rhyme long after
Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot had passed away, but I think that its truth would
have struck Corot’s many patrons as apt. They saw Corot’s shapes of foliage as
what Nature would have produced had she not been concerned with each leaf,
twig, branch, limb. I invite your eyes to join mine in regarding, for a short
while, the treetops from a selection of Corot paintings.” The image changed.
He said nothing. It changed again. “Do we not begin to sense the rhyme in
the artist’s use of soft colors, the balance—dare I say—the meter, the cadence,
the rhythm of the brushstrokes so enlarged upon the screen?” Another image.
Another. “Painters use pigments the way poets use words, to express what they
know can be taken as true. Mr. Kilmer’s memorably simple declaration—“I
think that I shall never see”—indicates exactly what he means. His words on
the page are not lovely. It’s his idea that is. His idea is a feeling. Corot’s trees
are not reproductions of the appearance of trees in the real world. His greens
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are inventions of a colorist’s imagination, part of a palette of discriminating
subtlety. Corot’s colors convey ideas about how we experience trees through
the inner vision of an artist.
“Here are the complete images of each Corot canvas we saw before. I’ll put
them on the screen two at a time, so that you can take in the full compositions and notice how they vary.” The six paintings having been shown without commentary to the hushed room’s occupants, Edwin returned to their
tops, but he had reversed, or flipped, each image to heighten the effect of
what, through mere repetition, might have dulled his audience’s vision. At
the unannounced appearance of a seventh painting of treetops, several quick
intakes of breath were heard.
“Those of you who gasped,” he said, “did so, I suspect, because you felt the
stab of non-poetic, uninspired mun-dan-i-ty.” He drew out the word, syllable
by syllable. “Painting as artistically flatfooted as what’s before your eyes cannot have come from the brush of a poet such as Corot. It didn’t. The color’s
horrible.” He projected the complete image of the original state of the IMA
painting which had prompted his work in Chicago. That image he used as the
springboard to a painstaking explanation of the tests performed, the images
taken, the decisions made in collaboration with “my mentor, Mr. Zvi Rosenberg.” On the screen appeared the succession of stages in removing the bad
restoration, in discovering that the original could not have been by Corot,
and in his fancied reconstruction of the composition as if it had actually been
a Corot.
At the point when his work was shown in what Mr. Rosenberg declared
its “finished state,” the audience realized that they had already seen Edwin’s
work in close-up. It had been one of the treetops they had taken for the work
of Corot himself. The clever ruse brought an eruption of applause.
Edwin smiled wryly, then went ahead. “May I tell you what Deborah Udell,
the Indianapolis Museum’s conservator, said when she saw my painting for the
first time?” After receiving general assent, he continued in a slightly altered voice,
“’It looks like a genuine Corot which has never been restored.’ Well, something
like that. In any case,” he laughed, “her approval led to the chain of events which
some of you have heard about. Since my goal was to learn as much as possible
about Corot’s workmanship, I thought of trying to paint a picture which he had
sketched but never painted. The sketch was this one.”
The IMA drawing appeared to the left, then Edwin’s painting derived from
it was displayed on the right. Reaction was instantaneous. Another round of
applause as the crowd recognized the landscape which, even in the great enlargement of its treetops, they had seen before. “I was trying to fool you,” he
admitted. “I wanted to make it possible to understand why there can be so many
fake Corots in the world.” He quoted René Huyghe’s famous Corot-painted-threethousand-canvases-ten-thousand-of-which-have-been-sold-in-America to tumultuous laughter. Like a policeman, he held out a palm, “Not wanting to be accused
of adding another one to the count, I inscribed mine across the bottom in tiny
letters as you see in this close-up.” His title Ceci n’est pas un Corot appeared with
its signature alongside, Edwin Owen. Leaning close to the lectern’s microphone,
he murmured, “Thank you for letting me share my re-creations with you.” With
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that, he pushed the forward arrow to bring up the photograph of Corot in gouty
old age, labeled with his name and dates, with which he had begun his talk in
Indianapolis, and said in his dulcet voice, “This is the artist who gave us trees as
lovely as poems”—and walked off.
Initially, the image of the artist, which no one anticipated, captivated the
room. It was so sudden, so real after the unreal worlds of pictorial fantasy that
had captivated them, Edwin’s departure hardly registered. The lights were
raised. He was not there. Only Corot remained, his image bled out by the increasing brightness of house lights being raised, ghost-like.
Pairs of hands came together, followed tidally by others. Applause washed
over the room and flowed through the closed door behind which Edwin
listened. When he walked back to bow, the Museum of Fine Arts audience
rose to its conservative feet. “For a teenager—who’d have thought?” observed
someone within the Caraways’ hearing.
Barbara nudged Harold with her elbow, “Nearly as good as Indianapolis,
wasn’t it?”
Continuing to clap enthusiastically, he said rather loudly, “Better. There’s
only one story here, not two. And I didn’t have to faint.”
With a professional’s demeanor, Edwin called for questions. The crowd
wasn’t shy.
“Why do you think people were once so attracted to Corot’s landscapes?”
He touched his cheek thoughtfully, “The reality of daily life in a metropolis
bustling with disorder and noise—remember, Paris was under reconstruction
through much of Corot’s career—that was stressful. Looking at a Corot glen, or
forest, could transport their agitation and tension to pure, tranquil calm. I imagine ladies, particularly, looking at such canvases several times a day for reassurance. I can imagine their husbands in the evenings relaxing from work—aided
by the sight of Corot’s di-aph-o-nous vegetation. In Corot, we visit—what shall
I call it?—the suburbs of Nature, the beauty of it without its disturbing, tangled
details.” He looked at the floor, then to the audience, “The interplay of water-thin
paint in some places with little cells—spots, dribbles—of thicker pigment catching the gas light or candle light must have distracted their attention and been all
the more welcome.” Blinking, he said, “Oh, I’ve talked too long. Sorry.”
“Are you only eighteen, or do you just look that young?”
“Me, eighteen? No,” he shook his head, and deadpanned, “I’m eighteenand-a-half.”
When the laughs died away, there came, “You want to be a conservator of
pictures, I’ve heard. Yet what you showed us wasn’t conservation, was it?”
“No, there was nothing to conserve. The Indianapolis picture, which had
been messed up twice, wasn’t remotely by Corot, so my undertaking was simply to turn it into something which might be—someone coined the term, I
think—‘exhibitable.’ My other one was just a test piece of my understanding
of Corot’s manner.”
“Is it for sale?”
“No, it’s a gift for my aunt.”
“Where is it now?”
“Probably in a closet at the IMA”
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“No, it’s not,” broke in a man’s voice from the back. “If I may be permitted….”
All heads turned to the young man standing by the left rear door.
“Nick, is that you?” Edwin asked. “What are you doing here?”
“My editor thought I should do a follow-up piece on you.”
“Goodness.” He scanned the room of expectant faces, “Ladies and gentlemen, this is Nick Charleston from the Indianapolis Star. He wrote that article
which seems to have gone all over the place.”
Nick received applause. “Does everybody know? Do you?”
“Know what?”
Rooted in their seats, people shifted their heads as the exchange pingponged between the auditorium’s back and front.
“The story’s been picked up by the international wire services and run in
papers around the world. Our office’s been deluged with inquiries about you
and so has the Art Museum. They hastily mounted a little show there with
your two pictures, the Corot drawing and a lot of the x-ray things you took.
Five or six hundred people have been to see it.”
Harold gave Nick’s trim body a once-over and told Barbara, “We should
invite him to dinner with us.”
Another questioner asked, “Where did you get your vocabulary?”
Puzzled, Edwin responded, “Same place you did, I guess—from listening to
others and from reading. How else?”
Barbara decided that enough was enough. She went down the aisle to shake
Edwin’s hand, to thank him, and to declare the Museum’s gratitude to all
“here in this room and watching at home” for their interest.
After more applause, members of the audience came down to congratulate
Edwin. Some because he had genuinely impressed them, some out of a desire
to speak to a young celebrity. Others wanted to know when he might speak
again.
“Maybe another time,” he glanced at his hostess and let his voice rise as if
the statement were a question. “I return to Chicago tomorrow.”
Last in line was Nick, who had been speaking to a number of people. Edwin resisted the urge to hug him, so shook hands instead. “You’ve caused me a
lot of trouble. If it weren’t for you, my trip here would have been low-key and
ever so much more informative.” He was kidding, of course, but not entirely.
His mind reviewed and confirmed his first impression: Nick did resemble a
young version of George Tanner.
The presence of the Caraways, to whom he was introduced, kept the reporter at bay. Happily accepting their offer of dinner with Edwin, Nick soon found
himself in the environs of one of Boston’s most distinguished homes. The
ride in their Maybach was but a prelude. Nick’s secret interest was American
antiques. He could only dream of ever owning such things as he saw. Calculating that the front hall and living room contained about a million dollars’
worth of furnishings, he stood stock still and stared.
Given the chance to sit, he asked instead whether he could “look around.”
Edwin had gone to his room, but Caraways remained and seemed delighted
by their new guest’s surprise.
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“Is that desk from Newport? Are those armchairs Philadelphia? Your sofa?”
The questions poured out. “Is that a Copley? Oh my God! I’ve never seen so
many treasures outside a book.”
“Sitting down may be a good idea,” Barbara said while Harold looked on,
beaming.
“Yes, ma’am.”
“How is it,” she asked, “that you know what you’re seeing? Are you a collector?”
“No, ma’am, I’m just a reporter with a hobby. I read about Early American
antiques. My mother loved them. She got me interested in them. If she were
alive, she’d be thrilled to hear that I’d been in a house like this.”
Harold was curious. “What is your background?”
“I majored in journalism at IU—Indiana University—and my job is to cover
sports for the Star. Mostly high school and collegiate things. I report on them. Do
pieces about coaches, players, teams, that sort of thing. So far, two others handle
all the professional events. My luck was to be the only reporter around when the
paper got the call about Edwin’s semi-public presentation at the Art Museum. It
was so incredible that, when Mr. Wilkinson—he’s the IMA’s director—called me
that evening, I ran several red lights to catch Edwin’s lecture. Believe me, I don’t
know anything about French art. I’d barely ever heard of Corot. I did take, for humanities credit, a one-semester course in American Art. Now, I’ve tried to learn a
few things about Corot, ever since word reached us that Edwin was going to give
a lecture here and my editor gave me the authorization to fly in for it. I told that
earlier, didn’t I? I’m sorry. It’s just so exciting me for—all this, and you people,
and Edwin who’s so brilliant.”
“Take it easy. What would you like to drink?
That Nick had a hard time staying calm through dinner endeared him
to both Caraways. So openly did he admire the silver candlesticks and flatware, the maple sideboard with its original brass rail across the back, the Hicks
painting that Edwin had noticed (“That blows my mind,” Nick exclaimed.),
the John Smibert family group portrait on the opposite wall, which Edwin
had not seen (“Impossible—you have a big Smibert!”), and the armorial export plates on which he was served his meal that Nick, who felt Edwin’s hand
in reassurance on his thigh, thought he might expire. He had to force himself
to eat slowly and to try to make conversation while being in a state of awe.
What was on his plate?
Roast chicken, Boston baked beans, creamed corn.
“Mmm, how good this is. Real home-style.”
Edwin joined in, “I like it, too. Are we having the rest of that Boston cream
pie for dessert?”
“We are, although there’s only half, so I’ll cut it in four slivers.”
The meal downed, Harold offered to take their guests on a tour of the rest
of the house.
“Shouldn’t we help with the dishes?” Nick asked. “You can’t put dishes and
silver like that in the dishwasher.” He scored a lot of points by this offer.
“No, but thanks. There’s not much to do, and I’ve seen our house,” Barbara
said with charm.
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The library held shelves of leather-bound volumes of American history
which called out to Nick, but what stopped him in his tracks were three portrait busts—“They can’t be real, can they?”—of George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin.
“Oh but they are. Houdon did them. He also did a portrait of his friend John
Paul Jones, but only one was made and that’s already in our Museum,” Harold
replied. “Monticello has a copy of it. There were multiples of the Washington, Jefferson and Franklin heads—each slightly different—which accounts
for why we’re able to have these.”
In Nick’s mind there ran the thought, No, your money accounts for why you
are able to have these. When the tour was over, he and Edwin, who had taken
in everything displayed in the solarium, the family room, the bedrooms and
stairwells—art and antiques of obvious quality and evident value—admiringly, sat to unwind with the Caraways. They were on the verge of discussing
what to do until Edwin’s departure the next day when the telephone rang.
“It’s your friend Thelma,” Harold said to Barbara. “She wants to speak to
Edwin.”
Edwin’s, “This is Edwin,” was followed by a period of listening during
which he blushed and Barbara said softly to Harold and Nick, “I told her about
the lecture being streamed and she said she’d call our friends to let them
know. I imagine she’s been hearing from them.”
Edwin blinked, listened some more, then said, “Hello, Mr. Schachter…Really?…That’s nice…George is there, too?…Thank you…It didn’t seem rushed?…
Maybe…I don’t know…I’ll have to talk with my aunt…I guess she’ll approve…
Maybe…Don’t you think we ought to consult Rosey—I mean, Mr. Rosenberg?…I see…Cincinnati in early December?… Okay. But nothing during
Thanksgiving, okay?…I appreciate that…Professor Gustafson at the University?…Sure…All right, Monday morning, your office at ten…Good night.”
“That was tantalizing,” Harold wrinkled his forehead.
Edwin flopped. “It’s too much. If I do what everybody wants me to, I’ll be
attending the University, doing hit-and-run lectures out of town on weekends, popping up now and then in galleries for talks, giving interviews to
people who—not you, Nick—probably think I’m a freak—and I won’t be able
to get near the Conservation Department,” he wheezed, “which is the only
place I want to be. And I don’t want to be famous or something before I’m
good at restoring pictures.”
“Edwin,” Barbara sympathized, “don’t. You’ll run yourself ragged. I see
now—Harold, you see it too, don’t you?—that you don’t need to burn brightly
all over the country right now. Say no, or risk burning out.”
“Of course, don’t forget how much money you can make,” Harold muttered. “Or, is money something you don’t need?”
Distracted by the question, Edwin shrank into his chair and looked appealingly in Nick’s direction, “I don’t know anything about money. My aunt gives
me some whenever I need it, but I’m not used to spending much. My Summer
money’s about gone, so I guess the money from here will help.”
He frowned and reached into his rear pocket. “Come to think of it, I don’t
have enough for cab fare when I get back to Chicago.” His wallet contained a
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ten and four ones. Hardly sufficient.
“We’ll take care of that. Harold, you take care of that and settle Edwin
down. I’ll drive Nick back to his hotel.”
That intention struck confusion in the ardent young reporter. He wanted—another contact with Edwin, if he could manage it. Just to embrace him
again would be…. I’ve got to touch him somehow. He’s so cute, and didn’t repel me
in Indianapolis. He kissed back.
Out of the blue, Edwin rescued Nick. Smiling at Barbara, he said, “If you
and Harold don’t mind, I’d like a minute or two with Nick”—he thought
quickly—“to square away a few things.”
They agreed and offered their library.
Many minutes later, the door opened and Edwin said that Nick was ready
to go back to his hotel. Barbara took up her handbag and pointed the way,
smiling as if she had understood the exchange which had taken place. No one
noticed Harold’s reaction.

S

Next morning’s ride to Logan Airport went differently. Harold drove, Barbara beside him, Edwin aslant one of the two recliners in the back, musing.
Classical music played its quiet background to an apology. It came from Barbara in a relaxed, unselfconscious way, “We are sorry we got you into giving
the lecture because we know that you really wanted to see the Museum more
thoroughly. You’ll accept our invitation to return, won’t you? The collection
has six-hundred thousand items in it, many of them things I’m sure you want
to see.”
The music filled the void pleasantly until Edwin spoke rather critically, “On
my way here, I looked through quite a bit on-line and found treasures your
site’s images do little justice to. The resolution’s weak. Something ought to be
done about that. This is an age in which there is no excuse for communicating
in a slipshod way. Great things ought to be shown so that their quality—down
to the separate brushstrokes—can be recognized.” The criticism was made in
level tones free of petulance.
Earnest, it was the voice of someone intent with concern that a great museum’s duty to share what it held included the availability of things not exhibited otherwise. “I could barely perceive anything beyond the glorious body in
Batoni’s Crucifixion or the elegant scheme of colors in Credi’s Cumaean Sibyl.
Insufficient resolution made it a bore trying to discern the strange originality of Scarsellino’s St. Demetrius which looks so interesting. It didn’t matter
that the image was undetailed of Gérome’s Moorish Bath because it is obvious
that the drawing’s off. The woman’s naked butt doesn’t sit on the ledge it’s
supposed to be sitting on. Just thought I’d mention that. I’m glad I caught
a glimpse of Manet’s Execution of the Emperor Maximilian. You have the best
version which I think is the first, the most instantaneous. The more famous
version, in every book, looks too stagey. Some German museum has it. Your
Boucher’s Shepherd Boy has the most monstrous baby in it. What an awful
picture. I’d put that out of sight. And why aren’t very many of your pastels
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on view? You’ve got some fine looking Redons and Vuillards and Millets off
in the dark along with really fine miniatures by Corneille de Lyon and—my
God—Carriere’s portrait of Verlaine. Why in the world wouldn’t you want
to show that? And Meissonnier’s Officer, a swiftly executed image far more
daring than his dead-as-doornails, finicky, over-careful, over-worked canvases
usually on view in museums. I can think of more.”
With only a moment’s pause, he ventured into an area he knew they would
appreciate. “I felt cheated not to get to see your Petos and Harnetts. Your
Thomas Cole Expulsion from the Garden of Eden would have taught me a lot
if I’d been able to see both it and Erastus Field’s Garden of Eden. I-dio-syncratic—that’s a new word for me—wow!—what a fantasy it must be, especially
on a wall, not on a dinky laptop’s screen.”
They were there. “We’ll work on getting you back,” said Harold without a
touch of his earlier implications of sarcasm. “You’ve been good for us, to us,
and no trouble at all.”
“And your supporter, Nick, we liked meeting him. In fact, we’re taking him
to lunch and later we’ll deliver him back here. His plane’s not until four,” Barbara smiled. “Anything you want us to tell him for you?”
“Only that I hope he’ll make it up to Chicago sometime. There are people
there who’d like to meet him. In fact, tell him to consider driving. He could
stop for a night at my Aunt’s in Treydon and drop off my Corot painting. Tell
him to call or, better, e-mail me.”
“Again, we both thank you, Edwin,” Harold said, handing an envelope
across. “This is for your cab fare and to help you toward your wardrobe.” He
leaned close, “You need some better clothes.” He kissed Edwin’s brow, Barbara
his cheek—and they were off.
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The goal of higher education should be the
championing of all honest viewpoints.
Nothing less is acceptable.
BILL O’REILLY

74 SUNDAY, OAK PARK
“Dalton,” Edwin exclaimed while squeezing the man, “my body’s tired but
my mind’s on fire. You won’t believe what happened.”
The grayish-blue eyes peered quickly down from Dalton’s pink, wrinkled,
smiling face. He hugged more tightly in return. “You won’t believe what’s
happened here, my angel. Now, as your aunt would say, sit a spell, and we’ll
have some tea. I’ve got Casablanca from Mariage Frères in Paris. It’s divine.”
His sympathetic, emphatic manner deflected Edwin, who watched the
practiced ease with which Dalton poured the scented brew into two of his best
china cups, placed sterling spoons on each saucer, and ceremoniously produced a small jar of raw honey. Clearly, something was about to happen. “The
tea’s from Duane and Hassan. George, who was here this morning, brought it;
the honey came from the Rosenbergs. Put in just a little and tell me whether
you’ve ever had better.”
Edwin did. He hadn’t. He waited, sipping. It delivered calm to his system.
“Ahem,” Dalton began to rev up. “Everybody you know here, in Treydon,
in George Town, and in Indianapolis as well as many others saw your talk in
Boston.”
“They did? How?” He refrained from asking for the cookie he wanted. Instead, he sipped, nodding appreciatively, and waiting.
This is delicious.
“Your Mr. Caraway prevailed upon the MFA director to call the AIC director here and—am I getting all my initials correct?—the IMA director in
Indianapolis—with the news that that you were being ‘streamed,’ they called
it. They notified others. George heard about it and called me, and Tom and
Roger. I called Aggie and Thelma and the Rosenbergs (They’d heard already.),
then the Chaudarys (Afzal went crazy with excitement) and Terry. He and Stephen wanted to call Duane, but didn’t when I reminded them it was the middle of the night in Paris. The Rosenbergs, who brought us the honey, walked
over here, since I have my new high-definition monitor, and we watched you
together.”
“Did Rosey think I did all right?”
“He did—because you did. George thought so, too. I knew it from the moment you quoted that Kilmer poem. Hit the public smack in the face with
some cliché or truism they know, then branch off wherever you want to go
from that, and you’ve got ‘em, my boy. Secret to public speaking. Used it all
my career. Your wrap-up reference to the opening line was whiplash smart
(delivered with a velvet stroke). Zapped us all.”
Successive blushes suffused Edwin’s face as Dalton reeled off his revelations.
“You don’t have to say anything. There’s more. Tomorrow morning, you
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will meet George at eight-thirty in Schachter’s office, then hightail it to join
me by ten o’clock at my bank. The address is on this card. Remember your
passport. We’ll go next to my attorney’s office for some rigmarole after which
we’ll have lunch as Thelma’s guests at the University Club. In the afternoon,
you’ll study for Tuesday’s meeting with Prof. Gustafson at ten in his office
at the University (I have the book for you. George brought it over. Weighs a
ton.). On Wednesday, we’ll shove you on the bus for Treydon where your reporter friend will have Thanksgiving with you, Shan, Aggie, Erich, and Anne.
Thanksgiving here will be at the Rosenbergs’ for me, George, Roger, Tom,
Evelyn (your librarian friend), and her friend Joan what’s-her-name from the
Tribune. Dearing. That’s it. Joan Dearing. Oh, and your adoring Nick will drive
you back here on Saturday. He’ll spend the night at George’s and return to
Indianapolis on Sunday. Got that?”
The frown on Edwin’s face did not change while he finished his Casablanca. “This is so good.”
“And?”
“Thank you very much.”
“And?”
“Dalton, am I being railroaded?”
“You are—and it’s a good thing, the way you shilly-shally around. Why
don’t you go take a look at that book—a dent in the center of your bed—and
we’ll go out for supper whenever you are hungry.

S

Over cheeseburgers and fries at Denny’s, Edwin confessed that the new edition of Janson’s art history text had been expanded to more than a thousand
pages, mostly due an enlarged contemporary section and rearrangement of
some of the earlier text and images. “I read George’s sixth edition—or maybe
it was the fifth—when I was at his place. What’s it for?”
“For you to review before your session with Prof. Gustafson. He wants to
test you, silly, so you won’t have to take undergraduate art history courses.
Can you do that?”
Edwin nodded as he dunked a French fry in catsup, “Written or oral? Oral,
I hope. Otherwise, I won’t get very far trying to write a thousand pages or
more.”
“It may only be a dialogue—you know—he posing questions, you answering them.”
“What else do I have to do?”
“For one, you must write your personal essay tonight to meet the admission requirement tonight and e-mail it so the University people have it before
you go in on Tuesday. It’s already overdue.”
“Oh, crap.”
Pretending shock, Dalton reared back, nose in the air, “If George heard you
say that he’d…”
“Smack my bottom, I know. But Dalton, what should I write about?”
“If you don’t want dessert, let’s go home and deal with it. You might want
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to write about your love of art, or your life, or your intentions, or someone
who’s an incredibly handsome, older and far wiser man, a grand fellow who’s
taken you generously into his home and lavished love on your undeserving
self without a care for the cost. By the way, do you have any money? I seem to
have left mine at home.”
“Dalton! You’re picking on me.” But as he said that, Edwin pulled from his
pocket a pile of loose change and a wad of bills.
“Where did that come from?”
“Harold Caraway gave it to me for expenses. There are four hundreds, those
twenties and the rest—mine and the money I got back from the cab driver
who wasn’t happy about having to break a hundred. There’s some more to
come. I’m getting another twenty-five hundred, I think, from my lecture.”
“Why, you’re a goldmine! I never got that much for a lecture, you upstart.
Then there’s all the more reason to visit the bank tomorrow. Now pay the bill
and leave a reasonable tip. I so look forward to being supported in my old age.”

S

The old scholar was highly amused as he pretended to read a book but really watched Edwin scowling at the computer screen, typing a sentence or two
at a time, scanning his words, going back and rewriting. Finally, it was finished. The printer spat out the short document. Edwin snatched up the pages,
took away Dalton’s book, dropped it on the floor, flopped into the man’s lap,
and waited for him to read it.
YOUNG EDWIN OWEN OF LATE, CONFLICTED?
An Essay Concerning the Person by Himself
The world expanded for me this Summer and Autumn. I moved geographically from Treydon, a small town in Indiana, to Chicago, and visited two foreign capitals, Paris and London, for art study. Figuratively, I moved to places
hitherto unknown within my character, broadening my range of emotional
experience and perception of others.
Initially, my influences derived from persons older than I. Among them:
George Tanner, who instilled further my already developed sense of duty;
Evelyn Zavac, who facilitated my use of a great library; Zvi Rosenberg, who
allowed me to enter the inner sanctum of his laboratory; Thelma Altshuler,
who instigated a plan to advance my education; Duane Wilderforce, who
welcomed me to the only private art collection I had ever seen; and Dalton Brawne, who re-formed my outlook on self-confidence and widened my
horizons. These assertions are made as background only and will not be
expounded further.
Other influences originated among persons close to my age: Hassan Yasamin, a Sino-Moroccan, from whom my knowledge of accommodation was
boosted; Afzal Chaudary, an Indo-Malaysian, with whom I experienced innocent joy and play as values; and his brother, Shantanu, for whom I acted as tester of his mettle. These assertions, too, contribute to this essay’s
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background. They, rather than footnotes, are my means of acknowledging
exceptional and positive assistance. Each has honored me by association
and influence.
In these six months, I passed from an earlier stage of life marked by bewilderment at possibilities for my future to the present stage where fledgling
steps with words and paints have won recognition in and out of Chicago—
personally in Indianapolis and Boston, and more generally through what I
am told are wire services and the Internet. For the latter, I should be grateful
to circumstance and to the writing of a reporter, Nick Charleston, and to the
Indianapolis Museum of Art, but I am not.
Such attention is distracting. My sole aim is to enlarge my knowledge about
art while developing the skills needed to handle the technicalities of my intended profession: restoration and conservation of works of art, a bifurcated
subject which interests me beyond all others. University degrees up to the
level of the doctorate are said to be necessary. I feel pressured on the point
and by the unwonted publicity which my recent actions have unwittingly
produced.
Relevant, even desirable, to most people on their way up, publicity is irrelevant to me at present because it may compromise the path to my goal. Left
to myself in a calm environment, I have resources of mental efficiency and
retentive capacity which appear to be unattained by my peers. My models
for the behavior patterns I have developed are my aunt, Agatha Cobb, and
my recent mentor, the aforementioned George Tanner. Organized persons,
they plan everything to allow for contingencies. Little is left to chance, the
way they work. Efficiency provides the key. They spend no unnecessary time
doing anything. By concentration and quick thought, unintended consequences of coincidence can be dealt with successfully. Their examples, which
I have observed on daily bases, have proven to be worthy of emulating to
the point of habit. That I have done and intend to continue to do—if unimpeded.
My fear?—that, by being forced to confront irrelevant impediments, I may
attempt too much and manage too little, with superficial results. I understand that students are to be challenged, the challenges overcome, and to
expect further challenges arranged in logical sequences known as curricula.
But I hesitate to subject myself to requirements so generalized as to apply
to the many, not to me and my needs. It is no matter of ego; it is my life
for which higher education must provide a worthy means, or I will have no
need of it.
Of direct interest to me are subjects such as Aristotelian Logic, Classical
Rhetoric, Aesthetics, History of Religion, French language and literature, the
theories of Foucault and Scruton, as well as specific periods in art history:
Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, Romantic and, by default, Impressionism.
I am equipped to exempt survey courses in Western Art and certain general
education courses to move eagerly into the realm of detailed material—
facts, causes, consequences.
I expect nothing less of the university I attend, offer in exchange all the
dedication of a devotee to meaningful learning, and will be grateful for an
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education that strengthens my reserves of perception and ability to perform
affirmatively in my chosen profession.
At the start of this essay, “moving” was used in two senses. The latter requires explanation.
I suffered the injustice of having my parents taken from me at an early
age, quite by accident. This trauma closed me down. Medical expertise—the
term is used euphemistically—made matters worse. My aunt rescued me by
assuming legal guardianship and by becoming my educator at home until
I was ready to mingle with peers in the tenth grade. Gradually, I became
socialized but did not make a real breakthrough until my interest in art blossomed beyond that of a pastime. It had served as a form of therapy. The
crucial event was a tour of the Art Institute conducted by George Tanner.
That occasion connected me with paintings of many historical periods and
with ideas about them so compelling that I knew in a flash how art must
determine my future course.
Chief among my detractors was George Tanner. He doubted both my sincerity and my ability. My aunt’s powers of persuasion prevailed. I became
George Tanner’s student just those few months ago. The rate with which
I could absorb what he produced for me itself resulted in all of the events
since. Because of him, my work has enabled me to advance beyond a passive stage of internship to an active one as participant and initiator. He, my
aunt, my friends, and my acquaintances all believe in the aptness of my
choice. It may be rare, even unique (as some suggest), but cannot be denied.
Unless, of course, the idea fails to intrigue and involve the reader with its
possibilities—as essays since Montaigne have been meant to do. Or, is the
reader conflicted?
I am ready to prove myself.
As he read the statement—and between its lines—Dalton smirked and
chuckled, jiggling Edwin. “This is the sexiest, most imprudent and impudent
thing I’ve ever seen, despite the fact that you haven’t indented or even separated your paragraphs. Don’t change a word of it.” He goosed the boy in the
ribs and bit him on the neck as he writhed, trying to get away but not wanting
too.
“Dalton, stop! You’ll get me in trouble. I’ve got to study.” The last of these
statements came out quietly with a certain playfulness. They both got caught
up in laughter.
Cradling the document in one hand and raising his other overhead as he
stood—dumping Edwin to sprawl on the Sarouk—Dalton, for a moment, took
a pose not unlike New York’s Lady Liberty. “Go, then, pesky imp!” he thundered. “Try to learn something.”
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Journeys end in lovers meeting.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

75 MEETINGS: MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Monday’s later morning was almost more curious for Edwin than the earlier
part when his relationship with the museum and his schedule were worked
out. Helmut Schachter revealed his admiration for Edwin, assured him that
the AIC welcomed him to its fold, cautioned him against letting himself be seduced, hence victimized, by sudden fame, urged his enrollment at the University, suggested that he let George “run interference” with outsiders, and hinted that Edwin’s booster, Thelma Altshuler, would prove to be most valuable
in time. “Because I want everyone here to be behind you, I’d like you to speak
to the Board at its next meeting. A short version of what you did in Boston,
say fifteen or twenty minutes. Alfred Bradshaw—you remember him—lovely
gentleman—agrees with the idea. Can we count on you?”
I won’t have to prepare much for that. “Duck soup,” as Aunt Aggie would say.
“George and I have discussed the prospects for a public talk in the New
Year, not…” Schachter went on, “…about Corot but about a new project Mr.
Rosenberg wants to involve you with during December. Check with him
about that. Oh, and let George take you down to Human Resources for their
paperwork, so that we can hire you.”
Ever the diplomat, polished and reserved while they were there, Helmut
Schachter scratched his head after George left with Edwin in tow, wondering
at the strange new world he and his institution might be entering. Edwin was
a cypher to be understood, he hoped, in time, potentially an asset which—not
who—was costing the AIC nothing, a draw for additional, possibly significant,
support from the Altshuler Trust (the present “salary” a mere pittance), and a
certainty for popular approval.
In Dalton’s bank, Edwin, observed by a taciturn George, who had accompanied him, was added as a signatory to the man’s accounts. Checking and
savings accounts were opened in his own name using as deposits two of the
Benjamin Franklin bills he had brought from Boston.
“I love those genuine steel engravings of the US Presidents,” said Dalton.
Edwin corrected, “Dalton, Franklin was never President.”
Dalton tried to appear miffed, “Well, he should have been.”
The other two non-presidential bills were broken into twenties, tens, and
fives and returned to the young man’s pocket. A credit card, guaranteed by
Dalton, was arranged.
“We can’t have you gadding about the country with too much or too little
cash in your pocket, and we need to get you a wallet,” Dalton concluded.
Before he could ask many of the questions he wanted, Edwin was in a fairly lavish office on another floor in the same building where he, Dalton, and
George were joined by Tom Loft (proudly wearing a suit). Introductions were
made. J. Parker Ibbetson, Esq., Mason Daley, CIC, and Tao Zhang, CPA, ushered the puzzled young man in the friendliest way to a meeting room where
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an array of documents were presented for signatures, with George and Tom
as witnesses. Dalton signed some, too. Those were witnessed as well. All very
impressive but mysterious. Noticing Dalton’s obvious pleasure at the proceedings, Edwin kept quiet and did as he was told. Coffee was served.
Ibbetson, a man in his fifties, put his manicured fingertips to his chin,
smiled at his associates, at George and Tom, and spoke to Edwin, “Your sponsor, who has been a client for years, has just set you up for fiscal stability as
you begin your career. There’s nothing for you to do right now. As money
comes in from your future endeavors and you have more than you need for
expenses, we are here to help—Mr. Zhang with your tax returns, Mr. Daley
with your investments, and myself with legal matters. If you need advice,
don’t hesitate to call.”
It was all so pat that Edwin could not hold back the question his aunt used
to ask when events seemed out of order, “Isn’t this putting the cart before the
horse? I don’t have any money.” His face was a study in incomprehension.
“Not yet, but you will. Your friends are convinced,” came the reply and another smile. “A couple of our other clients, who know you, agree—Miss Thelma Altshuler and Mrs. Emily Bradshaw.” As an aside, Ibbetson said, “Longrange planning is very smart these days.” His smile became broader.
“Well, that’s that,” announced Dalton, standing imperiously and gesturing
for the others to follow suit. “We can go now. This fellow’s got some studies to
do after lunch. Toodle-oo, gentlemen.”
The four signatories were greeted in the University Club’s Front Grill by
a welcoming Miss Altshuler. Tom, the new face, almost genuflected. He had
heard a lot about her from Roger. Widely believed to be austere, she seemed
anything but. Rising on tiptoes to buss Dalton’s cheek, she then gave Edwin a
hug, and shook hands with George and the awestruck Tom.
At the table, she asked for Edwin’s impression of the Caraways and their
hospitality. Pleased enormously by the glowing account he provided, she
moved the conversation past her invitation for Edwin to visit the Newberry
Library to the meeting ahead with Prof. Gustafson. How was Edwin preparing? Was he nervous?
She was about to ask other questions when Edwin said meekly, “There can’t
be anything to be nervous about. It’s only undergraduate art history. I looked
through the new Janson book yesterday.” He interrupted himself, “Thank you,
George, for bringing it to Dalton’s—and for the tea.”—then turned back to his
hostess while the others looked on. “There’s some new information about the
Chauvet cave paintings, but I already know about them. What I must do today
is to learn what I can about the art which has appeared since the edition I had
this Summer.”
The meal went smoothly. Tom proved to be voluble about the new exhibitions he and “the team” were mounting. His enthusiasm surprised George,
who had never engaged Tom on any subject other than Roger.
He actually speaks rather well!
Despite her slightly pasted-on expression of interest, Miss Altshuler said, “I’ll
look forward to seeing your work.” It sounded genuine. “I don’t visit the Institute
very often, or haven’t in the past, but I think I will now.” She looked at Edwin.
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Not a word was mentioned about his Boston talk. It hung over the table in
predetermined silence. Dalton cheerfully brought up the subject of Thanksgiving which, it turned out, Miss Altshuler was having at the Bradshaw’s.
Everybody’s got ties in this city, Edwin mused. And new ones are in the works
over me. Aunt Aggie’s plan has been ever so good.

S

It was six o’clock on Tuesday afternoon when Edwin whipped in from the
late autumnal chill with its clearing skies to hang his jacket in Dalton’s hall
closet. He looked around. No sign of the man. “Dr. Brawne, are you here?” he
sang out.
From upstairs came back, “Is that a burglar? A rapist? I should be so lucky.
Where the hell have you been all day?”
Edwin bounded up the stairs and burst into the man’s bedroom. “I’ve been
talking about art all day, that’s what.” He plunked himself down beside Dalton who immediately complained about being neglected, and about Edwin’s
face—his nose and ears in particular—being cold. “You need to wrap up better
or you’ll catch something.”
“I might catch this,” was the response. Edwin fondled Dalton, who called
him a “devilish inspiration.” But Edwin was not serious, except to ask, “Do
you want to know what happened or not?”
“I do. Anyway”—he turned his own rather large, warm nose upward—“you’re
going to tell me whether I give a fig about it or not. Aren’t you?”
Edwin’s pouty expression was a sham, the man knew. “Get on top of me,”
he said, “so that I can hold your bottom—then blab everything.”
Content with the warming arrangement of his nose in the soft waddle
beneath Dalton’s chin and surrounded by the man’s arms, Edwin described
the first hour with Prof. Gustafson as “largely exploratory” of the art and architecture of Mesopotamia and Egypt. “I forgot to tell you that, when I first
got there, I was asked whether I minded if he recorded ‘our little interview,’ he
called it. I didn’t.”
The second hour covered Greece and Rome. They had lunch with “a Prof.
Hananian, who asked about Early Christian and Byzantine things even after
we got back to Prof. Gustafson’s office. I mean, she followed us. Her questions
were more persistent than Prof. Gustafson’s. She must teach courses in that.
When I dropped the fact that I’d read your copies of Procopius’s two histories,
she had a funny look on her face—as if she’d smelled something—and wanted to know what I had found striking, if anything, about them. So, I told the
truth. I said, ‘I thought it unusually interesting that the Empress Theodora
wished she had more than three orifices through which to satisfy the desires
of men.’ The woman turned several shades and Prof. Gustafson looked like
he’d pop a cork or something.”
“Dalton, you’re shaking like an earthquake. Quit. There’s more.”
The tremors settled.
“Two more people came in at the right moment to rescue the situation, a
Prof. Libetta and a Prof. Müller, who were a lot nicer. Hananian left. Libetta’s
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got a thick Italian accent and Müller a thick German one. We talked about the
Southern and Northern Renaissances, Mannerism, and the Baroque and Rococo. They know their stuff—like Vasari, Alberti, Brunelleschi—and they’ve
been everywhere. I liked talking with them, so we went on to The Enlightenment. They moved over when in came Prof. de Nolhac—he’s the great-grandson of Pierre de Nolhac, who worked at the Louvre, the Musée Jacquemart-André, and Versailles, he told me. He specializes, I think, in Romanticism. Very
intelligent. He and the others seemed to like it when I brought up the fact
that Neo-Classicism continued right through the Romantic Era. There was no
cut-off. Then, I backed up and touched on the overlaps between all the earlier
styles. The room was crowded, especially when Prof. Gustafson went out and
returned with this pretty lady, Prof. Anderson, a British scholar of Twentieth
Century art. She didn’t ask anything about Impressionism, but went directly
to Early Modernism—you know, Expressionism, Cubism, Dadaism, Surrealism
(which I don’t think she likes), the American School (which she clearly does
like). We never got to really contemporary movements because, at five-thirty,
Prof. Gustafson said they’d all “heard quite enough” from me. Everybody was
really friendly when we broke up. As I was putting on my coat, guess who—
Prof. Hananian!—showed up with the Dean of Admissions, I think he was—I
never got his name—who had my essay. I’m not making much sense, am I? I
thought my goose was cooked, as Aunt Aggie would say, but it wasn’t, I don’t
think. Anyway, he excused me and went into Gustafson’s office with those
people. Now I’m here and hungry and my voice’s about to give out.”
“No wonder. You’ve been talking all day. I think, as common parlance
would have it, you’re still ‘wired.’ We’ll feed you and let you simmer down,
then put you to bed.”

S

Cream of celery soup (out of a can) with Ritz crackers and sharp cheddar cheese soothed Edwin’s throat. He drank warmed milk afterwards and
munched on his favorite pecan shortbread cookies until sated. He burped
more like a baby than belched like a man, begged Dalton’s pardon, and asked,
“How did you know to get these?”
“Aggie told me that you liked them.”
“When did you talk to her?”
“Around noon, then again about three o’clock. When we realized you were
stuck in some long-winded affair, she told me about the time you…”
The telephone rang, cutting off his sentence. “It’s probably your aunt. No,
it’s not. Caller ID says University of Chicago.” He answered, standing tall,
voice deep, “Brawne residence. Master of the house speaking. … Oh hello,
Sven. How’d it go? … No, he’s upstairs, taking a nap.”
As Edwin started, Dalton glared with the ferocity of a Japanese Niō figure
but kept his voice calm. “That’s interesting. Tell me about it. … No, no, you
can skip that part…. I read it last night. … I know. I believe you. … So, what
was the outcome?” … “Serious as that?” … He listened without comment for
several minutes, then said, “I’ll let him know the letter’s coming. You don’t
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have to congratulate me. I had nothing to do with it other than to offer some
encouragement. … Lovely to hear. Thank you. Thank you. Yes, I hope we’ll see
each other soon. … Well, it would be nice if you’d call Rosey to let him know.
… Great. Good night.”
Dalton put down the telephone and raised his voice, “When I’m lying on
your behalf, flea-that-you-are, I’ll thank you not to jump around. Is that understood?”
“Yes, Dalton. Now what was it all about? My day over there?”
“You can listen while I call Aggie.” He pretended to be mad.
The call lasted as long as Gustafson’s call to Dalton. It ended with, “Your
Young Edwin’s wealthy friends are spared their tuition pledges. It’s going to
be what we in the academic world call a full ride, an undergraduate fellowship
awarded on merit. Very rare, like Edwin himself.”
Dalton shook his head He handed over the ‘phone, “Now don’t get mushy.”
“With Aunt Aggie?” The question was asked inaudibly through a facial
expression of incredulity. He reached out. “Hi, Aunt Aggie. What’s new in
Treydon?” Throwing it to her was always a good tactic.
“We’re fine. Shan’s at school with Jesse rehearsing a Shakespeare scene
which they have to do in class, and I’m about to pick them up. Have you seen
the newspaper?”
Just like her not to mention the fellowship. And to change subjects abruptly.
“No, what paper?”
“The Star or the Tribune or just about any other daily in the country, it
seems. That Nick’s struck again. Must say, rather nicely.”
“Oh, no.”
“Oh, yes. And you’d better be prepared to treat him nice-ly when he’s here,
too, or you won’t live past the weekend. I like him and, obviously, he’s in love
with—or at least has the hots for—you. The way you fooled around with him
in Boston really got his fires going.” She loved dropping her bomb shells on an
‘unexpecting’ (her special word) target.
“He told you about that?”
“How else could I know? Behind those people’s library door. Shameless of
you. Clever, too. You took charge. Don’t be surprised if I find out things from
other people. You never tell me anything. And you haven’t answered Shan’s
e-mails.”
“I was really, really, really busy.”
“Busy is as busy does. So take care of your personal affairs—or don’t you
have a heart?” Then, out of the blue, “Have you contacted Afzal, or left him
dangling, too? Don’t answer.” She took a deep breath, “And tell Dalton to feed
you some raw oysters. You’re pretty much going to need lead in your pencil
these next few days.”
“I love you, too, Aunt Aggie. Bye for now.”
His lips and cheeks scrunched into a funny face before Edwin could ask,
“Dalton, should I read something in the paper?”
“Probably. Here it is, freshly clipped.” He passed the article across the table
and put away his scissors.
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Edwin’s reaction, after looking at the accompanying images of his own
painting next to the drawing which had inspired it and reading the story, was,
“God, the hyphenations are abominable.”
Without a moment’s hesitation, Dalton gave an instruction, “Go clean
yourself up and get in bed. You’ll feel better about celebrating.” He pretended
that it was difficult to smile.
Edwin lit up. “You mean, like with champagne?”
“There’s a good bottle in the ‘fridge—if you prefer that to the intoxication
we might produce by more personal means. If you’re too fatigued, I’ll get the
flutes.”
Dalton made as if to go to the china cabinet. Outstretched arms stopped him.
“Dalton”—Edwin buried his face in the man’s chest—“give me twenty minutes.”

S

Nearly thirty minutes later, after completing his own hot shower, a ruddy,
excited Dalton approached the object of his affections. “Look, I was thinking
of your throat and this began to happen.”
Edwin’s eyes flashed their blue fire at the sight of the great erection forming. The thrill creeping around his midsection felt so strange. Outside the
young man’s throat, Dalton had never assumed his impressive girth and complete length. Edwin had felt it choking him as it tumesced and glimpsed it
once or twice after withdrawal from coupling as it shrank, but never had witnessed the organ taking shape. Wonder and amazement coursing through
him became desire.
“It’s you. Just the thought of you,” Dalton whispered, “a miracle you inspired.” He doused the overhead light and paused to light the candle in the
old hurricane lamp nearby. Taking up a tube of lubricant, he slicked himself
liberally. His erection glittered in the candlelight and rose to full, heavyweight
size—thick, long, strong.
Through his building heat which was physical and emotional, Edwin managed to ask dead seriously, “Am I the vessel you seek to fill, old man?”
Dalton slid atop the naked youth, “You are so much more than that.”
Legs circled his, arms his back.
“I am ready. Come in to me.” Edwin blinked, and opened his mouth. He
shifted his legs higher, allowing Dalton to position them. His sphincter expanded in welcome for the man. Tongues found one other as Dalton coasted
freely, deliriously, through the one-time barrier of muscle to entrench himself
in the greatest depth of Edwin’s interior. Both males, separated by more than
sixty years in age, joined together as a single entity, seized by inexplicable,
radiating waves of passion.
They made love with a kind of solicitude that allowed eons to pass—many
minutes, actually. Intimate attentions beyond thought had taken them to
synchronous heights at which they hung suspended in a summertime of feeling. Very late that night, strands of the mundane world eventually intruded
tendril-like, drawing them toward a state of rest from which they began to
return to consciousness, Dalton first. He shifted to release Edwin from their
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TEEN ART MAVEN SCORES
HIT IN BOSTON
By Nick Charleston, Indianapolis Star
BOSTON (AP)—Boston was the site for
Indianapolis internet-sensation Edwin Owen’s
latest conquest, Saturday night.
A packed house at the venerable Museum
of Fine Arts followed 18-year-old Owen’s account of his work with canvases based on the
style of Camille Corot, a once-fashionable precursor of the Impressionists.
“Edwin has the most wonderful gifts,” said
event organizer Barbara Caraway. “He paints
as if he were inhabited by Corot, and speaks
of his work to great effect.” Mrs. Caraway is
friends with Indianapolis arts patron Joanne
Springer, who initiated Owen’s well known
appearance in her city.
The hour-long YouTube video of that occasion has been viewed more than 7,000 times.
At issue, questions of attribution, restoration,
and recreation. Corot, a prolific and much imitated painter, poses multiple problems for institutions such as museums. The Indianapolis Museum of Art, concerned about a painting in their
collection, sent the “Corot” to Zvi Rosenberg,
renowned expert at Chicago’s Art Institute, for
analysis and possible restoration.
“Thorough testing by empirical scientific
means determined the picture to be inauthen-

tic and badly damaged,” said Mr. Rosenberg.
“Attempts at earlier treatment of its problems
had made them worse.”
Owen, a summer apprentice in the AIC conservation department, was under Mr. Rosenberg’s direct supervision when assigned to the
project, the “rescue” of the image. “Edwin’s
rate of learning was rapid. I’ve never witnessed the like,” Rosenberg said. “He needed
only a few days to take over the project and to
complete it. We were pleased and proud.”
At the reconstituted canvas’s unveiling in
Indianapolis, conservation curator Deborah
Udell said, “We never expected anything like
this.” Her admiration included remarks that
Owen’s work was of “exquisite subtlety” and
that it looked “genuine.”
Boston agreed. Owen’s projections of
Corots from the three museums’ collections,
with his own work tucked secretly into the
mix, and his verbal explanations caused astonishment.
The Boston event was streamed through the
MFA’s website after ticket demand far exceeded the Alfond Auditorium’s seating.
A focus of now-widespread attention,
Owen shrugs off suggestions that he capitalize
on his notoriety. “Not me. I’m going to enter
the University of Chicago in January, if they
accept my application.”

Greco-Roman grapple and separated his sex from the luxury of its lodging.
His limbs craved the renewal of circulation now that the demands of congestion in those central areas had passed. He saw that Edwin was breathing
softly, his body suffused with color that was returning to normal. Of himself,
he was aware that he had never loved better nor been loved more fully.
His body silent, he moved to the door, placed a hand on its frame, and
looked back at the sleeping form in his bed. Edwin lay curled, boyish, still, the
contours of his young body outlined by the fluttering candle flame. His head
rested on its pillow, his left arm holding his right shoulder, a knee drawn up
to his elbow. The slight rise and fall of his chest indicated deep repose. Dalton
swelled with love. He struggled with it and with the loss which was inevitable.
Stealing quietly downstairs, he went to his library, set out a sheet of fine stationery, picked up a fountain pen, his favorite for many years, a Mont Blanc,
and began to write.
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Good sex toughens or tempers us the way earthenware and metals are annealed.
Its heating and gradual cooling free us from internal stress
in mind and body so that we can face the external world
with confidence beyond that of codified education.
DALTON BRAWNE
If you want it and can get it the way you want, take it. Sex, I mean.
AGATHA COBB

76 THE NEW/OLD CANVAS
Time to think belonged to Edwin during his bus ride to Treydon. At first, only
musings in and out of slumberous states—about Dalton. What the man meant
to him. What he felt bodily—his frisson inside; what he felt mentally—his
serene thoughts. What his indebtedness to Dalton was. I know what union is.
Related words drifted through his thoughts—unite, unify, unison, uniform,
unique. One. Oneness. Oneness stopped him. Woke him. I don’t know what to
do with it. He stared out the window. It’ll come to me—one day.

S

Rosey, Mabel, and other staff members in the Conservation Department
had greeted him effusively. “I owe you special thanks,” he had told Mabel,
“for all that material you put together. You’re the best,” he had emphasized,
hugging her like a long-gone son. “They loved those pictures.”
“The Powerpoint? I saw how you beefed it up,” she had laughed. Congratulations and high spirits prevailed before the new big project was revealed.
Rosey had pointed across the room to a sizeable canvas. The bird’s-eye
scene of vastly spacious, overlapping mountains—greens, blues, grays—with
golden sunlight flaming in a great arch behind—despite its layers of soil and
darkened varnish—had hit Edwin with the force of lightning.
Stopped dead, he had asked, “What on earth…is that?”
“We’ve been looking at it since Monday. It was shipped secretly to us—I
won’t reveal by whom or where it came from. I have someone else’s opinion
about it. My own idea corresponds. Mabel’s searches of art databases have
found it. But we won’t know until it’s cleaned.”
“Does it belong to us? It looks incredible.”
“No, but if we do the job well and discover that it is what we think it is,
we’ll be doing a big favor for the owner, who has promised us his collection,
and there are some important pictures in that.”
“Is that why it’s here?”
“Yes, and for some other reasons. Here comes one of the main ones.”
George Tanner had entered the room. “Good morning, all,” he said dryly,
paying no particular attention to anyone. “Well, is it or isn’t it?”
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When Zvi Rosenberg cast a baleful eye at the abrupt question, Mabel had
tugged Edwin’s ear to her mouth and barely uttered, “Friedrich.”
The gasp—“Caspar David Friedrich!”—had been heard by everyone.
“Mabel, we were trying to keep that under wraps.” A chastisement from Zvi
Rosenberg, a mild thing.

S

The scene made a wonderful memory as Edwin recalled it. George was involved because Duane Wilderforce wanted to spirit the canvas out of France after
having showed it to a Parisian dealer of old masters. The notion, advanced by the
dealer, that it could be an original Friedrich thought lost in World War II might
mean at least one of two things. Sold somehow, or stolen perhaps, and removed
to Paris where it had been stashed in an abandoned alcove of the attic of Duane’s
hôtel particulier, the painting, if authentic, would be worth millions. Any American museum would kill to display it, there being no known Friedrich oil in a
US collection before 1984 and precious few since. Germany owned the majority
while Russia, Austria, Switzerland, and Norway had a few examples by his country’s leading exponent of early Romantic style. Its discovery, once corroborated,
would make international news in the art world and provoke claims for its restitution unless title could be proved. Everyone had been sworn to secrecy. The project
to clean the picture was to be tucked into one of the department’s secure storage
areas. Because it must be “unofficial,” those who worked on it had to agree to do
so after hours and in addition to their regular assignments. Recompense would
take the forms of knowledge acquired, experienced gained, and payment for their
over-time directly from Wilderforce.
“We’ll see,” had been the response to Edwin’s eager entreaty to be allowed
to participate. “This isn’t a wreck job to be salvaged. It’s been untouched since
1945 behind some old cabinets jammed with papers. Problems could arise
with the paint surface. We don’t know what conditions we may find under
the varnish. Certainly, there is, or has been, insect life in the stretchers as well
as the frame. Worm mostly, it appears; termites possibly. We’re going to gas it
over the weekend in case there’s a life form or two still gnawing away. I want
you all to think about this and be ready Monday to start the test program.
I’ll map out the plan as I see it. Photography of every sort, starting with the
stretchers and the physical canvas’s condition, I think.”
Rosenberg had looked off to one side, “If we can keep our eyes off the image. That won’t be easy.” He had turned back, “There may be a lot of work to
be done, as I’ve said, and there’s no rush. Deliberation must dictate the pace.
Finn, you’ll stick with your Picasso drawings and their foxing; Louisa, your
stabilization of that Medieval panel; Mary Alice, you’ll start the pigment analysis of the unfinished Tissot (shouldn’t be too difficult and it’s got a deadline
for January’s show); and LeRoy, you and Charlene, stay with your assembly of
the krater (your progress’s pretty far along.). You, Edwin, can assist Mabel and
me as we begin our inspection. Some of what you learned at the McCrome
Institute may come in handy if you remember it.”
Rosey never misses a trick.
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However flowerless the ways
Of grim November,
However dull and drear her days,
We should remember
One happy time she sets apart
For royal living,
A gift to cheer and bless each heart,
It is Thanksgiving!
EMMA C. DOWD

77 THANKSGIVING
Treydon’s combination bus stop and gas station remains an unprepossessing location at which departures and arrivals are no more than humdrum
occasions. This one differed. On hand was not the relative he expected but
two young men with curious expectancy on their faces, Nick Charleston and
Shantanu Chaudary. Edwin hesitated as he spotted them standing side by
side. What’ll I say? He donned his coat and plucked his bag from the overhead
rack then made his way forward, thinking—hard. I’ll use one of George’s lines.
“Gentlemen, what a pleasant surprise!”
Both stepped forward at the same time bumping into each other’s thick
jackets as they did. Both reached to take Edwin’s bag. He held onto it and deflected their confusion by asking, “Where’s Aunt Aggie?”
“She’s at home, fixing stuff,” Shan answered quickly. “It’s cold. Let’s get in
the car.”
He has no idea about an Indiana winter. Today’s in the mid-thirties. Nothing.
Nick said, “I just got here with your painting—which we hung up—and
met everybody—Shan, your aunt, and your neighbors—when I was told that
as long as my ‘ass was in a driving mode’ I should come to pick you up.”
He’s upbeat and nervous. “Sounds like my Aunt Aggie.”
Nick touched his companion’s shoulder, “Shan showed me the way.”
Little ado was made during the drive back. Edwin had put himself in the
rear seat, “So that I can see the backs of your heads.” An odd remark. Senseless. Helped, though.
After a block or two of silence, came questions. Nick was asked about his
travel up from Indianapolis, which turned out to have been uneventful; Shan
was asked about school.
“Um, we better talk about that later. I got in some trouble.”
“What kind of trouble?”
“I don’t want to talk about it in front of a stranger,” Shan indicated Nick.
They’re not at ease with each other—yet. I’ll take care of that.
“Go ahead. Nick will be one of us by the time we’re on the road for Chicago.”
“I will? What do you mean?”
Nick broke out in sweat and turned red at Edwin’s coolly stated, “Because
I’m going to fuck you, of course.”
It made Shantanu blush, too. A fierce look on his face, he twisted around
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and glared.
Edwin’s benign, innocuous smile was the sort that often meant something
else. “Don’t worry about him. Tell me your story. Unless you want to tell it in
front of Aunt Aggie.”
“She knows already.”
“So?”
“Well, in private, she kissed me. First time for that. But then she said if I
ever did it again, I wouldn’t allowed to enroll in Treydon High. It wasn’t—
like—my fault. I mean, really.”
Smarting still from Edwin’s announcement, Nick said sharply, “Are you
going to tell your goddam story or not?”
“Shan? We’ve only a few more blocks, you know.” Edwin’s curiosity ran
higher than before.
“Okay. We were coming out of Shakespeare class where Jesse and I did a
scene from Romeo and Juliet. He played Juliet the way, you know, they used
to do it with a boy back in Shakespeare’s time. We rehearsed it a lot and did it
really well. The teacher said it was great. In the hall, kids were congratulating
us when this jerk, Carl, one of the swimmers, told Jesse, ‘Yeah, fag. You make
a real good girl.’”
“Did you do something?”
Shan lowered his voice and his head, “I jammed my thumb into one of the
pressure points your aunt showed me, took him down in a wrestling move I’d
learned at Roger’s, got his face on the floor with both arms in a double hammerlock—in front of everybody—and told him if he ever said anything like
that again to anybody I’d break his arms off and shove ‘em down his throat.”
To avoid a collision with Agatha’s garage, Nick had to stamp on the brake
pedal after accelerating into the driveway, he was laughing so hard. Edwin
was utterly out of control.
Feeling appreciated, Shan added under his breath, “If my friend, Caswell,
hadn’t have pulled me off, I might’ve done it.”
Her kitchen door flung open. Agatha Cobb stood there, mouthing silently
with exaggerated motions the words, “What the hell was that about?”
They piled into the house, Edwin leading. Shan had advised Nick, “Let him
go first. She won’t be mad at him. True, she waited for them to scrape their
feet and hang their jackets on the wall pegs. Waited and watched, sizing up
the appearance of the three together. Nick was tallest, Shan slightly taller now
than Young Edwin. Still growing. He’ll probably be as tall as his father.
“Aunt Aggie,” Edwin went to hug her. “Are you making what I think you
are—apple pie? Smells scrumptious.
“Two. For tomorrow. Especially for you. And, because you painted me such
a gorgeous picture, I’m going to serve the pie with your favorites,” she paused
for impact, “vanilla ice cream with toasted pecans and caramel sauce.”
“That’s to die for!” Nothing in the way he said that sounded like the erudite prodigy of recent renown.
Shan, too, was enthusiastic. “And all the calories will help with my body fat.”
Nick’s ears pricked up at Edwin’s, “Your body’s one of the most perfectly
formed I’ve ever seen. Why would it need fat? How much fat?”
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“My coach says I need a small layer of subcutaneous fat to increase buoyancy.”
“Drop the subject,” Agatha said. “Show him our surprise, Shan. And get out
of my kitchen. When I need you, I’ll call you.”
The living room gave place of honor to Edwin’s painting, more nicely
framed by the IMA than when Edwin last saw it. On the walls where a miscellany of prints used to hang were Edwin’s drawings in pencil, sepia, charcoal,
silverpoint, and earlier, rather small paintings in watercolor, pastels, oils, and
acrylics—the drawings matted and framed with thin, black mouldings, the
paintings with dark wood-grain mouldings. Edwin could only gape.
“Wait’ll you see my room and Auntie’s. Anne and Erich have a couple in
their living room, too.”
“Shan, who did all this?”
“You remember my friend—he’s my best male friend—Caswell, and his
dad, Rev. Carter? They had the idea after seeing you on the Internet and reading about you in the paper. I showed ‘em your stuff. The shop teacher at
school said okay. Auntie paid for the materials. The whole class did the framing—like, you know—a project, last week. We had a bitch of a time getting
that one,” he pointed, “and that one, and one that’s next door, from George
Tanner, but we did. You know who helped? Tom.”
Tom? That’s why he was with us Monday. He’s been helping Shan, and they all
kept the secret.
To avoid his emotions, Edwin, with Nick looking on in amazement, said
nothing as he took Shan’s face with both hands and kissed him full on the
mouth. When he broke the kiss, Edwin found it possible to speak. “You know
what’s more remarkable than all this—and you? Your speech. Your accent’s
still there but your manner of expression’s becoming that of a Hoosier!”
Dumbstruck, Nick could only observe in awkward silence.
“What do you say—terrific, ain’t it?” the lady of the house addressed her
nephew. “Our own Owen exhibit.”
“Oh, Aunt Aggie, c’est fantastique!”
“Yes, I know. Shan’s got some e-mails for you on his laptop, so you two go
look at them. Nick, you come with me.”
Direct as ever, she told the reporter that she understood his feeling out
of place but that he would quickly get over it. “Those boys need a chance to
catch up. You can relax. Being here’s the best place for you if you’re seriously interested in the long-term story which knowing Young Edwin well will
get you.” She eyed him seriously. “You know the expression ‘Play your cards
right’?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Good. Then take advantage of the hand we’re dealing you. It’s promising.
And don’t call me ma’am. Ma’am is one thing I’m not. You can call me Aunt
Aggie. It’ll help you fit in.”
Their next minutes passed with Nick recounting his background—family,
education, experience. That she had asked him for.
No footfalls were heard as Edwin and Shantanu approached. Suddenly,
they were there. Nick’s jump was ignored.
“Auntie, he loved them,” Shan said.
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Excited, Edwin exclaimed, “There were greetings from the Springers and
the Caraways—who mentioned you, Nick—from Tom and Roger, even George
and Dalton!”
“Of course there were. We engineered that. Well and good. Did you notice
how we changed the bedroom?”
“No, should I?”
Not answering, she replied, “You can see it when you get back. Now it’s
time to go across the drive for the next surprise. We’re big on ‘nexts.’”
“Yes!” Shan, too, was keyed up.
The surprise was video of the young swimmer in action. Jesse received
credit for the idea and its realization. “Otherwise,” Anne trilled, “how else
would you be able to see what Shan’s accomplishing here?”
A simple, straight-shot thing, it showed Shan and the team from the rear
as they lined up poolside, each at his assigned lane, wearing matching suits of
skin-tight spandex and nylon, all white, and white caps with sea-blue goggles.
The sight, as Edwin said, was “Awesome!”
Nick’s professional attention kicked in as the off-camera pistol shot sent
the swimmers into the water. The largest—Caswell, as he learned from Shan’s
shout—was in the lead, followed hard by Shan and the others. As they raced,
Shan’s determined butterfly took him alongside his buddy and well ahead of
“the bloody bastard” Carl. Carl worked too hard and tired before the return lap,
so his backstroke cost him his place. Tim overtook him to gain on the boys still
in the lead. Caswell’s long arms and reserves of strength outdid Shan’s—not by
much. As the breaststroke lap began, all eyes were on Shan, whose performance
carried him close to Caswell. It was on the return, freestyle, that Shan’s concentration and earlier, balanced expenditure of energy allowed him to outpace
everyone with a display of controlled technique and resulting speed that had
the crowd off-screen and the little audience at the Wolfe’s rooting noisily.
He’s got really flexible feet and ankles, and well-developed legs, Nick reckoned.
Could be a runner or a dancer.
At last, Shan got out of the water and, dripping, walked directly toward the
camera, pulling off his goggles and cap to shake his locks free and breaking
into the most heart-stopping smile Edwin had ever seen.
Whether it was the splendor of his body, the sensuality of his stride, the ecstasy of triumph, or the three qualities in sum, or something else, Edwin never
could say. He had sprung an erection and felt constriction in his throat. Shan’s
appearance always had unsettled him by its exoticism—sharply angled cheeks,
sometimes cruel mouth that verged toward a sneer, eyes and eyebrows that could
seduce a cobra. It had given him shivers before and thrills when Shan had surrendered to him, but this affect was more intense. “The flashbulb glare of sexual
beauty as I have never known it”—Edwin later described his feeling to Dalton.
“Excellent,” congratulated Nick, reaching to shake hands with the afternoon’s star. He may have a career in him. Might be worth following.
Having been present at the meet, Anne and Erich murmured approvingly
as Agatha shook Shan by the neck and said to Edwin, “Well, I see your shorts
have gotten tighter. What do you have to say about this new member of our
family? Ain’t he the bee’s knees?”
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Hyperventilating—to everyone’s hilarity—their usually composed Edwin
blushed and…and gulped and coughed, and couldn’t get a word out. Desperate for something to do, he threw his arms around Shan’s shoulders and
squeezed. “You bloody bastard,” he finally managed, “that was…rad-i-cal!
The popular word, which no one had ever heard come from Edwin’s lips,
caused more laughter, and relaxed the tension. Shantanu reached down to
nudge the evidence of Edwin’s excitement.
“You’re a horny bastard, aren’t you, you bloody genius?” he said—causing
more of an uproar.
Nick had never seen the like. These people are….
Erich interrupted, “Aggie, you said you’d heard something you wanted to
tell us. Is now a good time?”
“Well, I guess,” she drew herself up, looking steadily at her two “nephews.”
A call that morning had come from Dalton.
What could that be? Edwin wondered and bit his lip.
“Said Prof. Gus-taf-son—if I got it right, from the University—told him our
boy’s interviews on Tuesday reminded him of the story of the young Jesus in
the temple with the elders—he never ran out of things to say. Or something
like that.”
Nick, who had been raised on the Bible, burst out, “You mean Luke, chapter two? And who were the elders?” He was incredulous. This is the brainy one
with a hard-on who’s going to fuck me? Edwin—compared to Jesus! He sank in his
chair.
The Edwin he had known before emerged, “Some art historians I spoke
with. Dalton’s just expressing himself with his usual hyperbole. But I think
they’re awarding me a fellowship,” he giggled, returning to Shan’s excited
hug.
“All right, you two. Enough celebration. Go back home and make yourselves some high-carb sandwiches and protein shakes,” Agatha directed. “And
don’t touch that pie—unless…you…want…to die. The four of us are going to
the Olive Garden. Nick wants to interview us. Got that? So, find things to do
by the time we’re back in two hours. You know,” she told Edwin, “like show
Shan those things you brought from Chicago.”

S

“Those things” turned out to be the nipple cups that George had made Edwin wear. “Auntie told me how Jesse wishes his nipples were more like a girl’s
so you’d enjoy them more. He really loves it when you play with them and
nibble and suck on them.”
For a moment embarrassed, Shan asked, “How do they work?”
He was shown—on himself.
Perhaps an occasion leading to sex? No. Not yet. Shan rebuttoned his shirt
over the strangely painful, exciting little cups and initiated a conversation such
as would have been impossible for him with anyone except Edwin. Even so, it was
awkward until Edwin took him by the hand into the bedroom to be intimate.
“I’m here for you, Shan. Ask me, tell me—anything. No limits. No judgments.
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Just my full attention and my regard for all that you are becoming.”
Before Shan could begin, Edwin noticed how his former room had been
rearranged to include a new double bed, two chairs, and a display on one wall
of more of his artwork, framed. “Wow,” he said. “You know what the wall over
your bed needs?—pictures of you and Jesse.”
“I was going to ask you about…whether you’d draw me as a present for
Jesse.” He seemed unable to ask more except, “And maybe one of Jesse for me,
please?”
He must love Jesse. They’re going to miss each other something fierce.
“Certainly, I will—if not tonight, then tomorrow before our big meal. Let
me think about it while we chat. Okay?”
Shan swallowed, then poured out his concern about every phase of his life
in America. How frightened Roger and George had made him; how terrified
he was of his initiation into sex at the hands of those men; how Hassan helped
his adjustment; how suspicious he was about Edwin and Dalton—at first; how
he envied his brother; how desperate he was to fulfill Auntie’s expectations;
how much he believed in her methods; how grateful he was for Jesse; how
Erich’s massages rubbed away the aches from his exercises and practice drills;
how great it was to be doing well in school; how confident he felt in school
and with his sport.
“I know. Shan, I know. I’ve been exactly where you have been—only from
a different starting point. And it took me a lot longer to get from where I
began to where I am now than it has taken you to get where you are today.”
“Huh? But you’re a genius.”
His Leonardo smile on full, Edwin replied, “If you keep on-track with Aunt
Aggie, they’ll be saying that about you. Believe me.”
Looking as though he might respond emotionally, Shan unburdened himself. This time, he dove beneath the surface of his previous subjects. His mother had smothered him. He hated her attentions but used them to escape from
scrapes. No scolding by his mother ever made any difference. She defended
him with her mother’s love against anyone else’s efforts at discipline, his father’s particularly. Things got worse in his early teens as every recognition
that Afzal received for his achievements rankled Shan in inverse proportion.
Afzal’s growing math skills and friendliness toward students, toward faculty members at school, and especially toward his father’s employers at Malay-American Exports, Stephen and Terry. He had no idea how to make people
like him, not even his grandmother. He stole things such as cigarettes and
smoked them. He drank beer as he could lay hands on it. The guys he hung
with at home were slackers, misfits like him. The thuggish appearance he cultivated did nothing with the girls at school. He had been dying to be the first
in his group to fuck a girl. The furthest he had ever gotten was a bumbling
make out session with a trashy drunk in an alley outside a bar. Her odor and
greasy makeup were disgusting. Sexual ignorance and repression gnawed in
his belly and made him binge on masturbation. Lying to brag about conquests
became a habit among his friends. They fooled themselves, he thought, into
believing the tales. Collectively, they derided queers—mostly called gays—because they feared them. It was all so false, and boring. Yes, he had hated what
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he did not understand but had had no resources for recovery of lost opportunities. In America, he had been trapped into confronting everything that
was wrong with him. Roger and George were going to kill him, he had feared.
Escaping them was his chief reason to agree with the insane idea of putting
himself in Auntie’s training program. Little had he known what that would
entail. And Jesse. He got Jesse, whose attentions he now yearned for. A boy as
feminine as any girl, but a boy, and he loved him. How screwed up was that?
Was he gay? Deep inside, he did not want to be. Yet with Jesse and with the
respect and approval he was getting from his coaches, his teachers, Anne and
Erich, and—more than anyone—his auntie, and Edwin—he did not mean to
omit him. Edwin was so, so special….
Sensing Shan’s output had reached the limit of his capacity for expression,
Edwin moved from his chair to sit beside the boy on that new bed. Room for
the pleasure of two…. Aunt Aggie’s really been making her plans to keep Shan here.
They faced one another, legs folded yoga-style to discourage anything but
concentration. “Our experience has been parallel. Shan. More than you realize. Damaged, negative points of view were our starting points, yours and
mine. We were taken into situations controlled by elders who could and did
change us, so much so that people outside our sphere of personalized nurture
thought they were seeing miracles. When your parents see that video, they’ll
probably go straight to bed and make love to celebrate.”
The probable circumstance proposed by Edwin, sent Shan’s hands to his
face. He had yet fully to accept Edwin’s naturalness in promoting sex within
and among varied generations. He had managed to catch on that, beginning
with sexual stimulation, education could provide avenues of feeling for oneself, for one’s areas of study, for self-reliance based on acquired knowledge,
and on the practice of coordinating life and work into one continuous flow.
Many of the words and phrases he now could use came from Edwin, who
had thought through it all. He can analyze anything. That Marc Antony speech!
I scored with that!
Their exchanges continued with complete openness until car doors shutting outside told them that the four had returned from supper. Agatha’s voice
could be heard bidding the others good night. “Yoo hoo,” she called, “who’s
at home?”
“We’re in the bedroom,” answered Edwin.
“I see you’re decent,” she put her head in the door. “Good. Young Edwin,
you’ve about forty-five minutes more with Shan, then I want you to go over
to the Wolfe’s and deal with Nick. He’ll be ready. Erich’s giving him a special
massage.” Her eyes rolled knowingly. “Have you e-mailed the video yet?”
“We’re going to. Who, besides my parents, should receive it?” Shan wanted
to know.
“Duh. Your father’s friends, Stephen and Terry.” She went on hurriedly,
“Roger and Tom, maybe George, certainly Dalton. Now. Shouldn’t take more
than five minutes. Then recite your new Shakespeare speeches for Young Edwin. The playbook’s over there.” She left for her bedroom and closed the door.
Indeed, forty-five minutes later and leaving Shan behind with his promise
to return within an hour “to see you do your stretching exercises—because I
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want to sketch them,” Edwin crossed the two parallel driveways to knock at
the Wolfe’s door. Waiting there, he mused at Shan’s nervously sexy question,
“You mean, in full kit?”—and noticed absentmindedly that snow had begun
to fall. The temperature had dropped. Anne met him with, “Your timing’s
perfect. Erich’s got him ready. Do your job. This is so exciting for us,” she
whispered. “He’s downstairs, scared to death.”
The sight of the handsome reporter nude, his sportsman’s body oiled, face
down and turned away on the padded table was inspirational. Erich nodded,
“I’ve prepared him fully. Nick’s willing to show that he can be trusted. See?”
His finger pointed to the small plug he had seated in its proper place. “I’ll be
upstairs.”
“You mean you’ve cleaned him, too?”
“Despite some reluctance.”
“Thank you, Erich.”
In seconds, Edwin had stripped. The basement air was hot. It needed to be
in this situation. Changes had been made. The floor was carpeted all the way
to the shower. Better lighting had been installed, insulation improved, the
walls painted, and an overstuffed armchair in leather, or its imitation, had
been placed near the massage table. Wrist and ankle straps had been added
underneath but were not in use. Soft music was playing.
Touching Nick’s back solicitously with one hand and his bottom sensuously with the other, Edwin asked, “Did Erich hurt you?”
The still voice answered nervously, “No, but he embarrassed me. I never
expected….”
“You want my story, don’t you? To get it, we all have to trust you by making
you one of us—our team, you could say—and we start everything from the
perspective of the greatest intimacy, the intimacy of sex.” He began sliding his
hand over Nick’s bristling skin.
“Are you a…cult?”
“Hardly. I don’t think of us that way. Let me try to put it succinctly.” Edwin
performed the quick switch to his objective, adult mode of expression. “We
are people who care for each other’s needs to achieve mutual benefit. We align
thought patterns and personal requirements—my Aunt’s, Erich’s, Anne’s—
with my own and with Shan’s, tailoring all we do to reach ends which result
in the best for each of us individually. We are fulfilled. The group’s product
is the individual with fewer limits than the majority of people on the planet.
I’m the first. Shan can be the second, perhaps the only other one. What’s that
phrase—a work in progress? We won’t know for several years. I just told him
that I’d been where he is. He has opened himself to all of us and is beginning
to understand how he works with us. I’ve already helped him with school
and with sex. We’re going to work on emotions together. Bonds of trust tie
us together like nothing you have—ever—seen or known about. This is your
moment, Nick, the moment to establish yourself as worthy of access to me for
starters, then to the others as may be desired.”
“Do I have to have sex with anyone but you?” he sounded worried, as if
implying an imagined orgy of initiation.
“No. Aunt Aggie has sex with no one as far as I know. Erich and Anne have
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sex only with themselves. You’re here because you approached me in Indianapolis. You touched my butt. I kissed you. And you remember what happened in
Boston. You want this, Nick, but you can’t get it except on my terms. Now, I
want you to slide yourself back so that your feet are on the floor. Keep your torso
the way it is. Like that. If I turn your plug, do you mind the sensation?”
“It’s okay. It’s been there ever since Erich made me take an enema and I
voided myself. That was humiliating.”
“You aren’t being logical. You’ve known since this afternoon that I was
going to fuck you. An enema had to be administered. We do things here
hygienically, so that pleasure will be completely assured. Here, I’ll remove it
carefully.”
“That didn’t hurt.”
“Notice that it doesn’t smell either,” Edwin said, holding the plug before
Nick’s nose.
“I guess you’re right.” He spoke in a tone of defeat.
Deliberating for a second, Edwin reached for more oil. Not the rubdown
oil but a scented oil which eventually would result in an aroma suggestive of
roses. He noted sandalwood oil, a favorite scent of Shan’s, on the shelf nearby,
and several unlabeled bottles. There were ointments and salves, unguents,
body lotions, and a large jar of vaseline, a small one of mentholatum, and
tubes of Nair and BenGay. That’s interesting. From Erich’s supply, he stripped
on a condom.
The moment of truth had come. Edwin saw that Nick’s pelvis needed to be
lower. He pulled on it and gave the instruction, “Bend your knees outward a
little.” Nick obeyed. Edwin’s thumbs commenced their convincing argument
for less tension. He hummed softly, not a melody, just an umm, with each
motion circling the narrow area. Around, not on, the center. He placed one
thumb directly upon the opening and reached below to stroke Nick’s dangling scrotum. This, and his hand seeking its way along the man’s penis, got
the reaction he wanted: Nick moved into the touch. Edwin’s thumb pointed
inward and probed no further than seemed wise. I want him to love this. The
thumb could proceed another fraction of an inch when the other hand took
the erection’s diameter. Thrusting backward, Nick passed himself over the
knuckle and sank onto the remainder of Edwin’s thumb. No sound was made
when doing this, but the muscle clasped as if asking, “Is this it?” Then as if
answering, “I may be ready.”
From his vantage point standing, Edwin studied the hillocks of unplowed
flesh. Their hairiness reminded him of George, a thought that hardened him
more. “Let yourself go slack, Nick. I must distend you to get the passage ready.
Feel this?” he asked, shifting from side to side. “Not going any place, just helping the dilation. It’s new for you but vital, if you want to know me.”
When Nick stirred on his own, testing his accommodation of Edwin’s
thumb, his initial fear diminished, although it bothered him to be treated so
clinically. Edwin caught the drift of readiness and replaced his thumb with
that hand’s midmost finger, which reached a less shallow spot. His other hand
rubbed its throbbing captive all over. Nick’s knuckles muted his cries before
they turned to moans indicative of a strange, creeping pleasure.
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“Hmm,” Edwin hummed, taking the measure of Nick’s compliance. Satisfied, he withdrew both hands to oil himself liberally, placed a thumb on the
opening, and guided his own swollen erection in. Pauses were made with
each increment of insertion. In time—and in full knowledge that Anne and
Erich were watching from their place of concealment—Edwin enacted the
law of sexual love’s first stage. He whispered, “You are doing so well.” Taking
Nick’s hips as if a territory, he commenced to move with a conqueror’s might.
Virgin! Not so fast. Treat him like a lover. Use gestures of concern. Build up from
gentle. Kindle his fires. Then fuck him for real.
Nick’s racing mind began to focus on the single idea that he was being
joined—objectively—with the young man whom he was unable to resist. He
lost his suspicion and his bearing, succumbing to a rapture he associated with
fantasies about love.
Edwin hummed again, this time a contented “Mmm.” It registered with
Nick as music did—throughout his body—and he swelled with desire for
more. Edwin obliged earnestly. Flesh met flesh in measured rhythm, Nick
abandoning himself to it.
One of his favorite songs from childhood drifted past the edge of his consciousness, Che Sera, Sera. What Will Be, Will Be. Was that actually playing in
the background? He disregarded the idea. He thought, Nothing can prevent the inevitable. I want the inevitable—to come. To cum.
Inside, Nick warmed and softened. The plunges felt better and better. I
shouldn’t have been so afraid. Heat concentrated at the point of contact. Eyes
squeezed shut, mouth agape in a silent roar, Nick drooled unawares onto the
leather surface. A shudder began somewhere distant, grew to become a quake,
overtook his body in surges, and directed its force through his balls and cock
into the air beneath Erich’s table. It was over.
Edwin did not withdraw. He would not before he had pulled his subject
from the table, to his feet, and hugged him while driving into Nick for a single
gesture of the deepest penetration yet. At the sound of pain his sudden violence produced, he slipped quickly out, turned the man around, and kissed
him more passionately than Nick had known to be possible.
“Now we’ll take a hot shower,” Edwin said, and led the way to the stall.
A groggy Nick received Edwin’s ministrations with hands and soap. Every
inch of his skin had become sensitive, armpits and nipples hyper-ly so. He
squirmed with pleasure in the bubbles. Combined caresses, sudsing his privates and rear, charged his penis again. There was a lull. Edwin stepped away
for a moment to replace his condom and to smear the new one heavily with
something white from a tube. Rejoining Nick, he said, “Grab the wall. Spread
your legs. I must apply this so that you will not be sore tomorrow.” With that,
he speared himself into the puzzled young man and commenced a leisurely
fuck that that soon had Nick thrusting back.
I’m losing my mind. This is incredible.
Minutes, mere minutes, elapsed until another climax shredded his remaining inhibitions. Palms against the tiles, he began to regain composure. The
shower was still stinging his body with force. His usual senses returned. He
realized that he was alone. Edwin had dried, dressed and departed.
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Damn!
In fact, Edwin had left quickly with only a wave and a smile at the Wolfes,
who were in full flush from their role as unseen audience. Words were unnecessary. Anne and Erich sat where they could take in Nick’s emergence from
their basement stair’s door.
“I…uh….”
Anne held up a manicured hand, “Shh. We know.” She kissed his forehead,
Erich shook his hand, and both took him to the kitchen for hot cocoa. “It’ll
help settle you down. There’s a TV in your room and plenty of reading matter.
We’ll see you in the morning.”
Across the way, Edwin found Shan in his Japanese yukada standing, arms
folded, with an intense glow in his eyes. “Close the door,” he said.
Light in the bedroom was only that of candles placed strategically, a romantic flourish sufficient to illumine the beautiful Malaysian and enough to
draw by. “See that pad of gray paper and those pencils? We got them for you.
You want to draw me doing my stretches, don’t you?”
Blick pencils and Strathmore paper. Very nice.
He sat down and looked across the distance of only about eight feet. Shan
opened his arms, spread them straight to the sides, parallel to the floor, opening the yukada to reveal the center of his body in its black harness. As Edwin
drew a deep breath, Shan lowered his arms and leaned back to allow the robe
slowly to slip to the floor. No spotlight could have made the gesture more dramatic. What Edwin had appreciated before for its symmetry and proportions
had grown. Shan’s body was taller by an inch, his muscular development
more etched. Candlelight gave it everywhere ridges of gold and shadows of
darkest copper. The black geometry of the tight harness and its tighter straps
further distinguished the contrast of exotic flesh and containing material.
If I look at his face, I’m lost.
“Shan, move your left foot forward and relax onto your right. A little more,
please—like a Greek Statue. Arms down, relaxed, too, palms turned to the
front, barely bend your elbows, and keep that exact expression.” He worked
for perhaps ten minutes before turning to the next sheet. “Let me see your
stretches.”
It’s like a dancer warming up, each position more revealing of his body’s workings
than the one before.
The stances which Edwin chose to sketch were altered to take advantage
of the subdued lighting and to maintain Shan’s balance for long minutes of
posing. Four more drawings were made. The materials were placed on the
bookshelf in silence. Shan watched Edwin as he stood and walked to him.
Face to face, unmoving, Edwin undid the halter, let its straps dangle, and
knelt to strip down the trunks. His mouth was directly before Shan’s sheathed
erection which visibly throbbed. He rubbed it with his nose and turned his
head almost to a right angle in order to tantalize the stiffness with his lips and
teeth. He left the area wet.
“Want to help me?” he looked up.
Shan said, “I’ll pull out the front. You pull down the rest—slowly. I’ll have
to crouch to push out, you know, my dildo.”
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Each had his own thoughts as Shan undressed Edwin, but neither expressed
a word. It was a moment for touching and testing each other’s warmth, for
eyes to peer at close range into the depths of each and for lips to part, for arms
and tongues to entwine. As they embraced, Edwin asked, “With your flexibility, are you able to cross your ankles and hold your knees against your chest?”
“We can find out.” Shan lay back on the bed. “Put them where you want
and we’ll see.”
The higher he raised Shan’s sculpted legs and bent them, the higher rose
Shan’s backside from the bed. Crossing the ankles and pressing them down
gently revealed the taut buttocks and their slightly opened rosette. Unprotected, the site beckoned to Edwin’s erection. From it a clear bead emerged and
dripped slowly to the floor.
“It’s a position from the Kama Sutra. It’s supposed to open you the most and to
allow an experience of love more satisfying than we have had together, Shan. If
you are willing, I promise to try to show you something so, so wonderful.”
“Something you learned with Dalton?”
“Yes. But we must both want to forget ourselves and to focus on the other’s
feelings. We mustn’t speak. We must communicate with our bodies and let
our eyes tell each other what is good, what is not.”
“I trust you.”
“I know that, and I want you to know this. It’s a great happiness.”
Not wanting to break contact, Edwin spat copiously at the juncture of glistening glans with pouty pucker. As they joined, both concentrated on the
feeling of union, eyes closed as if dreaming. Shan’s acceptance was total; Edwin’s ride in, smooth. Their eyes opened. Edwin’s stomach churned at the
sight of his hand on Shan’s ankles crossed above his tight-drawn ball sac and
fiercely erect penis. I feel like a deity, all-powerful—and that’s wrong. It’s not supposed to be about me. He’s waiting for something to happen.
To Shan, the fullness with no motion took on an importance outside his
previous experience with others of his sex. Edwin towered over him, an image
of dominance. Neither knew what to do. With a smile and a wriggle, Shan
blinked his heavy lids, sighed, and discovered as if for the first time how slow,
long strokes could take over his inside—chilling him, heating him, thrilling
him, calming him.
The vision of Shan’s submission exceeded that of Nick earlier. Edwin enjoyed it for as long as he could remain selfish.
George must have felt this way every time he took me with no resistance. It goes
to the head, feeds ego. Dangerous! Dalton would be ashamed of me. I’m letting him
down. That’s not right.
The reality of his near-misdeed brought Edwin to his senses. He used both
hands to free those shapely ankles and to move them toward the ceiling,
hoisting Shan’s bottom such that Edwin had to move up and onto the bed to
maintain their connection. He sank his mouth to Shan’s, arms to either side.
His stomach ground against the Malaysian’s hard sex and they both climaxed
as tongues came into play. A shattering tension. A great release.
“Oh!”
“Oh!”
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As their former urgency dissipated, the two young men began their coupled journey free of concern. Candles flickered subtle counterpoints over their
physical undulations, slight though they were. Their room, the house, that
night were serenely quiet. The clear, dark sky overhead shone with stars. A
heavenly dome. Under its moon’s bright glow, the crystalline whiteness of
Treydon cast light back into space. All hung in balance.

S

Refreshed from his few hours’ sleep after liaising voluptuously with Shan,
Edwin stirred. He remembered his intention to rouse Nick and slipped into
the shower. He shaved and, after a quick douche, dressed. A glance at the
kitchen clock showed seven. He would accomplish his goal and return in time
to make breakfast for Shan and his aunt.
Life is good today!
Following his own snowy footprints from the night before, he stole to
the Wolfe’s side porch, found their spare key where he expected it to be, let
himself in, crept into the guestroom where Nick lay, undressed, opened and
donned a condom, picked up and used a tube of lubricant, and slid stealthily
beside Nick. Without touching the deeply sleeping reporter, Edwin allowed
himself to warm. And he waited. When Nick turned away to his side, Edwin
snuggled close to the soft pyjama covered back. Careful to avoid touching
anything with his erection, he reached to untie Nick’s drawstring and felt
downward to those hard six inches. Manipulations as dainty as Edwin’s must
be inducing some sort of pleasant dream. There was a sound—I couldn’t have
spelled it, Edwin thought—and a movement in response. Bolder, Edwin drew
his hand away and slipped his fingers into the cleft behind, easing the flannel
so as not to disturb what by then was obviously amorous slumber. He’s so relaxed. If I can get the pyjama pants down far enough, I might be able to….
It worked. With a dab of lube from himself, Edwin took pains to put his
cock where he intended to go. He nudged the spot gently. Something going
on in Nick’s dream prompted him to push back. Edwin was half-way in before
Nick woke—and reached back in surprise. Last night’s salve, still in place,
helped Edwin’s entry.
“Good morning, sleepyhead,” said Edwin as he pulled the man closer.
“This is your wake-up call.”
The fact dawned on the man—that he wasn’t dreaming but was being
fucked. He became fully conscious. What’s happening to me? It feels so good. Oh
my god, I need to pee. What if I cum and wet the bed?
Conflicted by chaos in his mind and lust in his rear, he said, “Edwin, please.
I’ve got to go to the bathroom.”
Jerking out, Edwin stood up, stepped away, and let Nick rush to the bathroom,
following him with, “Don’t be long. I’ve got things to do and you’re the first.”
Relieved, Nick returned to lie face down. He was mounted again. Que sera, sera.
Being surrounded by Nick’s flesh lacked the luxuriance of Shantanu’s more
experienced passage or of Afzal’s enthusiastic one. It was novel, however. In
Edwin’s mind, this act’s main pleasure rested in the satisfaction of confirming
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his position in the fledgling relationship. Nick’s conforming to me as a sheath
should its sword. Where did I read about that? He pumped away, savoring how
Nick’s supine athletic body seemed to undergo states of change—anger, resentment, regret, resignation, acceptance, toleration, involvement, euphoria.
He’s mine. Unreservedly mine.
“You’re doing so well,” Edwin repeated his compliment of the night before,
“that you deserve the chance you’ve wanted since you felt my ass in front of
those Turners in Indianapolis.”
Nick could not believe what he heard, nor what Edwin did next. He extricated himself, grabbed a pillow, lay looking up, handed Nick a condom, and
lifted his legs. “Make love to me, Nick, the way you most want.”

S

Smells of bacon frying and coffee brewing wafted through the open door
of Shan’s bedroom. He sniffed. His mouth watered. Breakfast! Where’s Edwin?
In the kitchen?
“Why are you up at eight o’clock?” he asked, rubbing his eyes.
“Don’t come in here like that. You could get a nasty burn someplace personal. And I don’t need the distraction. Put on some clothes and help me. We
should serve Aunt Aggie her breakfast in bed. Skedaddle, heathen creature.”
The last remark combined one of Agatha’s verbs with a term Dalton might
have used. Edwin felt whimsical as he began to mix his batter.
Doing things for others. I should have thought of that, Shan thought.
Fifteen minutes later, hot pancakes, crisp bacon strips, warmed maple syrup, and scrambled eggs filled the tray that Shan carried. Edwin had a carafe
of coffee—black, the way she liked it—and a cup and saucer. Their progress in
the hallway made enough noise that Agatha got up, put on her housecoat, and
managed to open the door just as they arrived.
“What’s this?”
“Happy Thanksgiving, auntie,” Shan beamed. “You must be in bed to enjoy
this.”
Edwin added, “Yeah, we’ll probably never do it again.”
“Mercy!”
Edwin thought it fun to see her dither.
“But I’m not sick or anything.”
“Edwin said we should do it because it’s special and it’s my first Thanksgiving.”
She looked at them back and forth. “Well, yes. You should do it,” she winked
at her real nephew. Arranging herself against a pile of pillows and accepting
the tray and coffee. “You two fetch your breakfasts in here, too. We can watch
the news.” In Edwin’s direction, she said, “Remember those folding TV dinner
tray-things? Bring them.”
After the good time they had together, it was time to clean up the kitchen
while Agatha had her shower. That done, Edwin asked Shan to sit for him. “I’ll
make a drawing of your head. If you’ll give me some photos of Jesse, I’ll draw
one of him, too. You have pictures on your laptop, don’t you?”
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Shan nodded self-consciously. “A lot, taken with a friend’s iPhone.”
“And Shan,” the voice called out from her shower, “find us a nice Thanksgiving poem to recite this afternoon.”
At ten o’clock, Shan was dismissed to “go help Aunt Aggie while I work on
an idea with these sketches.”
At ten-thirty, Shan was back. “I chopped everything for a salad. Auntie
thinks nobody will eat it. Now can I see what you’re doing?”
“No. Go next door and help them. I need to concentrate. No peeking.”
“I can’t go next door. Auntie called. All three are in the kitchen and they
don’t need anybody else.”
“You can’t stay here. You’re a terrible distraction. Go over there and do
your exercises or something in the basement. Use Erich’s treadmill. Work out.
Do something but get out of my sight. Or. I’ll. Rape. You.”
“Ham sap!—Shan reverted to his Malaysian slang—Horny guy!—and left
in a pretend huff.
At noon, he was called back. Two drawings were presented to the out of
breath athlete. They were in Boucher’s style, which Shan called “curly.” One
showed Jesse as a winged nude, slender and rather feminine, flying into banks
of clouds with Shan’s equally unclad, muscular body in his arms—rather
along the lines of Jupiter and Ganymede. Shan’s face bore a worried look.
“Jesse’s one of your saviors,” was Edwin’s remark. “Since I don’t know what his
body really looks like, I put you across him so that I didn’t have to make up
too much.” The other drawing depicted the two, both nude, Shan kissing Jesse
whose right leg adroitly hid his lover’s sex as they reclined on piles of cloth
in a woodland setting—like Adonis and Venus in a painting by de Troy that
Edwin had noticed once in an auction catalog. “See,” Edwin told him, “what
some people might call your ‘naughty bits’ are covered. It’s quite modest.”
“Awesome!”
“You can frame them for the wall there,” he pointed. “And these—the head
of you’s for our auntie and the head of Jesse’s for his mother.”
“Crap suci!”—Holy crap! “We are beautiful! How did you do that?”
“With hatching and crosshatching—sort of like the way a German artist
named Durer sketched. Mine’s not detailed or refined. I didn’t have enough
time, but the likenesses are pretty good, don’t you think?”
Shan tore his attention away from the sheets. “How can I thank you?”
“You already did, last night.”
Edwin noticed his friend’s sudden change of expression. “I’d do it again except that I’m really sore. You were inside me about two hours. It was awesome,
but it doesn’t feel like that today.”
“I’m so ashamed. I lost myself”—he paused for the right phrase—“in the
wonder of being with you so much more completely than before. Wait! Get
one of your foam inserts—maybe the long one—and put a condom on it. I’ll
be back in a flash.”
Without his jacket, Edwin bounded across the crunchy snow, remembered
to scrape his shoes on the door mat, dashed past an astonished trio in the
kitchen—“I’ve got to borrow something!”—nearly fell down the basement
steps, found the tube he wanted, and hurried, still stumbling in haste, back
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through the house—“I’ll return this!—to Shan who, waiting in her kitchen
with his bemused auntie, was holding the insert.
Stopped in his tracks and heaving from exertion, Edwin explained. “Uh,
I hurt Shan last night and he didn’t tell me until just now and I’m going to
fix him.” His gush of words over, Edwin grabbed Shan’s arm and said, “Come
with me. Y’ gotta have therapy.”

S

Erich took his place at the head of the table; Anne, hers at the end. Agatha
sat at the host’s right; Edwin across from her. Nick was seated to Anne’s right.
Shantanu settled down carefully on her left, already beginning to wonder at
how good the salved insert was making him feel. There was hardly time for
him to take in the abundance of specialized American foods spread over every
inch of the table: roast Butterball turkey breast, cranberry sauce, sage dressing,
baked sugar-cured ham, sweet potato soufflé with toasted mini-marshmallows on top, whipped Irish potatoes and giblet gravy, corn on the cob—with
amazing little individual dishes at each plate and shaped to fit, melted butter
on the bottom of each in which to rotate the cob—English peas with pearl
onions, tossed salad, iced tea…. There was more, in fact, but Erich chose the
moment to speak.
“Shan,” Erich smiled his way, “I understand that you have planned a verse
or two for our meal. What have you got for us?”
The act of standing shifted the insert which rode over the boy’s ever-ready
prostate. He glanced down to make sure the surge to his erection had not
somehow revealed too much for the occasion. Fortunately, on Edwin’s advice,
he had himself properly pointed up and well contained by tight briefs. His
trousers showed only the usual slight protrusion. He cleared his throat and
opened with a line Edwin had told him to say very seriously.
“Unaccustomed as I am to public speaking….”—a line that caused general
merriment—“Here is what I have prepared for you:
It’s the time of year for gratitude
Which should be a genuine attitude.
When your attention is specific
The response should be—well—terrific.
So give us no mere platitude.
“Anne will you go first? Tell us something for which you are grateful this
year.”
Although it sounded more like Edwin than anything Shan might have
thought to say on his own, it caught the hostess off-guard. She thought, then
said sweetly, “My husband, Erich.”
A patter of applause. Affirmative nods.
“Nick?”
“Meeting Edwin.” As soon as the words were out of his mouth, Nick turned
fire engine red.
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Everyone laughed—except Agatha who said, “I thought so.”
Shan pressed on, “You, Edwin?”
The room fell silent at his answer, “Dalton.”
“Erich?” Shan’s voice went up higher and he raised his right eyebrow.
“Meeting you, Shan. You’ve meant a lot to Anne and me.”
“Thank you.” Shan felt his bottom twitch at certain memories. I’m going to
blow this if I don’t get on with it. “And Auntie?” he ventured.
Her answer was testy, “I’d be grateful for a hot meal. This one’s getting cold
with all the palaver.”
Guffaws from Erich and Nick, a squeaky tee-hee from Anne, a laugh from
Edwin.
Erich signaled Anne by picking up his fork. She followed suit so that the
meal could begin. “You can sit down now, Shan,” she said. “We all appreciate
your serving as our emcee.”
He stood his ground. “But I’m not finished. Nobody asked me what I’m
grateful for.”
Nick looked with interest. “I’d like to know, Shan, and I’m sure everybody
else would, too.” He sounded remonstrative.
“Very well,” the boy said, noting his auntie’s frown, then Edwin’s open
face. “I’m grateful for a little poem I discovered yesterday while some of you
were busy with other stuff.”
He assumed a flop-wristed pose and, in an archly-British, sing-song manner, with trilled Rs to boot, recited:
A risible dirigible
Was visible
Above the housetop
But did not stop
And soon became invisible,
That risible dirigible.
Edwin dropped his fork with a clatter. “Where did…you…find…that?
Shan snickered, and mimicked with equal emphasis, “In the bottom drawer of your…old…desk.”
Edwin darkened.
Shan pointed, “I give you the family’s poet laureate.” Then he sat down,
re-impaling himself on the insert, and throwing his head back in ecstasy—
combining sexual pleasure and social triumph. He regained his composure
and declared with childlike eagerness, “I am really hungry!”

S

More than an hour later, sated, no one could even mention dessert. The
adults decided that they would retire to their respective bedrooms to nap “before the game comes on” and that “the boys” should put away the leftovers
and do the dishes. Pie à la mode would be served during the half-time show,
hours away.
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Getting to their feet, Erich and Nick stretched, the women gathered the
napkins, Edwin watched Shan rubbing his stomach.
“Gosh, I look pregnant.”
Under his breath, Edwin quipped, “If you aren’t now, you may be later.”
His aunt popped his butt, and laughed. “Take that, smartass.”
Christ almighty, these people are too much!—Nick thought.
Their assignment carried out, the young trio made its way across the melting snow. Shan wanted Nick to see Edwin’s drawings, and Nick was certainly
curious. They noted how the temperature had risen. Spots of ground showed
through the remaining white.
Two portrait heads were placed in Nick’s hands and admired side by side.
“That’s my special friend, Jesse,” Shan explained. “Edwin made it for his mum.
The one of me is for Auntie. She hasn’t seen it yet. Don’t you think it’s great?”
“Terrific. They look sort of Renaissance-y. Edwin, when did you draw
these?”
“He drew them this morning—and two others. Want to see them, too?
They’re just for me and Jesse.”
“For Jesse and me,” Edwin corrected.
“I would.”
Nick’s mouth opened as the two duos were shown to him. If the paper were
old, these could be Eighteenth Century by one of those French artists. Looking closely at the tiny lettering in pencil across the bottom of each, he noticed what
Shan had not: Ceci n’est pas un Boucher. E.O.
“This morning? These two?”
“He did. And last night, he made some others. They’re for him, and really
different.”
Nick looked at Edwin, “May I see them? Seriously.”
“You won’t understand them. They’re personal. Only Shan and I know
what they’re about.”
Nick’s curiosity was piqued. “Then I won’t ask. I’ll just look. No harm in
that, is there? I won’t even say a thing.”
Edwin produced the series of four and observed Nick’s facial tics as the
sheets were spread. From his few feet of distance, Nick could make out only
a sharply defined, black, twisted form on each, something like the letter H
underlined blockily by a rectangle.
What is this? Some abstract something?
Closing the gap, he knelt to look more intently—and made out the lightly
flesh-toned renderings of a male highlighted by subtle touches of yellow-orange and shadowed with equal finesse by dark reddish-brown, and touches of
midnight blue and forest green—Shan’s body—its limbs and torso in extreme
extensions and obviously wearing the black H as a costume…or something.
It’s…straps!—over his shoulders and across his chest and back. The outfit, that’s
what these are about. How it clings to him no matter what the pose. Tight as a second skin. Why?
“There’s one more, the only one I finished,” Edwin touched Nick on the
shoulder to make him stand. Shan, caught up in the room’s tension, put the
four sketches away as Edwin handed over the image he had lavished attention
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upon, so carefully executed as to appear photographic. More intensified coloring and the merest angles of head, shoulders, pelvis removed it from ancient
Egyptian hieraticism and seemed to incline it toward the idealism of classical
Greece; the hands, palms open to the fore, suggested a saint; the trunks, if
that’s what they were, revealed the figure’s sex in a state of excitement; the
face, small though it was on the page, looked at the viewer, through the viewer, with a gaze so intense as to seem impossible.
Shan reeled to himself, I do look like a fucking god!
How in hell did he manage this? It’s a conglomeration of different elements which
ought not to be compatible, but that has been melded into an anatomical whole.
Nick’s thoughts scrambled to make sense of what he saw. Incredible—not quite
a statue, not quite a human. A spirit? Symbol? The image—certainly of Shan,
but more—defied Nick’s intellect and—because he could intuit no artist’s
particular style behind it—began to cast a spell which influenced the man’s
respiration, his heartbeat, his sexuality. Nick seemed frozen although he was
growing hot.
“He’s got a hard-on,” Shan whispered.
Edwin, impressed by Nick’s response to it, retrieved his drawing. “Let’s sit
on the bed.”
Once there, Nick gradually recovered, Edwin holding one of his hands and
Shan the other. The mirror reflected the three of them and their calm.
“Hey,” Shan said, “we look like a picture. You could draw us!”
“I don’t think so. Listen, Aunt Aggie’s moving around. Isn’t it getting close
to the football game?”
Indeed, it was. The other bedroom door opened. “Ready, boys?”
Nick and Shan got up. Edwin stayed put.
“You all go. I’ll rest. Call me when the pie is served.”

S

Ordinarily, any football game engaged Nick Charleston fully. This didn’t.
As good as its plays were, and as much discussion as they produced among
the viewers gathered before the Wolfe’s big-screen HDTV, Nick’s mind wandered. Edwin. How to understand the facets of his personality—like the eerie
drawing he made of Shan, its elements incompatible yet brought together using so few tones…. The netherworld of gray as background against the figure’s stance—moving? not moving?—and peculiar coloristic glow. So original.
And Edwin himself— by turns shy, even passive the way a small boy can be;
fearless, aggressive at will, masterfully assertive; an accomplished technician
with pencils and brushes, and with sex. Damn! The way he speaks—ordinary,
banal—like his aunt—then loftily—like someone learned and much older—
ideas flowing effortlessly off the cuff. What are his limits? Why am I so taken
with him? And Dalton—what’s his role?
Agatha’s apple pie was tart and hot enough to melt some of its ice cream
topping which ran together with the even sweeter caramel sauce ladled over
it—a treat for her nephew. Crisply toasted pecans over all. Overkill, Nick considered, noticing however the pleasure of their being relished by Edwin. He
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acts like he’s having an orgasm. Must love a gooey, sweet crunch.
Unsentimental as ever, she called Edwin, “My pride and joy,” but qualified
her compliment with, “but he’d better not let it go to his head,” and gave him
another slice.
Despite his mouthful of same, Shan exclaimed, “Yes! Can I have some more,
too? It’s important,” he said, playing at being coy, “to watch my weight.”
Nick’s attention darted between Edwin, who kicked Shan good-naturedly on
the ankle, and the half-time show, a riotous display of marching band formations
and re-formations, brassy marching songs, and the stadium’s noisy mob.
The game resumed. Edwin left. During the final quarter, he returned without a word, sat with his gray pad and pencils near the TV, and sketched his
aunt. She crimped her eyes at him but made no fuss, and went about watching
the game as energetically as everyone else. Never once did she, or any of the
others, show the slightest interest in what he was drawing.
When, later, Nick asked her whether she cared, she replied. “Whatever it
is, when he wants me to see it, he’ll show it to me. That’s the way he is.” She
detected the reporter’s doubt and unasked question. “Listen to me. If anyone interferes, butts in on what’s a private matter to him—until it’s ready to
be seen—he won’t finish it. Leave him be and he’ll turn out something you
wouldn’t have expected. Something damned good. Do I make my point?”
Nick verged on saying, “Yes,” but she cut him off with further advice.
“When you’re interviewing him in the car tomorrow, don’t ask prying questions. Let him know you’d appreciate whatever he wants to say about himself.
Take in whatever he wants to talk about. If it’s not exactly what you’re after,
give him time. Comment on it or relate something it to—it doesn’t matter
what. Don’t be a Nosy Parker. The more he likes the conversation, the more
he’ll reveal. I think,” she touched the end of Nick’s nose, “that, since you’re
over most of the physical hump of his sex tests, he’ll open up to you—and
you’ll end up knowing all the background to write well about his work.”
“Yes, Auntie.” It was his first time to use that personal address. She smiled.

S

His favorite team having won the game and discussion about the victory
having died down, Erich sensed the lull in the room. He yawned. “You know,”
he said to Edwin, “I’m too tired to give our guest the massage he ought to
have. Why don’t you and Shan take him downstairs. Shan, you know what to
do. Edwin can assist.”
Without hesitation, Shan jumped to his feet, “Yeah, we can do that.”
“I’m sure you’d like it, don’t you think—after last night, Nick?” Edwin
taunted.
Shamefaced, Nick followed the two teens. Must be my final exam. I wonder if
they’ll make me suck their dicks. He was becoming jumpy.
“About an hour or so?” Edwin asked.
“Fine,” Anne answered. “Take your time. We’ll make sandwiches for supper
when you’re done. We’ll all be hungry by then.” She batted her eyelashes and
clinched her pussy.
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Once beside the leather-cushioned table, Shan began unbuttoning Nick’s
shirt. “I can do that,” Nick said.
Edwin adjusted the thermostat. “But you won’t. Shan and I are going to
give you the full treatment since you are our special guest.” Edwin opened
Nick’s belt and zipper. Shan helped with Nick’s undershirt. Edwin drew down
the lower garments—and Nick was bare, and fidgety.
From something that Roger Dawson had related, inspiration took over, “Dr.
Chaudary, the patient looks a bit faint. Don’t you agree he should lie down?”
“Indubitably, Dr. Owen.” The polysyllabic word came from childish Chip
‘n’ Dale cartoons Shan had viewed on television. He pleased himself by using
it. “On the table with you, or do we have to put you there?”
Nick lay down. Wary. Suspicious. He closed his eyes against the overhead
lights and wondered where they would touch him first. He heard Edwin rummaging in a drawer.
“Here’s what we need,” he said, removing a tube of BenGay ointment and
two pairs of surgical gloves. When equipped, Edwin moved over Nick’s head
and began applying a thin coat to both shoulders and upper arms at a signal.
Shan followed suit to both feet and worked across Nick’s hairiness toward the
knees. By the time he had reached the upper thighs, Edwin had covered the
chest and stomach. His nodded “no” stopped Shan from advancing higher.
“Turn over and adjust your erection, Nick. We must apply the ointment to
your back,” Edwin said.
Nick sounded worried when he said, “This isn’t how Erich did it last night.”
“Yeah, this is different. It’ll make you warm up sooner,” Shan said, smoothing the ointment up and down each leg. He watched Edwin doing the same
to the backs of Nick’s arms, then to his shoulders and in the direction of his
waist.
“Spread it on his cheeks,” Edwin said, “but not inside.”
“I know.”
About the time he became aware of the product’s odor—which he recognized from his locker room days—Nick began to realize what was happening.
Heat. His skin was growing hot. They’d put a liniment—which one?—on him.
BenGay! No wonder it’s hot.
Lying there, he considered their possible purpose and was thinking about
it so intently that he did not hear the tap being run by Edwin nor the bag
being filled. Shan’s fingers were driving him wild by light strokes over the
quivers of his muscles. The sound of both “doctors” snapping off their gloves
confirmed that something else was going to happen.
His eyes squeezed tight as the heat rose all over him, Nick heard Shan’s
voice close to his ear, “Edwin’s going to make you clean. Don’t move.”
Indeed. A dab of gel chilled his anus before the enema nozzle was thrust
in and the water released. “There,” Edwin soothed. “It won’t take but seven or
eight minutes. You can stay on your stomach or roll to one side. You may also
lie on your back while it’s going in. I’ll rub your tummy to help distribute the
flow. Isn’t this what Erich did for you last night?”
“No,” he answered through the discomfort. “I was on my knees at first,
then he let me lie down, but he didn’t put so much in me. He did rub my
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stomach. But my skin wasn’t burning.”
“You aren’t actually burning now. You’re just being stimulated to take your
mind off the quart of water.”
“A quart?”
“Certainly. Shan’s penis is longer than mine. You must not soil it.”
Nick didn’t know what to think. “You want him to…?”
“Don’t worry. I’ll be here to help. Time’s almost up. See? I told you it
wouldn’t take long. One minute longer and you can empty yourself and wash
off the ointment. You’ll feel so…good.”
On the table face down again, having voided himself, Nick did feel alert
and anticipatory. His skin had been sensitized and, as Shan applied to his back
and butt a lotion scented with rose, Nick recognized the movement of something blunt—and familiar—entering. The plug from the night before. Erich’s
plug. He groaned.
“Widening you,” Edwin said. “When you want, I’ll use it to relax your little
muscle which, I know, isn’t sore from yesterday. Is it?”
“It’s not. Even after this morning.”
“The lube has a medication in it that’s great for inexperienced people. Shan
can vouch for it. Can’t you, Shan?”
“Oh yeah,” he sounded proud. “I’ve had it in me since this morning and
I’m doing fine.’
“That reminds me. Let’s get you ready.”
Edwin made a ceremony of stripping Shan. Shoes, socks, shirt, pants,
t-shirt, briefs—in order. The revelation, one part at a time, of the alluring
body captivated him. The object of his attentions emerged like a jungle idol
to an explorer clearing away brush. Nick saw Edwin drag something large and
long from Shan’s bottom, and heard the accompanying sigh. A dildo or something! He could not tell what they did with it, but he did manage to glimpse
them cooperating over a condom, Edwin attending Shan like an acolyte does
a priest. Edwin’s not going to fuck me?
Nick’s feet were directed to the floor, spread apart by Shan, who played
with the plug and removed it. There was finger—or was it two?—massaging
him outside and in. Anal-eze had simplified the treatment. Nick knew not
what it was but that it was causing him pleasure.
“You want Shan, don’t you, Nick? He wants you desperately. Think—you’ll
be his first grown man,” Edwin promised.
Shifting his weight from leg to leg, Nick murmured, “Okay.” There was
something compelling about the situation, despite his being treated again as
an object. Fortified by the preliminaries and by his fucks from Edwin, Nick
lay ready, anally conscious.
Edwin’s voice changed, “Shan, now’s your chance to exercise the carnal imperative I’ve charged you with and the carnal prerogative I’ve prepared for you.
Show me how skilled you are. His soft, moist ring is yours. His body is yours.”
Refulgent brown eyes lazily connected with flashing blue ones, dark as
sapphires in the basement light. Coppery bronze skin covered the Malaysian’s
body—its sculptural perfection, in the same light, no less than the apparitional appearance of Edwin’s drawing finished that morning.
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My drawing’s alive! An image of cultivated maleness—outside time.
One foot advanced, palms opened to cup the buttocks before him, Shan
startled the young artist. My drawing wasn’t contrived. It was predictive! Did it
give Shan this idea?
A single, agonized exhalation filled the basement. Shan lodged the head of
his penis in the soft, moist ring—the phrase had a heady effect—but no further. He held himself at the ready. Nick pushed back into Shan’s hands and
onto the hot shaft. A voluntary surrender.
Shan would not be taken. Withdrawing, then returning to settle on the
soft, moist ring, Shan warned, “I decide when, not you.” A study in self-absorption, he could be seen to plan the thrill to come.
Off to one side, Edwin could not take his eyes from the scene. I’ve never watched anyone taking another—except in Paris when Duane fucked Hassan’s
throat. Shan’s showing mastery. Short strokes. Medium strokes. Regular timing. He’s
back at the rim, waiting for…Nick’s reflex! His desire doesn’t budge Shan. When he’s
ready…. There he goes, halfway and back. The pause increases Nick’s desire. He’s
sweating. Shan’s in…and out. Regular again, but not all the way. He’s tormenting
Nick. He’s stopped again, inside this time. Oh, he’s easing in the rest. Nick’s head’s
flown up! He knows he’s got it. Shan’s enjoying the moment. What a smile. He’s
reaching for Nick’s waist, gripping it, holding him, beginning long strokes—to his tip
and all the way in. Setting the pace. Cruising back and forth so smoothly. Consistent.
A well-oiled machine. I’m so turned on! It’s hot seeing the delineated movement of so
perfect a body. The way he’s concentrating! It’s a display—for me. Committed. Serious. Like when he recites his monologs from Shakespeare. Showing off with clarity of
intent. A performance! Guttural sounds from Nick. A one-man audience taking it in.
Yes. No disguising his pleasure. Shan in high gear. Fast. Fluid. Untiring.
Stimulated by the side-angle sight of Shan in action so choreographically
determined and lit dramatically in the overhead glare, Edwin felt the need
to become part of the tableau. Bet this is firing up Erich and Anne. They’ve got
to be watching again, and wondering what I’ll do. He took off his clothes to free
his own erection and slipped behind Shan, sank to the floor, reached up, and
commenced light palpations of Nick’s scrotum. A hiss was heard. Shan looked
down at the pelvis which so suddenly had been thrust at him. Edwin! Shan
slowed. Stopped. A soundless moment. Nick pulled forward and pushed back
as if demanding more.
From his vantage point, Edwin—his fingers closing and opening on the
tender orbs, heavy as plums—watched the resumption of Shan’s prerogative
task—with a difference. The movement took a circular path. Hot! He’s drilling into Nick. Quarrying him. Excavating. I’ll help. With such a thought, Edwin
reached for Shan’s scrotum. It was drawn up. He’s almost ready to come. My
chance! Wetting a finger in his mouth without releasing his hold on Nick,
Edwin touched Shan’s tight hole and burrowed in. The provocation was all it
took for Shan to sow great gobbets of seed. His condom caught it all.
Recovering his breath, Shan slid from Nick and staggered to the shower.
“Nick,” Edwin said, “stand up and look at me.”
His own erection stiff and unrelieved, Nick saw the younger man as an
apparition. He heard himself being told by its disembodied voice to lie on the
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carpet and to raise his legs so that Edwin could “make love to you for the first
time.” In a near-trance, dominated by internal vibrations, he obeyed.
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Freshly washed, dried, and clothed, Shan looked on the passionate couple—Nick’s arms and legs surrounding Edwin as they kissed and fucked oblivious to him. Cool. He passed to mount the stairs. Got to pack. No sign of the
homeowners—It’s early for them to go to bed.
Having crossed the slushy, trodden path to Auntie’s, Shan found a note:
“Someone is waiting in your room to say goodbye. Don’t track snow on your
way. A.A.”
Jesse.
He was discovered wearing a white shirt and gray-blue trousers, his head on
the pillows, elbows out, hands behind his head. The position called attention
to his shirt. Shan stopped in the doorway and was rewarded with a knowing
smile. Had Edwin taken in Jesse’s pose he instantly would have thought of
Goya’s Clothed Maja. Not Shan. It was Jesse posed like a girl.
“Happy Thanksgiving,” Jesse said. “I have a surprise.”
“Where is it?”
His small chest rising and falling, Jesse answered, “You have to look—but
be careful.”
Shan reached the bed feeling a trap must have been set. “How did you get
here?” He looked around, missing the obvious.
“Auntie brought me. Momma and I hadn’t gotten back more than thirty
minutes when she showed up. I can stay an hour, then she’ll take me back.
You have to pack for your trip. I won’t see you for more than a month. So aren’t you curious about the surprise?”
Shan was puzzled for sure. He ran his hands across Jesse’s thighs.
“Not there. Unbutton my shirt.”
Fingers went to work at Jesse’s waist and moved up, exposing a bare, pink
stomach, which he kissed, then—the nipple cups! Just the way Edwin showed me!
“Do you like them? Auntie put them on. Are you happy? They sting.”
Life surged into Shan’s exhausted penis. He popped the vacuum seals one
after the other as Edwin had shown him. Auntie did this for me? The aureoles
glowed red. “Oh god,” he exhaled, and put his mouth on one. Passion flurried.
Clothes vanished. Shan fell between Jesse’s legs to kiss the nipples, eliciting
squeals of pleasure and pain.
“Easy! They’re sensitive.”
“You can’t believe how hot you make me!” Shan blurted. “If I can’t kiss you
there, I’ll have to kiss you here.” Moving up, he took his lover’s lips with his own.
Soon, his tongue was raping Jesse’s mouth and his penis was leaking directly onto
his sweet boy’s—the words floated into his consciousness—soft, moist ring.
In their excitement, no condom was used. They both knew it, but stopping
was impossible. Jesse’s seeming hunger below was sated by Shan’s ardently copious, loin-stripping discharge. They lay quietly together until Shan lifted up,
laughed, and recited one of Edwin’s doggerel verses he had not used at lunch:
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Coition brings fruition
When based on good tuition.
Doesn’t matter
Slim or fatter.
The result is fine nutrition.
Jesse giggled, “Two big meals in one day!” The fun they were having could
be heard across the hall. When it was time to go, Agatha noted that they were
fully clothed and that efforts had been made to put their hair in order. The
bed was a mess.
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The Wolfes’ guestroom played host to Nick and Edwin, who slept together
with less ease for Nick than for Edwin. Dawn’s early light dimly lit the rousing
Edwin. He left quietly. At Agatha’s, he showered again and slid beside Shan,
who woke and began describing his farewell with Jesse. Their conversation
drifted through the door.
“Up and at ‘em, you two,” the voice rang out. “Get your tails in here and
help with breakfast. I’ll wake the dead next door. Let’s get this show on the
road. Now!”
Obedience seemed the better part of wisdom. They stirred. Coffee soon
percolated. Shan buttered bread for the toaster oven. Cubing some of the leftover ham was Edwin’s chore, while the lady of the house beat eggs and cream
to a froth for omelets. Nearby, chopped onions, tomatoes, and parsley that
had not made it into yesterday’s salad.
A sheepish Nick arrived, suitcase in hand. “Erich and Anne didn’t want to
get up. They sent me over here to eat. Is that all right?”
“Certainly. Close the door. Stamp your feet. Take off your coat. Shan, do
some more bread. You,” she told her nephew, “add some more ham to that
pile. We’ve got company.”

S

Farewells bothered no one except Shan. “Now, now,” Auntie had assured
him, “you’ve everything you need to get ahead of the game for the next
month, right in your bag. Your equipment, your playbook, laptop, power
adapter, diet plan, recipes, lists—all that. Follow your routines exactly—as if
I were there. Your Father’s arranged for his friend Stephen to check you out
each week.” The look on the boy’s face could not be read. “You can use the
pool at Stephen’s house, it seems, and the big pool at some hotel there. Do
yourself justice by being ready to return to us. We’re counting on you. And no
fooling around without condoms!”
Edwin scrutinized his aunt and her pupil keenly. She’s evolving. Like Dalton said, what she discovered with me can be transferred and improved at least in
Shan’s case. She’s developed his—what was it?—“cognitive concentration.” Erich
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and Anne, a trifle rumpled, surfaced for the departure. Bet they’ll miss Shan.
Both noticed Edwin’s snicker and guessed at its cause. He was thinking, From
his butt to his brain. Same route she used for me. He winked at them.
In the car’s back seat, Shan huddled with his Shakespeare play, learning
lines and, headphones on, listening to actors’ deliveries in three different British productions. Nick drove, Edwin beside him. By the time they reached the
highway, conversation flowed. Snowy patches dotted the farms along the way.
Reaching the outskirts of Chicago, Nick’s mind tried to assimilate what it
could about Edwin’s interest in art—his outer life since living with his aunt
and relocating to Chicago—and his hopes and dreams. Information about Edwin’s inner life—apart from art’s driving force—he could not seem to prompt.
Shan’s interruptions now and then—to ask Edwin to check his newly memorized lines—occurred as if by script to break the chain of talk. And how like
“Auntie” that Edwin listens, corrects, then demands a limerick by way of distraction
before demanding the play’s lines be repeated. It’s a method for sure.
First stop, Roger’s. Edwin had directed the route. The boys were greeted
with obvious affection by Tom. Nice guy. Roommate’s a stud. Introductions were
made. Something tentative about Shan and Roger. Coffee was served with a close
eye on the clock. Small talk about everyone’s Thanksgiving meals and about
the twenty-two hour flight ahead. A plan was revealed: Shan would be given
a once-over—Just his hair cut?—before being taken to the airport. George Tanner would drop by to join their group. I want to interview him! Without undue
haste, Nick and Edwin were shown the door. Next stop, Dalton’s.
“They looked after Shan for a time,” Edwin explained, “until he could go to
Aunt Aggie’s. They all know each other really well because Roger and George
started him on physical fitness—like, systematically, I mean—and discovered his
ability for swimming. If they hadn’t, everything would have been different.”
Method. System. What’s really going on? All that sex. Did it start here?
Additional prodding by Nick about Shan produced very little from Edwin
as they made their way to Oak Park. Passing directly by some striking old
houses, however, resulted in exclamations by both. Nick spotted a Frank Lloyd
Wright structure. “That one I’m sure I’ve seen in books.”
“I didn’t know it was here,” Edwin said innocently. “Dalton’s house is very
close. Why didn’t he ever mention it?”
“Did you ever ask him about the architecture here?”
“No. My fault, a one-track mind. Mostly, I talked about pictures—you know,
at the Art Institute and in London and Paris, and in Indianapolis and Boston.”
That doesn’t explain why he cited Dalton at the table yesterday.
Hospitality itself, Dalton welcomed Nick with a crushing hug. “I’ve heard
so much about you,” he enthused. Edwin received a kiss—on the brow. “You,
my lad, settle Nick in upstairs and answer your e-mails. Afzal’s going crazy
because you haven’t been writing to him.”
“How do you know that?”
“His Father told me early this morning. We do stay in communication.
And there’s a piece of mail from your fans in Boston. Oh, and something
from the Indianapolis folks.” Dalton turned to Nick, “Never mind him. Stash
your things and come down here. I take it that you’ve had no lunch. I’ll make
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sandwiches. Meatloaf okay? It beats leftover turkey. I had some for supper after
Edwin left. Made it m’self, so I know it’s good. There’s lots to talk about. I want
your account of meeting Edwin, of witnessing his talks in Indianapolis and
Boston, and—if you can spare the breath—of getting to know his Aunt. She’s
what you young people call ‘a trip,’ for sure.”
Damn. Things turn on a dime around Edwin.

S

“I’m sure that can be arranged for tomorrow, don’t you think Edwin?”
“What?” he asked later, the three of them in the living room.
“For Nick to talk to George about your Summer.”
Edwin shrugged, “He ought to be free. Try him at home after breakfast, say,
around nine.”
“Or maybe ten,” Dalton said. “He’s been out a good deal and may not get
home tonight until late.”
Question marks appeared on the young man’s face, Nick noticed, but nothing further came out. The awkward moment passed.
The rather grand old man (Nick’s opinion) proposed staying at home “unless you fellows want to see a movie or you, Edwin, have someplace you want
to go.”
“Me? I’ve just been…to Treydon and back.”
“Options, dear boy. One should always offer options to one’s guests. Incidentally, do you want to tell us what was in the envelope?”
“A check for three thousand dollars, so I have something to put in my new
account.”
“Capital, at last!” Dalton chortled. “Now you can treat us to supper.”
“You can’t be hungry already!”
“I’m not. Have patience. I will be, and so will the two of you.What came
from Indianapolis?”
“Nosy. Copies of their DVD. You can see one later.”
Nick felt bold. “May I ask how you and Edwin came to know each other?”
His eyes on Dalton, Edwin awaited the answer.
“Oh, some old acquaintances of mine and I faced a problem which only
someone such as Edwin could solve. We’d heard about him from my friend
George Tanner. Edwin proved eager, did provide us with the solution, became involved with the Chaudary family, needed more space than he had at
George’s, so”—he snapped his fingers—“he came to live here where there’s
plenty of room for him. A bit of a bother, you know,” he pointed to the bemused Edwin, “but he makes himself useful around the place.”
“You must have done a lot for him, Dalton. Yesterday, when Shan asked
everybody at the table to cite the person or circumstance for which they were
most thankful, Edwin named you.”
Clearing his throat, Dalton sputtered, “You did?”
“Yes,” came the response. Then naughtily, “I know which side I’m buttered
on.”
With a slow burn à la Jack Benny and a drop in his voice, Dalton asked
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Nick, “If you’ve had enough of these trivialities, we’ll move along to the more
pertinent subject of sex. What do you think of it so far? Nice to have your
virginity behind you?”
A burning sensation swept over the reporter. “I….”

S

Together in Dalton’s bed, their overnight guest across the hall trying to
sort out the day’s input, Edwin considered himself totally at home. Dalton
cradled him and recounted the startling development in Roger and Tom’s relationship.
“It started right after our Thanksgiving meal at the Rosenberg’s. Roger and
Tom were there along with George and me and Evelyn, who’s charming, and
her friend Joan Dearing. Joan seriously wants to know more about you, my
angel.”
“Oh? Why? Who is she, or am I supposed to know?”
“Don’t tell me you’ve forgotten. Shame on you. She’s the art columnist for
the Tribune and rather important, it seems.”
“I don’t read the newspaper. You hog it.”
“Are you going to let me tell this story or not?”
Amused, Edwin wriggled into the embrace. “Remember what Afzal said
when you admonished him not to interrupt? ‘I’ll be a mouse.’”
Mollified, Dalton carried on, “In Roger’s car going home from the Rosenberg’s, Tom complained on purpose to George about Roger’s neglect of his
needs and went so far as to say something about how George always gave him
what he needed, even though they didn’t even really like each other. Roger
got mad. He snapped at George, ‘You take care of his physical needs and I’m
supposed to pick up the pieces of his emotional needs? What kind of a relationship is that?’ George snapped back, ‘If you’d keep him properly penetrated
the way a lover ought, he’d be putty in your hands and even more devoted.
What’s wrong with you? He’s so willing.’ Tom flew off the handle. Things
got, shall we say, heated. The three were so angry that, instead of dropping
off George at his building, they decided ‘to have it out’—and wound up at
Roger’s, furious.”
Eyes wide, Edwin twisted around to confront Dalton directly, “What happened?” Knowing George and Roger’s assertiveness, the confrontation struck
him as unimaginably dangerous.
“Relax, sweetheart. It gets better,” Dalton nestled him back into his arms.
“They wound up in the bedroom. Tom was weeping, Roger disgusted, and
George on fire. He glared at Roger and barked, ‘Watch!’ He jerked Tom up and
ordered him to ‘strip for your men.’ He slapped him. ‘Now! We aren’t waiting.’
Roger was about to intervene when something about the situation began to
turn him on. Tom, who was excited, obeyed and fell to the bed. George yelled
at him, ‘I don’t want to see your puling face. Turn over.’ As he was saying that,
he pulled off his belt. “Knees under your chest. Face away.’ He didn’t bother
with his shirt but took off his shoes and pants. He faced Roger with, ‘You aren’t even ready. Your bitch is going to need consoling, don’t you see?’ Roger
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opened his pants and released his big black penis. ‘The backs of his legs are
very tender,” George said. ‘Watch them turn red. I’ll stripe him like a barber
pole.’ The cracks of leather against soft flesh and Tom’s choked screams were
too much for Roger.
“Violence, experienced as an observer, in-the-actual was new to him. His heart
pounded. ‘You sperm now,’ George said when he had finished lashing Tom, ‘and
you won’t get what you want.” With that, he took Tom’s testicles and squeezed
them hard. He spat on himself and pushed into Tom’s ass. ‘It hurts…it hurts…it
hurts…it hurts,’ became Tom’s mantra, but even Roger knew better. A minute or
two into the fuck, George ripped out and told Roger, ‘Now he really needs you.
Go to him.’ George stayed long enough to see Roger’s muscular body mount Tom
and to hear him saying, “Oh baby, you’ve been so bad. So bad. I’ll fuck your pain
away.’ George let himself out and walked home.”
“George must have loved that—dominating two men,” Edwin speculated.
“How did you learn all this? Who told you?”
“Tom, of course. Every detail. This morning on the ’phone. He was thrilled
to have all that attention. So happy. That’s why, as you heard earlier, George
was going over there this afternoon.”
“What do you mean?”
“Why, to inspect Shan with Roger before the three of them were to deposit
him at the airport, then to return for another three-way—involving ropes, I
believe—tonight. As we speak, I think. Rather novel, don’t you agree?”
Edwin tried not to react too loudly. Nick need not hear. He already knew
too much. “No wonder,” he whispered, “that George has a better job than
Roger or Tom. He thinks of things—mmm—cre-a-tive-ly. I can’t wait to find
out how things went with Shan. Will Tom call you tomorrow—and tell you
also about what they did tonight?”
“If he doesn’t, we’ll call him. There may be some entertainment in it for us
to set up Nick’s appointment with George. You don’t mind, do you?”
“No. I want to get rid of him anyway, and there are calls I need to make.
You know, the people in Cincinnati, about going there, Miss Altshuler about
going with her to the Newberry Library….”
Dalton rumbled, “I haven’t been there in ages. Marvelous place. Maybe I
can go along with you? She’s so nice—plus, George has heard some things
about her from your Mr. Schachter and, at Rosey’s yesterday, Joan was most
impressed to learn of her interest in you. She hadn’t connected the dots between Chicago and Indianapolis and Boston. Apparently, she’s been busy on
another story.”
“None of this would’ve happened without Miss Altshuler and those two
little tours George pushed me into giving.” A pause. “Uh, Dalton, how much
do you know about what went on in Treydon?” Edwin asked.
“Aggie called when you fellows were on the road. Seems you and Shan were
stars that outshone the snow.” A jiggle began somewhere around Dalton’s midriff, “Perhaps I should say that you guys snowed everyone there, and—don’t
interrupt—and drove your friends the Wolfes into rapid sexual thaw.”
The whole bed shaking, Edwin tried to keep his voice down, “Stop it, Dalton. Nick’ll hear! Anyway, they weren’t exactly frozen, not since Shan got
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there. Memories of him will keep them warm till January.”
Dalton’s lips teased a few strands of Edwin’s hair, “Why do you want Nick
to go? He seems nice, and he made a good impression on your aunt.”
“He likes me too much. You know, emotionally. Plus, I don’t really want
him writing more articles.”
“Too late. You opened that door, my dear. You led him into your inner circle. His expectations can be laid at your doorstep.”
“I don’t know what to do, honestly.”
A thought came to Dalton, “Did you ever hear of Gone with the Wind? It
was a novel and a movie. The last line of both, ‘Tomorrow’s another day.’ I say,
let’s sleep on it.”
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A flurry of something such as snow is
a small amount of it that suddenly
appears for a short time and
moves in a quick,
swirling way.
COLLINS COBUILT ENGLISH DICTIONARY

78 FLURRIES
Lake Michigan’s wind brought swirls of snow to Chicago with force more
common to January than November. Oak Park’s poles, signs, trees, and houses
collected it on their North sides where it stuck. Nick’s Subaru had its share, but
started—he was grateful—and ran smoothly. It backed slowly into the street,
its driver wishing his heater and defroster were more efficient.
“Thread your way carefully through these streets,” Dalton had warned.
“Our snowplows haven’t come by yet.”
Oh…slippery. A slow trip. If I go straight through and if the weather doesn’t worsen, I should make it home by five-thirty or six. Maybe seven.
George Tanner had proved to be both good-looking and suavely charming.
Even at eleven o’clock on so uncommonly wintry a morning, he was courteous and responsive, apparently at ease with Nick’s questions on the subject of
Young Edwin Owen. Young, Nick had learned, was Edwin’s first name, not an
adjective. Now I get why Auntie calls him by both names—she must be from the
South where double names are common—like Mary Sue and Billy Bob. Hers isn’t a
Southern accent, though. Flat as Northern Indiana.
Mentoring Edwin over the summer had been more interesting than any
project he personally had ever undertaken. Yes, bright curiosity was discovered to be only the surface of a mind uniquely equipped to reckon with art.
When the Corot project fell into his lap, Edwin’s ideas crystallized. So sharp
was his vision, so able his hand-arm coordination that he could produce a
reasonable facsimile of Corot’s brushwork. What wasn’t there under a terribly
botched restoration, he imagined such that the tone of his colors rang as true
as his strokes—phenomena which Zvi Rosenberg witnessed as requiring very
little experimentation. His creation of a complete “Corot” after a drawing in
Indianapolis deserved the recognition it received. And yes, the improvement
in his ability to speak expressively had no explanation. “Edwin simply became able,” George said, revealing nothing about his curriculum for Edwin
during their museum visits in Paris and London.
At the disclosure of the information from Nick’s Olive Garden meal with the
Wolfes and “Auntie”—that Edwin had suffered, since the time of his parents’
crash, from what was diagnosed as a form of Asperger’s Syndrome—George expressed astonishment, “I never heard that, but it explains a lot.” Single-mindedness, focus on details, gradual acceptance of relationships, his shedding of apparent shyness—all grounded on the assimilation of facts. Facts built his confidence.
Every step in his progress due to his aunt’s planning. The temporality of his condition being overcome as he shed the negatives and grew into the positives.
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Nick had asked, “Do you think she’s a control freak?”
“She had to be, or he’d have been lost.”
The drive’s monotony was broken by sudden shifts in wind direction and
periods of snow. Headlights on, every vehicle moved cautiously. Occasional
warning horns cut through the music on Nick’s radio. It filled intervals between traffic noises and howling gales while Nick pieced together a likely
sequence from his sources.
No one told me everything. They all have secrets.
After his parents’ deaths, Edwin’s psychological state was a form of bondage from which he could not be freed by the regression techniques attempted
rather forcibly by “a nut-case shrink who got him before I did,” Auntie had
said. “I rescued him.”
Her intuition had determined that his long spells of drawing were not mere
escape mechanisms but openings for progress. Initially, the boy had been a
kind of automaton. He went through motions without emotions. Drawing
and later painting spoke for him not because they originally divulged anything but because they allowed him not to have to. They were an outlet
through which he could “safely connect first with me, then my friends Erich
and Anne, eventually with others,” she had related. “One step at a time. That’s
why I home-schooled him until he was sixteen and was ready to mix and
mingle with other teens. With Anne and Erich helping from the sidelines at
Treydon High, Young Edwin did well enough in the tenth grade, better in the
eleventh, and great in the twelfth.”
Nick understood that Edwin’s “single-mindedness” had been extended
from fledgling artistic efforts to viewing art in books then to printed words in
those books, to grasping the commentary, and, most importantly, to his own
verbalizations. Unchallenged by any demand that he explain himself, he had
been able to explain other things such as art and became good at it.
Dalton Brawne’s speculation came back to him, “In the privacy of Edwin’s
mind, he carried on an interior dialogue based, I think, on learning—a factor of memory, highly developed in his case—then reasoning—a factor of
understanding, at which he improved markedly—and subsequent action. He
acquired consciousness, particularly since being in Chicago. The possibilities
of that are spinning out from day to day.”
What a lovely way he has of putting things.
Dalton had declined to comment on Edwin’s sexuality, saying only, “You’ve
experienced it first-hand more than once as well as having had the ‘different’ experience of Shantanu and Edwin’s ‘follow-up.’ If you don’t now feel
equipped to ask him directly, then you aren’t ready to take him on as a subject
for study. Anyway, it’s nothing you’d ever need for an article.”
That was tough to hear, blunt but realistic. I didn’t dare; I wouldn’t dare. He may
have been warning me off thinking I can have a bigger relationship with Edwin. I
also didn’t dare to bring up sex with George Tanner. Shan’s probably in line ahead
of me. Afzal, too….
Highway Sixty-five was treacherous. The snow succumbed to salting and
sanding for some stretches but not others. Traffic, although light, moved well
below the speed limit because of the icy places where new deposits had fallen.
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Nick passed the Treydon exit with regret. There now were questions he wished
he had asked when he was there.
Those three “friends” were complicit in Edwin’s sexual development, but how? I
couldn’t have asked about that though, could I? How young was he when he started,
to have become so…authoritative?
As he drove, Nick thought back to and dwelled upon the various people’s
roles in Edwin’s life. Auntie figured as mother, father, and teacher; Anne and Erich
as relatives who helped Auntie; George, a mentor and likely sex partner of some sort;
Dalton, more than a landlord, an affectionate lover and life guide; Afzal, apparently
a boyfriend (I wonder if he’s as much a ‘looker’ as his brother.); Shantanu, somehow
a follower of Edwin’s both at Auntie’s and in sex—but how exactly does he fit in
with Roger and Tom? God, does he have looks! And how he fucked me! My editor
has no idea what he thrust me into—or how I’ve been thrust into and who I got to
thrust into!
Retrospectively happy thoughts lifted Nick’s spirits on the approach to Indianapolis. Especially, I’m not a virgin any more. A hard-on accompanied him
into town.

S

Settled in his library, Dalton looked up balefully from his copy of Sociology
Today. “Well, you’ve certainly logged in some miles on my telephone. What
are the results? And where are your shoes, barefoot boy with cheek of tan?”
“My cheeks aren’t tan. What are you talking about?”
“It’s a line from a poem by Whittier, I believe, you uneducated dummy. I’ll
tan your hide if you don’t put on your socks at least.”
“What poem?”
“See that Anthology of American Verse? Over there,” he emphasized. “Fetch
it and I’ll show you.”
After blowing the dust off, Edwin handed over the old book and plunked
himself on the sofa. “Move, Dalton, so I can put my head in your lap. You can
read it to me.”
Adjustments made, Edwin settled his tresses upon the cushiony mound
of Dalton’s flannel-clad genitals and pulled a nearby throw around his feet.
“Now, old man, damage my ignorance.”
The Barefoot Boy, as intoned by Dalton, enchanted Edwin. “What sweet
words and phrases he uses to make us see the little boy.”
“Not just a matter of apt choices. Count the syllables in each line. Seven.
And the meter, how trippingly it flows.” Dalton emphasized the rhythm as he
had not earlier.
Listening then thinking, Edwin said, “I didn’t have a childhood like that.
In fact, Dalton, you know, I can’t remember my earliest childhood at all.”
Dalton smoothed Edwin’s hair. “Shh. I know. It doesn’t matter right now,
does it? Want me to read you a better poem by Whittier? It suits our weather.”
He was feeling grandly paternal.
The head nodded, its tanless cheek at home against the warm crotch.
Both could hear the wind outside.
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“All right, but batten down the hatches because it’s long and vivid.”
Most other eighteen-year-olds would have fallen asleep listening to so resonant a voice rolling through the forty-odd minutes of octosyllabic rhyming
lines in Whittier’s near-great Snow-Bound: A Winter Idyll. Not Edwin. From the
opening quotes by Cornelius Agrippa and Ralph Waldo Emerson, through the
tale of its family coping for a week with Nature’s whiteness, to the ending’s
benediction, he followed—rapt—each image invoked, each scene painted, interrupting at—
In its slant spendor, seemed to tell
Of Pisa’s leaning miracle.
—to complain, “That’s a terrible rhyme. And surely ‘spendor’ is a typo. The
word’s got to be ‘splendor.’”
Dalton agreed.
Edwin interrupted again at—
Brisk wielder of the birch and rule,
The master of the district school
—to say, “Why haven’t you ever really spanked me? You know you can if
you want to. George liked doing it, sometimes with my belt. I’ve been trained
for it.”
Feeling Edwin’s bottom, Dalton said, “Harm this booty? No pirate ever
claimed better. And no man who loves so wonderful a treasure as you would
want to harm it. Now let me go on.”
“But didn’t you used to spank Terry?”
“Yes, and more than that—with ropes and other things you don’t need to
know about. Being ‘disciplined’ for fun is his primary stimulus in sex. Not
yours.”
Dalton continued reading.
When the poem’s end came, Edwin sat up. “Have you ever seen the snow
paintings by Friedrich? I was thinking about them. You must see how beautiful they are—and cold, too. I can show you on the computer.”

S

That early evening, they talked of numerous things. Edwin’s enthusiasm
for Friedrich carried well beyond snow scenes and built excitedly to The Monk
by the Sea. “All of four feet tall and six feet wide, Dalton, it’s the vastest scene
of sky ever. The land, the sea, the air are empty of everything except themselves—and the lonely monk is concentrating on them. Perhaps he hears the
whitecaps and feels some wind, but I think he’s there to seek something that
he’s not finding. And wait till you see Duane’s Friedrich! We’re going to start
on it Monday. Rosey’s letting me watch. When it’s clean, you’ll feel as if you
were flying over mountains like a bird. Nothing in it’s moving but the viewer
does—in his mind. We’re going to establish it in full glory. The light in its sky
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will draw eyes in like gold does. I can’t wait.”
Letting Edwin perorate, Dalton hugged him. “Actually,’ he changed the
subject, “if we can bundle up sufficiently to trudge over to the Rosenberg’s, we
can help them with their leftovers. We’re invited. I forgot to tell you, you were
so tied up on the phone before.”
Rebecca was thrilled to receive the call that Dalton and Edwin were coming
to eat. She was dying to meet the “famous boy” and to have Dalton return.
“What a gentleman he is,” she told her husband. With latkes already made
from leftover mashed potatoes and savory stuffing to which onions, celery,
and cheddar had been added and seasoned and, just out of the oven, a turkey
meatloaf with cranberry sauce over it, she tossed together for a quick fry in olive oil a mix-up of cauliflower and cubed beets with pine nuts and sour cream.
When the doorbell rang, she had mugs of hot, spiced apple cider “to take the
chill off” her guests.
The down-home Jewish atmosphere was new to Edwin, who liked everything about it, especially the way he was encouraged to speak of the forthcoming Friedrich project while warming up. Being with Rosey, his wife, and
Dalton in so familial a setting relaxed the young man.
“We talked up a storm,” Dalton later reported George, “to equal the storm
outside. Jokes were told, gossip exchanged while Edwin listened wide-eared,
tales swapped about events in the past—mine and Rosey’s. We swigged cider
and consumed the food to its last morsel. Rebecca, her cheeks as red as apples,
fell in love with Edwin. He will always be welcome at her table. She sympathized with his complex schedule for the coming week and made a very smart
recommendation.”
Dalton’s account was verbatim.
He continued to quote her, “Since you’ll be snowed in tomorrow, why not
go on-line to study the Cincinnati Museum’s Corots—they’re bound to have
some—and work them into your talk? They’d be so pleased. You are giving the
same talk as before, aren’t you?”
“‘Yes, sort of,’ he said. He explained how he’d try to change it a bit so it
wouldn’t be stale. Mrs. Thomas in Cincinnati had said there was a lot of interest. Most of her audience didn’t know to watch the on-line things from Indianapolis and Boston. They’d read the publicity, it seems, and her husband’s
local TV station had broadcast an item about it on the news. Thelma Altshuler
had proposed that she find out how the Caraways managed the Boston talk
so that Edwin got paid. He laughed at that. ‘Imagine, I’m eighteen,’ he added,
‘and-a-half, and I’m getting paid.’
“It had come out that his hosts’ home was undergoing renovation, so Edwin would be provided a hotel room for two nights as well as his plane ticket.
He told us, ‘Like before, I’ll leave on Friday—in the afternoon, I believe—and
come back on Sunday. Sunday night, I think it is.’ That’s how I found out.
“Other than what he hoped would be his time with Mabel and Rosey on
Duane’s Friedrich, his duties were to include going to visit the Newberry and
leading a couple of tour groups to help out your docent program. At his mention
of that, the Rosenbergs and I exchanged glances. We shared a little secret.”
“Such as?” George wanted to know.
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Dalton said, “I’m getting there. Don’t you remember Thanksgiving? Never
mind. You’ll appreciate this.”
“Rebecca smiled her most motherly smile, and asked, ‘What sorts of tours?’
“He told her, ‘One about religious art for some theology students,’ for which
he’d have to cram. And, ‘One for another ladies group—general highlights of
the collection,’ I believe he said. But then, you know about those.”
“I do.”
“Well, Rebecca commented how lovely that one would be and asked whether he’d mind if she came to that. He was tickled, naturally, but cautioned that
she mustn’t expect too much. What he didn’t imagine was our little plan.”
“Now I remember.” Thoughts about events in his own life had distracted
George from paying full attention to his old friend.

S

Dalton’s account did not include the way the evening ended.
Out of the blue, Edwin asked, “If I’m not being rude, are we going to have
dessert?”
“We can,” Rebecca answered. “I made Sephardic sand cookies for Thanksgiving. We have a few left. Do you like the taste of pecans?”
Edwin sighed, “Oh yes,” then boyishly, “Do you have any vanilla ice
cream?”
Dalton looked askance.
Rosey closed his eyes, grinning.
Rebecca was ecstatic.

S

Sunday, snowbound as predicted, Edwin sat at the computer most of the
afternoon reworking his Powerpoint for Cincinnati and, in the evening, devoured everything he could about Christianity, reading on-line articles at a
lightning clip then plying Dalton with questions.
Eventually, Dalton cautioned, “You’re running in too many directions.
And, you don’t have time to read the Bible, so I’ll highlight the big tales for
you if you will only be quiet long enough,” he glowered. “I won’t monger the
religion’s unsavory history. We’ll go over that another time. I’ll confine myself
to broad themes and Biblical examples which you artist folk have always dealt
with.”
Being on-stage, as it were, lifted the old dear’s spirits, plumbed certain
depths of his knowledge, and informed his one-man audience with flair for
the material. “Your theological folks will know all this, or should. You might
think about showing them how artists vary their treatments to bring home
their meanings if, indeed, that’s what they do.”
“You mean the difference between something that’s sort of a narrative or
a miraculous event in a narrative—that maybe the artist’s purpose is to make
seem real—and something that is meant to put across some big concept?”
“You’re the art man. You figure it out. I’m going to bed.”
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“Me, too. Want to merge? I always sleep and think better after we do.”
The yearning once more to be absorbed into the “light,” to be melded with
its radiance, to have the prompt of his own beloved’s thickness undulating inside, tapping his essence as his physical territory surrendered, gained possession of Edwin. A long while later, the pair lingered together, their bodies and
minds mingling in trance-like calm. The exchange of power—that of youthful brio and that of sage maturity—re-enabled both. A quiver of life became
a pulsation. Life’s force rekindled the spell that unified them. They became
whole again.
Emerging next morning from the debris of sleep and its preceding events,
their consciousness heightened, Edwin and Dalton reached for each other and
simply hugged, a regular feature of their closeness. Rolling apart, they looked
at the ceiling.
Dalton cleared his throat, “I’ve something to tell you.” He waited until Edwin had to be fully awake. “I can’t continue this life as your paramour. You’re
corrupting the morals of an octogenarian. Thus, to avoid troubles with the
law, you ought to make an honest man out of me.”
“Whatever do you mean?” Edwin became uncommonly wide-eyed.
“Marry me, of course.”
Not the least bit shaken, Edwin asked, after a laugh, “Is it legal?”
“Of course, or I wouldn’t have proposed it. We can pay our sixty dollars
and obtain the license tomorrow at the County Clerk’s office, and have the
ceremony on Tuesday. Would you like that? Tom and Roger or George, can be
our witnesses. Nobody else has to know. It wouldn’t be their business. What
do you say?”
Thoughts clashed and meshed quickly in the young man’s mind. “I have a
question. Do you expect me to bear you children?”
“Lovely idea, but biologically unlikely. Why do you ask?”
“You told Afzal and me that the desire to beget and to nurture children
through their maturity was the best reason to marry.”
“There are other reasons—such as the securing of property.”
“Of course,” Edwin said brightly, “we could adopt, if you want to. Or, you
could adopt me. I’m an orphan.”
Joining the amusing discursion, Dalton rejoined, “Or, we could adopt Hassan, if Duane wants to get rid of him—or—if something were to happen to
Duane.”
“Oh no, we won’t. I would not want the competition.”
“No one can compete with you.”
“Dr. Brawne, I seem to recall that you had to be revived with smelling salts
or something after pummeling Hassan’s throat. If that’s not enough of a reason to suspect your motives, then let me remind you that his bottom could
launch a battleship, yours especially.”
Edwin retired from the argument leaving Dalton to sputter.
“Then I must repeat my question: Will you not make an honest man out of
me without further compromising my integrity?”
A conclusion arrived in mere seconds: “Yes. I will marry you. I would like
to marry you.” Not for nothing was Edwin a quick study.
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Moving on, the prospective groom asked, “Do you want a honeymoon?”
Edwin blinked his eyelashes fetchingly, “We’ve already had it, in this
house. But aren’t we—or some of us—supposed to go Malaysia for Christmas?
We haven’t talked about that in ages.”
It was as if they had not been discussing so curious a subject as marriage.
“We’re certainly invited. Hassan and Duane as well. I’ll get on it right away
with a call to Stephen.” He bounded from the bed to reach for his robe and the
telephone. “Wait, what about your aunt?”
“She wouldn’t want to go. She doesn’t even have a passport.”
“I meant, shouldn’t you spend Christmas with her?”
“It’s not a big thing with us,” Edwin sounded ingenuous. “We decorate a
tree just for fun and we exchange gifts but we aren’t Christians. If I don’t go
to Treydon, she can use it as an excuse to visit her old friends in Philadelphia.
They haven’t seen each other in years. When you get off the ‘phone with Stephen, I’ll call her.”
“Make us some breakfast, will you?”

S

The week soared like a jet.
Dalton wed Edwin to raised eyebrows in the presence of George and Tom.
The celebrants pledged their understanding of the institution they were entering using Chief Justice William Douglas’ definition: “Marriage is a coming together, for better or for worse, hopefully enduring, and intimate to the
degree of being sacred.” Post-ceremony, Agatha had accepted her nephew’s
announcement with delight and congratulations, “You’re nabbing a terrific
partner. I couldn’t be happier.” She knew ahead of time. Quaintly, Dalton had
asked her consent to marry Young Edwin. It had charmed her to make the
concession.
She knew, of course. Dalton twice had consulted her.
It may not be what I planned, but it’s even better.

S

Edwin guided his two arranged tours at the AIC, wearing out the group of
seminarians by taking them chronologically from Medieval to Modern times
over a two-hour, non-stop period, snowing them with information and perceptions, and exciting from them discussions that touched on sexual roles
(Thomas), gender issues (Judith), displays of power and submission (Sebastian), and quasi-mythological mysteries such as virgin birth, resurrection, and
ascension. “Your field of study,” he had said at the beginning of his tour, “includes tales of murder, torture, assault, rape, blood, decapitation, dis-memberment, disem-bowel-ment, death by fire, cannibalism, assassination, hanging,
stoning, crucifixion, and the pagan sacrifice of children, not to include just
plain sex. Our collection well represents many of these in various guises. Let
me show you some—and we’ll learn about styles of rendering.”
The line-up had come to him—he did not know how—while traipsing the
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frosted paths to and from Chicago’s public transportation. Perhaps fostered
by his readings and long talk with Dalton. Perhaps urged by his desire to
shake up what he presumed—wrongly—would be the seminarians’ conservative outlook. Little did Edwin know that the Chicago Theological Seminary
attracted gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender students, staff, and faculty
who were open to considerations of any subject and every interpretation.
Next time I’ll check out special groups!
He did not imagine it necessary to investigate “a group of ladies” to which
he spoke the following morning. An informal club within the Chicago Area
Mensa, what they lacked in knowledge about art, they made up by sheer intelligence. “Smarts,” as his aunt would say.
With Rebecca Rosenberg and “a friend” in tow, they received what was
intended to be an engaging single hour’s visit to Edwin’s choice of highlights
from the permanent collection. It became two hours. Despite tiring feet, no
one was in a hurry. Rebecca’s friend asked trenchant questions and listened
carefully to his answers. Her obvious knowledge of art put off some of the
other women, but a few were fearless in voicing their opinions and tastes, and
in challenging their young guide. The air fairly bristled with excitement. He
told Dalton later, “It felt like a tournament. Boy, was that fun!”
Both tours attracted followers from people otherwise strolling the galleries,
several of whom guessed who their guide was. Thanks to the severe weather,
general attendance was low. The guards, ever watchful, were relieved that the
numbers of persons hanging on Edwin’s words never became too many for
the spaces.
Advised to do so by George Tanner, Messrs Schachter and Atkinson had
looked in during each tour—in disbelief. Neither could think of more compelling a guide in their years as museum professionals. Schachter thought, I
must give George Tanner a raise. While contemplating a possible percentage,
he noticed who it was that seemed to be testing Edwin’s grasp of Francesco
Buoneri’s wildly sensational Resurrection—Joan Dearing! He slipped away, telling Atkinson to keep track of her and to call him the moment Edwin finished.
“Joan, dear,” he said, returning as the group broke up, “what brings you
here on such a nasty day?” They went to the Director’s office to talk. His librarian, Evelyn, and his chief restorer’s wife, Rebecca, he learned, had alerted
her to the event. She had read the two wire service articles by Nick Charleston
about Edwin’s tours de force in Indianapolis and Boston, had called Nick at
the Star, spoken to George, and wanted to know how she could “see the tapes
or whatever they are.” George, she acknowledged, had suggested she might
also wish to contact Prof. Gustafson, of whom she had heard in the past,
about a video of Edwin’s several-hour stint at the University.
Unaware of the last nor having heard of the unusual fellowship offer, Director Schachter reached for his telephone, “Let’s find out the details.” George
was his first call.
She’s going to write a feature.
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Duane Wilderforce’s canvas proved to be what it was suspected of being,
a lost mountainscape by Caspar David Friedrich. Its cleaning was begun by
Rosey himself before the small audience of official staff and Edwin. His merest
touch of the swab to no more than an inch of the sky was observed closely.
A tiny area completed, he began the process again on the next square inch
without any visible overlap. What lay underneath was unveiled gradually. A
master was at work with the patience of Job.
“You see,” he remarked, “the paint comes back to life.”
A camera had been mounted into position to record each day’s progress, ultimately to result in a time-lapse sequence revealing the painting’s emergence
from its bondage of dirt and grime.
Those who could took turns at the tedious labor matching their contact
with the surface to Rosey’s, under the dictum “less is more.” Edwin’s itch
for involvement was obvious. As he watched Mabel proceeding with caution
equal to Rosey’s, Edwin felt the man’s arm on his shoulder. “When you are
no longer emotionally excited about this painting, then and only then can
you perform with the necessary objectivity. Your judgment must be guided by
rational observation of what you are doing and unemotional control of your
hand, its swab, and the solution.”

S
S

Visiting the Newberry Library had to be postponed. Edwin gave his word
to Thelma Altshuler that he and Dalton would “go first thing next week.” She
began to wonder.

Messrs Brawne, Tanner, Wilderforce, and Corbett contacted each other and
Agatha Cobb via so many telephone calls as to make impossible any memory
of their number. No mention of a certain marriage was made. Separately, the
brothers Chaudary e-mailed back and forth with Edwin. Shan addressed him
playfully as “Dr. Owen,” and managed to spell the word “indubitably.” Edwin
returned the favor, calling Shan “Dr. Chaudary.”
The whys and wherefores of holiday time in George Town, Penang Island,
West Malaysia focused on the necessity for the three young men to be in
their respective schools right after the New Year. The ultimate determination:
Shantanu, Afzal, and Edwin would travel together back to Chicago on January first. Planning backward from that certainty, it was decided that Duane
and Hassan would join Dalton and Edwin in Chicago before flying together
to the Far East on December sixteenth, unless Hassan opted for a Christmas
visit with his pseudo-mother, Marguerite, in Marseille. “I’ve given him the
option,” Duane said—because he has been very, very good.” The visitors from
Europe and America, however many they were, would stay in the guest rooms
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and guest cottage of Stephen and Terry’s compound, or kampong.
The Chaudarys were elated. Nirupa planned to celebrate with a special Indian feast in honor of Dalton and Edwin. Her mother would come to help. If
Agatha had been among the travelers, the meal would have recognized the
near-miracle of transformation she had wrought in their younger son. An
incommunicative, fractious sixteen-year-old left behind in her custody had
come home a mannerly young man with conversational ability and steady
work habits—memorizing Shakespeare no less! Moreover, he and his brother
were spending time together as never before and sharing confidences at home
and at poolside. Shan had managed his first personal conversation since puberty with his father. Pride filled Salil, some of it inexpressible to his wife.
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The inhabitants of Cincinnati are proud of
their city as one of the most interesting
in America: and with good reason.
CHARLES DICKENS

79 ODYSSEY: CINCINNATI
Cincinnati, a river town like Indianapolis, looked fairly typical from the air—
tall buildings, sports arenas, grid layout. Less snowy than Chicago, it seemed.
Edwin had idled with his laptop during his flight, reading history about the
area’s settlement and development. Two names prominent to Cincinnati’s story caught his attention—Springer and Corbett. His e-mails of inquiry received
almost immediate answers: “Yes. Stephen Corbett,” Dalton wrote (What’s
he doing on-line at this very moment?), “came from an old Cincinnati family,
prominent in its day;” and, “Yes, Irwin Springer,” Deborah Udell replied from
the IMA, was “a direct descendant—most likely the grandson—of Reuben
Springer.”
A small world, as Aunt Aggie says. Dalton’s old friend Stephen and the husband
of Miss Altshuler’s friend Joanne—on opposite sides of the planet—have roots in the
same city. Maybe they know of one another or maybe Mr. and Mrs. Thomas know of
Stephen’s family. Maybe I can find out something about Stephen….
A dispute with their plasterer-painters prevented Georgina and Marlon
Thomas from meeting the teenage lecturer’s flight. In their place was a broadbeamed, buxom black lady who introduced herself, with a flash of brilliantly
white teeth, as Jocasta Washington, head conservator at the CMA.
“I am so glad to meet you,” she emphasized. “I hear you’re working with
Mr. Rosenberg. He’s a legend. I want you to tell me all about him.”
“I will if you’ll tell me how you got the name Jocasta.” Oedipus had come
to his mind.
Making their way to the parking garage, the woman laughed, “My Father
taught classics at Brown. He named my brothers Priam and Homer and my
baby sister Phoebe.”
“Did you Mother have anything to say about it?”
“Ha! Her name is Alcestis. What do you think?”
Chatter about Rosey and the Thomases filled their brief ride to the Millennium Hotel. Traffic was light going into the city.
Lively! Likable! No pretense.
At registration, Edwin was handed a message to ring Nick on his cell.
I didn’t have that number. Okay. What does he want?
Nick wanted to drive over from Indianapolis. “Joanne Springer gave me
Mrs. Thomas’s telephone number and she told me you’d be staying at the
Millennium. I could get there late tonight and stay through tomorrow night.
I really want to see you.”
A millisecond later, Edwin said, “I’ll have to ask Dalton. I’ll call you back.”
“Trouble?” Jocasta asked, standing there.
“Uh, no, but if you’ll excuse me, I’ll just be a moment or two.”
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“Honey, it’s Friday afternoon. I’ve got time. You want some privacy?”
When his consent was sought, Dalton responded with, “As long as you do
the fucking. I’ll not have my new husband being ravished by anyone but me.”
Edwin doubled over with laughter and turned somewhat red in the face. He
rang Nick with the single word, “Come,” then followed the silence it produced
with, “…after ten. Room 404.”
“A friend,” he told Jocasta.
“That’s what I figured,” she smiled. “Want to see our Conservation Department?”
He did. They went. And afterward, Edwin invited her to join him for supper at the hotel. They exchanged stories and gossip until nearly nine when she
suddenly realized, “Your friend’ll be here pretty soon and I’ll bet you want to
get cleaned up.”
Seeing nothing in her eyes except goodwill, Edwin kissed her cheek and
signed the check. Another first for him.
I’ve never gossiped before. It’s fun.

S

Between their bedded bouts came Saturday’s schedule. It started with two
hours of strolling the galleries by Edwin and Nick. Watching Edwin’s eyes
flicking like camera lenses when a picture caught his attention, Nick followed
along. Lunch—so-called Amish chicken salad and tomato soup—was in the
CAM’s Terrace Cafe with the ever-affable Georgina, who was “so pleased” that
Nick could be there. “Marlon’s tied up at the house but he’ll treat us to dinner
at Lola’s with some friends we want you to meet. The food’s lovely.”
Off they went for an interview at the television station. Set up by Marlon
for broadcast that evening and again Sunday morning, the feature began with
a smartly dressed female announcer saying, “The art world is usually shaken
up by shenanigans of the avant-garde but rarely by anyone clinging to traditional values, much less an unknown teenager. Yet, important museums in
Indianapolis and Boston have recently witnessed such a phenomenon. Take
a look.”
Edwin and Nick, who had been pressed to join the interview, were seated
opposite. On a nearby monitor, they saw clips of Edwin in action, gesturing towards his images while the voice-over commentary explained, “Edwin
Owen is a discovery of the Art Institute of Chicago where he has been wowing
tour groups and working on the sly with his studies of painting techniques
used by French landscapist Jean-Baptiste Corot. He’s comparing originals to
his own reconstructions being shown at the Indianapolis Art Museum and at
Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts. The way he expresses his ideas has also turned
heads.”
The audio brought up Edwin saying: “Corot’s trees are not reproductions of
the appearance of trees in the real world. His greens are inventions of a colorist’s
imagination, part of a palette of discriminating subtlety. Corot’s colors convey
ideas about how we experience trees through the inner vision of an artist.”
Applause by the Boston audience was faded to a close-up of the announc472

er. “With us are Edwin Owen and the reporter for the Indianapolis Star who
broke the story, Nick Charleston. Welcome to Cincinnati, gentlemen. Nick,
what brings you here?”
A wide shot of the two guests filled the screen.
With his hands clasped thoughtfully, Nick smiled, “Why, to hear Edwin
speak at your Museum. He has a way with art that interests people, and not
just because he’s so young. It’s so mature that even experts are drawn in.”
“Edwin. Tell us, how does it make you feel to have so much attention?”
Her cloying tone annoyed Edwin almost more than her question. His words
were chosen carefully, “It’s strange but necessary…if I want to be able to meet
people as interesting as you.” The light voice belied his intent to throw her a
curve. It worked. She became putty in his hands.
Just the way George once said I was….
The remaining two minutes went quickly. “Nice banter between you two,”
the announcer said when the mics were off. The lecture—which Edwin called
“a talk, really”—received a good plug and included the matter of Edwin’s discovery by “four of the nicest ladies I ever met—one of whom, your CAM trustee Georgina Thomas, extended the invitation to me to come here.”
Off the set, Georgina delighted in the reference. “You’re a natural for television. Have you done much of it before?”
“I’ve never been on television before. Have you, Nick?”
“As a journalism student at Indiana, I had some experience doing sports
features on campus TV.”
“You both did it so naturally,” she said, looking in Nick’s direction. “Your
face lights well on camera and, Edwin, your eyes really sparkle on TV, exactly
the way they did the day I first saw you.”

S

The Fath Auditorium reached capacity by three-forty-five on Sunday thanks
to television promotion and an article cobbled together by an Enquirer writer
who used Nick’s wire-service pieces. The event’s announcement on the CAM
website and an e-mail notice to members sent ahead of time helped. Cleverly, those responsible also used Twitter, Facebook and Instagram—which had
been overlooked in Edwin’s previous cities.
The occasion had been preceded on Saturday night by Georgina and Marlon’s dinner. That had corralled eight of the community’s most prominent
citizens and, by word of mouth about the ingenuous young speaker, some
friends from their social circles.
Edwin had taken immense pleasure in his meal: an appetizer of bone marrow, an entrée of loin of lamb with morels and fava beans, and dessert of
banana ice cream with peanut butter mousse. His taste buds had been in overdrive.
Afterward, Nick had been so nice, too—in bed. Particularly nice.
Sleeping in on Sunday, followed by breakfast and more “shenanigans in the
sack,” one of his aunt’s phrases, the two had quite a time. Nick’s tongue had
driven Edwin wild. His throat, even wilder.
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After a light lunch, it dawned on Edwin, I’m getting distracted!
Steering his mind to the task at hand, his talk, Edwin forced himself to
concentrate by the appointed hour. Docent Corps members were on hand and
all four conservationists, urged by Jocasta. Three cameras were in the room.
Expectations ran high.
Edwin had hinted to Georgina that Jocasta introduce him “because she’s so
smart and her department needs to be better known.”
Like a ship with two prows, she anchored herself at the podium, loosed her
gleaming smile, and declared, “Afternoon everyone. I’m Jocasta Washington,
head our Department of Conservation. I want to recognize the people who are
making this special occasion so, well, special—trustees Georgina and Marlon
Thomas AND,” she trumpeted, holding out a pink-palmed hand, “the man
who introduced our speaker to the world, from Indianapolis, reporter Nick
Charleston. The three stood to a round of applause. “There’s more, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas are underwriting all the costs of today’s lecture so that the gate
receipts will benefit our Conservation program, and for that I am particularly
in their debt and to all of you for being here.” Another round of applause for
the Thomases seemed to please them.
It had been Edwin’s idea after seeing how small and underequipped the
Conservation Department was. At dinner, he had asked his new friend Marlon
about it first, then brought up the topic to all the guests. He even said, “You
know, don’t you, that without skilled conservationists, more than half of the
paintings on the walls of your museum would be impossible to show?”
Show time. There appeared on the screen Edwin’s grandiose title:
Presumptions Concerning Corot
An Innocent’s Approach to Speculative Re-creation.
From the back of the room, Edwin read out the title slowly while walking
to the front, remote in hand. As he neared the podium, he projected a photograph of the handsome poet Joyce Kilmer. Without a word, he seemed to
study the man’s face for a moment’s dramatic silence. His thumb depressed
the forward button and caused Kilmer’s name to appear underneath. Taking
his position before the public, he began, “I think that I shall never see….”
His talk followed closely what he had structured for Boston but was augmented to include details and general views of three Corots from the CAM
collection: La Maison blanche de Sèvres, Aiserey: Côte-d’Or, and Don Quixote. He
incorporated a new observation, “Like Kilmer’s trees, Corot’s are not oaks,
elms, firs, or pines. They are trees which match nothing specific in Nature.
Rather, they match our concept of trees as beautiful generalities. They stand
for a concept and, as such, are trees for all of us.” His conclusion remained
the unbeatable accompaniment to Corot’s photograph in old age: “This is the
artist who gave us trees as lovely as poems.”
It was over. Several in the crowd cheered. People stood to applaud as they
had seldom at an art talk. Edwin held his spot at the podium and nodded
again and again, blinking his eyes as he smiled. Jocasta stepped forward to
kiss him on both cheeks and to put a hefty arm around his shoulders to pres474

ent him once more for the audience’s appreciation.
Of the questions and answers which followed, the exchange which elicited
an audible intake of air, “Have you given this talk also at the Art Institute?”—
to which Edwin replied, “No, they haven’t asked me.”
It startled Nick, who whispered in Marlon’s ear, “It probably hasn’t occurred to them. Makes you wonder whether he’s being taken for granted.”
“My wife will handle the well-wishers. Let’s go talk. I have an idea.”
The businessman-cum-museum-trustee saw potential instantly for the lecture—“Why do you think I had three cameras here?”—and for the developing
story of Edwin’s talent. When he learned about Joan Dearing’s call to Nick
and heard the story of earlier events to which Nick had been privy, about
Nick’s interviews with key players in Edwin’s life, and about the existence of
six or more hours of video showing Edwin in action with academics, he said,
“I want to produce some kind of a special documentary through CAM. I want
you to write it. I want the rights to all the IMA and BFA footage and anything
the AIC has. Georgina and her friends will help. I’ll send you to do any other
interviews that are needed. Interested? Cincy’s a great old town but nothing
like this has ever come out of here. It’ll put us on the map the way our Symphony used to. Well. What do you say? What are you worried about?”
Marlon Thomas’s speed put Nick’s mind in a tailspin. I could get closer to
Edwin! I could make some extra money! Edwin—will he cooperate?
Marlon’s large hand grasped Nick’s, “Let’s shake on it. You can put some
thoughts together later. The drive over here from Indy’s short. You can commute. Weekends. Whenever. My station’s got the equipment and personnel to
handle the tech stuff. Let’s get on this. Here’s my card. Call me when you’ve
got a plan.”

S

The weekend was ending.
Edwin flew back to Chicago that evening with a check for three thousand
dollars from the CAM—not the gate receipts but a donation from the Thomases on his behalf—and ecstatic memories of Nick lavishing oral sex on him
as no one had before. Oh, what a mouth he has!
Nick drove to Indianapolis, his head swimming with ideas from Marlon
and replays of Edwin’s compassionate lovemaking. If I hadn’t been available
that day when the call came in, none of this would be happening.
The Thomases made telephone calls in all directions. As far as they were
concerned, things were going to happen quickly.
The Carter Wilsons in Cleveland were “dans un frump.” But not for long.
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Some forms of curiosity are best left unsatisfied.
BALLENTINE MORGAN

80 GEORGE TOWN CURRENTS
Nirupa Chaudary, who ought to have been happier, needed a cup of tea to
bolster her courage. Something impelled her to bring up their sons as a topic
with husband Salil. The boys’ growing closeness since baby son Shantanu’s
return and the confidences the two had shared jointly, and separately with
their father, sat curiously out of balance with her. Afzal’s relationship with his
father had always been an open, affectionate one. What she could not reckon
was her favored Shantanu’s new reliance on his brother at first and, within a
week of returning from the States, on his father. Adolescent problems aside,
Shantanu had always come to her. Not that he now ignored her. His behavior
was exemplary—offering help around the house, holding her chair at dinner,
listening to conversation, complimenting her meals. He even talked about
school in Indiana—classes, teachers, coaches, friends. How had that woman
with the odd name Cobb managed to reverse his habits so totally? And his
appearance—handsomer than ever!
Up before breakfast every day, Shantanu exercised on the lush garden’s grass
in the surroundings of acacias, palms, bamboo, and ferns. From her kitchen
window, Nirupa observed the methodical workouts he performed wearing a
strange, black, skintight garment. “It’s essential,” he told her when she wanted
to know why he laundered it himself, “to my discipline.” That word stopped
her cold. Discipline! Had he ever used the word in his life? She stopped short of
asking whether the size might be too small, it was so revealing. Before long, he’s
going to be the size of his father down there. The flush to her cheeks was not the
result of makeup. Modesty forestalled further speculation. How fit he is. The
girls will go crazy for him. There also was the matter of the care with which he
kept his hair—so beautifully cut. That never ceased to fascinate her. He could be
a fashion model.
Shantanu showered in time to appear at the table along with brother and
father on the dot of eight—looking fresh and determined. By a quarter-tonine when Salil left for work, he and Afzal would clear and wash the dishes,
and look at any articles their father had marked in The New Straits Times. At
nine, they went to their rooms to study, one at his preparations for the University’s placement examinations, the other at his Shakespeare.
Nirupa’s mind stirred. He’s going to be in a play. Who would have thought?
Following lunch, Afzal resumed his work with books and sample tests while
Shantanu went to Stephen’s pool.
“It isn’t as large as I’m used to, ibu, but it’s private. I can practice without a
lot of people staring the way they do at the E&O’s pool. That’s important.” No
additional explanation. Questioned, he said as if irritated, “Some of the guys
look at me funny and it makes me uncomfortable.”
Jogging home before the streets became too busy, Shan, as he wished now
to be called, usually joined his brother for American cartoons on YouTube.
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Chip ‘n’ Dale, The Roadrunner, Bugs Bunny, and Daffy Duck had them in stitches
from day one. That was no accident.
A disjointed e-mail from Edwin had alerted Afzal to play along with Shan’s
taste in animated humor as a means of furthering mutuality. Edwin wrote,
“I’ve told him to confide in you about his frequent arousal. When he does,
let him know how unrepressed you are. He has a pair of George’s inserts like
yours.”
Poor Edwin must be in a terrible hurry. He jumps around.
“Help him with your enthusiasm,” Edwin had written “Speak freely once
he opens the subject. He will need at least one outlet beyond trusting you.
His big changes need a safety valve. Dalton assures me that your father will
arrange that with Stephen—if Shan asks him. That will take a big step, but it
will provide for him safely. You know how much our relations have meant to
us, you and me. Shan may have started at a younger age than you but he has
discovered emotions like ours with his Jesse. The difference is that you are
content at home while he can’t do his best without second-party sex at least
once a week. I am certain of that.”
Awestruck by the role thrust upon him, Afzal had sought his father’s approval and advice. “Bapa saya”—my father—“can I do this?”
Kissing his son’s brow, Salil had replied, “Anak saya”—my son—“you must.
You saw the video. Your brother, as defiant and unproductive as he used to be,
now has very great potential. He is determined. What I did for you is what I
can do for him if you can bridge the gap between us. Together, we can keep
him on his path. I believe in you. You have already made me very proud.”
Ignorant of such details but suspicious that she ought to know more than
she did, Nirupa washed her teacup and approached Salil as they readied for
bed. “Suami tercinta”—beloved husband—“may I know what is going on that
you are keeping from me about our sons?”
Before taking her in his arms, he studied her face, thinking. “It is for men,
baikku,” he said endearingly. “Remember the old saying: ‘To bend a bamboo,
start while it’s a mere shoot. To mold a man’s character, begin when he’s
young and impressionable’?
“We failed, you and I, with Shantanu. Maybe I was not here enough. Perhaps you were overindulgent. You pampered him. That is not important now.
Our youngest son is feeling responsibility for his actions. The American has
done what we could not. She has told me that he needs strong men in his
life and must be guarded against contact with his former friends. You have
noticed how closely Afzal attends to him, occupies his free time, checks on
his memory work? They haven’t enjoyed brotherhood since they were mere
shoots. Now they do. I take over on the weekend, as you have seen.”
“Yes, but is it wise—I do not mean to question your judgment—but is it
wise for him to spend so much time with Stephen and Terry? They are, we
both know, a….”
“A couple? Of course, but Shantanu is not there when they are, except with
me, so do not worry about that. They have only his best interests at heart,
believe me.”
The rising of her husband’s sex made her knees weak. In such moments,
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Nirupa could not notice that Salil had bypassed much of the intent behind
her question.
He has never loved me so much as he has since we went to the States.

S

A mixture of confidence and uncertainty had annoyed Shantanu on his
flight from Chicago to Kuala Lumpur. He was secure in his self but not in the
prospects for resuming life at home, even for a month. Important people he
knew in Treydon and Chicago had counseled him in individual ways: “Show
gratitude to your mother for letting you be with us” (Anne); “Stay in close
touch with Edwin” (Erich); “Keep your physical training on schedule” (Roger); “Play it cool but strut your stuff” (Auntie); “Come back” (Jesse).
Less helpful had been George’s odd remark during the incredibly erotic
going-over Roger and he had given Shan’s body: “I anticipate seeing evidence
of great progress when we recover you.” It was made with one hand squeezing
the boy’s scrotum and the other smacking his taut glutes. A defining moment.
Something Auntie once said about handling people who would intimidate
others flashed into Shan’s head. He drew a fresh breath, let the tension flow as
he exhaled, turned his head so slowly that George did not see, bussed the man’s
cheek, and smiled at Roger. No lightning bolt could have been as striking. George
stopped what he was doing. Roger gaped. Shan, in his most masculine voice, said,
“That was nice,” and stood in place as his tormentor backed off.
Yes!
If only he had felt as sure about the weeks ahead.
His family, as promised, had appeared at K-L International. They allowed
his decompression overnight with them at the Hilton and prepped him for
their appointment at the American Embassy. Backed by required legal forms,
letters of acceptance from their respective schools, recommendations from
Stephen and other persons of importance known to Embassy staff from the
ambassador down, medical reports filed for the Summer trip, and their track
record of having met earlier visa requirements, Afzal and Shantanu gave impressive interviews—well spoken, engaging, definite about their long-range
goals of careers in Malaysia. Notification would come in two weeks. If approved as expected, they were told, “You must appear in person along with
your parents to receive your visas.”
Craving validation from his immediate family, Shan threw himself into
efforts to demonstrate his newly acquired prowess with Shakespeare’s difficult
prosody, refusing to speak Malay at all and cultivating the diction of the actors on his recordings. Even in everyday speech.
This accomplishment so astounded Stephen that he arranged for the director of the Straits Players Studio to bring some of his crew to the compound to
read A Midsummer’s Night Dream with Shan reciting Puck’s part from memory.
That he knew Acts One and Two in their entirety caused ripples of embarrassment among the locals. By his second week in George Town, Act Three
had been “nailed,” as Afzal put it. Everyone involved began concentrating on
British accents and enunciation.
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Coincidentally, Shan’s swimming, confined though it was by the limits
of the compound’s fifteen-meter pool, opened the eyes of Stephen and Terry
beyond what they had seen in Jesse’s brief video.
“He look sexy, sexy. Big package in Speedo. Grow good. Bet throw great
fuck,” Terry confided.
Stephen admonished, “Keep that to yourself or you might get in trouble.”
A conference with Salil led Stephen, who knew everyone, to call the head
coach at Penang’s Swimming Club. Afzal and his father were with Stephen
and Terry when Shan emerged from the dressing room there in his white
racing suit. In the glaring brilliance of Penang’s tropical sun, the sight was
blinding. Coach Lin saw immediately that the outfit conformed to international standards for design. He ordered Shan into the huge, racing-laned pool
for a demonstration of what he had learned in America. A “sporting membership” was quickly arranged along with weekly coaching.
A single need remained, a concern of some urgency. In the privacy of their
car going home, Afzal broached it aloud to Shan’s chagrin. “My brother wants
to ask you for one more thing. Tell our Father, Shan.”
Trapped, Shan almost choked on his words, “I…I…want to do well for you,
Bapa Saya, but there is something else. I don’t know how I can say it. You have
done do much for me already. I am ashamed, but”—it tumbled out—“I need
to have sex.”
Salil, who already expected the subject, looked in his rear view mirror
to tantalize the son who had caused him so much concern, “You can’t get
enough from your own right hand?”
Shan looked stricken. A poke in the ribs from Afzal made him blurt, “I need
to have sex with someone else.”
That was the admission Salil wanted to hear. He said smoothly, “Of course
you do. Your auntie in Indiana told me.”
“See?” Afzal turned around gleefully, “No problem. Like I told you. Our
Father is great. You will get it.”
“Yes?” the querulous sixteen-year-old asked. “How?”
“Not how, but when,” said Salil. “When will be tonight, if you are a model
son through dinner. I will take care of the how.”
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At night, the Corbett-Lee kampong behind its imposing high walls impressed Shan quite differently than in broad daylight. Lanterns over the
porches—he scarcely had noticed them—cast a soft glow, contrasted by the
bright interiors beyond. He had been inside once two or three years earlier
when, with his brother and parents, he attended a party for the export company’s employees. On that occasion, his interest had been on the buffet. On
this occasion, following his father into the big house, he tried to cope with the
anticipation of what had been promised.
Don’t show nerves, Auntie taught me. Edwin never shows his. He’s steady. Always.
Stephen’s tall form stood aside to let them in. Shaking hands, he pointed
down the hall, “We’ll go to the gym.”
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They have a gym!
It proved to be a large room arrayed with exercise equipment more advanced and complex than any he had seen in Treydon—for weightlifting and
walking—a table-tennis setup, wrestling mats, padded benches, a pommel
horse and parallel bars, gymnastics rings on ropes from the ceiling. Other
ropes. Strange frames large enough for a man to stand in. Floor to ceiling
mirrors on one wall, cabinets another. At the far end, an open, tiled shower
area with space for several persons, a lavatory, toilet, and urinal. A lot to take
in glancing from spot to spot.
“This is awesome,” exclaimed Shan. He would have asked about the implements he did not recognize but Terry walked in and stopped a few feet away,
hands in his pockets.
Of short stature and prematurely graying hair like so many Chinese his
age, he seemed almost as old as Stephen in the teen’s mind. Sticking to English
as he had been told, he asked, “You like pool here?”
“Yes, it’s very nice.”
“You swim well. I hear you wrestle. I try you.”
Shan looked in alarm at his father. “You want me to wrestle him? He’s so
small. I might hurt him!” And he still speaks like a child.
Stephen assured him to the contrary, quietly directing Terry to take off his
clothes.
Shan swallowed as the little man stripped to a singlet. He’s buff!
“You should try,” Salil put his hand on his son’s shoulder. “It’s part of the
reason we are here. Let him help you dress.”
Faculties in disarray, the boy was shown a closet of gym clothes, including
singlets—“You pick size.”—and a drawer of athletic supporters—“Choose. Get
to keep.”
With his father and friends watching, Shan removed his shirt and pants,
remained motionless for a moment’s decision, turned to the wall, dropped
his briefs, stepped into the strap and pulled it up, arranged his privates to the
front, and awkwardly donned the singlet—aware that his growing erection
could not be disguised. Drawing breath, he faced the men as courageously as
he could and relaxed into the stance that Edwin had invented for him, palms
out. A look, a pose of innocence and offering. As he exhaled, he lowered his
head and gazed through narrowed eyes. Dangerously handsome.
“Beautiful!” shouted Terry, grinning. “Too beautiful to fight? Come here,
pret-ty boy.”
The next minutes saw the two mismatched figures moving from cautious
circling to tentative grappling, and continued with attempted holds, affirmative clinches, bold takedowns, and more daring efforts to pin each other.
Terry’s static smile upset Shan. The mistake of letting angry emotion fuel
his efforts cost the advantage he thought he had. He found himself in the
inferior position before he could summon the will to remember Roger’s lessons. A feign in one direction and a push in the other brought him back up,
determined not to lose. Terry allowed himself to be pinned face-down only to
grind his buttocks against Shan’s stiffness.
Lewd! But hard to resist.
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“That’s one round for Shan,” Stephen said aloud.
The second bout went Terry’s way. He pinned Shan to the mat and sat on
his crotch. A brief stillness, then copulatory shifts back and forth, further to
rile the horny boy.
Shan lay gasping, temporarily thoughtless.
“One for Terry,” called Salil.
Stephen leaned over to the two and said quietly, “In my house, the loser
gets fucked.” More loudly, “Time for round three. Break it up and begin. Show
us some real action.”
A taunt. A threat! Serious! Shan tried to call on his unused resources but
was caught off-guard by countermeasures of increasing strength and speed.
He fought vigorously. A thumb caught Terry’s singlet strap and ripped it.
“You want dirty?” his opponent yelled. “I show you dirty.”
A fracas ensued.
“Really going now,” Stephen chuckled, “like a mongoose and a cobra.”
Rules of engagement were forgotten as singlets shredded under ever wilder
hands.
The question on Salil’s face was answered wickedly, “We have someone
who replaces the stiches with weak cotton thread—for occasions like this.
Don’t you remember?”
Salil had verged on recalling the ruse from occasions in years past. He
brightened, whispering, “Gets them to the bottom line.”
“The actual idea. Want to help me add a new twist?”
A couple of towels lay nearby.
Stephen stopped the fight, separating Terry and Shan, now down to their
jocks and covered in sweat. “The way you’re going, this won’t be much of a
test. Let’s dry you off and add some interest.”
With Terry’s smile facing Shan’s scowl, Stephen toweled his partner while Salil
dried his son. Chests rose and fell. Stares hid determination. What was next?
Oil.
The bottle had appeared from Stephen’s pocket. He poured half into Salil’s
hands, the rest into his own and kicked the empty away. “Rub it all over.”
Shan’s shock at seeing Stephen’s hands slathering their way over Terry’s
body and into his jock, then pulling the skimpy thing away, was nothing
compared to the feel of his father doing the same to him! The liquid was being
lavished over his boy’s taut-drawn balls and steel-hard cock. Had Shan not
jerked back in desperation, his spew might have spoiled the plan.
The voice in his ear urged, “Take him now, anak saya. Forget his age. Take
him!”
Nude, hot, bent on conquest, Shan tackled, grasped, twisted, locked,
tripped—in slippery vain. Terry wriggled from all. Advantages being impossible, theirs became a contest of endurance. Instants of pretzel-like knotting
together simply slid apart. They regrouped and tried again as minutes went by.
More minutes. The air tensed. A sudden wrenching move by Terry allowed the
law of gravity to take over his combatant—and Shantanu Chaudary’s erection
rammed to its root in Terry Lee’s ass.
Before he could react, he heard Terry call out, “You lose. I win—cock!” So
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startling was the announcement that Shan needed to process it.
I lost, but he gets fucked?
The feeling of being so tightly contained overwhelmed the sixteen-yearold. Fucking someone so old had never occurred to him. Yet, here he was,
six-and-a-half-going-on-seven inches deep and dimly aware of his father and
Stephen ordering him to proceed.
“Claim that ass!”
“This is what you wanted. Now do it!”
Terry thrust up as Shan drove hard. A squeal from below. Seconds later, a
regular pattern of uh-ugh…uh-ugh…uh-ughs drew the spectators closer. Shan’s
burst—his second without a condom—into another male almost wiped him
out. Hyperventilating with excitement, his head hung down. Terry looked
back.
“What happen? You cum? No good for fuck. You just boy!” He squeezed,
causing Shan to shudder. Wriggling into Shan’s pubes, he held the still-rigid
organ prisoner.
The chance to fuck more—That’s why I’m here!—revitalized the young
loins. Shan relished the prone body’s submissiveness and soon brought himself to another searing climax. As he basked in the boiling movements of Terry’s pelvis, nearly losing his mind at the pleasure, a hand came down on his
backside with blistering impact.
It was Stephen’s. It rubbed the oiled skin, kneaded the mounds, and wormed
one of its fingers to and around Shan’s little hole.
“You haven’t finished, Shan. You won’t be finished until you make Terry
cum. House rule. My house.”
Shan shook, mortified and unable to speak.
The maddeningly tantalizing finger penetrated him. It hooked the passage
and pressed his prostate. Agape at the stimulation and recharged by its demands, he rode against the intrusion, spaded into Terry, and began a wilder
ride than he had ever experienced. Every muscle in his splendid body joined
the action. He pushed and pulled to skewer himself and Terry, who responded
with heightened, rhythmic uh-ugh assents. The host’s finger in retreat, Shan
was on his own again. He need not rush. He was in charge. Terry’s interior
needed what it got. Two ejaculations in the oily confines and their convulsive
response had raised the sensitivity of Shan’s penis to red alert.
Slow! Go slower. Think of him.
“Oh!” Terry cried. Shan’s probes had located his unmanipulated prostate.
Yes! He will give it up to me!
But the finger re-entered Shan and sent him out of the control he imagined
he had. Unmercifully, it frigged him to orgasm for yet one more time into that
seething mix he had stirred. Despite streams of perspiration streaking both
partners, the overcharged Shan broke out in in what Malaysians call ‘chicken
skin.’ Hot and cold, itchy.
“Let him up. He can use a break.” It was his father. His father!—present the
whole time. Shan had forgotten about him.
He saw everything!
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At midnight, driving home, Shan and Salil conversed as son and father
never had. Shan struggled past apprehension and hesitancy, now that barriers
were down, to conviction. Nothing was off-limits, not after the meaningful
revelation in what his father had said to him and in what happened thereafter. It had been as much a life-changing circumstance for Shan as any in
America. Some of the exact terms were involved. The same psychology. The
results, literally phenomenal. It began when he had been granted his break
from wrestling with Terry.
Salil had taken him by the shoulders, “We had to get your attention. You
asked for what you’re getting. The need you wanted to fulfil was self-centered. Too much like the way you were. We’re making you do what you said
you wanted to, but on our terms—without explanation. You have obeyed and
taken your pleasure. But the situation is not resolved. Look at Terry and at
Stephen. They are my friends, not yours. So far, you’ve done nothing to cause
them to appreciate or even to like you. They, however, have provided for your
desire. Have they heard a word of thanks?”
Embarrassment flooded the still-reeling boy.
Hold on! When could I have said a word? They trapped me….
“If you had asked whether there might be someone who would like to have
sex with you, the evening would have been different. After the lessons you
have had from Roger and George…I know about those…Hassan’s lessons and
Edwin’s…. Afzal has told me what he saw…. Auntie’s lessons! Shan, you must
anticipate consequences and adapt, or suffer them –Where have I heard that
before!?—when you allow yourself to be distracted. Stephen’s finger confirmed
your weakness. Or did it signal a kid not ready for adult action? If you’re not
up to the challenge, we can go.”
Steady, like Edwin.
Finding his voice, Shan managed, “What can I do?”
“Watch closely.”
The platform rose to the level of Shan’s knees. Stephen and Salil lifted Terry
from the floor, stood him on the balls of his feet right at the edge and seemed
to force him to squat, arms front for balance, hands down on the surface,
head facing out. Precarious. His backside protruded into the air at the height
of Shan’s cock. Its small “o” carnally open. Waiting.
Stephen handed Salil a small butt plug. With lube on it, Salil approached
his jaw-dropped son.
“I will remove this when you have satisfied Terry.” Sliding the plug into
Shan, he added, “You are highly sexed. He is, too. Do not rush. Plumb his
depths in every possible way. In every combination of moves. Manage his
reactions. Restrain your own. Bring him into oneness with you. When Terry’s
satisfied, you may cum for the last time this evening. Do you need more of
this?” he asked, opening his wet hands.
Shan could hardly believe the situation but, without a word, proffered his
erection—and trembled as his father coated shaft and head, even caressed his
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balls. Sensations took turns and tumbles with thoughts. Turmoil. Then…..
‘Oneness.’ Edwin said he wanted oneness with me. Maybe now—with this old
guy?
“Intend your consequences, Shan.” The voice was Stephen’s. “You’ll earn
the right to return here.”
What Shan had done, after his mind geared up with possibilities and a
hasty plan made, was to take Terry’s balls between the forefinger and thumb
of both hands and to pull down and back, drawing the “o” to his fiery knob.
“Don’t…you…fall,” he ordered in a hoarse, lusty voice. Contact made, he said,
“Show me…you want it,” and tugged down on the scrotum. Terry howled.
He pushed back the inch or so he dared without risk of losing balance. Shan
stepped forward, entering Terry’s threshold. Reaching around to take the tender orbs from Terry’s front, he squeezed. “Is this…what you want?”
Terry nodded.
“Speak to me. Tell me. What do you want?”
Amazed at the scene being played out so intuitively, Salil and Stephen
gawked.
“Cock.”
“Any cock?”
“Your cock.”
“So you want it…but do you need it?” He advanced by a small increment.
“Yes! Need cock. Lotsa cock.”
“This much?”
“Need more,” Terry begged.
Shan’s ram produced a happy shriek, “Ayee! Am die. Am die.”
“No, you’re not. You’re going…to live…each time…I do…this!
Grunts filled the gym. The sight was enlivening to the two big men. They
gripped each other’s erections and watched, open-eyed, the sixteen-year-old
son of the one mastering the much older partner of the other—thoroughly.
And, as was proved after many minutes of Shan’s tireless long-dicking and
verbal coaching, satisfyingly. The moment was memorable.
“You need…to cum…now!” As he commanded, Shan yanked Terry off the
platform, held him up, forced him down like an animal to a spit, and jammed
the Chinese butt repeatedly as if he were trying to pierce the small man’s
body.
Terry’s cock spat with firework force load after load into the air.
Shan’s shudders verged on epilepsis.
Salil had to grab his shoulders while Stephen rescued the screaming Terry.
Swollen to its utmost, Shan’s cock continued to erupt until its conjugal powers exhausted themselves and his loins ached. “It hurts. It hurts,” he drooled
between gasps, then fell limply against his father.
Stephen carried Terry to the shower, followed by Salil with Shan. Within a
minute, the four were naked together under the steaming blast of two shower
heads, Stephen supporting Shan with one arm and washing him the way Salil
did Terry—with lots of soap, the elders’ erections intercrurally placed. They,
too, came. Water—hot at first, then reduced to tepid, last to cold—washed
away both oil and fatigue. Shan’s memory was alert to some group showers
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he had been in in America. A smile crossed his face when Terry looked at him
weakly.
“Now you know about consequences.”
Terry’s response could barely be heard over the sound of so much water
running full force, “You very great fuck.”
It was Terry who remembered and removed Shan’s buttplug. They all
laughed then.
Accordingly, driving through the streets of George Town, father and son
reached new understanding. Physical intimacy had revolutionized their relationship. His glimpse of his father’s penis between Terry’s legs had impressed
him. He’s as big as Roger! What he felt of Stephen—he dared not look down at
it—had seemed its equal. Maybe I’ll grow like that. Considerations about other
men’s sexual apparatus had never interested Shan before. It was the present,
personal context which did.
“Nothing bars you now, does it, from being able to confide in me?” Salil
asked.
“No, I…”—he hesitated at the step to be taken—“…I really love you. But,
bapa, what do I tell Afzal?”
“That you got laid.”
Shan smirked, “If he asks for details?”
“Tell him you screwed Terry,” came the covertly humorous reply, “and that,
if he’d like to also, you’ll arrange it.”
A conniption of sniggering caused Shan to choke. Bapa is funny!
Once parked in the family garage, Salil told Shantanu to telephone Edwin
and to relate “the facts of the evening.” Edwin should be trusted to filter the
information to Shan’s auntie! “He’ll know how much to pass on.”
Shan blinked at the thought, “Bapa, one more thing. If I do well this week,
can I go back? I feel so good.”
He intended to ask Edwin about “oneness.” The word nagged him. It was a
matter of curiosity.
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There are good days and there are bad days,
and this is one of them.
LAWRENCE WELK

81 TREYDON
Anne’s voice soared higher than ever, “Married?”
“Yep.”
“That old man? I mean….”
“Well, dear, Young Edwin’s fledged, you know. Like a bird. He’s flown the
nest. It was his decision.”
“But….”
“Don’t give it a second thought. Dalton was charming in a most old-fashioned, courteous way. He requested Edwin’s hand in marriage.”
“What?” Anne’s soprano entered coloratura territory.
“And I consented,” Agatha said. “Proud, you know. I’m very proud. Now
don’t make a fuss. Dalton’s already made him his heir, put Edwin’s name on
his various accounts, and, I believe, pulled a stunt that gives him joint ownership of their house. See how nice it all is? Anyway, Edwin loves him in some
special way. ‘Supra-natural’ was the word he used, whatever that is.”
“Did you contrive this?”
“No. Dalton’s idea entirely. Young Edwin doesn’t even really know what all
the papers were that he signed. His mind was on other things. He did what
Dalton wanted because he trusts him like you wouldn’t believe. They had
witnesses. All very legal.”
“Is there anything else that Young Edwin doesn’t know?
Agatha’s face changed. She measured her words. “He doesn’t know that Dalton’s probably not going to live much longer. And nobody, I mean nobody’s
going to tell him. You understand me? She drew out the syllables, “No-bod-y.”
“For heaven’s sake, why not?”
“Honestly, Anne, don’t you get it? So much is happening—all of it good.
Some woman’s going to do a major article in the Tribune—the fucking Chicago
Tribune! It’ll go nationwide far better than Nick’s pieces. She’s taken seriously.
A TV station in Cincinnati is making a documentary about our boy. Nick’s involved with that. Edwin’s going to Malaysia for Christmas with Dalton, those
guys from Paris, and I don’t know who else, and they’ll all be together with
the Chaudary family and Stephen Corbett and his partner. A goddamn honeymoon or something, for Christ’s sake. Fun. Edwin’s only recently began to
enjoy life—by having fun. Who’d want to spoil that?”
Tears in Anne’s eyes were her only expression. Speech was out of the question.
“Now, now. Listen to me. Nothing bad’s going to happen any time soon.
The boys will be back at New Year’s. They’ll settle in, Young Edwin and Afzal
at Dalton’s. They’ll go to the University. Everything’s set there. Big-time scholarships and whatever. Shan will come here for at least the next year. He’s
learned the whole play, so we have that to look forward to. Ellie Grayson’s
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friend’s coming from Indianapolis to see him in action. Some director-person.
Remember, the chance for summer-stock in the parks there? He’s getting special coaching sessions in swimming over in Penang and, maybe some wrestling experience. He might end up being the second person we have trained
who’ll become famous. Nobody from this town has ever. So dry up and smile.
We’re going to have the time of our lives.”
Anne tried. “Shan—what if he doesn’t want to come back here? We both
miss him terribly.”
The look she received was a clue that another surprise was about to occur.
Agatha breathed slowly, her mouth set. “Nirupa, his mother, told me that
he is completely devoted to the idea. Can’t wait. She wishes she knew what our
secrets are. Right! His father, Salil, told me on another call—he’s in on everything, you know—at least now he is—that the combination of our handling
of Shan’s education and his attraction to our darling godsend Jesse won’t let
anything stand between him and returning to Treydon. So there.”
Regaining composure, Anne asked, “Should Erich and I send a wedding
present?”
“Now, there’s an idea that’s warmer than the thermometer outside. We
three must go in together and get them something. Or at least something for
Young Edwin. You know what I think? He secretly wants a big easel, so he
can paint in Dalton’s attic. He doesn’t know it, but Dalton and his friends are
going to spruce up the area, go through old boxes and trunks, toss whatever
they can, rig up some lighting. That sort of thing. We could order the easel
and present it ourselves before they head out on their Christmas trip.”
“Aggie, dear, what does Young Edwin want to paint? I thought he was
working at the museum doing his painting stuff.”
Eyes rocking from right to left and back, Agatha thought. “You and Erich may not remember—or did you even see?—the drawings of Shan from
Thanksgiving? One, very mysterious, is such a knockout that Dalton wants
it as a life-size oil portrait. That reporter, Nick, you remember, says that, if it
amplifies—I believe that was the word he used—yes, ‘If it amplifies the sensual spirituality of the original, people may get turned on just looking at it.’”
Agatha rang Dalton who called Rosey who told him what to order and from
which art supply company. “San Pedro. They’re expensive but will last forever
and can accommodate any canvas he can get up my stairs.”
Never mincing her words, Agatha said, “Done! Get that attic ready. I’ll take
care of the rest. We’ll be there next weekend.”
“You all do that and I’ll order him a canvas big enough to do the job—say,
six feet tall and four feet wide. Belgian linen, Rosey says, is best. Let’s do it as
a surprise. What do you say?
“My friends want to make it an occasion, for the marriage, Dalton. Let’s
have those guys from the museum. With you, Edwin, them, and us—maybe
the librarian Edwin likes so much and the Rosenbergs who’ve been so nice to
him. What do you say?”
“I’ll make something happen, my dear, probably without Evelyn. She
doesn’t need to know—yet—because she might let the news slip to her friend
Joan Dearing. We want her story centered solely on our boy, not to get side487

A house is no home unless it contains food and fire
for the mind as well as for the body.

tracked into some other form of sensationalism. Mum’s the word, okay?”
“One final thing. Edwin says he really gets a lot out of having sex with you.
How’s it from your perspective?”
“Like dying and being reborn. He makes me feel as if I could live forever.”

MARGARET FULLER OSSOLI

82 HOME LIFE
The voice bellowed like a bull from the attic down the stairs to the front door,
“What’s all that racket?”
“This family’s only wage-earner is home from work.” Edwin could give as
good as he could get. “Has the domicile’s most senior member got something
for supper?”
Dalton clumped down the steps. Sweating and dirty. Grinning.
“What have you been doing?” Edwin was out of his winter wear and ready
for sustenance. His newly-minted spouse clearly was not.
“Moving about in the attic. If this house had a dumbwaiter, it would be a
lot easier to filter through my old stuff and send some of it to the basement.”
He huffed a bit. “I trust you’ll shift a few boxes for me to clear the space I want
you to have.”
“Space?”
“Space. Are you hard of hearing?
“Must be. Can’t imagine why. May be that someone’s speaking riddles to a
fatigued young thing who brought home three-thousand dollars.”
Dalton beamed, “I’ve always known love is in the air. Here, let me smother
you with affection and pick your pockets.”
“Not smelling like that. Ack! Take a shower. I’ll make supper. Tell me you
went to the grocers. Or didn’t you?”
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“Let’s go to a jeweler’s. We should have wedding bands. You know, like
a stereotypical couple. I’ve got the money to pay for them.” Hoarseness was
noticeable in his voice.
Dalton, making breakfast, peered over his shoulder, “How adorable, but we
don’t need to spend your money. I found my mother’s and my father’s gold
bands in the attic last night. They’re exactly alike, one my size, one yours. It
will mean a lot to me for us to share them.
“Dalton, that’s so sweet. I’ll ‘love, honor, and cherish’ the one you give me.”
“What about obeying me?”
“When did I ever promise that?” Playing coy was new to Edwin. “You stuck
me with that ‘cleave unto’ bit last night, or don’t you remember?”
Standing up very straight, his chins doubled one upon the other, Dalton
studied the sassy creature to whom he was serving eggs and toast. “Oh? I
thought I was having a herpetological dream in which some python’s throat
muscles were gulping my hapless sex into its voracious upper digestive tract.”
Edwin looked up, “Python was it? I’ve got a sore throat, Dalton Brawne.
Bruised, probably. I may never be able to lecture again. We’ll starve to death,”
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he pretended to wipe away a tear. “And what was it you dreamed later? What
was it that you were wriggling up my own poor little lower digestive track, an
ana-con-da? Felt like it! A big one.”
Having a very good time, Dalton carried on at his exaggerated best, “Well
now, yes. I guess it was after you’d lulled me to sleep with all those boring
details about Cincinnati. There was some coiling around in the bed, I seem to
remember. Was the bliss jungle-istically con-nu-bial?” He enjoyed each syllable, lips pursed.
“Were you trying to find the Amazon?
“No, the Congo.That’s why I had to go so far.”
Life with love—Love in life—Life of love—Love of life. Edwin laughed inwardly,
and outwardly the way Dalton did, heartily. Happiness infused him.

S

In and out of the house all week, Edwin met his obligations, Virginia
Brawne’s wedding ring on a small gold chain around his neck, beneath his
shirt. “No one will ask questions,” Dalton had said as he had clasped the delicate chain in place. “Nor will anyone notice my father’s ring on my hand, I
see so few people. Anyway, it wouldn’t matter that people might think me a
widower at my age. Only you know that I am a new husband.”
“Our witnesses do. Aunt Aggie and the Wolfes do. Why do you have that
twinkle in your eye?”
“Word gets out, there’ll be hell to pay. People will think you ravished and
ravaged a kindly old dear in his dotage, took him for everything he’s worth,
and…and, I don’t know what.”
“Why Dalton, I’m surprised at you—letting a sentence run out of steam
like that. Are you quite well?”
Such went their banter when others were not around. Visiting the Newberry Library, finally, with Thelma Altschuler found them highly presentable
as the scholars they were, unusually congenial and clearly enthused by the
numerous cartographical treasures on display.
“I wish I’d seen these when I was a kid,” Edwin remarked but did not explain.
The lunch they enjoyed as a threesome provided the opportunity to speak
of her friends, now Edwin’s, in Indianapolis, Boston, and Cincinnati, and of
her Cleveland friend Celita Wilson, who was antsy about Edwin’s talk there in
January. A date had to be set. “You can do the same talk adjusted as you know
how to do,” she said. Putting a hand on her necklace for emphasis, “She and
her husband Carter have quite a collection of French paintings—including a
Corot, I believe.” She stressed, “The Cleveland Museum’s holdings of French
things are impressive, Celita’s reminded me. You might even think of something extra special to keep secret until the last minute….”
Edwin’s bluest-of-blue eyes moved from Dalton’s own gray-blues, at which
he had been gazing, to hers, “You mean, like paint another Corot? But why?”
“For publicity,” she nodded. “It will give Marlon’s cameras something new
to record for the documentary your friend Nick’s writing. And no doubt it will
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be very beautiful. You are so clever to have thought of it. I promise not to tell.
Dalton won’t, I’m certain. Isn’t that true Dalton?”
Thelma just tricked me!
Telephone calls and e-mails about the documentary (How absurd is that?
Edwin asked himself.) had been as numerous as those involved with news
from Malaysia (That Shan!) and the mid-month trip there. In private, Edwin
worried. He told Dalton, “I ought to be eligible for the Cirque du Soleil if I
don’t fall off my high-wire of the next weeks and months.”
“Let’s see,” Dalton considered, “you and Afzal will reunite along with Shan
and Hassan, if Hassan gets there. That will be no high-wire act. More likely,
some sort of fancy dance-routine where you change partners every time you
turn around and they do, too. Those of us on the sidelines will make a jolly
good time of it. I can see another documentary…sponsored by the KY company.”
“Dalton! That’s not funny. And what about when we get back? School with
Afzal, gallery talks, the Cleveland thing, working in the Conservation Department, Nick! When will I paint another non-Corot?”
Dalton’s long arms opened as if embracing the world, “Why, you can start
this weekend in your new studio. That’s what the attic’s for. You’ll see. You
obviously don’t remember that we talked about it once. Well, play dumb and
don’t peek. It’ll be ready when you get home Saturday.”
“Where am I going on Saturday?”
“Let me seem to change the subject. What have you been doing these afternoons at the Art Institute?”
“You know. Watching everybody working on Duane’s Friedrich. It’s going
be breathtaking.”
“Well, I do happen to know that Rosey’s going to invite you to meet him
Saturday just after lunch for a try-out. And, you, my sweetest, dearest, hotbox
darling—if you pass muster, you’ll work with those swabs until six. So there.”
Abashed and motionless in place, fingers touching his gold ring, Edwin stared. Dalton watched for signs of life. When it came—an outburst of
“Yes!”—they both were relieved. “Mind your Ps and Qs until then and don’t
brag. We’ll have a little party with the Rosenbergs. Some champagne, perhaps.
You never know.”
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The porch and hallway shone brightly in the early dark as the Rosenbergs
and Edwin arrived. Coats, hats, scarves, and gloves doffed, the trio was greeted from the landing by Dalton, hands clasped together. “Tell the truth. Do we
have anything to celebrate?”
“I’m afraid we do, don’t we, my dear?” Rosey, with good humor, said.
Rebecca took Edwin’s considerably thinner arm. “I was there. I saw the evidence.” She kissed the blushing youth’s chilled cheek. “Flawless work. Flawless, Dalton. Flawless.”
“Then push him up here for his surprise.”
Trooping to the second floor, the couple got their wind, nudging Edwin on.
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“We’ll catch up, dear.”
Two steps at a time, Edwin bounded to the attic. There were lights that had
never been there, a table with a white cloth over it, something curiously tall,
also cloth-draped, a rectangular object resting on what must be a thin shelf of
some type and hidden by an old, blue bed sheet that Edwin recognized, some
folding chairs, and Dalton, doing his impersonation of the Cheshire Cat.
Hardly noticed were the old boxes, trunks, and who-knew-whats crammed
into side spaces.
“What?…”
The question was stopped by his two friends who silently withdrew the
rectangle’s covering. Dalton saw Edwin’s face shift to horrified shock at the
trashy, amateurish oil in horrendous colors. “We bought it for you at Goodwill,” Rosey brightened. It’s for your Cleveland Corot. You can title it Ceci n’est
pas un autre Corot!
Edwin broke into embarrassed giggles which got worse the more he looked
at it. He laughed so hard that footsteps on the stair went unheard.
At a nod from Dalton, Rebecca covered Edwin’s eyes while the painting
was removed and three people slipped to the front—Agatha, Anne, and Erich.
They and others had secreted themselves in the dark living room which Edwin had passed without a thought.
“Surprise!” they said in unison, and pulled away the bed sheet to reveal
the massive, sixty-eight-inch height of a brand new San Pedro easel. “This is
from us.”
“Oh!” He squinted to hold back the tears that were forming. “I don’t
know…” he hesitated “…whether to shit or go blind.” His inimitable aunt,
undaunted as ever, broke the moment of emotional overload. She hugged him
tight; so did the Wolfes, who kissed him for good measure. The Rosenbergs
were undone.
“Don’t,” Dalton blasted, “get carried away! We had help, or this place would
never have been finished on time. Look who’s here, Edwin,” he pointed to
three men who entered on cue from the stair, bearing ear-to-ear smiles and
presents rolled in brown paper.
George! Tom and Roger!
“These gents kindly rigged the lights, did a lot of other things, and brought
the food. Just look”—and flamboyantly he whipped the big white tablecloth
into the air almost upsetting four bottles of champagne and ten crystal flutes.
To someone for whom nothing so lavish had ever been so personally prepared, this was overwhelming. Edwin couldn’t let go of the Treydonites who,
in fact, were holding him up. The Chicagoans moved in.
“We want a hug,” Roger said. He reached out. “Look what we brought—
brushes! Mine are hogs bristle, goat, and pony; Tom’s are blue squirrel and
camel’s hair; and George’s are…. You tell him, George.”
Edwin’s former tutor extended his handful, “Red sable and mongoose.”
“So, how do you think we knew what to buy?” Tom asked, popping a cork.
“Rosey. He made the list,” Tom enthused. “Here, you take the first glass. Come
on everyone. Let’s have a toast. To Rosenberg and Owen!”
Clinks rattled the attic.
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Tom called for one more, “To Owen and Brawne!”
Glasses clinked again.
Roger opened the folding chairs. George quipped in an effort to be funny,
“Finger food, just like a museum reception.” Laconically, “This may be some,
in fact.” Lots of laughter at that. Roger and Tom nodded knowingly at each
other. Settling in a loose circle, the guests chatted amiably until Agatha’s cell
phone rang.
“It’s for you,” she said, handing the new gadget to her nephew.
“How can you tell?”
“I arranged it, silly.”
“Afzal! How great to hear your voice…. Thank you…. Yes, everybody that
matters is here—except you, of course, and your brother. We miss you…..
That’s right. Wait till you see my new studio!… Um, I think so. Dalton and I
are flying on the same plane as Hassan and Duane, so we’ll be anxious to see
Penang…. Right. That goes without saying…. I will. I’m so happy you called.”
The party took up where it left off. Plates and flutes were refilled until nothing was left. Tom busied himself with the remnants, with collecting glasses,
stacking plates, discarding paper napkins—with a sense of accomplishment.
“Hold it!” Dalton’s voice rose above the din. “I forgot something. There’s
this”—and he presented an unsealed envelope to Edwin. “Read it aloud,
please.”
Unfolding the piece of paper inside and clearing his throat, Edwin did as
directed, a tone of wonderment in his voice. “Dear Edwin, We can’t be with
you in person tonight but we wanted to play our part in setting you up with
some fine paints. Your friends—Thelma, Joanne, Georgina.”
Mystified, he watched Dalton roll in from the shadows a white-enameled
cart with several drawers. “What on earth?”
“Look for yourself.” The entire room looked on, too.
Inside the drawers were rows of silvery tubes labeled each in a different
hue.
“Are these…?”
Rosey took over, “They are…all seventy oil colors made by the German
firm of Lucas, which has been in business since 1862. Very fine indeed, if I do
say so myself.”
“And they just happened to buy them?”
“With a recommendation from my husband,” Rebecca beamed. “We all
want you to have everything you need to set your mind on fire. We really love
you.”
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With Anne and Erich stashed for the night at George’s—
“That’s raving mad, Dalton.”
“Your aunt’s idea, my dear. She had something in mind, I believe.”
– and with the Rosenbergs having been given their ride home by Roger and
Tom, Agatha alone remained with her nephew and his husband.
“Your Mother did not have an engagement ring, Edwin. She and your Fa493

ther had wedding bands. I’ve brought them to you. It seems appropriate that
you have them now.”
Deep emotion seized both Edwin and Dalton. “Aggie, that’s quite marvelous. We are wearing my parent’s wedding rings. See?” he extended his ring
finger to point at Edwin’s chain. “Let us add these. I can wear one next to my
Father’s, Edwin the other, on his chain next to my Mother’s. Our union will
be doubly symbolized. There’s such love in that.”
Agatha could see that this situation was posing a dilemma for her nephew. “What are you feeling?” she asked him, cucumber-cool. Another defining
moment….
“Strangely happy,” he finally could say. “I thought I was going to cry. But,
I’m actually inspired. It just came back to me the time when Mom and Dad
answered my question about their rings and told me how hard they had to
work to buy them and how much they meant to them. Dalton, that’s when
I learned the word ‘symbol.’ I must have been five or six.” He closed his eyes
to savor the recollection. “Do you know what this means? I’ve remembered
something from my childhood—without any fear.”
Agatha and Dalton sat stunned. When Edwin opened his eyes and looked
their way, he shook his head as if in disbelief, “I’m so grateful.”
“Me, too. You’re really on your way.” As cool as before. The woman had
total control of herself despite the quiet drama taking place.
“On my way—where?”
“Why, to independence from your chained-up memory.”
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Most of the night, occasional outbursts of Edwin’s excited talk could be
heard across the hall through two closed doors. Intermitently, it waxed and
waned as Agatha lapsed in and out of sleep. Dalton must wish that boy’s adrenaline will run out at some point.
Before dawn, bathroom sounds and footsteps toward the attic told her that
Edwin must be up to something. She drifted back to sleep. Around eight,
awake, she realized how absolute the silence was. Not even the wind was blowing. Curious, she freshened up, looked in on the hibernating Dalton, took
stock of her appetite, went down to the kitchen, did what she always did—
brewed a pot of strong coffee, looked outside for and brought in the paper,
found what she wanted to eat, and made herself completely “to home.” My
home away from home, I guess, from now on.
Absentmindedly riffing through the news and playing for a while with
its crossword—Dumb definitions!—she made up her mind. A swig of coffee
helped.
From the hallway, she aimed toward the attic and let go. When pitched just
so, the woman’s voice had what Treydon’s Captain Wright, policeman and
swim coach, called “the carrying power of a rifle.”
“Young Edwin Owen, you get yourself down here this instant. Leave that
lovable lump in his bed. He’ll come down when he decides to. It’s you I want!”
The aromas of coffee and sausage had wafted to and through his nares only
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moments before, teasing Edwin’s attention from scraping the surface of what
had been someone’s first effort at painting with oils——to his empty stomach. Agatha’s volley was timed perfectly. He rapidly appeared downstairs. “It’s
not too warm up there. Brr,” he rubbed his arms. “I’m famished.”
She won’t ask what I was doing. She won’t ask what I was talking about to Dalton
last night. It’s her trick. She waits for me to volunteer. Her unbeatable method. By not
asking, she knows I’ll tell her everything anyway. I always do.
A big mug of coffee materialized, steaming into the air. “Not a word. You,
eat. I can’t have you wasting away just when you’re beginning to amount to
something.” A towel was thrown over his shoulders.
That’s my Aunt Aggie. Edwin felt…nurtured.
Two eggs over easy, juicy sausage patties, and toast dripping with butter
tasted of Treydon. He mused, Who knew cholesterol could be nostalgic?
“How’s your ass holding up?” she wanted to know.
“That’s not what I thought you’d ask.”
“Of course not. Precisely why I asked. You’re always so cute when I catch
you off-guard.”
“It’s not my ass I’m worried about. It’s my throat.”
“Tell me.”
“It hurts.”
Eyes up at the ceiling, she seemed to be thinking what he thought she
might.
“It’s not from sex.”
“Let me see. Open up—wide. You’ve surely gotten better at it, I’ll bet.”
“Ahhhh….”
“Good grief. Where’s your honey? Any lemons?”
Bags under his eyes and gravel in his throat, Dalton moved in. “Ah, I see,”
his voice seeming to come from a basement. “There’s a medic in the house.
My poor ears need treatment. Somebody talked ’em off last night. Got a remedy for that?”
A wilting look, the first ever directed at him, shushed Dalton. He found the
jar of honey while she rummaged in the refrigerator for a lemon. Found two.
“Good. I need a small jar. You,” she said to Edwin, “get the rest of your
breakfast down, then a full glass of water.”
She had her way. Edwin was made to take a hot shower, to down two aspirin, another full glass of water, and one tablet each of Vitamin C and Echinacea before being put to bed with her lemon-honey mixture on the nightstand.
“A spoonful slowly worked by your tongue around the back of your throat and
then swallowed should have you feeling dandy in a day or so. Every slight,
scratchy feel you get, take a spoonful.”
“All right, Florence Nightingale,” Dalton chipped in, “you know it’s his
fault. He walks around here barefoot. I’ve had to remind him that he needs
socks.”
She stewed, glaring at hapless Edwin in flannel pyjamas, immured by bedcovers. “He won’t need reminding of that again. Maybe once, with a belt.
And repeat the supplements with water every hour all day, aspirin every four
hours, bed rest, naps. If he gets feverish, he’ll sweat it out before it takes hold.
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As for you, Dalton, you sleep in your own bed. Can’t have you coming down
with an-y-thing, do I make myself clear?”
Edwin, who wasn’t feeling badly, slipped a hand from beneath the covers.
He waved, “I need my laptop to check on Cleveland’s Corots, don’t I Dalton? I
can,” he swallowed a spoon of Agatha’s home remedy and smiled with relief,
“make a lot of plans. Thanks, Aunt Aggie. This is great.”
The laptop appeared.
The collaborators retired to the kitchen for more coffee, Dalton anxious to
describe what Edwin had related. “He now has memories back to age three
of a toy he liked and of being taken on a merry-go-round. He remembers
beginning to read at four and that learning numbers was easy. Fireworks on
the Fourth of July—he loved their bright patterns, especially the ones that
changed colors, but hated the explosions, the bangs. When he was five, he
liked travelogues on television. Europe, he loved Europe—and tried to draw
the Eiffel Tower. He said, ‘It was so bad, I crumpled it up and didn’t want to
draw any more.’ What he turned to was playing with Plasticine, he remembered. He liked being able to try to make three-dimensional forms and the
fact that, when they didn’t turn out the way he wanted, he could mash them
flat and make something else. There was never evidence of his efforts or failures because he didn’t want anyone to see something that wasn’t good. The
first and second grades were made special by his teachers, who let him amuse
himself at the art table so he wouldn’t show impatience at how slow most of
his classmates were. If his interest was to be caught by a new subject, or explanation, or a puzzle of some sort, then he’d catch on, occasionally if rarely dare
raise his hand, ask further, or provide the answer right off. The third grade
class made small forays into the flowers, shrubs, and trees at his school—and
he started to draw again. Painting was impossible, as much as he wanted to
do it, because they had what he called ‘dreary, limp brushes and those smelly
fake-tempera paints.’ He also said rather plaintively, I thought, ‘They wouldn’t
give me real scissors, so I couldn’t make paper flowers and leaves.’ The glue
was awful. He went back to his pencils, finally getting the teacher to provide
one with really soft lead, for shading. Then some supervisor came in and
disapproved of his not working larger. She said something like, ‘Children at
this age need to work on large arm movements with sheets of newsprint and
big brushes. They’re more expressive that way. Art should free up the child’s
imagination.’ Edwin thinks that occasion produced his first play-on-words.
Out of earshot, he called her a ‘quackpot.’ US geography in the third grade
and world geography in the fourth were favorite subjects because he learned
to read maps and to connect names with places. Such history as they had
studied then made much more sense to him. The historic maps we saw at the
Newberry caused him that flashback.”
“Did he mention his parents?”
“Only when you brought us their rings. With me all night, he didn’t say a
thing about them. Apparently, he isn’t ready to. He will, in time. This flood of
memories—about himself—gushed a big hole in the dike. A lot more will flow
through. It may happen with me. Or, it might when he’s reunited with Afzal.
Their connection was a breakthrough, remember?
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“You better believe it. I’ve devoted eight years to Young Edwin. Each inch
of his progress is vivid in my memory. Now I want to know, how do you feel
about his sexual relationship with Afzal and—Wait, you cooked that one up,
didn’t you?”
“I did. Proud of it, too. I have no objection to more of same for them both.”
“I was going to say ‘with Afzal and Shan.’ I should add Nick, now that
George is out of the way.” The sharp focus of her eyes told him how serious
she was.
“Aggie dear, what Edwin didn’t learn from you, he learned from George
and the wily Hassan. It’s only natural that I encourage him to continue his
development while I’m still around to be a point of reference or a sometimes
guide. What he has with them is a realized fantasy of sex play and exploration.
Speculation followed by fact-finding, the way we do in science. He’s finding
and extending his own possibilities as a sexual partner—something, if I recall
correctly, you wanted for him all along. One day, you’ll clue me in about that,
won’t you? The details. Not now, I understand.” He exhaled a breeze-like sigh.
“What he has with me is our togetherness. We ‘merge,’ as he likes to say.
The ‘oneness’ you’ve heard about was a phenomenon I experienced only after
years and years of off-again-on-again sex in Malaysia with Salil; first time,
seven or eight years ago when his sons were small, and the last time, this past
Summer when I was there for my eightieth. The extraordinary aspect of my
being with your nephew shortly thereafter was that we reached the state of
‘merger,’ if you will, in a time so short that it seemed impossible. That someone of fewer than a fourth the number of years I’ve been alive should so naturally become ‘at one’ with this old man has altered me and my remaining life.
Greatly. When I die, it will be in the greatest state of joy anyone could…ever.”
The ability to listen at length to others was not a strong part of Agatha
Cobb’s constitution. She usually did the talking and usually used as few words
as possible. Nothing Dalton had related was anything but true. Much served
as confirmation. Her intention, however, was to say something seriously appreciative, but the chance was taken away from her.
“I simply must know one thing,” he drew close. “What was in your mind
to place your friends at George’s for the night?”
Edwin, on-line upstairs and trying to gargle with the thick honey-lemon
combination, could hear her laughter coming from the kitchen but not what
she said.
“I’ll tell you. It’s actually traceable to your young husband. Ain’t that a
hoot? Anne and Erich have an active sex life. When Edwin was with me, some
of the stimulus for it came from Erich’s involvement with him—not real sex,
you know. Just some anal play—which George’s tales seeded—if that’s the
right word—over the years since he and Erich were roommates. Anne and I
colluded in it. When Erich saw what a candle’s end or a finger could do for
Young Edwin, he wanted to try something similar during his intimacies with
her. That led to his always being aroused by something she’d place into him
or take away as she saw fit. Worked great. He likes her taking charge of the
sex act. Then we got Shan, who was already into the use of inserts for concentration, thanks to George and Roger. Didn’t take much to push Erich into
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some closer collaborations with Shan, although they haven’t had actual sex
with each other, nor will they ever. Since Shan’s been away, things have gone
a little flat, shall we say. I mentioned it to Young Edwin who reminded me
that George has a whole collection of sex toys. Putting two-and-two together,
I called George and challenged him with think of something to slip to Anne,
something new to use on Erich. Turns out he didn’t know—Young Edwin
never told him about Erich being into ass play. Don’t you see? George always
wanted to know about Erich’s sex life. It was what you call an ah-ha! moment
for George. That man loves making others do what he wants. We know that!”
she rolled her head. “He liked the idea of helping Anne be more in charge of
Erich. So, I think that last night was devoted to instructions for and the gift of
some anal beads in several sizes.”
Dalton’s chair almost tipped over, he had thrown himself back with so astonished a howl of amusement. “Why you frisky filly, you do live up to your
reputation!”
They had another cup of coffee.
Edwin wondered at the commotion, closed his laptop, then nodded against
his pillows, his dreams ahead firing off ideas about a new Corot.

Talents are best nurtured in solitude.
FREDERICK HENRY HEDGE

83 PROJECTS
“I had to come up here.”
“It’s still dark and you’re supposed to be in bed.”
“I’d been there forever. And before you ask, yes, I did sweat some during the
night and, yes, I’m okay now. My throat’s not sore.”
“At least you’re well wrapped up. The scarf around your neck’s a good idea.
So’s the rest of your outfit for now. Two pairs of socks? You were listening! I do
think, however, you should take another hot shower, put on your real clothes,
and have breakfast. Tea, not coffee. I’ll tend to it. Good grief, boy, it’s seven!”
“Dalton, look at what I’m doing. I found two Corot drawings online in
Cleveland’s collection that I’m combining into one landscape. Don’t you
think it will be just what the doctor ordered?”
“Thelma, you mean? She’s no doctor. I’m the only doctor in this house,
and I’m ordering you to put down that paint brush. Excuse me, but are you
sketching with paint?
“It’s a thin umber and sienna mix. It will disappear under the painting.
First, though, I used some lead white and wrote on the canvas that it’s not a
Corot. That’s already disappeared. These lines will, too. Give me ten minutes
to finish and I’ll clean up like you want and meet you in the kitchen. Twenty
or twenty-five minutes total, please?”
“You’d better.”
“Grouch.”
“Edwin Owen Brawne, if you don’t mind your manners, I’ll….”
The interruption started quickly, then slowed, “You’ll what, Dalton…
Brawne…Owen?”
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Downstairs, properly cleaned up and warmly clothed, the young husband
sipped his tea, ate his soft-boiled egg and buttery toast, and made an observation to his older husband. “Dalton, there’s a gigantic, fully stretched canvas
up there.”
“I’m dimly aware of that.”
“What is it for?”
“For? It’s for you, for your forthcoming indecent painting of Shan with his
palms out and his dick pointing up, that’s what it’s for. Cost me a fortune. Belgian linen, you know. Rosey put me onto it. My wedding present. Turn it into
another of your so-called non-Corots and this marriage will end in murder.”
He was working himself into one of his states. “Dismemberment sounds about
right, starting with your toes and fingers and working inward. That dinky,
dark drawing of yours is crying for man-size life. I want it as my wedding
present from you. So there.”
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Swallowing some more tea and looking at Dalton through watery eyes of
pool-deep blue, Edwin said rather hoarsely, “Of course. Of course. You like it
when things are said twice, don’t you? I’ll say it again, ‘Of course.’ But, Dalton,
it will take months—months!—maybe even a year with all the rest I have to
do. Maybe by our first anniversary.”
For the moment, he sounded regretful. Staring at nothing out the window,
Edwin eventually mused, “It could be very strangely beautiful. I’d have to use
a palette unlike any I’ve ever thought about. Gosh, I’ve never even considered
making a painting that big. You know what I was thinking about?—to do
matching portraits of you and Aunt Aggie. Seated, looking right at me. On
two separate canvases to be hung, you to my left and her—I mean, she—to
my right. The viewer’s point from, say, six or eight feet away would be exactly
between the two, so whoever looks at them will know what I feel like when
both of you look at me. I’d put an X to mark the spot.”
“Jolly good! Say the word and I’ll pose as long as it takes. Bet she will, too.
What a compelling idea!”
Edwin, wondering at the commitment he would have to make to carry out
such projects, finished his breakfast in good spirits.
Looking at the wall clock, Dalton pointed, “It’s nearly nine, you lazy creature. Ambulate! Hie yourself to the loft and work on that fake French thing.
There’s work to be done!”
“I thought you’d make me go back to bed,” Edwin teased.
“You must be joking. Not you, not the person who didn’t want to get in it
when you were coming down with whatever it was that you warded off. Not
you, the scrawny, underfucked twink I found up there this very dawn! Oh
no.” He made a mockery of prayer with his hands, head upward turned, brow
knit, “Saints forbid.”
“Good grief, I’ll go.” Literally running from the kitchen, his voice echoed
in the hall, “Anything, husband, to escape your hys-tri-onics.”
A good start to the day.
Dalton waited before picking up his telephone.
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The scientist is not a person who gives the right answers,
he’s one who asks the right questions.
CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS

84 DALTON POPS ANOTHER QUESTION
“I know it’s you. Saw your name on the caller ID. We are all just up, down
here. What’s going on? Young Edwin’s not worse is he?”
“Hello to you, too, Aggie. No, he’s not. He’s very much better, thanks to
you. I’ll get to the point. We’re about to make final decisions concerning the
big trip. Edwin’s quite literally torn between that idea and staying here to
work—mind you, he doesn’t have to—to work on Duane Wilder’s picture and
on a couple of paintings of his own he’s excited about. He’s finally seen that
big canvas I got for him and, with that great easel and all those new brushes
untried, is wild about doing a life-size Shan. Also has in mind portraits of
us—you and me, if you can believe it, when we get back.He wants you to
bring your crazy quilt. He thinks he’ll paint us wrapped in it like a couple of
Indians—or something.”
“So?”
Does nothing phase this woman?
“There are things I still don’t know, things I must know, which is why I’ve
called. I hope you have the time.”
“I’ve got nothing more important to do with my time, Dalton, if it’s about
Young Edwin.”
“I remember everything you told me about his childhood. You promised
to fill me in later on the point at which you took over. That time’s now, my
dear. Will you detail for me, please, everything about your years with him up
to now?”
Her long intake of air was audible.
“If I’m to be at my best for him in making his new decisions,” Dalton persisted, “then I’ve got to know how you led him to become the great fellow
is. Too much of his pre-George past is piecemeal—oddments from George,
from Tom and Roger, some from you—especially the other day when we were
together. But precious little from Edwin. He doesn’t volunteer much. When I
ask him, he tends to give rather short answers, rolls those glorious blues at me,
and wants to go to bed.”
“And you don’t like that?”
“Listen, you tacky trollop, there’s nothing better on earth or in heaven, but
there are times when daily life must be led away from the percales.” He was
sounding huffy.
A schoolgirl’s sense of fun made Aggie giggle, “Just checking to make sure
you were serious.”
“I am, really. He needs my understanding, not just my penis. The whole
world’s opening to him and he can’t quite cope with the multiple choices in
front of him. To stay here or to make the trip are two, just two. Don’t make
me beg.” Modulating his tone to one lighter, he added, “When all’s said and
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done, you owe me for having taken him off your hands. Now, pretty please
with sugar on it.”
Resigned, “she reaped a few sheaves from her field of memories” (Dalton’s
phraseology when he eventually recounted the conversation) and began.
“My boy was a shell with so much wrapped up inside he was hardly anything outside. He ate, did his business, washed himself, would look at magazines or books—anything with pictures—automatically go to bed when told
to, sleep, and have bad dreams. Fits during sleep, really. He slept on his stomach. His arms and legs would claw at the sheets. If I woke him, he’d be terrified
and go into crying jags. So, I stopped trying to end the nightmares and simply
patted his bottom. Lo and behold, that calmed him down. When I’d rub the
area gently through his pyjamas, he’d become tranquil and everything would
be okay for the rest of the night.
Daytimes, he didn’t change for the longest time. Couldn’t or wouldn’t talk.
He drew with a pencil and colored with crayons by the hour. One page at a
time, he went through a whole ream of typing paper, always deliberately. If
something he drew satisfied him, it went in a drawer. Others, he tore into
pieces and put in the trashcan. When he wanted, he’d show me a page, I’d just
say, ‘Mmm,’ and smile.
“Except when he slept, he resisted being touched. I waited to allow his
touch when he was ready. It began one day when I decided not to look at one
of his drawings. He very tentatively pulled at my sleeve. I then noticed and
winked at him. My ‘mmmm’ was particularly long that time and I added to
it, ‘This is something.’ His expression wavered. I asked him, please, to ‘make
me another one with a boy in it.’ Wheels started turning in that sadly sweet
little head.
“It took him about a half hour to return with a scene of a boy sitting at
his desk with a pencil, drawing on a piece of paper. The boy’s shirt had been
colored yellow and his pants blue, just like what he was wearing. ‘Oh,’ I said, ‘I
think he lives with me.’ Edwin nodded yes and climbed on my lap.
“He was almost eleven, so was pretty heavy, but I held him and made up
a story about a boy, if you can believe it, who liked flowers and bushes and
trees and taking walks to see them with his friends, and how it made those
things happy to see him. The boy missed them when they went to sleep in the
Winter but the flowers and the bushes and the trees felt good that the boy had
made such nice drawings of them, and colored them so nicely, that he could
remember them while they slept. When they woke up in the Spring, they’d
be glad to look for the boy, to show how they were exactly like he drew them.
“Anyway—I’m getting all sentimental—after that, whenever we had those
little exchanges, I’d ask if he wanted to hear a story. He’d nod. I never made up
another one. I read to him, but didn’t offer to read unless he first offered me
a picture. Got that idea of rewarding him from Anne, who’s had a lot of psychology, being a trained counselor and all. So, I read stories to him, pointing
to the words. Kids’ books, you know. ‘Age-appropriate’ things didn’t interest
him for long. It was a book of Greek myths retold for children, with pretty
good illustrations, that he liked.”
“Did he say so?”
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“No. When he wanted to hear one, he’d just bring me a drawing—a flower,
maybe, or a tree—and the book. He’d open it to a story about Apollo, or Zeus,
or Dionysus, or Atlas, or some other male usually. He liked Athena, though,
and Hyppolita. And he always looked at the pictures as I read. Wasn’t terribly
interested in following the words even though I always pointed to them. Anne
said to check out a book of Greek art so he could see the real stuff. The Treydon Municipal Library didn’t have much in that department, but we found
one, then another. He’d stare at those pictures all afternoon, just sitting there.
Captions, later the text—he read them. Getting him up was hard, he’d sit for
so long.
“It was my idea that he smack his bottom a few times to get the circulation
going. Like a game—like everything back then that didn’t involve talking—he
went along with it, laughing. He laughed! Young Edwin never laughed.
“We’d go out for a walk around the yard to look at the flowers—my hollyhocks and hydrangeas, Anne’s peonies. Whatever was in bloom. He liked clovers and dandelions and violets, too. Anne would walk with him, Erich sometimes, so that I could go shopping when they got home from school. They’d
tell him things and he’d listen. We agreed among ourselves not to ask him any
questions but to wait until he decided he wanted to speak. That didn’t happen right away. We found that he was curious about food. Our kitchens were
places he liked. Thank goodness, tasting different things was never a problem.
When he made a face at something that didn’t appeal to him, we’d laugh and
he would smile. Those smiles were rewards for us!”
“How did you find the patience?” Dalton was all ears.
“He was so compliant. How could anyone not be patient when he’d turn
those big eyes at you and comply with whatever you wanted him to do? Sometimes, impatient himself or frustrated when he couldn’t draw what he was trying to draw, he’d come to me and put his head in my lap. Once, I was patting
his bottom and telling him it would be all right. He looked up and wiggled
playfully until his stomach was where his head had been. It dawned on me,
he wanted more attention back there, so I just ran my fingers along his crack.
Most kids would have jumped but not Young Edwin. I smacked him one and
sent him off to ‘draw me a soft, furry kitten.’ That night when I went in to
say goodnight, I found him on the bed with the kitten drawing in one hand
and his pyjama pants half-way down his legs. It was perfectly obvious what
he wanted more of.”
“You had no qualms about that?”
“Why, should I?”
“Crossing the line? Never mind. Do go on, Aggie dear. You have me on the
edge of my chair.”
“It was clean. Freshly washed. In his little way, he’d planned for it. No
doubt of that.”
“When did you penetrate him?”
“A few nights later, on a lark, I guess. Actually, it was kind of accidental,
now that I think about it. With some body lotion that I’d been applying after
his showers—you know how dry skin gets when our furnaces are running in
the Winter? Well, I thought of rubbing some down in there. I was doing a fair
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amount of typing in those days, so my nails were short. The tip of one finger
slipped in his tiny hole—and then he let out a sigh, I guess you’d call it, and
said, ‘Yes.’ It was his first word since coming to live here. I was as-tonished. I
took it out. He looked at me over his shoulder as if, I guess, wondering at what
had just happened. I squeezed some more lotion on my finger and put it back
until he fell asleep.
“And?”
“And—he slept soundly. Each night I did that, he’d not have those bad
dreams. After a while, one knuckle, then two, with some motion in and out.
About ten minutes would do the trick. The kicker—I know you’re wanting
to know this—the kicker was when, a spell later, I was reminding him about
stirring up his circulation—he’d been drawing a long time that day—and he
stood up, dropped his drawers, and bent over, and said, ‘You do it.’
“Three words in a row. I popped him a few right smartly. One thing led
to another and kind of regularly he wanted me to stir up his circulation. He
even said the word, ‘cir-cu-lation,’ and added, ‘please.’ It was after that when
he started talking.
As if nothing had happened, he’d bring me something he was reading in
the encyclopedia and show it to me. I said the print was too small. Just like
that, he read the part out to me, then we talked about it. Anne almost fell over
when he up and asked her, one day, how she made her pumpkin bread. So,
he started talking with her, easing into more or less human communication.
Made lots of progress after that.
“Let’s see, what was the next big step? Oh yes, not too long after he turned
twelve—it was in the late afternoon—he asked me to really get his circulation
going and to use the lotion, which he had in his hand. Over my knees, bare
butt stuck right up, I smacked him good and poked my longest finger all the
way in. He was used to it by then, only not combined with spanking. The two
together did something to him. The rosiness of his butt just like—spread out.
He had his first orgasm into my apron and near passed out, thrusting back and
forth on my finger. I had to put him to bed right then.
“Told Anne about it right off. We figured the best course of action was no
action at all. Just wait and see, the way we had before. Nothing for a couple
of days when—bingo!—he wanted it again. You wouldn’t believe how he did
his lessons after it became a habit. He was way behind in school work. But he
sure made up for lost time.
“Never mind. It was on one weekend night that I had to be somewhere
with Anne, so Erich said he’d watch over Young Edwin till we got back. At
bedtime, guess-who washed himself and walked—naked—in the living room
where Erich was watching TV. Without any shame, that boy plunked himself
across Erich’s lap, gave him the lotion, and said that he needed the ‘medicine’
put inside him so he could go to sleep. Erich, who really didn’t know everything that Anne did, wasn’t sure he ought to. Young Edwin just uncapped the
bottle, squeezed some of the lotion onto one of Erich’s fingers, ran his little
hand up and down like he did with me sometimes, squirted some more, and
told him, ‘All the way in, please, so I can to go to sleep.’ Well, Erich’s finger’s
a lot bigger around and longer than mine. When he got it in, Young Edwin
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turned red all over and ‘went ballistic,’ Erich said. I learned later that, that
night, Erich screwed Anne like he hadn’t in a long time. We were onto something. That’s about it. What do you think, Dalton?”
After some mulling, Dalton opined, “If I may be permitted to try to put
your discovery in a nutshell, I’d say that you found out that Edwin’s bottom
is—how can I put it?—‘hotwired’ to his brain. Stimulus in and around the
one triggers stimulus in the other, not merely as it does in most males but as
a primary source for feats of comprehension and creativity. With him, anal
activity is physically satisfying, emotionally stabilizing, and mentally generative. George certainly observed that to his surprise. I’ve confirmed it through
personal experience myself. In fact, a bit further, as he’s tried to tell you. Aggie, our Young Edwin is to me—I hesitate to use this term—something like
Divine Grace. I won’t try to explain that because it is inexplicable. Science
can’t deal with it. What I’m dying to know is how the scheme for relocating
our young man from Treydon to Chicago was worked out—exactly. Of course,
George initially told me a bit, later Roger and Tom, but I don’t have the comprehensive picture in mind. It seems so improbable, so diabolical even.”
“Bull! No devil had nothing to do with it, Dalton. I’ll tell since you’re a
member of the family. You know that you’re some sort of a nephew-by-marriage, don’t you?”
Her listener chortled, “Indeed, Auntie.”
“Don’t you ‘auntie’ me,” she remonstrated with amusement. “He got better and better at everything when he was thirteen and fourteen and fifteen.
He’d cheerfully leave the house, ride in the car—that was a no-no our first
year together—speak, shyly, to other people, join us for movies in the theater, help out in the kitchen and—once I got him those instruction books on
drawing and painting ‘like the masters’ or whatever the ads said—his artwork
went way forward. So much further that he threw away everything he’d done
before. I managed to keep the few pieces he’d given to me, and have them
tucked away. Soon, we figured that he was ready enough to attend high school
where he’d be with kids his age. Took some persuading, but we appealed to
his sense of curiosity. Adjustments to the tenth grade were made—Anne and
Erich helping a lot with suggestions, sometimes with exact things for him to
say in certain situations. There was some bullying. Didn’t last long.
Anne put it in Edwin’s mind to offer to help the boys who couldn’t help
commenting on how strange he was—and worse—to help them with their
homework. Because we’d turned his personal detachment into what Anne
called ‘non-confrontational confidence and self-reliance’ around others, he
had the gumption to follow through. Worked. Junior year, went better. Senior
year, when the students had their field trip to the Art Institute, went terrifically. He graduated without any honors because his three-year grade-point average wasn’t high enough. We saw that coming and realized that he wouldn’t
stand a chance for an academic scholarship to college or even for one based
on his artwork, which was ‘too derivative.’ The catalyst was his discovery of
the field of art restoration when he was on that field trip. That set him on fire.”
“Is that when Erich opened up with you about George being gay?”
“Lord no, I’d heard about it for years. George was always bragging to Erich
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about his conquests, his prowess, his—what’s the word?—pre-di-lec-tions. I
learned that word from Young Edwin. Telling stuff to Erich was George’s way
of sort of twisting the knife about Erich’s being straight and to needle him
about how much more active his sex life was than Erich’s. He didn’t know how
often Erich and Anne sort of adapted some of his practices to suit themselves.
“Egoist that George is, he never asked Erich anything about their sex life.
In a way, Erich’s a little bit bisexual or something, else finger fucking Young
Edwin wouldn’t have always turned him on so much. Anne says that, whenever Erich was doing that for Young Edwin, his thoughts were on her and
what they could do together later.
While the spanking-diddling thing suited Edwin just fine—once we decided to make our big play to George—we knew it wouldn’t be enough for
what he’d undoubtedly face with somebody as uncompromising and rough
as George. You see, in my house, spanking was never a punishment; it was a
form of play. Edwin didn’t run around like other kids and something did need
to get his blood going. When orgasms entered his life, they did a lot for his
respiration, too. Erich added massages, which Edwin liked because he usually
got off when they ended on the point of a big finger. Do you know, he never
discovered masturbation like most boys? When he’d get a spontaneous erection—they pop up in adolescent boys—he’d bring it to me, open his pants,
and expect me to finger him—so the erection would go away. I could tell that
he more or less needed something as a substitute for Erich’s finger. That’s
when I started using the large end of tapered candles in him. Just what the
patient needed, doctor.”
“How did you make the transition to his accepting, for example, being
smacked by a belt?”
“Told him upfront, Erich and I together. Actually, we were at our wits’ end
what to do, but he listened to us, Erich especially, telling him how being able
to take a strapping would help him with George. What confirmed the idea in
Young Edwin’s mind was when, on that first tour, he saw a painting of Cupid
being hit with a rope on his naked backside by some god or other and having
his mouth open like Edwin did when he was cumming. ‘I could be like beautiful,’ he told me, ‘that way for George, and I wouldn’t need a blindfold the way
Cupid did.’ So, while we were gearing up to place him with George—you remember about that—Erich undertook, down in his basement, what he called
‘proactive’ training. If it hurt so much that he might start crying, Edwin was
to tell Erich, who’d stop and wait. If he cried, that would make George mad.
The idea was to let Edwin determine how much he could stand, until he got
used to it, then could take more. I was there. I thought it might help if I held
his hand, but he wouldn’t let me. Said, ‘Cupid didn’t have anybody holding
his hand.’ Now you get how big the influence of art is on Young Edwin? And
that’s just one example. Another time, he told me….”
“Aggie, you’ve told me almost everything I needed to know. Just one more,
small thing?”
She sounded tired, “Like what? I haven’t talked this much in ages. I’m running a few pints low about now. I don’t mean beer.”
“About masturbation. He never did it on his own? How’s that possible?”
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“Well, he heard about it from boys at school and told me. I explained it to
him and suggested he try it with some hand lotion. He did, right there. He’d
do anything I told him to. He came fairly quickly but didn’t think it felt half
as good as ‘our way.’ Told me that evening that doing for himself didn’t give
him ‘any ideas.’”
“So that explains how anally responsive he is and how he depends on a
partner. I guess he never had any interest in kids at school?”
“If he did, he would have told me. He tells me everything. I’ve never given
him a reason not to. Same for Erich and Anne, only not to the same extent. In
Paris last Summer, that boy Hassan was the first person near his own age that
Edwin had sex with.”
“Indeed. Indeed. Memorable, it was. Lessons—later a kind of bond between
them. The challenge of Afzal, his own age, took him by storm. Edwin entered
a whole new phase of development when we got him to ‘practice for marriage’
with that most naturally adorable of fellows. He virtually leapt a few steps
when he graduated to Shantanu. And the gods know, Shan turned out to be
the perfect follow-up to Edwin in your life!”
“Ain’t that the truth? Listen, my throat’s wearing out from all this palaver.”
Dalton cleared his throat as if suggesting that she do the same. “Give it a
rest and let me say a few….”
“…hundred words?” her voice rose. “You like to give lectures, I’m told.”
“Humpf! Me? Never. Perhaps occasionally, I share tidbits of accumulated
information with a worthy or two.”
“Yeah, like Edwin and Afzal. You gave them some sort of global history of
male sex, I seem to remember”
He snorted, “Aha! Someone’s been telling tales. ‘Twas really a few nuggets
they needed to know. They were wondering if what they were doing made
them homosexual. I merely assured them—with facts—that ‘it ain’t necessarily so.’ Know that song? One little lyric. Works every time. Been using it
for decades when there’s some allegation of truth to what’s otherwise utter
nonsense. So there.”
“Okay, what was it you wanted to say?”
“It’s this: You are fantastic, woman. Fabulous. What you’ve done for our
beloved Edwin and have managed so far for Shan—whom I’d tracked for a life
of ruin—why, it’s what every great teacher has always attempted to do, but
seldom succeeded at. That is to set your students on the road to realizing their
inherent potentials to the fullest. And the key you found worked perfectly:
their bottomholes.”
“Flatterer.” She hung up, leaving Dalton in stitches
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If all the year were playing holidays,
To sport would be as tedious as work.

85 THE HOLIDAYS

about it. Terry’s, too. I could do them as a couple. Don’t you agree that Nirupa
and Salil would like a drawing of them together and one of Afzal and Shan
together?” He blinked, waiting.
Instead of answering, Dalton pursed his lips, “And what about Rebecca
and Rosey, Thelma Altshuler, your friend Evelyn, your fan Mabel—have you
considered them?”
Crap.
His thoughts jostled. He looked back, “We can have them to dinner before
we go. I can cook the meal George and I made for you and Aunt Aggie—remember?”
“That, my angel, is a crackerjack idea! I’ll polish the silver. We’ll get out my
mother’s Haviland.”

Deft adjustments involved the holiday schedules of every person who mattered in Edwin’s accelerating life, not the least of which were his own to make.
Dalton, in full take-charge mode after a bit of a fret, insisted that his beloved
stop spending so much time on the cleaning project of Duane’s sky (“Give a
chance to somebody else. Being selfish isn’t becoming.”), that he gear up to
shop for presents (“Think of the people who’ll appreciate your remembering
them—here, in George Town, those from Paris, and maybe your new, nice
friends in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and Boston.”), that he select clothes to
be packed for their trip (“Only Summer things. Malaysia’s hot.”), that he plan
the month of January (“Your busiest ever—what with classes starting at the
University, tours to give at the museum for your little salary, your visit to
Cleveland and finishing your new Corot to surprise them—that will boost
the material for Nick’s film which you want to succeed, don’t you?”), and
“whatever else has to be done that we can’t think of now.” On and on he ran.
A lot. Agatha’s visit to Pennsylvania to see her old friends, Nick’s staying
in Indianapolis to work on his script, George and Roger’s new alliance with
Tom happily serving all three, and the Wolfes’ decision to spend ten days on
a Caribbean cruise freed Edwin’s mind of immediate concerns for them. Further lightening his load, Dalton’s announcement that the Paris contingent,
Duane and Hassan, would fly in the other direction “from the City of Light to
the East Indies on Christmas Day and not come through the Windy City until
making their way back via touristy stops in Godzilla’s Playground, Hula Land,
and Crisco Frisco—oopsy-daisy!—I meant the City of the Golden Gate.”
Edwin giggled, “Circumlocutions become you but they give me no idea
why that route.”
“‘Hassan’s been very, very good,’ Duane proudly told me. He’s treating him
to a global circumnavigation—Tokyo, Honolulu, and San Francisco—and later
here before New York. So there.”
Stymied not for long, Edwin eyed his beloved, “Duane’s Friedrich is one of
the great opportunities of my life, so, no, I won’t curtail the time I can learn
from it. Forget the usual idea of Christmas shopping. I don’t need to do that.”
Placidly, her spoke, “My gifts to everyone in George Town can be portraits of
them. Drawings, you know. Stephen’s is an interesting face, now that I think

Two smash hits occurred before their departure. The first, Edwin’s allotted
fifteen minutes to explain his Corot project before the AIC’s Board of Directors turned into forty, so many questions and comments popped up during
the excitement afterwards. Herman Bradshaw congratulated the young man,
calling him “a credit to our institution,” as well as Helmut Schachter, lauding
him for “approving Edwin’s part-time employment” and for “attracting Thelma Altshuler, from whom, in time, we may get additional support”—a remark
that drew applause. Appreciative nods followed his softly said, “My wife and I
have been trying for years to interest her.”
Second, of course, was the meal for five special friends.
In the Oak Park living room, a tall spruce, its seasonal scent filling the
space, had been decorated by Dalton with his family’s antique clear glass
balls—most colorfully striped, some dotted with stars in gold and silver—
strings of tiny white lights, and tinsel. Old fashioned simple charm. A few logs
in the fireplace burned and crackled to good effect. The atmosphere was warm
and friendly. Dry sherry and cashews relaxed the guests and encouraged conversation while Dalton, in his element, traipsed proudly between lively visitors and busy kitchen.
Edwin’s appearance in his Louis IV menu apron made a hit but nothing
like the dining room table laid with Mother Brawne’s china—scalloped rims
highlighted by gold and delicately painted with sprigs of pink flowers—crystal stemware engraved with blossoms and leaves, Oneida’s sterling flatware,
polished diligently, and a center arrangement of four white candles around a
potted poinsettia surrounded by foil. At each place, a cloth napkin in equally
festive red.
In place, diners found the soup course—creamy-thick, aromatic lobster
bisque. “Scrumptious,” Rosey slurped, apologetically dabbing his chin. The
salad of halved green grapes, watercress and radicchio dressed with mustard
vinaigrette received praise from Thelma, nods from the others. Tournedos
Rossini accompanied by a buttered, nutmeg-sprinkled mélange of mashed
root vegetables—potatoes, carrots, celery root, onions, and turnips cooked
in chicken broth—seized every palate and caused astonished glances around

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
I have a great confidence in the
revelations which holidays bring forth.
BENJAMIN DISRAELI
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the table. Conversation stopped, so delicious was the combination of that
main course accompanied with a “good old claret,” as Dalton presumed to
call the 2005 Crozes Hermitage Cave de Tain. For dessert, the table was cleared
and 2006 Schramsberg Reserve poured into flutes before Edwin presented his
whipped-cream-filled poached pears streamed by chocolate sauce.
Amid the explosion of compliments, Mabel was heard effusing to Edwin,
“My boy, you’ll make someone a fine husband.”
His playful reply, “Dalton said something like that last week,” sent the host
into a momentary fit of coughs.
Upon recovery, he changed the subject, “I remember a wonderful moment
in a documentary about the Queen. As she walked with Poland’s President
Lech Walesa into a state dinner given in his honor, she was heard to tell him,
‘We don’t dine like this all the time.’”
Conversation flourished as appetites were nourished.
The celebratory occasion ended in the living room over decaffeinated coffee. Considering that a generation or more separated six of the people from
their teenaged cook, the chatter involved everyone. Details about the food’s
preparation were virtually demanded, and supplied. His aunt’s upbringing
was credited for Edwin’s interest in cooking. The Summer with George, “especially in Paris but since,” had taken him still further into cuisine. “But, gosh,”
he said to a beaming Rebecca, “eating at your house showed me other foods I
knew nothing about. I’d love to learn some of your recipes. Those Sephardic
cookies first of all!”
“Of course!”
Evelyn ventured that her friend Joan, at the Trib, wanted to spend some
time with Edwin in early January. Before any protest, Rosey said, “We can
invite her down to the lab, Edwin, to see you at work—and maybe sidetrack
her into writing about the importance of what we do. We need attention.
Wouldn’t you like to help us with that?”
“Wonderful!” interjected Dalton, “but let’s not make commitments now.
This dinner was Edwin’s idea to thank you all for being so nice to him. So,
season’s greetings!” His implication: Go home.
When the logs in the fireplace collapsed into sparks, Edwin bolted from the
room saying, “Oh, I forgot something.”
“How uncharacteristic,” whispered Thelma to Evelyn, who sat next to her
on the sofa. “He forgot something?”
When he returned, it was with an earnest expression and a small plate
heaped with pastel-tinted tablets. “Antacids,” he said, extending his arm, “just
in case.”
Within minutes, coats were donned, hugs exchanged, cheeks bussed, and
hands shaken. A memorable evening’s mirthful conclusion.

S

Flying Qatar Airways from Chicago through Kuala Lumpur to Penang took
twenty-two hours. George Clooney’s Monuments Men, about the American rescue of works of Art from the Nazis in World War II, absorbed both Edwin and
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Dalton. Frozen, by the Disney Studios animators, turned out to be comical
and technically dazzling. Service in business class included more than either
traveler could have anticipated, including exceptionally tasty meals that went
down well and helped to pass the time. Declining most of the luxurious electronic amenities provided, Dalton went through every magazine and newspaper he could lay his hands on. Edwin read a thick book he had been advised
not to bring, Oswald Spengler’s Decline of the West.
“Too damn heavy.”
“It was this or Hauser, and he’s in two volumes.”
“Wake me when you’ve finished or when we get to KL.”
“What if we crash?”
“My dear, we’ll both be asleep then,” he added lugubriously, “forever.”

S

Our travelers were welcomed heartily with handshakes and hugs by three
very excited members of the Chaudary family, and blanketed instantly by
Penang’s ninety-seven percent humidity. The air may have been heavy but
spirits were light.
“Whoo, what a change from Chicago!” remarked Edwin, looking around
while the brothers settled suitcases and carry-ons in the rear of their father’s
new silver Proton Exora. Salil and Dalton took the front seats, the three
youngsters grouped together in the back seat. So elated were they that their
hands strayed to each other’s thighs. What struck Edwin’s notice was the extent beyond his own knee of Shan’s—an inch at least—and, glancing up, the
height of Shan’s head—another inch. A twist of his neck revealed precious
Afzal looking exactly the same size as before. Leaning closer, he asked, “Has
your brother been growing?”
Shan overheard and answered in dead-on imitation of a certain cartoon
chipmunk, “Indubitably, Dr. Owen.”
“Yeah, not only up,” Afzal giggled.
Those in the front seat contained their reaction better, Dalton patting his
friend’s knee and nodding his head. Going to be just like dear old dad, in one
respect at least.
“Exercise, you know,” Shan said using his lowest voice.
In his more treble tone, Afzal added, “Specialized exercise,” and fell against
Edwin, tickling his ribs.
Salil’s stern, “All right, gentlemen, behave,” tamped the proceedings.
“Decorum, yes, yes,” was Dalton’s contribution. He, like Salil, kept his eyes
on the traffic but added, “Until we’re safely in the kampong.”

S

After the timeless never-land crossing of the Pacific, alarm clock insistence
forced the reversal of night and day for Edwin and Dalton in just three twenty-four hour periods. “Not bad,” Dalton mused. “It used to take me five.”
Odd yawns at various times punctuated Edwin’s waking hours but ex511

periencing so remarkably different a place as Penang exhilarated his every
moment. The kampong, or compound—its peaked Minangkabau-style roofs
and exotic furnishings and its landscaping of palms, fruits, ferns, and flowers
(orchids, in profusion)—the Chaudary home—larger and more modern than
he had imagined, with four bedrooms upstairs and a housekeeper’s room off
the kitchen, and beautifully-kept grounds nearly as lush as Stephen and Terry’s—the eye-popping Christmas decorations in the atria of George Town’s
shopping malls (Eighteenth Century-style hot air balloons draped, garlanded,
and adorned with fanciful colored snowflakes in one; in another, a thirty- or
forty-foot green egg covered with balls of every hue and huge swirling forms
that seemed to represent nothing Edwin could associate with Christmas; in
yet another, a phantasmagoria of protoplasmic shape made entirely of pulsing, miniscule, purple lights)—the famous Snake Temple, in nearby Sungai
Kluang, crawling with resident pit vipers and reeking of incense and old eggs.
Nothing in his life so far could compare. Except the sex.
Sex had raised its head on the day after they arrived. Stephen and Terry had
chosen to devote midday to their guests, lunch, and a drive around George
Town for orientation. They were almost done when Edwin asked where the
younger Chaudary was practicing his swimming. A quick call later, they
plucked Afzal from his studies and drove to Penang’s Swimming Club to see
Coach Lin putting Shan through his paces with madman intensity. Admonitions, encouragement, curses filled the air—in Malay.
The man’s a slave driver. Afzal’s aghast! Dalton looks as if he’s enjoying it. Stephen’s assessing. Terry must be planning something, how narrow his eyes have become.
But, it was discovered, Shan had beaten his best time. The coach told Stephen that, if Shan stayed the course, he might qualify in a few months for
Team Malaysia. His takeoff from the block, in-air flight, and entry into the water were now almost faultless. His breaststroke, backstroke, and butterfly came
close to being equal in performance. Overall flexibility was coming along but
a better medley needed to be developed if Shan were to win competitions.
Mention was made of a fashion photographer who had come by the facility
scouting locations. He had spotted Shan and given his card to Coach Lin with
words to the effect that the young man had money-making potential.
As Shan in his street clothes emerged from the dressing room, Edwin absorbed the broad welcoming smile and manful gait. Something about Shan
always made his heart skip a beat.
After formal farewells with the coach, the group headed to Penang’s State Museum, a lovely old, colonial-style building with a large collection of paintings by
Malaysian artists. While the others watched, Edwin swept his eyes over the dozens upon dozens of works exhibited. Within minutes, one watercolorist, a certain
Tay Mo-Leong, involved the American’s attention more than the rest.
Edwin informed his followers, “This man’s work is admirable.”
It turned out, Stephen knew the artist, had a couple of his junglescapes in
his office, and offered to introduce Edwin if he wished. “I’ll find out whether
he’s in town. Young talents interest him a lot. You’d find his studio well worth
visiting. Salil, incidentally, is a fan, too.”
Back in the Proton, Stephen and Terry took turns describing passing sights.
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Their explanations often were taken over by Dalton, who would finish whatever one of them started to say, Terry’s pidgin descriptions particularly.
Not one to let Dalton necessarily get the final word, Terry blurted unexpectedly, “Big man, big mouth…big dick, too”—at which Edwin and Afzal
shared knowing winks. Shan laughed, but less knowingly.
“Ha! You smartass wrestle-guy! They not tell you everything, isn’t it?”
Lapsing into Malay, which he spoke with eloquent, old-style floweriness (an
obvious torrent of words with waves of inflection), Terry ventured so much
that Afzal decided to put a stop to it.
One thing Shan did not need to know was that his brother and Edwin had
witnessed Dalton fucking their father; another, about the three-ways that the
two had enjoyed with Dalton. Or so Afzal, the conservative, thought.
Of course, there was a lot that he did not know. He had been kept in the
dark about group showers. Hints were all he had about what went on at the
kampong. Shan and their father spent evenings there. Wrestling and sex, so
what? Training for the University and thoughts about Edwin were Afzal’s focuses. And Edwin.
Initially, Stephen was so intent on maneuvering through the melee of motorcycles, scooters, autos, vans, and ad-carrying lorries in George Town’s traffic that he failed to hear exactly what his lover was saying. Snapped to attention by Afzal’s interruption, he took over in English, “Let’s plan to meet in our
gym this evening after you two have eaten at home. We will be back from our
supper plans around nine. Your father can bring you.”
Neither Dalton nor Terry said more. From Edwin came nothing at all.
That was it, the moment indeed which set in motion a series of evenings in
the Corbett-Lee setting unlike anything the Indiana teen had ever imagined.

S

Openness was the avowed theme of these events, agreed to by the older
generations. Progenitor of the relationship between Terry and Stephen and
architect-by-default of that between Edwin and Afzal, and admirer of Shantanu’s transformation, Dalton assumed the role of patriarch addressing his
followers with biblical—or was it Shakespearean?—sweep.
“Blessed be, wonderful creatures all, you particularly,” he declaimed, “for
yours is the kingdom of passion ruled by skill. Its borders extend daily with
each honest step you take into the capacity of each other, armed by experience to date and readiness to accommodate the new.”
Edwin’s mind jumped back to Dalton’s verbal tour-de-force at the Art Institute’s show of Pacific arts. That’s my Dalton!
Shan wondered, What the fuck?
Afzal listened. He adored Dalton whether he understood him or not. Always fun.
Salil, alert to every reaction, kept his eyes glued upon his sons’ changing
expressions.
“In the short time our paths have crossed—a few months only—you Edwin, and you Afzal, and now you Shantanu have overcome situations that
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would have defeated lesser mortals. I don’t need to name the men and women under whose stewardship you are prospering. And who understands you
better than we men here and a few key individuals in Chicago and Treydon?”
A dramatic pause before, “I’ll tell you: no one.” His right hand described a
circle to encompass himself and the six others, “Together, we constitute a confederation, if you will, for mutual benefit, an alliance to combat what people
in my field call smugly, I think, ‘heteronormative assumptions’ for happiness
and success—by relying upon ourselves. Ultimately, I predict, if we adhere
loyally to our group potential and to the promise of your talents, the result
can be a Gestalt of high order and usefulness.”
Shan asked, “A what?”
Without patronizing the sixteen-year-old, Dalton smiled, “An organized
whole that equals more than the sum of its parts.”
It will dawn on him what that means.
“Do Hassan and Duane figure in?” Edwin thought to ask.
“We’ll see. Both have already given a lot to you, my dear. And Hassan to
you, Shan. Right?”
The younger generation nodded more or less together.
“We may discover that they do. It’s only a matter of days until they join us
to celebrate. Now, unless you intend to pepper me with needless questions,”
he raised those bushy eyebrows, “I propose an exhibition of the rapport so
recently reached by Shan and Terry.”
During the hush that fell, Edwin’s eyes implored Afzal’s for approval. “Oh
Shan, please. It would mean so much to us.”
Dalton had instructed him to say that. Word about the mismatched pair’s
fiery sex-wrestling matches had reached him pridefully from Stephen and Salil.
Silent, the youngest member of the Chaudary family stood, glanced up
with determination, breathed deeply, took Terry’s hand, walked him to the
dressing area, and proceeded to share the task of disrobing. Revealed totally,
the two bodies exhibited perfection in short and tall sizes.
Dalton gawked at Shan, Afzal and Edwin at Terry.
Without singlets or other gear but secure in newly-tailored, holiday-red
supporters, the combatants took their places on the mats. This had been
thought through in advance.
Shan’s wide waistband rode higher on his body than Terry’s did, bringing
straight up to his navel the upswollen pouch’s well-contained, straining erection.
Afzal noticed Edwin’s open mouth and said none too quietly, “I told you
he grew.”
“Sure happened fast.”
“Must be something in the water,” quipped Dalton under his breath.
“We demonstrate,” Terry broke in brightly. “Me on top first time. Next
time, Shan. You see. Third time, maybe go for broke.”
The only one in the room to have witnessed Shan’s early wrestling trials
at Roger’s in Chicago, Dalton concentrated like a bird of prey eyeing his next
meal, his hands on Salil’s shoulders.
Wonder what topsy-turvy tumblings they’ll have for us today.
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Squinting as they circled for an opening, he wanted to be able to report
every move, feigned and real, to Roger. However, the self-imposed task was
condemned to fail, so fast the action and so distracting the wrestlers’ guttural
taunts, challenges, threats, curses, reactive roars, grunts. Not at all regulation wrestling, their bout included brawl-like groin gropes, fake strangleholds,
stomach punches, sudden leaps, body-slams, kicks to the mat. Entertainment
value from American TV.
Ye Gods!
Rounds one and two, as announced, resulted in Terry as victor of the first
and Shan of the second.
Devils! They didn’t just plan this, they…scripted—choreographed it! Dalton realized. A rehearsed performance. They’re sweating like horses but aren’t really winded.
He would have to rethink his opinion of Shan. Look at his upper lip curl. Can’t wait
to fuck for his audience.
Promise for the third round had Afzal and Edwin clinging to each other’s
knees, the men noticed. Also noticed was a figure silhouetted in the gym’s
doorway—Nirupa!
Her shrill voice demanded, “What is going on here?”
Salil’s heart may have thudded to a dead stop but his mind was firing wildly. He started toward his wife.
Stephen, with faster composure, opened his arms and smiled broadly, “Nirupa, how nice of you to pop in on us. Shan’s been helping Terry learn some of
the wrestling skills he acquired in the States. It’s very interesting. Come, take
a seat. You’ll be impressed at how good he is.”
She moved into the room, “Why aren’t they wearing proper outfits?”
“Singlets? Of course.” He snapped his fingers, “Terry, you and Shan put on
your black ones. We have a lady with us.”
Salil, having found his voice, said, “Istri, I told you these were matters for
men.”
“You never mentioned wrestling,” her annoyance showed.
Terry appeared nearby, his trim, muscular figure a surprise to the woman,
“Nice, no? Wrestle help swim. Also help actor. You know, big play. Very good.”
“The play he’s learning? Shakespeare?” The idea disoriented her.
“Ibu,” Shan said from further way, his erection visibly in subsidence, “the
role of Puck is very physical. We were going to treat you, Nenek, and everybody
else when they get here, with some scenes.” He improvised, “We’ve been rehearsing here with actors from the Straits Players.”
Quick to pick-up while Edwin, Dalton, and Afzal sat transfixed, Stephen
said, “We were planning to stage some of the best things here after that big
dinner you and your mom are planning for everyone. So, now you know.”
Before Nirupa could collect herself, he directed the wrestlers back onto
their mats, “Shan, show your Mother what you were showing us before with
Terry. The holds—you know—the falls, the pins, and repeat the explanations
you were giving Terry.”
Quite the ruse.
As she observed her favorite son playing the role of patient teacher (to
Terry’s barely contained role of student), Nirupa’s motherly pride grew. She
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would call Agatha to thank her yet again. Dia telah membuat perubahan yang
paling besar dalam hidupnya—She has made the greatest changes in his life.
Sighs of eased tension went unheard before the Chaudarys left in relieved,
even happy spirits. Terry was furious.
He railed, “Work hard. No fuck! Ass hot. Dalton?”
“Edwin,” Stephen solicited cautiously, “would you join me in the kitchen
to fix some refreshments while our two old friends spend some intimate time
together?”
The young husband’s expression contracted, “No, thank you. I want…to
watch.”
Via meaningful glances, an agreement was reached. Dalton nodded to Stephen, who dimmed the lights, and told Edwin, “Put your clothes aside and
join Stephen over there. You’ve wondered about these things. Now you can
know. Remember, I love you uniquely. No one else like that.”
Stripped down, Dalton loomed over Terry whose hair he seized to force
him to his knees. “Look at me! Breathe my balls. Take deep breaths. Get drunk
on my scent.”
Himself now naked, Stephen stood behind the staring nude Edwin. With a
touch, he moved them to an arrangement of flat cushions and drew the young
man, limber, unresisting, into an embrace. Edwin seemed to notice only the
scene unfolding. Stephen’s warmth on his slightly chilled body was hardly
felt at first.
“Breathe, I told you. Now lap with your tongue to bring up my aroma.
More. Extend your tongue further. Get behind them. That’s better. Open your
mouth. Wider. Wider!—until your jaw hurts. Do I have to pull your hair to
get you to obey?”
A squeal came out of Terry, silenced by a hen-egg-sized ball filling his
mouth.
“Through your nose now, take some air. Use your tongue. Taste me the way
you used to. Caress it to earn what it has for you. And the other one—very
carefully, or you won’t get what you need. That’s the way. You remember.
Enough now. Smell deeply again and look at me.”
A fuzzy translucence to his eyes, Terry did seem intoxicated. Dalton’s mastery had that effect on him. He waited.
“Tongue out…all the way,” Dalton’s voice commanded quietly. “Receive
my cock. Draw it in. Work your head forward. Let me slide into your gullet.
Swallow. Swallow more. Get it all.”
The position is cruel! Edwin worried. He can’t be expected to take it from there.
But Terry did, his throat bulging obscenely until Dalton pulled back and
slapped him across the cheek.
“Not good enough! Coward! Open to me, Terry Lee. Open and take it.”
Growing with every word spoken, the man’s flesh extended further and wider
as it was sunk far past the throat’s gagging-turmoil spot. Escape was neither
possible nor desired, as both understood.
A few cushions away, Stephen’s thumbs and forefingers had taken Edwin’s
nipples and were increasing their pull torque-like in opposite directions. The
desire to feel a part of the unfolding event erected Edwin and sent signals of
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want to his embracer.
Terry’s singlet yielded to Dalton’s pressure. Its back seam admitted a finger,
then two roughly penetrating their mark. Dalton ripped Terry’s face from his
crotch, threw the small man sprawling, turned him face down, and mounted
him with a single drive forward that few could, or would have taken the way
Terry did. Tears burst suddenly from him. He cried out, “Oh, oh, oh, so good.
So good!”
Allowing himself to be lubricated, Edwin yielded to Stephen. It had never
been his intention, yet to be skewered by Dalton’s friend while Dalton was pinioning Stephen’s lover seemed appropriate, unforced, natural. Friends sharing
friends. On their sides, Edwin’s head cradled by the large man’s arm so that
he could keep track what was happening a few feet away, the two settled into
lusty union. Stephen’s penis, of similar proportions as George Tanner’s, was
enveloped in an experienced milieu of muscle quite unlike Terry’s. Stephen’s
idle thought had been to match strokes with Dalton’s, to use his free hand
for dalliance with Edwin’s balls thus to coax the young man into passive surrender for his own pleasure. Yet, despite all that he knew from Dalton about
Edwin’s abilities, Stephen did not expect to be taken as if by a boa constrictor
and wrung into the near-instant death agonies of orgasm.
Dalton heard his friend’s loud protest followed by Edwin’s sweetly understated, “You wanted me, and you got what you wanted.”
To Dalton’s immense pleasure, the seconds required to assimilate Edwin’s
conquest of Stephen quickly passed. He noted Terry’s eyes had focused on the
unlikely drama, then saw them close as a smile brought peace over his features. Terry was his, in sublime receptivity.

S

The fragrance of pandan leaf and ginger rose from creamy rice cooked in
coconut milk. Hot, halved, hard-boiled eggs were served with sliced cucumbers in sambal, a tamarind-sweet, chili-spiced Malaysian sauce.
“This called nasi lemak,” Terry cheerily explained to Edwin. “Very good
breakfast. Make myself.”
“Brings back memories from my birthday visit and other times,” Dalton
mused.
Cups upon cups of teh tarik—pulled tea—completed the meal.
Edwin asked, “Has Stephen already gone to his office?”
“Ha! No. He sleep. Very tired from fuck. You best fuck in long time. Ha!
You take over cock. He go crazy.” Congenial laughter filled the breakfast room.
Terry added as if telling a secret, “Dalton best fuck for me. First in life. Always
best. Last night feel great. You so lucky guy have Dalton all time. Make ass
sing song.”
Ignoring Dalton’s rising interest, Edwin asked another question, “He wasn’t
too rough for you?”
“Rough? He not rough. One slap. Should see give spank. Wow! Heat up ass.
Tonight, you want, he show. Oh, like very much!”
“I don’t think so,” Dalton shook his finger. “You remember what we decid517

ed last night, don’t you? We’ve got to have a rehearsal, or two, or three. Or
have you forgotten that it’s your responsibility to contact the director and the
players for Shan’s scenes? We’re stuck, thanks to dear Nirupa’s nosiness, with
having to put on a show.”
Crestfallen, Terry placed his chair under the table, “Oh. Bet cost lots money. I go now.”

S

The brothers Shantanu and Afzal seethed in their different ways over being
deprived of what they had expected to happen the night before. Sex-as-display with Terry on the one hand, intimacy with Edwin on the other. Shan
settled for masturbation before going to bed, Afzal simply sulked until he fell
asleep. At least, the potential for disaster with their Mother had been avoided.

S

Penang’s Corbett-Lee compound proved to offer its two visitors delights that
Dalton described with grandiosity as a “cornucopia from the bounty of which
you may pick and choose,” a “Ferris wheel of highs and lows with ups and downs
between,” and a “merry-go-round of bouncing pleasure you can get on or off as
you wish.” Edwin loved the sunny place by day. Dalton and Stephen always left
together early. He didn’t ask why. Mornings, he read his Spengler or sketched
whatever struck his fancy. That leaf. Those flower buds. That vine bursting with
blossoms. The big house with its lanterns. The guest house and its coconut palms.
Encouraged by Dalton, he welcomed late-afternoon visit from Afzal for much-desired, sweetly gentle couplings and discussion about the marriage. Afzal marveled
at what would be unthinkable in his Muslim country.
“If you weren’t already married to Dalton, I would marry you in the US.”
Enthralled by the idea, Edwin reached for Afzal, “I would be happy to practice for that eventuality some more, if you wish”
“You sound just like Dalton.”
They rolled together.
Evenings, Edwin kept a low profile during the comings and goings of actors
and the unfamiliar routines of theatrical rehearsals. Shan’s taking of directions and boundless energy as Shakespeare’s Puck fascinated him. On offnights, friends of his hosts—and, it turned out, Dalton—arrived for activities
in the gym.
A slender accountant, Ben Ong, with facial features not unlike those of Tao
Zhang, his CPA in Chicago, turned out to be dedicated to what Dalton termed
“oralism.”
“He never met a penis his mouth didn’t like. Spots a stiff one and, with Pavlovian response, salivates like a hungry dog. I had him for a birthday present
last Summer.”
A beefy policeman named Harry Hooi prided himself on “analism.”
“Always open for business, that one. A cushy body wrapped around an
insatiable pit. You know,” Dalton confided to Edwin, “sex is what he wants
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during every off-duty hour. I’m surprised that he hasn’t contracted some
ghastly disease, but he hasn’t. Must be Stephen’s endless stock of condoms.”
“Who are their sex partners when they are here?”
“A lot of the time, Stephen. He feeds Ben’s gullet, which is definitely thirsty,
as I can testify,” Dalton bragged, thinking back. “Harry, who’s married, comes
over for the mindlessness of simple, thorough fucking. Stephen plows him a
lot. So do some other pals who haven’t dropped by—yet. I’ve witnessed him
taking on all comers. This place is safe for them, as professionals in a Muslim
state, because everybody’s been vetted, most by the clever Terry who finds out
everything before admitting anyone new.” He whispered the next smug bit of
information, “Plus, Terry’s made certain photographic records, videos, too, for
protection. There’s more to these walls than meets the eye.”
The wide-open antics of Ben and Harry provided diversion almost daily. Special, however, was the evening that featured the arrival of Zakir and
Fazwin, twin puppeteers in the wayang kulit shadow tradition. With small,
wiry frames, protruding teeth, and what Dalton called “fabulous fingers,”
theirs was the practice of Daltonian-designated “dermalism,” a form of massage to create for the subject of their attentions a frenzy of sensation leading
to mutual sex of curious sort—as Edwin found out.
Urged by his husband and Stephen, who lowered the gym’s lights, Edwin
approached the dusky pair to ask politely whether they “would mind” giving
him a massage. “I’ve never had one,” he fibbed. Erich had massaged him in
Treydon. “Yours, I hear, are unique.”
It was the chance of their parallel lifetime. Zakir and Faswin idolized occidental men such as Stephen and Dalton. What they craved—and collected pictures of—were blue-eyed sandy-haired idols not one of which had ever
been theirs to treat with worshipful attention.
Taller than they by several inches, Edwin had the body, pale skin, strawtoned hair, brilliant eyes, and sweet disposition of their fantasies. Knees wobbly, hearts palpitating, they took the cooperative teen to the gym’s shower,
excitedly stripped themselves and him, oiled their hands, coated his unresisting body lightly from neck to toes, moved to an air-supported kind of mattress
supplied by Terry when Edwin was distracted, lay him down, arms straight
out, sat alongside murmuring in Malay, and began not with the torso but
with his fingers, joint by joint in perfect synchronicity, moving to his hands
and palms with touch as delicate as the creep of caterpillars. Shivers of appreciation rewarded their progress up his arms, tips of fingers coaxing inches
of flesh one by one into awareness that he was becoming the center of their
little universe. Edwin’s condition was unutterably ecstatic. His mouth opened
slightly. Breathing eased. Eyes fluttering, he concentrated on the sensations
which were new to him, for they came from contact with his skin only. The
surface of shoulders and neck responded to painstakingly administered circles
in hypnotizing symmetry.
Semi-conscious, Edwin imagined anything but the arrival of the twins’
small heads to his neck muscles, satiny chins against his clavicles, bodies
stretched along his, hands on his chest, thumb whorls to his aureoles and nipples—then kisses, barely offered to his chin and ear lobes by lips surpassingly
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soft, and exhalations into his ears of warm, scented breath.
Riveted to the occasion’s susurrations and manipulations—so subtle to
hearing and sight as to be indistinct a few feet away—stood Dalton and Stephen who had been joined in stealth by Salil and Afzal.
“I know how you love Edwin,” his father had said during their drive to the
compound, “and so does Dalton. He and people with far more understanding
of such things than I believe that Edwin is destined for great things. Fame
has dangerous challenges. Edwin will need help. Dalton, Agatha, and George
Tanner have conferred about these matters in private and,” he paused, “they
have agreed on an important point. You.”
“Me?”
“Yes.”
“What about me?” Afzal had wondered.
“You can be the constant in his future, not just the next few years at the
University. For life, if you want.” Salil let that idea sink in as he parked in the
compound. Walking inside its capacious residence, he placed an affectionate
arm around his son’s shoulder, “One of the stabilizing factors in Edwin’s life is
sexual love. Our friend Dalton, my dear old friend, provides it fully now, but
he won’t always be with us and he knows it. Your experience with Edwin and
Dalton has opened your eyes and your heart to sexual love, hasn’t it?”
“Ayah, you know I love them, Edwin so much it hurts. Not the sex, I mean.
It’s the emotion. I never want to be apart from him. He loves me, too. He tells
me so every time we are together.”
Salil had hugged Afzal tightly just outside the entrance to the gym. “Good.
We’re here so that you can see him making a discovery. Dalton wanted me to
bring you. Later, you can learn how. Something like it coming from you will
serve as a special bond. Think of karma. Your destiny. Ready? Let’s go in very
quietly. He mustn’t be aware of us. We mustn’t distract him.”
His father behind him as support, Azfal skittishly watched each dreamy
breath that Edwin took as the twins’s fingers vibrated over his thighs and
kneecaps before finding together his tenderest, most responsive parts. A testicle apiece, they traced each ovoid roundness until he sighed in gratitude
and granted access below. Their feathery touch to his firm perineum brought
a whimper. It made a sight: Edwin’s pelvis trying to rise, craving to have its
penis contacted—to no avail. The uncontrollable impulse thrilled Zakir and
Faswin. They took their time.
Edwin’s head rolled from side to side. He labored to breathe. The air he
sucked in pumped oxygen into his blood. Throughout his body adrenalin
flooded every vessel. Fingertips maddeningly outlined the twitching erection
from pubic hair up to his navel and back again and again, and returned to his
scrotum and perineum to retake their little journey upward. Heaving with
desire, pelvis and stomach, then chest rose and fell as Edwin entered a dimension of urgency beyond his control.
The masseurs, homeopathic experimenters when not puppeteering,
reached for a different oil. Prepared by themselves, its complex if muted bouquet of jojoba, ginger, and rosemary were a therapeutic, herbal balm for the
olfactory sense’s delectation. A miniscule proportion of black pepper essence
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among the other ingredients assured warming penetration through the skin
to its underlying muscles where tissue and capillaries could benefit most. Applied with the same care as earlier but only to Edwin’s nipples, perineum,
and scrotum—following the brief, restful interlude during which their subject
calmed—the oil took on a life of its own, raising Edwin’s awareness that postponing release increased yearning for it.
Dalton leaned down to kiss Afzal’s brow. He whispered, “When Hassan gets
here, you and he will learn from them. I’ve arranged it. And you can practice
on Edwin.”
Afzal blushed. Me with Hassan, not Shan! His earlier confusion vanished.
Excitement inflamed him. His face was on fire.
Zakir and Faswin moistened their lips and used them on the end of Edwin’s erection to tantalize it. By turns and in measured rhythm, their mouths
descended further. Alternating, their tongues ranged out to lap down the
straining phallus—inch succeeding inch until each mouthful brought Edwin
nearer the brink of orgasm. Once they began to reactivate his scrotum and
nipples with their magical touches and tingling oil—he lost all control and
jetted himself into the air.
They kissed him and kissed him and kissed him, smothering their noses in
his flesh and rubbing their tiny penises against his legs, and came.
Sudden immobility. Lassitude. There were only sounds of breathing.
As per plan, Salil and Afzal stole from the scene unheard, unnoticed.
Edwin woke. The two wedding bands on the thin, gold chain about his
neck were what he felt for before cracking his eyes. Dalton was there. And water, warm water—he was in a bathtub. Dalton was running a washcloth over
one of his arms.
“Hello, my lovely. What do you think of the twins’ skill?”
Answering was not yet possible, for thought was not. After more attention
to his skin from Dalton’s soap and water, the spell dissipated. Edwin managed,
“How did I get here?”
“Stephen and I carried you. That was about twenty minutes ago. You had
the most tranquil look on your face. It reminded me of the first time we woke
up together.”
A twist and a slosh marked Edwin’s return to consciousness. “Where are
the others? I must thank them,” he spoke rapidly. “Please, a towel.”
“Here, but don’t rush. The twins have gone into the night. You’ll see them
again when Duane and Hassan arrive. Now,” he solicited, “can you answer my
question about the twins?”
They talked into the equatorial night.

S

His sketches became quite a project. Page after page was torn to shreds.
Single heads were not what Edwin wanted to produce for these hospitable folk
with whom he was developing such intimacy and kinship. Two compositions
occurred to him for which the paper of his sketchpad was inadequate. Terry
took him shopping. At the Nanyang Art & Graphic store on Carvarnon Street
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were found the large mid-toned sheets required. One he had cut in half the
long way. To his good fortune, the store’s stock included good quality pencils
in sanguine and white as well as cans of fixative.
He posed Stephen and Terry standing nude, Stephen facing forward holding Terry’s front to his, Terry’s back to the viewer, his head turned in profile.
And Edwin drew them statuesquely locked together as if they were a single
piece of stone cut by Michelangelo. The image took the full sheet’s vertical format. They were denied even a glimpse of the drawing which, he said, “needs
a lot of work.”
Separate occasions produced the individual likenesses Edwin needed for his
Chaudary family lineup—posed totally clad and starting with the nervously
uncomfortable grandmother in profile from her shoulders up, moving to Nirupa behind her, turned slightly toward him, followed by Salil in three-quarter
view, Afzal nearly face forward, and Shantanu straight-on. He redrew them
in receding perspective on the horizontal length of the other sheet. They, he
drew in a tight, academic style that ought to please them all.
Soft black pencil tinged with sanguine and highlighted in a few places almost imperceptibly with white brought both compositions into being as quiet
presences exactly as Edwin intended. After their fixative had dried, Dalton
was shown them.
“Holy Mary, Mother of God,” he gasped, under his breath. “They are beautiful.”
“I didn’t know you were a believer.”
“Now I am.”
“In God?”
“No, in you. More than ever.” He squeezed Edwin to him in a burst of
emotion.
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Edwin thought hard about his other long strip of paper. Terry became his
confidante for discussion of the idea. “What if?…” Edwin outlined broadly
the way in which he might compose the image, “…you were lying on your
back, your head here, your body along there, and your masseur friends were,
one here, working on your chest, and the other, there, working on your legs?
Would they like that?”
Terry did not hesitate, “Nobody like that. Very bad. Turn long way up. Head
at bottom, body going up, Zakir and Faswin each side work symmetry. Anyway, not me. You. You on floor. Then magic picture.”
“But all the leftover space at the top? Trim the paper?”
“No. Dumb idea. Draw—mmm—Kamadeva in distance. God of love. Lots
flowers. We get.”
Settled to Edwin’s own surprise by Terry’s matter-of-fact suddenness, the
wily Chinese took over. The twins were summoned—puzzled, astonished,
flattered. Being able to touch Edwin so intimately had been all the reward
they ever expected. Terry arranged the scene, its three participants nude. No
accoutrements. He placed himself on the floor near Edwin’s head and began
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snapping pictures with his iPhone. Probably a dozen, from various heights,
sitting, kneeling, standing until one satisfied. Almost.
“Light not good. Need do again. Light from window come this way. You
lie down that way, feet way off. I take better. Edwin, arms around twins’ legs.
They sit like before. Touch chest.” He fidgeted until one side exactly mirrored
the other, and took the photo. “Now, great.”
Clothed, at work alone from Terry’s computer printout of the final photo,
Edwin realized very little of his features could be seen—his hair, nose, cheeks,
chest, arms. It might be any young man. Mantegna’s Christ came to mind, but
it was turned the other way and its parts incorrectly recessed for the space
involved. If only Mantegna had had a camera.
Hours passed before he brought the three figures to the point he wished.
Zakir and Faswin were shown to sit raptly facing what the fourth finger and
thumb of each man’s right hand held, one of Edwin’s nipples. Lightest of
twists, carried out with ethereal delicacy, had traveled throughout his nervous
system to tingle his fingers, his toes, his privates. That was the moment he felt
his image might capture. As he studied it, he realized something about the rigid arrangement impeded his intention, an image representing the onset of ecstasy. Out went the tresses of his hair and outline of cheeks and nose, erased.
Annoyed at himself for not having seen the shortcoming, Edwin found
two hand mirrors and commenced looking at the top of his head from different angles. There! He saw what he must do.
Back to the drawing, he added indications of the mattress edge over which
his head had lolled. He redrew himself. Symmetry broken by the angle at
which he had opened his mouth for air. The new head’s hair hung back in
slight disarray. That’s it. No longer static and timeless, the composition was
immediate, as if the viewer were in the moment.
Edwin sagged. Terry came in unnoticed. His chin nudged the young artist’s
neck tenderly and asked, “You know how long you here? Three hours. Need
break. I make tea. Look, books with flowers and god for top.” The fatigue in
Edwin’s shoulders responded to being rubbed while Terry ran on, “This your
best. Need rest, though. I bring tea. You lie down then we sit. Must tell important flowers”.
Pulled tea’s sweet milkiness revived Edwin. He studied the flowers in Terry’s books—spikes of mango blossoms, ashoka tree clusters, jasmine blooms,
and the pointy blue lotus—and various renderings of Kamadeva with his bow
and arrow. “Oh, this won’t do without more color.” He turned to Terry to
plead, “Please go to the art store again and get for me the biggest set of colored
pencils like these that we bought earlier. Please, Terry. I can’t finish this properly without them, and I need to plan how to manage everything. And, please,
please, don’t let anyone in here until I’m done.”
Terry, delighted to be involved in the secret project, assured Edwin, “Not
worry. Tonight big rehearsal outside. All actors run around. Light people coming. Nobody miss you. I bring you food. Keep Dalton busy.”

S
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Midnight closed around a freshly showered Dalton taking his place beside
Edwin in bed. “I didn’t see you at the rehearsal,” he said stroking his young
mate’s arm.
“How was it?”
“Hot and humid. Hotter, once the spots were turned on.”
“Tell me about it.”
“Well, the director whose name I can’t remember—a Muslim, I think—has
everybody all over the courtyard, behind trees and bushes, on the steps to the
main house. They’re catching on and delivering their lines rather well.”
“Are there costumes?”
“Some greeky-roman things were pulled from their warehouse, but mostly it’s going to be simple clothes and yards and yards of some off-white veil
material they found in the market. Make-do, you know. Just scenes that Puck,
or Robin—or whatever his name is –scenes he is prominent in. Shan’s going
to be in something skimpy, I think, with leaves here and there. Should be
revealing.”
As if distracted, Edwin said, “I want it to be a surprise,”
“The play?”
“Oh. No. I meant my drawing. I worked on it all day.”
“When can I see it?”
“In the morning, after I’ve checked it in fresh light. I’m so tired now. My
hand is really sore. Let’s sleep.”
Stephen’s highly efficient air conditioning system alleviated the Malaysian
humidity and heat. The two could nestle together as they liked best, a sheet
over them, when surrendering their active day to rest’s slow currents.
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Terry’s account of the art project had Stephen chafing to view it. Edwin
took Terry with him, leaving their men at the breakfast table “for a few minutes.” When they returned, Terry proclaimed, “Now ready. You come.”
In the gym, suspended from the ceiling, was Edwin’s gift for the twins.
From the now flesh-toned triad, strongly limned in the foreground and seen
at eye level, there arose vaporous, upflowing streams of flowers in yellows, oranges, whites and blues ever fainter in hue as they metamorphosed distantly
into a cloud surrounding the god of love, tinged in characteristic green, leaning to aim his drawn bow toward the single lotus concealing Edwin’s arousal.
A vision as from a dream of the confluence of East with West.
Edwin and Terry watched their men’s eyes drifting to the top, lingering,
falling to the bold relief of the figures and traveling more intently up the
smoke-like blossoms. Stephen moved closer to note a few scattered petals,
each with its own shadow, in front of the mattress—and the tiny lettering on
the right: Edwin Owen Penang.
“You didn’t date it?” he asked.
“No.”
Stephen reached for Dalton’s hand. “My friend, have you ever seen anything to compare?”
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“Not in this life.” Dalton turned, extending his hand to Edwin.
Together, the four sat to regard the drawing, its beauty creating a state of
gentle inner being. Each dwelt on his own thoughts.
“Okay,” Terry broke the silence, “when you give to twins?”
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Christmas was Stephen Cobbett’s favorite holiday, not for any religious
reason. He liked it because so many happy memories were associated with
its decorations, gift giving, celebratory meals. Malaysian displays, like those
in Singapore, Thailand, and Sumatra—gaudy lights and sappy seasonal pop
songs everywhere—made him cringe. In the decades he had made his home
with Terry on the island of Penang, Christmas such as reminded him of his
happy childhood was evoked by a tree hung with homemade garlands of colored paper, small candy canes, candle-lights, and, as background, a CD-reissue of the Robert Shaw Chorale singing hymns and carols. This year, the new
IKEA store had actual Christmas trees—scrawny by American standards but
real enough—one of which he had installed in the living room. Gluing strips
of old-fashioned construction paper into links for the multi-colored chains
was a task he pressed upon Terry, their houseguests, and the buoyantly involved Afzal.
“I’ve never done anything like this,” he bubbled to a bemused Edwin. The
sight of Dalton struggling not to get paste all over places it ought not to be
struck him as funny. Edwin, too. The efficient one was Terry, who had made
paper chains for Stephen every year.
“These real. Candy canes plastic.”
Edwin wondered, “Candles on the tree? Surely not real ones.”
“Ha! No. Clip-on lights this tall, like my dick. Only not so straight! Try for
straight. Always get angles.”
Laughter greeted Stephen as he brought in glasses of lemonade and a bowl
of crispy vegetable and fruit chips.
By the time everything was arrayed on the tree, he was glowing.
The afternoon of Christmas Eve took Stephen, Terry, Salil, and Nirupa to
the export company’s annual party for employees and their families, this time
in an elegant meeting room at the E&O Hotel. No place was finer nor the catering better. The house staff was invited, too.
The compound’s quiet was undisturbed by Shantanu’s swimming or the
conversation of Afzal and Edwin as they watched from the shaded porch.
Dalton napped.
Finished and famished, Shan emerged from the water.
“He is beautiful,” Afzal could not resist saying. “And so talented. Our granny is in love with him.”
“Wasn’t she the reason he had to be on the trip the States?”
As his brother approached, Afzal whispered, “Yes, she didn’t want anything to do with him, back then.” Aloud, “How are you feeling? Did your
practice go well?”
“Great. Last night’s rehearsal, with all that running around they make me
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do, was tiring, but my exercises this morning and these laps worked out the
kinks.” Rubbing his hair briskly resulted in a wild look that registered as a
pang in Edwin’s groin. “Can we get something in the kitchen?” he asked.
Dalton walked from the guest house to the kitchen rubbing his eyes also
wanting something to eat. He discovered the three teens at work seriously
with bread, mayonnaise, ball-park mustard, lettuce, and cold cuts. Very American. Taking stock of the appetites and the hour, his advice was to make the
snack into their supper. “It’ll be hours before the folks get home. Let’s see
what else we can find.”
Indeed, the impromptu meal served them well. The Chaudary boys added
the word “tummies” to their vocabulary.
Afzal reminded Edwin, “I learned the word ‘rump’ from you.” He smiled at
his brother for something he had learned. “You? What new words?”
The answer came dourly, “Lots of words from Shakespeare but I wouldn’t
know how to use them on my own.”
“You will! Never doubt that,” Dalton was definite. “You are becoming a
walking vocabulary. Now, enough of these congratulations. There are plans
to be laid.”
Afzal was at his most impish. “I want to get laid. And, ten-to-one—that’s a
phrase I learned in America!—Shan does, too.”
The tumult that caused had to die off before Dalton’s composure could be
recovered. “Well, you two will have to deal with that by yourselves, at least
until after Edwin goes with Terry to make a delivery.”
“What delivery?”
“Why, of your drawing to the twins, of course.”
Shan voiced curiosity, “What twins?”
Afzal chafed to say that he knew, but kept himself quiet. He turned to Edwin.
“Friends of Terry and Stephen. I did it as a favor. It’s not like the one of your
family. I’m saving that one for your mom’s big dinner. I’ll show you if you
both promise not to say a word to your parents about it.”
“I thought,” Shan said, “you were making separate heads of all of us.”
“Separate sketches. To work from. Come, I’ll show you.”
The party trooped to the guest house where Edwin and Dalton held up the
sweep of Chaudary faces. Afzal clapped his hands in rapture; Shan stared with
no change of expression.
Edwin looked at him; Dalton looked on—wondering what his reaction
might be.
The sixteen-year-old drew a breath and finally said, in his most cultivated,
actor’s voice, “There’s a line in a Shakespeare sonnet we studied in Treydon:
‘Such heavenly touches ne’er touched earthly faces.’”
For a moment, it seemed he might become emotional. Shantanu Chaudary!
Several blinks preceded a guilty smile. Wateriness appeared in his boys’ eyes,
Dalton saw.
“That was highly appropriate,” he said. “Your American studies become
you. Now go home. I’ll see that Terry drops off our boyfriend after their trip
to the twins—and you three can have an orgy.”
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An eel’s sting could not have had a more electrifying effect on the
Chaudarys. They shrieked, “Not at our house!”
To Edwin’s amusement, Dalton huffed, “Then you can engage in in-tellectu-al con-ver-sation,” he emphasized then rushed, “or just babysit him. Terry,
Stephen, and I have things to do here and we don’t want him in our way. So,
scat!” He waved them out the door. “The walk will do your lazy asses good.”
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Within minutes of having arrived from their gym encounter with Edwin,
the Battacharyas, Zakir and Fazwin, had gone to their bedroom. Without a
word, they hung their clothes as always. Approaching, they enmeshed the
fingers of their hands, palms to palms, and pressed together, their stiff cocks
sperming into each other’s pubes. They cleaned themselves, lay side by side in
bed, closed their eyes, and had similar dreams of Paradise.
Terry’s call to have their picture taken with Edwin had surprised and
thrilled them anew. Proximity to the beautiful young man in a state of nature
again had been wonderful but frustrating because the result was to be only a
photograph. Their consolation, a promised copy. Still, they reasoned as they
had dressed and left, that would be something permanent.
Christmas Eve took them away for a puppet show at the home of a wealthy
banker. When they returned, the hour was late. Fatigue made them droop as
they stowed their folding stage, its screen, its lamps and cords, and stood the
carrying cases containing old, precious puppets on the floor of their modest
house’s attached shed, then locked its door.
Entering through their kitchen, Fazwin started a pot of noodles while Zakir
went to open the front door to increase the circulation of fresh air. A large roll
of paper fell to his feet. It was tied with a blue ribbon to which a handwritten
note was attached:
Because I will never forget your loving touches,
I have made this so that you will remember me.
					
Edwin
Zakir took the roll to his brother, whose brow crinkled with curiosity. They
loosened the ribbon and carefully began to discover what was inside. A faintly green head appeared. They recognized Kamadeva’s crown and the top of
his bow. Trembling, they unfurled the rest of the god and his vague aura of
clouds, which became tumbling flowers leading to stronger colors and greater
nearness. On the sheet’s lowermost third—themselves with Edwin! As real as
real could be. The large drawing rolled up when Faswin released it to rub his
disbelieving eyes.
Zakir swore. To him, the image had been upside down. He left his brother
standing there and went to their living room where he could place the sheet
on the floor safely. With a small book on each corner of the top, he opened it
and placed other books on the far corners, then turned on every light.
Fazwin, having found his nerve, at first stood behind his then-tremulous
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twin whom he embraced before daring to enter the spell of Edwin’s penciled
apparition.
Its sanguine signature and place name meant that he had truly done it as
a most personal gesture.
Neither had had any idea of Edwin as an artist. To them, he was simply the
unique example of a type of male westerner they had always found compellingly attractive. He had been “theirs” for more than an hour and for a fleeting
further contact of which the photograph was promised as souvenir. But this!
Zakir’s hands found Fazwin’s. Together, rocking back and forth, they
quaked less and less until settled, their eyes never leaving Edwin’s conjuration
of Kamadeva’s divine focus on their fingers’ transmission of sensual love to
the golden-haired American’s pink nipples. This was divine.
Silently, contemplatively, they sought to think beyond the enchantment it
cast. Sounds, however, were drawing them back to reality.
The noodle pot was boiling over.
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“What was that all about?” asked exasperated Edwin after Terry had returned him finally to Dalton. No answer coming immediately from the man,
he decided to fill the gap with “Nirupa and Salil certainly weren’t expecting to
find me when they got home, but they were nice about it. We had Assam tea
and ‘biscuits.’ Tinned British shortbreads. Buttery but not very tasty. Anyway,
they said the party went very well. We talked about that and whatever we
could until Terry showed up. Did you know all the employees receive a hong
bao envelope containing a month’s pay in crisp new bills?”
“Of course, it’s traditional. Very important for the corporation’s heads to
save face and to honor their workers. Did you have time for sex with the
boys?”
“Dalton!”
“Just hoping you’d been able to distract yourselves.”
“We actually talked about sex, the three of us. We’d never done that.
Cleared some air.”
Dalton nodded, “Cleared some air? You sound like your aunt. Matter-offact. So Mid-Western. Anyway, you deserve an explanation. Stephen and I
were setting up for tomorrow. After breakfast, we four will celebrate Christmas
by opening presents.”
“Presents? My only present is my drawing of them. Terry’s seen it but not
Stephen. He hasn’t even asked.”
“I told him not to. Forget the idea of any other presents, dear. Your being
with us is present enough. You have no idea what it meant to Stephen to have
you the other night when Terry and I were making our display.”
“You obviously wanted me to. He fucks really well. You know, raw sex. I
liked it.”
“There’s somebody else who wants you—Salil.”
Gape-mouthed, Edwin processed that news item. “In your house, the one
time we kissed, it felt awesome. Does he want to fuck me?”
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“I think,” said Dalton, “his desire is less about sex than about a loving
exchange. What you’ve done for his sons means so much to him. It’s quite
moving.” He drew Edwin into his arms and nosed his ear. “Salil’s kisses are
like no one else’s. But if you’d rather have, say, a new pair of shoes, I’m certain
he’d….”
“Dalton!”
“Then it’s settled. We’ll just let it happen, perhaps tomorrow sometime.
Shall we go to bed?”
“I need some inspiration,” whispered Edwin, his voice suggestive. “Would
you give me a good probe to warm up? We could follow that,” he dropped his
voice seductively, “by a merger of our resources.”
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A heap of shredded, bright wrapping papers later, Stephen Corbett’s Christmas had resulted in a myriad of things from Terry—including boxes of his
favorite Belgian chocolates and British soaps, a fantastic pair of black-and-gold
silk “Borocco” Versace briefs, and an array in several sizes of the new Pronto
Applicator Condoms from South Africa. The last caused a sensation when
Terry insisted on demonstrating how to break one of the packets, pull its sides
apart, and slide the condom directly down a dildo the size of his lover’s cock.
Their American guests were handed a half-dozen each “for good, safe times to
come.” Effusive Terry was beside himself with the originality of his purchases.
For his part, Stephen had excelled on Terry’s behalf by presenting a single,
huge red box on wheels and tied with a big black satin bow which, when untied, allowed the box’s front panel to drop thuddingly down to reveal a Japanese fellow standing inside, a tape measure in one hand and a small notepad
in another—Stephen’s very personal tailor, Noriuki Sato.
Terry gaped in recognition.
“He’s here to take your measurements for a complete set of specially designed leather and elastic restraints unlike any you have worn before. The patterns, all new, come from Master Takao in Tokyo. Be so kind, please, to let our
guests see the process necessary.” To the visitors, he explained rather formally
(if not very informatively where Edwin was concerned), “Perfectly tailored restraints will enhance Terry’s experience and appearance for the coming yearend festivities with Duane and Hassan.”
He sounds almost like Dalton when he speaks—obscurely.
Loving the attention of an audience as goggle-eyed as Edwin and as smugly
paternal as Dalton, Terry shed his t-shirt, chinos, and shoes, held his legs and
arms widely apart, and grinned to be subjected to detailed measurements of
every part of his muscular body. “He want me be contained many ways. Oh so
good fun!” There were to be chains, clasps, hooks in strategic places, buckles
in nickel silver, and rings of several diameters. Edwin found it beyond him to
imagine the results of these deliberations and carefully recorded figures—for
the project lay so far outside his experience. Extrapolations, perhaps, upon
Duane’s design for the halters he had given Edwin and Hassan and passed on
to Shan? Perhaps not. Measurements were taken in extreme positions—arms
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behind and in front, legs pulled up to wrist level, ankles and wrists crisscrossed at mid-stomach. Nothing phased the object of the tailor’s attentions.
Terry bathed in the attention.
During the process, Stephen confided to the puzzled Edwin, “My tailor,
Noriuki, is renowned in matters of bondage and discipline. He wields certain
implements with skills you can’t imagine, creating the most exquisitely subtle
pains and pleasures which can drive Terry quite over the top. He’ll have the
outfit and all our new equipment ready by the time our guests from Paris arrive. Then we’ll have a show you’ll long remember.”
Edwin, legs clasped warily, and Dalton, legs apart expansively, had received
elaborately patterned batik sport shirts in cotton and fine silk dress shirts in
solids—white, pink, blue, and red—a pound bag of ground Sumatra Black Satin coffee (their favorite of several served to them since arriving), a small jar of
coconut oil, and a traditional-print man’s sarong apiece. The designs were in
strong browns and oranges.
“Very good. Very good,” exclaimed Terry, still naked. “Finish measurement.
Now show sarong. Take off clothes. You see. Very practical. Dalton no matter.
You know. Edwin. Time for you.” He held out the cotton tube.
“Give me a moment to get things off!”
“Underpants, too.”
“All right.”
“Now, two ways. Over head or step into. No difference.”
Edwin held up the sarong and tried to lower it around his torso but managed to drop it into a circular pile at his feet. “Oops.” Clumsy.
“So pull up, dumb boy.”
Terry showed how high to raise it (seam to the rear), how to hold it with
one hand while the other wrapped the loose fold across the stomach, and how
to roll down to the hips the upper inches to secure the garment. “Now not fall
down. Look good on skinny boy. Show navel. Cute.”
Self-conscious, Edwin moved a little, took some steps amid the wrapping
papers, heard Dalton tell him he looked “ravishingly seductive,” and walked
into the hall to test the sensuous feel of the cloth flowing around his legs and
ankles. It was novel to experience. Nearing the front door, he was startled to
hear its bell ring.
“See who’s there,” Stephen called.
The men in the living room could not witness the astonishment that broke
on the Battacharya twins’ faces. Quite the sight: their blue-eyed, straw-haired,
teen idol’s bare, pale torso rising from the low-riding majesty of a sarong clinging to his lower extremity like convoluted flutes on a temple column. Fazwin
almost dropped the bottle he carried. Zakir’s eyes bugged.
Sensing their embarrassment, Edwin managed enough savoir-faire to say,
“Merry Christmas. Please come in.” And stood aside. They walked around him
and almost backed into the hallway, unwilling to relinquish the near-mirage
that appeared before them.
Edwin found himself more self-conscious than before. Double expressions,
exactly the same, caused him to blush with unconscious innocence. It may
have been his third time in the presence of the twins but, somehow, this
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meeting’s nervous impact exceeded his being stripped and oiled by them the
first time and having been between them once again for Terry’s photo session.
Perhaps being half-clad contributed to his unease.
By coming out into the hall to take the twins by their shoulders, Stephen
relieved the awkward situation. He was embraced. In the living room, Zakir
and Fazwin greeted Dalton rather formally before turning to Terry and letting
loose, in very low voices, two streams of rapid Malay. Terry was all ears. When
they finished, Stephen was told to clear away all the paper. “Make space. We
have ceremony.” At which, he pulled from a distant corner an antique Chinese
rosewood armchair carved elaborately with dragons and dragged it to the center of the carpet. “Sit like royal,” he ordered the perplexed young American.
The twins knelt at Edwin’s feet. Symmetry again. Holding upright the bottle
they had brought, Terry approached from directly in front, as if some bearer
of an ancient libation. “I talk for them. They speechless.”
The old friends Dalton and Stephen watched in utter fascination. Stephen
brought out his camera-phone to take pictures.
“You give gift way too important. Great thing in life. They hang on wall
over altar in house. Never can pay back. Too treasure. Bring special oil for you.
Here.”
He ceremoniously presented the bottle to Edwin, who blushed again and
troubled to think of a response. “Tell them, please, to stand up.” He rose from
the throne-like chair and handed off the bottle to Dalton, rather like a prince
passing on to a courtier an ambassadorial present. Edwin reached an arm to
each twin, drew him close, said seriously, “I am greatly honored to be loved by
you,” and brought his lips to Fazwin’s mouth, then, repeating the same words,
kissed Zakir. Chaste kisses so alarmingly affective that Dalton and Stephen
had to spring to their feet to brace the wavering Malaysians.
Aunt Aggie should see me now.
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Lunch behind them, Dalton withdrew with Edwin to their guest quarters.
In his hands, the twins’ gift and their hosts’ jar of coconut oil.
Expectant of another bliss-filled “merger” like their last, Edwin was to be
surprised.
Their clothes off, Dalton pressed Edwin’s shoulders to send him to his
knees. “Show me your tongue. Keep your eyes open and look at me.” His tone,
strangely reminiscent of George Tanner; of the situation of the scene between
Dalton and Terry.
Half-aroused, Dalton took Edwin by the ears straight to the spongy penis’
base, choking him. “Swallow. Look at me, and don’t pass out.”
Seconds elapsed. More. Edwin fought for air. His lids fluttered.
“You’re not obedient,” he dimly heard. Suddenly, his throat was free but
his body was being bent over the man’s lap, a big hand against his waist, the
other squeezing his ass. “You’ve been asking for this.”
The room resonated to the sharp cracks of the spank. Escalating in severity,
Dalton’s violent discipline brought teardrops, first one, then two and three, to
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trickle down Edwin’s nose. The hands left him. Unseen, a jar was being unscrewed. Aided by the creamy coconut oil, a long finger thrust its way inside
and felt around, stopped in place, and pushed into the firm prostate. Edwin’s
body began to vibrate with its uncontrollable, self-generating heat. It spread
out to the reddened cheeks, down his thighs and up his back. Then the finger was withdrawn and the spank recommenced with shattering rigor. Edwin
erected helplessly.
“I thought so.”
Head a-spin, he felt himself being placed over the side of their bed face
down.
The fuck was implacable. Bone-jolting.
To his astonishment, all the mounting effects toward climax of Dalton’s
rampage gave way to flashingly swift scenes from his early life—infancy, his
parents, kindergarten class, the first grades of his schooling, his teachers and
playmates, games enjoyed, television shows watched loyally from the Muppets and Scooby-Doo to History Channel documentaries and Ovation Channel arts features, vacation trips, and the moment of impact that had taken it
all away—followed by the fireworks of orgasm and Dalton’s lips bestowing
kisses to his face, neck, shoulders, chest, and stomach. Unnoticed had been
his being turned over to slump back on the coverlet.
“Stop!” he cried. “You’ve brought everything back! Everything.” And he
swooned.
Sensation returned with consciousness. Edwin was trapped—by what?
Meaty arms.
Big, hairy legs.
Dalton’s.
Edwin tried speaking the name but his throat would not respond.
Need more time….
Mouth closed, breaths taken more slowly, Edwin gathered himself, flexed
his limbs against those surrounding him, and roused his sleeping mate.
“Ah. At last. My phoenix rises from his ashes,” murmured Dalton.
Eyes glittering, Edwin exclaimed, “I am recovered.”
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Dalton returned to the kitchen after delivering a bowl of morning noodles
to Edwin. “He’s happy this morning to stay in alone. He cries. He laughs and
smiles, wipes his eyes, stares out the window, and lets the cycle replay.”
“I was worried when you told me what you’d done—that it might not work,
that you might have gone too far, too fast,” Stephen voiced his concern. “I
guess your instinct was true.”
Sipping his tea in pride, Dalton beamed past the crow’s feet of his rosy
face, “He’s been after me to spank him. Back home, he brought it up as a
question several times. Here, since he heard Terry telling about some of our
past. My on-request domination scene with your very riled Terry impressed
the hell out of him. That performance with the twins, which Terry so cleverly
set up—although none of us imagined how Edwin would respond to it—that
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assumption of a role unlike any he’s played before, that gave me the idea that
the time was right to break him through the remaining barriers to his past. It
was a one-sided attack, a siege, if you will.” With another smile, “Damned if
it didn’t wear me out.”
Tired and drained, Dalton seemed about to drift into a daze. But he roused
himself, “I ought to be elated. I’ve done what no one else could. I’ve opened
Edwin to the rest of his childhood memories. Edwin’s salvation has come
through sex.”
“You’ll never have to do that rough stuff again, will you?”
“I couldn’t bear to. He’s free now, you know. Never again will he consciously have to ignore the bugbear”—Dalton’s voice trailed away—“of un-reclaimed
memory.”
Stephen changed the subject, “Think he’ll be up for a jaunt this afternoon?
Tay’s back from Bali, where he loves to sketch. He’s willing to show Edwin his
watercolor techniques. You can stay home and rest.”
“Ooh, he’ll jump at the chance. Will you drive him?”
“Sure. We haven’t had a private conversation since he let me fuck him
while you were plowing Terry. God, he was receptive—and what he knows to
do with a dick in him is phenomenal. When he took over, I thought I’d been
hijacked into the gladiatorial arena—and I lost! If technology ever reaches the
point of being able to record those feelings, every man in the world would pay
for the privilege of having his dick nearly ripped off like that. Oh, the money
to be made!” He paused, “Then there’s the rest of his talent. Un-fucking-believable.”
“You haven’t forgotten your sex with Hassan in Chicago, have you?”
“Hardly. What a consumer! Can swallow anything—and that body, that
butt….”
Dalton acknowledged, “I know, I know. Coming soon to a guest house near
you, m’friend.”
“Oughtn’t we plan someone special for him and Duane?”
Their arrival was impending.
A finger to his nose, Dalton said, “If you’re still in contact with that young
fellow from Medan….”
“Of course!” Stephen enthused. “What a memory you have.”
“Speaking of memory? You haven’t seen the finished drawing Edwin made
for you and Terry. We forgot to bring it yesterday.” Dalton stood, “This afternoon, then. We’ll have lunch and you can take him to Tay’s.”
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Nosed from his compound’s gate to merge into George Town’s less anxious,
post-Christmas traffic, Stephen’s BMW provided beautifully conditioned air
and the privacy for unfettered conversation. There was much to say to his
passenger.
Stephen ventured, “When did you last receive a report card? Not in a while,
I bet. The question marks on your face resemble some cartoon character’s.
Mind if I give you one on your visit here?”
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“Please do, if I can ask you for some advice afterward.”
For an instant, Stephen turned to scan the honest, sweet face. Is he putting
me on?
“Sure. What I want to say is really a sort of confession. When I saw you in
Chicago, after hearing all the things Dalton said and observing your interactions with everyone, you fascinated me. I was drawn to you as if by magnets.”
“I remember. You did try to pay some attention to me.”
“The thought that you had given yourself to George and Hassan and Dalton made my blood hot. It’s true, Edwin. I found myself wanting you.”
“But you and Terry had a lot of sex in Chicago, didn’t you? With Hassan
and Duane and…and, for all I know, with George and Tom and Roger. Why
would you want me?”
“My involvements together with Terry were with Duane and Hassan. They
were diversions and, as it turned out, business opportunities. Hassan—he’s
spectacular. Duane’s no slacker. He likes men my age, too. ‘Maturity,’ he told
me, ‘has certain blandishments.’ That aside, the more the four of us had our
trysts, the more I wanted you. Probably, it was partly because you were beyond
my access.”
“Was that what made me appealing? How about the other part of your
‘partly’?”
“You were said to be unabashedly agreeable to being dominated. What you
know about Terry and me—that we function well because each of us needs
exactly what the other provides— well, it’s worked for all these years because
we reach out for what might be called playmates for recreational sex. Keeps us
fresh with each other and always interested. I wanted you simply because you
were, I was told, a perfect bottom. I think it was Hassan who advised biding
my time until the day we might become friends. With that partly in mind, the
group of us planned this Christmas, never once imagining that in the meantime you and Dalton might celebrate your nuptials!”
Looking down at the rings he was holding on his gold chain, Edwin smiled
his Leonardo best. “Are you trying to tell me that you were gratified to get
your way?”
“If things had turned out differently, I would be saying something far simpler. Truth of the matter, since the Summer, you’ve become a young man on
quite a trajectory. A-plus in every way. You occupy a niche that only you can
in the life of our precious Dalton, in the lives of the Chaudary brothers, now
in the mutual lives of our friends the twins and that of Terry and me. Edwin,
you’ve been decisive in changing people’s lives. Your drawings here—they’re
having an impact you probably never envisioned. No photo’s ever captured
the relationship Terry and I have the way your drawing did. And, the twins!
I will love you for the rest of my life for treating them so specially. One day,
I’ll tell you how much they have meant to us. It made me profoundly happy
to be in the position to present you to them. Your response to their fingers
couldn’t have been more perfect. That you drew for them so fantastic a piece
of memorabilia has been—is—the high point of their existence. And when
Nirupa and Salil see the way you’ve treated them, especially your placement
of the old gram in front—and largest…. Oh damn! I’ve passed Tay’s.”
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No reckoning of the time could be made accurately as Stephen observed
the interaction of the upper-seventies-something Malaysian watercolorist and
the American teen. He would estimate one hour passed looking at Tay’s paintings and talking about his means of handling washes and the brushes he
used. Edwin had no trouble understanding the man’s broken English. Perhaps
an hour or more went to Tay’s demonstration of techniques for Edwin, and as
much as another to Edwin’s copying one of Tay’s own works, a complex scene
of gnarled roots’ destruction of a wall at Borobudur shadowed by palm fronds.
When the final stroke was applied and his brush cleaned, Edwin waited. Only
silence ensued. Tay watched to see what the boy would do. Edwin picked up
a soft lead pencil and lettered neatly at the bottom, Ceci n’est pas un Tay. E.O.
“What is this?” asked Malaysian painting’s elder statesman.
At Edwin’s telling of the Magritte story, the old man brought his hands together and giggled in a high voice that reminded his visitors of Afzal reacting
with delight over virtually anything. Solemnly, he shook Edwin’s hand and
patted him on the shoulder. “Now you can paint watercolor. I like to keep
copy. I give you original. Very nice trade.”
“Very nice trade?” said Stephen as they drove away. Do you know what
that’s worth? Several thousand ringgit, that’s what.”
“Oh, Stephen, we must take it back. I should have paid him for teaching
me. My copy’s not worth anything. He taught me a lifetime worth of stuff.”
The concern showed on Edwin’s face. “I shouldn’t have taken advantage of
him. That was blatant of me. Aunt Aggie would have a fit.”
“Believe me, if Tay had wanted the afternoon to be different, it would have
been—perhaps as short as fifteen or twenty minutes, not three-and-a-half
hours. He was as beguiled by you as you were by him. Did anyone tell you
about his title?”
“Title?”
“Title. Dato. Awarded him by one of the sultans. I forget which. Malacca
probably. It’s an honorific, rather like the British title ‘sir’.”
“I didn’t know!”
“When we were in the Museum the other day, I should have pointed out
what the big placard called him. Remember, that whole wall hung with his
watercolors?”
“Of course, I remember. His were the best in the place. So, what did it say?”
“Only that Dato’ Tay Mo-Leong is the most important living Malaysian
artist.”
Edwin’s hands tried to cover his embarrassment.
“Hey! Don’t be like that. Listen, know what you can do for Tay?” Stephen’s
earnestness caught Edwin’s attention. “One day, when you can, help him get
an exhibit in Chicago. Very few people in the States know of him.”
“How in the world would I do that?”
“Didn’t you hear what I said? ‘One day, when you can.’ Now, why don’t you
ask me for that advice you mentioned on our way over?”
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“It’s not actually advice. It’s more a favor.”
“Ask away.”
Edwin plunged right in, “Shan’s told Afzal that his halter’s penis sheath is
too short. He’s grown another inch so quickly, its strains awfully up during
his exercises. It hurts him. Really hurts the head of his penis. Can you—or
will you, please—get your tailor to make him a new one—maybe that looks
the same but has a longer ‘sleeve’?”
“Why wouldn’t he ask me? I’ll be glad to. Doesn’t he realize he’s one of us
now? Terry loves Shan’s dick.” Laughing, Stephen quoted, “He says ‘big stick
stirs pot great—makes hot soup very good.’”
When his sides stopped aching and he could manage to suck in enough
air to speak, Edwin said, “He’s developed a conscience, Stephen. He thinks of
himself now as over-indebted to just about everyone—my Aunt, Roger, even
George, and to Salil and you and Terry, and to me. Seriously, he would be
ashamed to ask any of us for anything.”
“Then how do we manage this?”
Edwin considered, lightning-fast, “Let’s kidnap him. Yes, and rush him to
the tailor’s while he’s wearing the halter. He’ll freak out, but it will be good
for him. What if, early in the morning, I get Afzal to distract their parents so
they don’t miss him. I’ll slip in at the right instant, make Shan put something
on over himself, sneak him out the back way and into your car, and we’ll go
and bring him back before they know what happened.”
“You’re too much. Okay, we’ll do it. Tomorrow morning before Duane and
Hassan arrive. Let’s keep this between ourselves and Afzal. I won’t tell Terry if
you won’t tell Dalton.”
And you’ll owe me another of your tremendous fucks.
“Deal,” Edwin said, figuring somehow he would have to repay this favor.
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Silenced by Edwin’s finger against his lips, Shan, firmly clad in his black
outfit, was struck dumb by being pushed into his bedroom and told very softly, “Quick. Put your clothes on. No, over that thing. We must hurry. Don’t ask
questions.”
He and Edwin were in the back seat of the Mercedes, Edwin holding his
hand, Stephen driving without a word. “Where are…?”
“The kidnapped aren’t allowed to talk,” Edwin squeezed his hand.
Shan protested, “I’m not a kid.”
“So, man with tight pants, we’re abducting you.”
Shan started to protest again, but his friend’s hand found his erection and
squeezed.
“Hurts, doesn’t it? Well, we’re going to fix that.”
Edwin’s touch produced an instant gasp and a clutch of Shan’s sphincter
on its deep-seated dildo.
“Hey!” Stephen spoke up, “don’t set him off. He needs that hard-on when
we get there.”
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Rattled by the suddenness of a rapid introduction to Stephen’s tailor and
the instruction to stand still while the man looked him over, Shan turned to
Edwin, a creepy feeling coming over him. Edwin, his face unreadable, moved
to stand directly behind the athlete.
He put his hands on Shan’s upper arms and said, “I’ll steady you. Don’t
worry, I’ve seen him work before. He knows what he’s doing. He’s the one
who made those red jock straps for you and Terry. And he had only Stephen’s
description of the changes to make. Relax. He’s a master.”
The tailor’s shop had opened to receive only them at so early an hour. On
its locked door was lettered in English
SATO BESPOKE TAILORING—BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.
Its closed blinds permitted no view inside. No sounds of traffic permeated
from outside. The place was silent as a sepulcher. And as still.
Edwin’s words and strange behavior did little to assuage Shan’s uneasiness
at the slit-eyed Japanese’s scrutiny. What little of the man’s pupils could be
seen—steely cold—heightened the tense air. The epiphantic folds resembled
faces in some Japanese woodblock prints. Worse was the way he talked to no
one in particular in heavily accented Malay as he approached and touched the
halter’s vertical straps through Shan’s shirt.
Unconcerned not to understand what was being said, Edwin held onto his
nervous friend. It was sufficient that Stephen and Shan knew.
“This is interesting,” Mr. Sato spoke in English. “Yes. Holds his young body
well. Goes down to this crosspiece. Clever. Be still, boy.” Shan’s waist traced,
tailor Sato’s hands moved forward along the lines separating the lower torso
from the beginnings of Shan’s legs, and felt underneath the trousers’ inseam
to locate the hidden garment’s pouch. “Good containment.” Skimming up,
his fingers outlined the closely packed organs of sex. “I see.”
Shan jerked back. Edwin’s lips kissed his neck.
The tailor looked into Edwin’s eyes and, in English, said, “Keep him still
and remove his clothes.”
What fun! He liked this role. From behind, Edwin unbuttoned the shirt
and slipped it off. He loosened the pants’ belt, unzipped their fly, and lowered
them to the floor.
Despite the presence of two friends who knew his body, it was the uncannily ominous Japanese who caused Shan to focus on a closet door open in the
distance. On it, hung what must be small whips, what certainly were manacles on light chains, some longs strips of black leather, and what surely were
paddles of wood, a few lacquered and others leather-covered. Beyond, inside
on shelves, were inserts—dildos and plugs—flesh-toned, black, and red. Their
discovery unsettled Shan further.
“Trade places,” the tailor told Edwin.
Shan could not move. His pants immobilized his feet.
Edwin faced Shan, taking the boy’s hands in his and kissing him on the
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lips. “You need to stay erect for this.”
How does he know that?
Little danger of detumescence, not with the man’s hand on the move over
the rear straps and going directly to the vertical piece anchoring his dildo.
“Ahhh,” exhaled the tailor. “Intelligent design. Thorough for the boy.
French tailor really understand.” The fingers of one hand pressing into the dildo’s base, the other hand’s fingers reaching to test the front pouch’s tightness,
he said, “Very beautiful, but trouble here.” He had located the tip of Shan’s
penis pushing its sheath more than an inch above his waistband.
“It’s painful. I need more room there,” the boy said aloud.
From behind, the tailor told Edwin to help remove the harness. “I will take
his measurements.”
Moments of mortification followed as they stripped him completely, the
tailor removing the dildo and noticing that it brought out no unwanted odor.
In Malay, he said, “You have been taught well, boy. You do credit to your
trainer.”
That observation resonated with the sixteen-year-old in the form of the
names—Roger and George, Auntie and Erich. He doesn’t know I’ve had more
than one.
In the altogether, Shan’s body did credit to his many hours of dedicated
exercises and swimming practices. His erection, now so bold, stood out disproportionately, or so it appeared to Edwin from his new angle. No wonder
Terry likes it!
Exchanges in Malay began again as measurements were taken. Sitting together, Edwin and Stephen noted Shan’s confidence taking over, his pride
at being seen recovering, his stance shifting fluidly from rigid symmetry to
classical contrapposto, his complete cooperation with the tailor who was handling virtually every part of his body. Shan permitted the tape measure to
encircle his scrotum, to loop beneath it and, on both sides of his penis to be
drawn up to his navel, to be run between his legs around the crescents of his
buttocks, then rather tightly from the narrow part of his scrotum up his ass
crack. He was made to accept a slim dildo marked with inches from four to
ten. As the depth of eight was pressed for, Shan protested, “No! That is too
much.” His erection began to droop.
Alacritously, the tailor enclosed Shan’s balls, and walked him toward the
open closet door. Among the numerous articles displayed were the wicked
straps that Shan had noticed before and long strips of soft leather no wider
than a bootlace which he had not seen. One of these was wrapped summarily
around the upper portion of his balls to force them tight against their sac.
Testicular pressure was something new. The strip’s dangling remainder was
used to spool Shan’s cock until its shaft could not deflate. He looked at it and
thought of an American baseball bat. Only red in color.
“Now,” said the tailor, “your help is needed. “You,” he indicated Stephen,
“take the balls and you,” he looked at Edwin, “take his tool. Pull so that he
cannot move. I must have another measurement. Width is very important to
training devices such as he has grown accustomed to.”
Shan’s head swam at the tugs of his trusted friends. Something round, per538

haps the size and shape of a grape, was thrust through his rear. “Nothing
for him. Next size.” It was similar, but broader and longer. It slipped in like
a suppository. Those which followed felt larger, yet were little trouble for so
oft-dilated a sphincter. At the next, however, Shan rose on his toes and threw
back his head with an audible intake of air as it found its place.
Whoo! Different!
Released both front and back, Shan tried to clear his head. His shoes, pants,
and shirt were returned with handshakes and pats on the back
The halter and its dildo disappeared with the tailor into a back room. His
abductors followed, jovially conversing in half-voice. Whatever their subject,
it was not intended for his ears. Shan rubbed his privates and longed for a
human outlet, but dressed.
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“We’ll have you back in time for breakfast. You won’t be lying when you
tell your parents that you’ve been jogging, because,” Stephen announced,
“you’ll be dropped off a few blocks from your house. I want you to run home
at full speed so that you arrive out of breath and somewhat sweaty. You can
truthfully say that you went jogging.”
“Why did he keep my things?”
Stephen did not bother to look back. He simply drove.
Edwin answered, “Shan, you’re getting a completely new outfit—with attachments. They will be more comfortable and stimulating.”
“But I’m supposed to wear my halter for my exercises.”
“So you’ll do them for a day or two without. Improvise something. You’re
smart enough, aren’t you?” Stephen snarled, the cost of the new undertaking
well in his mind.
He’ll owe me! And I’m going to call in the debt if I can.
More sympathetic to the sixteen-year-old’s perceived predicament, Edwin
advised, “Use one of George’s inserts under a pair of shorts or one of your old
bathing suits. You’ll be fine.”
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Cheeks met cheeks at the airport as Duane and Hassan were greeted by Stephen, Dalton, and Terry. Hands were shaken, shoulders slapped—acceptable
greetings in Malaysia for male friends. “Where are the boys?” Duane wanted
to know.
“At our house,” said Terry. “Edwin and Afzal wait receive you in gym. Shan
practice swim. Very important.”
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Duane and Hassan listened attentively to their driver’s account of the holidays so far but were not prepared for the organized chaos of the kampong’s
grounds. Everywhere, people busied themselves in preparations for the Shake539

speare dress rehearsal. A path opened for the Mercedes to make its way into
the garage, another for the travelers and proprietors to get to the guest quarters.
“Our room’s that one,” Dalton pointed. “Yours is just here.”
“Why, this is very accommodating, isn’t it, Hassan?”
“Oui, maître,” Hassan said. “O! Il faut…I mean, I must speak English. Please
excuse me,” he spoke to Stephen and Terry who wheeled in the suitcases and
other bags.
Duane was proud, “He’s made a lot of progress with his English, except for
last week when we were in Marseille.”
“Now greet properly,” Terry threw out his arms and kissed Duane’s lips.
“Good, like Chicago.” Hassan went to Stephen. They locked mouths. “Me,
now,” Terry pushed his way into the embrace. Stephen left Hassan to his fate—
Terry jumped into his arms, legs around the Sino-Moroccan’s waist—and himself moved to Duane for a light peck and a hug.
No one needed refreshing.
The four trekked over to the big house for a tour, ending at the gym. Taped
to its door, a hastily hand-lettered sign that read, STEPHEN’S FORNICATERY.
Affronted, Terry flexed his vocal chords, “My fornicate-room, too! I fix Edwin.” He barged into the gym where, to his wondering eyes, there appeared
on one of the mats, Edwin and Afzal in flagrante delicto. Pausing from the exertion on display, the young men’s joyous faces looked at the group and called
out, “Happy Holidays!”
Dalton leaned to Stephen, “I dared them to do that.”
Duane smacked the delighted Hassan on the butt and began removing his
clothes. Stephen opened one of the new condoms and handed it to Terry, who
used the handy tabs to slip it smoothly on the rising young man.
“God, you hot guy! Go fuck. Old guys watch. Plenty action, okay?”
Never hesitant where sex was concerned—in fact, schooled to respond
to its opportunities on a moment’s notice—Hassan dropped behind former
student Edwin to sink his substantial member straightaway to its hilt. “Joyeux
noël, mon ami,” he said, kissing Edwin’s shoulder. “Pardon! Mes amis!” He
stretched to plant a kiss on Afzal, “I mean, my friends.”
Afzal’s pelvis was elevated by a cushion, his legs apart, Edwin’s between.
Hassan’s arrival spread both pairs further, his legs taking their very center. It
made a pretty picture for the bystanders but was hardly conducive to the action desired. Hassan perceptively stroked back, holding himself several inches
away, and made room for Edwin to oscillate between fucking the stationary
Afzal and being fucked by the equally stationary Hassan. “Tout de la à toi,”
Hassan murmured. Everything’s up to you.
“Can he do this for long?” asked Duane of no one in particular.
Dalton replied in a low voice, “If he perceives it as a test, he’ll try very hard.
Edwin was used to being tested—not by me but certainly, as you know, by
George. Everything was a test for him in those first months.”
“Is this just for our entertainment?”
“No. I put them up to it because I want Edwin not to be encumbered by our
love. He’s so content with our relationship and his own ‘practice for marriage’
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with sweet little Afzal—you’ve heard about Salil’s ruse—that he seldom thinks
beyond the partnership we have. He does engage in occasional sexual contact
with Shantanu, who’s ‘something else’ since you saw him in Chicago.
“You talk silly,” Terry whispered, enthralled nonetheless by Edwin’s sterling effort. “Scene much better me on bottom, Shan in middle, Hassan on
top.”
“Or me on top,” Stephen lusted. “I’d kill to screw Shan’s butt while he was
screwing you.”
“Yeah? We pay Shakespeare show for him show off. Maybe grateful after,”
he spoke, in a false low tone, eyes squinting with intent, “if he smart.”
That observation marked a moment in which the neurological hot spots
of Edwin’s penis and anus dispatched uncontrollable stimuli to his brain and
triggered a crashing injection into his boyfriend and wrung one forcibly similar from their visitor—filling his tightly fitted condom. Had they been heard
out of context and not seen, the throes of all three might have been mistaken
for torture. Those throes were, in fact, a vocal form of anguish, the anguish of sexual abandonment.
Additional spectator appreciation rose as the gym’s open shower worked
its restorative magic on the perspiring performers. “Ooooh. Look like three
Muses in old art—only boys, not stupid girls,” Terry said, and began dropping
his clothes in haste. “I help.”
Once in the shower, he abetted the revels—kissing, tickling, fondling, fingering, provoking—with further abandon. “Why you not ask me? Wicked
boys. You deserve get spank!”
Hassan, dubbed “ever-ready” by one of the men in the distance, grabbed
Terry’s wrists and spread-eagled him against the tile wall. “Au contraire,
méchant que vous êtes,” To his shower mates, he said, “Hold him here.”
They watched in astonishment as Hassan possessively took Terry’s balls in
one hand and began blistering his bottom with the other. Terry protested unconvincingly but yelled aloud in genuine bliss when Hassan’s new hardness,
unclad and as if guided by a missile system, found its target and speared him.
The power-fuck pounded Terry into the tiles. Letting go, Edwin adjusted a
showery spray over their backs. Water flew in every direction. Terry could be
heard saying, “Always have itch need scratch. You terrific. No one care. Never
get sex. You best Christmas.”
Hands on his hips the way his aunt sometimes posed, Edwin faked exasperation toward Stephen, Dalton, and Duane—to their amusement.
Stepping away, Afzal dried himself. Anything to please Dalton.
His boyfriend’s husband approached, exuding pleasure. Dalton took the
towel. “Look at you, my dear, as delicious as fresh-sliced papaya.”
Afzal guffawed, “He sliced me in two, all right.” Putting his head on the big
man’s chest, he ventured, “I’m kind of sore.”
“And we’re both going to drown if we don’t get away from this fountain.
Rome’s Trevi doesn’t splash this much.” It was hard to disregard Edwin’s taking place behind Hassan. “Heathens!” he shouted, “base lust-ers, wanton
beasts!” He jovially poked Afzal in the ribs, “We’ll let them have their fun,
and I’ll make sure no harm’s been done to you.”
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Afzal rose on tiptoes to say, “Not in front of those guys. I’m all exposed.”
He whispered, “I don’t want them to see. Please.”
“Why, my sweetheart,” Dalton said as he swept him up like a child and
took him to a nearby room, “of course.”
Duane’s husky rumble speculated, “Dalton could hurt his back.”
“I doubt it. He’s remarkably sturdy. If we wait a few minutes,” Stephen said,
“we’ll probably find him dealing somehow with that cute little butt.”
Because the watery trio showed signs only of committed persistence, not
dramatic change, ennui of a sort overtook the two remaining observers. Their
attention turned to the door behind which Dalton had taken Afzal. “I should
place a sign over there,” Stephen chuckled. “‘Emergency Room for the Restoration of Overworked Bottoms’.”
Duane’s throaty, “Heh-heh,” was all it took for Stephen to say, “Let’s have
a look. But not through there. If we go around the back hall, there’s another
way in. We can see without being seen.”
“Perhaps hear without being overheard?”
Nodding, Stephen affirmed, “Oh yes. This way.”
The circuitous route took Duane for the first time to the compound’s little-known security room. Its rear wall held hundreds of old VHS tapes and
older floppy disks labeled with dates. How far back must these date? Opposite,
closed-circuit screens glowed with views of the surrounding walls, entrance,
parking area, lawn, garage, and each side of the big house and the guest house.
“Motion detectors kick in only when there’s movement,” Stephen explained.
“Whatever’s moving is captured on video. The screen over here will let us
see any room of the house—and hear what’s going on. I’ll show you. We’re
soundproofed in here.”
Within a few seconds, Dalton and Afzal appeared in color. Afzal could be
seen bent over Dalton’s lap, his head and chest braced protectively by one of
the man’s large arms, his buttocks pierced by two fingers gently moving in,
around, and back in a kind of lilting rhythm. The man’s quiet voice could
be heard, “There, you see. Isn’t it lovely? You’re becoming as pliant as you
need. Oh, dear Afzal, how good you are. It doesn’t hurt, does it? The coconut
oil is wonderful, so smooth. I’ll use some more. Stay loose, as you are. Your
passage’s becoming receptive. Isn’t it lovely to feel yourself opening to me?
I’ll take some more now. Let me in. Three fingers, my angel. You have three
fingers. No-no-no, let them expand you. That’s the way. A little more. I’m so,
so proud of you. Afzal, you are amazing. Remember how you tried and tried
in Chicago? Shh. I know. Don’t say anything. Let’s do this together. This’s the
way, around and around.”
Duane’s gaze fixed on the secret, prurient scene. “Are you recording this?”
“Since the moment I typed in the code.”
“Wait. What’s he saying? Can you turn up the volume?”
Dalton seemed to be talking to himself as he introduced a fourth finger.
“Glutinous smoothness…soft as custard…. He melts away…and returns….”
Limp to the point of lifelessness, Afzal had slipped into a state like sleep.
He moved with Dalton’s strokes as might a ragdoll. Hypnotized perhaps, or
fatigued, the cherubically boyish teen had been brought to the perfect point
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for….
He needs a dildo, but if I move, he may wake and go tight!
On pins and needles as he drew deep breaths, Dalton glimpsed the tiny
blue light up on the wall.
Somebody’s turned on the camera! Stephen, I’ll bet. He must be watching.
Dalton looked up, his face a mask of despair, and silently mouthed, “Get…
Has-san…for me. Do…not…make…a…sound. I…need…him.”
More than a minute elapsed, Dalton continuing his lulling probe of Afzal,
before Hassan, hastily toweled, cracked the gym door. He moved on bare feet
close enough to listen to Dalton’s instructions, “He is open…but not straight…
inside. Take that coconut oil…there. Coat yourself liberally with it. You must
enter…while I’m holding him…to stretch him deep for me. Do you understand?”
Stephen made it back to the communications room in time to raise the volume further so that he and Duane could hear Hassan’s near-inaudible, “Oui,
maître.”
The goose-fat-white stuff puzzled Hassan, especially as it turned granular
before becoming liquid. Quelle merveille! Ça sent bon, aussi. How marvelous! It
smells good, too.
He lavished it upon his erection’s heat. It began to melt.
Dalton whispered intently, “Very careful now. You must not wake him. Go
slowly. Take your time. Replace my fingers.”
Longer and broader than Edwin’s, Hassan’s cock seemed to know the way
perfectly. Centimeter by centimeter, it disappeared into Afzal. A slight sound,
barely discernable, came from the boy as Hassan touched the limit inside.
Parting his thumb and forefinger, he showed Dalton what remained outside.
What was he to do?
Dalton’s face relaxed its wrinkled concern. “Thank you. Go no deeper.
Move back and forth where you are—a little,” he whispered again.
The scene riveted Duane and Stephen. Hassan was stroking Afzal’s passageway into readiness for Dalton. There could be no doubt. Although both were
aware of Afzal’s practice with George’s inserts, and had been told about a certain replica being too great for the boy, neither had witnessed a scene to equal
this. The discrepancy between Afzal’s small structure and Dalton’s enormous
anatomy gave pause to both, despite what they saw taking place.
Hassan’s movements had increased from hardly visible to several inches, as
slow in one direction as in the other, with the smoothness of a piston. Welloiled mastery in motion. The passage remained completely relaxed.
“Very, very slow-ly now,” directed Dalton, “reg-u-late your way in…a little
deeper and hold it there. Don’t hurt him.” Looking toward the blue light, he
whispered, “Can you get us one of your inflatable mattresses? I can’t put him
on the floor. It’s not carpeted. He’s almost ready.”
Under close supervision, Hassan restarted his pistoning, every stroke prolonged beyond most men’s skill and unnoticed by Afzal’s near-prone, accepting body. The more he sounded into that soft, inner turning-spot, the prouder
Hassan felt at rendering so vital a service.
Le mien est l’honneur de preparer ce garcon pour le grand homme dans la vie de
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Edwin, maintenant dans son propre. It is my honor to prepare this boy for the
great man in Edwin’s life, now part of his own.
Afzal, the penetrated, was “out.” He heard nothing of the door being
opened again, of an air-mattress being brought in, of Dalton asking for “pillows or cushions,” or of the arrival of Edwin, who paled at the sight of his
small friend’s inert body being lifted by Dalton as Hassan stood, still embedded in it. He grasped what they wanted to do.
While Hassan supported Afzal on his erection at full depth and by his
hands under the sleeper’s relaxed arms, Edwin assisted Dalton by lowering
Afzal first to his knees, then face down onto the mattress, a pillow under his
hardened sex. The muscularly able Hassan managed to maintain his connection throughout the procedure and, when settled atop, gradually resumed his
thrilling drill, eyes tight in pleasure, concentration.
Edwin consulted with Dalton in tones too hushed for detection by the
room’s microphone. Still as sentinels, Duane, Stephen, and Terry stared at
their screen. They watched as Edwin approached the mattress to kneel beside
Hassan, into whose ear he whispered, “Maintiens ton tempo jusqu’à ce qu’il
commence a réagir.”
“‘Keep your tempo until he begins to react’,” Duane translated. “You know,
that boy’s recall of French is pretty good.”
Nodding, Terry and Stephen continued their appreciation of the beautiful
motions of Hassan’s pelvis. They almost missed Edwin’s devotion to Dalton
in the background—with tongue and throat, next with hands, lavishing the
great organ with saliva and coconut oil.
A faint hum from Afzal, and a long sigh, signaled the moment of truth.
With utmost care, Hassan extracted himself.
He and Edwin moved the unresisting Afzal to his side. They placed the
pillow such that Afzal’s bottom would be raised when they turned him to his
back. Together, as Dalton dropped into position, they lifted Afzal’s legs, drew
them back and apart, and let them rest against Dalton’s arms.
It was Edwin who sought his husband’s penis and aimed it.
The pressure of entry widening him past the breadth reached so comfortably, unnoticed, by Hassan’s quiet endeavor, Afzal stirred. From the blackness
of unconsciousness, his eyes opened upon the silvery-framed, endearing face
of Dalton. His mind rushed to connect what he saw with what he felt widening him. Reflections as from a broken mirror flicked as he blinked—his
father’s desire that he practice for marriage, his explorations with Edwin, their
instruction from Dalton, Edwin’s accounts of being in transport with Dalton
beyond other experience, his yearning to know what such might be, his attempts with prepare himself—for this very moment.
It was there. In him. Dalton’s sex, forging its way. A burning pain. More.
I must bear this.
Smile. He must smile, or he would lose this chance. Smile he did, eyes
brimming with tears unseen by Dalton, who lowered his mouth to Afzal’s and
kissed him with such loving distraction that inch after inch was accepted,
welcomed, finally arrived at. His chest thumped with heartbeats. Pinwheels
of red lights spun as he succumbed to the intense hurt and joy of the longed544

for union. The briefest thought—that his father and he had achieved this and
that his brother would never—faded into the oncoming darkness.
Dalton lifted his pink face to let Afzal breathe. The springiness he had encountered inside the dimple-cheeked teen promised—perhaps; no, absolutely—the length he needed for total immersion, connection, linkage of body
and spirit. He waited, initially as he had with Edwin, until he could sense
ecstasy entering Afzal’s oblivion. Looking at his fascinated young husband,
Dalton asked, “Do you see yourself in him?”
The question puzzled Edwin. “How, should I?”
“That day when you first came to my house from George’s and we coupled,
your color began to return just the way his has. Afzal is able, don’t you see? He
can accept our higher kind of love.”
“Really?” Edwin’s doubt was rooted in his suspicion that Shantanu, not
Afzal, might one day be his partner for that. This was only some trial run.
“I will show you,” Dalton said, beginning the ritual of intercourse. He
stopped and regarded Edwin with curiosity, “We will show you.”
Off to one side in readiness waited Hassan, uncertain about the role he
should play. Edwin’s bearing suggested annoyance, possible envy or petulance.
Diffidence at least. He needed help. Yet the younger by two years, Hassan had
acquired an ability to cope with emotions that far outstripped Edwin’s. Decision caused Hassan to lick his lips and reach for the now-proven coconut oil.
Those actions raised temperatures among the observers.
“Okay, Stephen, I sit on Duane?” Terry asked, not waiting for the reply. The
prospect on-screen none-too-strangely woke his “itch”—and Duane was there
beside Stephen. “Remember big dick. I open zipper.”
Fingers in his crotch, Duane inclined to Stephen, “Do you let him be this
fresh with visitors?”
“Smack his smartass butt.” Sex play had its way of cropping up in their
lives. This was another special time.
Eyes on the screen, Duane used his right hand to force Terry’s head into
Stephen’s lap, bringing the naked back and bottom into range.
In provocative resistance, Terry threshed, “No! Need dick. Not spank!”
It was Stephen who lowered his zipper and produced “a piece of meat for
you, for you to eat.”
Terry went down on it as he heard Stephen say, “Beat him hard and finger
him before you beat him some more. I’ll batter his throat over here. Don’t let
him watch what’s happening.”
Released after some minutes, throat bruised and buttocks on fire, Terry
settled triumphantly onto Duane’s powerful manhood.
He was in time to see Edwin, on hands and knees, being taken from behind
by Hassan. Before them, lay the small figure of Afzal bearing an ethereal expression on his now-glowing face as the looming eighty-year-old treated him
to thrusts and pulls, long and graceful, of spirit-altering affect.

S

Coconut fragrance filled their room’s air. Edwin tried in vain to close his
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eyes. Dalton would have none of it. Immersed in his husband, he pressed maximally forward, “After my assurance, you faltered, didn’t you? You, the dearest
person of my whole life, suddenly not wanting him to realize his dream of being with me the way you have? You helped the preparations then begrudged
Afzal his chance at our most special kind of experience?”
“Dalton, please, move in me. Don’t keep me pinned. I’m sorry. My mind
went elsewhere. Elsewhere. I’ll tell you. Oh, that’s it. Thank you. Thank you.”
“No need to thank me, no need to tell me. I’ll tell you. Feel that? And this?
Almost a foot. You have no limit, yet you were irrationally reluctant to let that
boy who loves you extend his limit. I’m glad he didn’t see your face at that
moment.”
“He saw Hassan fucking the hell out of me, though.”
“He did, and it damned near broke the mood. As it was, Afzal didn’t make
it through the spirals of ascension, but I took him far enough toward the inchoate that he swooned as he should. No thanks to you. I trust that you are
prepared to correct this situation? To do honor to our commitment?”
“What can I do?”
Dalton slowed to a stop. “May I call to your attention that you are still so
self-absorbed that you have not asked about Afzal?” With that, he aimed into
Edwin’s sweet spot, vividly reminding him of his susceptibility. Giddiness and
rapture jolted Edwin, who pulled Dalton to him in urgency. Grappling internally with his conqueror, he found a tangential question.
“What does Afzal need from me? What can I do for him?”
Slowing once more, Dalton enjoyed the caresses that were attempting
to suction his sap. The lust on Edwin’s face was as rewarding as orgasm. It
pleased him to draw back, thus to force his lover’s pelvis into a frenzied mode
of capture and release. “Trying for something like Afzal’s buzz, are you?” he
asked his unhearing partner. “You shan’t get off that way.”
“What?” emerged from Edwin’s cloudy-headed distraction. He shook his
head. Frustrated.
“Right now, I have Hassan riding Afzal to help him regain his more normal
dimensions.”
“Why?” Edwin remained befuddled.
“Because you are going to need his contraction if you’re to treat him to the
experience of tantric love you prevented earlier.”
“Me? Wait a minute. What do you mean ‘his contraction’?”
“Think, dipstick, Afzal’s been completely dilated for the first time. If you
went into him now, you’d just rattle around. He’s being coaxed gently down
to Hassan’s dimensions in preparation for his further contraction to yours,
which he’s used to.”
A sort of dawn seemed to spread metaphorical light over Young Edwin. Lips
parted, he looked into Dalton’s gray-blue eyes seeking to decipher their regard.
He can’t mean…
“Yes, you are going to make love to Afzal as I would have. That’s what you…
will…do for him. He’s been open now for nearly an hour, receptive the whole
time, and totally trusting that he will be taken this day to those heavens of
feeling he’s heard about from you. His desire cannot but inspire you. It’s up to
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you to take apart the fabric of his delicate soul and stitch it back together for
the kind of spiritual strength I thought I’d developed in you.”
“I’ve never….”
“You will,” Dalton withdrew himself, “by calling on your resources of
knowledge from our couplings. You know how to do it, what to say, what to
do, and how to pace it. Surmounting this challenge will open the future for
our lives together with Afzal in the months ahead.” Somberly, he added, “And
your future beyond me, my beloved. Go to him now.” Pointing to Edwin’s
near-fuchsia erection, “Take that with you. It’s ready. Relieve Hassan, and send
him to me. Worship Afzal with your body and soul.”

S

The eventful day featured the further commotion of Shan’s dress rehearsal
starting well after the evening meal. Conversation out in public at the whitefloored Kebaya Restaurant of the Seven Terraces Hotel, when not about the
delicious four-course, tasting menu of Indo-Chinese food, had been nearly
as formal as a colloquy—as far as other diners could notice. Business was discussed by Duane, Stephen, and Terry—products, staff, warehouse capabilities,
stock on hand, marketing. Duane brought up his earlier trip to the South of
France, nodding to Hassan.
Christmas in Marseille, visiting with his friend Marguerite and her cohorts
at the “house” where he had grown up, was accounted for enthusiastically by
Hassan for the on-going edification and amusement of Edwin and to the utter
astonishment of Afzal. Sotto voce of course were recounted anecdotes about
eccentric or crazy clients and their demands upon the bordello’s ladies, and
the antics needed to circumvent Hassan’s being pressed back into service for
a group of drunken sailors who thought him cuter than any of the women
on call. Hassan made a show of shrugging his shoulders in imitation of his
owner’s disclaim of responsibility for having set up the situation. Duane, in
fact, had arranged to have the sailors intrude upon the supposedly closeddoor Christmas party for purposes of causing an uproarious ruckus—enjoyed
eventually by all the gang with champagne and heaps of food.
Odd man out at the foot of the table, Dalton held sway to his delight, adding little, taking in everything. His young friends’ social behavior was spotless. Notable were the glowingly expressive faces of Edwin and Afzal.
At the compound, chaos reigned in as orderly a fashion as theatrical enterprises were wont to. Actors, the director, his assistant, stagehands, electricians,
and costume people crawled over the property in last-minute preparations.
Makeshift Athenian outfits were adjusted with safety pins—and promises of
being completed before the performance. Salil brought Shan who, upon being
handed his costume, was taken into the main house to try it on. Salil had
been trusted with the keys and with the instruction to admit no one other
than Stephen’s tailor.
“Bapa,” Shan sang out from the restroom, “I have a problem.”
Salil left his vigil at the front door to gawk open-mouthed at the greenery
his son sported. The leafy thing of scant pants with a single strap running
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diagonally across Shan’s chest made no allowance for the burden of the young
man’s genitalia. Even in the absence of his usual arousal, Shan’s anatomy was
lewdly ill-contained. A typical Asian’s package would have fit but not that of
this boy.
“Good god! You can’t be seen in that!” Salil was aghast.
Shan was about to plead for help when, timely as the deus ex machina in
a Greek play, Stephen’s tailor rang the bell. More than a little startled, Salil
responded. He recognized the man, of course, but remained unaware of the
clandestine meeting that had been arranged by the collusive trio—Edwin,
Stephen, Afzal.
Admitted posthaste, the wily fellow abandoned his parcels, shook hands
with both Chaudarys, apprised himself—smiling—of the situation, ordered
the door locked, pointed upstairs, and directed the way to Stephen and Terry’s
large walk-in wardrobe. Speaking Malay, he told Salil to find a pair of green
socks in one of the drawers while he stripped Shan of his costume.
By the time a green sock was found, Shan had soared to full mast. The sock
fit it like a condom.
Salil observed the goings-on with envy of his son. So “cool” at his age. He just
accepts the attention—no, the homage—as if it were due him.
Kneeling, the tailor refitted the pants portion and aligned the fully developed sex organ up and under the angle of the costume’s strap. He remarked
that it could be made serviceable for the rehearsal. Salil was dispatched downstairs for the parcels. His absence allowed the tailor to roll and heft Shan’s testicles with his fingers. He asked about the movements Shan had to make—extensions, squats—and realized there would be a need for the one sock’s mate.
Extracting scissors, needle and thread from his bag, he cut out a wide area
of the heel, quickly hemmed it around a piece of strong string, fitted it like
a bag and deftly stitched it to the other sock without pricking the fascinated
young actor. By tightening the string and knotting it with a bow, then taking
a few careful stitches to secure the long vertical part to the pants and strap, he
secured the bulk. In English, he said, “There, you’ll be modest tonight. Come
to me in here after your rehearsal. I will remake the costume before tomorrow
night. This material is no good, but the idea is. He caressed Shan’s beautiful
body with an appreciative gaze, “I have all your measurements.”
He has Shan’s measurements? How did he get those? “You’re going be here this
evening?” Salil set down the rest of tailor’s bags.
“Oh yes. In the gym with some special things for Terry to try and, you
should know, others for this son of yours.”
Aware of the tension, Shan dressed in his costume. He liked being part of
a secret.
A loud rap at the front door reached all the way upstairs, discombobulating
Salil. Rehearsal time! Shan grabbed a terrycloth bathrobe and dashed out.
Parked outside the compound, the dinner group threaded their way
through the confusion as Shan burst from the house and waved, followed by
Salil who waved, too.
Terry wanted to know, “What he hide with my robe?”
At Shan’s proud flash of leaf-covered flesh, Terry pulled Edwin’s ear close,
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“You fuck in him wrong seed.” He broke into giggles, “Sperm with chlorophyll?” More giggles, spreading like contagion among those who heard.
The others gave thumbs-up to Shan as they passed and headed into the
house. Shan overheard Terry saying, “Now Christmas for me. Whoo!”
Salil and Afzal were assigned a place from which to monitor the proceedings. While they waited, the director called his cast to order.
“What happened to you earlier today? You seem happier than usual, even
for you.”
“Bapa, don’t tell Shan,” Afzal was earnest. “I…took…Dalton…all the way.”
Salil cocked his eyebrows, “You did?”
“Yes, the way Edwin does, not like the way we saw you take Dalton in Chicago. On my back, but….”
Silence was called for and the rehearsal began. Father put arm around son
to draw him close. “Now you know….”
Afzal did not have the opportunity then to tell his father about his “journey into and beyond space” with Edwin.

S

Around midnight, Salil and Afzal entered their home to find Nirupa and
her mother in the kitchen working on the next day’s promised feast.
“Ibu, Nanek,” exclaimed Afzal, “Shan is bloody awesome! The play is going
to be so good tomorrow!” He immediately apologized for using the naughty
word, “bloody.”
The women sought corroboration from Salil, who was beaming even at so
late an hour.
“Every word was clear. Our boy is a forest creature who casts spells. You will
see. And, guess what? A photographer friend of someone in the cast showed
up to take pictures for the Actors Studio. He wants to involve Shan in a photo
shoot modeling clothes for a fashion magazine. He saw our son at the pool
days ago. Coach Lin gave me his card.”
Rolling her eyes, Nirupa said, “One more thing jammed into his last days?”
“Yes, Ibu,” answered Afzal, “but he will be paid five hundred ringgit.”
“Really? That would be the first money he’s ever earned. And where is he
now?”
“Working with the tailor. His costume was shabbily made,” Salil thought
to say. “It was coming apart at the seams by the end of the rehearsal. I’ll go
back to get him. We may be some time, so don’t wait up for us. At breakfast,
he will be anxious to tell you about what to expect tomorrow, he’s so excited.”

S

Drenched from his exertions, mannerly with everyone, Shan Chaudary
parted from the exhausted troupe to pay his obligatory call on the tailor in
the gym. He found the front door unlocked and, dripping in Terry’s robe,
walked down the hall. It’s quiet in here. As he reached the gym’s doorknob, the
door swung open to reveal Edwin standing brilliantly in a gold-embroidered
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caftan against the encompassing darkness.
“Please come in. We’ll shower. The others are busy.” Edwin shook Shan’s
startled hand and drew him into an embrace. He whispered into the smelly
head of hair, “Don’t say anything. Just undress and come with me.”
Light flooded the shower area. A bright pool of it. Terry’s robe and Edwin’s
caftan were hung with care, Shan’s costume stripped away and tossed into the
shadows. “I will wash away your tiredness,” said Edwin.
Water pressure and warm temperature, soapy hands and daring fingers, lips
on his and a tongue thrust through swept fatigue from Shan. He kissed back.
His mind discarded all concern for what had occupied him in the previous
hours. It flashed with what for him were distant memories of being with Edwin and Jesse, of being taught how to make love by the one and of exploring
varieties of kisses with the other—his two most special friends. Clicking into
synch with the slippery body sliding against his, Shan decided to show Edwin
a thing or two about kissing.
Six sets of eyes peered from the gloom, arrested by Shan’s display of ardor
amid suds. Mouths gorging on each other, they seemed to be dancing cheek
to cheek, chest to chest, belly to belly, crotch to crotch. Their penises—firming, filling, hardening, lengthening, craving contact, seeking hands to tug
and caress, to stroke and pull. A break for air, a finger searching, a hand on his
shoulder, a turn, Edwin behind, mouth to Shan’s neck, a bite there, nipples
pinched, hands groping his balls, pressing the orbs together, a broad prod at
his private-most portal—thrust through straight as a rapier.
His pelvis shot forward and off Edwin’s cock to the sound of a yell—unspellable, undecipherable—highly expressive of, perhaps, shock or outrage.
Another noise covered it instantaneously, a roar of voices cheering and hands
clapping. Lights came on throughout the gym blinding Shan and Edwin.
Towels were tossed their way as figures wearing floor-length caftans as elegant
as Edwin’s—Stephen, Dalton, Duane and Hassan—were joined by two more
in elaborate leather-strapped costumes—Terry and the tailor, whose body was
alarmingly tattooed with dragons. While Edwin was donning his caftan, its
embroidery catching the light as so many golden glints, Duane handed another to Hassan for Shan.
Dalton took a smaller towel to Shan’s tresses, drying them until they stood
from his head in all directions. “You look like a wild man from Borneo by way
of an Arabian seraglio,” he chuckled. “We all have caftans, gifts of Duane….”
“…And Hassan,” completed Duane in his sub-basement voice. “It was his
idea,” he smiled, kissing the diminutive slave boy on his raven-black curls.
“As for those two,” he rumbled in Terry’s direction, “they’ve their own outfits
which we have been enjoying in action for more than an hour.”
It was then that Shan glimpsed patterns of thin, crimson lines across Terry’s thighs, stomach, and chest. His eyes bugged.
“Show him,” the tailor said darkly, “the beauty of your backside.”
For an instant, Terry’s rotation revealed, popping out of strapped-in-place
metal rings, his nipples red and large as goji berries. The man’s back, however,
was covered in a basket-weave of florid, angry hatchings.
In the time it took Terry to face forward again, Shan’s stomach had behaved
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disturbingly, yet his tumescence had become more severe. He knew Edwin’s
were the hands drawing his body back.
“See that smile, Shan? Terry’s in heaven. He’s not hurt. I thought he would
be and I was afraid, but Noriuki is a virtuoso. Do you know that word? A person of the most highly developed muscular skill. You can’t imagine how he
uses his supple wrists with tiny whips and small floggers to inflict exquisitely
refined, painful pleasures for people such as Terry. It’s new stuff for me to
learn about, too. It isn’t punishment, I now see; it’s an advanced, special form
of eroticism.”
Stephen noticed Shan’s concern. With his big hands, and certain thoughts
in his head, he took Shan’s face and looked directly into it, “Noriuki Sato is
far more than a great tailor, Shan. He is highly talented at serving the needs
that some men and women have for intense experiences of their bodies connected to sex. He trained under an expert in Tokyo, and has private clients all
over this part of the world. We are fortunate that his family is here in George
Town, so he has become our friend as well as our very special tailor. Wait till
you see what he has for you.”
A queasy shiver running into his legs compromised Shan’s ability to speak.
Another, up his spine, was caused by Stephen’s fingers wrapping themselves
around his now-leaking pole. Perplexed by the two sets of feeling coursing
through his body and by the intimacy of Edwin pressing into his back and
Stephen holding him in front, Shan looked down. His fancy caftan was open
in front, Stephen’s as well. The man’s bold organ stood next to Shan’s hand.
Edwin placed Shan’s right hand on Stephen’s cock, “Take it, Shan, get to know
for yourself what a big man feels like.”
The thought was one Shan chose to keep to himself: I know what a big man
feels like—Roger!
Rather recklessly, Edwin provoked further, “I’ll bet you’ve never held your
father like that. You should. His is a wonder, too. Your caftan opens in the
back, just like mine. See how clever! I could slide into you right now, you are
so hot and ready.”
“But you won’t my dear,” Dalton asserted, a hand fondly stroking Edwin’s
cheek. “Anyway, Shan has time to expand his taste and to extend his tolerance. Everything doesn’t have to happen today. Be patient.”
Stephen stood aside. Hassan came over, eager to see Shan model his new
things. Dalton took Edwin into amiable custody. Noriuki Sato remained where
he had been, waiting, some articles in red, black, and green in his hands.
Fingers fussed over the caftan buttons to open them. On full display, Shan’s
undressed, fresh physique was the object of admiration. The tailor looked
him over with the same potently silent regard as in his shop. The first of two
red support straps was handed across. Slipped into place, it rode very low on
Shan’s hips. Its pouch concealed two sections, one for the testicles which had
to be pushed into it through an inch-wide elastic band, the other for the penis
which was secured in a sleeve similar to his earlier one, but more extendable.
It, too, had an inch-wide loop at its place of entry. Situated, the support strap’s
waistband crossed the large cock’s soft underside at the vulnerable spot where
it turned up.
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“This is for wear under my special singlet. Try it on.”
To outward appearances, the black singlet was unexceptional. It fit precisely over the low-support strap, but had tapered foam padding that buttressed
the erection and hid it under what seemed merely a slightly filled stomach.
The ballsac occupied an area equally well-crafted. The result: Shan’s form was
that of a young athlete, well- but not overly-endowed and not in a state of
enhanced excitement.
“Astute to the max,” Stephen said.
Shan, who was staring at himself in the mirrored wall, was stunned. He
faced right, then left. True! No one could tell how hard he was.
Mr. Sato, as Shan had been told to address him, handed over another, in
opaque red. “These two will see you through many occasions. Wash them by
hand after each use and allow them to air-dry overnight. They are strong and
will not rip under any circumstances.”
Still speechless, Shan undressed again and accepted the second strap, a red
one. Pulled up and his privates fitted into their appropriate locations, it was
apparent that the four-inch-wide waistband literally belonged around Shan’s
waist. It covered his navel. The penis sheath had been incorporated into the
band and had “allowance for another half-inch of growth or,” Mr. Sato said,
“for some unimpeded motion up and down.” He showed with his fingers how
the fabric had been reinforced for “extra protection” and how, in addition to
straps under the buttocks, this article had one running directly and very tautly up Shan’s crack, “also for protection.”
Last to be proffered was the new, redesigned, black halter—which interested Duane and Hassan uncommonly. One like it was about to enter the list
of items to be measured-for, after a version of the complex leathers in which
Terry had been rendered totally unable to move within any of their several
configurations. Also on the list was a notation to supply Duane with the name
of a London-based Japanese pain-master who could be engaged to deal safely
with augmenting Hassan’s occasional discipline.
After the strap’s removal, help was necessary to feed Shan’s legs and arms
into the black halter. In fact, it was a framework of thick straps and pouches
over which simple, loosely-fitted, thin-fabric, black pants of any length could
be worn, their waist first having been sewn with snaps to secure them to the
halter. A short, open-vented pair was included. “For appearance,” Mr. Sato told
Shan. If the boy was astonished by the series of new, detachable dildos—whose
effect he could only imagine—he was struck dumb by the meeting point on
his chest of vertical and horizontal pieces. The crosspiece met each upright
strap exactly over his nipples. Behind the two intersections were unnoticeable vacuum cups. “These you wet with saliva and pinch until they capture
the nub. Or, you can use Vaseline. Very important to hold the upper portion
in place.” Sato pointed out the newest strap that went around Shan’s waist at
its narrowest point, “Also important to hold the lower portion in place. This
halter fits like your skin. It feels tighter than the old one, which I’ve thrown
away, but it will enable your development to a higher level. You did not even
notice what is down here.”
Before Shan’s arrival and the festivities with Terry-in-bondage, Stephen and
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his crew had listened to a fuller explanation of the halter’s features. The nipple cups were starters, attached by snaps. As the boy became used to them and
they eventually failed (as intended), low-profile, rubber-tipped clamps would
snap on as replacements. Those were entrusted to Edwin for delivery to his
aunt.
“Your testicles and penis are surrounded with fleecy material for comfort,
also behind the pouch and along the perineum up to the dildo snap. Some
of the same fleecy material is hidden under the shoulder straps to prevent
chafing.”
Heads turned as Salil entered the gym. He focused on the stunning sight of
his son arrayed in the new exercise harness, before noticing the leathers and
caftans worn by the others.
Rising, Dalton greeted his old friend with an arm around Duane. “Salil,
come and receive your present from Duane.”
“My present?”
“Hassan and I thought that we would present you with a caftan, too. You’re
so much a contributor to our group—what with your two wonderful sons and
the roles they play in it—you deserve no less. With our compliments,” he said,
handing Salil the garment and nodding to Hassan and Edwin, who understood at once that they were to disrobe the man.
Embarrassment showed on Salil’s face, then pride. His reflection was splendid. Past his own handsome image, his eyes met those of his son in full regalia
looking at his father with new regard. “How can I thank you enough?” Salil
said, hugging Duane. Dalton kissed him, Stephen did, too. More touching was
the kiss he received from Edwin on tip-toes. It lingered.
“I love your sons,” Edwin said under his breath. Quieter still, “Go to Shan.
He’s waiting for you.”
Father and son clasped in a way more intimate than ever. Their incestuous
kiss impressed even Noriuki Sato, who yearned for the day when he might
have the teen’s honed shapeliness under his lash. Reality dispelled fantasy after the Chaudarys dressed and left for home with a bag of Shan’s new things.
Terry and Hassan had been ordered to attempt strapping Hassan into Terry’s
elaborate ensemble. Duane, it seemed, wanted to observe his boy’s submission
to total immobilization and the smart sting of Mr. Sato’s devilish little whips.
Stephen hung Salil’s caftan alongside Shan’s. It was Edwin who noticed
the supply of new dildos had been left behind. He laughed out loud, “And he
didn’t even, like, get to try any.”

S

The gathering for lunch at the Chaudarys’ house included the family’s five
members, Stephen and Terry and their four guests, and a man the foreigners
might never have thought to include, Dato’ Tay Mo-Leong. Edwin had been
first to notice four of Tay’s watercolors—“These are terrific! I didn’t know you
had any at home!” he exclaimed. Prominent on one wall of the capacious
living room they expressed jungle luxuriousness and mysterious shadows. He
began expounding upon them to Duane and Hassan with enthusiasm for his
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afternoon with the artist, without knowing of the other invitation. Excitement in his voice heightened what he admired so verbally about the compositions, color combinations, wet- and dry-brush techniques, and effects of
contrasts among textures evoked.
From the doorway came, “Thank you, Edwin. You are too kind.”
Chagrined, the would-be lecturer fumbled his introductions to Duane and
Hassan. The elderly man proved to be so charming that, within minutes, he
and Duane were deep in conversation about painting with Edwin. Hassan drifted to his contemporaries who offered a tour of their rooms. Terry decided to
tag along, leaving Dalton and Salil to confer about the previous day’s incidents.
They sank into chairs off in a corner and, like the three talking art on the
sofa twenty feet away, sipped from small glasses of chilled sugarcane juice
brought in by a servant. “After you left,” Dalton discretely wanted to know,
“last evening, how did it go with Shantanu?”
Salil’s eyes enlarged. He swallowed and inclined close to his oldest friend,
“We said little in the car but, when we got here, Shan decided he wanted to
talk. In his room, Dalton, where no one could hear, he poured out his heart
about his fear of loving Jesse and not a girl, about his devotion to Edwin
which is bordering on love of some kind, about his enjoyment of sex with
males—especially the uninhibited reward of Terry’s ass—about his concern
lest he disappoint Nirupa and me tonight or in the future, and about his…
budding desire…to have sex with me.”
“You turned him down, I take it, on the last?”
“I did, but I was moved so strangely that I laid him back on his bed and
kissed him again and again to the point…I’m not ashamed to admit it…that
we had spontaneous orgasms in our clothes. And, you know, I’d do it again in
a heartbeat.”
“But you won’t, will you?”
“I shouldn’t, should I?”
“It would send the wrong signals and might utterly destroy what’s been
achieved.” Dalton cast a glance across the room to make certain no one was
paying the slightest attention to their conversation. “Tonight, after Stephen’s
catered event for everyone, you hustle your wife and other son out of there,
leave Shan with my Edwin. Use any excuse you think of between now and
then. Stephen and I will see to his being so fucked out with Terry and Hassan
that he won’t be able to remember even the idea of taking further steps with
you. There’ll be that business about modeling and the need to pack for Indiana.”
“What if that’s not enough?”
Not one to hesitate, Dalton said rather too vociferously, “Stephen can send
you on a quick business trip to Jakarta or someplace.”
“Jakarta?” Duane rumbled. “Is someone going to Jakarta?”
The meal was served.

S

Nirupa’s finest two hours in years saw her preside—resplendent in a bright
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yellow, gold-trimmed sari—over a feast intended for what she imagined to be
the American taste of Young Edwin Owen. With her mother as consultant
and helpmate, she had chosen and prepared each dish, concerned only that
the celebrated catalyst between her family and the interested, phenomenally
successful educators in Treydon be treated to tastes he could understand and
appreciate. Word of his culinary skills had been related to her. She wanted
him to remember her meal and to be able to speak of it with relish to dear,
cherishable Agatha. The greatest teacher in the world for my son.
Not for an instant did she doubt that the rest of her table’s diners would be
deeply satisfied.
Brought in were serving dishes and bowls laden with marinaded and
grilled lamb, chicken tikka, a sweet potato dish with chickpeas, and crushed
tomatoes in yogurt—her version of Chana masala—a kind of spiced spinach
with cheese called, Edwin remembered, saag paneer, a lentil dal with tomatoes,
several kinds of seeds, and the unmistakable presence of coconut milk, basmati rice with cashews and chutney, and fresh naan bread. “Lively” could not
describe the guests’ or the family’s delight. Edwin, particularly, was animated
in his admiration for all the spices involved, for the balance of flavors, the
superb quality of the lamb and the succulent chicken. He begged for Nirupa’s
recipes looking to Dalton for assurance, then reassurance that Chicago had
Indian grocers who could supply anything required. Friends in the neighborhood and at the museum would enjoy such food “more than I can tell you.”
Afzal and Shantanu, who had never been present at such an event in their
home, were thrilled and somewhat intimidated by the adroit sociability of Edwin in relation to the famous Tay, to Duane and Stephen, and to their parents.
Hassan entered the conversation with slowly spoken, well-worded comments
on the parallels between the sub-continent’s cuisine and that of North Africa.
“Moroccans know a lot about lamb,” he smiled at his hostess, “but they
could learn from you and your beautiful mother.” A saucy wink in the direction of the ladies sent additional color to their cheeks.
Unseen, Shan kicked his brother’s ankle. Afzal spoke toward Edwin, “My
brother and I really like our Mother’s lamb recipe. If anybody will make it for
us in the States, we will eat every morsel.”
Edwin took the hint, “Well then, it’s settled. We’ll have it for sure.” With a
nod, he added, “More than once.”
Short speeches of admiration and gratitude for the welcoming occasion
and for its wonderful food were made by Duane, by Dalton, by Stephen. Finally, the venerable, much honored Tay lifted his glass of water and thanked
the ladies, the entire Chaudary family, his new and old friends, the people of
Malaysia, the cultures of Southeast Asia, and—mercurially—his own talent
for having contributed to “this perfect afternoon.”
Flattered beyond description, Nirupa blushed once more and held up a jeweled hand for silence. “We have a dessert.” She rang a little bell to signal the
servant to serve her pie of spiced pears with rose ice cream.
From one forkful, Edwin said, “This is the best pie à la mode I have ever
eaten…in my whole life.”
Shan remembered Auntie’s apple pie at Thanksgiving but did not mention
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that. He and Afzal simply dug in. Their mother had never made such a dessert
before.
Salil thought it delicious and wondered why something so good had never
appeared even during their observance of the Feast of Lights.
Hassan rolled his eyes to the ceiling in pleasure at the exotic combination
of saffron and cardamom with pistachios and rose-flavored cream melting
into the crust-covered soft pears.
Dalton seemed to catch his breath while dramatically placing a hand on
his chest.
Imitating him, Duane followed suit.
Neither Stephen nor Tay could do more than eat the savory confection
down to its last crumb.
Nirupa was trying to think of something to say to conclude the meal when
Terry, unusually restrained throughout, blurted, “This too good for humans.
Should be for gods.”
The women’s spirits soared with Salil’s pride. As the family stood, Terry
whipped out his cellphone to take pictures. That abruptness reminded Edwin
that he had neglected to make a present to his hosts of the drawing he had
made.
“Dalton, please bring our gift from the living room. It’s on the floor by the
sofa.” He explained that the sketches everyone had been so kind to sit for had
been turned “into a single kind of family portrait. It’s not in color, alas, but if
I’d known you had saris as stunning as that maroon-and-chartreuse you are
wearing,” he said to the boys’ grandmother, “and your sun-bright yellow,” he
said to their mother, “it would have been my duty.”
With Dalton’s assistance, Edwin unrolled his panorama of the Chaudary
family to the three adults’ astonishment. For the first time since childhood,
Shan and Afzal hugged each other. Hassan clapped his hands. Duane stared,
open-mouthed. Tay made the understatement, “That is impressive.”
They posed for a group shot, the drawing centered, and everyone except
Terry in view. It would later appear in the New Straits Times in color under a
flattering headline and with quotes from Malaysia’s living legend Dato’ Tay
Mo-Leong, from well-known local businessman Stephen Corbett, and from
visiting Paris-based old-master collector Duane Wilderforce lauding the eighteen-year-old American prodigy.

S

Hours beyond the dream meal as the sun was setting and after the diners
had gone their separate ways for a rest, there stood at the Corbett-Lee kampong
gate, policeman Henry Hooi, in full uniform and looking very official. His
favor to Stephen was to keep out the curious. Next to him with a list of names
and a pen to check each arrival was accountant Ben Ong. Stephen had promised each a share in the post-reception orgy to celebrate Shan’s performance.
The trickle of people entering became a stream as participants took their
places. Invitees followed, including Shan’s family and four of their closest
friends, the governor, chief minister, and several members of the State Ex556

ecutive Council and their wives, sponsors of the Straits Actors Studio, and
business associates with an interest in theater. Hassan remained in the background while Duane was introduced as a “new partner with ideas about developing our exports.” Last to find their seats were much-respected puppeteer
twins Fazwin and Zakir Battacharya together with Dato’ Tay Mo-Leong, greeted by virtually everyone.
Director Dr. Darwish bin Suleiman, a smartly cropped goatee setting off
his fleshy lips, and sporting a lightweight black suit, extended his welcome
to the distinguished members of the community and friends present, called
the audience’s attention to the cast list and scene summaries provided in Malay on their printed programs, and explained the hour ahead as “an unusual
opportunity for our actors to assist a newly developing theatrical talent from
George Town as he prepares to make his American debut in a few months in
the role of Shakespeare’s famous puckish character, Robin Goodfellow, in the
great comedy ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream.’” Thanks for the use of the compound and for the reception afterward to Corbett-Lee Exports drew applause.
Composer Felix Mendelssohn’s music floated down from speakers mounted
in the surrounding trees. The general lighting faded to reveal a broad oval of
bluish hue on a cluster of giant elephant ears. A slip of a girl sporting a short
dress of filmy ribbons and the clear wings of a fairy ran in, stopped suddenly,
and reacted with a gasp to the emergence from the jungle of a tall, leaf-clad
sprite. Their exchange called for her to dance flutteringly while recounting
“Over hill, over dale….” Robin followed her every word before announcing,
“The king doth keep his revels here tonight….” To her question about his
identity, came the famous “Thou speak’st aright, I am that merry wanderer
of the night”—delivered swiftly and crisply with body gestures and facial expressions that caused immediate laughter. Another oval of light, this one dim
and purplish, illumined a pair of sleepers, Lysander and Hermia, over whom
Robin crept to squeeze his magic droplets. Passed in seconds, it was succeeded by the arrival of King Oberon in a blazing white spot. Tall, commanding,
costumed like a Greek philosopher, his head encircled with gilded laurels, the
character made his grave inquiry about his queen, Titania. The spotlight’s circle widened to reveal the entrance of Robin, now seen all-out for the first time.
The audience could hardly absorb the spectacle of Shan’s elegant body bowing
before the verses began, “My mistress with a monster is in love.”
Thanks to more of Mendelssohn’s music, a bit of mime, and a fair amount
of choreographic peregrinations by Titania and her fairies, the plot of Shakespeare’s play could be fathomed to a degree. The business of the play-withinthe-play had been excised along with every reference to it. What the observers discovered was that this evening of magic revolved around Robin’s errant
mischief, capering antics, and sparkling speeches. If the pace was breathless, it
had the advantage of displaying Shantanu’s seemingly effortless inhabitation
of the role. When at last he said the lines, “So good night to you all. Give me
your hands if we be friends, and Robin shall restore amends,” all the lights
came on to show the entire cast assembled. Together as one, the players’ arms
went over their heads, opened like the petals of so many flowers, and the entire ensemble bowed once. Just as suddenly, they straightened up smiling at
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the audience—and were plunged into complete darkness.
Applause, begun by Afzal and Edwin the moment the final word, “amends,”
had been spoken, rose to a clamor and cascaded through the compound. It
seemed an age before the operator of the light board console was signaled to
re-illuminate the area. The cast took one step forward, bowed, stepped back,
bowed again. Oberon and Titania brought Robin to the front, released his
hands, stepped back to bow, letting him receive his accolade.
Standing with the others and clapping with great vigor, Dalton said to Stephen, “To think, all this is the result of sex.” Duane heard it and relayed the
observation to Hassan, who applauded even harder, nodding his agreement.
Handkerchief in hand, Salil did his best to wipe away the tears of his overjoyed ladies while Terry patted his back. The twins embraced Edwin, and
Afzal was hugged Dalton. Stephen made a beeline for director Darwish to offer
congratulations. In the back of the garden, caterers went into action by uncovering tables laden with food and drink and sounding small gongs to attract
attention. Soon, the atmosphere shifted to that of a party. Still-costumed cast
members and casually-dressed support staff mingled with the well-dressed
dignitaries to receive compliments while sharing the buffet. Many were snapping pictures. Eventually, Shantanu, who had shed his leaves and donned
a t-shirt and trousers, tried to reach the tables but was stopped by Stephen,
Darwish, Afzal, Edwin, his parents, grandmother, and Dalton. Noticing the
predicament, Terry darted behind the drinks table and grabbed a bottle of
water from an ice chest to deliver to the parched, still sweaty boy.
Slowly, the circle of family and friends made its way into the throng, Shan
meeting all the guests, receiving their compliments, thanking actors, posing
with politicians for photographs, seizing a skewer or two of chicken satay with
peanut sauce, guzzling more water, and noticing the strange twins and their
artist friend scurrying out the gate without speaking to anyone. Most of the
audience dribbled away by eleven, leaving only the crew to dismantle their
equipment, wrap their cables, fold the rented chairs, and clean up the debris.
With all sorts of appreciative gestures, the men received from Stephen’s caterers the buffet’s leftovers in ample plastic containers.
Left to enjoy the neighborhood’s returning calm and their growing satisfaction at having provided so unusual an occasion for community leaders
and corporate affiliates, Stephen and Terry considered their money well spent.
“Should put in next year budget,” Terry nodded. As normality of appearances
was restored, they spotted their front door closing behind the retreating figures of Duane, Dalton, Edwin, Hassan, Shan, Harry, and Ben. Salil, bless him,
had managed to squire his women and eldest son out and away. The excuse
had been that Mr. Sato needed to put final touches on Puck’s costume so
that Shan could take it with him—being “perfectly fitted, custom-made and
everything”—to Indiana for his forthcoming performances there. The coast
was clear. Time had come for further performances and rewards—in the gym.
By plan, Noriuki Sato had prepared himself, the room—its pads and cushions, mattresses, large-scale and lesser sexual equipment, smaller articles and
devices, lubricants, condoms—and the refreshments: microwaved American-style pizzas and cold Japanese beer. Hanging empty in their wooden
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frames were his specially-designed slings, including the newest which Terry
would inaugurate at the right moment. To Mr. Sato’s personal regalia had been
added a full-length black leather cloak. Shan’s jaw dropped.
“One and all, into the shower!” Stephen barked, stripping by way of example. Infinitely amused, Duane and Dalton did the same. Slower than Hassan
and Edwin, Harry and Ben followed suit while Shan held back. Noriuki saw
him hesitating. He walked up from behind, wrapped his cloak around the boy,
and said, “Undress where nobody can see you. Now!
Trapped, Shan felt concern, “They’ll see my insert. I had to wear it to remember my lines,” he said under his breath. “I was nervous.”
“Hot! Perfect. Strip. And while you do, look at Harry in the shower. Can
you see Dalton showing Hassan the plug in Harry? Harry is ready. Come on,
boy. You’re going to have the time of your life. Hurry! This party is for you.”
The bathers watched the stilted approach of the evening’s star, his head
protruding from the folds of soft, black leather, being propelled, puppet-like
by Noriuki. They fell silent as the ringmaster spoke, “Ben Ong, look here. Harry Hooi, look here. Behold.” The leathers parted ceremoniously, revealing for
the first time to their gaze the crowning glory of Shan’s athletic body, his massive sex throbbing in acute verticality. “Take him, cleanse him, honor him.”
Only Shan knew that, as he was pushed into the waiting hands and arms of
the six wet males, Noriuki pulled free the insert he’d worn all evening and hid
it beneath the folds of his cloak. The outrush coincided with the arrival to his
quivering flesh of steamy water jets, slippery soap, eager fingers, and hungry
lips. Someone—Hassan? Edwin?—penetrated him and withdrew. Dalton and
Duane reached to pinch his nipples as Stephen cupped his balls. Larger than
Ben, Harry took hold of the boy’s erection, Ben reached in to tease with his
smaller hand the tip. Together, they began masturbating Shan as he fought
to keep his face from the streams of water which were blinding him. Stephen
interceded, “Hold onto me, Shan, while you back is cleaned.” Immediately,
there he was in a grip from which there was no avoidance. A nozzle pumped
into him and released water inside. “”Eject it forcibly,” Stephen said. There
was more to bear, then to be shed. Dalton could be heard telling Duane, “He’s
clean.”
Suddenly, he was taken by Hassan and Edwin into arms overflowing with
heavy towels. Their drying of him as a team had its parallel in the other
young men applying towels to Dalton, Stephen, and Duane. Everyone shared
the task of spreading body lotion over each other—without a word being spoken. Caftans were produced for all except Ben and Harry, who were given
matching collars of pliant red leather.
Terry and Noriuki, whose leathers had not been relinquished, stood patiently.
Beer and pizza became the focal point for the next half hour, the consumers sprawled where they were placed by Noriuki—the evening’s celebrant
Shan with host Stephen, portly Duane with pudgy Harry, effervescent Hassan
with ever-enthusiastic Dalton, sweet-face Ben with Young Edwin. Arrangements calculated to further familiarity prior to sensuosity. Terry, he reserved
for his personal mat.
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Care was urged by Stephen not to get any of the food and drink on the
exquisite caftans that covered their nudity.
Questions were raised and answered about the play, Shan’s part, what lay
ahead for him in America; about Edwin’s next art project, the classes he might
take, whether it were true that he had lectured at several museums. The more
talkative now that his initial reluctance to join the proceedings had been
overcome so personally, Shan was more voluble than Edwin, who said to his
mat mate Ben, “I don’t like talking about myself. I’d rather have some lube for
your soft bottom.”
Before Ben could react, Harry bragged, “No need for his butt, when mine
is ready. Look at my plug.” Throwing his naked legs back and pulling apart
his cheeks, Harry seemed punctuated by a big red rubber dot. “From him you
want the throat.”
Sending a familiar finger to lubricate the surprised star of the evening,
Stephen called upon Noriuki, “Edwin’s given us our cue to begin the entertainment.” His nod toward the distant frames signaled the Japanese to lead
willing, eager Ben and Harry to their individualized slings and to begin fastening them.
Ben’s sling supported him on his back with his legs together and pointed
up, his buttocks available for light spanking as needed. His arms remained
free, but his head and neck fitted exactly into a molded support that guaranteed the precise angle for his receptive throat.
Harry loved being secured into his sling—he knew the procedure and apparatus well and loved the comfort it provided for long-range fucking. Positioned on his back, head stabilized upward enough that he could watch
whomever occupied the place between his legs, separated widely and folded
back with straps and locks to expose his avid, experienced anus. Noriuki cast
the red plug to one side.
“As guest of honor, enjoy them first,” Stephen told Shan, directing him toward Ben’s open mouth. “The beauty of the device is this,” he said, indicating
that Noriuki lower the suspending chain and its anxious-to-please burden to
the height of Shan’s now dripping cock. “Reach out for his hands. That’s the
way. Stand still. Pull him to you and let him go. See? He swings and you have
complete command.”
With each tentative stroke he made of Ben’s throat along his erection, Shan
felt himself receiving Ben’s trust. It unnerved him only at first. He gained
confidence, especially after Stephen’s finger left him. Nearby, Noriuki kept an
eye on Shan’s reactions. Gathering momentum with its threat of impending
orgasm brought his right hand forward with its tawse. He popped once, sharply, against Shan’s butt and said, “Time to move on.”
Stinging with shock, Shan feared he was being punished. No, he realized,
I’m being distracted from cumming. With closed eyes, he relaxed and let go of
Ben. Someone else’s finger penetrated him for the relocation to Harry’s swing.
His brain raced with realization that the two volunteers as presented were
mere objects for sex free of emotions. No preliminaries. Raw sex. Specialized
sex, each an expert at one thing. They’re letting me sample each one. Shan asked
aloud, “Is this the same idea—I pull him to me and send him back?”
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“Try it. You’ll see,” Noriuki answered as Dalton moved Edwin into Ben’s
mouth, saying similarly, “Try this. You’ll like it.” He did not remove his finger
from Edwin, but added another as stimulation for the extraordinary experience of what he called “Asia’s greatest throat.”
Fucking the trussed policeman was like being drawn into quicksand. Another rising tide of sexual pleasure in Shan caused him to receive the Sato
tawse yet again. He protested, “I haven’t had enough. I thought Harry was for
me.”
“He is, but there is much more before you will be granted relief. Abandon
Harry to Edwin.”
Hassan was permitted to take over Ben’s hungry throat. Hands—those of
Stephen and Duane—took Shan’s upper arms and held him for Noriuki’s swift
cleansing with a towelette. Fresh lubricant was applied liberally. Mr. Sato is
wanking me! Not daring to look down, Shan’s eyes focused on Edwin’s lithe,
pale body moving into the “V” of Harry’s parted legs. The man’s touch became
insistent. Shan shuddered, unable to move except into the stroking hand. Not
even Roger’s ever held me so tightly. Ini membuat saya gila! So many stimuli were
crazing him.
Edwin coolly entered Harry, whom he found responsively quick at displaying muscular skills. Wow! He’s almost as good as I am! Harry’s intense
concentration aimed at sending the younger man’s cock a message. Had he
been asked, Edwin might have sworn that the ripples extended along his full
length—despite not knowing how. George would love this, being so in charge.
The idea of George Tanner and what he might do with this opportunity allowed a mad thought to surface: I will not let him swing, but hold him still and….
“Harry,” he said, taking over, “only by contractions and releases. Do not move
otherwise. Squeeze and let go. Squeeze and let go. Keep your eyes on mine and
show me what you can do. Show us all.”
Within earshot, Hassan cocked his head. He ceased toing and froing with
Ben. Edwin’s body was turning the color of a sunburn. Dalton, who had retracted his fingers, and everyone else looked with incredulity at a phenomenon hitherto produced only by anal stimulation in the American teen. With
his penis submerged in Harry and himself suddenly empty behind, Edwin
was being treated to pyrotechnics of internal management quite beyond his
own. The rapid rhythmic pulses of Harry’s seizures and releases while hanging motionless saturated Edwin’s senses. Nerve endings took command of his
will and sent it cartwheeling out of control. Amid the chaos of sensation, a
glimmer of consciousness: What is this? I must learn it! He summoned his
wherewithal of intellect, projected that into the fray, gained awareness, and
withheld part of his consciousness from the seething onrush of orgasm’s celebratory devastation. Edwin felt the ultimate pleasure and took note of how it
had been achieved.
On Edwin’s fire-hot lance, Harry wrestled himself against his bondage into
a last-instant fit, squirting sperm across his chest and chin while his friend
Ben, who could see nothing that was happening, almost asphyxiated on Hassan’s immobile cock. In desperation, Hassan’s arms were shoved back in order
to let air in. For his part, Hassan merely stared at the scene. Edwin, burning
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from head to toe, fought to remain on his feet through the unexpected ordeal
of earthly pleasure raised to a new power.
The only person to move to Edwin’s aid was the least experienced in the
room, Shantanu. Spellbound only for the last few seconds, his instinct was to
catch his friend before he fell. And Shan did. He jerked free of his captors just
as Noriuki was preparing to strike his backside to censure—or to propel—his
immanent orgasm. As from a battlefield, the disabled but still spasming Edwin
was dragged away by Shan, stretched on one of the air mattresses, and treated
to sips of cool water. Dalton thanked Shan, whose erection had dwindled,
kissed his brow, lifted Edwin into his caftan-clad arms, and asked for a towel.
Harry pled to be released by Noriuki and Terry, and was. Unsteady on his
legs, he hastened to Edwin. Their moments had produced change. Something
about Edwin and his reaction touched him. Since late adolescence, only passivity’s many joys had been his pastime. Thanks to Edwin’s spontaneous
directive, Harry’s new ability to incite so passionate a response produced a
pristine perspective on his eroticism. He joined Dalton in clinging to the overwrought teen.
Duane gave one of his low-pitched chuckles to Stephen, “Looks like one of
those old master scenes of the two Marys fussing over the body of Jesus.”
The disruption of events left poor Ben hanging, disappointed, and more
than a little curious. Once freed, Stephen took him aside by the collar and
whispered what Harry had done. “He never did that—whatever it was—for me
or Dalton. Did you know he could?”
Ben whispered back what Terry told him. How Afzal screwed Edwin like a
bee, vibrating madly. He swallowed, “They talked about whether Harry could
make his ass muscles buzz, or something like that. Harry said he would practice. He must have! Why don’t you ask Afzal?”
“What?” asked Shan, absorbed in his friend’s recovery but alert at the second mention of his older brother. Shan felt relief.
Afzal’s name reached Edwin. He was coming around. “Is Afzal here?”
“All right everybody,” Stephen cleared the air loudly, “time to get this orgy
back on track.” Motioning to the sling-mates that they reclaim their positions,
he, Terry, Duane, and Noriuki moved to re-fasten them.
Slight intoxication from the beer they all had drunk made them lightheaded. Shan felt his desire return. Somehow, it resulted from seeing so much
black leather framing Mr. Sato and outlining Terry’s every section. And there
was the prospect of taking the two younger men again to the point of satisfaction. He suspected, Something’s happening to me!
A stern Hassan approached. He doffed his caftan and, in full heat, curled a
finger in Shan’s direction. “Come. Give me yours.”
The beauty and obvious sexual excitement of the two sculpted nude bodies hand-in-hand, walking to the slings, struck mattress-bound Edwin and
Dalton. Hassan was following orders from Duane when he sent the evening’s
celebrant to Ben and took Harry for himself. He said, “This time, pull him to
you by his collier—collar, I mean—and maintain with me. We go in together,
we pull out together.” With that, he reached for Harry’s nipples and used his
grip on them to begin the rhythm. A crooked smile broke over Shan’s face, a
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smile of wickedness from before his American transformation.
The men—Stephen, Terry, and Duane—stepped back. Noriuki moved forward with a small, glistening-wet, red plug in each hand. One, he put into
Shan; the other, into Ben—neither of whom expected it. The idea, which had
evolved among the men, was to heighten Shan’s temptation to lose control.
Hassan would have provocation enough from the havoc of Harry’s clasp on
each outstroke.
“No matter what happens, you must keep time together,” the Japanese instructed, tawse at the ready. “Neither of you will orgasm until we let you,
understand? Watch each other and concentrate. Stay together, always in opposite directions. Understand?”
Neither replied. Hassan nodded slowly to Shan and resumed his pace.
Blue lights pinprick-size on two walls confirmed the recording. Dalton noticed and, arms folded, nodded approval. His mind popped with awareness.
The documentaries that could be made, the studies to be written based on that secret
archive—could propel a generation of sociologists. What research by sexologists! He
laughed inwardly, Even by urologists and proctologists! Satisfying thoughts for a
sexy old scientist. His attention drifted back to the scene of challenge.
Smoothly, several minutes passed. The two, standing, rocked their respective swings apart and together in unanimity. So deliberate were the motions
that Harry moaned regularly and, similarly, Ben caught breaths. Objective to
surface appearances—with subjective currents running underneath as neuronal dangers—Shan and Hassan kept eye contact. Sounds of gratification from
their passive collaborators had no effect on the detachment they exhibited.
No doubt existed in Shan’s mind that he was a test subject, as in the past in
this very gym. While fucking and wrestling with Terry, he had learned a lot
about controlling his release even when being thrust into by a finger, a dildo,
or a plug. Daily exercises in his halter had accustomed him to being pierced
every morning. Mr. Sato’s present plug—well, that was no bother. George’s
smaller, soft insert had helped to get him through his first-ever public performance as an actor. These and other meditative considerations in passing,
along with his focused stare at Hassan’s eyes and motions, permitted a steady
rate to match Hassan’s.
On his feet a distance removed from the action, Edwin observed Duane
giving a signal to Noriuki. The evening’s apparent ringmaster brought from
beneath his cloak a pre-set wireless remote. Aiming it generally toward the
entertainment, he pressed the “On” button. Ben’s plug jolted in electrified
reaction as did Shan’s. Eye contact with Hassan was broken off. Shan shoved
himself into Ben’s convulsing body. Alarmed by the sudden, gagging tempest
at the opposite sling, Hassan tried to follow Shan’s lead. But the spasms were
irregular, noisy, violent.
Noriuki’s simple, “Hassan fails,” did nothing to forestall the completion of
the uncontrollable climaxes of Shan and Ben. So vigorously did they occur
that, for the first time in his life, another man’s ejaculate was splattered across
Shantanu Chaudary’s face. Recoiling in disbelief, he grimaced and clawed at
the sticky stuff. Ben coughed helplessly. The event’s outcome, his gullet well
plied and filled with gobs upon gobs of a teen’s juices, pleased him even as he
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swayed and coughed more.
Edwin arrived at Shan’s side with a fresh towel. Noriuki appeared and literally popped his plugs from both participants. No ceremony to that, only
relief. Abashed, Hassan, to his root in Harry, awaited an order.
“Have idea,” Terry elbowed Duane. “See if Harry can do same for Hassan he
do for Shan. But have to resist. Good competition, ha?”
During Duane’s consideration, Stephen wondered, “And while that’s going
on, Mr. Smarty, where will that leave Ben?”
“You so dumb-dumb. He do ev-ry-bod-y. Throat only warm up. Very hungry. Feed throat and watch bout, too. Very good. Very good. Him hang there
by self? You bad host,” Terry was indignant.
Ben was as grateful as could be. His dependable, huge-hung friend Stephen
never failed to assuage his desire. Over the years since Ben had found his
way to this household, Stephen had perfected his timing with Ben’s need to
breathe. He never hurried. Minutes could become a quarter-hour. Impatient,
as he was on this occasion, Terry would stand by and spank him if it seemed
Stephen were paying attention of a too-loving sort to receptive Ben. Terry, in
the periphery of his vision now, likely meant a few swats. Oh, not that! It was
Noriuki’s new toy that had been thrust in him, set at maximum speed.
“Ha!” was Terry’s gleeful exclamation. “You motivation now.”
Sphincter, buttocks, leg and stomach muscles in extravagant response,
hands pulling Stephen to him, Ben struggled in every limited direction. Seconds were all it took for the convulsive man’s spunk to streak through Ben’s
esophagus and deposit itself in his belly. Stephen’s gasping pleasure echoed
in the room.
Terry said in the trapped young man’s ear, “Sauce for pizza.” Waiting for
that to sink in, he added, “Now you get dessert. I bring you Dalton. He take
long time. No rush Dalton. Really give satisfaction. See, I take care for you.”
“Well, take out the damned vibrator. I don’t like that.”
“Terry, my friend,” Dalton moved into the path of gentle Ben’s open throat,
“you may be needed elsewhere. Ben and I can see to each other very nicely.”
Thus dismissed, Terry was not unhappy. His Stephen could join the throng
gathered around the action-filled, artificial conflict between Harry and Hassan. All eyes, momentarily distracted by the nearby eruption, had been on—
and now returned to—the arena occupied by compulsory opponents, Harry
and Hassan.
Memory of his vanquishment by Harry had prompted Shan’s question of
Edwin, “Who do you think will last longest?
“Don’t take your eyes off Hassan. I’ll tell you what to notice.”
Shan’s ears pricked up at the sound of Dalton telling Ben, “Draw me in with
your lips, my sweet, the way you did for my birthday—then gulp like a fish.”
But, much as he might want to know the details for future reference when he
and Jesse would be together again, he resisted looking. Wet sounds and Dalton’s promptings—absorbed aurally—and Harry’s earnest contractions upon
Hassan’s slow slitherings back and forth—absorbed visually—joined forces in
Shantanu Chaudary’s already-hyped nervous system to find a sufficiently capacious destination, his deflated cock. He waited.
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Edwin, a hand on his friend’s six-pack stomach, felt the tumescence. “Don’t
mind me,” he murmured as he stroked, “Feeling your ‘renewal’ is fun.” Never
had he said such a thing. “Keep focused on Hassan. See how im-plac-able he
is? He’s looking through—not at—through Harry. Harry’s giving him everything he’s got. Hassan’s unmoved. He’s even teasing Harry, pulling all the
way out and playing around the rim.” Edwin whispered again, “See Harry
grabbing for the head? If it’s not in him, he can’t work on it….Omigosh! He’s
being rammed.”
Pulses into his fingers. Thrusts. Shan’s virility was back. Edwin adjusted his
grip. He’s sure thinking of that breach again…. How much bigger is this thing going
to grow? “In a playful mood now, Shan?”
He rasped huskily, “Stop doing that. If you set me off, they’ll be mad. What
is it you want me to notice about Hassan?” The hand—Edwin’s—felt warm.
“Don’t you get it? He’s tiring out poor Harry. Harry’s new trick, I think,
can’t last long. Oh! He’s swinging himself to get more in him!”
“Yeah, and Hassan rears back, then charges like a bull. Harry can’t gain a
hold to do his thing. Look at those lunges!” Leaks into Edwin’s palm left no
doubt as to the sight’s effect on Shan’s burgeoned arousal.
Heeding no one, Hassan stared distantly—In his zone, Edwin thought, feeling nothing—as he drove vehemently back and forth, pounding into the defenseless Harry.
“Businesslike efficiency,” observed Stephen.
“Yes, most admirable,” added Noriuki.
With casual humor, Duane confided, “Hassan can go like this for an hour
if need be. Your Harry stands no chance against him.”

S

Dalton’s sumptuously heavy cock, at its pneumatic thickest, unleashed a
current in Ben’s body that flowed through him as over a rapids, turning his
feelings to foam and submerging everything in a pool the depths of which
almost defeated the younger man’s reactive emission.
The end of their pairing was marked by choked sobs of satisfaction from
Ben who opened his eyes to the sight, up close, of Dalton’s gray-haired, swaying balls. They grew smaller as his donor stepped back. The inflamed organ
dripped into one of Ben’s nostrils before dropping away and drooping in repose.

S

Sense-free, Hassan had acted from his subconscious, moving faster and
faster until his fuck dissolved Harry’s mental awareness and disintegrated its
store of past sphincter-and-prostate experiences. By means of simple tissues,
individual glands, complex muscle groups, networks of nerves and blood vessels, new vibrations quaked and coursed in waves nonstop. The policeman’s
sexual realm, like his consciousness, was under reconstruction. Whether he
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might ever again spend himself while unaware of the event was moot. His
cheeks, lips, and brow felt the delicate smear of his own sperm under Hassan’s
fingers. Some was deposited in his mouth. Off-duty policeman Harry Hooi
had been well and truly fucked—and he loved it.
The Sino-Moroccan smiled with kindness and, with a pat, walked away
victorious.

S

Ignored in its own frame near the backmost wall had been the gym’s newest contrivance. Hung by Noriuki Sato during the play, its complex array of
leather and metal was in readiness for Terry. More interested in it than anyone
else, fidgety and impatient, waited Terry. He tapped a toe while scanning the
gathering crowded into the gym’s shower area.
Hassan and Ben were washing each other in festive spirit. Dalton and Harry were similarly—and more splashily—involved. They had been joined by
Edwin and Shan, who contributed to the playful merriment. The Malaysian
passives wanted to get their hands on the newcomers, so Hassan and Dalton
turned to each other, tweaking tits, grabbing crotches, and bumping into everyone else.
From the sidelines, Duane shared with Stephen his wonderment at how
much beer the gang had consumed. Noriuki held his place without comment.
Literally fit to be tied, Terry called across the room, “You silly people! Look
like cartoon!”
“Indubitably!” Shan shouted. Saying that word so uninhibitedly was always fun.
“Turn off water!” yelled Terry, who then muttered, “Cost as much as damn
play.”
In time, the newly laundered six—four wearing their white-and-goldtrimmed gifts from Duane, Ben and Harry their underwear—collected at the
site of what Dalton, a hand to the front opening of the boy’s caftan, told Shan
was to be “the evening’s ‘ender’ and your chance to shine once more.”
No monkey could have jumped with more alacrity than Terry onto the
new perch. His wriggles settled him into its padded support. The fastenings
connected with his body leather. They soon revealed that Terry was unable to
move at all. His legs were folded as if he were squatting, buckled to his arms
which, alongside his torso, were linked to the support. Tightening straps here
and there brought up his diminutive, well-ringed sex organs. Sticking up also,
free to move as they might, were Terry’s feet. Thus far, the contraption seemed
to combine the features of the two slings used for Harry and Ben. A neck-andhead brace made access to the occupant’s throat a straight line. A strap across
his brow and another, some sort of chin rest, went underneath Terry’s head to
be buckled, too, to the underlying support.
Noriuki picked up a small, short-handled black crop and faced his audience. “As you see, my client has been prepared. I can tap him here”—his wrist
snapped the flat end rapidly into Terry’s nipples—“and here”—he popped
Terry’s perineum—“up here”—he targeted the erect penis before being more
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considerate of the balls beneath.
Yips and yelps from Terry were music to the Japanese’s ears. Exactly what
he was used to as signs of pleasure. He said, pointing, “This part, the sphincter, responds best if lubricated.” Stephen handed him a white tube. Noriuki
squeezed it lightly to take enough for his purpose, then applied the portion
with maddening delicacy to his target. He knelt and lifted the crop so that
all eyes could see him spanking the muscle. To Terry’s shrieks, he said coldly,
“Any part may be warmed in this way.”
Taking in hand a bit of flexible rattan, he indicated the helpless soles.
“These await torment.” Whistling in the air as it landed briskly on the toes,
the balls, and the arches of the feet, the implement and its action—with Terry’s screams as accompaniment—resounded in Shan’s psyche.
Noriuke continued in his dispassionate way, “Can be better if the feet are
oiled.”
The primitive in Shan began to assert itself visibly. His cheeks turned as
red as Terry’s soles. His penis began to fill out. Next, whipping his butt? Shan’s
excitement built.
“This is too obvious to bother with now,” Noriuki touched the rattan to the
exposed buttocks. “I will show you the innovation.”
Stephen stepped up to assist in releasing links of chain on each side of
the support, unnoticed by the young men until that moment. It was then
that Hassan, Ben, Harry, and Shan could see the pivot. Stephen smiled at the
changes of expression on their faces as its utility dawned on them one by one.
Noriuki demonstrated by rotating the perfectly balanced Terry face down and
bottom up. “It can be fastened here, if you like. The blood rushes to my client’s
head.” He allowed that to happen, cautioning, “But not for long. That could
be unhealthy.” Proceeding to rotate Terry another quarter-turn, he continued,
“In this position, the client’s palms may be struck”—which he did with the
rattan—“and he may be”—his tone changed—“face-fucked uncommonly and
ass-fucked, as you can imagine, with complete ease.” A final quarter-turn sent
Terry bottom down, face up. “Any of these positions may be fastened securely.
This allows special use of the motor. Stephen, if you will help me.”
Two adjustable stands were produced, one from which a flexible dildo
pointed down and one, much shorter, from which a firmer dildo pointed up.
The young witnesses’ skin crept with the realization of this unexpected element of torment. “Lubricant is needed copiously on the lower.” Stephen prepared the dildo. Noriuki brought to Terry’s mouth the upper dildo, saying,
“Open now so that the tip can be set just inside your teeth.” Stephen moved
the lower dildo into place and raised it to penetrate its full length. Terry, who
had not known of this, broke out in a sweat. Then the motor was switched on.
Terry’s body was lifted about a half-foot, impaling his throat on the way
up, and lowered, impaling his ass going in the other direction. “This camshaft
motor was developed for other purposes but suits ours. It is quite strong. The
client is completely at its mercy,” he squinted his eyes, “and it has no mercy.”
Noriuki Sato took one pace back to admire the smooth maneuvering back and
forth of his by-then-turned-on-again client.
The youngest, least-experienced person in the room, Shan Chaudary, was
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not appalled. His erection had come to its full stand through his caftan’s front
opening. Spotting it, the ominously re-cloaked Japanese invited Shan, “You
may now decide what to do. He is yours.”
Shan shed his caftan.
Without a sound, his father, Salil, entered the gym. With eyes on his son,
he removed his clothes and found the one caftan remaining on its hook—his.
On bare feet, he joined the group as Shan said, “Turn it off. He’s had enough
of that. I want him for…”—he thought of the word his brother and Edwin had
used to assure him about male sex, and employed it with leveling effect—“…
for more natural purposes.”

tell me.

S
S

The time was one o’clock in the morning when father and son pulled into
the garage at home. Shoes in hand, they tiptoed upstairs to their respective
beds and went to sleep.

Breakfasts were underway in the Corbett-Lee kampong and in the
Chaudary’s house. At each, the most talked about person was not at the table.
Savory bread besan toast served with bowls of buckwheat khichdi and Ipoh
white coffee were family favorites, the likes of which Nirupa’s Americanizing
sons would be unlikely to encounter in the next months. There was sliced
fruit, too—rambutin, mangosteen, and bananas in coconut milk with cinnamon and a little honey—her own combination.
Up early and sunnily disposed after a night of solid sleep, Afzal had participated with the ladies in performing every step. These were things he wanted
to be able to slip into the Oak Park breakfasts to come, having learned that
Indian groceries were plentiful in Chicago. The meal was ready as Salil took
his place at the table after kissing his mother-in-law and wife on their brows.
“Forgive me being a few minutes tardy. I couldn’t tear Shan away from
everyone until after midnight. There were pizzas.” I’ll have to lie. Quickly, the
business mentality of a quick-talking salesman, which he had been for years,
kicked in. “Duane Wilderforce’s interest in the theater prompted a lot of questions about Shan’s acting and much discussion. Mr. Sato, the tailor, paid Shan
compliments….”
Nirupa interrupted. She wanted to know, first off, what happened about
Shan’s costume. Why did it take so long to fix? Could they see it? Did it need
washing before being packed for America?
Between mouthfuls of the delicious food, improvised answers placated the
women. That costume needed complete reconstruction. It would be mailed to
Shan in Treydon. “It needed improvements, I was told. In any case, we don’t
need to worry about it.” At the distraction of “Shan played some games with
Hassan, Edwin, and some other people while Stephen, Duane and I talked
a good while with Terry about corporate expansion,” Afzal’s ears picked up
certain implications of activity he wished he had been present for. Edwin must
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We ought to consider
the end in everything.
LA FONTAINE
Everything that ends provides
food for life ahead.
QUINTILLIAN
Never fear exposing yourself to newness.
Just be on guard.
AGATHA COBB

86. ENDINGS AND A BEGINNING
Their breakfast getting cold, Afzal was sent to fetch his brother. He wasn’t
gone two minutes before returning, a hand to his lips. “Shan’s still in bed. He
looks like a zombie. He doesn’t want to get up before noon.”
“Not ill, is he?” Salil asked.
“No, but really, really tired, he says.”
Across town, for his guests, Stephen made breakfast American-style—
scrambled eggs, buttered toast, turkey sausage, and Sumatran coffee. Terry
had not been mentioned. The talk centered on Shan.
Edwin spoke first after almost choking on his coffee. “The funniest thing,”
he coughed and grinned and coughed some more. “The funniest thing was
when Terry solemnly handed Shan that sack of dildos and said, in that funny
way of his, ‘You forget fashion accessories.’”
“The look on the boy’s face, with his father staring, was the evening’s
crowning moment,” Duane clucked. “Don’t you agree?”
Dalton slapped Stephen’s nearest leg. “I must hand it to you. Yesterday’s
conclusion to the whole affair was…well, words sometimes fail.”
Looking at Duane, Hassan winked.
Terry walked in, scowled around, and said piteously, “Call doctor. Need
transfusion. Maybe die,” his face broadened, “but die happy. Every part so…
sore….” He rubbed his backside. “No more sex. Only business.” With soprano
giggles, he went to pour himself a cup of coffee.
Guffaws acted as bonding agent to unite the table’s spirits.
Stephen assumed command, “We must deal with our day, friends.”
“You mean, before our appointment with the twins?” Edwin regarded Hassan, who looked curious.
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“Exactly. You’ll be free until three-thirty, when they’re due. Terry and I will
tour Duane and Hassan around—with you, Dalton, if you’d like to go.”
“Dalton always like go, because like talk. Blah-blah-blah all time. Never let
me say shit.”
“Preposterous Pekinese!” The octogenarian professor was ready to roll,
“How dare you fail to appreciate the wisdom of age, the sagacity behind my
least observation, the discriminating astuteness of my perceptive pronouncements, the…!”
Terry handed Dalton a piece of toast and said to the others, “See? Tell truth.
Lawyer rest case. Blah-blah-blah.”
“I’d be happy to read my book this morning, Dalton, if you’d not mind.”
Edwin spoke slowly, “Last night, during the big event, Ben Ong told me that,
if I did want his bottom, I could have it today. He’s free around Noon and
doesn’t have to go back to the accounting office before two o’clock.”
“And you want him?” Dalton asked Edwin. “He’s always made a point of
not liking ‘fundamental activity’—except for some light spanking.”
Edwin blushed, “Yes. I think I can show him how to enjoy it. Anyway, it’s
like, you know,” he lapsed into what irritated Dalton as teen-speak, “he says
I’m the sweetest person he’s met in a long time.”
“Then, by all means,” Duane nodded, “our little group will leave you to
your undertaking, and we will take in the sights, won’t we, Hassan?”
Stephen raised his hand, “Then, Edwin, entertain Ben in your room next
door. Steer clear of the housekeepers who will be working all over this house
from ten o’clock until mid-afternoon. The gardeners will be around as well.
Close your shades.”

S

The highly finessed coupling had followed lunch together from street vendors. Ben wanted his new buddy to “sample more of the tastes of Malaysia.”
Edwin enjoyed being led from stall to stall, Ben speaking Malay and Chinese
with equal fluency. Every small offering was tasted, declared “very good,” “really good,” “delicious,” or “really delicious.” At a market, Ben took him close
enough to a display of ripe durians that Edwin, with one whiff, immediately
shrank back and declared, “Maybe the next time I visit here. People say that
they are delicious.”
Pinching his nose and making a face at Edwin’s story of a near-encounter
with Malaysia’s notorious durians, Dalton looked to their hosts who obviously expected details about the session in private with Ben. Their expressions
said so. Edwin entertained misgivings about disclosing not the details but the
meaning.
“May I have a word, Dalton?”
Out of hearing, the two conferred. Dalton’s intonation of the word “honesty” carried.
Terry spoke out, “Is best policy. Yes, honesty.”
Turning, his lower lip noticeably red in some odd way, Edwin began, “What
drew me to Ben was a certain hollowness in his eyes. It suggested something
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absent. When we were together for the pizza last night and I alluded to his soft
bottom, he leaned back against me. What he wanted to say eluded him until
none of you was looking: ‘Do you want to fuck it or make love to me?’ I didn’t
answer except to peck his neck. He sighed, ‘Nobody’s ever made love to me.’
“Today, I found out that, from his first time with another guy to now, Ben’s,
um, oral cavity and lack of gag reflex put him on a course of behavior which
you Stephen, and you Terry, and Dalton have reinforced. Your suppositions
about his single mindedness led you to cast him as a stereotype. You habit-uated him.” The word had come to him out of the blue. Unselfconscious, undaunted, he continued, “So deeply has he sought your approval, so needfully, that he
adapted himself to your requirements. He felt safe here, and always will. It is
true that you are nice to him, but equally true that none of you loves him or has
even made an effort to find out if he wanted to be loved. Although he did not
say so, I surmise that he always hoped you might. He’s timid.”
“Wait,” Terry barged in. “I love Stephen. He love me. We have sex with
friends like Ben. That just sex for games. For fun. Don’t love friends. Love each
other.”
With greater fascination than ever, Hassan noticed Edwin’s mouth draw
tight before parting in a smile to say, “Of course you do. Ben understands
that. What I saw in him was something I recognized in myself before Dalton
and I discovered our feelings—personal loneliness. I’m loved now and I love
in return, Dalton more than anyone but Afzal, too, and, to a certain extent,
Salil. There’s the possibility of Shan also. He’s very immature, but one day….
Sorry if I sound like a lecturer! It’s just that I showed Ben how he could be
loved tenderly and he couldn’t have been more responsive nor have expressed
greater praise. He is so ready. He came twice.”
“And you?” Dalton asked.
“One time, a few seconds after his second climax. I accidentally hurt him a
little. He nearly bit off my lower lip.” Edwin rubbed the affected area. “Sticking my tongue up his nose got him to let go.”
Dalton stopped laughing when Edwin said, “I told him that we hoped he’d
visit us some day in Chicago.”

S

On time at the front door’s unanswered bell, the Battacharyas peered serenely into the empty hall, then toward the left as the guest house emptied its
visitors and Salil’s Proton drove toward them—both of his sons inside.
“Uh oh, this won’t work,” Dalton clutched Stephen’s shoulder. “Quick,
come up with something.”
“I think!” Terry headed toward the Proton. “Hey, Shan, so good you come.
Have project back here. No good for your brother. Come with us. You, too, big
daddy.”
He grabbed the nearest arm to lead Shan, Salil anxiously behind, away
from the big house. Drawing abreast of Hassan and Edwin and passing them,
Terry glared back and twitched his head in the other direction. A knowing
look on Edwin’s face failed to register its meaning with the Chinese.
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Shan—who had finally gotten the rest he needed—met a round of hearty
greetings and congratulations, of handshakes and hugs from Stephen, Dalton,
and Duane, as did Salil, whose face showed lessening tension. “There was
no way he wanted to stay at home if we were coming over here,” he told Stephen surreptitiously. Although still curious about the two small men he had
glimpsed in the porch’s shade, Shan heeded the invitation from Stephen to
“join us over here for some additional celebration.” Those strange little guys
had been at his performance with that artist guy….
Salil thumped his son’s broad back and breathed a silent sigh of relief.
“That will be so very nice, won’t it?”
In the distance, the twins, Edwin, Afzal, and Hassan were seen closing the
big house’s glass door and walking into the hall.
For all the haste of the guest house arrangements, there was nothing about
the situation to arouse Shan’s suspicions. The occasion was intended to result
in the satisfaction of Stephen’s desire to cover Shan while he was covering
Terry—with Dalton, Duane, and Salil as audience. Brought to the subject by
sufficiently flattering conversation (Duane), a certain amount of reasoning
(Dalton), appeals to his “total masculinity” (Terry), and challenges to prove,
for the last time before flying to America, his “superior physical machinery
and strength of character” (his father), the actor-athlete regarded the others
with sage-like severity.
His chest rose and fell with the deep breathing of a swimmer. Deliberately,
without a word, he slipped off his sandals to wiggle his toes on the carpet.
Standing, he released the buttons of his shirt, as if to make breathing less encumbered, but did not remove it right away. Fingers to his belt, Shan tilted his
head at his father, “Do you want me to do this?”
Salil, palms sweating, replied. “I believe that you would like to, yes. I believe also that you want to leave behind what my teachers called ‘a clean slate,’
owing nothing to anyone for all that they have done for you. My friends, now
yours, Stephen and Terry, desire this of you. That’s one point. And, I think it
a perfect way to pay them back for the use of their pool and gym, for Terry’s
help with your wrestling, and certainly for the play and the reception they
sponsored on your behalf—to say nothing of what followed.” He reflected on
how much he sounded like Dalton. That man!
The exchange captivated Duane and Dalton extraordinarily. It had no exact parallel in the experience of either elder. Their eyes, with Terry’s and Stephen’s, followed Shan’s pants to the floor immediately before he drew down
his underwear and stepped out of both. Visible from his neck down except for
the parts of his torso contained by his open-front shirt was the valley between
his pectorals, three pairs of abs, his navel, the line of black curly hairs leading
to his pubes, and the banana-like curve of his dangling penis. A living specimen of statuesque perfection.
Continuing his parental response, Salil directed his eyes into his son’s,
“The talks we’ve had lately have reached all-out trust. You’ve revealed yourself
to me, proved all sorts of personal fortitude, and shown maturity. Who in our
family would have believed it possible just five months ago? With commitment to your Auntie’s plans for you this year and next, you will be a force to
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reckon with in swimming, maybe in acting. You’ll be your own man, my son.
Tonight, you’ll talk some more with your mother and me, with your brother
and me, and last with me alone—to make sure both sides of each Chaudary
equation are balanced.”
Shan remembered Afzal inventing “Chaudary equation” in the car as they
approached the compound. Afzal. What is Afzal doing? “Father, Afzal’s not
coming in here, is he? I mean, if I go ahead with this, I don’t want him walking through the door.”
“No chance,” Dalton said. Pointing to Salil and Duane before himself, “Our
boys are learning some massage techniques. They’ll be occupied until we interrupt them. Besides, we can lock this door.”
“Then lock it, and give me a few minutes in the restroom,” Shan said,
reaching down top pluck something from one of his pants’ pockets. “You have
condoms?” A plan formulated while Shan was affixing the tight strap with its
stultifying metal boss where it could not be seen. It was the damnable device
supplied by George and brought to Malaysia by Edwin, who had tipped him
off about the afternoon’s opportunity and urged him to take advantage of all
the men. Until this occasion, Shan had despised the strap. Its hurtful pressure
to the underside of his penis prevented ejaculation. Yet, now he welcomed it.
His erection soaring, Shan re-entered the living room. “Why aren’t your
clothes off?” he demanded of Terry. “We can do everything on the floor. You
older guys will not have to get up from your chairs and sofa. That throw cushion should support Terry’s middle.”
As Terry complied, himself erect, Shan told the others, “I learned a line from
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: ‘There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken
at the flood, leads on to fortune.’ I’m going to ride that tide. A condom, please.”
Eight latex-girded inches launched into Terry and sounded at their utmost.
Terry grunted approval. Shan’s fornication commenced casually, nudging Terry’s desire. With increasing measure to the arc of his pelvis, Shan’s buttocks—
their muscles relaxing on the strokes out—permitted onlookers glimpses of
the athlete’s ruddy sphincter. The sight brought Stephen to his feet. Stripping,
he rolled a condom on himself in readiness.
Salil’s hand stayed his son. “Can you make Terry come?”
“Yes, I can”
“No. Don’t. Not ready!” Terry cried out.
“Watch, bapa.” Shan’s fingers reached his partner’s nipples and pinched,
hard, as he drove in and out of sight ever faster, balls slapping Terry’s.
Terry’s outcry modulated from loud protest into mere moans as his shuddering died away. “That enough. Get off now.”
“Oh no,” Shan said, his voice touched with irony. “This is my opportunity
to begin again. Your friends want to see me take you up higher, I’m sure. Give
me your little arse now, and be nice about it—or I’ll keep you stuck here and
won’t ever let you up.”
Stephen handled himself. The instant kink down of his lover’s lumbar vertebra thrust up his pelvis. Terry was in full receptive mode.
Bearing in—and down—Shan’s strokes began to reheat the small Chinese
from within.
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“Libidinal therapy,” Duane informed his host.
“Indubitably,” Dalton whispered in fun.
With but the loss of three seconds during which he said, “I heard that,”
Shan descended with force to establish a more vigorous claim on Terry’s sexual attention.
Dalton got up to pour glasses of water for himself, Duane, and Stephen—
none of whom could resist seeing Salil moistening his longest finger with
lubricant and placing it in the path of his son’s sphincter, winking and blinking. With no intent of inserting it, only of dabbing the muscle for what must
come—Stephen’s penetration—Salil sensed appreciation when he saw his son
smile. How resolute!
The moment had come when Stephen could no longer resist the tempting rear. He had wanted it every time he had seen it in action. A dream the
night before, after he had fallen restlessly to sleep with Terry, included the
bottom—Shan’s—as large as a cave entrance amid rising slopes of muscularly curved flesh and beckoning at the end of a well-rutted road. I have to go
through there—had been his thought as the dream’s details vanished. Stephen
scrutinized what moved before him as a businessman might take inventory, a
realtor evaluate a choice property, or a connoisseur appraise a work of kinetic
sculpture. Value was on his mind. The value of a longed-for experience to add
to his rich storehouse. Shan’s flesh had its own color value, in this light, somewhere between light bronze and dark gold. The pigmentation of his regulars
Terry, Ben, and Harry—the pale creamy yellow of their people—had never disappointed as part of their attractiveness. Young men of Indian descent were
rarer in his sex life, so seeing his own Occidental pinkness nearing, coming
in contact with, and piercing Shan’s dark allure further amplified Stephen’s
urgency. One of Salil’s hands held him back.
The other hand offered lubricant. “Please use more of this,” Salil entreated.
“My son has never taken any man your size.”
Despite the precaution, a haze of pain stopped the teenager. He caught his
breath and closed his eyes. It hurt worse when Stephen careened against every
nerve ending of Shan’s rectal tissue. Elongated and widened almost beyond
endurance, the passage went rigid. Terry felt crushed as his small frame received the brunt of two bodies’ weight.
He screeched, “You goddam break ribs!” The outburst diverted Shan’s agony. In that split second, Stephen eased away to wait for Shan to yield to him.
He will. They always do.
Not wanting to break the moment frozen in time, Duane whispered to Dalton, “Ah, a tableau-vivant. Too bad we can’t take a photo of it.”
“Or have Edwin make a drawing of it,” Dalton smiled toward Salil, whose
brow was knit with concern.
Tentative motions by Shan tested his readiness. He advanced back, saying,
“Okay, but not all at once. I’m not a human pincushion.”
“I am. Stick me,” Terry said.
Before long, Stephen’s scrotum, its testicles the size of ping pong balls, was
slapping into Shan’s, and the temperature in the room was rising.
Heaven is getting fucked by so nice dick, Terry thought. He was verging on
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his second orgasm. Maybe coax big load from Shan. Very nice. Very nice. Too bad
condom.
Stephen’s heat was mounting. He can take me now. God, what a treat this ass
is. He drove harder, meeting no opposition. Rather, Shan’s cooperation raised
Stephen’s hope for simultaneous climaxes among all three.
Awareness of his body’s response to anal sex was nothing new for Shantanu. Yet, his mind swam with confusion. The terrible pain he had endured
was now mysteriously becoming pleasure. Gym experiences here had shown
that others enjoyed the transformation. Should he? Stephen’s accomplished
fucking was sending waves of hot and cold through him. Sensations were
building toward the inevitable. Should he deny them? Shan sighed from deep
within, let go his inhibitions, and surrendered to his passion—forgetting the
impeding strap he wore.
As he sought his release, Stephen shook violently. Below Shan, Terry recognized the moment approaching and worked to bring himself off, and Shan,
too. But dry, his orgasm agonized the youngster. Everyone mistook Shan’s
cries as marks of pleasure.
Coated with perspiration, Stephen extracted himself, looked shamelessly
at the room, drew a few very deep breaths, then went to the nearest restroom
“to clean up.”
Shan continued to lie on top of as well as inside Terry, who imagined that
the event was over. It was for him. For Stephen. So why was Shan still hard?
He want more?
For his part, Shan wanted to be able to decide what to do. He fought to overcome the misery of having been unable to ejaculate. Edwin’s warning—“The
afternoon might be a marathon.”—was the reason for putting on George’s
hateful strap. If he took it off now, Shan might suffer embarrassment. His
brain in better working order as his heartrate slowed, the solution to his dilemma appeared. The words for it came to him the way they did to Edwin,
effortlessly and with a certain formality.
After the lewd sucking sound that attended the removal of his now-purple
erection from Terry, Shan said proudly, “I have not finished with Terry, gentlemen. But if you don’t mind, I’d like to do so in private, where he and I have
never been.” He swatted Terry’s butt, “Get up. We’re going upstairs.”
Much amused, Dauane rumbled, “Near-insatiable, is he?”
“Certainly capable, that son of yours,” Dalton said to Salil, whose mouth
has parted in disbelief.
In the bedroom shared by Dalton and Edwin, Shan directed a most curious
Terry to “rest on your back.” Stepping to the bathroom, he divested himself of
the uncomfortable strap—which he stashed under the lavatory behind some
cleaning materials—checked his condom, spotted the open, much-used jar
of coconut oil, sniffed it, scooped some to his fingers, and returned to the
small-bodied, much older man. “Here,” he said, “put this on me. I’m going to
do something I’ve never done with you.”
“What?”
“Make love to you, Terry Lee. You have no idea how good I am at it.”
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Alone with Stephen at last, an hour later, Terry’s eyes blinked coyly, his
face full of pride, “My celestial gate welcome Shan-devil many times. Make
convert. He now angel.”

No one could have been more elated in his account of Shantanu Chaudary’s
first photoshoot than his brother, Afzal. “Our father took us to the harbor
location. He certified and co-signed Shan’s contract, then left me with him
while he took Nenek to the airport. It was so interesting. The photographer
had planned for Shan and one other male model, a tall guy named Mamat,
to pose with four lady models—all beautiful—in swimsuits. It was an ad campaign for a big Chinese company in Quanzhou that sells all over Asia and
even in Europe. There were very modest costumes for Muslims and briefer
things for others. Mamet, who’s professional and experienced, didn’t seem to
think much of us until my brother changed out of his street clothes.” Afzal’s
face lit up, “Boy, did he look envious! Then a makeup man—there was a separate lady for the women—worked on him, and Shan just ‘exploded’ in the
camera. That’s what the photographer said, ‘exploded.’ They did all the poses
that were planned, Shan so natural you wouldn’t believe it. The models really
liked him, even Mamat. It took hours, though, getting the settings, using reflectors for certain light effects. Many details I wouldn’t have thought about.
About halfway through, Shan and Mamat were asked whether, for an add-on
to their contracts, they’d pose together and alone after the other models were
dismissed. I don’t know how much Mamat got paid, but Shan got another
five hundred ringgit! The company’s rep was sent to bring the entire line
of new-design men’s briefs—you know, bikinis and thong-like things. Very
form fitting,” Afzal covered his mouth as if to prevent a giggle. “Mamat’s
eyes showed jealousy at the way Shan had packed himself into those tight
things. The photographer was so concerned about ‘indecency’ that, when he
posed Shan and Mamat together, he had Shan slightly behind Mamat so that
only about half of his bulge would show on one side or the other, or so that
Mamat’s shoulder hid the lower part, or with Shan facing away. It was very
clever. I think the makeup guy was gay because he took lots of time retouching my brother, who loved it, I could tell.”
Edwin wanted to know, “Did Shan get hard?”
“No,” Afzal snickered. “He told me beforehand that he wouldn’t because he
couldn’t, not after what he did yesterday while we were with the twins. I watched
him early this morning doing his routines in that new halter. It’s fantastic, you
know. Out on the grass, no one could hear us. But he didn’t want to tell me much.
He wanted to know about what you and Hassan and I were up to.”
“Did you give him details?” asked Hassan, his expression that of the playful demon he could be.
“Oh no, hardly. Are you kidding? Just that they were teaching the three of
us how to give good massages. He thought that it was so that you could mas577

We leave something of ourselves behind
when we leave a place.

sage Duane better and so Edwin and I could massage Dalton when we get back
to Chicago. Isn’t that funny!” he hugged his sides.
“How did the posing session end? Did your father come back for you?”
“Yes, but he was very late because Nenek’s flight was delayed. He stayed with
her until she boarded. He drove up while—now get this—Shan was modeling
underwear for the camera. The rep had thought to bring a set of the company’s
newest examples along with the swimsuits. He discussed with the photographer the idea of shooting a whole series with Shan by himself. When I heard
about it, and Shan was about to agree, I jumped in and told them they’d have
pay Shan another add-on—and guess what: they did! So Shan and our father
huddled with them. They did another contract, this one for five hundred more
ringgit! I’m going to be his business manager in the future and receive a percentage. How about that? When we reached home and told Ibu, who hadn’t
been feeling well all day—that’s why she didn’t go to the airport, I forgot to
tell you—she couldn’t believe it. She kept shaking her head, ‘Fifteen hundred
ringgit,’ she said, over and over.”
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87. EMBARKATION
Leave taking from George Town involved a riot of activity for the Chaudary
boys, Edwin, and Dalton. Family, hosts, other guests, friends, and acquaintances aimed to play appropriate farewell roles in and around meals but such
was not to be. Repercussions from the New Straits Times article, its pictures
splashed over half a page, about Shan’s “performance for the leading citizens
of Penang” and from the color reproduction on another page of the same issue
showing Edwin’s drawing being displayed by the Chaudary family brought
telephone calls and e-mails with invitations and requests for interviews from
radio and television media. One reporter, wondering about the young American artist, had googled the name “Edwin Owen” and the word “art” and
found Nick Charleston’s reports from Indianapolis, Boston, and Cincinnati.
Putting two-and-two together, he thought to contact Dato’ Tay Mo-Leong.
The tale about Edwin’s copying a watercolor under the artist’s supervision,
then exchanging his for the original, so captured the newsman’s attention
that he begged to be allowed to see the two together. When Edwin and Tay
were posed in the artist’s studio, each holding the other’s painting, the photographer, called at the last second, turned out to be none other than Shan’s
photographer, Talib Rahim. His instant recognition of Salil, who had responded to Dalton’s urgent call asking him to drive Edwin to the studio, catapulted
the simple event into something more intricate. Questions led to connections
being made, tangled-web-like, between “Mo-Leong collector and businessman Salil Chaudary,” his “handsome, talented actor-son, Shantanu, now an
international fashion-model,” and “first-time tourist to Penang, American artist Edwin Owen, teenage genius.”
Stupefied to read the article’s akimbo characterizations of themselves—it
appeared in the edition of New Year’s Eve—were those named in it, except
Dato’ Tay Mo-Leong—who considered all publicity to be good. Nirupa tried
to sort her reactions from the emotions weighing her down. Her morose, “My
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house will be empty,” was countered by husband Salil’s, “You’ll be free to
become more involved socially—as the mother of a famous son.” Silently, he
thought what Stephen was thinking, that the sooner Edwin and Shan left, the
better. The longer they remained, the bigger the risk that some snoop might
get a lead on other connections. The situation, altogether too high-key.
Seeking to advance his name, the local story’s reporter e-mailed the three
articles and their accompanying photographs to Nick at the Indianapolis Star.
Not even his editor knew. But, the reporter told his girlfriend, who knew Nirupa and who whispered the news over the telephone, hinting that he might
be looking for more material. The proud mother told her husband who called
Dalton.
After putting down the telephone, a loud cry—“Pack your bags!”—boomed
peremptorily from Dalton. “We’ve got to get you and the Chaudary boys out
of town before this thing turns into another Chernobyl. You guys are radioactive!”
“Our plane’s tomorrow. You know that. Why don’t you do something helpful, like getting us another bag or something?” Edwin pointed to the gifts and
souvenirs which littered their room. “Our carry-ons and suitcases are full.”
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Qatar Airways connected through Kuala Lumpur to Chicago. Dalton and
Edwin sat forward, in business class, reading; Afzal and Shantanu were excitedly together in economy class. One dimpled and cute, the other sleekly
handsome drew many eyes. Nearby ears were drawn by the two languages
which they spoke interchangeably, Malay and English—about many things:
their departure from Penang International (attended by a host of relatives and
friends wishing them well), the day spent with photographer Talib Rahim (a
name they both now remembered, his business card safely in their wallets),
Shan’s performance of Shakespeare (the talk of the town and elsewhere), the
banquet for family friends (key recipes from which were in their luggage), the
clothes they needed to buy for their first American winter (if what they had
heard was true, a scary prospect), and what they had accomplished with their
home studies (preparations for the school term ahead).
Unmentioned, the desire to share sexual information and experiences—
matters of compelling interest, broached many times at home to various degrees between themselves and with their father yet never as fully as curiosity
wished. Neither had more than an inkling of what had passed between the
man and his husband, their closest friend Edwin, other than a single hint in
something he had said. The coming visit to Chicago by the ever-provocative
Hassan and his much older “owner,” Duane, held unknown promise for additional adventures. On Edwin’s recommendation given at the airport—to take
advantage of the movies, music, programs, and other features offered copiously by Qatar Airways’ individualized technology—the brothers contemplated
their good fortune, donned ear plugs, and settled into their journey.
A couple of hours over the Pacific, Edwin closed Oswald Spengler’s Decline
of the West. “Dalton, I have some questions.”
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“Hmm…rather thought you might.”
Spaciousness in business class meant few ears close enough to overhear the
exchange. Those that could had difficulty following the discussion of civilizations as living organisms that began as societies, produced cultures, reached
culminations of their generative ideas, and died when renewal could not be
undertaken. A few caught Dalton’s observation, “I liken this process to love:
Man meets possible mates, finds some more attractive than others, builds
those relationships toward incorporation with his own—literally, as physical
beings in acts of totally immersive coition—and develops concomitantly emotional attachments. These are among the most important intangible foundations for achievement in life.” In full stride, he ended, “When samenesses dull
the new structures above those foundations, they erode and disintegrate, the
way we do after great sexual climaxes—but the difference is that, if we are
well and in love, we regenerate our resources and continue to build. As long as
we find values—new ones being discovered, old ones increasing in fertility—
we grow.” With that, he kissed Edwin’s brow. No one noticed.
Rather than to ask about Spengler’s Apollonian, Magian, and Faustian characterizations of the three most successful Western civilizations, Edwin mulled
over the flow of his husband’s thoughts and their expression. He looked at the
silvery sheen of the ceiling lights on Dalton’s hair and leaned over in confidence, “Was that from a lecture you gave?”
“It was,” Dalton patted Edwin’s knee, “from the lecture I just gave.”
“You thought of saying all that on the spot?”
“Your fault for being so obviously interested.”
They went on to speak with intense concentration about the speculative
philosophy of history. Dalton put his own twist to Spengler’s theory of the
decline of civilizations, gaining in flamboyance to arc grandly, “Smug self-satisfaction is the killer. Egos rampant on a field of murk. They blind themselves
to the sure knowledge that threatening depths lie under the unchanging surface of stagnant cultural quagmires. Civilizations suffocate, then drown, you
know.”
Baleful regards were cast in their direction as Dalton’s voice had elevated in
volume. Edwin shushed him. Eventually, Arnold Toynbee’s name was brought
into play as a successor to Spengler. “You won’t have time to read the twelve
volumes of his A Study of History. It suffices that you’ve read Spengler. Besides,
if you were to have a lot of time to read, you might find the great overview
provided by Ariel and Will Durant’s The Story of Civilization to be more immediately helpful to your studies at the University. It’s most beautifully written,
which I can’t say about Toynbee.”
“Okay. Is it shorter?”
“Why yes, only eleven volumes.”
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In time, seats throughout the cabin were reclined. Dalton slumbered. Edwin slept.
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The Boeing aircraft’s engines droned them home and into the New Year
that held much promise and many potentials.
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